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TESTIMONY OF RUSSELL W. PETERSON
CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT

March 10, 1975

Mr. Chairman, Senators, it gives me great pleasure to

appear here today to speak in support of toxic substances

legislation. Toxic substances legislation is, in my view,

perhaps the most important environmental legislation now

before the Congress.

As I know you are aware, in 1971, the Council on

Environmental Quality issued a report on toxic substances.

The report pointed out that about two million chemical

compounds are known, and that thousands of new chemicals

are created each year. Several hundred of them do go

into commercial production each year. Although most of

these substances are not toxic, their sheer number, the

increasing diversity of their use, and the environmental

problems already encountered in connection with some, warn

us that we are dealing with a major problem.

The report further concluded that the environmental

impact of most substances is not well understood. Of those

compounds studied, testing has largely been confined to
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acute effects — those which show up quickly, and are easy

to perceive. But our knowledge of chronic, long-term effects

is inadequate. We know that cancer, genetic alterations and

various sorts of mental, physical, and physiological changes

can be chemically induced. In general, however, we find it

difficult to pinpoint the chemicals which cause such effects.

On the basis of its study, the Council on Environmental

Quality concluded that there was an urgent need for a program

to screen toxic substances before they went into commercial

use. The report conceded that our understanding of environ-

mental threats, our skill at testing substances for adverse

effects, and our ability to monitor and predict these effects,

were not fully adequate; nevertheless, it concluded, our

knowledge in these areas was sufficiently developed to

justify immediate action. No longer did we have to maintain

a purely reactive posture with respect to toxic" substances —

to limit ourselves to attempting to repair the damage after

it had been done. Nor should we, the report stated, "con-

tinue to allow the entire population or the entire environ-

ment to be used as a laboratory."

The Council recommended new legal authority in February

1971. On the basis of the Council's recommendations, the

Administration submitted to the Congress a proposed Toxic

Substances Control Act.
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Senators, it is now March 1975 — four years since

the initial submission of that proposed legislation. Each

year since 1971, the CEQ Annual Report has cited new instances

of health crises caused by chemicals — such as PCB's, mercury,

haloethers, and vinyl chloride. And each year since 1971 versions

of the Toxic Substances Control Act have been debated in

Congress — but none of them has been voted into law.

I said a moment ago that, in connection with the

commercial production, distribution, and use of chemical

compounds, we are dealing with a major problem. More

accurately, we are failing to deal with it. This important

legislation was badly needed four years ago; we need it even

more today. I urge you, therefore, to pass toxic substances

control legislation as quickly as possible.

I would rather not comment today in detail on S. 776.

The Council, however, will submit for the record a report

containing our detailed comments. My staff and I will then,

of course, be available for any additional questions you or

the Committee staff may have. However., the only major point

of disagreement we have with S. 775 is the requirement for

simultaneous submissions of documents to Congress and the

Office of Management and Budget. We feel this is unwarranted

interference in the decisionmaking process of the Executive

Branch

.
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Toxic substances legislation should meet three major

needs. First, it should provide for the reporting to the

government of chemical production, intended use, and any

privately sponsored health and safety information relevant

to the various Federal agencies that deal with controlling

toxic substances. Second, it should permit the government

to require testing of chemicals, both new and prospective,

so as to assess their potential for human and environmental

risk. Third, it should give the Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency the authority to deal with

chemical substances not adequately covered.

Reporting provisions are important for informed decision-

making on the part of the government. In order to make

balanced, well-reasoned decisions on potential toxic sub-

stances, the government should have access to information

relevant to such decisions.

Inorganic arsenic, a by-product of smelting, for example,

is processed by only one plant in the United States. This

plant ships the processed arsenic to companies in more than

40 major industries for subsequent use. The government should
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be empowered to find out, among other things, where these

processors are located, for what purpose the inorganic

arsenic is used, and in what quantities.

We now know, thanks to the voluntary disclosures in

1974 by Allied Chemical and Dow Chemical, that workers who

were exposed to inorganic arsenic contracted lung and lymph

cancers at dramatically higher rates than workers who were not

exposed ... from three times as high to sixty times as high.

We also know — now that we've started digging back in the

files — that reports suggesting a link between arsenic and

cancer have existed since the turn of the century.

Present Federal standards for arsenic exposure in

industrial sites have been based on a single study, per-

formed in 1963 by an employee of the one and only arsenic

processor in this country. In essence, that study compared

cancer rates between two groups of workers in the plant: one

group regularly exposed to arsenic, and another group that

supposedly was not. The study found no significant difference

in cancer rates between the two groups — and concluded,

therefore, that regular exposure to arsenic did not result

in any excessive incidence of cancer.
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In 1959, however, Drs . Frederick Lee and Joseph Fraumeni

of the National Cancer Institute pointed out an astonishing

gap in this study: the investigators had not compared the

plant workers with people who worked outside the plant —

that is, with those who definitely were not exposed, day in

and day out, to inorganic arsenic. In their own study,

Drs. Lee and Fraumeni found that lung cancer rates for

smelter workers — whether supposedly "exposed" to arsenic

or not — were three times higher than rates for the general

population.

As a result of this and subsequent studies, the

government has proposed a dramatic reduction in Federal

exposure standards for inorganic arsenic. On the basis of the

original study, standards had been set at 500 micrograms per

cubic meter of air. In 1973, the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health — research arm for the

Occupational Safety and Health Administration — recommended

that the exposure level be cut to 50 micrograms . . . one-tenth of

the old standard. And now — largely as a result of the Dow

and Allied studies — OSHA has proposed a new standard of

four micrograms

.
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All the returns are not in on arsenic studies. But one

thing is certain: the history of arsenic exposure standards

supports the argument that Federal regulatory agencies cannot

be restricted to filtered information.

With respect to testing, last fall, this Committee

held hearings on the subject of vinyl chloride. As you

became aware, vinyl chloride, a gaseous compound produced

in quantities of approximately 6 billion pounds per year in

the United States, is carcinogenic. This attribute was

discovered only after 26 PVC workers had died of a rare

form of liver cancer. We now know that these 26 cancers

developed in a relatively small group of workers exposed over

15 years ago to vinyl chloride, and, that this group has

sustained significantly increased rates of other forms of

cancer as well. Whether or not the pi-oblem may have spread

from the PVC plant to other stages of the plastics and vinyl

chloride manufacturing process or to the communities surround-

ing PVC plants, can only be determined by further investiga-

tions. For the more recent PVC workers in the now greatly

expanded PVC industry, only time will tell whether they will

be spared of cancer. Unfortunately, many cases can be

expected amongst these individuals over the next two decades.
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Is this an acceptable way of detecting toxic substance

problems? I think not. Health and safety testing of chemicals

is the key. Vinyl chloride is a good example of a compound

for which reasonable health and safety tests under the

Toxic Substances Control Act would have discovered carcinogenic,

potency. Under those circumstances, vinyl chloride

would never have been used as a propellant gas in aerosol

products. Had it been manufactured at all as an industrial

intermediate, it most certainly would have been produced under

much tighter controls. , . .

•

. The need for more comprehensive and flexible regulatory

powers over industrial chemicals could not be better

demonstrated than by a problem of current concern, the

relationship between fluorocarbons and a possible depletion

of the ozone layer in the stratosphere.

Currently, the Coxincil on Environmental Quality and

the Federal Council on Science and Technology are jointly

heading a Federal Interagency Task Force on the Inadvertent

Modification of the Stratosphere. The first task of IMOS

is to investigate the freon-ozone issue. A report on the

subject should be forthcoming in approximately three months

time.
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As you are aware, the concern expressed about these

fluorocarbons, or freons, as they are more commonly called,

is that they may reside unchanged in the lower atmosphere

indefinitely, only to be eventually transported upward to the

stratosphere. In the stratosphere, it is believed that these

compounds may be dissociated by the sun to form chlorine

atoms which can react with ozone and thereby significantly

increase the amount of ultraviolet radiation reaching the

earth. Any significant increase in U. V. radiation is

postulated in turn to have dramatic effects on the

human skin cancer rate as well as major ecological

consequences.

One aspect of the work of IMOS is a survey of potentially

applicable Federal authorities to deal with this issue. With

respect to regulatory powers, this survey is not yet concluded.

However, it is clear that none of the potentia-1 authorities

even if applicable was designed with this type of toxic sub-

stance problem in mind. Furthermore, even if current authori-

ties are found to apply, none offers the flexibility that is

provided by the Toxic Substances Control Act. We cannot risk

finding ourselves unable to act. Should we conclude that the

continued use of freons will cause a catastrophe, the conse-

quences are just too severe.
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In conclusion, without such authority, the Federal

Government is ill equipped to address toxic substances

problems. I have briefly outlined three major features for

any toxic substance control act and three toxic substances

problems in the last year. These problems are just three of

many. The Federal Government can no longer afford to be in

a reactive posture with respect to problems such as these.

And', the Federal Government must act now to provide the

necessary authorities to appropriately address the problems

when they are discovered

-

Thus, I urge passage of a toxic substances control act

which encompasses these three important thrusts. Such a

bill would permit the Federal Government to undertake the

long overdue task oJf" addressing toxic substance problems

throughout the human environment.
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January 31, 1975

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ADVISORY MEMORANDUM

Application of the National Environmental Policy
Act to Enforcement of the Anti-Trust Laws by the

Federal Trade Commission

The Federal Trade Commission has requested the Council

on Environmental Quality's views on the application of the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) ,— to certain of

2/
its enforcement activities under the Clayton Act— and the

3/
Federal Trade Commission Act.— This issue is now pending

before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

in Gifford-Hill & Company, Inc . v. Federal Trade Commission ,

et al . , No. 74-2024.

THE COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

The Council on Environmental Quality was established

pursuant to Title ii of NEPA, and charged with, inter alia ,

reviewing the activities of federal agencies in light of the

environmental policies of the Act. The Council's opinion

1/ 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321, et seq .

2/ 15 U.S.C. §§ 12 et seq .

3/ 15 U.S.C. §§ 41 et seq.
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is provided in accordance with that mandate. See, in

particular, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4341(4) and 4344(3).

The opinion is also provided pursuant to the Environ-

4/
mental Quality Improvement Act of 1970,— and Executive

5/
Order 11514.— Section 203(d) of the Environmental Quality

improvement Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4372(d), directs the Council,

inter alia , to appraise agency programs which affect the

quality of the environment. Section 3(a) of Executive Order

11514 directs the Council to evaluate, in particular,

policies and activities of the Federal government which are

aimed at the accomplishment of non-environmental objectives

but which affect environmental quality. Section 3(h) of

Executive Order 11514 also directs the Council to issue

guidelines to Federal agencies for the preparation of

environmental impact statements.

These enabling authorities have most recently been

discussed in Warm Springs Dam Task Force v. Gribble , 417 U.S.

1301, 41 L. Ed 2d 654, motion to vacate denied, U.S. ,

4/ 42 U.S.C. §§ 4371, et^ seq .

V Executive Order 11514, Mar. 5, 1970, 35 F.R . 4247,

42 U.S.C. § 4321 (1970)

.
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41 L. Ed 2d 1156 (1974). According to that opinion, the

Council on Environmental Quality is the organization

"most intimately familiar with environmental issues and

the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act"

417 U.S. at 1304, and "ultimately responsible for

administration of the NEPA and most familiar with its

requirements for Environmental Impact Statements." 417 U.S.

at 1310. see, also, EDF v. TVA , 468 F.2d 1164 (6th Cir. 1974)

and Jicarilla Apache Tribe v. Morton , 471 F.2d 1275 (9th Cir.

1973)

.

While this opinion is based, in the first instance,

on the Council's review of the relevant statutes, their

legislative history, and the judicial opinions construing

them, the Council has supplemented its review of the law

with the background and experience accumulated by it over

the last five years in coordinating the Federal government's

overall implementation of NEPA.

Since the passage of NEPA, the Council has received

approximately 6,000 draft and 4,000 final statements and
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reviewed a significant number of them, issued four sets

of successively more detailed guidelines on the operation

6/
of the impact statement process,— and assisted almost

60 Federal agencies in the development of their NEPA

procedures. All environmental impact statements are filed

with the Council, and the Council publishes a weekly listing

and a monthly report on the impact statements which have

been received. The Council engages, either using its own

staff or through consultants, in research on the operation

of the impact statement process; and pursuant to NEPA, the

Council annually reports to the President and the Congress

on the state of the nation's environment. Two of the last

three of these Annual Reports have dealt in detail with the

7/
implementation of the environmental impact statement process.—

This opinion reflects in part the experience accumulated

by the Council as a result of this activity.

6^/ The most recent set of guidelines issued by the Council
appears at 40 C.F.R. Part 1500 (1974).

2/ See, CEQ, Environmental Quality: Third Annual Report
(1972) and Fifth Annual Report (1974).
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Gifford-Hill is a corporation principally engaged in

the production and sale of construction materials, including

8/
Portland cement, ready-mixed concrete, construction aggregates,"

and concrete products. In 1967, 1970, and 1972, it acquired

a series of companies in the cement industry. in May 1974,

the FTC notified Gifford-Hill that, in its view, these

acquisitions violated the anti-trust laws and the FTC's

guidelines on vertical mergers in the cement industry (its

1/
"Cement Guidelines") . Subsequently, in August 1974, the FTC

issued a formal complaint against Gifford-Hill seeking,

inter alia , divestiture of Becker Sand and Gravel Company

and a ten-year bar on acquisitions by Gifford-Hill, without

prior FTC approval, of firms manufacturing and/or selling

construction aggregates.

—

^

0/ Construction aggregates are sand, gravel, and crushed
stone. They constitute the ingredients, along with
cement, of cement products, such as ready-mixed concrete.

9/ The full text of the FTC's "Enforcement Policy With Respect
to Vertical Mergers in the Cement Industry" (its "Cement
Guidelines") appears in Appendix A. .

10/ See, Administrative Complaint, In the Matter of Gifford-Hill
& Co. , Inc . , Docket No. 8989, before the Federal Trade
Commission.
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Shortly after the issuance of the complaint, Gifford-Hill

filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of

Columbia seeking a declaratory judgment, injunctive relief,

and mandamus against the FTC on the ground that the FTC had

not complied with the requirements of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act. Gifford-Hill challenged, in particular,

the FTC's regulation at 16 C.F.R. § 1.82(d)—^^ essentially

exempting the FTC's initiation of adjudicatory proceedings

from the environmental impact statement process, and the FTC's

determination that no impact statement is required in

connection with its continuing implementation of its Cement

Guidelines.

On November 13, 1974, in a memorandum opinion by

Judge Gasch, the District Court denied Gifford-Hill '

s

motion for a preliminary injunction. Gifford-Hill promptly

thereafter noticed its appeal before the U.S. Court of

Appeals, where the case is now pending.

11/ The full text of the FTC's "Procedures for Implementation
of the National Environmental Policy Act" appears in
Appendix B.
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QUESTIONS

1. Whether, in CEQ ' s view, the environmental impact

statement process should apply to adjudicatory

proceedings commenced by the FTC to enforce the Clayton

Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

2. Whether, in CEQ ' s view, an environmental impact state-

ment should be required in connection with the FTC's

continuing implementation of its Cement Guidelines.

DISCUSSION

The National Environmental Policy Act authorizes and

directs that, to the fullest extent possible, the policies,

regulations, and public laws of the United States be

interpreted and administered in accordance with the environ-

mental policies of the Act. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(1) This

mandate applies to all activities of Federal agencies. NEPA

also establishes, for a much more limited class of Federal

actions, a formal environmental analysis requirement.
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Section 102(2) (C) of the Act requires agencies to develop

a detailed forecast of the environmental effects of a proposal -

an environmental impact statement — whenever that proposal

constitutes a major Federal action significantly affecting

the environment. 42 U.S.C. § 4432(2).

The process surrounding the preparation of environmental

impact statements usually involves four major stages. First,

a Federal agency must decide whether a particular proposed

action requires the preparation of an impact statement.

If no impact statement is required, the Federal agency can

proceed directly with its proposal, although if the decision

not to prepare a statement is questionable, the agency

must document the basis for its determination before going

further. This documentation is frequently termed a

"negative declaration."—^ Second, if a statement is required,

the agency must prepare a draft statement. This requires

forecasting in detail the environmental effects of both the

12 / see, Hanly v. Kleindienst , 471 F.2d 823 (2d Cir.

1972), cert, denied 412 U.S. 908 (1973).
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proposed action and reasonable alternatives to the action.

Third, the Federal agency must circulate its draft statement

for comment and prepare a final statement. Circulation of

the draft means sending the draft to all groups directly

interested in the proposed action — other Federal agencies.

State and local agencies, CEQ, private industry, and the public.

The Federal agency must allow these groups a reasonable

time to comment on the draft. This is usually considered

to be at least 45 days. The agency must then prepare the

final statement by revising the draft to reflect the agency's

response to all the major comments received. Finally, in

the fourth stage, the agency may proceed with its normal

review process to reach a decision on the proposed action

in light of the analysis set forth in the final impact

statement, and other factors relevant to the agency's

decision-making.

The major issue presented here is whether the FTC's

adjudicatory proceedings to enforce the anti-trust prohibitions

of the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act are
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siibject to this formal impact statement process. The FTC's

procedures implementing NEPA essentially exempt such decisions

from § 102(2) (C) . According to § 1.82(d) of its procedures:

"Nothing in this procedure shall be
construed as stating or implying that
the requirements of section 102(2) (C)

of the National Environmental Policy Act
apply to: Any investigation made by the
Commission for law enforcement purposes;
any process or order issued by the
Commission in connection with any type
of investigation; any agreement of
voluntary compliance or consent decree
entered into by the Commissi on, or any
adjudicatory proceedings commenced by
the Commission."

Gifford-Hill has argued that no valid basis exists for this

exemption.

NEPA itself contains no express exemptions from its

impact statement requirements for categories of agency

activity. However, the legislative history surrounding

the enactment of NEPA, while sparse, suggests that Congress

visualized requiring the environmental impact statement

process primarily (although not exclusively) in connection

with proposals which relate either to discrete projects or
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major agency programs. According to the Senate Report

which accompanied S. 1075, the Senate bill that first

raised the requirement for an environmental analysis and

the bill that ultimately led to § 102(2) (C) of NEPA:

"Each agency which proposes any major
actions, such as project proposals for
new legislation, regulations, policy
statements, or expansion or revision
of on-going programs, shall make a

determination as to whether the proposal
would have a significant effect on the
quality of the hioman environment. "22./

Congress did not dwell much further on the scope of its

requirement for an environmental analysis. Apart from this

statement, the legislative history is barren of additional

discussion of the issue, except in the Conference Report,—/

where the Conferees briefly explained their addition of the

words "to the fullest extent possible" to the requirem.ent

that certain actions be accompanied by impact statements.

According to the Conferees, the inclusion of the modifying

phrase was not meant to provide a loophole, but rather was

13/ S. Rep. No. 91-296, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969).

14/ H.R. Rep. No. 91-465, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969).
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meant to reflect that an agency must comply with the require-

ments of section 102(2) unless existing law "expressly

prohibits or makes full compliance with one of the directives

impossible.

"

This recognition of possible situations where the impact

statement process is not appropriate has led to attempts by

a number of agencies to have all or parts of their programs

exempted. Almost all of these attempts have been struck down

when subjected to judicial review. See, e.g . , Harlem Valley

Transportation Ass'n v. Stafford , 500 F.2d 328 (2nd Cir. 1974),

and Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee, Inc . v. AEC, 449 F.2d

1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971) . However, courts have stated, on a few

occasions, that some federal actions are not within the

intended scope of § 102(2) (C) of NEPA.

The first such recognition arose in Cohen v. Price

Commission , 337 F, Supp. 1236 (S.D. N.Y. 1972). There, the

court concluded, in denying a motion for a preliminary

injunction, that there was substantial doubt as to whether

Congress intended the impact statement process to apply to

decisions by the Price Commission under the Economic
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Stabilization Act. The court noted that Congress expected

the Commission to act with promptness and dispatch, and that

this appeared to be incompatible with the more deliberative

decision-making by the environmental impact statement

process.

"It is doubtful, to say the least, that
Congress intended [the Price Commission],
which perforce, if it is to function
effectively must act expeditiously, be
required before authorizing an increase in
the price of a loaf of bread, a bottle of
milk, a can of beer, a gallon of gasoline
or a ton of steel, not only to make a

determination of the environmental impact
of its proposed action, but also to consult
with and to obtain the views of other federal
agencies with respect thereto and, pending
receipt of such views, withhold determination
for at least ninety days, with the consequent
delay. Such procedural restrictions would
seemingly be at odds with Congress' announced
purpose that the successful implementation
of the Stabilization Act required 'prompt
judgements and actions by the executive
branch . . .' and its recognition that "[t]he
President is in a position to implement
promptly and effectively the [Stabilization]
program . . .

' and may well render impossible
the achievement of that program." [footnotes
omitted] 337 F. Supp. at 1241
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In Portland Cement Ass'n v. Ruckelshaus , 486 F.2d 375

(D.C. Cir. 1973), the court looked at whether EPA's promulgation

of new source performance standards under § 111 of the Clean

Air Act was subject to the impact statement process. The

court noted that "[t]here is no express exemption in the

language of the Act or Committee Reports" 486 F.2d at 381,

and that in looking at the policies underlying NEPA, "we

encounter competing considerations" 486 F.2d at 383. The

court concluded, however, that "a narrow exemption from

NEPA" 486 F.2d at 387 was warranted. The court looked at

the rule-making process under which EPA is required to

propose a standard and thereafter solicit comments on it

from outside groups, the requirement that EPA accompany a

proposed standard with a statement of reasons fuller than

the minimum rule-making requirement of the Administrative

Procedure Act, and the availability of the courts to scrutinize

the results reached by EPA. According to the court:
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"Although [this] rule-making process may
not import the complete advantages of

the structured determinations of NEPA
into the decision-making of EPA, it does,

in our view strike a workable balance
between some of the advantages and dis-
advantages of full application of NEPA."
486 F.2d at 386

In accord with this decision, a number of other EPA

actions have similarly been excluded from the impact state-

ment process. See, for example. Environmental Defense Fund ,

inc . v. EPA, 489 F.2d 1247 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Anaconda Co .

V. Ruckelshaus , 482 F.2d 1301 (10th Cir. 1973); International

Harvester Co . v. Ruckelshaus , 478 F.2d 615 (D.C. Cir. 1973);

Getty Oil V. Ruckelshaus , 467 F.2d 349 (3rd Cir. 1972), cert .

denied , 409 U.S. 1127 (1973).

The third of the three agencies for which a limited

exclusion has so far been recognized is the Federal Energy

Office (FED) . In Gulf Oil Corporation v. Simon , 373 F. Supp.

1102 (D.C. D.C. 1974), the court adopted the reasoning in

Cohen v. Price Commission , supra , and concluded that no impact

statement was required in connection with FEO's promulgation
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of mandatory oil allocation regulations under the Emergency

petroleum Allocation Act of 1973. The court looked at the

requirement that FEO promulgate regulations within 15 days

after the emergency legislation's enactment, and concluded

that:

"In light of the Congressional demand
that immediate measures be adopted the
Court feels that the inherent tension
between NEPA and the Allocation Act, at
least as it involves the specific regu-
lations here in issue, must be resolved
on balance with a finding that the FEO
was not required to draft an environ-
mental impact statement." 337 F. Supp.
at 1105

These cases set forth the basic framework which the

courts have so far developed in reviewing proposed exclusions

from the full requirements of § 102(2) (C) . Under these cases,

a reviewing court should look at the procedural requirements

underlying both § 102(2) (C) of NEPA and the specific agency

activity at issue. The court should also look at the basic

policies underlying § 102(2) (C) and the legislation authorizing

the particular agency action in question. An exclusion should

not be allowed unless a fundamental conflict exists and "a workable

balance between some of the advantages and disadvantages of
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full application of NEPA" has been struck. Portland Cement

Ass'n V. Ruckelshaus , 486 F.2d at 386 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

Applying this perspective to adjudicatory proceedings

commenced by the FTC to enforce Section 7 of the Clayton

Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act,

we are of the view that such actions are not ones for which

15/
impact statements should be required.

—

'

We are advised that enforcement of the Clayton Act and the

Federal Trade Commission Act typically involves a series of

15/ We are, accordingly, in agreement with the conclusion
of the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia
on whether an impact statement is required in connection
with the instant case. According to the District Court
"the FTC decision to initiate antitrust enforcement
proceedings against GFH is not within the range of

situations to which NEPA was intended to apply"
Gif ford-Hill & Company, Inc . v. Federal Trade Commission ,

et al . , Civil Action 74-1265 (D. D.C.), Memorandum
Opinion dated November 13, 1974, at page 17. Apart from,

the District Court's opinion, only one other court has
so far had occasion to speak on the issue of whether
impact statements should be required in connection with
enforcement proceedings. In Getty Oil Company v.

Ruckelshaus , 467 F.2d 349 (3rd Cir. 1972), the Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit stated, as dictum, in

connection with Getty Oil's attack on EPA's issuance of

a compliance order under the Clean Air Act, that "[t]o
require an impact statement at the enforcement stage would
do substantial harm to the congressional purpose of

obtaining expeditious compliance with primary and secondary
air standards."
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steps. It begins with a decision by FTC staff on whether

a specific factual situation warrants investigation. If

the staff concludes that it does, an investigation is carried

out; and the results are weighed in light of both the

applicable law and other policy considerations relevant

to deciding whether to prosecute. These considerations

presumably include the resources necessary to mount an

action, the type of remedy which might be secured, the

precedential value of the case, and others. If a decision

is made to prosecute, a draft complaint is prepared, which

is then presented to the Commission for its approval. After

approval, negotiations begin on a possible consent order.

If the negotiations are unsuccessful, a formal complaint

is filed, which in turn initiates a formal adjudicatory

proceeding before an administrative law judge. After the

conclusion of the adjudicatory proceeding, the administrative

law judge renders his decision, which becomes final unless

modified by the Commission. Thereafter, an appeal with

the courts may be filed.
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Gifford-Hill has argued that an impact statement should

be prepared in connection with this series of steps, and

in particular prior to a decision by the FTC on whether to

commence an adjudicatory proceeding. This necessitates, however,

the acceptance of either, or both, of two possible rationales.

First, an impact statement should be required to determine

whether a statutory prohibition should be condoned, or

allowed to continue, because of the potential environmental

harm from remedying the violation. Or second, an impact

statement should be required because alternative solutions

exist to remedy the alleged violation, and the choice among

these alternative solutions should depend, at least in part,

on a detailed study of their environmental implications.

We find it difficult to accept the first rationale

as a basis for requiring an impact statement. While

prosecutorial discretion may depend on a large number of

factors, it is unreasonable in our view to subject the

exercise of it to a formal and lengthy environmental

analysis process. We think it particularly inappropriate
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when that process must he carried out, as would be required

by NEPA, in consultation with numerous federal, state, and

local agencies,—/ and subject to full public review.

—

^

Such an approach, at the outset, would substantially

delay enforcement of the anti-trust laws, and consume

scarce and limited resources. These elements are not

dispositive, since to some extent the initial application

of § 102(2) (C) of NEPA to an agency's program frequently

produces some delay and requires some reallocation of

manpower. However, these disadvantages can become particularly

important in certain law enforcement situations, where

the government must be able to negotiate and to act quickly.

Application of the environmental impact statement process

to the exercise of prosecutorial discretion would also

create a heavy imbalance in the elements developed for deciding

16/ Section 102 (2) (C) of NEPA requires that the views of
federal, state, and local agencies be solicited and
accompany the proposed action through the sponsoring
agency's review processes.

17/ Section 102(2) (C) of NEPA requires that all impact
statements be made available to the public pursuant
to 5 U.S.C. § 552.
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whether to go forward. The FTC would have before it a

complex of factors, only one of which had gone through a

lengthy public review process. While § 102 (2) (C) of NEPA

was intended to correct an imbalance in agency decision-making

resulting from inadequate consideration of the environment,

application of § 102(2) (C) to decisions on whether to enforce

the anti-trust laws appears to us to perpetuate this imbalance,

albeit in the opposite direction. We find it difficult to

imagine a proposed divestiture case under the Clayton Act

or the Federal Trade Commission Act where the likely environ-

mental consequences would be so significant to justify

subjecting the decision on whether to prosecute to the

requirements of the impact statement process.

Application of the impact statement process to

the exercise of prosecutorial discretion would also, in

our view, frequently invite largely unproductive litigation.

In many, if not most, cases, the proposed defendant would

find it in his best interest to litigate whether an impact

statement should be prepared, and if one was prepared, the
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adequacy of the agency's environmental analysis. While

the application of § 102(2) (C) of NEPA to an agency's

program always raises the possibility of litigation by

an adversely affected party, such application to d ecisions

on whether to prosecute alleged violations of the anti-trust

laws would create an incentive to sue by the party accused

of violating the law. Moreover, this incentive to sue

would lie with the party able to structure, at least in a

divestiture case, the environmental consequences that might

result from the divestiture.

Thus, application of the impact statement process to

the exercise of prosecutorial discretion would create, in

our view, substantial impediments to enforcing the anti-trust

laws; and would appear to go a long way towards nullifying

18/
th?t discretion.— We find it difficult to reach the

coi elusion that such a result was intended without more

explicit direction from Congress.

18/ We also question what the role of the courts might be,
should NEPA be construed as applying to this type of
agency action. The law is well established that the
exercise of prosecutorial discretion rests solely with
the Executive, and is not subject to judicial review.
See, for example, Newman v. United States , 382 F.2d 479
(D.C. Cir. 1967); United States v. Cox , 342 F.2d 167

(5th Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 85 S. Ct. 1767 (1965).
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The second possible rationale for applying the impact

statement process to the FTC's adjudicatory proceedings is

that alternatives may exist to remedy an alleged violation of

the anti-trust laws, and the choice among these alternatives

should depend, at least in part, on a formal study of their

environmental implications. In our view, this argument is

"more simplistic than simple" Portland Cement Ass'n v.

Ruckelshaus , 486 F.2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert , denied

42 U.S.L.W. 3653 (1974), and in light of the disadvantages

that would ensue, we find it insufficient basis for requiring

the application of § 102 (2) (C). The delays and consumption

of resources noted above would also apply here; and an

incentive for unproductive litigation would similarly be

created.

Moreover, and perhaps of greater significance, many

of the objectives underlying the impact statement process

will frequently be achieved in a law enforcement adjudicatory

proceeding, even without a formal requirement for an impact

statement. After a violation of the anti-trust laws has

been demonstrated, the focus in an adjudicatory proceeding
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shifts to whether specific remedial action, in addition to

an order prohibiting the unlawful act, is appropriate.

If such additional remedial action is appropriate, it

will typically involve, in cases under Section 7 of the

Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act, ordering the divestiture of one or more companies.

While questions may be raised about the appropriateness of

alternative divestiture orders, in most cases these questions

will not go to their environmental consequences, since in

most cases these consequences will not be significant.

In those few cases where the environmental consequences

might be significant, an incentive to prepare an environmental

analysis and present it in the proceeding will also usually

be created. To the extent the parties disagree about a proposed

remedy, and its environmental consequences may be significant,

the parties are likely to find it in their best interests to

prepare a detailed environmental analysis. Essentially the

same situation exists here as exists whenever the parties

to a case disagree over a major issue. They submit their
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evidence, and bring in outside groups to present their

expert views, in order to illuminate the issue and,

hopefully, persuade the administrative law judge.—^

Accordingly, even without a formal requirement for

an impact statement, many of the benefits that might result

from such a requirement are likely to be available.

Moreover, these benefits would be available, for the

rare case where they might be appropriate, without at

the same time subjecting every proposal for remedial

action to a formal threshold determination on whether to

do an impact statement, and the consequent problems that

would be created, as discussed earlier. While the adversarial

nature of the FTC's enforcement proceedings may not completely

substitute for the inquiry that would otherwise occur

under § 102 (2) (C), it does, in our view, yield a

"workable balance between some of the advantages and dis-

advantages of full application of NEPA." Portland Cement

1^/ The FTC might even decide that voluntary preparation
of an impact statement would be a desirable course
of action to follow.
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Ass'n V. Ruckelshaus , 486 F.2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert .

denied , 42 U.S.L.W. 3653 (1974).

Our opinion as to the validity of Section 1.82(d) of

the FTC's regulations is strongly reinforced when we look

at the application of the exemption to the instant case.

Here, Gifford-Hill has based virtually its entire argument on

the abstract question of whether the FTC's adjudicatory

proceedings are subject to the impact statement process. One

must search the large number of pleadings which Gifford-Hill

has filed to find any reference to significant environmental

effects which might result from FTC action in the case at hand.

The strongest statement we can find appears in Gifford-Hill '

s

brief before the Court of Appeals seeking review of the

District Court's decision. There, Gifford-Hill argues that

"the Commission's proposed action with respect to the Becker

acquisition could have a significant effect on the environ-

ment by proliferating the strip-mining operations that are

conducted to extract sand and gravel from the earth. "^/

20/ Brief for Appellant at 7.
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Gifford-Hill seems to avoid assiduously any statement that

it will establish a new strip mining operation if it is

required to divest itself of Becker, or even show that

that course of action would be a likely one for it to

follow as a result of a divestiture order. Moreover, no

indication is given of where a hypothetical new facility

might be established, even though Gifford-Hill fully controls

such a decision, at least in the first instance. To require

an impact statement, or even a formal record inquiring into

the need for an impact statement, based on such a tenuous

allegation, would appear to reflect a serious misallocation

of the Commission's efforts.

In summary, we are of the view that § 102(2) (C) of NEPA

should not apply to adjudicatory proceedings of the FTC to

enforce Section 7 of the Clayton Act or Section 5 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act. We reach this conclusion, even though

the remedy that might be requested by the FTC could

at least hypothetically lead, through a chain of events,

to significant environmental consequences. Accordingly,
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we find no merit in the argument that a "generic" negative

declaration should have been prepared by the FTC prior

to its promulgation of § 1.82(d) of its regulations.

While we are also of the opinion that no impact statement

is required in connection with the Commission's implementation

of its enforcement policies for the cement industry, our

reasoning is necessarily different. Section 1500.5(a)(3) of

the CEQ Guidelines states that actions that may be subject

to § 102(2) (C) of NEPA include "the making, modification,

or establishment of regulations, rules, procedures, and

policy." Section 1.82(a) of the FTC's procedures states

that "[n]o Commission rule or guide which constitutes a

major action significantly affecting the environment shall

be promulgated unless an environmental statement has been

prepared for consideration in the decision-making. " Potentially,

then, the Commission's enforcement policies for the cement

industry are subject to the need for an impact statement.

This is so, even though the policies were issued in 1967 — well

prior to the passage of NEPA. The grace period for applying

NEPA to the administration of an agency program initiated

prior to 1970 has clearly lapsed.
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While the Cement Guidelines are thus potentially subject

to § 102 (2) (C) , a close inspection of them indicates that

specific environmental impacts cannot be attributed to

their continued implementation. The Guidelines establish

a policy of opposing the acquisition of key aggregate

suppliers in certain cases. Clearly, this will not

substantially affect the location or the volume of

aggregates production, although it may tend to increase

the number of aggregate suppliers. An increased number of

aggregare suppliers could result in an increased number of

sand and gravel strip mines. However, one cannot determine

in advance where those additional mines might be. Thus,

one cannot attribute specific environmental consequences

to the continued implementation of the Cement Giiidelines.

The pleadings submitted by Gifford-Hill make an attempt

to circumvent this problem by analogizing the continuing

implementation of the Guidelines to the AEC ' s Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor program. According to the brief of

Gifford-Hill:
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" It is immaterial that the Commission cannot
now predict with certainty that further
implementation of the Cement Guidelines or a

particular proposed adjudicatory proceeding
will, in fact, cause increased aggregates
mining or the amount of increase. An agency
cannot 'avoid drafting an impact statement
simply because describing the environmental
effects of and alternatives to particular
agency action involves some degree of

forecasting ... It must be remembered
that the basic thrust of an agency's
responsibilities under NEPA is to predict the
environmental effects of the proposed action
before the action is taken and those effects
fully known. Reasonable forecasting and

speculation are thus implicit in NEPA. . .
.''

Scientists' Institute for Public Information,
__EC, 481 F.2d 1079, 1092 (D.C. Cir,inc . V ^

1973) .±1/

This analogy is invalid, in our view, for at least two

reasons. First, the potential environmental impact of the

LMFBR program is so great as to raise questions about whether

the program should proceed at all. The program creates

the possibility of catastrophic environmental consequences.

This situation creates a much greater burden on an agency

to deal with remote possibilities than in the instant case.

21/ Appellant's memorandum in support of its motion
before the District Court for a preliminary injunction,

footnote at page 22.
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Here, the potential environmental effects are not great,

and are clearly not dispositive of whether the FTC should

generally proceed against vertical acquisitions in the

cement industry. Accordingly, the need for environmental

forecasting in the two cases is clearly very different.

Secondly, the environmental effects of concern in the

LMFBR case_ are not exclusively site-specific. They include

such general questions as methods for collection and storage

or disposal of long-term highly radioactive wastes. A

forecasting of the environmental impacts of the LMFBR

program does not therefore require a determination of the

specific location of each new future reactor site. m
contrast, the environmental effects of a new sand and

gravel mine are almost wholly site-specific. Accordingly,

the utility in attempting an environmental forecasting in

the two cases is also clearly very different.

In conclusion, the Council does not find merit in

the arguments put forth urging that § 1.82(d) of the FTC's
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regulations be declared inconsistent with the provisions

of NEPA, or that an impact statement be required in connection

with the FTC's continuing implementation of its Cement

Guidelines. In the Council's view, the FTC's actions in

the instant case are consistent with the requirements of

the National Environmental Policy Act.
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Appendix A

Enforcement Policies of the FTC With Respect
to vertical Mergers in the Cement Industry

so 12-11-72 FTC Policy 690 1

[114515] FTC Policy Statements

The following niUimer}:rer enforcement policies with respect to mergers
in particular industries have been announced by the FTC.

In its policy announcements, the Commission has esi.-ti/i^hol st.inJ;i;.la

for g^iven industries by which it will measure the need for in-,uicci;j.u: iUv;n:i(,n
and consideration. In the food distribution industries, for exampli.-, any
merger which results in combined annual food store sales in excess of' $500
million annually raises "sufficient questions regarding . . . legal status to
warrant attention and consideration by the Commission," while in the cement
industry, issuance of a complaint would be merited if a portland cement cf>iii-

pany acquired any ready-mixed concrste company regularly purchasing SO.OOO
barrels of cement or more annually. Grocery product (product extension)
mergers will be looked into on the basis of the size of the resulting company,
the acquirer's advertising practices and expenditures, and both firms' market
positions.

Some of these special FTC policies require that advance notice be given
by firms proposing mergers or acquisitions. In the cement industry, all
Portland companies i)lanning to acquire any ready-mixed companies must 'give
notice; in the food distribution industry, notice is not required unless annual
sales after the merger would exceed $100 million. Neither product extension
mergers involving, grocery product manufacturers nor textile mill industry
mergers require advance notice by virtue of the policy .statement covering
them. Of course, the general corporate merger reporting requirement (jf 4545)
should be considered.

[II 4520] Cement Industry—^Vertical Mergers

Commission Enforcement Policy with Respect
to Vertical Mergers in the Cement Indiutry

Vertical mergers and acquisitions are
today the most significant, critical and im-
portant problem faced by the cement and
ready-mixed concrete industries. Beginning
in the late nincteen-fifties a trend of acquisi-

tions of leading ready-mixed concrete pro-
ducers by cement manufacturers began which
now thre.itens to transform the .structures
of both industries. This vertical merger
movement is of vital importance to the public,

and to each of the industries involved.
Cement and concrete are basic building ma-
terials essential to the nation's economy.

The Commission early became concerned
with vertical mergers in the cement industry
in the course of carrying out its statutory

duties in the enforcement of the antitrust

laws. Complaints were issued at the outset

initi.iting a scries of adjudicative cases. The
trcn<l of acquisitions, however, continued.

By the end of 1965 no fewer than 40 ready-
mixed concrete companies had been acquired

by loading cement companies, while several

large ready-mixrd companies had entered

into the manuf.ictnre of cement. M.iny
cement companies h.id indicated that while

Trade Regulation Reports

they were opposed to this development, they
might be forced in the future to accpiirc

major customers to protect their outlets
from further foreclosure. Various segments
of the industry requested the Commission
to clarify, as soon as possible, the legal

status of such mergers. The Commi-Jsion,
therefore, determined to consider the prob-
lem on an industry-wide basis to dclermine
whether its current approach to vertical

mergers in these industries was correct ami
effective, or whether it should he supple-
mented. An industry-wide iuveslig.itioii w.-us

commenced, and on April 26, l9o6, a .SialT

Economic Report on "Mergers ami Vcrlic.d

Integration in the Cement lnilu";try" was
published. There.iflcr, Public Jlrarings on
the problem were held in July l''(>(>, ami oral

presentations and written statcincnls iroin

the industry were received.

The Federal Trade Commission has con-

cluded that vertical mergers and acquisi-

tions involving cement manufailurers ami
consiuiiers of cement, particularly readv-
mixed concrete companies, can have sub-

stanti.il adverse efTccts on comprtilioii in

the particular market areas whtie Ihrv

occur. This conclusion of the Ci)iuMil-s|.>n

1i 4520
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6 90 2 AcquisiUoxts so 12-1i-n

is based uyon prinr cases iiivolvinp siicli

mergers ami acquisitimis, its own experi-

ence in merger policy enforcement, tlie

industry-wide invcstitjntioii of tlic pr(it)lcm

whicli culminated In tlie piililishcd report

oi the siafi nn "Mergers and Vertical In-

tL'tJr.itivTii 111 ll.c Ccriunt Industry/' and up-

on liie "f lii.hc iieurin^'i" 01 tlie Coniniission

heUi in July lyoo.

Based on the information now available

to the Commission it ap))cars lliat the recent

trend of vertical acqnisiti'ins has involved,

almost invarir.hly, Icailinfi high volume
ready-mixed concrete producers located in

major urban areas, iiccause urban areas

contain concentrations of people and .iidus-

try, they account for the most intense day-

to-day construction activity and ciinseriucnt

cement demand, and thus constitute the

choice high-volume centers for cement sales.

Cement companies therefore concentrate

their sales effort upon the urban areas. In

recent years, for example, the Rrcat major-
ity of over 230 newly constructed cement
distribution terminals have been locatcil so

as to serve particular metropolitan centers.

Distinguishable con\pttitive features usually

characterize ditTcrent urban areas. DifTercnt

prices generally prevail from one to another,

and each is marked by unique supply and
demand characteristics. In summary, metro-
politan centers are focal points of cement
demand and arc rcgfardcd by cement com-
panies as key marketinp: area.-. It is within

these centers that the cflects on competition

resultinB from vertical acquisitions tend to

be inost keenly felt.

Such urban markets, within which ver-

tical mergers and acquisitions take place,

are often hipiily concentrated on both the

supply and demand sides. Cement is a heavy,

bulky product economically impractical to

ship very far except by water. For this

reason, almost all cement is sold and used
comparatively near the site of production.

Cement production is decenfrali/.cd and is

based upon a network of geocraph'cally

scattered plants which ship directly, or

thrnufrh terminals, to consumers in afljacent

markets. Most urban markets therefore are

served by comparatively few producers. Out
of the fifty largest metropolitan markets in

the United States, 19 liad five or fewer

cement companies soliciting sales, and an
additional 19 had only five to ten suppliers.

Illustrative are: Seattle—3; Miami—6;

Tampa—6: San Francisco—1; Portland

(Orel?.)—4; Denver—2; Detroit—">; Jack-
sonville— 7. A sur\'ey conducted of 22 "top"

cement markets and 1 1 "secondary" markets
by one of the industry participants in the

114S20

public hearincrs .showed 2.t b.ad only three
to eiulit suppliers. Notwith-;tandinp the
possibility OI some technical improvements
in bulk rail transportation oi cement, it

nevertheless appears tliat today the sco-
Rrnphic are.i pr.acticable for any Riven
cement producing plant to service is a
limited one. From the inforniiition known
to us to d.ate, it sceins improbable that any
fiindamctita! change in the relative concen-
tration of available cement suppliers servic-

ing particular n\etropol!tan markets, as well
as larger regions, will occur in t!ie foresee-

able future.

Similarly, although thei*!; arc well over
4,000 rCady-inixcd concrete producers in the

United States, the major needs of most
urban areas are supplied by a few sizeable

ready-mix firms. Concrete is a highly

perishable commodity of great bulk and
weight and, even more crucially than in the

case of cement, high transportation costs

in comparison with the selling price limit

the area serviceable from a particular plant.

Concrete is normally not transported more
than five to ten miles from t!ie production
site to the construction job of the purchaser.

Any given iTietropolitan area would there-

fore appear to be a definitive market for

concrete production and sale, and it is not
likely that there are any outside suppliers

actually or potentially available. In most
urban centers, the ready-mixed concrete in-

dustry is quite concentrated. For example, the

four largest ready-mixed concrete com.n.inies

doing business in San Francisco, Boston,

Cleveland, Milwaukee, New York, Buf-

falo, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,

Kansas City, Memphis, Phoenix, Norfolk,

Portland (Ore.), Seattle, Jacksonville, and
Richmond made approximately 50 percent

or more of the concrete sales in those cities.

The ready-mixed concrete industry is

relatively new, having its origins subsc-

f|uent to World War I and its period of

rapid developinent after World War II.

Nevertheless it has already greatly sur-

passed the cement industry in the total

dollar value of shipments. In lOM, the value

of all cement produced was $1,190,000,000

whereas the total value of sales of ready-

niixcil concrete was larger by almost
$S00,0nO,00O amounting to $1,987,000,000

Out of a total 1964 cement production in the

United States of 368,633,000 barrels, ready-

mixed concrete: companies purchased about
60 percent. The importance of the ready-

mixed concrete firms as cement consumers
is even greater in metropolitan centers

where there is reason to believe that they

account for 70 percent or more of cement
purchases.

m © 1972, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.
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In any given metropolitan market ready-

mixed concrete producers are therefore

dominant cement consumers and constitute

the crucial link in cement distribution and

use. When one or more major ready-mixed
concrete firms are tied through ownership
to particular cement suppliers, the resulting

foreclosure not only may be significant in

the short run, but may impose heavy long-

run burdens on the disadvantaged cement
sujjpliers who continue selling in markets
affected by integration. Acquisitions of lead-

ing cemcntconsumers in markets containing

comparatively few volume buyers may have

the effect of substantially disrupting the

competitive situation at the cement level,

and, in fact, may set off a "chain" reaction

of acquisitions.

Uniiitegrated ready-mixed concrete pro-

ducers furthermore may be at a disadvan-
tage in competing with rivals who are

integrated cement and concrete manufacturers.

This is true not only because of disparities

in size and access to capital, and the advan-

tages inherent in product and market
diversification, but also because of the poten-

tial "price squeeze" latent in competition

with integrated companies.

The m.ore extensive vertical integration

becomes in the cement and concrete indus-

tries, the higher tends to be the level of

entry barriers in individual metropolitan
markets and in larger geographic regions.

This can result from a number of causes.

Higher capital requirements are necessitated

by entry into the production of cement and
ready-mixed concrete on an integrated basis.

The capital requirements for entry on an
integrated basis appear to be double the

cost of entry into the production of cement
only. But the need for far more capital is

not the only problem. Industry executives

at the public hearings were unanimous in

stating the difficulty of penetrating the
ready-mixed concrete industry on a signifi-

cant scale in markets containing long estab-

lished ready-mixed concrete producers. New
entrants in ready-mixed concrete in .inte-

grated markets, of cour;e, may face the
additional deterring effect of competition
with very large, diversified and integrated

rivals.

Critrria Used to Identify Mergers
lytiieh Warrant Immediate Action

The Commis'iion's characterization of par-
ticular organizational developments in the

cement and rcady-niixcd concrete industries

and their probable competitive consequences
represent the Commission's current knowl-
edge of these matters as revealed by its own

Trade Regulation Reports

experience in various litigated cases, as well
as an industry-wide investigation accom-
plished through survey, staff analysis ancl

public hearings. In view of its extensive
activity in the application of Section 7 to
forestall anticompetitive mergers, together
with its understanding of jircspuctivi- de-
velopments in cement io:iiiui-(;iuic ami ol-.-

tribution, this Commisbion wislies to make
abundantly clear insofar as possible, its

future enforcement policy with regard to

vertical mergers in the cement and ready-
mixed concrete industries. In so doing it is

expected that needless litigation may be
forestalled. At the same time however it

should be noted that the issues in any pro-
ceeding instituted by the Commission will

be decided on the merits of that case.

I. The Commission has determined as a
matter of general enforcement policy to use
all the legal weapons at its disposal to pro-

ceed against and order the divestiture of

those vertical acquisitions which it believes

may unlawfully lessen competition in any
market. Specifically, tlie Commission in-

tends to investigate expeditiously every
future acquisition by a cement producer of

any substantial ready-mixed concrete firm

in any market to which such acquiring pro-

ducer is an actual or potential supplier.

Whenever such an investigation reveak the

market circumstances describt;d below, the

Commission shall issue a complaint challeng-

ing the acquisition under Section 7 of the

Clayton Act, unless unusual circumstances

in a particular case dictate the contrary.

II. In general, the acquisition of any
ready-mixed concrete firm ranking among
the leading four nonintcgrated ready-mixed

producers in any metropolitan market, or

the acquisition of any ready-mixed concrete

company, or other cement consumer, which
reg^ularly purchases 50,000 barrels of cement

or more annually, will be considered to con-

stitute a substantial acquisition.

III. Tlie determination of the Commis-
sion to challenge the acquisition by a cement

supplier selling in a market of any of the

top four ready-mixed concrete firms therein,

or of any cement consumer in such market

who regularly buys 50,000 or more barrels

annually, docs not mean that the acquisition

of smaller firms will necessarily be consid-

ered lawful or go unchallenged by the Com-
mission. Tlie acquisition of several smaller

ready-mixed concrete producers whose
cumulative purchases of cement annually

approximate those of a ready-mixed con-

crete company of the foregoing specified

size or the acquisition of a cement user

which gives to a cement producer that is

114520
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already intccrated forward into tl.: relevant

market a substantial position o( the fore-

going specified size may have at least as

severe anticompetitive etTects as the acquisi-

tion of a single larger firm.

IV. The Commission's intention to chal-

lenge all substantial vertical ar.q\i!sitions

does not exempt markets where integration

has already occurred. A partially integrated

market can still be attractive to a new
cement producer who is looking for multiple

markets to serve from a large efficient plant,

or to attract a manufacturer oii the edge of

», market who wishes to expand his geo-

graphic area vOf sales. Likewise markets

which have witnessed significant vertical

integration may still offer inducement to

new ready-mixed concrete cqmpetitors to

enter. The Commission therefore intends

to act to preserve the open portions of par-

tially integrated markets to the fullest

extent possible.

V. In promulgating a statement of gen-

eral enforcement policy with respect to inte-

gration through mergers and acquisitions,

the Commission rccog-nizes that there are

other means by which it is possible, to some
extent at least, for cement suppliers to exert

pressure on consumers of cement In some

cement markets, the acquisition of key
aggregates producers can constitute a way
by which ready-mixed concrete companies,

and other cement consumers, can be influ-

enced in making their cement purchases and
competition can be substantially lessened

thereby. The anticompetitive effects usually

associated with the acquisition of ready-

mixed concrete producers can be brought

about in such areas indirectly by the acquisi-

tion of aggregates concerns. The Commis-
sion therefore will oppose the acquisition

of key aggregates suppliers in a market
wherever there is reason to believe that such

acquisitions may confer upon the acquiring

cement company any significant ability to

exert anticompetitive "leverage" on cement
consumers affecting their freedom to choose
cement suppliers.

VI. To carry out this program ex-

peditiously and unifonnly, the Comriiission

must know of prospective acquisitions and
mergers in advance of their consunr.i.i.'.tiuii.

Accordingly, ail Portland ccn-.on: :..y.r.;-ar.ie3

will be required to notify tne Corami.is.on

at least 60 days prior to the consummaiion
of any merger or acquisition involving any
ready-mixed concrete producer. Tlie Com-
mission will notify all portland cement
companies each year, so long as this enforce-

ment policy is in effect, and will require

each to file special reports with the Com-
mission under the authority provided by
Section 6 of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act.

This action by the Commission should

not be interpreted to mean that cement

firms must request Commission approval

prior to the consummation of any merger

or acquisition. However, the Commission

shall continue to provide advisory opinions,

as provided by its Rules of Practice, re-

garding the legahty of particular mergers,

and invites those contemplating mergers to

avail themselves of this program in any

situation where they are uncertain as to the

legality of a prospective merger.

Chairman Dixon and Commissioner Mac-

Intyre, while approving the enforcement

criteria set forth in this statement, did not

concur in the action of the Commission in

providing for the requirement that special

reports be filed with the Commission 60

days in advance of any merger under the

authority of Section 6 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act. (Released January 17,

1967.)
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Appendix B

FTC procedures for Implementation of

the National Environmental Policy Act
16 C.F.R. §§ 1.81-1.85

Subpart I—Procedures for Implemen-
tation of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969
Authority: Ths provisions of this Subpurt

I Ifisued under sec. 102(2) (C), 03 Stnt. 863;
42 U.S.C. 4332; E.O. 11514; CEQ Quldellnes.

Source: The provisions of this Subpart I

appear at 36 F.R. 32814, Dec, 1, 1071, unless
otherwise noted.

§ 1.81 Auihoritr.

(a) Section 102(2) (C) of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public
Law 01-190, which is Implemented '^^

Executive Order 11514, and Guidelines
Issued by the Council on Environmental
Quality (36 F.R. 7724, April 23, 1971)
(hereinafter referred to ns "CEQ Guide-
lines") require all Federal aeencles In-
cluding the Federnl Trade Commission
to Include In every recommendation or
report on proposals for legislation and
other mnjor Federal actions signiflcantly
affecting the quality of the human en-
vironment a detailed statement by the
responsible official on:

(1) The environmental Impact of the
proposed action;

(2) Any adverse environmental eflects

which cannot be avoided should the pro-
posal be implemented;

(3) Alternatives to the proposed
action

;

(4) The relationship between local

short-term uses of man's environment
and the maintenance and enhancement
of long-term productivity; and

(5) Any irreversible and irretrievable

commitments of resources which would
be Involved In the proposed action should
it be implemented.

(b) The above-cited authority further
prescribes that, prior to making any de-
tailed statement, the responsible Federal
official shell consult with and obtain the
comments of any Federal or State agency
which has Jurisdiction by law or special

expertise with respect to any environ-
mental Impact, Involved. Copies of such
statement and the comments and views

of the appropriate Federal, State, and
local agencies shall be made available to

appropria:e ofDcials and the public, and
shall accompany the proposal through
the existing agency processes.

§1.82 Uoclurutiun of policj.

(a) No Commission rule or grulde

which constitutes a major action signifi-

cantly affecting the environment shall

be promulgated unless an environmental
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gtatement has been prepared for con-

sideration In the decisionmaking.

(b) No Commission legislative pro-

posal or Commission legislative report

on a legislative proposal In an area in

which the Commission has statutory re-

sponsibility concerning matters which
significantly affect the environment will

be submitted without an accompanying
envirorunent Impact statement.

(c) A statement will not accompany
such action where the Commission finds

that expeditious action Is In the public

Interest. In such Instance, the Commis-
sion will consult with the CEQ as pro-

vided In section 10(d) of the CEQ Guide-

lines and shall develop a statement

promptly after the action.

(d) Notliing In this procedure shall be

construed as stating or implying that

the requirements of section 102(2) (C) of

the National Environmental Policy Act

apply to: Any investigation made by the

Commission for law enforcement pur-

poses; any process or order Issued by the

Commission in connection with any type

of investigation; any agreement of vol-

untary compliance or consent decree

entered into by the Commission; or any
adjudicatory proceedings commenced by

the Commission.

§ 1.83 Implementing procedures.

(a) Rules and guides. (1) The Direc-

tors of the Bureaus of Consumer Protec-

tion and Competition shall establish pro-

cedures for their bureaus to assure that

all proposed rules and guides being de-

veloped within their respective areas of

responsibility are reviewed to assess the

need for statements on the impact on

the environment, and that, where a need

Is found, a statement Is developed.

(2) All proposed rules and guides shall

be reviewed at the earliest opportunity

by the appropriate heads of the Initiat-

ing staff units to determine whether the

rule or guide might relate to, or Involve,

environmental considerations. Staff rec-

ommendations to the Commission pro-

posing the initiation of a proceeding to

determine whether a rule or guide should

be promulgated shall include an a.ssess-

ment of the anticipated environmental

Impact, If any. The criteria prescribed in

subsections 5 (b) and (c) of the CEQ
Guidelines shall be used in determimng

If any action will have a significant effect

on the environment.
(3) The Commission shall make the

final determination whether the pro-

posed Commission proceeding may be a
major action significantly affecting the
quality of human environment. Upon the
determination by the Commission that a
proposed rule or guide may have a sig-
nificant effect on the quality of human
environment, the staff will prepare a
draft statement which shall become
part of the public record as provided
hereinafter.

(4) Concurrent with publication in the
Federal Kkgister uf a proposed rule or
guide wherein the potential for a signifi-

cant effect on the environment has been
identified, draft st^t,<,ments will accom-
pany the proposed rule or guide in the
Federal Register and will be circulated
by the Commission to appropriate ofB-
cials and agencies, within and outside
the Federal Government, with jurisdic-
tion by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental Impact In-
volved. Whenever appropriate, the clear-
inghouse mechanism No. A-95 (July 24,

1969) shall be utilized.

(5) Thirty days wUl be aliowed for
comment on draft statements of environ-
mental Impact. If no statements are filed

within this period, it will be presumed
that, unless an agency consulted requests
an extension of time, the agencies con-
sultea have no comment. To the extent
possible, 30 days will be allowed for com-
ment after the te.xt of the final state-

ment on proposed action affecting the
environment has been made available. In
no event will a final rule or guide be
promulgated prior to 90 days after cir-

culation of the draft statement. When
emergency circumstances make such pe-
riods impossible, the Commission will

consult with the Council as provided in
section 10(d) of the CEQ Guidelines.

(6) Draft statements of environmen-
tal Impact and final statements on pro-
posed action affecting the environment,
along with comments received on draft
statements, will be made available to the

President by transmit? ion to the Council

on Environmental Quality, as provided

In section 10(b) of the CEQ Guidelines.

(7) Tlie draft statements, comments,
and views obtained with respect to them,
and final environmental lnii>act state-

ments will be made available to the pub-

lic in accordance with the Commission's

procedures and rules of practice at the

Office of the A'ssistant Secretary for Legal

and Public Records. Federal Trade Com-
mission, Washinfjton, D.C. 20580. They
will also be made available through the
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National Technical Information Service

of tlie Department of Commerce. Spring-

field. Va. 22151. Public comment received

before the closing of the record in a pro-

cecdins to promulgate a rule or guide will

become part of tliat record.

(b) Legislation. (1) The General

Coun.'^cl shall establish procedures to as-

sure that lepislalive proposals and legis-

lative rei)orts on matters for which the

Commission has statutory responsibility

are reviewed to assess the need for state-

ments on the impact on the environment

and that, where a need is found, a state-

ment is developed. Such statements shall

be finally approved by the Commi'^sion.

(2) The proposed section 102(2) (C)

statements and the reQUired comments
shall accompany legislative proposals

and reports when these are sent to the

Office of Management and Budget for

clearance. At the same time, copies of

this mptarial shall be furnished directly

to the Council on Environmental Quality

for its information.
(3) After differences with other agen-

cies over the legislative proposal or re-

port have been resolved, the Commission
wUl put the section 102(2) (C) statement

m final form (including such comments
and views of the appropriate Federal,

State, and local agencies as are perti-

nent) . The fi-nal statement and comments
.shall accompany the proposal or report

to the Cc'ngress as supporting material.

Copies of this final material shall be fur-

nished d-.rectly to the Council on Envi-

ronmental Quality.

§ 1.84 Review.

(a'> The General Counsel has been

assigned the responsibility for coordinat-

ing the Commission's efforts to improve
environmental quality and is hereby

desgnated the official responsible for the

Commission's statements as specified in

subsection 3(a)(3) of the CEQ Guide-

lines. He shall provide guidance and as-

sistance to operating unit? in determin-

ing when a statement is needed and in

preoaring the necessary environmental
statements. A-s part of this overall re-

sponsibility, ha is charged with reviewing

environmrntal statements prepared by

the staff to assure that such statements

comply with the CEQ Guidelines. In the

event he finds that a statement is not

adequate, he shall recommend to the

Commission that the action not be taken

until t!ie projier adjustment is made.

(b) The Commission shall review the

staff proposal and the recommendation

of the General Coun.sel to finally deter-
mine whether the action complies with
the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969.

§ 1.85 r.fTccI on prior actions.

With respect to those proceedings al-
ready in progress, the Commission recog-
nizes that it will not bo possible to comply
fully with the procedures here outlined

and, in particular, that it will not be
possible in every instance to include

within the record all of the material re-

lating to tlie environmental impact of

the contemplated action which might
otherwise be developed. Nonetheless, It

is the policy of the Commission to apply

these procedures to the fullest extent

possible to proceedings to which these

guidelines apply which are already in

progress.
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CEQ STUDIES

Environmental Quality - The First Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1970. [PREX14. 1: 970, $3.00]

Ocean Dumping - A National Policy, 1970. [PREX14.2:Oc2, $1.15]

The President's 1971 Environmental Program. 1971. [ PREX14.2 :En8,

$3.70]

Toxic Substances. 1971. [PREX14.2:T66, $0.65]

Environmental Quality - The Second Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1971. [PREX14. 1: 971, $4.05]

The President's 1972 Environmental Program. 1972. [PREX14.2 :En8/972,
$3.00]

Environmental Quality - The Third Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1972. [ PREX14. 1: 972, $3.80]

integrated Pest Management. 1973. [PREX14.2 : P43, $1. 10] ( PB-214 173,
microfiche, $1.45)

The President's 1973 Environmental Program. 1973. [PREXl4.2:En8/973,
$5.30]

The Federal Environmental Monitoring Directory. 1973.
[PREXl4.2:En8/3, $1.20]

Energy and the Environment - Electric Power. 1973. [ PREX14.2 :En8/4,

$1.00]

Environmental Quality - The Fourth Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1973. [PREX14. 1: 973, $3.50]

Environmental Quality - The Fifth Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1974. [ PREX14. 1: 974, $5.20]

Land Use, Reprinted from the Fifth Annual Report of the Council on
Environmental Quality. 1974. [PREX14. 1/A:L22 , $1.20]

The Economic Impact of Environmental Programs. 1974. (PB-239 773,

$3.25; microfiche, $2.25)

102 Monitor [issued monthly, annual subscription, $21.30 beginning
November 15, 1974]

Note: The information given in square brackets indicates that the
item is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402; that given in paren-
theses indicates availability from the National Technical Information
Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Va . 22151. Because
it is not feasible for the Superintendent of Documents to correct the
prices manually in all publications stocked, the prices charged on
your order may differ from the prices printed in the publications.
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CONTRACT STUDIES

Monitoring the Environment of the Nation. The Mitre Corporation.
1971. (PB-205 989, $7.25; microfiche, $2.25)

Monitoring the Environment of the Nation - Appendices. The Mitre
Corporation. 1971. (PB-205 990,, $17.25; microfiche, $2.25)

The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control. Fred Bosselman and David
Callies. 1971. [PREX 14.2:L22, $3.65]

The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control - Summary Report. Fred
Bosselman and David Callies. 1971. [PREX 14.2 :L22/Suinm. , $1.00]

Predator Control - 1971. Advisory Committee on Predator Control,
Institute for Environmental Quality, The University of Michigan.
Prepared for the Council on Environmental Quality and the Department
of the Interior. 1971. (PB-210 120, $7.25; microfiche, $2.25)
Also available from. Charles D. Saults, Chief, Conservation Education,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240

The Economic Impact of Pollution Control - A Summary of Recent
Studies. Prepared for the Council on Environmental Quality,
Department of Commerce, and Environmental Protection Agency. 1972.
[PREX14,2iP76, $3.85]

The Economic Impacts of Meeting [Automobile] Exhaust Emission
Standards, 1971-1980. Chase Econometric Associates, Inc.
Part I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 200, $3.25; $2.25)
Part II. Baseline Forecasts of Economic Performance. {PB-207
201, $3.75; $2.25)
Part III. The Economic Impact of Pollution Abatement. (PB-207
202, $3-.75; $2.25)
Part IV. Appendix. Presentation of Baseline and Alternative
Impact Forecasts of Macroeconomic and Industry Performance.
(PB-207 203, $5.75; $2.25)

Analysis of Economic Impacts of Environmental Standards on the
Bakery Industry. Ernst & Ernst.
Part I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 169, $3.25; $2.25)
Part II. [A descriptive analysis of the bakery products
industry detailing industry trends and characteristics
relevant to ecomomic impact analysis of environmental standards]

.

(PB-207 170, $3.25; $2.25)
Part III. [A study of the impact of pollution standards and
charges on the bakery industry]. (PB-207 171, $3.75; $2.25)

The Cement Industry: Economic Impact of Pollution Control Costs.
The Boston Consulting Group, Inc.
Volume I. Executive Summary. {PB-207 150, $3.25; $2.25)
Voltame II. [Industry description, pollution problems, market
structure, financial resources, demand, foreign trade, and
employment impact]. {PB-207 151, $7.00; $2.25)

Possible Impact of Costs of Selected Pollution Control
Equipment on the Electric Utility Industry and Certain Power
Intensive Consumer Industries. National Economic Research
Associates, Inc.
Volume I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 168, $3.25; $2.25)
Volume II. [Introduction, structure of the electric utility
industry, and the economic impact of pollution abatement upon
the industry and upon selected power intensive consumer
industries]. (PB-207 167, $5.25; $2.25)
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Economic Impact of Environinental Controls on the Fruits and
Vegetable Canning and Freezing Industries. Agri Division,
Dunlap and Associates, Inc.

Part I, Executive Summary. (PB-207 140, S3. 25; $2.25)
Part II. Industry Structure. (PB-207 141, $5.75; $2.25)
Part III. Impact Ar.alysis. (PB-207 142, $6.25; $2.25)
Part IV. Statistical Supplement. (PB-207 143, $5.75; $2.25)

Study of the Economic Impacts of Pollution Control on the
Iron Foundry Industry. A.T. Kearney & Company, Inc.
Part I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 147, $3.25; $2.25)
Part II. The Structure of the Industry. (PB-207 148, $5.25;

$2.25)
Part III. The Ecomomic Impact of Pollution Abatement upon the
Industry. (PB-207 149, $4.25; $2.25)

The Leather Industry: A Study of the Impact of Pollution
Control Costs. Urban Systems Research & Engineering, Inc.
Volume I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 152, $3.75; $2.25)
Volume II. Description of the Industry. (PB~207 153, $6.25;

$2.25)
Volume III. Impact of Pollution Control Costs on the Tanning
Industry. (PB-207 154, S3. 75; $2.25)

The Effects of Pollution Control on the Nonferrous Metals
Industries. Charles River Associates Incorporated.

Aluminum: Part I. Introduction and Executive Summary.
(PB-207 164, $3.75; $2.25)
Part II. Structure on the Industry. (PB-207 165, $5.25;

$2.25)
Part III. The Economic Impact of Pollution Abatement on
the Industi-y. (PB-207 166, $3.75; $2,25)

Copper: Part I. Introduction and Executive Summ.ari',

(PB~207 161, $3.75; $2.25)
Part II, Structure of the Industry. (PB-207 162, $5.25;

$2.25)
Part III. The Economic Impact of Pollution Abatement on
the Industry. (PB-207 163, $3.75; $2.25)

Lead: Part I. Introduction and Executive Summary.
(PB-207 155, $3.75; $2.25)
Part II. Structure of the Industry. (PB-207 156, $4.75;

$2.25)
Part III. The Economic Impact of Pollution Abatement on
the Industry. (PB-207 157, $3.75; $2.25)

Zinc: Part I. Introduction and Executive Summari'.

(PB-207 158, $3.75; S2.25)
Part II. Structure of the Industry. (PB--207 159, $4.75;

$2.25)
Part III. The Economic Impact of Pollution Abatement on
the Industry. (PB-207 160, $3.75; $2.25)

Economic Impact of Anticipated Paper Industry Pollution-
Abatement Costs. Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Part I. Executive Summary. (PE-?07 144, $3.25; $2.25)
Part Hi Industry Structure. (PB--207 145, $4.25; S2.25)
Part III. Economic AJialysis. (PB-207 146, $4.25; $2.25)
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The Impact of Costs Associated with New Environmental

Standards upon the Petroleum Refining Industry. Stephen

Sobotka & Company.
Part I. Executive Summary. (PB-207 197, $3.25; $2.25)

Part II. Structure of the Industry. (PB-207 198, $4.25;

$2.25)
Part III, The Impact of Environmental Control Costs.

(PB-207 199, $4.25; $2.25)

A Study of the Economic Impact on the Steel Industry of the

Costs of Meeting Federal Air and Water Pollution Abatement
Requirements. Booz-Allen Public Administration Services, Inc.

Volume I. Executive Summary. (PB-211 917, $3.25: $2.25)

Voliune II. The Structure of the Steel Industry. (PB-211 918,

$5.25; $2.25)
Volume III. Economic Analysis. (PB-211 919, $5.75; $2.25)

Volumes I, II, III. (FB-211 920, $12.00)

The Chase Econometrics Macroeconomic and Inter-Industry
Forecasting Models. Chase Econometric Associates, Inc.

(PB-207 204, $5.25; $2.25)

Land Use Indicators of Environmental Quality - Psi Examination of

Existing Federal Data and Future Needs. Earth Satellite Corporation.

1972. (PB-211 399, $6.25; microfiche, $2.25)

Environmental Indicators for Pesticides. Stanford Research
Institute. 1972. (PB-210 666, $5.75; microfiche, $2.25)

National Environmental Indices: Air Quality and Outdoor Recreation.

The Mitre Corporation. 1972. (PB-210 668, $8.50; microfiche, $2.25)

Development of a Continuing Program to Provide Indicators and

Indices of Wildlife and the Natural Environment. Smithsonian
Institution, Ecology Program. 1972. (PB-210 734, $6,25; microfiche,

$2.25)

National Assessment of Trends in Water Quality. Enviro Control,

inc. 1972, (PB-210 669, $4,25; microfiche, $2,25)

Possible Effects of Construction and Operation of a Supertanker
Terminal on the Marine Environment in the New York Bight. State
University of New York. (PB-219 649, $7-25; microfiche, $2.25)

Environmental Aspects of a Supertanker Port on the Texas Gulf Coast.

Texas A&M University. (PB-220 051, $11 50; microfiche, $2.25)

Resource Recovery: The State of Technology. Midwest Research Institute.
1973. [PBKX14.2:R31, $1. 35] (PB-214 149, ?4.25; microfiche, $2,25)

Resource Recovery: Catalogue of Processes. Midwest Research
institute. 1973. (PB-214 148, $5.75; microfiche, $2,25)

Preliminary Assessments of the Environmental Impact of a Superport
on the Southeastern Coastal Area of Louisiana. Louisiana Superport

Studies. Louisiana State University. 1973. (COM-73-10544, $10.00;

microfiche, $2.25)

A Preliminary Assessment of the Environmental Vulnerability of

Machias Bay, Maine to Oil Supertankers. Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. 1973. (COM-73-10564, $6.25; microfiche, $2.25)
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Quantitative Energy Studies and Models. Decision Sciences
Corporation. 1973.

A State of the Art Review, Appendix I. (PB-220 131, $4.75;
microfiche, $2.25)
Appendices II, III. (PB-220 132, $5.25; microfiche, $2.25)

Environmental Vulnerability of the Delaware Bay Area to Supertanker
Accommodation. University of Delaware. 1973.

Volume I. Summary. (PB-219 801, $4.75; microfiche, $2.25)
Volume II. Biology. (PB-219 802, $10.00; $2.26)
Volume III. Chemistry, Engineering, Geology and Physical
Oceanography. (PB-219 803, $9.50; $2.25)
Volvutie IV. Biology Appendix. (PB-219 804, .$10.50; $2.25)
Volum.es I, II, III, IV. (PB-219 800-SET, $31.00)

Report on Channel Modifications. Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1973.

Volume I. [PREX14.2:C36/v.l, $4.45]
Volume II. [PRh\14.2:C36/v.2, $8.15]

Criteria for National Land Use Planning Indicators. Development
Sciences Inc. 1973. (PB-220 650, $3.75; microfiche, $2.25)

Land Use Change and Environmental Quality in Urban Areas: Some
Comparative Studies. Earth Satellite Corporation. 1973.

(PB-220 742, $9.25; microfiche, $2.25)

The Taking Issue - An Analysis of the Constitutional Limits of Land
Use control. Fred Bosselman, David Callica, and John Banta. 1973.

tPREXl4.2:Tl3, $2.70]

Potential Onshore Effects of Deepwater Oil Terminal-Related
Industrial Development. Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1973.

Volume I. Part One. Executive Summary. (PB-224 018, $3.25;
microfiche, $2.25)
volume II. Part Two. Mid-Atlantic Region. Part Three. Maine.
(PB-224 019, $8.50; $2.25)
Volume III. Part Four. Oulf Coast Region. (PB-224 020, $8.50;

$2.25)
Volvime IV. Appendices. (PB-224 021, $8.50; $2.25)

volumes I, II, III, IV. (PB-224 017-SBT, $25.00)

Who Bears the Cost of Pollution Control? i The Impact on the

Distribution of Income of Financing Federally Required Pollution
Control. Public Interest Economics Center. 1973. {PB-225 447,

$5.75; microfiche, $2.25)

A Study of the Quarterly Demand for Gasoline and Impacts of

Alternative Gasoline Taxes, Interim Report. Data Resources, Inc.

1973. (PB-226 122, $8.50; microfiche, $2.25)

A Study of the Demand for Gasoline, Final Report. Data Resources,
Inc. 1973. (PB-235 254 $5.00; microfiche, $2,25)

Total Urban Water Pollution Loads: The Impact of Storm Water.
Enviro Control, Inc. 1974. (PB-231 730, $7.00; microfiche, $2.25)

Development of Cross-Media Evaluation Methodology. Battelle
Columbus Laboratories. 1974. (PB-232 414, $7.25; microfiche,
$2.25)

Evaluation of Municipal Sewage Treatment Alternatives. Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, Battelle Memorial Institute. Prepared for
the Council on Environmental Quality and the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. 1974. (PB-233 489, $11..25; microfiche, $2.25).
Also published by Environmental Protection Agency as Municipal
Sewage Treatment: A Comparison of Alternatives.
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A Study of Industry Response to Policy Measures Designed to Improve

Automobile Fuel Economy. Hittman Associates, Inc. 1974.

(PB-234 625, $7.00; microfiche, $2.25)

The Effect of Tax and Regulatory Alternatives on Car Sales and

Gasoline Consumption, Chase Econometric Associates, Inc. 1974.

(PB-234 622 $4.50; microfiche, $2.25)

A Study of the Implementation of the National Environmental Policy

Act by the united States Navy. Presearch Incorporated. 1974.

(PB-233 133, $9.50; microfiche, $2.25)

Recreational Properties: An Analysis of the Markets for Privately

Ovmed Recreational Lots and Leisure Homes. Richard L. Ragatz

Associates, Inc. 1974. (PB-233 148,, $12.50; microfiche, $2.25)

Fanners' Pesticide Use Decisions and Attitudes on Alternate Crop

Protection Methods. RvR Consultants. 1974. (PB-234 633, $7.00;
microfiche, $2.25)

The Costs of Sprawli Environmental and Economic Costs of Alternative
Residential Development Patterns at the Urban Fringe. Real Estate

Research Corporation. 1974. Prepared for the Council on

Environmental Quality, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Environmental Protection Agency,
Executive Summary [4111-00023, $0.55]
Detailed Cost Analysis (includes the Executive Summary) [4111-0021,

$2.90]
Literature Review and Bibliography [4111-00022, $3.25]

Interceptor Sewers and Suburban Sprawl. Urban Systems Research &

Engineering, Inc. 1974.

Volume l! Analysis (PB-236 477, $7.00; microfiche, $2.25)
Volume 2t Case Studies (PB-236 871, $8.75; microfiche, $2.25)

Environmental Impacts, Efficiency, and Cost of Energy Supply and End

Use. Hittman Associates, Inc.

Volume I. 1974. (PB-238 784, $10.25; microfiche, $2.25)

volume TI. 1975. (PB-239 159, $8.50; microfiche, $2.25)

Production, Distribution, Use and Environmental Impact Potential of

Selected Pesticides. Midwest Research Institute and RvR Consultants.

1974. (PB-238 795, $11.50; microfiche, $2.25)

The National Environmental Policy Act Process Study: An Evaluation

of the Implementation and Administration of the NEPA by the Forest

Service and the Bureau of Land Management. VTN Consolidated, Inc.

1975. (PB-239 672, $8.50; microfiche, $2.25)

MISCELLANEOUS

An Appraisal of the Problem of the Handling, Transportation, and

Disposal of Toxic and Other Hazardous Materials. Booz. Allen &

Hamilton. 1970. Prepared for the Toxic and Hazardous Materials
Steering Comirdttee. (PB-236 599, $5.50; microfiche, $2.25)

Report of tha Interagency VJorking Group on Health and Environmental
Effects of Energy Use. 1974. (PB-237 937, $17.25; microfiche,
$2.25)

Transcript of Proceedings, Interagency Task Force on Inadvertent

Modification of the Stratosphere. 1975. (PB-240 122, $7,25;

microfiche, $2.25)
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PCS oil and Gas - An Environmental Assessment is available in five volumes
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. it is also available from the National Technical
Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Va J 22151.
On microfiche, each volume is $2.25; for the set, PB-239 262, the charge
is $31.00 for paper.

Volume 1, PREXl4.2:C15/2/vol. 1, $2.90 (PB-239 263, $5.40)

CCS oil and Gas - An Environmental Assessment, A Report to the President,
Council on Environmental Quality
Issues in the Assessment of Environmental Impacts of Oil and Gas Production
on the Outer Continental Shelf, A Critique, National Research Council

Volume 2, PREX14.2 :Cl5/2/vol. 2, $3.70 (PB-239 264, $6.20)

Appendix A Federal Agency Contributors

Appendix B Contracts Issued

Appendix C Members of Governors' Advisory Committee

Appendix D Summary of World Oil and Gas Reserves and Production

Appendix E Oil and Gas Resource Classification and Estimates, Bureau of Mines
and U.S. Geological Survey

Appendix F Methodology for Selecting Hypothetical Locations of Possible Oil
and Gas Accumulations, U.S. Geological Survey

Appendix G The National Energy Scene, Walter G. Dupree, Jr.

Appendix H A National Energy Conservation Program: The Half and Half Plan

Appendix I Environmental Impacts of Alternatives to Outer Continental Shelf
Oil and Gas Production, Hittman Associates, Inc.

Appendix J Some Environmental Considerations in the Petroleum Refining Industry,
Radian Corporation

Appendix K Summary of the Public Hearings Held by the Council on Environmental
Quality on the Environmental Impacts of Potential Oil and Gas
Development of the Atlantic and Gulf of Alaska OCS, September-October 1973

Volume 3, PREX14.2 :Cl5/2/vol. 3, $2.65 (PB-239 265, $5.15)

The Effect of Natural Phenomena on OCS Gas and Oil Development, Tetra Tech, Inc.

Toward Resolving Problems in Outer Continental Shelf Technology, Resources for the
Future, Inc.

Volume 4, PREX14.2 :C15/2/vol. 4, $6.65 (PB-239 266, $9.65)

Potential Onshore Effects of Oil and Gas Production on the Atlantic and Gulf of
Alaska Outer Continental Shelf, Resource Planning Associates, Inc., and David M.
Dornbusch & Co.

Volume 5, PREX14.2 :C15/2/vol. 5, $6.50 (PB-239 267, $9.50)

Potential Biological Effects of Hypothetical Oil Discharges in the Atlantic
Coast and Gulf of Alaska, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Simulation of Hypothetical Offshore Petroleum Developments, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

Analysis of Oil Spill Statistics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Oil Spill Trajectory Studies for Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Alaska, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
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DEPARTflENT OF fiGRICOLTDBE

Contact: David Bard
Acting Coordinator
Environmental Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
D.S.Departnent of Agriculture
Room 331-E, Administration Building
Washington, D.C. 20250
(202) 447-3853

Forest Service

Draft Date

Latouche Island Timber Sale 02/18

Alaska
The statement concerns a timber sale in approximately
180 acres of the southeast side of Latouche Island, near
Cordova, Alaska. The harvest would span two years and
would consist of four clearcut units totaling approximately
90 acres- Total volume is expected to be 2,780 MBP. The
sale will result in the construction of 2,210 feet of road.
(22 pages)
(ELB OBDER # 50220)

Palomar Planning Onit, Cleveland N.F. 02/10

California
County: San Diego Riverside
The statement refers to the 124,000 acre Palomar Hountain
Planning Unit of the Cleveland National Forest. The plan
proposes designation of 36,629 acres of National Forest
lands as Special Interest Area - (Scenic) , encompassing
two Roadless areas, a complete fuel modification pro-
gram for the entire Unit, acguisition of 5,315 acres pri-
vately owned lands and 1,628 acres BLH land, and non-
development status on all slopes over 50%. Adverse impacts
include increased litter and fire risk as a result of
additional people engaged in back country activity.
(ELR ORDER # 50190)

Timber Hanagement Plan, Plumas H.F. 02/18

California
County: several
The statement proposes to carry out the revised Plumas
National Forest Timber Hanagement Plan which sets a total
potential yield of 1,678.0 HHBF from the standard component
commercial forest lands during the 10-year plan period.
Adverse impacts include construction of roads for access
to the harvest areas and degradation of appearance of the
landscape. (53 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50227)
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_ -. Date
Draft

Chattooga Eiver Unit 02/24

Georgia North Carolina South Carolina

The statement concerns the lO-year management plan of the

101,586-acre Chattooga Biver Unit of the Chattahoochee,

Nantahala, and Snmter National Forests. The plan in-

cludes development for recreation, timber harvests, estab-

lishment of cultural and unusual areas for possible in-

dividual management, and construction of roads and parXmg
lots. Adverse impacts include construction disruption

and degradation f o visual aesthetics due to timber har-

vests .

(ELR ORDER # 50266)

Rainy Day Planning Onit, Nezperce N. F. 02/28

Idaho
County: Idaho
The statement concerns a multiple use plan for the

45,300-acre Rainy Day Planning Onit of Nezperce National

Forest. The most likely alternative includes plans for

protection of the Ten-Hile Watershed, limited mining,

and timber harvesting. (229 pages)

(EIR ORDER « 50289)

Fairview, Puddin Rock., and Canton-Steelhead Areas 02/18

Oregon
County: Lane Douglas
The statement concerns the management direction of three

Roadless Areas within the Umpgua National Forest. The

proposal is to manage the areas for a combinaton of re-

source values including water, wildlife, fish habitat,

mining, timber, and outdoor recreation. Roa^ construction

will result from timber harvests. (3^ pages)

{ELR ORDER # 50235)

Clear Creek Planning Onit, Gifford Pinchot N.F. 02/0 3

Washington
County: Skamania

-,£ coa
Proposed is a comprehensive management plan for the 76,520

acre Clear Creek Planning Onit of the Gifford Pinchot

National Forest. The plan includes timber harvests,

designation of roadless areas and scenic areas. Adverse

impacts include the construction of roads necessary for

timber harvests and effects from additional people in the

area (124 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50160)

Pinal »**«
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Hoontain Rome Unit, Boise N.P. 02/10

Idaho
County: Elmore
The statement refers to a proposed land use plan for the
143,946 acre Hountain Home Planning Onit of the Boise Na-
tional Forest. The Onit has been divided into five manage-
ment areas, which are divided into management units. Hanage-
ment will be for timber, range, recreation, wildlife, and
wilderness and backcountry values. There are 124,760 acres
of inventoried roadless areas within the Unit. Of these,
38,600 acres will remain undeveloped. The remainder may be
developed as the need arises, (two volumes)
COHMENTS tlADE BT: EPA DOI

state agencies and concerned citizens
(ELR ORDER # 50195)

Timber management Plan, Chippewa H.P. 02/13

Binnesota
County: Beltrami Cass Itasca
The statement refers to the proposed timber management plan
for the Chippewa National Forest. The plan period will ex-
tend from July 1, 1974 through June 30, 1982. The plan out-
Ixnes an annual potential harvest of 86.6 HHBF of pulpwood,
sawtimber, and other products. This harvest would consist
of 8,200 acres of regeneration cuts and 5,900 acres of in-
termediate cuts. The impacts from herbicide use and road
construction under the plan will be discussed in separate
impact statements. This statement discusses the plan's im-
pacts upon wildlife, recreational uses, and soil guality.
(145 pages) ^

COHMENTS BADE BY: COB DOT DOT EPA GLRC
state agencies, national organizations
corporations and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50211)

Cedar Creek Unit, Clark N.F. 02/24

Missouri
County: Boone Callaway
Proposed is a plan for the management direction of the Cedar
Creek Purchase Unit, Clark National Forest. The Onit will
be managed for recreational, wildlife, grazing, and timber
values. The acquisition of land will require some displace-
ment of people. There will be social, ecological, and
economic impact from the proposal. (191 pages)
COHMENTS BADE BY: OSDA EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50261)

Upper Fisher Planning Onit, Kootenai K.F. 02/07

Hontana
County: Lincoln
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The statement refers to the iBplenentation of a revised
multiple use plan for the Dpper Fisher Planning Unit,

Libby and Fisher River Ranger Districts of Kootenai
Rational Forest. Areas which are currently unroadea will

be developed and the natural conditions of the Forest will

be affected. Continued development activity will result

in soil and vegetation disturbance and temporary noise and

air pollution. (168 pages)
COHHESTS BADS BY: DOI EPA

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50180)

Eagle CreeX Planning Unit, Ht . Hood N.F. 02/03

Oregon
County: Hultinomah Hood River
Proposed is the implenentation of a comprehensive land use
plan for the 75,260 acre Eagle Creelt Planning Onit of the

Mt. Hood National Forest. The plan would result in a

recommendation for a new wilderness study of a 0,900 acres.
Impacts of the plan would include the effects of an in-
creased number of visitors, and the reduction of the annual
allowable timber cut by 1,300,000 board feet.

COMMEHTS MADE BY: AHP COE DOI HDD DOT EPA FPC
state and local agencies
organizations and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50173)

Rogue Planning Onit, Siskiyou N.F. 02/18

Oregon
County: Coos Curry
Proposed is a land use plan for the management of a 27,000
acre roadless area. The plan recommends sustained timber
harvesting on lands outside of the Rogue River Wild and

Scenic Corridor. The action will result in increased motor-
ized access, recreational use, and big game forage. The^
proposed action also diminishes the opportunity for a wil-
derness or backcountry form of recreation; its implementa-
tion will preclude further consideration of the wilderness
alternative.
(Ill pages)
COHHENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI DSDA COE DOT HDD

State agencies and organizations
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER « 50231>

Timber Plan Gifford Pinchot i.F. 02/24

Washington
County: several
The statement refers to a proposed revised timber management
plan for the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. The plan will
cover the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1981. A
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potential yield of 5,27«-5 million board feet is proposed
for the 10 year period; the program harvest schedule is
345.5 million board feet. There will be some road construc-
tion, including some in presently roadless areas. There
will be impact to air, soil, water, and wildlife values.

COBMENTS BADE BY: DOD DOC EPA DOI
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR OEDER « 50265)

Boulder Lake Country Transmission, Bridger-Teton N,f. 02/25

Wyoming
County: Sublette
The statement refers to the proposed construction of an un-
derground electrical power line to the Boulder Lake Country
Estates Subdivision. Approximately 28,822 feet of the line
will be on lands administered by BLH; 6,700 feet of the line
will be on Forest Service Inventoried Roadless Area Humber
50. There will be some soil disturbance and vegetation clear-
ance as a result of the action. (29 pages)
COHMBUTS HADE BY: OSDA DOI

one local agency and one individual
(ELR ORDER # 5027U)

Sural Electrification Administration

Draft Date

Tofflbigbee Units 2 and 3 02/10

Alabama
County: several
The statement refers ot the request for insured and
guaranteed loan funds from REA for $295,000,000 to con-
struct Alabama Electric Cooperative's addition of two
233HW (gross output) coalfired steam generator units and
approximately 157 miles of 230 kV transmission lines and
acquire related coal leases. Adverse impacts include soil
erosion and visual intrusion from the transmission
facilities and effects associated with burning coal.
(ELR ORDER # 50189)

230 kV Transmission Lines, Boone to Lamar 02/13

Colorado
County: several
The statement concerns the loan application by Colorado-
ffte Electric Association, Inc., for construction of
approximately 98 miles of 230 kV transmission line between
Boone and Lamar, Colorado. The project also includes a 2.5
section of 115 kV tie lines between the Boone Substation
and the existing Midway-LaJunta 115kV line, and a 13 mile
115 kV tie line between the proposed Lamar Substation and
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the existing South Lamar Substation. The major adverse

impact will be the intrusion of the transmissxon facxlities

upon the landscape.
(ELR ORDER # 50216)

Date
Final

Transmission Lines, Colorado-Ote Assoc. 02/24

Colorado
County: several

^ ^ -, , „4.^
Proposed is the granting of loans to the Colorado - Dte

Electric Association for the financing of 42 miles o. lib

kV transmission line from Bayfield to Pagosa Springs, and

16 5 miles of 115 kV line from Basalt to Aspen, along with

related work. There will be negative visual impact, es-

pecially in the crossing of the Piedra River, which has

been nominated for designation as a "Scenic River". The

lines will cross both the San Juan and White River National

Forests. Soil erosion may affect nearby waterways, and minor

limitations will be placed on use of adjacent lands.

COnHENTS MADE BY: DOT EPA DOT FPC DSDA COE

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER « 5026 2}

Soil Conservation Service

Draft

Upper Brushy Creek Watershed 02/03

Alabama
Countv: Escambia
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection

flood prevention, and drainage in Escambia County, Alabama.

The plan proposes that over a period of five years, con

servation land treatment methods be applied on 5600 acres

of cropland, 880 acres of pastureland and 3055 acres of

forest land; and 7.2 miles of channel work. Adverse

impacts include direct loss of 75 acres of bottom land

forest, increased depth of flooding below the channel work,

and increased turbidity during construction.

(ELR ORDER # 50162)

Anderson River Watershed 02/11

Indiana
County: several
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection,

flood prevention, municipal and industrial water supply,

and recreation in Crawford, Dubois, Perry and Spencer

Counties, Indiana. The project will inundate 12.1 miles

of perennial, warm water stream fishery and 8.5 miles of

intermittent feeder streams and 297 acres of land. Over
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1200 acres cropland and forest will be replaced by dam,
emergency spillway, and permanent pool areas. (102 pages)
{ELR OEDEE # 50203)

Hantachie, Bogae Pala , and Bogoe Ecaba Watershed 02/10

Mississippi
County: Itawamba Lee Monroe
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection,
flood prevention, and recreation for Hantachie, Bogue Fala,
and Bogoe Ecuba Creeks Watershed. The project will utilize
conservation land treatment, 12 floodwater retarding
structures, and two multiple purpose structures. Nine
hundred eighty three acres will be inundated and another
225 acres subject to seasonal flooding. Temporary con-
struction disruption and lowered water quality will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50187)

Shuqualak Creek Watershed Project 02/10

Mississippi
County: Noxubee Kemper
Proposed is a project for watershed protection and flood
prevention in Noxubee and Kemper Counties, Mississippi
There will be about 67 acres of land cleared for sediment
pools, the dam and spillway areas, and along the channel
work rights-of-way. There will be a loss of agricultural
production due to the inundation of 919 acres of farm
land, and there will be a loss of 153 acres of wildlife
habitat on lands to be in the sediment pools. Temporary
water and air pollution will result during construction.
(ELE OBDER # 50188)

Lttle Black Watersheds 02/07

Missouri Arkansas
County: several
The statement concerns two interrelated projects for
watershed protection, flood prevention, drainage on
agricultural land, and recreation for 10,254 acres in
Butler, Carter, and Ripley Counties, Missouri, and Clay
County, Arkansas. Construction of the 2U floodwater re-
tarding structures and the multiple-purpose reservoir will
remove 1,192 acres of forest Inad, 334 acres of cropland,
and 52 acres of pastureland. Proposed channel modifi-
cation will result in the loss of 205 acres of cropland
and 570 acres of forest land and the gain of 718 acres
acres of pastureland. (125 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50181)

Cottonwood-Walnut Creek Watershed 02/27

New Mexico
County: Chaves Eddy
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The statement concerns the watershed protection, flood
prevention, and recreational development in Chaves and
and Eddy Counties, New Hexico. The project provides for
land treatment on 140,000 acres of rangeland and 20,000
acres of irrigated cropland, 11 floodwater retarding
structures, dans and reservoirs, spillways, floodwater
diversions, channels, and recreation facilities, with
2,400 additional acres interrupted by flooding.
(ELE OBDBR # 50282)

Pine Pun Watershed Poject 02/20

Pennsylvania
County: Bontgomery
The statement refers to a project for watershed protection
and flood prevention in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.
The dams, spillways, and permanent pools will commit 35
acres of land and approximately five acres of woodlands
and nine acres of open land will be disturbed by borrow
pits. (58 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50258>

Pinal Date

Spring Canyon Watershed, Wyoming 02/18

Wyoming
County: Goshen
Proposed is a watershed protection and flood prevention pro-
ject, which will involve the construction of a dam and re-
servoir, channel works, and land treatment measures. The ac-
tion will result in the comaitinent of 100 acres of rangeland
to structural measure; 75 acres of rangeland will be sub-
ject to a two year disruption of vegetative cover.
COHBEKTS MiDE BY: EPA DOI HEW COE DOT AHP

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50238)
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ATOHIC ENERGY COFIHISSIOS

Final

Sequoyah Uranium Hexafluoride Plant

Date

02/13

Oklahoma
County: Sequoyah
The statement refers to the continuation of Source Haterial
License SOB-1010, held by the Kerr-McGee Corp., authorizing
the operation of a uranium hexafluoride manufacturing fa-
cility in Sequoyah County, close to the confluence of the
Illinois and Arkansas Rivers. The plant produces high
purity uranium hexafluoride using uranium concentrates as
the starting material. It is designed to produce 5000 tons
of uranium annually.
COHMENTS BADE BY: AHP DSDA COE HEW HOD DOI DOT EPA FPC

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50212)
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Army

Contact: Mr. George A. Cunney, Jr.
Acting Chief, Environmental Office
Directorate of Installations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics
Washington, D.C.
(202) OX 4-4269

Draft Date:
Demilitarization of M34 Stockpile, Supplement 02/21

Colorado
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CEQ 9 September 1973 and refers to the proposed de-
militarization of 21,115 M34 nerve gas bomb clusters at the
Rocky Mountain Atsenal, Denver. The supplement differs
from the final in the collection and removal of material.
(ELR ORDER # 502 71)
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DEPAETHEWT OF DEPESSE, Army Corps

Contact: Br. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEN-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
0. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. H.
Washinaton, D. C. 203ia
(202) 693-6861

Draft Date

Jekyll Island Beach Erosion, Supplement 02/10

Georgia
County: Glynn
The statement is a revised draft prepared to supplement
the draft eis filed with CEO August 10, 1973. The proposed
action consists of restoration and periodic nourishment of
27,000 feet of ocean beach and construction of a 1,000 foot
rubblestone terminal groin for beach erosion control and
hurricane protection. Adverse impacts include termporarily
increased water turbidity and disruption of benthic,
plankton, and nekton communities during construction.
(Savannah District)
(BLR ORDER # 50184)

Savannah Harbor Modification 02/25

Georgia
County: Chatham
Proposed is the enlargement of the King^s Island turning
basin, the construction of a turning basin adjacent to
Elba Island, and the incorporation of the Georgia Ports
Authority LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) turning basin adjacent
to Cockspur Island for purposes of improved navigation and
safety for Liguified Natural Gas tankers. Adverse impacts
include increase in turbidity and water pollution, loss of
aquatic and tidal wildlife habitat and the loss of 28 acres
of buffer zone adjacent to the Savannah National Wildlife
Refuge. (Savannah District)
(ELS ORDER # 50276)

Hoscatine-Louisa Co. Flood Protection 02/18

Iowa
County: Huscatine Louisa
The statement concerns a plan for flood protection for
Huscatine and Louisa Counties, Iowa. The plan consists of
raising 15.9 miles of existing levee to protect the project
area against flississippi River design flood {200-year
frequency) construction of a new pumping station, modi-
fication of two railroad closure structures and a pumping
station and associated improvements designed to provide
drainage for '»,100 previously undrained acres. Adverse
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impacts include loss of 55 acres of vegetation, disruption
of benthic habitat due to dredginq, and loss of 18 acres of

cropland for the 3.8 mile ditcifi paralleling the levee.
(Rock Island District)
(ELR ORDER « 50236)

Holland Harbor, Mitigation of Shore Damage 02/03

Michigan
County: Ottawa
Proposed is the mitigation of shore damage attributed to

the Federal navigation structures in the vicinity of
Holland Harbor, on Lake Michigan. The plan entails the
creation of a "feeder beach" on the south side of the
harbor. Approximately 170,000 cubic yards of dredged
material will be required for initial establishment, and

61,000 cubic yards annually. The dredging and disposition
of sand will cause benthos damage and associated de-
traction in the recreational and aesthetic qualities of

the area. (Detroit District)
(ELR ORDER # 50165)

Farmers Onion Grain Terminal 02/03

Minnesota
County: Scott
The statement concerns application by the Farmers Onion
Grain Terminal Association for a permit to construct a

barge slip adjacent to and in the Minnesota River at
Savage, Minnesota. Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of

material would be removed. In connection with the barge
slip, a barge loading facility and grain elevator and ser-
vice facility would also be constructed on 12.5 acres of

the 55-acre site after the land ahs been elevated by fill.
Construction of the proposed facility would adversely
affect most of a 36-acre marsh and 2 acres of woodland.
(St. Paul District)
(BLR ORDER « 5016 3)

St. Johns Bayou and New Madrid Floodway 02/10

Missouri
County: New Madrid Scott Mississippi
The statement concerns a plan for floodcontrol and drainage
to urban and rural areas in New Madrid, Scott, and
Mississippi Counties, Missouri. Three pumping stations
will be constructed and a total of 81 miles of channels
enlarged by excavating from one side. A total of '^,900

acres will be flooded annually. Adverse impacts include
deteriorated water quality, the clearing of 7,000 acres
of woodlands, and elimination of a significant element of
stream bank cover. (Memphis District)
(ELR ORDER # 50193)
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Missouri River Levee System, Sarpy Co. 02/18

Nebraska
County: Sarpy
The statement concerns the construction of a levee 1.5
miles long for purooses oi flood protection for 3,920
acres of land on the Iowa side of the Missouri River. Both
dredge and borrow pits will be used to obtain fill material
for the levee. The proiect will comniit 125 acres to the
levee and will result in a slight increase in potential
damage within the minimum 3,000 foot floodway. (Omaha
District) (31 paqes)
(ELR ORDER # 50239)

Fuel Oil Storage Terminal Permit, Weehawken Cove 02/21

Hew Jersey
County: Hudson
The statement concerns the issuance of permits to Cosmo-
politan Terminal, Inc. to construct a bulkhead, dredge,
place fill, and construct pier facilities in the Hudson
River at Seehawken Cove, lor a bulk oil storage terminal.
The pro;iect would result in the loss of 23 acres from the
Hudson River estuary and public use of the waterfront,
risk of fires and oil spills, air quality impact and con-
tructioa disruption. (New York District)
{ELR ORDER « 50260)

New York Convention Center, Permit Application 02/18

New York
County: Manhattan
The statement refers to the issuance of a Department of the
Army permit to construct a convention and exhibition center
over open water supported on prestressed concrete and steel
H-beam piles in the Hudson River between 43rd and U7th
Streets in the Bourough of Manhattan. The building will
reach approximately 900 feet into the river along the
riverfront. Traffic congestion before and after shows will
contribute to air pollution. (New York District)
(ELR ORDER « 50233)

New York Harbor, Removal of Drift 02/20

New York
Proposed is the removal and disposal of an estimated 29.1
million cubic feet of material in the form of 1,972
derelict vessels, 1U9 deteriorated shore structures, plus
debris from 182 repairable piers and wharves in New York
Harbor and tributary waters. Several alternatives, in-
cluding incineration, landfills, and recycling, are con-
sidered. Adverse impacts include turbidity, water pol-
lution, and disruption of the benthic habitat. Air pol-
lution would result if the incineration alternative is
selected. (New York District) (113 pages)
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(ELR ORDER # 50257)

Mount Morris Flood Control Project 02/25

Sew York
County: Livingston
The statement refers to the operation and maintenance
o± Mount Morris Dam, Lake, and Reservation. Activities
include daily gage readings, periodic structural repair and
landscaping, removal of floating and sunken debris and
sediment. Approximately 40,000 cubic yards of sediment and
debris requires removal at the present time. Adverse im-
pacts include disruption of 2,850 acres of terrestrial
habitat and water polluiion from dredging activities.
(Buffalo District)
(ELR ORDER « 50279)

Olcott Small Boat Harbor 02/25

New York
County: Niagara
The statement concerns small boat harbor improvements for
recreation craft on southern Lake Ontario at the hamlet of
Olcott. The proposed Jmpro\enientf would consist of arrow-
head breakwaters, modification of the existing lake
entrance navigation channel, and dredging an inner harbor
navigation channel. Approximately 5.0 acres of benthic
habitat would be disturbed and 2.2 acres would be elimi-
nated. A 1.5 acre pond would be lost when the site is used
for the disposal of oolluted dredged materials. (Buffalo
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50281)

Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, N.C. 02/18

North Carolina
County: several
The statement concerns the removal of shoals from 308 miles
of intracoastal waterway from the North Carolina-Virginia
State Line to Little River, South Carolina during the
coming 50-year project life. Dredging will cause temporary
turbidity and water pollution, and disposal of dredged
material will have adverse effects on disposal areas.
(Wilmington District)
(ELR ORDER « 50222)

The Siuslaw and Umpgua Estuaries, Dredging 02/18

Oregon
County: Douglas Lane
The statement refers to maintenance dredging of the
Siuslaw, Umpgua, and Smith Rivers. The Siuslaw River would
be dredged to an 18-foot deep entrance channel, a 16 foot
depth to Florence and 12 foot depth to Kapleton. The
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Ompgua River would be dredged to a 26-foot deep entrance
channel, a 22-foot depth to Reedsport and 2 miles upstream
in Schollield Creek. fi 6-foot deep channel would be
dredged from the mouth of the Smith River to the mouth
of the North Fork. The project will cause a decrease in

water guality and wildlife habitat loss on disposal land.
(Portland District)
(ELR ORDER # 50229)

Coos Bay (Supplement) 02/2U

Oregon
County: Coos
Proposed is the construction of a channel across the outer
bar of Coos Bay 4 5 feet deep and 700 feet wide, reducing
gradually to 35 feet deep and 300 feet wide, and a 15-mile
long inner channel. The project also includes the en-
larging of existing turning basins. Construction will in-
volve blasting, dredging, and disposal of an estimated
8,550,000 cubic yards of material at sea, in-Bay, and on

land. Construction disruption and disturbance of 125 acres
of ocean and estuarine bottom area and 437 acres of land
disposal area, would result. When the project is com-
pleted, the area will reguire about 1 to 2 months ad-
ditional dredging time each dredging interval. (Portland )

(ELR ORDER # 50267)

Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, S-C. 02/25

South Carolina Florida
Proposed is the annual maintenance dredging of the Atlantic
Intracoastal Waterway from Port Royal Sound, S.C. to
Cumberland Sound, Florida. Approximately one million
cubic yards of shoal material will be removed from this
181-mile section of tne Waterway to facilitate continued
navigation. The disposal areas include 17 unconfined
(marshland) sites, two diked areas, and four open water
disposal areas. The project will result in temporarily
increased water pollution and displacement of animal and
bird species utilizing selected disposal areas. (Savannah
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50273)

Aubrey Lake, Supplement 02/10

Texas
County : Cooke
The statement is a draft supplement to a final eis filed
with CEO March 4, 1974. The proposed action is the con-
struction of Aubrey Lake for water supply, recreation, fish
and wildlife. The project will reguire acquisition of
approximately 42,000 acres and will inundate 90 miles of
stream. Historical sites and archeological sites will be
adversely affected, and families will be displaced.
(Port Worth District)
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(ELR OBDER # 50185)

Houston Ship Channel, Dredging 02/18

Texas
County: Galveston Chambers Harris
The statement is the revised draft of a draft eis sub-
mitted to CEO December 29, 1971. Proposed is the main-
tenance dredging of shoaled material from the Houston ship
Channel. The channel extends 50 miles from Bolivar Roads
at the lower end of Galveston Bay, across Galveston Bay
and through the lower reaches of the San Jacinto River
and Buffalo Bayou to the Houston turning basin. Dredge
materials will be placed in leveed land disposal areas and
in open bay sites, resulting in increased pollution. The
project will destroy benthic habitat of dredged areas.
(ELR ORDER # 50221)

Chincoteague Harbor of Refuge, Maintenance Dredging 02/10

Virginia
County: Accomack
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of Chincoteague Harbor
of Refuge, Virginia. The estimated 8,000 cubic yards of
shoaled material will be deposited in an upland diked
disposal area adjacent to the harbor. The action will
remove resident benthic organisms inhabiting the dredged
areas. (15 pages)
(ELR ORDER « 50201)

Baker Lake Flood Control Project, Skagit Basin 02/20

Washington
County: Skagit Whatcom
The statement concerns the modification of the operation
of the Upper Baker Dam to provide an additional 58,000
acre-feet of flood control storage by increasing the
reservoir drawdown in the period 1 November to 15 November
of each year. The additional flood storage capacity would
be available until March 1. The project will cause net
energy losses and may create a sense of false security
toward the remainina flood hazard. (97 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50256)

'

Lower Granite Project, Snake River 02/25

Washington Idaho
Proposed is the completion of a dam, generators, and navi-
gation lock at river mile 107.5 on the Snake River, and
operation of the Lower Granite project. The dam will have
a power capacity of 810,000 kilowatts when all six
generators are operational. The project also includes com-
pletion of highway, railroad, and utility relocations,
beautification of the levees, and implementation of fish
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and wildlife compensation measures. (Walla Walla District)
(ELR ORDER # 50277)

Final Date

Haines Small Boat Harbor, Alaska 02/13

ilaska
The project involves the construction of a rubblemound break
water and the dredging of an entrance channel. The project
will expand the present moorage of the Haines Small Boat
Harbor for resident and transient fishing vessels, pleasure
craft, and commercial vessels. There will be adverse impact
to marine biota from dredging operations.
(Anchorage District)
COMMENTS SADE BY: DOI DOC EPA OSDA DOT

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50217)

Homer Small Boat Harbor 02/25

Alaska
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of the harbor to
its authorized dimensions. There will be adverse impact
to marine biota. (Anchorage District)
C09MENTS MADE EY: DOI DOC USCG EPA

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50272)

Duluth Superior Harbor, Minnesota and Wisconsin 02/07

Hinnesota Wisconsin
Proposed is the continued maintenance dredging of Duluth-
Superior Harbor with disposal of spoil in diked disposal
areas. There will also be some breakwater repair. Ninety
acres of shoreline and shallow water would be committed to
the disposal sites; there would be adverse impact to marine
biota. (St. Paul District)
COBBEHTS HADE BY: OSDA DOC DOI DSCG EPA

State agencies and organizations
(ELR ORDER # 50183)

Jones Inlet, Maintenance Dredging 02/18

Hew York
County: Nassau
The project involves maintenance dredging of the Federal
channel in Jones Inlet to its authorized project dimen-
sions. Spoil disposal will be along nearby beaches to
combat erosion, or in deep water off the inlet. The
major adverse impact stems from the increased level of
turbidity which will take place during the dredging
process. This will have a temporary adverse impact on the
fish and fish habitat. (New York District)
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coansNTS made by: doc dod hew doi dot epa
one state agency

(2LR order # 50225)

Commercial Dredging at Ross Island 02/04

Oregon
The project involves the continuation and expansion of the
commercial dredging for sand and gravel in the Ross Island
area on the Willamette River. As part of the project, a

second permit application proposes the installation of a

closure across the northeast entrance to the Ross Island
lagoon. Adverse impacts include the loss of 92 acres
covered with trees and undergrowth. With this loss there
will be corresponding loss of habitat for terrestrial
animals. There would be temporary increases in the
turbidity of the east channel caused by dredging and the
construction of the closure structure. (Portland District)

COnMENTS HADE BT: EPA USDA DOI HOD DOT HEW
(ELR ORDER # 50168)

Providence River Harbor Channel, Supplement 02/20

Rhode Island
The statement, a supplement to the final eis, submitted
to the Council on October 17, 1973, refers to the change
of a disposal area from the Brenton Reef Disposal Site to
the Conimicut Point Disposal Site. (Waltham District)
COMMENTS BADE BI : DOI EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50253)

Parker Creek, Maintenance Dredging 02/07

Virginia
The statement refers to the maintenance dredging of a chan-
40* wide and 5* deep from the mouth of Parker Creek
to the Metomkin Bay Channel. An expected 30,000 cubic yards
of spoil will be dredged by hydraulic pipeline and placed on
Metomkin Island. The major adverse environmental impact is
the removal and snbseguent loss of organisms at the dredging
site and disposal area. (43 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOC DOI

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50182)

Starlings Creek Navigation Project, Virginia 02/18

Virginia
County: Accomacki
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of a navigation chan-
nel from Pocoaoke Sound into Starlings Creek, where a turn-
ing basin will also be dredged. An estimated 55,000 cu. yds.
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of bottom material will be removed, and deposited offshore
along Saxis Island. Adverse impact would occnr to marine
biota « (Horfolk District)
COSflEHTS BADE BY: EPA DOC DOI

Office of the Governor
(ELR ORDER # 50226)

Zintel Canyon Dam, Kennewick 02/20

Washington
The project consists of construction of a detention dam at
the month of Sintel Canyon 2.8 miles upstream from the city
of Kennewick. Also included in the project is a combination
of buried conduit and improved channel from the intersection
of West Seventh Avenue and Vancouver Street to State Highway
14. The project will help provide flood protection for a 90
acre section of Kennewick . Adverse impacts are loss of some
vegetation, loss of recreational use behind the dam during
water impoundment, and temporary construction disturbances
to residents and traffic. (Walla Walla District)
COBHEHTS BADE BY: DOI HOD EPA

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50252)
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DEPARTHBHT OF DEFENSE, Bavy

Contact

;

Hr. Peter a. HcDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 697-0892

Final Date

Oniformed Services Oniv. of Health Sciences 02/03

Baryland
County: Hontgomery
The statement refers to the proposed development of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences to
be located on the grounds of the National Naval Hedical
Center, Bethesda, Haryland. The university will graduate
a broad range of professional health care specialists
including at least 100 physicians annually.
COHHENTS MADE BY: COE OSDA EPA

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50161)

Norfolk Naval Station 02/n

Virginia
Proposed is the improvement and addition of naval ship
berthing spaces at the station. Approximately 1,850,000 cu

.

yds. of spoil will be dredged; several additional piers
will be constructed. There will be adverse impact from
dredging.
COHMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOI USCG DOC COE DOD

Commonwealth of Virginia
(BLR ORDER # 50202)
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BHERGT RBSOUBCES DEVELOPBEHT ADHIN

Contact: Ir. W. Herbert Pennington
Office of Assistant General Manager
E-201, ERDA
Washington, D.C. 20545
(301) 973-42111

Draft Date

Takoatak Fusion Test Reactor Facilities 02/04

Rew Jersey
County: Hiddlesex
The statement concerns the design and construction of the
Takoiaak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) fusion device, the TFTR
Experiraental Facility which houses this new Tokamak system
and the support facilities reguired to impenent the TFTR
experiment program. The proposed location is on the
Forrestal Compus of Princeton University where similar
controlled numclear fusion studies are being performed.
Adverse impacts include release of trace guanitities of
of radioactivity, limited icing or fogging from cooling
towers and construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50172)
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ENVIRONBESTftL PROTECTION AGENCY

Contact: !ir. Sheldon Meyers
Director, Office of Federal Activxtxes

Room 3630 Waterside Sail
Washington D.C. 20460
(202) 755-0940

Date
Draft

Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 204 (b) (1) 02/04

The statement concerns a proposed bill which would amend

Section 204(b)(1) of the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act, as amended, to permit construction grant applxcants

to utilize a system based upon ad valorem taxation for

charging fees to users of the treatment works. The pro-

posed amendment would slightly diminish incentxve to en-

courage water conservation by domestic and low volume

users, but would meet the purposes of the present statute

in other respects and would avoid disruption of change from

this method.
(ELR ORDER # 50169)

Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 307(a) 02/04

The statement concerns the bill that would amend Subsection

307(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. The

bill would amend 307(a) to allow the Administrator to

approve the extension of the compliance deadline to the

earliest date compliance is feasible, but not to exceed

three years from the date of promulgation of the standard,

when there has been a demonstration that it is technologx-

cally infeasible to achieve compliance within one year from

promulgation; and to repeal the time reguirement that a

public hearing be held within 30 days after the standard xs

proposed. The proposed amendment would sanction contxnued

discharge by some sources for up to 2 additional years.

(ELR ORDER « 50170)

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Hanagement Program 02/04

California
County: Sacramento Yolo
Proposed is a regional wastewater program which would pro-

vide for a regionwide interceptor system to deliver raw

wastes to a single advanced waste treatment plant located

south of the City at the site of the existing County

Central Treatment Plant and a disposal system that trans-

ports treated effluent to the Sacramento River for dxs-

charge near Freeport via a multiport diffuser system.

Construction disruotion and increased use of energy xn

the process of conveyance, treatment, and disposal will

result.
(ELR ORDER * 50171)
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Aliso Hater Kanageinent agency Proiect 02/05

California
County: Orange
Proposed is the implementation of a local or regional
wastewater treatment and disposal system to elimintae
various systems and prevent future problems. The applicant
is considering two alternatives: a regional system with
central treatment and ocean disposal of most wastes and a
regional disposal system with local treatment. Construction
disruption and occasional obiectionable odors will result.
(ELE ORDEH # 50174)

O'Hare Wastewater Conveyance System 02/28

Illinois
County: Cook
The statement concerns a system of conveyance tunnels and
drop shafts to intercept and convey wastewater from a 58.2
sguare mile service area in the Northwest region of the
Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago to the
proposed 0»Bare Water Reclamation Plant- Occasional
exfiltration into groundwater aquifers might occur,
and a groundwater well monitoring program is planned to
discover any problems which may develop.
(ELE ORDER # 50286)

O'Hare Water Reclamation Plant 02/28

Illinois
County: Cook
Proposed is the construction of the 0»Hare Water Reclama-
tion Plant for the O'Hare Service Area. The plant will
treat sewage in a two stage process, discharging effluent
into Higgins Creek. Process solids remaining would be
transported via a pipeline to the MSDGC Salt Creek Water
Reclamation Plant for further treatment. Occasional odors
and temporary construction disruption will result.
(ELE ORDER # 50287)

Pinal Date

Northwest Sewage Facility, Houston, Texas 02/12

Texas
County: Harris
Proposed is the granting of Federal funds to the City of Hous-
ton for the enlargement of wastewater treatment facilities
at the Northwest Wastewater Treatment Facility Site from the
existing 4 mgd . capacity to 12 mgd . The enlarged plant will
provide secondary biological treatment capable of serving
the 1990 estimated population of 90,000 persons. Sludge will
be conveyed to the Northwest Regional Sludge Treatment Plant
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wkere it will be processed for use as fertilizer. Adverse
impacts of the action include increases in noise levels and

occasional odors.
COHHBHTS BaDE BY: COE DOT nSDA HEW EUD DOI

state agencies
(ELR OBDEE # 50209)
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FEDERAL POWER COHBISSIOH

Contact: Dr. Richard F. Hill
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality
im G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20426
(202) 386-6084

Draft Date

Hiddle Snake River Project 02/18

Oregon Idaho Washington
The statement concerns the application of the Pacific
northwest Power Company and the Washington Public Power
Supply System for a major license for construction,
operation, and maintenance of the Hiddle Snalte River Pro-
ject. The applicants are considering three alternatives,
each of which would provide for the combination of two
dams and appurtenant facilities and would inundate from
50 to 75 miles of the SnaXe River, flooding significant
portions of one of the largest canyons in the world and its
archeological remains. The average annual generation would
range from 5,072 mwh to 6,990,480 mwh.
(ELR ORDER # 50224)
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GENERAL SERVICES ADHIHISTRiTION

Contact: Br. Andrew E. Kauders
Executive Director of Environmental Affairs
General Services Administration
16th and F Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20*05
(202) 3U3-ai61

Draft Date

Soviet Embassy Complex 02/14

District of Co
Proposed is the construction of the five-building Soviet

Embassy Complex on a 12.5-acre site in the Glover Park

Heighborhood of Northwest Washington, D.C. The project

is part of a bilateral agreement between the U.S. and

D.S.S.R- providing for the reciprocal exchange of 85-year

leasehold interests for embassy sites in both Washington

and Moscow. Construction and associated disruption are

expected to occur continuously over a 32-month period.

(ELS ORDER # 50219)

DS Courthouse and Federal Building 02/20

Florida
County: Broward
Proposed is the construction of a Federal Builidng and

Courthouse with parking facility in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. The cost of the project, including site ac-

quisition, design, construction, and inspection will be

about $19.1 million. The site has not yet been selected.

The project will provide a total area of 218,295 square

feet. Construction disruption will result.
(ELR ORDER « 50255)

Border Patrol Sector Headquarters, Marfa, Texas 02/25

Texas
County: Presido
Proposed is the construction of a it-building, 29,000 square

foot complex to house the operation of the Border Patrol,

a blanch of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

The comolex will include facilities for vehicle repair and

storage and a parking lot for 35 vehicles. The existing

buildings on the 8.2-acre site will be used until com-

pletion of the new facility, and them removed. Con-

struction distruption will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50275)

Drug Bnfo-.-cement Administration Lease Facility 02/28

Texas
County: Dallas
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The action proposes the lease construction of a facility
for sole occupancy by the Drug Enforcement Administration,
an agency of the US Department of Justice. Although no
site has been selected, the most favorable location would
be in a 14 sq. mile area iust North of the Dallas Central
Business District encompassing Love Field. The building
will supply 51,500 square feet of space, including office
space, a laboratory, fire-arms range, and a helicopter
landing pad.
(ELR ORDER # 50288)

Final Date

Border Station Building, Lukeville, Arizona 02/21

Arizona
County: Pima
Proposed is the construction of a new Border Station
Building of 10,000 sq . ft., with inspection areas,
canopies, a small commercial truck facility, and ten family
residential units. Existing facilities would be
demolished.
COMMENTS HADE BT: AHP EPA OSDA COE HEW DOI DLAB DOT DJOS
TFEA state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50251)

Federal Office Building, Pittsfield, Mass. 02/18

Massachusetts
County: Berkshire
Proposed is the construction of a 27,000 square foot
Federal Office Building in Pittsfield. The building will be
constructed on an urban renewal site of 47,500 so. ft. There
will be temporary construction disruption as a result of the
action.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI AHP DOC DLAB OSDA HDD HEW EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50237)

Federal Youth Center, Memphis 02/07

Tennessee
County: Shelby
The proposed action calls for construction of a Federal
Youth Center in Memphis, Shelby County to be operated by
the FBI. The Center will provide correctional treatment
programs for Federal offenders from the Memphis and surround
ing area. The Youth Center will contain a gross area of
165,000 sq. ft. in approximately 14 rectangular shaped build
ings. There will be short-term inconveniences associated
with normal construction activities.
(100 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DSDA HEW HOD DOI FPC EPA DOT

one state agency
(ELR ORDER « 50179)
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Contact:

DEPARTMENT OF HUD

fir. Richard H. Bronn
Acting Director, Office of Environmental
Quality
Room 7206
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20110
(202) 755-6295

Draft Date

Dade County Neighborhood Development Program 02/03

Florida
County: Dade
The statement concerns a Neighborhood Development Program
currently in the fifth year of execution proposing urban
renewal in eight areas of Dade County: Seminola, Edison
ParX, Central NDP Area, Coconut Grove, South Miami Area,
Perrine, Goulds, and The Model City Area. Relocation of
families and individuals is largely accomplished. There
will be construction disruption. (8 volumes)
(ELR ORDER # 50167)

Downtown East Orban Renewal, Reading 02/11

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns an urban renewal project in 41.53
acres of the central business district of Reading, Pennsyl-
vania. The project includes destruction of 292 structures
and construction of new residential and commercial
buildings. A 2-story shopping mall and parking structures
are planned. Seventy-nine families and 132 businesses
will be displaced.
(ELR ORDER # 50205)

Final Date

Cedar - Riverside New Community, Minneapolis 02/10

Minnesota
County: He
Proposed is the a
Community of Ceda
up to $24 million
will occupy 100 a
of Minneapolis,
noise pollution,
COMMENTS MADE BY:

(ELR ORDER # 5019

nnepxn
pproval of Stage II housing in the New
r - Riverside. ROD has guaranteed loans
for the development. The new community
exes within a 336 acre Urban Renewal Area
Adverse impacts include increased air and
and increased generation of solid waste.
DOC DOT HEW DOT COE AHP A EC EPA
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

9)
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DEPARTHENT OF INTERIOR

Contact: 3r. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
Room 7260
Department of the Interior
Washinqton, D.C. 202i;0

(202) 3U3-3891

Final Da^e

Proposed Porcupine National Forest 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed designation of 5.5
million acres of public lands as the Porcupine National
Forest, and of portions of the Sheen jek and Porcupine
Rivers as components of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
The overall impact of the action will be the protection,
conservation, and management of the area's renewable sur-
face resources, with mineral extraction permitted under
existing laws. Adverse impacts may include a reduction
in wildlife habitat productivity, and disturbances to air,
water, and scenic qualities. Mineral extraction will lead
to depletion of those resources. (672 pages)
COSMBNTS MADE BY: USD A DOD DOC EPA DOT DOI

state and local aoencies
(ELR ORDER « 50240)

Proposed Yukon - Kiskokwim National Forest 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed legislative desig-
nation of 7.3 million acres of public lands as the Yukon
Kuskowim National Forest, to be managed by all the laws,
rules, and regulations applicable to the National Forest
System; and to the designation of portions of the Nowitna
Biver as components of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
The overall impact of the action is the protection, con-
servation, and management of the area's renewable surface
resources, with mineral extraction permitted under
existing laws. (673 pages)
COMHENTS MADE BY: USDA DOD DOC EPA DPT DPI

State agencies and organizations
(ELR ORDER # 50243)

Proposed Wrangell Mountains National Forest 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed congressional desig-
nation of 5.5 million acres of public lands as the
Hrangell Mountains National Forest, and the Bremner
River as a component of the Mild and Scenic River System.
The overall impact of the action is that of the protec-
tion, conservation, and management of the area's renewable
surface resources, with mineral extractions permitted
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under present laws. (713 pages)

COMMENTS MADE BY: DSDA DOO DOC EPA DOT

state agencies and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 502U6)

Bureau of Land Management

Date
Draft

OCS Leasing, Offshore Southern California 02/20

California . ___ .^-_^_
The statement concerns the proposed leasxng of 297 tracts

(1 55« 815 acres) of Outer Continental Shelf lands in five

general areas offshore Southern California. The sale,

IchSduled tentatively for the son.mer of 1975, would lease

tracts from 5 meters to 750 meters in depth. All tracts

offered pose pollution risk to the environment through

accidental and chronic oil spillage. Also, platform

development, if permitted, will cause degradation of the

visual environment. (U volumes)

(ELR ORDER # 50259)

Sigurd to Cedar City Power Transmission Line 02/06

Otah
County: several
Proposed is the construction of a 230 KV transmission

line from Utah Power and Light Company's Sigurd substation

to Cedar City, Utah. Four alternative corridors, each over

100 miles long, are considered. Adverse impacts include

electronic interference, right-of-way clearing, wildlife

disturbance, weed infestations, and increased fire hazards.

(161 pages)
(ELR ORDER « 50178)

Bonneville Power Administration

Date
Draft

Satsop Integrating Transmission, (Supplement) 02/27

Washington _ „ .^^
county: Thurston Lewis Grays Harbor

The statement is a draft supplement concerning facility

location evaluations on the proposal for Satsop Inte-

orating Transmission. Six alternative route locations are

considered. Depending upon the final route chosen, be-

tween 62 and 73 miles of 500-kV transmission line between

the proposed Satsop Substation and Olympia and Paul Sub-

station over existing, parallel, and new right-of-way

would be required. The project would clear from 560 to

1,180 acres of timber and remove from production .25 to <*

acres of agricultural land. In addition, approximately 30

acres of land would be required for the substation.
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(ELR ORDER # 5028U)

Burean of Reclamation

Draft Date

San Felipe Division, Central Valley Project 02/19

California
County: Santa Clara San Benito
Proposed is the construction and operation of the San
Felipe Division facilities to provide about 200,000 acre-
feet of supplemental municipal, industrial, and irrigation
water to 18,000 acres of Santa Clara and San Benito
Counties. The division facilities will require about 850
acres of land and will import water from the Central Valley
through a tunnel and distribute it through a system of open
and closed conduits and relief pumping plants. Some 21
archeological sites might be affected, and the natural
landscape altered by construction. During the fall and
winter the 150 acre San Justo Reservoir will be devoid of
both water and vegetation.
(ELK ORDER # 50249)

Final Date

Elwood Dam and Reservoir 02/18

Hebraska
County: Gosper
Proposed is the construction of Elwood Dam (including sad-
dle dams) and Reservoir which will provide a 40,500 acre-
foot pump storage conservation capacity reservoir and a
9,600 acre-foot flood storage capacity. The reservoir
would supply irrigation water for 42,800 acres of land.
The project will require the acquisition of 1,930 acres of
private pastnre grassland and will inundate 1,180 acres and
one mile of stream. Other construction includes enlarge-
ment of 27 miles of main canal, enlargement or replacement
of 30 canal structures, and lining 170 miles of canal.
COBMENTS BiDE BY: DOI AHP DSDA HOD HEW OSCG

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50232)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Draft Date

Sport Hunting of Higratory Birds, Regulations 02/10

The statement concerns a proposal recommending that annual
regulations continue to be issued permitting and regulating
the sport hunting of migratory birds throughout the United
States. The proposal protects the birds from indiscrimi-
nate hunting. Adverse impacts include annual reductions
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in populations, occasional Xilling of endangered and other

non-target species, littering, and some destruction of

vegetation

.

(BLR ORDER « 50196)

Injurious Wildlife Importation Regulations 02/19

The statement concerns the establishment of lists of wild-

life species that pose a low risk of injury to human

beings, the interests of agriculture, horticulture,

forestry, or to wildlife or wildlife resources when im-

ported into the Onited States. Animals other than these

may be imported only under permit. Economic impacts would

be suffered by importers. (78 pages)

(ELR ORDER # 50250)

..,• -I DateFinal i/ciuc

Featherstone National Wildlife Refuge 02/10

Virginia
County: Prince William
The proposed project is the acquisition of 313 acres known

as the Featherstone Marsh to be established as the Feather-

stone National Wildlife Refuge. Banagement on the Refuge

would be restricted to retaining the natural integrity of

the marsh and upland areas. Principal adverse impact of

the proposal would be removal of the land from potential

private use and development. (76 pages)

COMMENTS MftDE BT: OSDA DOI EPA
one state agency

(ELR ORDER # 50197)

National Park Service

Final Date

Proposed Lake Clark National Park 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed designation of 2.4

million acres of land and waters in the Aleutian and

Alaskan Mountain Ranges, about 100 miles east of Anchorage,

as Lake Clark National Park. Also included is conceptual
master plan for park management. The proposal may affect

the integrity of the ecosystems and landscapes within the

proposed boundaries, including an area from which a signi-

ficant portion of the State's multi-million dollar sockeye
salmon harvest is derived. (709 pages)

COMMENTS BADE BT : nSDA DOC COE EEW HOD DOI DOT EPA GSA

state and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 50241)
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Proposed Harding Icefield -Kenai Fiords N.B. 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed legislative desig-
nation of 305,000 acres of land and water on the south
coast of the Kenai Penisula as the Harding Icefield-Kenai
Fjords National Honument, and the legislative recognition
of £»60,000 acres as an Area of Ecological Concern (AEC) .
Also proposed is a conceptual master plan to guide the
management of the area. (618 pages)
COHFIENTS bade by: USDA doc COE hew HTO DOI dot EPA GSA

state and local agencies
and organizations

(ELF ORDER # 50242)

Proposed Hrangell-St. Elias National Park 02/18

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed Congressional
establishment of an 8.5 million acre Wrangell-St. Elias
National Park in Sonth-central Alaska. The action may
affect: the integrity of the eco-systems within the
Park's boundaries; the effectiveness of the Park's use as
a standard against which man-caused changes in manipulated
ecosystems can be measured; the regional economy, from
increased visitation and decreased opportunity for the use
of resources; the national culture, from scenic-wilderness
experiences; and the national economy, from restriction
of potential copper production. (764 pages)
COHHENTS HADE BY: DOI DOT DSDA COE

State and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR ORDER « 50214)

Proposed Kobuk Valley National Honument 02/18

Alaska
Proposed is the Congressional designation of lands and
waters of the public domain as the Kobuk Valley National
Honument; and of the Salmon River as a Wild River under the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Also proposed is a master plan
for administration of the areas. Impact of the proposal
may occur to: the integrity of the ecosystem; subsistence
use of the area by the Natives; commercial uses such as
fishing, mineral entry, geothermal power, tourism, commun-
ications, and transportation, and the socio-economic and
cultural environment of the area resulting from visitor
use. (626 pages)
COHHENTS HADE BY: USDA DOC COE DOI DOT EPA

state and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 50245)

Proposed Chukchi-Inuruk National Wildlands 02/18
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&las)ca
The statement refers to the proposed Congressional
establishment of a 2,708,034 acre Chakchi-Imurk National
Hildlands on the Seward Penisula of Alaska. The Hildlands
will be jointly administered as a unit of the Nat ional Wild-
life Refuge System, and the National Park System. Impacts
of the action will occur to private land ownership, fish
and wildlife, water, vegetation, historic and archeo-
logical values, agriculture, mining, timbering, navigation,
and hydroelectrical potential, among others.
(763 pages)
COKHENTS HADE BY: DOI DOT DSDA COE DOC EPA

one state agency and one other agency
(ELE ORDER # 50247)
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8ATIONAL ABROHAOTICS AND SPACE ADMIN.

Contact: Hr. Nathaniel Cohen
Director, Office of Policy Analysis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
400 Ifaryland Avenue
(202) 755-8433

Final Date

Viking 1975 Program 02/27

The statement refers to the ViXing Program r which is part
of an overall NASA program designed to explore the planet
Bars with automated spacecraft. In 1975 two Viking space-
craft, with Lander Capsule and Orbiter, will be launched
from the Air Force Eastern Test Range by Titan/Centaur
vehicles, to conduct orbital, upper atmospheric, and
surface investigation of Mars.
COHMENTS HADE BY: AEC DOD BPA STAT

State of Florida
(ELB ORDER # 50283)
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SUCLEAR REGOLATORI COHHISSIOH

Contact: Mr- fl- Giambusso, Director of Division
of Reactor Licencing
P-722, NRC
Washington, D-C. 205U5
(301) 973-7373

Draft Date

JamesDort Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2 02/0 5

Sew York
Coanty: Suffolk
Proposed is the issuance of permits to the Long Island

Lighting Conpany for the construction of the Jamestown
Unclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, located on Long

Island Sound. The plant will employ two indentical pres-

surized -water reactors to produce up to 3*25 BWt each. Two

steam turbine-generators will use this heat to provide 1150

HWe(net) of electrical power capacity from each turbine-
generator. Ad design power level of 3579 MWt (1250 HWe net)

for each unit is anticipated in the future. The waste heat

will be rejected by a once-through flow of water obtained

from and discharged to the Long Island Sound. The
cooling system will kill fish and organisms.
(ELK ORDER # 50176)

DaviJ -Besse Nuclear Power Sta . , 2 & 3 02/14

Ohio
County: Ottawa
The proposed action is the issuance of construction per-

mits to the Toledo Edison Company for the construction of

the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Units 2 and 3. The
station will employ identical pressurized-water reactors to

produce 2772 megawatts thermal (HWt) each. A steam turbine
generator will use this heat to provide about 906 aWe (net)

of electirc power capacity. A cooling tower will be con-

structed which will obtain water from and discharge it to

Lake Erie. The project will require the change of about

100 acres from agricultural to industrial use.
(ELR ORDER f 50218)

Washington Nuclear Projects 3 and 5 02/12

Washington
County: Grays Harbor
The proposed action is the issuance of construction permits
to the Washington Public Power Supply System for the
construction of Washington Nuclear Projects 3 and 5. The
station will employ a pressurized water reactor to pro-
duce up to 3800 megawatts thermal (MWt) and a steam
turbine generator will use this heat to provide 1210 HWe

(net) of electricaL power capacity. Water for cooling will
be obtained from and discharged to the Chehalis River.
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Twelve thonsand feet of. transmission line will also be
constructed. The project will require the disturbance of
about 300 acres of the 2170-acre forested site.
(ELB OBDBE « 50208)

Final Date

Indian Point Station, Onit 3 02/27

Rew York
County: Westchester
Proposed is the issuance of an operating license to the Con-
solidated Edison Company for Unit 3 of the Station. The Unit
will employ a pressurized water reactor to produce 3,025 HWt
and 965 HWe (net) ; future levels of 3,216 HWt and 1,033 MWe
are anticipated. Exhaust steam will be condensed by a once-
through flow of water from the Hudson River. The statement
considers the environmental impact from simultaneous opera-
tion of all three units of the station.
(two volumes)
COHHEHTS HIDE BT: OSDA DOC HEl DOI DOT EPi PPC

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER « 50285)
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DEPARTHENT OF TRAHSPORTATION

Contact: J!r. flartin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
400 7th Street, S.H.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-4357

Federal Aviation Administration

Final Date

Boston-Logan International Airport 02/25

Bassachusetts
County: Suffolk
The proposed project entails the construction of a new
runway 15-33, 100* x 3,830»; extension of runway 9, 150* x
1,855*; extension of runway 4L, 150* x 2,020*, with
associated taxiways, lighting and marking. The improve-
ments will be located on the existing Bird Island Flats.
Increases in air and noise pollution will occur.
(approximately 300 pages)
COMMENTS !!ADE BY: OSDA AEC DOI EPA HOD

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50280)

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 02/19

Washington
County: King
Proposed is the acquisition of 317 acres of land adjacent
to the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, in order to
comply with FAA land use compatibility recommendations.
The action will result in the displacement of 700 families
and the closure of two schools, necessitating economic and
social readjustments.
COBMENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI COE

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50248)

Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

D.S. 90 (S.R. 10-Duval Street), Lake City 02/18

Florida
County: Columbia
Proposed is the improvement of a 2.0 mile section of
D.S. 90 (S.R. 10 - Duval Street) in Lake City, Florida from
a 2-lane to a 4-lane facility. The improvement will be
along the existing corridor, and will increase noise pol-
lution and temporarily increase water pollution. The
number of displaced families and businesses varies with
alternative. (105 pages)
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(ELR ORDER # 50228)

561 Horth-South Facility and U.S. 61-Bypass 02/21

Iowa
County: Scott
Proposed is the addition of traffic facilities in the
5.5 mile north-sooth corridor and the 4.5 mile east-west
corridors of Davenport, Iowa, which are now served by
O.S. 61 and other local streets. The major environmental
impacts are displacement of families and bnsinesses,
possible acquisition of publicly-owned parks, and possible
displacement of historical sites, depending upon the
alternative selected. A ft (f ) statement is included.
(182 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50269)

SR 54, Owens boro 02/13

Kentucky
County: Davies
Proposed is the widening of a 1.1 mile segment of S.R. 54-
Leitchfield Road to four lanes. The project runs from the
Owensboro Seltline (S.R. 212) to Twelfth Street east of the
existing alignment. Adverse impacts include displacement
of ten families and cronstruction disruptions. (Ill pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50213)

Railroad Relocation Demonstration Project 02/24

Nevada
County: Elko
Proposed is the relocation and consolidation of 5.4 miles
of main line Southern Pacific and Western Pacific track
from the downtown area of Elko, Nevada. This demonstration
railway—road grade crossing elimination project will re-
quire approximately 4 6 acres of land, displacing from 65
to 115 families and from 13 to 24 commercial units, depend-
ing upon the alternative selected.
(ELR ORDER # 5026 3)

S.R. 9 By-pass, Keene 02/10

New Hampshire
County: Cheshire
Proposed is the construction of a 2.8 mile, 2-lane section
of New Hampshire Route 9 By-pass from SR 12 By-pass to
approximately 1700 feet east of the junction of SR 9 and
SR 10. Plans for future expansion to four lanes are in-
cluded. Acquisition of 185 acres of land, including nine
residences and one business and 2.0 acres of park land,
is required for the project. A 4(f) statement is included,
(BLR ORDER # 50198)
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SE 242, Powers Highway 02/13

Oregon
County r Coos
Proposed is the reconstruction of segments of SR 242,
Powers Highway, froa Powers to the Coos Bay~Roseburg
Highway, a distance of 18 miles. The eastern alternative
utilizes the present highway corridor and the western
alternative, the gxiicker, more direct path of the two,
woBld utilize an abandoned railroad right-of-way and
would require bridge structures. The number of displace-
ments depends upon the alternative chosen.
(ELR ORDER # 50214)

1-205, to Portland, Oregon 02/13

Oregon Washington
Proposed is the construction of a 9.2-aile section of
1-205 from the Lewis and Clark Highway in Clark County
Washington to SE Foster Road in Multnomah County/Portland,
Oregon. The project is the uncompleted part of 36 miles
of 1-205; the right-of-way has largely been acquired and
cleared. Two bridges and a fill are required to cross
Columbia River. A ft (f ) statement is included. Eleven
businesses and 24 housing units are left to be cleared.
(ELR ORDER t 50215)

Beltway 8-North, Subsection I 02/03

Texas
County: Harris
Proposed is the construction of an 8.5 mile segment of
Beltway 8, Borth from I.H. 45 to O.S. 59 as part of a
planned 87-5 mile circumferential route around Betropolitan
Houston. The project will provide a full controlled access
facility with a minimum of 8 main lanes flanked by two,
three lane-one way continuous frontage roads. The project
will displace 11 dwellings and 6 businesses and is expected
to accelerate urban growth.
(ELR ORDER # 5016 4)

SR 525, Swamp Creek Interchange to SR 99 02/13

Washington
County: Snohomish
Proposed is the construction of a 3.2 mile segment of the
Swamp Creek Interchange (1-5, 1-405) to SR 99 where it will
connect with existing SR 525 westerly. The highway will
be a 4-lane control led-access facility and will have a
significant impact on community growth. The project will
displace 42 families.
(BLR ORDER # 50210)
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Final Date

Alabama 67, Korgan County 02/24

Rlabama
County: Morgan
Proposed is the reconstruction of 9.4 miles of Alabama 67
east of Decatur from two to four lanes. Adverse impact will
include the displacement of 4 businesses and 10 families,
and the temporary increases of air and noise pollution
levels durina constrnction.
(66 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: HOD DOT DSDA TVA DOl BEM EPA COE

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50264)

OS 119-Appalachian Corridor G 02/10

Kentucky West Virginia
The statement refers to the proposed improvement of a segment
of OS 119 in Pike County, Kentucky and Hingo County, West
Virginia within Appalachian Corridor G. The project will ex-
tend from the Harmey Street Bridge in South Williamson,
Kentucky, to Route 14 mear Goatman, West Virginia, a distance
of approximately 2.45 miles. Nine businesses, 83 families and
1 non-profit organization will be displaced. Coal seams' of
marketable value may be opened due to construction cuts. (6

pages)
(ELK ORDBE # 50192)

SR 67, Clinton-Mississippi State Line Highway 02/18

Louisiana
County: East Feliciana
The proposed project consists of upgrading an 11.6 mile
seoment of State Route LA 67 along the existing alignment.
The project begins at the intersection of St. Helena Street
and State Route LA 67 in the City of Clinton and terminates
at the Louisiana-Mississippi State line. Acguisition of
additional right-of-way will result in the displacement of
two families and four basinesses.
(ELR ORDER # 50234)
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H 99, (Logan Street) , Lansing 02/10

Hichigan
Connty: Ingham
Proposed is the reconstruction of 1.8 miles of Logan Street,
from Victor Street to Kalamazoo Street, in Lansing. A small
amount of section U (f ) land will be acguired from Riverside
Park; several families will be displaced.
COMMENTS BADE BY: CEQ DOI OSDA EPA OSCG DOT
(ELR ORDER # 5019a)

1-35 Interchange 02/18

Hinnesota
County: Steele
The project involves the addition of an interchange to
Interstate 35 west of Owatonna. The interchange is to
provide freeway access to Bridge Street, which leads
directly to an industrial park and the Owatonna Central
Business District. Detrimental impacts are increased
traffic, noise, and air pollution and the commitment
of from 20 to 30 acres to the project. (73 pages)
COBHBNTS HADE BY: DOI EPA OSDA COB

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50230)

Yazoo City Bypass, U.S. U9W 02/10

Mississippi
County: Yazoo
The project consists of relocating approximately 3.8 miles
of O.S. 49W from its junction with Mississippi Highway Ho.
3 in a southeasterly direction to a junction with Hiss.
Highway No. 16, Highway Ho. U9E, and U.S. 49. The project
directly affects the town of Yazoo City in that it will
provide a bypass route to the south of that city. Adverse
impacts are increased air, noise, and water pollution due
to construction, and the displacement of 19 families and
one business. (95 pages)

COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI EPA HOD OSDA
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50200)
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Helena-Hest (ffS 12) 02/18

Montana
County: Lewis and Clark
Proposed is the improveirient of 6.0 miles of O.S. 12
immediately west of Helena, Montana. Although right-of-way
for a H-lane highway would be purchased for the entire
project, the 3.8 mile rural section would be 2-lane. A

U6-foot median wotild separate the lanes, and a bicycle
and horse path is being considered. The project would
require 115 acres of land.
COanENTS HADE ET: DSDA EPA DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDEB « 50223)

O.S. 29 Improvement 02/11

Horth Carolina
County: Rockingham Caswell
Proposed is the improvement of a 7.U mile segment of
n.S. 29 from the O.S. 29-S.R. 1767 interchange in Rocking-
ham County through Caswell County to the Virginia State
Line. The project would widen U.S. 29 to two 24-foot
roadways separated by a 68 foot median and would reguire
200 acres of woodlands and farm land for right-of-way.
Twelve families and three businesses will be displaced.
(41 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DSDA COE EPA FPC GSA HUD DOI

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50206)

Inner Belt Loop, Charlotte 02/2U

North Carolina
County: Mecklenburg
The project proposes to provide a fonr-lane thoroughfare in
the southeastern quadrant of the Charlotte urban area. The
facility, which will extend from York Road {NC a9) to Central
Avenue, is approximately 8.4 miles in length. Adverse impacts
include acquisition of right-of-way, displacement of 9 fam-
ilies, loss of aesthetic quality by tree removal and erosion
and siltation.
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA COE EPA FPC GSA HEW DOI AHP

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50268)

Mountrail County Road 02/05

North Dakota
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County: Mountrail
The project consists of improving a Mountrail County road
from White Earth South to OS Highway 2- The improvement
involves grading to current standards and the placement of
a bituminous surface. adverse impacts are the use of 6.35
acres of 4(f) land- Of this 3 acres must be completely
cleared of shrubs and trees. There will be a temporary
rise in air pollution during construction.
COHMEBTS MADE BY: DOI HDD OSDA EPA DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER 50175)

County Road, Bottineau County 02/20

North Dakota
County: Bottin
The statement refers
Bottineau County. Th
north of Carbury, eas
near the south edge o
follows the existing
necessary to provide
Adverse impacts are i
noise pollution, and
with construction.
COHBENTS BADE BI : DOI

sta
(ELR ORDER # 5G25U)

eau
to a improvement of a county road in
e project runs from S.H. 11, four miles
terly approximately 10 miles to a point
f Lake Metigoshe. The proposed route
road except for relocations that are
curvature meeting present standards,
ncreases in the levels of air and
negative effects normally associated

EPA DSDA COS
te agencies

OS 278, Beaufort County 02/03

South Carolina
County: Beaufort
The statement refers to the proposed construction of US 278,
beginning at S.C. Rte. U6 and terminating 0.3 miles south-
east of Skull Creek in Beaufort County, a distance of ap-
proximately 5.7 miles. Adverse impacts include temporary
siltation and water turbidity, disruption of marshland, and
2 families.
COHMBIITS HADE BY: DOI EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50166)

Loop 427, Williamson County 02/03

Texas
County: Williamson
The statement refers to the extension of Loop 427 in Will-
iamson County. The project begins at the intersection of
Loop 427 and Lake Drive and terminates at the intersection
of Loop 4 27 and O.S. 79 in the city of Taylor. The project
length is 5.6 miles. Adverse impacts include increased air,
and water pollution due to construction, and the displace-
ment of approximately 8 families and 3 businesses.
(89 pages)
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COBHENTS HADE BY: DOT HEM COE DSDA DOI EPA
state and local agencies

(BLR ORDER # 50159)

Sadison Street Underpass, Eau Claire 02/25

Wisconsin
County: Eau Claire
The project involves construction of a railroad grade sep-
aration structure and associated street reconstruction in
the City of Eau Claire. Adverse impacts include the removal
of 21 buildings, acquisition of 2 to 3 acres of land, re-
moval of 200 to 300 trees, displacement of 19 families and
4 businesses, and temporarily increased noise levels due to
construction. (75 pages)
COHMBNTS BADE BT: DOI EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50278)

U.S. Coast Guard

Draft Date

Gulf LORAN-C Project 02/10

The statement concerns the expansion of the LORAM-C
(Long Range Aid to Havigation) coverage to include the
harbors, esturaries, and the Coastal Confluence Zone of
the Gulf of Mexico. This expansion of coverage will re-
guire the construc-tion and operation of three transmitting
stations at Halone, Florida, Grangeville, Louisiana, and
Raymondville, Texas. Adverse impacts include the con-
version of forest to pastureland at the Grangeville site
and construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50186)

New London Station 02/06

Connecticut
County: New London
The Coast Guard is planning to develop approximately 24
acres of land just north of the existing Coast Guard
Academy to house the Coast Guard Research and Development
Center and the moorings and maintenance facilities for
Station New London, as well as support facilities for those
units and the Academy. Approximately 190,000 cubic yards
of dredge material will be deposited at a dump site in Long
Island Sound- Construction disruption and water turbidity
will result from the project.
(ELR ORDER # 50177)

Final Date

Prince William Sound Vessel Traffic System 02/11
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Alaska
Proposerl is the development of a vessel traffic system for
Prince William Sound. Included in the proposal is the con-
struction of a control center, and housing for 45 Coast
Guard personnel and their dependents. The traffic system
is designed to lessen the probability of tanker casualties
with resulting spills of crude oil vhen the Valdez crude
oil loading terminal becomes operational.
(73 pages)
COMHENTS MADE BY: EPA COE OSDA DOI DOT

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 5020**)

New York Vessel Traffic System 02/10

New York
County: several
The statement refers to a proposed system which will cover
the geographic areas comprising the Port of Mew York, the
Hudson River to Albany, and Long Island Sound to the west
of Block Island, Rhode Island. The system will consist of a

combination of vessel traffic system levels which will in-
clude VHF/FM communications, radar surveillance, a Traffic
Separation System, and a Vessel flovement Reporting System.
Radar and communication sites, and a vessel traffic opera-
tions center will be constructed. There will be adverse im-
pact from construction disruption. (108 pages)
COHMENTS MADE ET: DOC COE DOD HEW DOI DOT EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50191)
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

AVAIIABTLETy OF EMVIROHMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY CCMIENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIROIWEMr

Pursuant to the requirementB of section 102(2) (C) of the Nati<»al

Environmental Policy Act of I969, and sectloi 309 of the Clean Air Act,

as amended, the EnvlrormenteJ. Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and

ccomented In writing on Federal agency actions Impacting the envlrotment

contained In the following appendices during the period of Febi>uazy 1, 197^

and Febmary 28, 1975.

Appendix I contains a listing of dreuft environmental Impact statements

reviewed and ccnmented upon in writing during this review period. The list

includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number and

title of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's ccnments

as set forth in Appendix V*

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications of EPA's

ccnments oq the draft environmental impact statements as set forth in

Appendix I.
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Appendlx IH contains a listing of final envirormental Impact statements

reviewed and ccomented upon in writing during this reviewing period. The

listing will include the FedereuL agency responsible for the statement, the

number and title of the statement, a summary of the nature of EPA's Qomnents,

and the EPA source for copies of the comments as set forth in Appendix V.

Appendix IV contains a listing of proposed Federal agency regulations,

legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and euay other proposed actions reviewed

and commented upon in writing pursuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act,

as amended, during the referenced reviewing period. The listing includes the

Federal agency responsible for the proposed action, the title of the action, a

summary of the nature of EPA's ccnmients, and the source for copies of the comnents

as set forth in Appendix V,

Appendix V contains a listing of the names and addresses of the sources for

copies of EPA ccmments listed in Appendices I, III, and IV.

Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and procedures for

EPA's review of agency actions may be obtained by writing the Public Inquiries

Branch, Office of Public Affairs, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington,

D.C. 20460, Copies of the draft and final environmental impact statements

referenced herein are available fran the originating Federal department or agency.

Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: 2 MR WS
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE

OF EPA COMMENTS

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO-Lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described In the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER—Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain

aspects of the proposed action. EPA "believes that further study of suggested

alternatives or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal

agency to reassess these impacts.

EU~Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards -which might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment frcm hazards arising from hazards arising from this action. The

Agency reconmends that alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including

the possibility of no action at all).

ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACT STATEMEM*

Category 1--Adequate

The draft Impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category 2— Instifficlent Information

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain sufficient

information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, frcm the information submitted, the Agency is able to

make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that vas not included in

the draft statement.

CJategory 3— Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess

the environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has requested

more information and analysis concerning the potential environmentcil hazsirds and

that substantial revision be made to the impact statement*
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APPBNDIX V

SOURCE PCR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. Director, Office of Public Affairs

Environmental Protection Agency

UOI M Street, SW

Waahlngton, D.C. 20U60

B. Director of Public Affaire, Region I

Envlroomental Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Bo9tCD, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

EnrlronMntal Protection Agency

26 Fedez«l Plaza

Nev York, Rev York 1000?

G. Dlrec*«r of Public Affairs, Region VI

Environmental. Protection Agency

l600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 75201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VTI

Environaental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 6U108

I. Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Environnental Protection Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region IX

Envlroomental Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Walnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6

E. Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Envlroomental Protection Agency

lk21 Peachtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

Envlroiawntal Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Ulinols 6060U

Environnental Protection Agency

100 California Street

San Francisco, California 9l|-lll

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Vfeshington 98IOI
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Sunmary of 102 Statements Filed with the CEQ Throuqh

02/28/75 (By Agency)

Ipraft 102 's for

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Delaware River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission

1
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of

,

HUD, Department of
' Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

I

Corrjnission — U.S. and Mexico
j Interstate Commerce Commission

I

Justice, Department of

I

Labor, Department of

I

National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
National Capital Planning Comm.
National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
^Office of Science and Technology
.Pacific Northwest River Basins Comm.
Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
JSouris-Red-Rainy River Basins "coram.
iState Department
{Tennessee Valley Authority
irransportation. Department of
Treasury, Department of
Jpper Mississippi River Basin Comm.
J.S. Postal Service
J.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

TOTALS

actions on w
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CEQ Comments on NEPA Amendments

On April 21, 1975, the House of Representatives passed two

bills, H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787, both of which amend the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to clarify and modify NEPA

procedures with respect to the preparation of environmental

impact statements (EIS) . The House has referred the bills to

the Senate.

The Council on Environmental Quality opposes both bills

because neither provides for a responsible policy on delegation.

However, if one of the bills is to be passed, the Council would

strongly prefer H.R. 3130.

The House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

reported H.R. 3130 to the Committee of the Whole House on

April 11, 1975. This bill proposes the amendment of NEPA by

adding a subsection to clarify the law on the delegation of

EIS's. Under the new subsection, a statement prepared by State

agencies or officials would be considered legally sufficient

if the responsible Federal official furnishes guidance, participates

in preparation, and independently evaluates the statement prior

to its approval and adoption. Other agency responsibilities under

NEPA remain unaltered.

The Committee on Public Works and Transportation reported

H.R. 3787 to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

on March 22, 1975. H.R. 3787 is narrower in scope than H.R. 3130:

it refers only to impact statements on highway projects.
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prepared by New York, Vermont, and Connecticut and adopted by

the Secretary of Transportation. However, H.R. 3787 provides a

weak guarantee that the federal agency involved would conduct

an independent evaluation of the action.

Both bills were introduced in reaction to the opinion of

the United Sta tes Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in

Conservation Society of Southern Vermont v . Secretary of Trans -

portation , F.2d , 7 ERC 1236 (2d Cir. 1974). The Federal

Highway Administration believes that the court in Conservation

Society held that a recipient state highway agency may not perform

the ministerial act of writing an environmental impact statement

even if the statement is prepared, under the supervision of the

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and with independent

FHWA appraisal and evaluation.

H.R. 3130 would overrule this interpretation of Conservation

Society in that H.R. 3130 would allow the delegation of the writing

of EIS's to State agencies and officials. But both the case law

and H.R. 3130 would require that FHWA, and any other Federal

agency in the same position, independently evaluate and analyze

any EIS prepared by a State agency. H.R. 3130 thus reflects to

some extent the express judicial disapproval of a "rubber stamp"

approach to preparing impact statements

.

Citizens wishing to comment on either bill may write to

members of the Senate Committee on the Interior and Insular

Affairs. The Senate Committee on Public Works may also be contacted I

regarding H.R. 3787. The text of both follows.
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94TII CONGRESS
1st Session

Union Calendar No.62

H. R. 3130
[Report No. 94-144]

IN THE HOUSE OF EEPRESENTATIVES

February 13, 1975

Mr. LaFalce introduced the following bill ; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

April 11, 1975

Rei^orted with an amendment, committed to the Committee of the Wliole House

on the State of the Union, and ordered to be printed

[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To amend the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in

order to clarify the procedures therein with respect to the

preparation of environmental impact statements.

1 Be it enacted hy the. Senate and House of Representn-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled.

3 That section 102 of the National Environmental Policy Act

4 of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 43.S2) is amended—

5 (1) ^^y inserting "
('^)

" immediately after "Sec.

6 102."; and

7 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following

8 new subsection:

9 ^HH" ^^ ^ef.aratioR ef any detailed statement required

10 WideF subacction (a) (C)
( if imf fee accomplieihed fey the

I
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2

;j^

rospottHt^le rodoral effieitvl oir ft^ hh flisorotioii - «wy he 4ek-

2 gftlt^ to ft« rtf)jmijH=!rt4e 84rtfe ugoiuy i)¥ effiei«4 of «ttty fee

3 pwprti=etl fe¥ ft ftmsalt lint to s«ek i^e4t4-'fti o¥ Sta te agciK-

y

4 e¥ official. TIh' jwej^rti=H4w« ol miy Sttek st iitoinont hy mif

5 8teto t^gon^y e¥ offieiftl oi= fouHulta-H^ !4«4i ftot7 liowovefr he

(j
c'o»s truc4 ft+t ivlicving ^ i=espoftsifele rc4oral offiewi from

7 IttH ro Bponsibilit}' fof tiie femplotcno s s, o])iootivit3', ftml eoH-

8 toftt ol irtwk t<tatoi)iont i« approving »Hi4 ft-4epting s«t4i

10 ^^T 5t Tiie aiiioiKl nio}}tij made W tfe^ii^ Aefc skftli tefce

]^1 fSefl January 4-^ -1-f^W.-

12 "(b) A statement prepared after Jaiiuarij 1, 1970,

13 shatl not he deemed to be legally insufficient solely by reason

14 of having been prepared by a State agency or officud if the

15 responsible Federal offiiial furnishes guidance and partici-

16 pates in such preparation and independently evaluates such

17 statement prior to its approval and adoption. This procedure

18 shrdl not relieve the Federcd official of his responsibilities

19 for the scope, objectivity, and content of the statement, nor

20 of any other responsibilities under this Act.''
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94th congress » » T^ O ^7O^
i„s„s,o» j^^ ^^ 3787

[Report No. 94-111]

IN THE HOUSE OE EEPRESENTATIVES

February 26,1975

Mr. Howard (for himself, Mr. Jones of Alabama, Mr. Harsha, Mr. Wright,

Mr. Cleveland, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Johnson of California, Mr.

Don H. Clausen, Mr. Anderson of California, ISIr. Roe, Mr. McCormack,

Mr. James V. Stanton, Mr. Breaux, Mr. Ginn, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Holland,

and Mr. Oberstar) introduced the following bill; which was referred to

the Committee on Public Works and Transportation

March 22,1975

Reported from the Committee on Public Works and Transportation with an

amendment, referred to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

for a period ending not later than April 12, 1975, and ordered to be printed

[Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To amend section 109 of title 23, United States Code, relating

to the preparation of certain statements on highway projects

in the States of New York, Vermont, and Connecticut.

1 Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Bepresenta-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 Thftt subsection -(hf el section iO& ef titie 3^ U»ite4 Stetes

4 Cedey is amended fey adding at the e»d thereof the following

:

5 "Any detailed statement required fey section 102(2) (C) ef

6 the National Environm'ental ^efeey Aet fef aey Federal aid

7 highway project m the Stert^^ of New York, Vermont, ftftd

8 Connecticut wbieh was prepared fey tfee State during the

9 period bogmning m January h ^070, mA ending e« the

I
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1 4ate el enactment ef tkis Aety ©f which h »«4ei= preparation

2 ^i the 4ft4e ©f enactment el ^tm Aet ft»4 which was adopted

3 or is hcrcftftof adopted hy- the Secretar}^ el Transportation

4 shall fee deemed ft statement prepared fey the Socretar}'

" el

5 Transportatieft le* tfee purposee el the National Environ

6 mental Foliey Aetr Awy detailed statement required fey see-

7 tieft j^l>(2) (C) el the National En^ronmcntal ^efeey Aet

8 sfeail fee prepared eftly -(4f le* those segnK'nts el highways

9 which ft ^ftte suhmits far approval ««de¥ section 406 el this

10 title aftd -(5|- lef sttefe other lengths el highway as the See-

11 i=etftiy determines, in his discretion, a« necessary.".

12 That subsection (h) of section 109 of title 23, United States

13 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

14 "Any detailed statement required by section 102(2) (C) of

15 the Nationcd Environmental Policy Act of 1969 for any

16 Federal-aid highway project in the States of New York,

17 Vermont, and Connecticut which was prepared by the State

18 on or after January 1, 1970, and which after analysis and

19 evaluation has been adopted or is hereafter adopted by the

20 Secretary of Transportation shall be deemed a statement

21 prepared by the Secretary of Transportation for the purposes

22 of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.'\
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STATEMENT BY
THE HONORABLE RUSSELL W. PETERSON

CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
DIN MARCH 24, 1975

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I, appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to discuss

one of the most fundamental environmental objectives --to

define and achieve good land use. Land use represents an

especially pervasive and complex problem for the Federal

government. On the one hand, a wide range of Federal government

actions -- from tax policies, to housing programs, to highway

projects, to outer continental shelf leasing policies -- have major

if indirect implications for land use. On the other hand, the Federal

role in land use planning and regulatioft is properly limited by very

sensitive and long-standing constitutional, political, and institutional

constraints. Constitutionally, land use regulatory authority is

vested in the States. Traditionally, the states in turn have delegated

it to localities.

But the simple statement of these truisms does little to reduce

the reality of Federal influence over land use. Nor does it help

to define the interest of the Federal government in the improvement

of land use planning and regulation at state and local levels. I would

like to direct my attention to some of these complex issues this morning.
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There are four primary reasons why we In the Federal government

should be concerned about land use. First, the Federal government is

the Nation's largest landowner; Federal lands comprise over one-third

of the acreage in the Nation. While under our Constitution this land is

not subject to direct regulation by state or local governments, intermixed

patterns of federal and private ownership, the growing attraction of

National Parks, National Forests, and other areas to members of the

public, and the concentration of Federal ownership Ln the Western states

and Alaska has increased the potential for conflict. These factors also

point toward the need for more cooperation on land use planning between

the Federal land management agencies and state and local governments.

Much progress has been made in recent years by Federal land management

agencies with respect to improved land use on public lands.

Flowever, any of you who have visited our National Parks on a

regular basis are quite familiar with how serious conflicts between

public and private lands can become. Towns like GatUnburg, Tennessee,

adjoining the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and Estes Park,

Colorado at the entrance to Rocky Mountain National Park, were fast

becoming commercial strips -- eyesores which seriously detracted

from the values which attracted people there, and from the natural environ-

ment which caused the park to be created in the first place. Progress

toward better coordinated planning has reduced these problems in

recent years, but efforts must continue.
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New potential for land use problems has arisen in the West with

the prospect of expanded coal mining on public lands in several states.

The Federal governnnent cannot disregard the effects such developnnent

will have on nearby private lands, which may be called upon to support

the housing, commercial facilities, and other services required.

Once again, coordinated land use management at all levels of governnrient

is called for.

The second basis for Federal Interest in the improvement of

state and local land use efforts relates to the billions of dollars of

Federal funds spent annually through various public works program.

These programs, providing highways, sewers, water lines, recreation

areas, dams, and public transportation, are important to continued

economic progress and to improvement in the quality of life for the

Nation. But it must be recognized that these projects also influence

the pattern and pace of development, and in so doing can either

reinforce or undermine the goals and strategies for growth of the

affected communities. If for no other reason than our concern over

the efficient use of Federal dollars, we should seek to avoid stimulating

developnnent inconsistent with local growth management efforts.

The growth-inducing effects of highways have been extensively

studied. While major new highways seem to have little impact on

overall regional growth, their placement will affect the location of

growth within that region. Manufacturers, for example, give
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relatively little consideration to highways In deciding which region

to locate In, but give a great deal when deciding where to locate

within the region. Wholesale and retail .trade shows even greater

sensitivity to locating near highways. Central business districts appear

to have been hurt overall by highway programs In most metropolitan

areas. More details, and a list of studies done on these issues, are

included In the green booklet entitled "Land Use", which has been

distributed to each of you. It Is a reprint of Chapter I of our Annual

Report for 1974.

Federal assistance for sewer construction provides an even clearer

example of how Federal programs can have land use Implications.

In fact, analysis of CEQ indicates that sewers are now primary

determinants of the location and pace of development. Traditional

engineering assumptions have resulted In many large sewer lines,

called interceptor sewers, being constructed with a great deal of

excess capacity, and located in areas where development has not

yet occurred. One recent CEQ study of 52 EPA sewer grants in

urban fringe areas revealed that over half of the land area to be

serviced was currently vacant and undeveloped. Given the tendency

for most developers to await sewers and then locate new houses at

the end of sewer lines, where the cheapest developable lots can

generally be found, there is danger that Federal money for sewers

may in some cases be encouraging sprawl and leapfrog development
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patterns, which are more costly to localities, generate more pollution,

and consume more energy. We are working with the EPA to adopt new

guidelines to reduce these Impacts.

In limiting my comments to highways and sewers, the two

largest Federal public works programs, I do not mean to ignore

the many other programs -- for water lines, transit facilities,

dams, recreation facilities, etc. -- which can also influence land use.

Nor do I mean to suggest that we not continue to support these essential

programs. Instead, we need to recognize that in using Federal

dollars to build or replace the public service infrastructures in

communities throughout the country, we are bound to have important

impacts on land use. These impacts can either help to carry out or

work against the land use planning and management objectives of

the states and localities being affected.

It is not enough to say that the project is approved by the

Federal agency's state or local counterpart -- often that agency

has been established with a single purpose mission, and is not oriented

towards supporting the patterns of land use intended by the community.

Stronger state and local land use agencies can take a broader

and unfettered view of community goals . As I will indicate below,

we are working on ways to improve the coordination of Federal

progranns in this regard. This makes sense not simply from the

point of view of encouraging good land use, but also fronri the standpoint
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of using our Federal dollars well. Weak state and local land use

institutions, combined with poorly coordinated Federal public works

programs, result in projects that are the wrong size in the wrong plact

at the wrong time. We simply cannot afford to misallocate our

resources in these times of economic difficulty.

The third reason the Federal government should take an

interest in what states and localities are doing in the area of

land use is that it is the Federal government which is often called

upon to bail out communities from their land use mistakes. For

example.' every year we pay out billions of dollars in disaster

relief for flood victims, and for flood protection projects to

prevent a recurrence of the damage. Yet the volume of losses

from floods continues to increase year after year, primarily

because states and localities continue to let people build residences

and businesses in the floodplain without either land use controls

or floodproofing. Furthermore, the more development in flood-

plains is allowed, the more frequent are the floods, because paved

over areas reduce the ability of the land to absorb moisture.

Likewise, a significant portion of Federal funds for sewers

goes to provide service to areas where septic tanks were installed

despite the presence of unsuitable soil and ground conditions.

Providing sewer service to such households becomes necessary

to prevent a possible serious public health problem, but at great
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expense for the family served, for the community, and for the

Federal government. Thoughtful land use policies can prevent

the problem from arising by better management of development

or by providing sewers at the time of construction.

In other cases, leaving development decisions solely to the

market place has resulted In the destruction of highly productive

resource lands. At some point In the life cycle, wetlands are

necessary habitat for two thirds of marine species and for

•waterfowl; yet over half of the wetlands In San Francisco Bay,

Long Island Sound, and other parts of the country have been lost

to draining, dredging, or filling. It Is then, after wetland losses

have occurred and after the market value of such areas has climbed

out of reach of all but the developers, that the Federal government

Is called upon to come in and buy up what is left. So long as states

and localities fail to develop appropriate policies to protect such

areas from unnecessary development, the Federal government can

expect to be paying out a lot of money for land purchases and for

disaster relief, neither of which Is .a very productive use of

government funds. Yet both could be avoided with foresight.

The fourth and final reason for Federal concern over land

use practices at state and local levels Is that good land use can

contribute significantly to the effort to attain a series of Important

national goals. A number of these should be briefly mentioned;
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The national effort to move toward energy independence will

require the development of significant new energy resources, many

of which are in or near relatively unspoiled land areas. The Council

has already completed a number of studies on new energy development,

including a report on deepwater ports and a report to the President

on the environmental effects of developing oil and gas on the outer

continental shelf. We have a number of other studies underway

related to the development of Western energy resources and the

impacts of energy development on the coastal zone. Every one

of these studies demonstrates that mar^y of the adverse environmental

and socio-economic effects of energy development can be substantially

mitigated by thoughtful planning, careful and firm enforcement of

siting and land use controls by states and localities, and the

availability of mechanisms that will help to fund some of the

"front-aid costs" to localities. Absent these efforts, we can fore-

see real problems and conflicts arising. With them, however, we

believe the job can be done to the general satisfaction of nearly

everyone.

The national goal to achieve energy conservation can also

benefit from better land use policies at state and local levels.

The Council, in conjunction with the Department of Housing and

Urban Development and the Environmental Protection Agency

recently published a report entitled "The Costs of Sprawl".
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This is a comparative analysis of alternative urban fringe

development patterns • -- from typical sprawl on the one hand

to a new community-like pattern of mixed single homes, town-

houses, and apartments on the other. The study showed that

energy consumption per family would be 44 percent less In the

more compact, better planned community with the mix of housing

types than In the community with each house on an individual lot.

The savings were due to both less dependency on the automobile

and lower heating and cooling costs for homes. The data did not

include energy consumed In commuting, since it was assumed that

the distance to work would not vary according to neighborhood type:

it should be noted, however, that more compact communities are

easier and cheaper to serve with public transportation. In summary,

patterns of land use can have a very real effect on energy conservation.

National air and water quality goals can also benefit from

land use policies because emissions of pollutants depend to some

extent on how new industries and new residential areas are located.

The Costs of Sprawl study shows that the more compact suburban

connmunity generates less air pollutants because auto emissions are

lower and less fuel Is required for heating and cooling. Compact

developnnent also results In far less runoff from storm water.

Sprawl development patterns significantly exacerbate problems of

erosion and sedimentation, and consume more agricultural areas,

forests, and other natural areas that can absorb storm water.
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FLnally, the national goal of a decent home and a suitable

living envLronment for every American family can be significantly

aided by better land use management at state and local levels. The

Costs of Sprawl shows that development patterns can substantially

affect housing costs. Good land use policies will provide affordable

housing to more people.

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that these are four important

reasons why the Federal government should be interested in

good land use --

First, we own one-third of the land;

Second, we greatly influence land use with our

public works programs;

Third, we are often called upon to pay for the

land use mistakes of others; and

Fourth, we need good land use programs at state

and local levels to help us meet important

national objectives.

I would now like to provide a brief rundown on what the

Federal government is doing to improve state and local land use

planning and management.

First, the Council and many other agencies are funding

studies to help communities understand better the complexities of
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the development process, and develop legitimate and effective ways

to cope with them. The Department of Housing and Urban Development

has given special emphasis in its research budget to studies that

show communities how they can apply a variety of tools to guide

land use. The Environmental Protection Agency has funded a

number of similarly innovative studies, with special emphasis on

understanding better the land use imiplications of air and water

quality programs. CEQ is working now on further analysis

related to our Costs of Sprawl study to help localities in their

decisions about what kind of development to. plan for; five other

Federal agencies have joined the Council in supporting this study.

We believe these analytic efforts provide important assistance

to the communities wrestling with land use issues, and the number

of requests we receive for reports bears this out.

Second, the Council continues to work with the agencies

in charge of major public works programs to reduce undesirable

land use effects induced by highways, sewers, dams, and other

projects. A useful tool in this regard is the analysis of impacts

included in the environmental impact statements prepared on

major projects. We are seeking to shift the emphasis of these

impact statements away from overly-detailed analyses of on-site

conditions and effects and toward better analysis of changes induced

off-site. In this way, the environmental impact statement can be a
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more useful document to help communities understand the full

implLcatlons of the Federal public works assistance they are

receiving.

Third, the Federal government has a continuing obligation

to examine Its tax and regulatory policies to Identify ways in which

these may be working against community planning goals. "We know,

for example, that current tax policies related to depreciation favor

the demolltlcn of old commercial buildings and the construction of

quick-turnover buildings In their places: there is no reason why

someone who takes the care to preserve and renovate an older

building of architectural or historic value should be treated worse

by our tax provisions than someone who destroys the building and

puts up a stark and bland replacement. This is just one of many

examples of how tax laws work against good land use.

In a similar vein, many of the air and water quality regulatory

programs carried out under Federal legislation can have Important

effects on land use by Influencing the lo<:ation of Industry, commerce,

and residential areas.

Fourth, a major effort Is now underway within the Executive Branch

to simplify and rationalize over 30 different Federal planning assistance

programs, many of which provide funds to localities for planning that

directly or Indirectly affects land use. The President has asked the

Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to take the lead In this
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effort. I am pleased to report that some progress has already-

been made. Three weeks ago, in my office, the first Interagency

agreement under this coordination program was signed between

HUD and the Office of Coastal Zone Management In the Commerce

Department. Several more such agreements among agencies are

in the works; the effort Is to agree on coordinated funding mechanisms,

on common local recipients, common planning boundaries, common

planning requirements, and even common planning documents.

This can reduce considerably the overlap and confusion surrounding

Federal planning assistance.

Fifth, existing programs providing assistance for land use

management by states and localities are being fully funded by the

Administration. In the case of the Coastal Zone Management

Program, the Administration has requested a supplemental

appropriation of $3 million for this fiscal year and a substantial

further Increase for fiscal year 1976. These additional funds are

to be used by states to help carry out land management programs

in coastal areas likely to be Impacted by energy development.

Over thirty states are now active participants In this widely

accepted program.

It should be noted that the states themselves have been

making considerable progress toward the institutional reform

and program changes necessary to improve land use planning
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and management. An appendix in the CEQ "Land Use" publication

you have before you provides a recent run-down on progress

state -by -state. Since the report was published, Wyoming has

joined Colorado, Florida, Oregon, and Vermont with comprehensive

state-wide land use legislation. In all, forty-eight states have now

enacted legislation or are seriously studying proposals to expand

the previously limited role of state government in the regulation

of land use. In all cases, most land use regulation Is retained

by local governnnents; but the states are applying their broader

perspectives to key parts of the development process.

Six states have enacted strong state controls over defined

coastal zones; six others have focused on wetland preservation

through state permit systems. Others have enacted shoreland

and floodplain laws, and controls on critical areas, seasonal

homes developments, energy facilities and a variety of other

land uses. Over thirty states now provide preferential assessment

for farmland. Land use legislation is a prime topic on the agenda

of many state legislatures this year.

Many localities have also developed innovative techniques

for dealing with land use Issues. Careful review of development

proposals, including the use of environmental Impact statennents,

is an approach increasing in popularity. So are planned unit

development ordinances, development rights purchases and donation
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programs, scenic easements, land banking, and timed development

schemes. Many of these new tools may provide new answers to the

dilemma faced by many communities -- how to adopt effective,

affordable, and constitutional land use management techniques.

Pages 50 through 70 of the CEQ "Land Use" report provides many

examples of how this is being done.

With respect to H. R. 3510, the bill before you for consideration.

Secretary Morton indicated earlier that the Administration cannot

support the legislation at this time. This is because of the current

ban on new spending programs called for by the President. I want to

assure you, however, that this does not mean that we are sitting still

on land use in this Administration. I have already mentioned a number

of efforts underway to improve Federal sensitivity and response to

state and local land use efforts.

In addition, we are working with the Domestic Council to

study how further land use management assistance might fit into

the existing framework of Federal activities. We recognize that

the Federal government has a major impact on land use patterns

throughout the Nation. We plan to continue our work to understand

that innpact better and to support the Domestic Council effort so

that, when it is completed, the Administration can recommend

creative next steps to deal with issues of land use.

Thank you.
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COUNCIL ADVISORY MEMORANDA

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act,

42 U.S.C. §§4321, et seq . , the Environmental Quality Improve-

ment Act of 1970, 42 U.S.C. §§4371, et seq . , and Executive

Order 11514, the Council on Environmental Quality has issued

"Council Advisory Memoranda." These are advisory opinions,

based on CEQ's experience and judicial interpretation of the

law, which explain the' requirements of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act. The purpose of these memoranda is to

assist federal, state, and local agencies and the public

in implementing the Act.

Two memoranda have so far been issued. They are:

Council Advisory Memoranda #1:

Delegation by Federal Agencies of Responsibility
for Preparation of Environmental Impact Statements,
dated September 5, 1974, and

Council Advisory Memoranda #2:

Application of the National Environmental Policy
Act to Enforcement of the Anti-Trust Laws by the
Federal Trade Commission, dated January 31, 1975.

Copies of these memoranda may be obtained, free of charge,

by writing to the Council on Environmental Quality, 722 Jackson'

Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. As additional memoranda

are prepared, a notice of their availability will be published

in the 102 Monitor.
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DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULTDRE

Contact: David Ward
Acting Coordinator
Environmental Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Agricnltare
Room 331-E, Administration Bailding
Washington, D.C. 20250
(202) 447-3853

Draft Date

Rogue River Watershed 03/31

Michigan
County: Seve
This project consis
channel work and a
blems of flooding a
problem area and la
and erosion problem
west-central Michig
result: shift of 9

ment and erosion al
construction and un
struction noise and
benthos community.
(ELR ORDER # 50450)

ral
ts of a combination of land treatment,
pumping station to reduce the pro-
ud poor drainage in the Rice Lake
nd treatment to improve management
s throughout Rogue River Watershed in
an. The following adverse impacts will
4 acres of cropland to grassland; sedi-
ong 11.6 miles of channel work during
til stabilize ; and temporary con-
disruption of wildlife habitat, and

Animal and Plant Health Inspec. Service

Draft Date

Veterinary Biologies Laboratory, Ames 03/24

Iowa
The statement concerns the construction of the Veterinary
Biologies Laboratory on a new site to replace and upgrade
the present facilities in Ames, Iowa. Adverse impacts in-
clude air and noise pollution and odor due to solid waste
disposal, land use change, and the presence of micro-
organisms causing diseases in animals. (49 pages)
(ELR ORDER » 50398)

Final Date

1975 Addendum to 1974 Gypsy Moth EIS 03/28

The statement, a 1975 draft addendum to the OSDA 1974
Gypsy Both EIS, refers to the continued suppression and/or
regulation of the gypsy moth. In 1975 action is proposed
in Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and Virginia. Carbaryl,
trichlorfon, and Bacillus thuringiensis will be used on
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approximately 116,200 acres.
COHMENTS HADE BY: EPA DSDA DOC REW DOI

agencies of several states, and
concerned citizens and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 504t»3)

Forest Service

D^^ft Date

Herbicide Use on National Forests of Alaska 03/11

Alaska
The action proposed involves vegetation management with
the use of herbicides around forest airfields and on road,
railroad, and powerline rights-of-way in Tongass and
Chugach National Forests, Alaska- The herbicides pro-
posed for use include 2,4-D, picloram, amitrole, sodium
metaborate, sodium chlorate, and bromacil . The program
may adversely affect non-target species.
(ELR ORDER # 50337}

Communication Sites, Chugach and Tongass N.F.»s 03/20

Alaska
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CEO 7 September 1973. Proposed is the construction of
antenna towers and support facilities to provide RCA
micro-wave links from Angoon to Ketchikan, Lena Point
to Cape Spencer, and Meyers Chuck to Thorne Bay-Hydaburg.
No road construction is involved, but the structures
will detract from the natural beauty of the areas.
(ELR ORDER # 50388)

Santa Catalina Planning Unit, Colorado N.F. 03/20

Arizona
County: Pima Pinal
The statement presents a number of land-use alternatives
for the management of Santa Catalina Dnit, Coranado
National Forest, The alternatives include further develop-
ment of recreation facilities to provide for the increasing
population of the area as well as preservation of scenic
quality.
(ELR ORDER # 50381)

Eightmile-Blue Creek Units, Six Rivers N.F. (2) 03/10

California
County: Humboldt Del Norte
The statement is a draft supplement to a draft eis filed
with CEQ November 1U, 1974. The statement expands the
socio-economic impacts from the completion of the Gasquet-
Orleans Road and the current contract for the 6.6 mile
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seqment of the road. (108 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50332)

ipalachicola N.F. Timber Plan 03/19

Florida
County: several
Proposed is the implementation of a revised 10-year Timber
Management Plan for Apalachicola National Forest.
Estimated annual yield from approximately U,600 acres of
regeneration cuts will be 11.1 million board feet of saw-
timber and U5 thousand cords of small roundwood. Adverse
effects include temporary loss of pleasing forest scenery
from timber cutting, other silvicultural treatments, and
road construction.
(ELR ORDER # 50377)

Osceola N.F. Timber Plan 03/19

Florida
County r Baker Colombia
The proposed action is the implementation of the revised
10-year Timber Management Plan for Osceola National Forest.
Estimated annual yield from approximately 1,800 acres of
regeneration cuts and 3,300 acres of intermediate cuts will
be 6.3 million board feet and 36 thousand cords of small
roundwood. Adverse impacts include degradation of forest
scenery and road construction.
(ELR ORDER # 50379)

Idaho City Onit, Boise H.F. 03/10

Idaho
County: Boise Elmore
The statement refers to the land use plan for the 366,190-
acre Idaho City Planning Unit of Boise National Forest.
The anit is divided into five management areas and further
into management units for protection, development, and use.
ninor adverse effects from some development activities will
be temporary stream sedimentation and air pollution.
(ELR ORDER # 50331)

Landmark Planning Onit, Boise N.F. 03/19

Idaho
County: Valley
The statement concerns the land use plan for Landmark
Planning Onit, Boise National Forest. The unit's 155,830
acres will be divided into management areas for protection
use, and development. Recreation opportunities will re-
ceive minor modification, with dispersed opportunities
restricted somewhat and opportunities at developed sites
enhanced. ('^5 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50376)
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Shafer Butte Planning Unit, Boise N.F. 03/24

Idaho
County: Ada Boise
The statement refers to the land use plan for the 98,500-
acre Shafer Butte Planning Onit of Boise Rational Forest.
Balanced resource use is given emphasis in the plan. Water-
shed, visual quality, and recreation as noncommodity items
or nonconsamptive resource activities are complemented.
Wildlife habitat improvement or maintenance is stressed.
Consumptive demands are mixed to the extent the land base
can meet and support.
(ELR ORDER # 50400)

North Evangeline Unit, Kisatchie N.F. 03/06

Louisiana
County: Rapides
The statement concerns the 10-year management plan for the
3a,837-acre Evangeline Onit, Kisatchie National Forest.
The plan includes wildlife improvements, concentration of
recreationists around Valentine and Kincaid Lakes, inten-
sive range management and timber management. Timber
harvests will result in degradation of scenery and road
construction.
(ELR ORDER « 50322)

Tchoutacabouffa Onit, DeSoto N.F. 03/17

Mississippi
County: Harrison Stone
The statement concerns the management plan for
Tchoutacabonffa Onit, DeSoto National Forest. Environ-
mental impacts will resnlt from timber harvesting and other
timber management activities, road reconstruction, grazing,
off-road vehicle use, prescribed burning, and use of pesti-
cides on the 40, 163 -aere unit. (130 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50358)

Central Nevada Onit, Toiyabe B.F. 03/28

Nevada
County: several
The plan proposes to continue existing uses of land in the
Central Nevada Planning Unit of Toiyabe National Forest,
and it imposes a minimuB of restrictions on public uses of
the lands. The plan seeks to minimize detrimental environ-
mental impacts such as air, water, and noise pollution
while developing minerals, forage, recreation, and water
resources for the benefit of residents and visitors. Ad-
verse impacts will result from development of mining and
will include: soil disturbance and removal of vegetation
for road construction, temporary siltation of adiacent
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streams and minor damage to or loss of wildlife habitat.
(ELR ORDER « 50442)

Kilkenny Unit Plan, White Hountain N.F. 03/31

New Hampshire
County: Coos
The statement concerns a land use plan for 54,000 acres
of the White Bountain Hational Forest. The plan includes
major deer yard management, strategic water quality manage-
ment, timber sales producing over U million board feet per
year, acquisition priorities on major inholdings, use of
fire management for wildlife habitat improvement, and
minimal development of recreation facilities. Dispersed
off-road recreation will contribute to increased solid
waste problems

.

(ELR ORDER # 50464)

Buck Creek & North Fork Catawba River Units, Pisgah 03/10

North Carolina
County: Avery McDowell Burke
The statement concerns the 10-year management of the North
Fork Catawba River Unit and the Buck Creek Unit, a total
of 59,674acres of Pisgah National Forest. Adverse imapcts
can result from timber harvesting, road construction and
concentrated recreational use.
(ELR ORDER # 50335)

Deschutes, Fremont, Ochoco, Winema N.F.'s, Herbicide 03/20

Oregon
County: several
The statement concerns the use of amitrole, atrazine,
dalapon, dicamba, 2,4,5-T, 2,4-D, silvex, and picloram on
the following National Forests: Deschutes, Fremont, Ochoco,
and Winema. The use of these chemicals will put herbicide
residues into the environment in varying amounts, depending
upon the chemical used. The killing of some non-target
species and the hazard of an altered habitat to wildlife
are among the adverse impacts of vegetation management.
{BLR ORDER # 50385)

Halheur, Umatilla, and Wallow-Whitman N.F.»s Herbicide 03/24

Oregon Washington
The statement concerns the use of the herbicides 2,4-D,
2,4,5-T, Dicamba, and Picloram on the three National
Forests located in Northeast Oregon and Southeast
Washington. Adverse impacts include harmful effects on
non-target species and the alteration of wildlife habitat.
(ELR ORDER # 50403)
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St. Butler - Dry Creek Planning Dnit, Siskiyou N,F 03/27

Oregon
County: Curry
The proposed action consists of a land use plan for
management of a largely roadless, 22,100 acre Planning
Unit on the Siskiyou National Forest. The plan recommends
land allocations to sustain a high level of timber
harvest, develop the Onit •s recreation potential, and
protect resources. The opportunity for future statutory
wilderness designation for the roadless areas in the
Unit will eventually be pre-empted by implementation of
the plan, and suitable habitat for the northern spotted
owl, a bird on the state threatened list, will be reduced
by approximately 60%. (135 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50U29)

Cheland Planning Onit, Snogualmie and Benatchee N.F. 03/24

Washington
County: King Snohomish Chelan
The statement concerns a proposed allocation to remove
the moratorium on commodity production placed on portions
of Chelan Planning Unit by the Roadless Area Review and
Evaluation in 1971-1972. New Study Areas will remain under
the management activity moratorium until intensive wilder-
ness studies can be conducted. (108 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50396)

Final Date

Timber Management Plan, Shasta-Trinity R.F. 03/06

California
County: several
Proposed is the implementation of the Shasta-Trinity Na-
tional Forest management plan. The plan calls for a poten-
tial yield of 3,319 millicn board feet and an allowable har-
vest of 2,291 million board feet based on a 140 year rota-
tion daring the 10-year period from July 1,1971 to July 1,
1984. There will be adverse impact from slash dispos-
al and soil disturbance.
(115 pages)
COHMENTS MADE BY: AHP OSDA DOI DOC EPA

state and local agencies, organizations
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50318)

Cohutta Mountains, Chattahouchee N.F. 03/10

Georgia Tennessee
The statement refers to a proposed management plan for the
49,500 acre Cohutta Mountains Onit of the Chattachoochee
National Forest. Onder the plan, 34,500 acres would be
designated for wildland management, and the remaining
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10,900 acres would be managed for a variety of resource out-
puts. Comaiercial timber harvest will average 500,000 board
feet per year; requiring seven miles of new, low standard
roads. (74 pages)
COHHEMTS MADE BY: DOT OSDA EPA DOI

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50328)

Elk Summit Onit, Clearwater N.P. 03/31

Idaho
County: Idaho
Proposed is a revised land use plan for the 82,527 acre Elk
Summit Planning Onit, Powell Ranger District, Clearwater
National Forest, under which the Onit would be divided into
11 sub-units for management. Onder the plan, 41% of the On-
it would be available for commercial timber harvest in the
standard and marginal components; timber yields would be
reduced in special management areas (32% of the Onit) ; and
the remainder of the Onit would be non-commercial or unreg-
ulated timber. A total of 36,800 acres will remain roadless
but with portions being available for commercial timber har-
vest by aerial or long line logging systems. A total of 46,
200 acres will be available for development with roads.
COMMENTS BADE BY: DOI EPA COE
(BLR ORDER # 50452)

Lake Fork ??anagement Unit, Wallowa-Whitman N.F. 03/10

Oregon
County: Baker Wallowa
The statement refers to the Lake Fork Management Onit
located in the Wallowa-Whitman N.F. The proposed plan
is the selection of long range resource allocation plan
and management activity direction. The project area con-
sists of 17,400 acres. Adverse impacts are soil and water
quality degradation where development activities are
allowed, and increased noise and air pollution due to con-
struction and forest visitors.
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA COE DOI

State agencies and concerned citizens
(ELR ORDER # 50329)

Fall Cankerworm Spraying, Virginia 03/26

Virginia
County: Prince William
Proposed is the suppression of fall cankerworm infestations
on 514 acres of wooded residential area in Prince William
County, Virginia. The eis discusses the aerial application of
bacterial insecticide Bacillus thuringiensis . Adverse
impacts discussed in the eis include the noise effects
from project aircraft and the temporary displacement of
wildlife.
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COHPIEMTS HADE BY: DSDA DOD HEW EPA DOI TVA
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50U18)

Soleduclc Planning Unit, Olympic N.F. 03/27

Washington
Proposed is the implementation of a land use plan for the
133,299 acre Soleduck Planning Onit of the Olympic National
Forest. Onder the proposal two undeveloped roadless areas
Elk Reade and Rugged Ridge, would be allocated to full multi
pie use management. The Ht. Baldy area would also be subject
to full multiple use, but will remain roadless, with timber
harvested by operations which do not require roads. The pri-
mary impacts will be those which result from the development
of undeveloped areas.
COHHEMTS BADE BY: DOI COE HOD DOT OSDA EPA

state and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 50432)

Eagle Lake Recreation, Bonogahela N.F. 03/25

West Virginia
County: Pocahontas
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a U7
acre lake on Hills Creek, in order to provide fishing,
minor flood control, and day use recreation. Also proposed
is a 50 unit campground, to be constructed 3 miles east of
the lake. Impacts of the action will include the loss of
1.5 miles of native trout stream and 106 acres of wildlife
habitat; and those resulting from increased visitor use.
{137 pages)
COHHEHTS MADE BY: AHP COE DSDA

state aqencies and organizations
(ELR ORDER # 50U12)

Rural Electrification Administration

Draft Date

Alma Onit 6 and Tansmission Lines (2) 03/17

Wisconsin
County: several
The statement, a revised draft, refers to Dairyland Power
Cooperative's request for $91,800,000 in loan funds for the

construction of Alma Generating Unit No. 6 and 79 miles of
161 kV transmission lines. The addition of the unit will
require the acquisition of 105 acres of land. Adverse
impacts include emissions from the coal burning unit and
visual intrusion upon the landscape. (62 pages)
(ELR ORDER » 50353)
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Soil Conservation Servxce

Draft

Cypress Creek Watershed

Date

03/31

Alabama Tennessee
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood prevention in Lauderdale County, Alabama, and

Wayne County, Tennessee. The plan includes 19 floodwater
retarding structures and lU.U miles of channel work.

About 420 acres of land will be cleared for sediment pools,

dam, and spillway areas. There will be a loss of 1,3U0

acres of pasture and row creps and 785 acres of forest land

within detention pools. An additional 208 acres of wild-

life habitat will be lost.
(ELR ORDER # 50455)

?antic River Watershed (2) 03/31

Connecticut
County: New London Tolland
The revised draft statement proposes a project for water-

shed protection and flood prevention for the 61,400-acre
Yantic River Watershed. The dams will permanently inundate

about 6,500 feet of trout stream and 250 acres of land, and

will temporarily inundate 527 acres and 20,000 feet of

stream. The project will also require the relocation of

11 homes and 31 persons. (81 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50468)

Hill Branch Watershed Project 03/0 3

Georgia
County: Bacon
Proposed is a project for watershed protection, flood

prevention, and agricultural and forestry water management

in Bacon County, Georgia. Approximately 12 acres of crop-

land will be replaced by project channels, and 20 2 acres of

forest will be cleared for right-of-way. Temporary air

pollution will result from the burning of trees.
(ELR ORDER # 50294)

Wailuku-Alenaio Watershed Project 03/0 3

Hawaii
County: Hawaii
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood prevention in Hawaii County. The plan includes

2.1 miles of floodwater diversions, .66 mile of channel

work, a .19 mile masonry wall, and land treatment. The

project would eliminate 12.2 acres of agricultural and

forestry production

.

(BLR ORDER # 50299)
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Draft Date

Jordan Creek Watershed 03/19

Indiana
County: Warren
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection,
flood prevention, and drainage for nearly 27,500 acres of
the Jordan Creek Watershed . Twenty-three acres of wooded
habitat will be destroyed as a result of 27.5 miles of
channel reconstruction, and noise, pollution, and destruction
of benthos will result from dredging.
(ELR ORDER # 50378)

Duralde-des Cannes Watershed 03/17

Louisiana
County: ftcadia Evangeline
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood prevention on 36, ^UO acres of cropland and
pastureland in Acadia and Evangeline Parishes, Louisiana.
An estimated 209 miles of channel work and installation of
five structures for water control are included. The five
weirs will permanently inundate 21 acres of land. Approxi-
mately 327 additional acres of land will be committed to
new channels, berms , and spoil.
(ELR ORDER # 50366)

Zuni Pueblo Watershed Project 03/03

New Mexico
County: ncKinley
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood prevention for 11,700 acres of the Zuni Pueblo
Watershed. About 652 acres of land would be needed for
construction of 60* X 7,000* earth dam, spillway, an
emergency spillway, and operation of the system. Eleven
archeological sites would be committed to mitigation
salvage and excavation

-

(ELR ORDER # 50300)

Second Broad River Watershed 03/31

Sorth Carolina
County: McDowell Rutherford Cleveland
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood protection on 15,795 acres of the Second Broad
River Watershed and includes construction of 10 single-
purpose floodwater retarding structures, and two multiple-
purpose structures. The project will inundate 10 miles of
stream fishery habitat, 501 acres of wildlife habitat, and
271 acres of productive forest land.
(BLR ORDER # 50472)
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Elm Creek Watershed Project 03/25

Texas
County: several
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood control on 24,600 acres of cropland, 33, "^00

acres of pastureland, and 5,400 acres of ranqeland. The
45 floodwater retarding structures, to be built over a

period of 10 years, will require committment of 2,204
acres. An additional 4,330 acres will be subject to
temporary inundation. The project will displace two farms,
one family dwelling and the contents of 14 barns, and will
result in the average annual loss of $21,000 in agricul-
tural production on the land needed for structural
measures -

(ELR ORDER # 50414)

Pollard Creek Watershed Project 03/31

Texas
County: Palo Pinto
Proposed is a project for watershed protection and flood
prevention for 7,260 acres of Pollard Creek watershed. The
plan includes the installation of two floodwater retarding
structures requiring 185 acres of land. The project will
result in the destruction of 41 acres of wildlife habitat
and the alteration of 10 acres of habitat.
(ELR ORDER # 50446)
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Final Date

Hewnan Lake Watershed, Washington 03/03

Washington
County: Spokane
Proposed is a watershed protection, flood prevention, and
fish and wildlife project in Spokane County. Project measure
will include land treatment, 3.8 miles of channel work, a

gated outlet structure with fish screens, and a water level
control structure and stream gage. Flooding will be reduced
on 1,030 acres of cropland and 50 acres of shoreline proper-
ty. About 460 acres of Type I wetlands will be eliminated;
25.5 acres of land will be committed to project structures.

COflMENTS MADE BY: COE EPA DOI DOT A HP
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50301)

San Felipe Creek Watershed Project 03/03

Texas
County: Val Verde
The statement refers to a proposed watershed protection and
flood prevention project on San Felipe Creek Watershed. Pro
ject measores will include the construction of one single-
purpose flood-retarding structure, and the use of land treat
went on 2,520 acres. Recreational facilities and wildlife
habitat will benefit from the project. Forty acres of range
and wildlife habitat will be committed to project measures;
an additional 52 acres of range and wildlife habitat will be
cleared or affected by borrow operations.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOI HEW USCG EPA AHP

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 502 96)
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Contact: Dr. Sidney R. Galler
Depnty Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(202) 967-4335

Draft Date

Coastal Zone Management Program, Washington 03/1U

The statement concerns the Coastal Zone Management Program
application of the State of Washington. Approval and
implementation of the program will restrict or prohibit
land and water uses in certain parts of the Washington
coast, while promoting and encouraging development and use
activities in other parts. This may affect property
values, property tax revenues, and resource extraction and
exploration-
(ELR ORDER # 503U8)

Atlantic Bluefin Tuna as Threatened Species 03/31

The statement concerns the proposal to list the Atlantic
bluefin tuna, Thannus thynnus thynnus, as a threatened
species under the authority of the Endangered Species Act
of 1973. The observed decrease in the catch of the tuna
by fishermen indicates severe declines in the population
of mid- and large-size fish. Listing the tuna as a
threatened species would provide management capabilities.
(ELR ORDER « 50445)

Duplin River Estuarine Sanctuary 03/28

Georgia
County: Mcintosh
The statement concerns a grant to be awarded to the State
of Georgia to acguire, develop, and operate an estuarine
sanctuary in Mcintosh County. About 6150 acres of land and
water in the Duplin River and Sapelo Island would be ac-
quired and protected. The acquisition and operation of the
estuarine sanctuary may restrict land and water used and
prohibit exploitation within the sanctuary boundaries.
Timber harvests, controlled burning, and predator control
activities within the proposed sanctuary would also be
prohibited. Removal of the property from private owner-
ship may reduce the tax-generated revenues by about 1.5%.
(ELR ORDER # 50475)

Maine Coastal Zone Management Program 03/21

Maine
The statement concerns the application for the Coastal
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Zone Management Program for the mid-coast segment of
Haine. Approval and implementation of the program will
restrict or prohibit land and water uses in certain
parts of the Haine coast while promoting and encouraging
development in other parts. This may affect property
values, property tax revenues, and resource extraction
or exploration.
(ELR ORDER # 5039t»)

Economic Development Administration

Final Date

Yamhill County Bridge 03/27

Oregon
County: Yamhill
Proposed is the construction of a bridge and connecting
approaches across the Willamette River at Mile 62.8.
Approximately 8U acres of land will be committed to the
project

.

COMMENTS HADE BY: USDA OSCG COE EPA DOI
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # SOUaO)
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Army

Contact: Mr. George A. Cunney, Jr.
Acting Chief, Environmental Office
Directorate of Installations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics
Washington, D.C. 20310
(202) OX 4-U269

Pinal Date

Parachute Drop Zone, Ft. Richardson 03/27

Alaska
Proposed is the construction of a 2100' x 4500* parachute
drop zone in Ft. Richardson, Alaska, where air space is
presently restricted. The zone would replace the Claxton
Drop Zone, which FAA considers to be a hazard to general
aviation operations because of interference by uncontrolled
light planes. The new area would be cleared of trees and
other obstacles, and would be graded, contoured, and re-
vegetated. There will be some loss of moose habitat due
to the action.
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI DOT EPA OSAF

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50401)
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Army Corps

Contact: Kr. Francis X. Kelly
Director, office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEN-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W.

Washington, D. C. 20314
(202) 693-6861

Draft Date

Ponce Harbor, Puerto Rico (2) 03/27

The statement is a revised draft concerning the
construction of a main channel 35 feet deep from the
Caribbean Sea up to the authorized Federal project at
Ponce Harbor and modifying and deepening the channel
and turning basin. Virtually all of the benthic
organisms in the proposed channel will be destroyed.
There will be a temporary increase in turbidity and
siltation in the construction area and some temporary
turbidity in the disposal area. (Jacksonville District)
(ELR ORDER # 50U26)

San Juan Harbor 03/31

The statement proposes to deepen, widen and extend San
Juan Harbor navigation channels and turning basins.
Approximately 12,795,000 cubic yards of material will be
dredged and placed in an open water disposal site two miles
offshore. Dredging will kill a number of benthic organisms
in the harbor and disposal area. Dissolved zinc and
mercury concentrations will rise to pollution levels in the
disposal area. Temporary increases in turbidity will also
result from the dredging and dumping. (Jacksonville
District)
(ELR ORDER « S04U9)

Aquatic Plant Control Program, Hobile District 03/OU
Alabama
The statement concerns the control and progressive
eradication of the water hyacinth, alligatorweed, and
other noxious aquatic plant growths from the navigable
waters, tributary streams, connecting channels and other
allied waters in the Mobile District of the Corps of
Engineers. The principal chemical that will be used is

2, ft-D (2, 1-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) , and the major
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mechanical control will be through use of a sawboat.
Adverse impacts include temporary degradation of water
quality and possible damage to non-target species.
(Mobile District)
(ELR ORDER # 50306)

Hoonah Small Boat Harbor, Supplement 03/24

Alaska
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with CEO
13 November 1970. The proposed oroject consists of con-
structing rubblemound breakwaters aggregating 2,790 feet,
dredging an entrance channel 1,200 feet long, and con-
structing a diversion dike 2,125 feet long. The projf^ct
will result in the alteration of 56 acres of natural marine
habitat and 2H acres of natural intertidal habitat for
disposal of dredge material and a partial or total elimi-
nation of a salmon run to Gartina Creek. (Anchorage
District)
(ELR ORDER i 50404)

White River Channel Maintenance 03/19

Arkansas
County: several
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of a 188-mile navi-
gation channel from mile 9.8 to Newport, Arkansas. The
channel provides a transportation route for agricultural
goods. Adverse impacts include disruption of benthic
habitat, and alteration of the river's natural appearance.
(ELR ORDER # 50374)

Agana Small Boat Harbor (Supplement) 03/04
Hawaii
The statement is a supplement for a final environmental
impact statement filed with CEQ Say 18, 1973. Proposed
is the construction of a small boat harbor in Agana Bay to
meet both recreational and subsistence-type fishing needs
in the area. The project will consist of a revetted mole,
two breakwaters, a wave absorber, four circulation
channels, and navigation channels. Adverse impacts
include the loss of about 40 acres of reef flat habitat
to harbor use, conflicts of use among boaters, surfers,
and fishermen, and intrusion of breakwaters on a portion
of surfboard recovery area, with increased hazard to
surfers. (Honolulu District) (19 cages)
(ELR ORDER # 50311)
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Draft Date

Calumet Harbor and River, Dredging and Disposal 03/20

Illinois Indiana
The statement concerns the periodic maintenance dredging
of Calumet Harbor and River and disposal of spoil in an
existing disposal site in Lake Calumet. The project is
located on the southwest shore of Lake Michigan within the
Chicago city limits. Adverse impacts include the dis-
turbance of bottom sediments and the removal of pollution-
tolerant organisms and the possibility of pollutants
entering the Calumet River as the disposal site reaches
capacity. (Chicago District)
(ELR ORDER # 50387)

Holine, Illinois, Local Flood Protection 03/25

Illinois
County: Rock Island
The proposed plan would provide flood protection for 352
acres of the City of Holine from the Mississippi River
through construction of levees and floodwalls. The project
would require commitment of 14 acres of land, including a

marsh between 16th and 20th Streets. (Rock Island
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50417)

Rathbun Dam and Lake, Operation and Maintenance 03/20

Iowa
County: several
The statement concerns the continued operation and main-
tenance of Bathbun Lake, located in portions of Appanoose,
Wayne, Lucas, and Monroe Counites, Iowa. The plan con-
sists of water control regulation, operation and main-
tenance of recreation areas, and management of project land
and water resources. Shoreline erosions, disruption of
recreation use, and damage to project roads and recreation
areas result from the fluctuations related to flood
control operations. (Kansas City District)
(ELR ORDER # 50383)

Chelsea Flood Protection, Iowa River 03/24

Iowa
County: Tama
Proposed is the construction of 3.8 miles of earth levees,
nine feet high, and 60 feet of 3-foot, precast I-wall at
Chelsea, Iowa to protect 300 acres from Iowa River floods
with 100-year frequency occurrences. Seventy-six acres of
agricultural land and six acres of creek-bottom land will
be committed to the project. (Rock Island District)
(33 pages)
(ELR ORDER i 50406)
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West Des Moines-Des Moines Flood Protection 03/25

Iowa
County: Polk
Proposed is the refurbishing of existing levees and the
construction of new levees along the north bank of Raccoon
River, the west bank of Walnut Creek, and the north bank of

Jordan Creek to protect West Des Moines and Des Moines,
Iowa from 200-year floods. Levee construction will result
in the loss of 20 acres of vegetation, not including the
vegetation loss resulting from construction on the newly-
protected low-lying land. The levees will also alter the
aesthetic quality of trails and nature areas coinciding
with levee alignment. (Rock Island District)
(ELR ORDER # 50416}

Elk City, Fall River, and Toronto Lakes 03/31

Kansas
County: Montgomery Greenwood Woodson
The statement concerns operation and maintenance activities
at Elk City, Fall River, and Toronto Lakes consistina of
reservoir regulation, flood control, management of leases,
and prober*- management and maintenance activities. Ad-
verse impacts include erosion and/or compaction due to
heavy recreational use, traffic in unauthorized areas, and
alteration of the natural environment through recreational
development and other minor construction activities.
(Tulsa District)
(BLR ORDER * 50469)

Obion Creek Project, Kentucky 03/17

Kentucky
County: several
Proposed is a flood control project for Graves, Hickman,
Carlisle and Fulton Counties, Kentucky, which provides for
about 3U miles of channel enlargement, about 8 miles of
new channel construction and 3 miles of channel improvement
of Hurricane Creek. The dredged material will be placed on
a closed spoil bank along 8 miles of the new channel work.
Adverse impacts include disruption of the benthic habitat,
temporary increases in stream turbidity, noise, solid
wastes, air pollution, and reduction in wildlife avail-
ability and fishery values. (Memphis District)
(SLR ORDER * 50362)

Mississippi River Outlets, Venice 03/06

Louisiana
The proposed project provides for the enlargement and
maintenance of existing channels of Baptiste and Collete
Bayou for purposes of providing a shorter navigation route
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betwcen the east and west Gulf waters in the vicinity of

Venice, Louisiana. Adverse impacts inlcude temporary
water pollution and disturbance of 5,320 acres of marsh and

bay bottoms due to dredging. (New Orleans District)
(ELR OFDER # 50316)

Central Haine Power, Wyman Dnit #4 03/31

Haine
Proposed is the addition of a 600 megawatt electric
generating unit to the present plant capacity of 224 ??M.

The plant would consume approximately 200 million qallons
of fuel oil per year, increasing emissions to the earth's
atmosphere. The project also entails dredging from Casco
Bay and raising of Casco Bay seawater used for cooling 25

degrees F. Marine life will also entrained in the cooling
system. (Waltham District)
(ELR ORDER # 50U'»8)

Henominee Harbor and River, Maintenance Dredging 03/14

Michigan Wisconsin
Proposed is the maintenance dredging to be performed every
five years to maintain authorized depths of the harbor.
In conjunction with the dredging, a diked disposal
will be constructed . Adverse impacts include disruption
of the benthic community, re-introduction of toxic
flood plain impact, destruction of wildlife habitat, and
health and safety hazards. (Chicago District)

(ELR ORDER # 50347)

Muskegon Harbor, Mitigation of Shore Damage 03/17

Michigan
County: Muskegon
This project entails the establishment and maintenance of

seven beach nourishment supply sites to provide immediate
and continued relief to damaged shore areas in the vicinity
of Muskegon Harbor, Michigan. Approximately 70,000 cubic
yards of sediment will be dredged from the harbor mouth
and deposited in seven selected sites. Benthos at the
nourishment sites will be smothered and operations would
cause temporary migration of fish due to turbidity,
small losses of benthic life at the dredging site, and
temporary construction disruption. (Detroit District)
(ELR ORDER # 50361)

Root River Basin Flood Control 03/03

Minnesota
County: several
The statement concerns the construction of 3.1 miles of

levees and 0.2 miles of road raises, floodplain regulation.
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and flood insurance for purposes of flood protection for
1,660 square miles in Houston, Fillmore, Hower, Winona,
Olmsted and Dodqe Counties. Construction disruption and
and altered land use would result. (St. Paul District)
(ELR ORDER # 50298)

Hears Creek, Jefferson Creek 03/19

Missouri
County: Cole
Proposed is the construction of a flood protection project
consisting of enclosing the lower reaches of Wears Creek
in a covered conduit and filling the surrounding area
with hydrolic fill dredged from the Missouri Fiver. The
project will displace 135 residences and 70 businesses, and
will result in the loss of recreational potential of the
natural Wears Creek setting, relocation of five historic
buildings, and removal and relocation of some railway
transportation facilities which serve area industry.
(Kansas City District)
(ELR ORDER # 50380)

Union Township Drainage District 03/24

Missouri
County: Lewis /

Proposed is the improvement of 7 miles of earthen levee,

pumping station outlet modifications, railroad closure
structures, and road ramp raises for purposes of flood
control. Adverse impacts include the loss of productivity
of the 25 acres of cropland needed for borrow, the loss and
disruption of the benthic organisms, the clearing of one
acre of bottomland woods, and construction disruption.
(Rock Island District) (25 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50409)

Delaware River, Adjacent Waterways, Maintenance 03/31

New Jersey Pennsylvania Delaware
Proposed is the continued operation and maintenance in the

navigable portions of the Delaware River and adjacent
waterways including repair of training structures and

dredged material disposal on existing and proposed upland
and riparian sites. Dredging will reduce water guality and

cause temporary turbidity and disposal of dredged materials
will destroy vegetation on the disposal site. (Philadel-

phia District)
(ELR ORDER # 50456)
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Los Esteros Dam and Lake Project 03/06

New Mexico
County: DeBaca Guadalupe
Proposed is the construction and operation of the Los
Esteros Dam Project for purposes of flood control , sediment
retention, and irrigation water storage for 100 years.
Los Esteros Lake will be operated in conjunction with
Sumner Lake for optimum flood protection. The project
will inundate from 6,550 acres to 10,000 acres due to
periodic flooding and will convert 14 miles of free-flowing
stream to slack water. (Albuguerque District)
(ELR ORDER « 50323)

Elmsford-Greenburg Flood Control (2) 03/20

New York
County: Westchester
The statement is a revised draft concerning the flood con-
trol project for the Village of Elmsford and the Town of
Greenburg on the Saw Will River. The plan consists of
channel modifications, approximately 5,300 feet of levees
and floodwalls, ponding areas, a pumping station, and
associated interior drainage facilities. The structures
would alter the aesthetic value, vegetation, and fish and
wildlife habitat of the streams and land.
(ELR ORDER # 50384)

Dunkirk Harbor Maintenance 03/20

New York
County: Chatauqua
Proposed is the periodic dredging of about 20,000 cubic
yards of sediment from Dunkirk Harbor navigation channels
Spoil will be deposited in a confined disposal facility at
Buffalo. Also planned is the periodic maintenance of the
existing pier and breakwater. Adverse impacts include
resuspension of toxic chemical materials, disturbance of
existing fish populations, turbidity and changes in water
color, and generation of noise and dust during the placement
of structural materials. (Buffalo District)
(ELR ORDER # 50386)

Great Sodus Bay, Little Sodus Bay, Oswego Harbors 03/31

New York
County: Several
The statement proposes the periodic dredging of about
43,000 cubic yards from Great Sodus Bay Harbor, 37,000
cubic yards from Oswego Harbor for the continued safe
deep draft navigation in the harbors. Unpolluted sedi-
ments dredged from the Sodus Bay Harbors will be de-
posited in designated areas of Lake Ontario; polluted
sediments dredged from Oswego Harbor will be deposited
in a confined disposal facility upon its completion.
Dredging will disturb benthic communities, and fish popu-
lations resuspend toxic substances, increase turbidity
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levels, generate noise, odor and dust and release air
pollutants. (Buffalo District)
(ELR ORDER # 50^51)

Scuppernonq River Flood Control 03/17

North Carolina
County: Washington
Proposed is the construction of a flood control and
drainage prolect on Scuppernonq River and Mauls Creek,
consisting of about 4.1 miles of channel modification.
Adverse impacts include the conversion of swamp forest and
old disposal areas to grasses, loss of about 12 acres of
swamp forest, and slight damages to fishery resources.
(Wilmington District)
(ELR ORDER # 503'i9)

Deep Creek Flood Control Project 03/24

North Carolina
County: Edgecombe
Proposed is a project for flood control consisting of the
construction of a dike and drainage appurtenances on the
north and south sides of Speed, N.C., relocation and
channel excavation of 3,300 feet of Knight Swamp, snagging
and clearing 3.3 miles of Deep Creek, and enlarging 2,800
feet of Deep Creek to approximately 80-ft bottom width.
Adverse impacts include loss of two acres of swamp habitat,
loss of stream habitat, loss of 0.9 mile of natural stream
section, and the conversion of 31 acres of pine and hard-
wood to grass habitat. (Wilmington District)
(ELR ORDER # 50405)

Fort Fisher and Vicinity, North Carolina 03/31

North Carolina
County: New Hanover
The statement, a revised draft, proposes a project that
would preserve the Fort Fisher Historic Site and related
facilities by means of a rubble revetment along the entire
upland bluff fronting the Site, artificial beach fill, and
periodic beach replenishment. Temporary construction dis-
ruption would result. (Wilmington District)
(ELR ORDER # 50447)

Ashtabula Harbor, Operations and Maintenance 03/17

Ohio
County: Ashtabula
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of Ashtabula Harbor
of approximately 140,000 cubic yards of sediment annually,
which will be deposited in a designated area of Lake Erie.
Adverse impacts include the disturbance of the benthic
habitat and the further chemical and biological degradation
of Lake Erie caused by open-lake dumping. (Buffalo
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50357)
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Draft Date

Diked Disposal Facility #3, Ashtabula Harbor 03/31

Ohio
County: Ashtabula
Proposed is the construction and operation of a 32-acre
rubblemound diJced disposal facility to receive polluted

sediments to be dredged from Lake Erie harbors at

Ashtabula and Conneaut, Ohio for a 10-year period.
Residents and water recreationists in the vicinity of the

proposed site may experience some odor and noise during

discharge of polluted sediments into the completed
facility. (Buffalo District)

(ELR ORDER # 50U62)

Hammond Small-Boat Basin 03/06

Oregon
County: Clatsop
Proposed is the repair of the existing breakwater and
construction ot a rubblemound east breakwater and
oroin, and dredging and maintenance of an entrance
access channel of Hammond Small-Boat Basin. The project
will result in disturbance of the aquatic community,
turbidity, and elimination of some habitat for small
animals at the site of dredge disposal. (Portland
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50325)

Chetco, Coquille and Rogue River Estuaries and Ports 03/21

Oregon
The statement concerns the maintenance dredging of Chetco,
Coquille, and Rogue River Estuaries and Port Orford,
Oregon. Adverse impacts include disruption and removal
of river bottom habitat and organisms, resuspension of
bottom sediments, smothering of aquatic and terrestrial
habitat and organisms during disposal, the possible shoaling
of Battle Rock Historical site, and augmented housing
shortages. (Portland District)
(BLR ORDER I 50402)

Saw Mill Run, Pittsburgh (2) 03/25

Pennsylvania
County: Allegheny
Proposed is the widening and deepening and minor realign-
ment of 5,600 feet of Saw Mill Run through the West End
Section of the City of Pittsburgh for purposes of flood
control. The project would result in temporary increases
in traffic, noise dust, exhaust emissions, erosion, stream
turbidity, and sedimentation. Eight families would be
disolaced by the project (Pittsburgh District)
(ELR ORDER # 50413)
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Central Vermont Public Service Corp., Generating Plant 03/04

Vermont
County: Franklin
The proposed action is the issuance of a construction
permit to Central Vermont Public Service Corporation to

dredge and construct a submerged water intake and pipe-
line in Arrowhead Mountain Lake in Georgia, Vermont.
Construction of the distillate-oil burning plant would
reguire 101 acres of land and would result in substantial
losses in the aguatic biological communities, as well as

changes in the contours of the lake and lakeshore.

(New York District) (2 volumes)
(FLR ORDER « 50304)

Wishart Point, Maintenance Dredging 03/06

Virginia
County: Accomack
The statement concerns the maintenance dredging of a

channel 60 feet wide and 6 feet deep from the Delaware Bay-
Chesapeake Bay Waterway at Four Mouths through Balcast
Narrows and across Powell's Bay and Bogues Bay to Wishart
Point, a distance of about 2 miles. Adverse impacts
include removal of organisms at the site of dredging and
disturbance of disposal site. (Norfolk District)
(17 pages)
(ELR ORDER i 50321)

Sgualcum Small Boat Basin 03/10
Washington
Proposed is the enlarging of Sgualicum Small Boat Basin
an additional 46 acres to provide moorage space for about
725 recreational boats. The project involves the removal
of 600 feet of existing breakwater, the construction of

1,500 feet of a new breakwater and the dredging of
1,000,000 cubic yards of material. Adverse impacts include
the disturbance of migrating salmon and the dredging of

wetlands. (Seattle District)
(ELR ORDER i 50336)

Lower Snake River Fish and Wildlife Compensation 03/17

Washington Idaho
The statement concerns a report proposing compensatory
measures to offset the fish and wildlife losses due to
construction on the Lower Snake River. The report
recommends the construction of hatcheries, the acguisition
of streambank access on tributaries for fishing, and ac-
guisition of easements for hunters. A total cost estimate
is $47,972,319. Construction of hatcheries will result in
disturbance of the landscape.
(ELR ORDER # 50365)
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Chippewa River Eau Claire, Flood Control 03/25

Wisconsin
County: Eau Claire
Proposed is the construction of a series of floodwalls,
levees, and road raises through flood prone areas along
the Chippewa and Eau Claire Rivers, Wisconsin. The project
would result in a reduction and alteration of streambank
vegetation and aesthetics. About 200 trees and other
streambank vegetation which have value as wildlife habitat
would be removed. (St. Paul District)
(ELR ORDER # 50415)

Cornucopia and Port Wing Harbors 03/31

Wisconsin
County: Bayfield
The proposed action is the continued operation and main-
tenance of Cornucopia and Port Wing Harbors on Lake
Suoerior. The harbors are used primarily by commercial
fishing and recreation craft. Dredged materials would be
deposited in an open-lake site at Port wing Harbor, causing
re-suspension of polluted materials, and in an on-land
area at Cornucopia, killing existing vegetation. Temporary
stockpiling on the lake shore of polluted dredged material
for construction projects will result in leaching. (St.
Paul District)
(ELR ORDER # 50U59)
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Final Date

Savannah Farbor, Sediment Basin Project 03/18

The proposed project is the construction of a sediment
basin and tide-qate structure in Back River, Savannah
Harbor, and construction of a fresh-water diversion system
for the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge and adjacent
areas. Adverse impacts stemming from the project are
lowering of water quality, upstream advancement of the
salt water wedge in Hiddle and Back Rivers, and the use of
the use of abandoned rice fields as spoil areas.

COHMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOC HEW DOI
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50372)

BcClellan-Kerr Arkansas Navigation System 03/1

T

Arkansas
The statement refers to the continued operation and mainte-
nance of the HcClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Navigation System
Adverse impact of system operation includes the effects of
hydroelectric power production methods on fish and other
aquatic life, and those of temporary turbidity from dredging
(Little Rock District)
COHHENTS BADE BT; OSDA EPA DOI

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 503U1)

Indian River Inlet, Project Maintenance 03/12

Delaware
County: Sussex
The project involves continuing operation and maintenance ac-
tivities in the navigable portions of the Indian River Inlet
and Bay. Included in the project are channel dredging, re-
pair of jetties, and spoil disposal on existing sites.
Dredging will produce temporary local turbidity, which may
release trapped pollutants into the water and disturb marine
biota. Established vegetation will be destroyed at the dis-
posal sites. (Philadelphia District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: DOC OSDA EPA HOD
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 503U2)

New burgh Bank Revetment, Ohio River 03/2U

Indiana
The project proposes a riverbank revetment needed for bank

stabilization on the Ohio River in the Newburgh area. The

revetment procedure will include stabilizing the bank with
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stone protection. The project is 1.1 miles in length.
Increases in water turbidity will occur with loss of aquatic
life. (69 paqes)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI EPA DOC USDA DSCG AHP

state and local agencies
and citizen groups

(ELR ORDEE « 50408)

Winter Harbor Small Boat Navigation Project 03/05

Maine
County: Hancock
The statement refers to the navigation imorovement in Inn-
er Winter Harbor, Hancock County, consisting of dredging
6.5 acres of anchorage to a depth of 8 feet mean low water
and disposal of 25,000 cu . yds. of spoil material. It is
proposed to deposit the spoil in Winter Harbor Sound. Ad-
verse impacts are those normally associated with dredging
and spoil disposal.
(Wdltham District)
COBMENTS MADE BY: DOI DOC EPA DSCG

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDEE # 50313)

Hunting Island Beach 03/26

South Carolina
County: Beaufort
The statement refers to the proposed renourishment of Hunt-
ing Island Beach. The project involves the renourishment of
the 10,000-foot feeder beach to help stabilize the shore
with material taken from the mouth of Pripp Inlet. Adverse
impacts include a temporary reduction of recreational activ-
ity, mechanical disturbance and smothering of the benthic
community along the beach and in the borrow area, and a

temporary increase in water turbidity. (Charleston District)
(27 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA EPA HEW DOI DOT AHP

one state agency and one private
organization

(ELR ORDEE # 50U19)

Pat Mayse Lake, Sanders Creek 03/31

Texas
County: Lamar
The statement refers to the continued operation and main-
tenance of Pat Hayse Lake, Sanders Creek, a flood control
and reservoir regulation project. Adverse effects of the opera-
tion are those which result from heavy recreational use, and
the action of pool fluctuation on the shoreline. (Tulsa
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District)
COHHBNTS MADE BY: EPA HDD DOI DOT USDA DOC HEW

state agencies S conservation interests
(ELR ORDER # 504UU)

R.D. Bailey Lake, Guyandotte River 03/26

West Virginia
County: Wyoming Hingo
The statement refers to the construction and operation of
a multiple purpose lake on the Guyandotte River near the
Mingo-Wyoming County line. Project purposes are flood con-
trol, water guality control, area redevelopment, general
recreation and fish and wildlife recreation. Adverse impacts
include the relocation of 33 businesses, 530 residential
units, n churches, 3 schools, and 2 post offices, the in-
undation of about 7 miles of the Guyandotte River and 510
acres of land at seasonal pool, and construction problems
with soil erosion, stream sedimentation, stream turbidity,
dust, and noise. (Huntington District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: IJSDA FPC EPA DOI OSCG AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50U25)

Pleasants Power Stations, Units No. 1 and 2 03/27

West Virginia
County: Pleasants
The statement refers to the construction, operation and
maintenance of a new power generation facility on the Ohio
River, Pleasants County, West Virginia. The new facilities
will consist of a proposed coal-fired plant consisting of
two steam operated electric generator units. Adverse impacts
are increased noise pollution, use of land for plant oper-
ation, increased river traffic, discharge of station waste
into the Ohio River, and use of chemical additives to waste
used in station systems. (Huntington District)
(607 pages)
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI OSDA DOC FPC USCG DOT AHP

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELS ORDER # 50434)

Port Washington Small Boat Harbor 03/24

Wisconsin
The statement refers to the proposed construction of rubble
mound breakwaters in order to form a 13.5 acre small boat
harbor. Construction activities and the dredging of 80,000
cu.yds. of material will adversely affect aquatic life.
The project will increase the recreational-navigation poten-
tial of the Harbor.
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI HOD

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50397)
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DBPARTMSNT OF DEFENSE, Navy

Contact: nr. Peter H. HcDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

Draft Date

Naval Petroleam Reserve # 4, Zone A 03/17

Alaska
The statement concerns a 3-year project to locate pro-
ductible oil and natural gas on the 37,000 square mile
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1 on the North Slope of Alaska.
Adverse impacts include: increases in animal mortality
rate, irreparable vegetation damage, extensive permafrost
damage, serious alterations in drainage patterns,
ecological repurcussions to endangered species and eco-
systems, and reduction in the wilderness qualities of the
area. {8H pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50354)

Military Housing, Ft. Story, Virginia Beach 3/20

Virginia
Proposed is the construction of 6 00 units of military
housing by the United States Navy. These 576-four bed-
room and 24-f ive-bedrooB units will be located on approxi-
mately 81 acres of Ft. Story, Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Construction will result in removal of existing vegetation
and relocation of wildlife.
(ELR ORDER # 50393)
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Final Date

Farallon de Bedinilla Bombardment Range, Mariana Is. 03/03

Proposed is the continued use of Farallon de Medinilla,
the smallest of the fourteen islands within the Mariana
District of the O.S. Trust Territories of the Pacific Is-
lands, as a Navy and Air Force bombardment range. The en-
tire 22U acre island is used for air-to-ground weapons
delivery and shore bombardment. Impact results primarily
from explosion and ordnance fragmentation, and includes
water pollution, air pollution, and the destruction of
vegetation and wildlife.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOI DOC AHP
(ELS ORDER « 5029 2r

Outlying Helicopter Fields, Whiting Field 03/26

Florida
County: Santa Rosa
Proposed is the acquisition in fee of two tracts of land
totalling 780.5 acres, and the construction of two heli-
copter outlying fields. Site 1 is 10 miles west of NAS Whit-
ing Field; Site 2 is 8 miles east of the Field. The fields
will be used for training operations. Adverse impact will
include the removal of 207 acres from soybean production and
USB acres from timber production.

COHBENTS HADE BY: DOD EPA DO!
one state agency

(ELR ORDER « 50U22)

Navy Family Housing Charleston, S.C. 03/26

South Carolina
Proposed is the construction of 526 units of Navy family
housing at the Naval Weapons Station, Charleston, South
Carolina. The project would include recreational and play
areas, sidewalk, streets, storm drainage, landscaping and
utilities. Eighty acres of wildlife habitat and timber
land will be committed to the project.
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA AHP DOI HEW OSDA

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50421)
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Contact: Mr. Sheldon Beyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
Room 3630 Waterside Mall
Washington D.C. 20460
(202) 755-09'»0

Draft Date

Southeast Regional Reclamation Authority 03/20

California
County: Orange
The statement concerns the Southeast Regional Reclamation
Authority's project to provide a method of disposal for
the existing regional wastewater treatment system. The
current method, an ocean outfall, is overloaded and un-
reliable. Two alternatives, land discharge for reclamation
and ocean discharge for disposal receive the major focus.
All projects will include construction and associated
disruptions.
(BLR ORDER « 50391)

New Shoreham Treatment Facilities 03/27

Rhode Island
Proposed is a municipal collection system and an extended
aeration system as the method of wastewater treatment for
Block Island. The preferred plan is to sewer the old har-
bor area and to develop subsurface disposal systems in New
Harbor. Adverse impacts include temporary construction dis-
ruption, noises and odors from the plant, and the visual
impact of the concrete outfall.
(BLR ORDER # 50439)
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GENERAL SERVICES ADBIHISTRATION

Contact: Hr. Andrew E. Kauders
Executive Director of Environmental Affairs
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, N.H.
Washington, D.C. 20U05
(202) 343-4161

Draft Date

IRS - Midwest Service Center 03/0 3

Missouri
County: Jackson
Proposed is the construction of a six-building complex to

house the Internal Revenue Service-Midwest Service Center.

Since the site has not yet been selected nor the complex

designed, the number of families and businesses to be

dislocated cannot be determined. Construction disruption

will result. (117 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50290)

Federal Office Building, Huron, S.D. 03/06

South Dakota
County: Beadle
Proposed is the construction of a 5-story Federal Office

Building containing 68,000 occupiable square feet of space

The total project will cost $6,819,000. Construction dis-

ruption will result. (53 pages)
(ELR ORDER « 50319)

New Construction-Lease Consolidation, Temple 03/31

Texas
County: Bell
The proposed action consists of the leasing of a new office

to consolidate Federal activities in Temple, Texas, requir-

ing general office space. The proposed facility will result

in new construction consisting of 65,000 square feet of net

usable office space. Construction disruption will result.

(75 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50467)

Final D^^e

Federal Office Building and Court House, Helena 03/11

Montana
County: Lewis and Clar
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a

Federal Office Building and Court House in Helena,
Montana. Three hundred and twenty-five off-street
parking spaces will be provided to accommodate employee.
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visitor and official vehicles. The structure will house
approximately 450 employees and have a net usable area of
90,000 sq.ft. There will be short-termed adverse impacts
normally associated with construction. (71 pages)
COHHENTS KADE BY: AHP DOI OSDA COE AEC HDD SPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50338)

Federal Building and Courthouse, Columbia, S.C. 03/11

South Carolina
County: Richland
Proposed is the construction of a new Federal Building and
D.S . Courthouse with parking and vehicle maintenance facili-
ties. The project will encompass 464,250 square feet, and
will include parking for 595 cars. The building will replace
four government owned buildings and 19 leased locations.
There will be adverse impact from construction disruption.
(105 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOC AHP EPA DOI DOT OSDA FPC HEW

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50339)

Naval Supply Center, Seattle, Disposal 03/04

Washington
County: King
The statement concerns the sale of 185.81 acres of land
and improvements to the Port of Seattle. The Port is
currently operating the facility under permit issued by
the Navy and will continue its present usage of the
property

.

COHHENTS HADE BY: EPA HOD DOC DOI DOT
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50312)
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DEPARTHENT OF HOD

Contact: Br. Richard H. Broun
Acting Director, Office of Environmental
Quality
Room 7206
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washinaton, D.C. 20410
(202) 755-6295

Draft Date

Hodular Integrated Otility Systems 03/25

The statement assesses the environmental impact from in-
stallation and operation of the Modular Integrated Utility
Systems in a generic sense. The impacts were evaluated
by use of a hypothetical housing development and were found
to be less harmful to the environment than conventional
utility systems.
(ELR ORDER # 50410)

Santa Rosa Urban Renewal 03/27

California
County : Sonoma
The Santa Rosa Center Urban Renewal Project entails the de-
velopment of a major regional shopping center covering 12
blocks (30 acres) in the business center of downtown Santa
Rosa. The project is being developed in three phases, with
land use being for government, institutional, commercial,
and retail purposes. In addition to temporary construction
disruption, the project will have adverse impacts on air
quality, noise levels, and circulation patterns, due to in-
creases in traffic. The project is also subject to possible
seismic hazards.
(ELR ORDER # 50437)

Neighborhood Development, Denver (Supplement) 03/20

Colorado
County: Denver
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CEQ 9 January 1973. The current proposal of the Neighbor-
hood Development Plan includes the acquisition of eleven
parcels of land and the demolition of twelve structures.
The land will be cleared for 80 units of medium-density
high-rise apartments and 60 units medium-density garden
apartments.
(ELH ORDER # 50390)

Sterling Park, Florida 03/06

Florida
County: Seminole
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The statement refers to the development of Sterling Park,
a 948-acre tract of land in Seminole County, 9 miles
northeast of Orlando, Florida. The plan includes a land
use proposal for construction of single family dwellings,
townhouses, condominiums, patio homes, common areas, green
belts, recreation areas, commercial areas, schools, and
parks. Traffic congestion and excess demand on facilities
will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50317)

Government Square, Triangle Orban Renewal Projects 03/31

Best Virginia
County: Kanawha
The 113-acre project, located in downtown Charleston, con-
sists of construction of 400 new housing units, a 20-acre
enclosed commerical complex, new gevernment buildings, and
preservation/rehabilitation of single-family housing units
and existing government buildings. A number of families
and businesses will be displaced.
(ELR ORDER # 50461)

Final
Date

Rapid City Flood Disaster Program 03/31

South Dakota
The statement refers to an urban renewal pro:fect for flood
disaster recovery, involving two HOD actions. The original,on-gomg activity involves a 3,078 acre urban area, 754
acres of which are to be cleared and developed as an open
floodway; the remaining 2,234 acres are to be redeveloped
for residential, commercial, light industrial, and publicfacilities use. The second action involves an annexed 150
acre area which is to be acquired, cleared, and developed
as an open floodway with recreational use.
COMHBNTS HADE BY: HBH DOT COE AHP DSDA DOT DOC

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50473)

Section 104(h)

Draft „ ^Date

Santa Monica Community Development 03/04

California
County: Los Angeles
The statement concerns a Community Development Block GrantProposal for Santa Monica, California to renovate the Santa
Honica Pier, prepare a site for future senior citizen
housing, provide an elevator for City Hall and five publicrestrooms m the city's three parks and develop adminis-
trative and planning capacities for the city's newly
created Housing Authority. Adverse impacts include
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dislocation of residents from the site of the planned

Senior Citizens' Center and construction disruption.

(ELR ORDER # 50309)

Culver City Community Development Plan 03/04

California
County: Los Angeles
The statement concerns a HUD "Community Development Block

Grant Program" to renovate and rehabilitate a 4.8 sguare

mile area of Culver City, California to provide increased

space for activities of the City's Senior Citizens* Center

and to correct sewer system deficiencies. Adverse impacts

include construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50310)

San Jose Community Development 03/13

California
County: Santa Clara
The statement concerns the Housing and Community Develop-

ment plan for the City of San Jose. Half of the

$18,577,000 block grant will be spent to continue urban

renewal projects already underway. The remainder will

be spent on rehabilitation of older neighborhoods,
facilities for child care and the handicapped, and low-

income housing scattered throughout the city. Demolition

of some existing structures and displacement of families

will result. (233 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50344)
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DEPARTHENT OF INTERIOR

Contact: Hr. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
Room 7260
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 202«0
(202) 343-3891

Draft Date

Dte Mountain Ote Tribal Lands Hineral Lease 03/27

Colorado
County: Montezuma
The statement concerns the approval of a lease of Ute
Mountain Dte Tribal Lands to Mobil Oil Corporation for
the purpose of exploration and possible mining of uranium
and related minerals. The plan consists of a four-year
exploration phase, a four-year development phase and
approximately twelve years of mining and processing. The
biological community and aesthetics of the area will be
noticeably and adversely impacted. (73 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50431)

Sherwood Cranium Project 03/18

Washington
County: Stevens
The proposed action involves approval of a lease allowing
development of a uranium mine and processing facilities
near the town of Wellpinit on the Spokane Indian Reser-
vation. The proposal, which includes an open pit mine for
the extraction of an estimated 7,922,000 tons of uranium
ore, would affect 580 acres of brushland and forestland.
The landscape will have a changed physical appearance and
general access to the area will be restricted.
(ELR ORDER # 50373)

Bureau of Land Management

Draft Date

Timber Management Program 03/05

The statement concerns the current 10-year timber
management program carried out under the principles of
sustained-yield and multiple use on 23 million acres of
forest land in the western United States. Timber harvests
will result in road construction and degradation of
scenery from clearcutting and heavy partial catting.
(ELR ORDER » 50314)
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OCS Lease Sale, Central Gulf of Mexico 03/03

Proposed is the sale of leases on 594 tracts
594 (totalling 2,915,185 acres) of OCS lands off-
shore Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. The
sale is scheduled for spring, 1975. All tracts offered
pose some degree of risk to the environment. Each tract
is subjected to a matrix analytical technique in order to
evaluate significant impacts should leasing and subsequent.
oil and gas exploration and production ensue. (2 volumes)

(ELR ORDER # 50435)

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Pinal Date

Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail 03/03

The statement refers to a recommendation to Congress that
the 874-mile long Potomac Heritage Trail be designated as
a national Scenic Trail in the National Trails System. The
proposed route generally follows the shores of the Potomac
River through the District of Columbia and the states of
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia. The
project would require terrain and vegetation modification.
COHHENTS HADE BY: DOI EPA COE DOT OSDA HDD AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50293)

Bonneville Power Administration

Draft Date

Southwestern Power Admin., Construction 5 Maintenance 03/27

Proposed is the maintenance and construction of additions
to Southwestern Power Administration's electric trans-
mission system including transmission lines, substations,
and related structures in OJclahoma, Arkansas, Missouri,
and parts of Texas, Kansas and Louisiana. The land
occupied by structures will be unavailable for other
uses during the life of the facility, and homes and other
buildings will be displaced. The project will also be
detrimental to wildlife habitat. (55 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50427)

Ashe-Pebble Springs 500-kV Line, (Supplement) 03/10

Washington Oregon
The statement, a supplement to the Proposed Program for
Fiscal Year 1976 final eis, concerns the construction of
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an SO-mile long, 500-kV single circuit transmission line
from Ashe Substation in the northeastern portion of
the AEC Hanford Reservation to a proposed Pebble Springs
Substation near Arlington, Oregon. The project will re-
guire acquisition of from U9 to 58 miles of new right-of-
way, and in some areas, especially at the Columbia River
where extremely tall towers may be required, degradation
of the visual environment will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50330)

Final Date

BPA Proposed Fiscal Tear 1976 Program 03/1tt

The statement refers to BPA's proposed program for FY 1976,
including new facility additions and modifications. The
The states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and

Wyoming are involved. Among program impacts are: the con-
version of 2,200 acres of forest land to use as transmission
line right-of-way; the effects of herbicide use (for vegeta-
tion control on rights-of-way) ; visual impact from trans-
mission line construction; and effects on air and water
quality.
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI OSDA HDD EPA AEC FPC AHP COB

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 503a9)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Final Date

Proposed Santee National Wilderness Area 03/26

South Carolina
County: Clarendon
The statement refers to the proposed legislative designation
of 13 islands in Lake Marion, which encompass 163 acres which
are presently part of the Santee National wildlife Refuge,
as wilderness within the National Wilderness Preservation
System. Some future management options would thereby be re-
moved. (17 pages)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50t»20)

Geological Survey

Draft Date

Bell Ayr South Mine, Amax Coal Co. 03/25

Wyoming
County: Campbell
Proposed is the approval of a strip mining and reclamation
plan for Belle Ayr South Mine, Amax Coal Company. The plan
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proposes expansion of the existing operation from 3.1
million to 15 million tons per year. The land surface,
vegetation, and coal bed aquifers will be destroyed in
the area mined, and there will be a permanent reduction in
productivity on the 3,018 acres.
(ELR ORDER « 50ai1)

National Park Service

Draft Date

Kaloko HoDokohau National Cultural Park 03/17

Hawaii
County: Hawaii
Proposed is the establishment of a Kaloko, Honokohau
National Cultural Park on the North Kona coast of Hawaii
County. The Park will contain 750 acres of land and 550
acres of adjacent offshore water area and will be managed
so as to preserve Hawaiian culture. There will be an im-
pact on current landowners in that plans for a resort-
recreation complex will not be realized.
(ELR ORDER # 50355)

Pecos National Monument, Proposed Master Plan 03/27

New Mexico
County: San Miguel
The statement concerns the proposed master plan and
development concept plan for Pecos National Monument,
The plan includes introduction of a major visitor
facility structure, employee housing, archeological
workshop housing, materials and eauipment yard, water
and sewerage systems and attendant roads and parking.
Legislation is proposed to authorize addition of two
adjoining parcels of land to be donated, totaling 23.5
acres and to increase the ceiling of development.
(63 paoes)
(ELR ORDER # 50430)

Final Date

Master Plan, Mount Rainier National Park 03/04

Washington
County: Pierce Lewis
The statement refers to a proposed conceptual master plan
which will establish development patterns and provide manage
ment guidelines. Visitor facilities will be designed to
accommodate increased use with the least impact upon the
environment. adverse impact will include littering and
trampling of veqetation. (1U2 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP USDA COE DOC HDD DOI DOT FPC

one local agency
(ELR ORDER # 50305)
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INTERNATIONAL BOONDART AND HATER COMM

,

Contact: ffr. T.R. Hartin
ARA/Hex.
State Departnent
Room 3906 A
Washington, D.C. 20520
(202) 632-1317

Draft Date

Rio Grande Canal Project Improvements 03/27

Texas New Bexico
Proposed Phase I improvements will provide flood protection
to developed portions of Canutillo, Texas and Anapra, New
Bexico, to 13,200 acres of farms and to transportation and
irrigation facilities. Phase II entails the completion of
SCS dams to provide protection for 135,000 acres of urban
and highly developed agricultural lands against the highest
possible flood. Adverse impacts include the modification
of 2H acres of grassland {which will change the habitat
of small wildlife with negligible effect and temporary
construction noise and interference with transportation at
three crossings.
(ELR ORDER # SOUtl)
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DEPARTHENT OP LABOR

DateDraft

Inorganic Arsenic, Proposed Regulation 03/14

The statement concerns the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration's proposed regulation of inorganic arsenic.

The regulation would specify maxiBum levels of arsenic to

which employees could be exposed. The proposed regulation

would increase worker safety but at the same time, decrease

worker efficiency and result in higher prices of products

oroduced with inorganic arsenic. (82 pages)

(BLR ORDER # 50350)
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NDCLEAR REGDLATORT COMMISSION

Contact: Mr. A. Gianbusso, Director of Division
of Reactor Licencing
P-722, NRC
Washington, D.C. 20545
(301) 973-7373

^^^"
Date

Cherokee Nuclear Stations, Onits 1, 2 and 3 03/27

South Carolina
County: Cherokee
The proposed action is the issuance of a construction
permit to the Duke Power Company for the construction
of the Cherokee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2 and 3. The
stations will employ three identical pressurized water
reactors to produce up to approximately 3817 MWt each.
A steam turbine generator will use this heat to provide
1280 HWe of electrical power capacity per unit. Hater
for cooling will be obtained from and discharged to the
Broad River. A total of 2263 acres will be utilized for
the site, displacing about 17 families. The cooling
tower blowdown and chemical effluents from the station will
increase the dissolved solids concentration in the Broad.
(ELR ORDER # 50436)

^i"^l Date

Callaway Plants, Dnits 1 and 2 03/31

Missouri
County: Callaway
Proposed is the issuance of a construction permit to the
Onion Electric Co. for the two unit Plant. Each unit will
employ a pressurized water reactor to produce 3,425 MHt and
1,120 MWe (net); future power levels of 3,579 MHt and 1,160MWe are anticipated. Exhaust steam will be cooled in a close
cycle mode, with water drawn from the Missouri River. A totalof 1,740 acres would be committed to the project and assoc-
iated transmission lines. About 67 cfs . of Missouri River
water will be consumed, mainly by evaporation from the two
natural draft towers.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP OSDA DOC EPA FPC HEW HUD DOI DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50458)

South Texas Project, Onits 1 and 2 03/31

Texas
County: Matagorda
Proposed is the issuance of a construction permit to the
Houston Power and Lighting Co. for a two unit plant. Iden-tical pressurized water reactors will be employed to pro-
duce up to 3800 MWt each, with electrical capacity antici-
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pated at 1250 PlWe (net) each. Exhaust steam will be cooled
by flow from a newly constructed lake, with makeup water
from the Colorado River. Return will also be to the Col -

rado. Consumptive use of the river will be at 2.61S of its
average annual historical flow. A total of 12,352 acres
will be used for the Station site; 7300 acres will be in-
undated by the cooling lake. An additional 5685 acres will
be committed to 400 miles of transmission line.
COMMENTS M&DE BY: OSDA COE DOC PEW DOI DOT EPA FPC AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50U57)

Washington Public Power System, Onits 1 & 4 03/13

Washington
County: Benton
Proposed is the issuance of construction permits to the
Washington Public Power Supply System for the construction
of WPPSS Nuclear Pro:!ects No. 1 and U on ERDA's Hanford
Reservation- Each station will produce up to 3600 mega-
watts thermal and 1218 megawatts electric. A predicted
maximum level of 3760 BWt (1267 MWe) is anticipated at a

future date. Cooling towers will be constructed, and water
will be obtained from and discharged to the Columbia River.
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA AHP HUD DOT EPA DOI
(ELR ORDER » 503U6)
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DBPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact: Mr. Martin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
400 7th Street, S .H

.

Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-4357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

Isbell Field, Fort Payne 03/18

Alabama
County: DeKalb
The statement concerns the improvement of Isbell Field
in Fort Payne, Alabama. The plan includes lengthening the
runway, constructing a new terminal area and access road,
and relocating a county road. One family will be
displaced

.

(ELR ORDER # 50371)

Meir Cook Municipal Airport, Indianapolis 03/17

Indiana
County: Marion
The statement concerns a three-stage plan to improve
Weir-Cook Municipal Airport in Indianapolis over a period
of 17 years. The plan includes construction of a new
taxiway, parking facilities, terminal building, runways, and
Instrument Landing System. Implementation of the project
will result in the loss of approximately 2,118 acres to
other uses, displacement of 91 families, and increased
noise and air pollution. (165 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50368)

Concorde Supersonic Transport 03/03

New York Virginia
The proposed action is an amendment of British Airways and
Air France operations specifications to permit these
carriers to conduct limited commerical service with the
Concorde, a civil supersonic transport aircraft, to
John F. Kennedy International Airport in New Tork and
Dulles International Airport in Virginia. The proposal
would permit both British Airways and Air France to conduct
two flights daily to JFK and one flight daily to Dulles
commencing in early 1976. Increases in noise and emission
levels would result from introduction of Concorde service.
(131 pages)
(ELR ORDER « 50291)

Pinal Date
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Raleigh County Airport 03/07

West Virginia
County: Raleigh
Proposed is the construction of a new asphalt runway
{6,700' X 150»), a connector taxiway, aprons, vehicle
parking, a rescue building, and related facilities at
the Raleigh County Airport, Beckley, West Virginia.
Adverse impact will include the clearing of 375 acres.
of wildlife habitat. An increase in the local noise
level will place 15 dwellings and one church within
the 100 CNR zone.

COHHENTS MADE BY: DOI EPA COE HEW DOT FPC IISDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50327)

Federal Highway Administration

Praft Date

East Belt Freeway, Little Rock 03/06

Arkansas
County: Pulaski
The statement concerns the construction of a multi-lane,
interstate-type facility connecting I-UO and 1-30, a dis-
tance of 10 miles, through eastern Little Rock and eastern
North Little Sock. An undetermined number of businesses
and families will be displaced and the project will also
alter 600 to 800 acres of wetlands, residential, agri-
cultural, commerical and industrial lands to highway use.
(ELR ORDER # 50315)

Crosstown Transportation Corridor, Santa Barbara 03/17

California
County: Santa Barbara
Proposed is the construction of a 2.6-mile, U-lane freeway
and railroad transportation corridor extending from Salinas
Street to Carrillo Street, following the alignment of
Route 101. From 275 to 1,150 persons will be displaced,
depending upon the alternative route chosen, and some
residential areas will experience increased noise levels.
(ELR ORDER # 50352)

Long Beach Freeway, Route 7 03/31

California
County: Los Angeles
The project consists of construction of a segment of
Route 7, Long Beach Freeway, from 1-10 to 1-210 and
includes an interchange with the existing Pasadena Freeway,
Route 11. The segment length would range from 6.1 to 7.3
miles and the number of acres reguired for the right of way
would be from 279 to 418. Between 4,670 and 5,560
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residents would be displaced. & ** (f ) statement is included.
(ELR ORDER # 50453)

Coast Highway (SR 1) Bridge, Upper Newport Bay 03/31

California
County: Orange
The statement refers to the reconstruction of a 0.6 mile,
6-lane bridge over Dpper Newport Bay, replacing the exist-
ing U-lane structure and widening the approaches. The pro-
ject would displace from 15 to 168 people and affect from
27 to 31. An historical landmark monument, commemorating
the first boat landing in Newport Beach, will be relocated.
(ELR ORDER # 50U66)

OS 50, Salida to Coaldale 03/10

Colorado
County: Chaffee Freemont
Proposed is the construction of a 2-lane, 19-mile segment
of OS 50 between Salida and Coaldale in Central Colorado.
Approximately 170 acres of BLH and grazing land would be
committed to the project. Adverse impacts include at
least two minor encroachments in the Arkansas River and
disruption, noise, and air pollution of construction.
(225 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50333)

Overpass of 1-95, Blythe Island 03/27

Georgia
County: Glynn
The proposed project is located on Blythe Island, Glynn
County, Georgia, and affects an area located between the
Turtle River on the northeast to approximately 6,000 feet
to the southwest along 1-95. The overpass will be a grade
separation structure with or without an interchange and
access roads. Two or three residences may be displaced.
(ELR ORDER # 50128)

17th Street, Idaho Falls 03/17

Idaho
County: Bonneville
Proposed is the improvement of a 0.6 mile section of 17th
Street between South Boulevard and Yellowstone Avenue in
Idaho Falls. The street would be widened from two to four
lanes of traffic. The existing two-lane railroad under-
pass structure would be retained for two lanes of westbound
traffic and a new railroad underpass constructed for east-
bonnd vehicles. The project will require the cutting of
trees and encroachment upon private property for right-of-
way.
(ELR ORDER # 50367)
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Street Improvements (OS 122, OS 7) Chicago 03/06

Illinois
County: Cook
The statement concerns the following roadway improvements
in Chicago, Illinois: a U,600 ft. segment of Columbus
Drive; a 3000 ft. segment of Randolph Street between
N. Michigan Avenue and N. Lake Shore Drive; a 5,220 ft.
segment of North Lake Shore Drive (OS 122) ; and Hacker
Drive Extension (OS 7) . The project would result in
increased air, water, and noise pollution, and the taking
of portions of Grant Park, Navy Pier Park, the Lakefront
Promenade, and the Monroe Street Yachting Harbor. A •* (f

)

statement is included. (2 volumes)
(ELR ORDER » 5032^)

OS 6 Bypass, Council Bluffs, Iowa 03/10

Iowa
County: Pottawattamie
The statement concerns a proposal to construct a 1.2-mile
long bypass of OS 6. The roadway would have two lanes in
each direction separated by a 15 foot median. The project
would displace up to 93 families and 53 businesses.
(107 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 5033U)

US 171, DeRidder - Fort Polk Highway 03/04

Louisiana
County: Vernon
Proposed is the improvement of a 15.2 mile section of
OS 171, DeRidder - Fort Polk Highway from a 2-lane to a

4-5-lane facility parallel to the existing roadway.
The project includes construction of two bridges, adverse
impacts include displacement of 56 families, 12 businesses,
and one church, and construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50307)

1-10, Eden Isles Drive Interchange 03/17

Louisiana
County: St. Tamany
Proposed is the construction of a standard rural diamond
interchange linking 1-10 and Eden Isles Drive. The project
will be funded by Leisure, Inc. to provide a more con-
venient access to I-IO for residents of Eden Isles Sub-
division. Thirty-five acres of land and four acres of
Spartina marsh will be committed to the project.
(ELR ORDER # 50360)

OS 13 Salisbury By-pass 03/03
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Maryland
County: Hicomico
The statement concerns the construction of the final seg-
ment of the Salisbury By-pass project to relocate OS 13

east of the city limits. The U-lane roadway would be
approximately 4.6 miles in length and would include several
bridges at major intersections. The most likely alter-
native would reguire acguisition of 82 acres of land and
would displace 12 dwellings and one business.
(ELR ORDER # 50295)

1-95, Russell Street to Hanover Street (Supplement) 03/OU

Maryland
County: Baltimore
The statement is a supplement to a final environmental
impact statement filed with CEQ 17 April 197a, and is in
anticipation of the design and construction of a one-mile
segment of an 8-lane controlled access expressway crossing
over Middle Branch of the Patapsco River of the Baltimore
Harbor. Dredging and spoil disposal will be necessary, and
an unspecified number of families and businesses will be
displaced

.

(ELS ORDER « 50308)

I-9U, Hennepin County 03/11

Minnesota
County: Hennepin
Proposed is the construction of a 3.7 mile, 8-lane section
of I-9U from OS 12/I-39U northerly to 40th Avenue North
in Hennepin County, Minnesota. The project will reguire
the acguisition of 3U acres of land in addition to the 163
acres already acguired, and will displace an additional
75 residential units and 22 businesses. FHWA design noise
levels cannot feasibly be met for all land use categories;
therefore exceptions will be requested. (90 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50340)

OS 77, Dakota County (Supplement) 03/06

Nebraska
County: Dakota
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CEQ 1 February 1973. The plan includes design revisions
that will eliminate the separations and interchanges
between the US 77 crossing and the full cloverleaf 1-129
interchange. A reduction in right-of-way, embankment
material required for fills, borrow reguired, and project
cost will occur as a result of the revisions. The project
will displace 3 houses and one farmstead. (6 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50326)
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Nebraska 370, Bellevue 03/24

Nebraska
County: Sarpy
Proposed is the improvenent of two segments of approxi-
mately 1.25 miles of Nebraska 370 within the City of
Bellevue from two to four lanes. The additional right-of-
way for construction will require acquisition of two resi-
dences, two businesses, and the relocation of three mobile
homes. Since a motel, one church, 73 homes and a number of
businesses exceed the design noise levels, a full detailed
study of all noise abatement measures will be made-
(ELR ORDER # 50407)

Legislative Route 75, Bridge Replacement 03/31

Pennsylvania
County: Venango
The statement concerns the relocation of a bridge carrying
Legislative Route 75 (Traffic Routes 38 and 208) over the
Allegheny River at Emlenton, Pennsylvania. The proposed
location is within 1.5 to 2.5 miles west of the existing
bridge. An unspecified number of families and businesses
will be displaced. One of the proposed corridors would
take a large portion of the Crawford Memorial Park.
(ELR ORDER # 50460)

Gaines County Airport, Texas 03/27

Texas
County: Gaines
Proposed is the acquisition of 400 acres of land for the
construction of an airport 2 miles south of the city limits
of Seminole. The plan includes construction of two runways,
connecting taxiways, and apron, and lighting. Increased air
pollution will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50438)

S.T.H. 35 and 54, Buffalo County 03/03

Wisconsin
County: Buffalo
Proposed is the reconstruction of approximately 5 miles
of STH 35 and 54 in Buffalo County, Wisconsin. The 4-lane
roadway will require 40 acres of new right-of-way and 15
acres of easement from the Chicago and Northwestern Trans-
portation Company. The project will displace 6 private
homes and 5 businesses, 3 of which are apartments. Con-
struction of the facility will encourage the conversion
of farmland to residential and business area. (73 pages)
(BLR ORDER # 50297)

STH 20, 1-94 to Oakes Road 03/20
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Hisconsin
County: Racine
Proposed is the improvement of a 4.3 mile section of
STH 20 from I-9U to Oakes Road in the Town of Mt. Pleasant,
Wisconsin. The project consists of the construction of
an additional 2-lane roadway parallel to the existing
STH 20, separated by a grass median. The right-of-way
has already been purchased. About 70 mature trees would
be removed. (220 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50382)

STH 35 (Lang Drive) , Lacrosse 03/26

Wisconsin
County: LaCrosse
Proposed is the reconstruction of 1.13 miles of STH 35
(Lang Drive) from LaCrosse Street to St. Andrews Street,
along the existing alignment. The roadway will be widened
from two to four lanes and raised above 100-year flood
levels in an effort to keep this traffic corridor open
during future floods from both the LaCrosse and Mississippi
Rivers. The roadway embankment material will be obtained
by constructing a lake in the LaCrosse River floodplain.
The project will displace nine acres of marsh. (90 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50424)

Final Date

Steese Highway, Farmers Loop to Fox 03/0 3

Alaska
The project includes relocation, grading, drainage, and
surfacing of the Steese Highway between the Farmers Loop
Road intersection and Fox. Several different locations
are discussed in the statement. Adverse impacts are the
displacement of people, and increased air and water
pollution

.

COHHENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI USDA HUD
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50302)

State Highway 199, Del Norte County 03/31

California
County: Del Norte
The statement presents the California Department of Trans-
portation's proposed actions for improvement to the total
36.4 mile length of State Route 199 in Del Norte County.
Adverse impacts are increased water pollution, and tempor-
ary negative visual impact.
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOT DOC DOI COE HEW EPA
(ELR ORDER # 50454)

State Road 84, Broward Co., Florida 03/17
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Florida
County: Broward
Proposed is the reconstruction from two to six lanes, of six
miles of S.R. 84 between 1-75 and S.R. 817. Adverse impact
will include the taking of 2U2 acres of land for right of
way, and the displacement of 21 families, 8 businesses, and
one farm.
COHBESTS MADE BY: EPA DOI REH USDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50351)

U.S. 95, Between Coeur d» Alene and Bellgrove 03/24

Idaho
County: Kootenai
The project involves the improvement of a section of D.S.
95 between Coeur d» Alene and Bellgrove. The improvement
would involve construction of approximately 12.5 miles of
roadway. Adverse impacts include the loss of some forest
land, wildlife habitat and wetlands, the displacement of
families and businesses, and temporary construction in-
conveniences. The project will be constructed in three
stages and will cost approximately seven million dollars.
(142 pages)
COMMENTS BADE BY: USDA COE EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50395)

95th St. Improvement, Overland Park, Johnson Co. 03/17

Kansas
County: Johnson
The project involves the improvement of 95th St. between
the east frontage road of I 35 in Lenexa to the Bluejacket
Drive intersection in Overland Park. Adverse impacts are the
use of additional land for right-of-way, increased noise
levels, and temporary, const ruction -related increases in
air pollution.
(42 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA COE HEW EPA USCG HOD DOC

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50356)

Kansas Rte. 6, Kansas City 03/19

Kansas
County: Wyandotte
The statement refers to the proposed construction of 0.948
mile of Kansas Rte. 6 from 1-635 to the Fairfax Industrial
District, all in Kansas City, Kansas. Included will be right
of way acquisition, grading, bridges, fencing, seeding and
high type pavement- Adverse impacts include, the relo-
cation of some residents, increased noise levels, and in-
conveniences normally associated with construction.
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(132 pages)
COHMENTS HADE BY: HEW HOD DOI OSDA COE USCG OEO DOC

one state agency
(ELR ORDER « 50375)

OS 54 and K-96, Kansas 03/20

Kansas
County: Butler
The project involves the improvement of 13 miles .of
0S-5U and K-96; to meet freeway standards. The facility
will be a tJ-lane highway with controlled access. Depend-
ing upon the alternate chosen, the project will require
from 338 to 622 acres of land for right-of-way and
displace to 42 homes, to 5 farms, to 10 businesses
and 1 non-profit organization. Four to 14 land severances
will occur. Adverse impacts are: loss of agricultural

land, loss of wildlife, alterations or destruction of ter-
races, waterways and ponds resulting in erosion, and water
pollution. Increases in noise pollution levels will occur.

COMMENTS MADE BY: DSDA HEW USCG COE EPA DOT HOD OEO DOI
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50389)

1-35 and 1-435 Interchange, Kansas City (Supplement) 03/31

Kansas
County: Johnson
The proposed project involves an improved interchange at
1-35 and 1-435 and the modification of 1-435 from four to
six lanes between 1-35 and Metcalf Avenue. The supplement
reports on an air quality analysis involving eleven
representative sites near the proposed improvement

-

COMMENTS MADS BY: EPA
state and regional agencies

(ELR ORDER « 50471)

O.S. 641, Hurray 03/24

Kentucky
County: Calloway
The statement refers to the proposed construction of OS 641
from Sycamore St. to Otterbac)c Rd . The 4-lane facility will
have a length of 2.5 miles. Adverse impacts are increased
noise pollution, and the displacement of 10 families and 3

businesses.
COHMENTS HADE BY: HEW EPA DOI TVA

one state and one local agency
(ELR ORDER # 50399)

US 14, Mankato By-pass 03/17

Minnesota
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Coonty: Blue Earth
Proposed is a 4.5 mile bypass of the City of HanXato. The
highway will require 264 acres for right-of-way, including
95 acres of good agricultural land; 16 families and 2 busi-
nesses will be displaced.
(39 pages)
COHHENTS BADE BT: DOI EPA HEW DOT DSDA COE DOC

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50363)

1-10, Jackson County 03/17

Mississippi
County: Jackson
Proposed is the construction of an 18.9 mile segment of
1-10 from S.R. 57 to the Mississippi-Alabama State Line.
The segment would complete 1-10 across the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. Approximately 98% of the right-of-way land
has been acquired, displacing 30 families and 7 businesses.
The highway will also bisect the nesting area of the
Mississippi Sandhill Crane, an endangered species. A
bridge will be constructed on the Pascagoula River Marsh
and will center primarily on the dredging of the work
canal

.

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA OSCG DOI nSDA ROD
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50364)

N-71, Scotts Bluff County 03/06

Nebraska
County: Scotts Bluff
The project involves the improvement of N-71 so as to pro-
vide a high capacity roadway facility which will meet the
service requirements of an area located in and near the ur-
ban limits of Gering, Terrytown and Scottsbluff. The im-
provement of N-71 will be for a length of approximately 8

miles and will consist of intersections, drainage structures
and a possible new bridge over the North Platte River. Ad-
verse impacts included increases in the levels of air, water
and noise pollution during construction, and some loss of
wildlife. Figures involving the amount of acreage needed,
and the number of families who must be relocated vary de-
pending upon the alternate chosen. (37 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOC COE ITSDA

state agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50320)

L.R. 11050 03/31

Pennsylvania
County: Cambria
Proposed action involves relocation of 3.2 miles of L.R.
11050. Eighty-seven acres of farm and woodland are
required for right-of-way. Seven residences, 1 business
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and 16 other buildings will be displaced.
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA DOI EPA STAT DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50U70)

SR 8, Sequatchie County to Warren County 03/31

Tennessee
County: Sequatchie Van Buren Barren
The statement refers to the improvement of State Route 8

beginning at the junction of SR 8 and SR 111 in Sequatchie
County and extending in a NW direction from 15.5 miles
reaching its terminus at the Collins River Bridge in Warren
County. The major adverse effects of the project are the
loss of between 160 and 190 acres of wildlife habitat and
some pasture and tree nursery lands along the project right-
of-way.
CGMMBNTS HADE BY: DOI TVA AHP EPA DOT COE USDA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50U63)

Loop U36, OS 59, Panola Co., Texas 03/13

Texas
County: Panola
The project involves the construction of Loop U36, which
will extend for 6.1 miles from US 59 north of Carthage to
OS 59 south of Carthage. Adverse impacts are the acquisition
of land for right-of-way, the dsiplacement of 6 families,
and negative impacts normally associated with construction
(70 pages)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOT HEW OSDA 2C0E 2D0I 2

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50345)

US 277-82, Spur 4U7, Wichita Falls 03/27

Texas
County: Wichita
The statement concerns the construction of an 8.95 mile
U-lane divided highway, providing a controlled access
facility for O.S. 277-82 and Spur U47. The highway would
connect Edison Street, a recently completed 4-lane
arterial, on the east end and O.S. 277-82 on the west end.
The project will displace 160 families, 27 businesses, and
2 non-profit organizations. (126 pages)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOT HEW HDD USDA DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50a33)

I 79, Kenawha Co., West Virginia 03/20

West Virginia
County: Kanawha
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The statement refers to the construction of a 14 mile seg-
ment of I-7ft. The U-lane, limited access highway connects
Big Chimney and the Roane County Line. Adverse impacts are
increased air and noise pollution, and the displacement of
families and businesses.
COnPlBHTS MADE BY: FPC COE EPA DOI OSDA

state and local agencies
(ELE ORDER # 50392)

O.S. Coast Guard

Draft Date

LORAW-C Chain, Best Coast/Gulf of Alaska 03/03

The proposed action provides for the establishment of a
new LORAN-C radio-navigation chain along the OS West Coast
and in the Gulf of Alaska. Stations will be located in
Searchlight and Fallon, Nevada; Middletown, California;
Fort Lewis, Washington; Ketchikan (Shoal Cove) , Tok,
Sitkinak, Alaska, and at an as-yet undefined location in
southwestern Canada. This eis concerns only the non-
Alaska stations. There will be some visual impact at all
stations due to the height of the towers; adverse impact
may occur in especially scenic areas, such as near
Ht. Ranier {Ft. Lewis site).
(ELR ORDER # 50303)

Final Date

Kodiak Sewage Disposal System 03/12

Alaska
A Sewage Disposal System is proposed for OSCG Base Kodiak.
The system will consist of collection and treatment facili-
ties in accordance with the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, as amended. Sewage is presently collected and dis-
charged, without treatment, directly into tidal waters of
St. Paul Harbor.
COMMENTS fADS BY: DOI DSDA OSN HEW DSCG EPA

state agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50343)

Areata Airport, BcKinleyville 03/26

California
County: Humboldt
The proposed action provides for the establishment of a
new Search and Rescue (SAR) air station in BcKinleyville,
California. Included in the project are hangar, utility
buildings, bachelor enlisted guarters, site paving and
walkways, jet refueling system, communications antennae, and
taxiway lighting. There will be some visual impact and the
possibility of hydrological impact because of the facility.
There will be secondary impacts involving the scarce
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housing supply and future sewage tie-in requests for the
HcKinleyville system.
COMMENTS HADF BT: EPA DOi

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50423)

Navigation Regulation Area, Chesapeake Bay 03/31

Virginia
County: Northhampton
The statement refers to the proposed amendment of 33 CFR, in
order to establish a regulated navigation area for the en-
trance to Chesapeake Bay. The purpose of the action is the
prevention of collisions between vessels, and between vessel
and the trestlework of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel
(CBBT) . Adverse impact of the action will result from in-
creased ship transit time through the regulated area, and ex-
pected increased traffic over the CBBT.

COBHENTS HADE BY: DOC DOI USN DOT EPA
state agencies and concerned interests

(ELR ORDER # 5046 5)
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VBTERANS ADHINISTRATION

Contact: (For Medical Facilities)
Hr. Arthur W. Farmer
Assistant Chief, Medical Director for
Administration and Facilities
Veterans Administration
8 TO Vermont Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20420
(For Housing)
Br. R.C. Coon
Director, Loan Guarantee Service
Veterans Administration
810 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20U20
(202) 389-2332

Draft Date

VA Hospital, a20-Bed Replacement, Augusta 03/18

Georgia
County: Richmond
Proposed is the construction of a U20-Bed Replacement
Veterans Hospital within the Drban Renewal Medical Center
complex of Augusta. Adverse impacts include construction
distruption and increased traffic in the area.
(ELR ORDER # 50370)
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'q

I ^Sa2. ^ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
^\c^^i<>^ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

AVAILABILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY COIMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the National

Environmental Policy Act of I969, and section 309 of the Clean Air Act,

as amended, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and

commented in writing on Federal agency actions impacting the environment

contained in the following appendices during the period of March 1, I975

and March 3I, 1975

.

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental impact statements

reviewed and commented upon in writing during this review period. The list-

ing includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number

and title of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's comments

as set forth in Appendix II, and the EPA source for copies of the comments as

set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications of EPA's

comments on the draft environmental impact statements as set forth in

Appendix I.
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Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental impact statements

reviewed and commented upon in writing during this reviewing period. The

listing includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the

number and title of the statement, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments,

and the EPA source for copies of the ccmments as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix IV contains a listing of final environmental impact statements

reviewed but not commented upon by EPA during this review period. The list-

ing includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number

and title of the statement, and the source of the EPA review as set forth

in Appendix VI.

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency regulations,

legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any other proposed actions reviewed

and commented upon in writing pursuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act,

as amended, during the referenced reviewing period. The listing includes the

Federal agency responsible for the proposed action, the title of the action, a

summary of the nature of EPA's comments, and the source for copies of the comments

as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses of the sources

of EPA reviews and comments listed in Appendices I, III, IV, and V.

Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and procedures for

EPA's review of agency actions may be obtained by writing the Public Inquiries

Branch, Office of Public Affairs, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington,
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D.C. 20I+6O. Copies of the draft and final environmental impact statements

referenced herein are available from the originating Federal department or

agency.

Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated:
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA CCMMENTS

Err/IROrMlNTAL BIPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described In the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes In the proposed action.

ER—Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards vrtiich might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment fron hazards arising fran this action. The Agency reccmmends

that alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including the posslblli-ty of

no action at all).

ADEQUACY OF THE P^PACT STATEf^l'JT

Category l~Adequate

The draft Impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental in^jact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category 2~ Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft Impact statement does not contain sufficient

Information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project or
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action. Hovrever, fran the Information submitted, the Agency is able to

make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that vas not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3~Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental Impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the Impact statement.
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APPBMDIX VT

SOURCE TOR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. Director, Office of Putolle Affairs

SDviroanental ProtectiOD Agency

UOl M Street, SV

WashingtOD, D.C. 20U60

B« Director of Public Affairs, Region I

Enviroameatal Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

SnTironaental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

Nev York, New York 1000?

G. Direc^SP of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlroimental Protection Agency

l600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 73201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VII

Envirotnental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, MlsEOuri 6Ul08

I. Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

EnvirooDental Protectioo Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

ExrrlroaDeDtal ProtectioD Agency Enrironnental Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Walnut Streets 100 California Street

Fhiladelphla, Pennsylvania I9IO6 San Francisco, California 9U1II

E. Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Enviroimentcd Protection Agency

lU21 Peaehtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

EnvlroxaMiital Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6060U

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Vteishlngton 98IOI
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Summary of 102 Statements Filed with the CEQ Through
03/31/75 {By Agency)

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Delaware River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environitiental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of
HUD, Department of
Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

Commission — U.S. and Mexico
Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of
Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
National Capital Planning Comm.
National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Comm.
Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Comm.
State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of
Treasury, Department of
Upper Mississippi River Basin Coram.

U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

tiraft 102 "s for
actions on which
no final 102 's have
yet been received

Final 102 's on
legislation and
actions

yotal actions on
which draft or
final statements
have been received

.205
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIU ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUITY

722 JACKSON PLACE. N. W.

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 2 0006

102 Monitor

The 102 Monitor is the monthly publication of the Council
on Environmental Quality. In addition to its listing of

environmental impact statements which have been filed with
the Council under the provisions of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA), the Monitor contains a list of

EPA's comments, filed under the provisions of section 309

of the Clean Air Act, as amended; items of current concern
in NEPA case law; and information on the environmental
studies of the Council.

The 102 Monitor is printed and distributed by the Govern-
ment Printing Office. The subscription rate for the Monitor
is $21.30 annually, with an additional $5.40 charge for

foreign mailing; individual copies of the Monitor are

$1.15 from GPO.

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 2 0402

(Difficulties in obtaining copies of the 102 Monitor should

be referred to GPO ' s Service Section, P.O. Box 1533,

Washington, D.C. 2 0013)
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS AFFECT EMPLOYMENT RATES

"More people are employed as a result of

environmental programs than would be without

them, " according to a paper released by CEQ

in April . Entitled Environmental Programs

and Employment , the paper includes specific

programs that can provide employment oppor-

tunities in both urban and rural areas, (page 3)

MAJOR BILLS ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Environmental legislation before the 94th

Congress in coming weeks includes bills con-

cerning energy, strip mining, and land use.

A list of major bills and their status begins

on page 9.

O

FAA AND HEW FILE EIS PREPARATION LISTS

Under section 1500.6 (e) of the Council's

Guidelines agencies are responsible for filing

a list of statements under preparation m order

to provide an "early notice system" to the

public. Quarterly reports from FAA and HEW

begin on page 12

.
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Environmental Programs and Employment

Introduction

In times of recession, government programs are often

judged for their ability to generate employment, and

programs that put people out of work are extremely

unpopular. With these concerns in mind, CEQ offers the

following analysis of the employment impacts of environ-

mental programs:

1. Employment Impacts of Present Programs

Aggregate macro-economic analyses indicate that the

net impact of environmental programs on employment

is positive—more people are employed as the result

of environme-ntal programs than would be without

them.^ Environmental programs are stimulating con-

struction, equipment, and research expenditures

that would not otherwise be undertaken.

Pollution controls can be identified with unemploy-

ment in specific localities because of closings of

old, obsolete plants. To date there is no evidence

that 1) plant closings are important in terms of

total unemployment or 2) that pollution control

regulations have been a prime cause of a significant

number of closings. Plant closings could, however,

become a more serious issue during the present

recession, and it may be desirable to establish a

fast reacting program to augment EPA' s Economic

Dislocation Early Warning System and ensure that

environmental requirements are not important contri-

buting factors.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has

recently completed a study of jobs created by

existing environmental programs. ^ The study focuses

on professionals and technicians and their transfer-

ability from defense/aerospace to environmental

employment, but it gives aggregate figures for

other, less ski-lied occupations as well. Of the

pollution control and abatement expenditures made

by the Federal government in 1970, BLS finds that
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research and development generated 76,700 jobs per
billion dollars, abatement and control operations
78,400 jobs, radiation programs 84,000 jobs, and
grants for waste water treatment plants 53,600 jobs.
Given the mix of these expenditures made in 1970,
a billion dollars spent on pollution control and
abatement overall generated 66,900 jobs.
These figures include direct and indirect employment,
but they do not include the effects of a macro-
economic multiplier or accelerator (i.e., they do
not include jobs created by the subsequent spending
of monies earned by people employed on these programs,
nor do they include the effects of any induced
private investment that might occur.) As of 1970,
with the exception of grants for waste water treat-
ment facilities. Federal pollution control and
abatement expenditures tended to create mostly
professional and technical jobs. The job mix could
change as environmental programs shift from
experimentation to implementation modes.

2
. Employment Opportunities: Criteria

Many environmental programs are labor intensive. In
selecting programs that would stimulate employment, we
look for those which best fit the present economic situation.

The CEQ has adopted the following criteria to identify
the most attractive employment opportunities. New programs
should:

use labor from groups or industries which are presently
experiencing relatively high unemployment rates.

^

Examples include:

° unskilled labor
° general building and special trades
° lumber and wood products industry
° agricultural workers
° transportation equipment industry
° service industries
° professionals and technicians

be able to start quickly (i.e., not require long
planning or preparation periods)

.

not require complementary inputs which are in
scarce supply or needed for other programs of
national concern.
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support, if possible, other national goals such

as energy conservation, urban revitalization,

assistance to the poor, etc.

produce something which is of long-term benefit

(i.e., something which can be carried on

unsubsidized after the present recession has

ended, or something which will still be useful

after the subsidy has been terminated.

be located near geographical concentrations of

unemployment

.

create employment in the private sector. (The

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of

1974 is already straining the ability of local

governments to provide additional jobs in the

public sector)

.

The following environmental programs meet most of these

criteria:

B. Urban Employment Programs

A number of programs would employ people in urban areas,

where a lot of unemployment is found.

1. Accelerated Construction of Wa stewater Treatment

Systems ;

Sewer and treatment plant construction is labor

intensive, requiring light construction and unskilled

workers. A $1 billion expenditure creates 20,000 to

25,000 jobs on site and approximately 85,000 jobs in

total. "7 Projects are widely dispersed around the

country, mostly near urban areas.

Perhaps as much as $5 billion of water pollution

projects could be put under construction by the

end of the 1976 fiscal year with present budget

authority. However, there is a shortage of EPA

personnel to process the grants.
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Hiqhway Repair :

Federal funding for the repair and upgrading of
existing highways and streets would have a positive
impact on employment and be consistent with other
national goals. Highway repair is a labor intensive,

light construction activity, much of which is

carried out in urban areas by private firms on

contracts. Work plans are often prepared well in

advance so that they only await funding. Federal
funding for repair and maintenance would expand
tight municipal budgets but would require special
legislation.

Restoring Historic Buildings ;

The U.S. has a large inventory of historic properties
in need of restoration; more than 10,000 are identi-
fied on the National Register of Historic Places.
An expanded restoration program would support the
general building and trades industries, have a wide
geographical coverage, and could be concentrated in
urban areas. One billion dollars of expenditures in
this program might directly generate as much as 35,000
man-years of employment. Many projects are reportedly
ready for bids.

Such a program would revitalize central cities,
conserve energy and other natural resources, and
contribute to the Bicentennial as well as to the
"urban conservation" theme recently adopted by the
National League of Cities.

Legislation already before the Congress (H.R. 2763/
S.327) would increase the current $20 million authori-
zation for restoration grants by $100-400 million
and raise the Federal share to 70 percent. These
funds could be spent in urban areas with high un-
employment rates.
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4. Public Transit Investment ;

The FY 1976 budget includes several hundred million

dollars for grants to municipalities to purchase

buses and for loan guarantees to railroads to repair

roadbeds. A small amount of direct funding for road-

bed improvement has been authorized by the Regional

Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, as amended. Increased

Federal commitments for buses would generate employ-

ment in the automobile and related industries, and

roadbed improvement would employ unskilled laborers.

C. Rural Projects

Although the suggestions above are directed at unemploy-

ment in urban areas, there is also serious unemployment

in rural areas, particularly among unskilled workers.

The following proposals would address this problem;

1. Strip Mine Reclamation ;

Strip mining legislation before the Congress calls

for the reclamation of almost one million acres

of existing "orphan" lands, to be financed by a fee

on each ton of coal produced. Such reclamation of

abandoned strip mines would employ a substantial

number of workers in the private sector ~
there would be at least one man-year of

employment per 50 acres reclaimed. (However,

it would also require heavy construction

machinery, which in short supply) . The greatest

employment effect would be in the economically

depressed Appalachian region. But without some

special action, this program would probably not get

underway for at least two years, because the monies

would have to build up in the trust fund and the

projects would have to be planned.

2. Improving our Public Lands;

Programs to improve public lands would employ

relatively unskilled labor and require little lead

time. The Forest Service has projects fully planned

which could employ up to 47,000 people over the
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next year. The Bureau of Land Management, National
Park Service, and Fish and Wildlife Service have
similar opportunities.

Potential jobs include tree planting, range revege-
tation, erosion control, trail construction and
maintenance, wildlife habitat improvement, and
litter control. Summer programs for youth are highly
feasible. Although jobs would be concentrated in
the West, a number of Eastern parks and forests could
also be improved.

1. CEQ, "Economic Impacts of Environmental Programs"
(Washington, D.C., CEQ, November/December, 1974) and
Chase Econometrics Associates, inc., "Macroeconomic
Impacts of Federal Pollution Control Programs",
Report prepared for CEQ and EPA, January, 1975.
(Copies are available from CEQ.)

2. See the summary of plant closings contained in CEQ,
"Economic Impacts of Environmental Programs."

3. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of the
Administrator, Report of the Economic Dislocation
Early Warning System, Quarterly.

4. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Impact of Federal Pollution Control and Abatement
Expenditures on Manpower Requirements . (Washingtcxi

:

GPO, 1975)

.

5. Information on unemployment rates in available in
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Earnings ,

(published monthly) Tables A-10 and A-11.

6. James W. Singer, "Labor Report/Public Employment Program
Challenges States, Cities, Counties," National Journal
Reports , January 11, 1975, pp. 48-58.

7. Bruce M. Hannon and Roger H. Bezdek, "Job Impact of
Alternative to Corps of Engineers Projects,"
Journal of Professional Activities . American Society
of Civil Engineers, Vol. 99, October, 1973, pp. 521-31.

The BLS figure cited above is smaller, even though it is
for 1970 when wage rates were lower, because it does not
include a macroeconomic multiplier.
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(Reprinted from

STATUS OF MAJOR BILLS - 94TH CONGRESS

the Environmental Study Conference Bulletin, 5/12/75)

LEGISLATION

Appropriations
Ag. Dept., incl.

SCS

Commerce Dept. p

incl. NOAA

DOT

EPA

ERDA (nuclear)

ERDA (non-nuclear)

Interior Dept. and

Forest Service

NRC

HOUSE ACTION SENATE ACTION

Public Works, incl.

Corps of Eng. and

Bureau of Rec.

BLM Organic
Subc. Print *1

HR 5224 (Ruppe)

HR 5622 (Seiber-

ling)
S 507 (Haskell)

Clean' Air Amend.
"nOSinStaggers

,

Adm. bill) and

others |

S 594 (Scott, ?A,,

Adm. bill) and

others

Subc. markup
possible early
June.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru May 20.

Subc, hgs. sched.

thru 5/14.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru 5/15.

Subc. markup
possible early
June.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru 5/16.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru 5/16.

Subc. markup
possible early

June.

Subc. markup
possible early
June.

Further Interior

subc. markup not

sched.

Commerce Subc.

CONFERENCE

No subc. markup

sched.

No subc. hgs.

sched.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru mid-July.

Subc. hgs. sched.

5/12-14.

Subc. waiting on

passage of auth.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru 5/15.

Subc. hgs. sched.

thru raid-May.

No subc. markup
sched

.

No subc. markup

sched

.

Final Interior Subc

hg. sched. 5/15.

No markup until

House acts.

Public Works Subc.

cont. markup next hgs. cont. 5/13-15

wk. § 20, 21.

FINAL

ESC Bulletin, May 12, 1975 13
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STATUS OF MAJOR BILLS - 94TH CONGRESS

LEGISLATION

Energy - Cong. Plan

House action

UK 5005 (Ullman);
comprehensive tax
bill

House Conmerce Com
print, comprehen-
sive regulatory
bill

S 622 (Jackson);
comprehensive
regulatory bill
(S. Rpt. 94-26)

ERDA Auth.
"HR
S 598 (Pastore)

Land Use
HR 35 lO" (Udall)
S 934 CJackson)

NEPA
HR 3787 (Public
Works) (H. Rpt.
94-111)

HR 3130 (Mer. Mar.)
(H. Rpt. 94-144)

Noise Control Amd.
HR 5272 (Rooney)
(H. Rpt. 94-179)

No Senate bills

Outer Continental
Snel f/Coastal Zone

HR"6218 (Murphy,
N.y.)

S 521 (Jackson)

Ways and Means
plans to rpt.
5/12. Floor ac-
tion expected
next wk.

Commerce Subc.
hopes to finish
markup this wk.

Sci. and Tech.
and Jt . Atomic
Energy joint rpt,
being drafted.
Floor action
early as wk. of
5/19.

Interior Com.
begins markup
5/14.

Passed 4/21,

Passed 4/21.

Failed under sus-
pension 5/5.
Commerce Com.
plans to request
open rule.

Ad Hoc Com.
briefing sched.
5/13.

SENATE ACTION

Finance waiting on
House action.

CONFERENCE FINAL

Passed 4/10.

Jt. Atomic Energy
rpt. (S. Rpt. 94-
104)

Interior Subc.
markup 5/13.

Interior Subc.
hgs. compl. No
markup sched.

Interior-Public
Works held joint
hg. 5/5. Nothing
else sched.

Nothing sched.

Ocean Policy Study
hgs. compl. No
Int. Com. markup
sched.

ESC Bulletin, May 12, 1975 14
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STATUS OF MAJOR BILLS - 94TH CONGRESS

LEGISLATION

Coastal Zone Arods,

(Murphy, N.Y.)

S 586 and S 426
(Hollings)

Pesticides
HR 6387 (Foley)

and other bills

No major Senate
bills

Solid Waste Amend .

HR 5487 (Rogers^

and others to

to amend Solid
Waste Act

HR 406 (Fish) and

other bottle ban

bills
Senate Public
Works Cora, print

released 4/2

Strip Mining
'HR 25 (Udall) (H.

Rpt. 94-45)

S 7 (Jackson) (S.

Rpt. 94-28)

HOUSE ACTION

Ad Hoc Com.

briefing sched.

5/13.

Ag. Com. hgs.

sched. 5/12-16.

Commerce Subc.

hgs. compl.

Markup may begin
early June.

SENATE ACTION

Passed HR 25 with

amend. 3/18.

Toxic Substances

No House bills

S 776 (Tunney)

Water Pollution

KR 4169, 417U,

4171 (Jones, Ala.,

Adra. bills), HR

2175 (Cleveland)

and other bills

to amend FWPCA

No Senate bills

CONFERENCE

Ocean Policy Study

hgs. compl. No

Commerce Com.

markup sched.

Commerce Com. hgs.

5/1. Nothing
further sched.

No Public Works

Com. markup sched.

FINAL

Passed S 7 with

amend. 3/12.

Commerce Subc.

plans hgs. in

June

.

Public Works Subc.

hgs. sched. 5/13-

Commerce Subc.

hgs. compl. Mark-

up not sched.

Public Works has

nothing sched.

Conf. rpt.

(H. Rpt.
94-189)
passed
Senate
5/S,
passed
House 5/7

ESC Bulletin, May 12, 1975 15
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NOTICES OF PREPARATION - FAA

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 40, NO. 86—FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1975

List

The following lUt. filed with the Cj-h-
cil by the Depaitiiipnt of Tra^l^po:! i': a
pui-suant to Council Guideline 40 PFK
1500.6 (e), indicate tnoae administrative
actions that DOT have determined ^-.U
require the preparation of cnviioninciiMi
impact statenieiUi under NEPA.
FAA PnijcCTs for W'rir,, aw K:3 r; I^f

PREPARAXroi: OK Anticipatio
Riiniford. Aralne: New Alqwrt
Boston, Massachusetts (Logan): Improved

Instrumentation '
'

Newburgh New Tork: Runway ExtensionSyracuse New York: Runway ExtensaBrookneal, Virginia : New Airport
1 ip^tem, West Virginia: New Airport
Westchester County, New York: ^Sport In-strumentation

vuijori, la-

A!,?rtff •

A^"*"^: Runway Extension

^,?f.;?^,n'
^^'^ Carolina: New RunwayO IbertsvUle. Kentucky: Extend Runway

feZon"**''^"""*' ^'^^** R" "'^Tex-
Mlaml

: New Airport
Morrlstown, Tennessee : New Airport
NftshvUle, Tennessee: New AirportPan^ City. Florida: Runway lighting sys-

Parls Landing, Tennessee: New Airport

t '5^'^°"'"^"'- '^"''^ Carolina: New Run-Way

rLT?o™^:.^*''S'° Islands: New Runway
P^n^o^P"^' ^°™* • ^P"'^ ^yo^^ Plan

^^^M^' l""*"-
^'P°'"* ^y«^t PlanYork, Nebraska: Master Plan

Ouawa, Iowa: Airport Layout PlanLamar, Missouri : Master Plan

^r.^^^,^?^^^^^- Airport Layout Plan

^^onT f*^'
""f^'^^- Airport Layout Plan

,^ w .^' ^°^ ' Airport Layout Plan
Washington, Kansas: Master Plan

mlir^K.T";^'^"''^ ^-T"" Development
Blair, Nebraska: Master Plan
Hlllsboro/Marion. Kansas: Master PlanHoxle, Kansas: Master Plan
Marsh^ltown, Iowa: Airport Layout Plan
Springfield, Missouri: Master Plan
LeMars, Iowa: Master Plan
Atwood, Kansas: Master Plan

'^S" "'^^ ^''^"''^ Airport Develop-

pf^"? ^^fi^owa: Airport Development

Co^rX^^"^- ''''^^ Development
Colorado Springs, Colorado: Master PlanDurango, Colorado: Master Plan

fl^J^"^^-
^"""^ Dakota, Master PlanLogan, Utah: Master Plan

Salt Lake City, Utah: New Runway
Casper, Wyoming: Master Plan
Rlverton, Wyoming: Master Plan

uT^'^'^r^^'
^^''^- Runway ExtensionBowie, Texas: Runway Extension

Vernon, Texas: Runway Extension
Cleburne Texas: Runway Extension

Rirh»^^ • J^"^"-
I*^way ExtensionRichardson, Texas: New Airport

Denton Texas: Runway Extension

^,m.*°?' ^"^^ R"°way Extension
Seminole, Texas: New Airport
Gruver. Texas: New Airport

El Paso, Mexas: New Runway
Borger, Texas: New Rimway
MemphU, Texas: Rimway Extension
Morlarty, New Mexico: Runway Extension
Clovis, New Mexico: Runway Extension
Farmlngton, New Mexico, New Airport
OaUup, New Mexico: New Airport
Raton, New Mexico: Runway Extension
Palfurrlas, Texas: New Rimway
Center, Texas: New Airport
College Station, Texas: Runway Extension
Lake Jackson, Texas: New Runway
Nacagdoches, Texas: New Airport
New Iberia, Louisiana: Seaplane Waterway
New- Orleans, Louisiana: Major Expansion
Ruaton, Louisiana, Runway Extension
Amett, Oklahoma, New Airport
Stllwell, Oklahoma: New Airport
Chlekasha, Oklahoma: Runway Extension
BlythevlUe, Arkansas: Runway Extension
Lopez, Washington: New Runway and Ex-

tension
Neah Bay, Washington: New Airport
Hermlston, Oregon: Runway Extension
Medford, Oregon: Land Acquisition
Table Top, Oregon: Radar Project
Cleveland, Ohio : Master Plan
Dayton, Ohio:
Marlon, Indiana: Planning Grant
Yap District, Trust Territory of the Pacific:
Master Plan

Llhue, Kauai: Master Plan
Kusale Island, Trust Territory of the Paclflc:
Master Plan

Agana, Guam MJ. : Master Plan
Truk District. Trust Territory of the Pa(;fflc:
Master Plan

Oahu, Hawaii: Master Plan
Babelthuap/Koror Island: Master Plan
Palmdale, California: New Airport
Ontario, California: New Runway
San Francisco, California: Airport Expansion
Los Angeles, California: Airport Expansion
Oakland, California: Runway Extension
HoUywood-Burbahk

: Master Plan
Reedly. California: New Airport
Laverne, California: New Runway
Orange County, California: Airport Expan-

sion

FAA OFriCE OF ENVraONMENTAL QUALITY
Rm^EMAKiNG Projects

ClvU Helicopter Noise Certlflcation Stand-
ards (Project Report)

Civil Propeller Driven Large STOL Air-
craft Noise Certification Standards (Project
*c6porL J

Reduction of Part 36 Noise levels
Noise Abatement Minimum Altitudes for

Turbojet Powered Airplanes In Terminal
Areas

Civil Supersonic Aircraft Noise Type Cer-
tification Standards
Noise Abatement Operating Procedure Re-

quirements—Departiu-e
Actions identified as previously re-

quiring an EIS but found to be ade-
quately covered by a Negative Declara-
tion.

Atlanta, Georgia: Highway 1-85 relocation
due to airport construction

Kenai, Alaska: Instrument Landing System

Gary L. Widman,
General Coujisel.

lFRDoc.75-11487 FUed 5-1-75:8:45 am]
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

Preparation Required

The following list, filed with the Coun-

cil by the Department of Transportation,

Federal Aviation Administration, indi-

cates those administrative actions -that

FAA has determined will require the

preparation of environmental impact

statements under NEPA.

Listing of DOT/Federal Aviation Admini-

stration Actions for Which Environmen-

tal Impart Statements are in Preparation

OR Anticipated

Location Action

Truk District

—

Airport master plan.

Trust Territory
of Paclflo

Islands.

Agana Guam M.I-- G.A. Airport master
plan.

Hllo, Hawaii Lifman Field new pas-

senger terminal.

Llheu, Kauai Airport master plan.

Salpan—Mariana Runway, aprons, and
Islands. associated lighting,

etc.

Kusale Island Airport master plan.

Tap District

—

Do.
Trust Territory
of Pacific

Islands.

Fort VSTorth, Tex... Relocate ILS, establish

MALSB.
Clovls, N. Mex Runway extension.

Morlarty, N. Mex._- Runway extension,
lighting.

Parmlngton, Construct new airport.

N. Mex.
Gallup, N. Mex Land acquisition.

Raton, N. Mex Extend runway and
taxlway, Ughtmg.

Taos, N. Mex Extend runway, taxi-

ways, and apron.

Alpine, Tex Construct runway.

El Paso, Tex taxlway llghttag

Construct new runway,
taxlway lighting

Hereford, Tex Extend primary
runway.

Morton, Tex Extend primary run-
way, new taxlway,
lights.

Seminole, Tex New airport.

Gruver, Tex Do.

Tulla, Tex Construct new primary,
taxlways, tostall

lights.

Midland, Tex Extend runway and
taxlways.

Ardmore. Okla New Mexico.

Arnett, Okla New airport.

Hooker, Okla Do.

Ada, Okla Runway extension.

Diurant, Okla Airport development.

Elk City, Okla Runway extension.

Vlnlta, Okla Reconstruct runway

—

clear zone.

Frederick, Okla Joint-use airport study.

Idabel, Okla Runway extension.

Muskogee, Okla Airport study.

Woodward, Okla— Do.
Miami, Okla Runway extension,

master plan.

Stllwell, Okla New airport.

Stroud, Okla New runway, taxlway
and lights.

SalUsaw. Okla Airport study.

Talihina, Okla New airport.

Weatherford, Okla. Runway extension.

Chickasha, OWa... Extend runway.

Stllwell, Okla Runway extension.

Mineral Wells, Tex. Do.

Richardson, Tex... New airport.

Beaumont, Tex Runway extension.

Wichita Falls, Tex. Airport master plan.

Fayettevllle, Ark... Do.

Center, Tex New airport.

College Station, Runway extension.

Tex.
Bowie. Tex Do.

Pallfurrias, Tex..- New runway.

Vernon, Tex Runway extension.

JacksonvUle, Tex... Do.

Denton. Tex Do-

Lack Jackson, Tex.. New runway.

Nacogdeches, Tex. . Runway extension.

San Antonio, Tex. .. New runway.

Location Action

Bastrop, La New runway.
Lafayette, La Runway extension.

New Orleans, La... Upgrading of existing

airport and site eval-

uation for new air-

port.

Ruston, La Runway extension.

Hlllsboro, Oreg Long range develop-
ment.

Lakeview, Oreg Runway Installation.

Sunnyside, Wash... Airport enlargement.

Republic, Wash New airport.

Bayvlew, Wash Taxlways, drainage.

Seattle, Wash Land acquisition.

Southern, Idaho... New airport.

Drlggs, Idaho Acquire land, pave run-

way.

Homedale, Idaho. . . New runway.

Hoquiam, Wash.... Navald installation.

Nightmute, Alaska. New runway.

Glrdwood, Alaska- Extend runway.

Kenal, Alaska ILS-

Pittsburgh, Pa Airport master Plan-

Bavenswood, New general aviation

W Va airport.

Syracuse, N.Y Runway extension.

Plpestem, W. Va... New general aviatioa

airport.

New Haven, Conn. Approach lights.

Sptncer, W. Va.-.- New general aviation

alri>ort.

Beckley, W. Va New runway.

Boston, Mass Do. „^,,,,,„„
Providence, R.I-..- Establish ILS/MALSR.

Norwood, Mass Establish ILS.

Warvrtck, R.I Do.

Bridgeport, Conn.. Do.

New Haven, Conn- Instrumentation.

Panama City, Fla.. Lighting system.

Atlanta, Ga Relocate highway.

Raleigh-Durham, New runway.

N.C.
Charleston, S.C Do.

Miami, Fla New airport.

Miami, Fla Runway extension.

Ellzabethtown, Ky. New airport.

Paris Landing, Do.

PeT^nile'uo'".'-'- Runway extension.

Oelwem, Iowa Master plan.

FAA—Office of En- Washington National

vironmental Airport policy.

^"n"*^' Noise standards for

small propeller air-

craft (completed).

jjQ Fleet noise require-

ments.

European region- -. Aircraft type certifica-

tion—Concorde.

Do ... Aircraft type certifica-

tion—Mercure.

PAA—Office of SST noise standards.

Environmental
Quality.
Do Amendment of opera-

tions specification for

Concorde operation

toto United Statfes.

Alma, Nebr New airport.

Cedar Rapids, Master plan.

Iowa.
Sac City, Iowa Do.

Pocahontas, Iowa-- Do.

Nebraska City, Do.

Nebr.
York, Nebr Do.

Nevada. Mo Airport layout plan.

Onawa. Iowa Master plan.

Boon, Iowa Do.

Albany, Mo Do.
Higglnsville, Mo

—

Do.

Stkeston, Mo Airport layout plan.

Cassville. Mo Do.
Lacrosse. Kans Do.
Harrlsonville. Mo.. Master plan.

Lamar, Mo Do.

Omaha, Nebr Airport layout plan.

Location Action

Eldora, Iowa ADAP.
Riverton, Wyo Master plan.

Casper, Wyo Do.

Jackson Hole, Wyo. Airport improvements.

Aspen, Colo Master plan.

Colorado Sprmgs. Do.

Colo.
Durango, Colo Do-

Bismarck, N. Dak.. Do.

Logan, Utah Do.

Salt Lake City, New runway.

Utah.

Gary L. Widman,
General Counsel.

[FR Doc.75-9460 FUed 4-10-75;8:45 am]
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NOTICES OF PREPARATION - HEW

FEOEIAL REGISTEII, VOL. 40, NO. (3—TUESDAY, APUl 29, 1975

NOTICES

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
Administrative Actions Requiring

Statements

The following list, filed with the
CouncU by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare pursuant to
CouncU Guideline 40 CPR 1500.6(e), In-
dicates those administrative actions thatHEW has determined wUl require the
preparation of environmental Impact
statements under NEPA.
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i9'4

kutnor.
Ho.

1/

V

y

i/

y

1/

»/

1/

Temorrr
Cat. Ho-

13.220

13.220

1 3.606

13.220

13.220

13. 200

13.220

1 i.220

13.220

13.220

T lhvlron»>»nt (r'

l Aff«ct«d (City .

HcBorlal Hadtcal Caocar-

9,300 aquara foot aiMltion to axlatlnf Hoapital

Hall County Hoapttal -

Kanovatlon, odaxnatlon aatf axpanaion o(

exlatinf Hoapltal
Huotar Aray AlrflaK -

gurplua PToparty Tranafar

York Gaaaral Hoapltal -

2, •00 aquara foot addition to aiUtinf Boapltal

Cobb Haaorlal Hoapltal -

Addition and ranovatlon of aaiatlnf Hoapital
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Lawraacavll la , Ca.
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l»74

KuTRorT
No.

I

re<3. )U«t.
Cat. WO-

n. J2i>

BAcripfclon el
Propog«< Action

I >l t>H-4't1

Georga County Hoapltal -

Saneral Renovation and Altaration to

oxiatlnq Hospital.

|u(ord Canaral Hoapltal -

20 Bed Addition to exlatlnq HoapUal

LloyJ Nol.in Hoapltal -

(.,0<in «qu«r.' foot addition to Caisclnq Moapital

Plnavllla Coaaunlty Hoapltal -

Thjrd Pl.xir Addition to exiatiny Hoapltal

Ephraln NcDow.ll Maaorlal Hoapltal

Mditton to exlatin; Hoapltal

Morthwaat lahab 1 1 1 1 at Ion Cantar

New Laboratory Buildinq at aaiitinq Cantar

nviroMMntls)
Aff«cfd (City . 8ft»)

a< aMiided by PL 91-29«i 4MSC;i»l

"Bit3~ol
l»gu«wc«

Lucadala, Hlaalaalppl

guford, Ca.

Falrflald, Alabaaa

Ptnavtlla, Kentucky

Danville, Ky

.

Clarkadala, Mlanlailppl

10/IS

lO/lS

10/ 1 i

10/44

10/11
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MltSCI-mL IMPACT STATKHPtTS ISBCTD

Dascriptlon or
yropo>«4 Action

Lakavlaw Mcaorlal loartcal - Ixpaadoo of

•Bi*tla( tacllUy —A MOMMry i«BOd«ll<>( U tht

•mUCtaf («elllty.

lagbaa County Llkrary - Coaatntatioa of

Itkrary oa 1/2 <cr« tit*.

City of Bovl Fublic Library
of library.

Ooaacruatloo

Maryavlll* Public Library - CoaatrwctlOB af

library, b.OOO iq. ft., on afrralaataly tl aetaa.

rortasa Vublic Llbraiy - OsoatrvctMi of

li>nr. ,it 00 tq. ft., ap 2 aera %\t:

raocb .aunty Huaaa Sarvlcaa •uiKlag -

eoattnwtlon of ena-itory, 22,4}0 a.f. aCntftaM to

Hatcy Hoapital - projaet iataoda to raplaca an

axlaclii( obiolaacant auralac acmatura mA aapaod

tha fotlowftig araaa - dtataoatlc aad traataMat,

dalolltratlva and aarvlca.

Unlvaralty of Mlnnaiota - coaatrwctloa of

two (trueturai •• tha AnlMl Sclancaa V«tarlnary

Itodlclaa Ibaat I Facility

rtvironacnt (•)

Aff>cfd (City t Stata)

Ri;r,ios V

Date oT
laauanca

88-443 aa amcided by PL 91-296 1 42 IWC ?«1

91-600; 20 US( 351-i55e2
92-157 1 42 USt; Section 770 Public Health Sarvic* Act

Oanvlll*. llUoola

Haalatt, Michigan

Mo«l , Mlcblgan

Haryavllla, Hlchigaa

Pf^tata, Michigan

Cat'oatar, Michigan

Cadillac. Michigan

St. Paul, Mlna.

«/!>*/".

%nni>

t/22/rt,

8/22/74

8/22/74

9/24/74

9/24/74

10/23/74

t
uthor

.

No.

1/

1/

1./

1/

1/

fti. lUai.
Cat. No.

13.220

n.220

13.220

13.220

13.220

1/ PL

Mscriptlon oi
Propo»«d Action

Proviso Township Mental Health Cantor -

Purchase and remodeling of two story
office building for uae as a conoiunity

mental health center

Central Michigan Coinnunity Hoapital -

Expansion and remodeling of eKtstlno
facility.

West Hiahigan Shared Hospital Laundry -

Erection and equipment of a shared
hospital laundry.

Detroit General Hospital - Conatruction
of replacement facility.

OePaul Rehabilitation Hospital -

Construction of two-atory plue ground
floor addition to existing facility.

88-443 as ainenced by PI 91-296; 42 USC 291

EnvlroiuMnt (si

Aff>cfd (City 4 State)

Westchester, 111.

Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Detroit, Michigan

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

5«i« of

11/11/74

11/11/74

11/11/74

11/9/74

12/9/74
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Author.

'•d. Prop,

S«rv. Act
o( 1949

13.606

».L.ei-is;

«- 81-1S2

>(. ai-is]

>I.60t

U.tO*

13. •06

»L W-ISJ 13.60»

K. «1-15;

r«(l«r*l

trop t

MKln
S«rv Act
of 1949,
•a VMndid

t Attain

S«rv Act
of 1949

PL 81-15;

n.6M

13.606

13. 6M

13.606

No.

PL 81-
1S2

Fed. *..r.
Cat. Wo.

13.606

"^•oripUon of
si-r,

I ON VI

•nt(»)

uTsn^.'rir^ir °' '•*"*^ •"•i- *»«*•"» .»

Attmcfi (City > 3t.t,^
I

.!;^.

l>.i»,.r(UU in li i i l ilt MMt •UttliJr

Taxarkaiw, Taiua

Piufuaail oanraralan of ra<ai»l ^—»— -I- . ^

lilTil^rlUn:!^*^ laiw*! amrtai HJumn m—* "*** »^ ">Wot to —ratli—l/«>i I^Umn ->

rmvenaiit by MaAntar ladafaaaaat Irtnail iHattlat

»rareaad oaaauueUoa of a
iB 11 Paso. Vaua

frofo—a ooavaralon of rodoral aunlM niii, ,,th. VatarM. *di,i„i,tratlo« Boaplt^l. MU^ r*to a,rlcultoral raaaaroh uaa ky tmmam mToiI*

mmanl Malla Araa, ta^a

it«, «wna

Propoaad ooi,.t»«tlon of Nantal Haaltii a^ Mant.1*ata«datlai> faclUtiaa In northaaat Ml fmko

I conatructlon of an Mtwatlon^ Mrvlco

llle,

U Mao, tasaa

•an Jkntenio, T^Ma

vn/74

«/7/74

l»/V74

M/U/74

M/H

ll/ll/TI

ll/l/^4

U/l»/»4

ll/l«/74

Daacrlpllon of
Propo»«d Action

Prono<ie<l utiUiatlon of auDplua land a*outdoor learning canter at preaent and aaKite for school plant in future

enviroMlMKa) ~
Aff»cftf (City 4 state)

Bl Paao, Texaa

"BaU W -

JSS.

"/»/74

RERION VII

IiUthor.
No.

P.L.
91-JS6

Cat.
TmWT.
Wo.

13.253

HMSiaftLifiacTjrT^Eagrt

kaoriptlon of
Propoaad Actton

Fropoaa* coaatructlon of a JO ba4 (aaeralhoapltal on 10 acraa of a 23 acre alta.Tha raaal«4ai of tha 23 acraa to ka utlllialfor futur. dav.lopaaat of a haalth ralata4iacl 1 tt las

.

AfCtcfd (City > Itat^
y

B4U 6i

Alllanca. iakraaka July, 1974
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jmtitor.'
wo.

P. L.9I

b/iO/10

P. L. 91-

iiOO

Higher'

EHuc.
Act of

19*. S

Higher
Educ.
Act of

lOf.S

Mliihci

Edur,
Act of

19f,S

None - Hill-

Burton

l}.40t

13.4S9

H.4S9

I ». •»>'»

"BSSxiBarsr TwnsBBfTii

Construction o( • M-bod Nortliam Beat Eldor
Hurting Home

Conat ructtoe of an addition to th« ^r«*«lu rromoot
County Public Library

Cenalruction of a phyaical aducuioa facll^tr on th*
praaatit Aima Coliaga eampua

Conatructioa of a aaw library baU4ti« ea th*
preaant Colorado Mo«Ma<n Juaiar C«IUga cam^a

Canal ruction of an indoor arana oa tka pr
Iwaniar Community Coltaga eampua

TranMMon, Utah

Laadar, Wyomlag

Oroalay, Colorado

Olaawood BpHaga. Cot«ra4e

Uamar, Colorado

JttittB!

12/3/74

12/1/74

U/J/T4

U/1/74

12/1/74

mKciwAi. iwACT sTunmtns imctp
Author.

NO.

PL Si-
gn

PL 92-
IIB

PI. 92-
318

I'l. 9.'-

Iltt

HI. 9^
15/

PL 9 1-

600

PL 81-
152

I'l. 81-
1 J -•

PI Sl-
ats

PL 81-
152

l> I. 81-
152

PL 91-
bOO

rad. Xa*i.
Cat. No.

13.477

I J.^Sg

I I. 464

I 1. 4SII

1 3. 408

1 l.hOfc

3. hOf.

I 1.4/7

1 J. 606

13.606

ri. 40 8

Da«criptlon of
Propoaad Action

Conttructton of Elaaencary School
Facllittta, Sacacon School DIacrict

Conatructlon of a new Aeadaaic facility,
U.C. Sdnta Crut

Con»t ruit Ion of • new library addition,
UC Sania Crut

Cons I I uct ion of a new Science lldg.
AtUH.i Pact f I c Col lege

i:on.<t rue t 1 on of Hedlcal Teaching rat.llltlei
L' . C. Sun Olego

Conatructlon of a Cencrallied Procaaatng
Center (foraer Pohultalna School)

Transfer of one off-alte FAA Vorcac gldg.
to the Aaaraoea Eleaentary School

Tr/in-ier of 49.49 «crea of land and 9
hullvlinga, Lo« Angalca Unified School
Ui m r

. ct

Conatructlon of High School Pacilltlaa

Transfer of land to State of Hevall
Depl . of Education (Hakalapa *<val
Reeervation and the Hakalapa Eleaentary
School)

Traoafar of land to Unlveralty of Calif.
(Portion Naval Supply Center, Point Loaa

,

and the Unlvetaity of Calif.)

Conatructlon of a library

"fnvT
tttOIOW IK

Hal Bat* of
Affaofd (City g gtata

)

Sacaton, Arliona

Saata Crua , Calif.

Santa Crui , Call f

.

Axuaa, Calir.

la Jol la , ral I f .

Honolul u, Hawal

1

Pahruap, Nevada

Loa Angelee , Calif.

Wheat land , Cal I f

.

Hooolulu , Hawal

t

San Diego, Calif.

Yerrlngton, Nevada

JUHS&£
7/2*/74

mt/u

7/19/74

7/:*/74

a/12/74

•/2J/74

8/23/7*

8/2 1/74

9/1/74

9/6/7*

9/1 1/74

9/20/74
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Wo.

ft »i
900

TITLE VI

PI 92-
)1S

PL 91-
600

PL 92-

PL 11-
(1)

PL Bl-

TltU VI

PL 81-
1»J

rW«. JUai.
c«t. wo.

1.40t

1.220

].4}S

l.tOt

l.}6«

3.477

J.477

1.220 and
1.2S1

n.«06

Canitmcda* of Coaawatty Library

CoaatruettoB of a r«kltc ••Itb Caatar

aa4 Oatpadaat raclitcy

Coaatructloa a( twa-atery atalatatvattaa
aa< taaaral yarpeaa claaaraas faailttyt
Soiithara Callfarala Catlaga

Coaatracctaa at fublle library

Caaatracclaa of a alalia ball«la« fat
aaralag facllltlaa. Ikaata Callaca

Caaatractlaa of aa alaaaatarjr aakaal

Ceaacractlea of bl«b ackaal faalllctaa.

Iaaaa«loa of aatatlaf a«t»a«laat facttlclai

Tranafar of • acraa of laa« to tba
laacltata of auoaa Babavlar

avirotMMttl*)
kttmafi (yitv * »tmtm)

Caap Varda, Arliona

rallon. Navada

Coata Haaa. Calif.

Gaaa Sraada. Arltooa

•Mlatt Calif.

•iwcaa, Arlaeaa

Slarra Vtata. Arliaaa

Wahlaaa. Bawait

Oakland, Calif.

VaU of

10/1/7*

10/2/7*

ia/lO/74

10/11/74

l»/U/74

10A«/74

>0/2k/74

10/21/74

10/2«/74

Vulhor.
No.

PL 84-121

PL 81-81S

PL 8 1 -HI)

PL 92-31B

PL <»i-t>(m

PI. "Jl-ftOO

c*t. wo.

PL 81-1*7

PL 81-lt

'

PL tl- i~'

PL 92-J18

TltU n
Sa«. 242

>M (ra*)

11.*?;

11.477

I 1.4)9

n.*08

11.408

PL Ml-15' 11.606

11.606

n.M6

14. 121

TiMeriplion ol

,1 DD-aatic Uacar $«ap»y * "aata Dtar>» i
Wood.ford.. Alpln. Co««iy.

Callfarala

bWir^tMMTm

Conicructio
rAClUclaa

CoMiructloo of an alaa. aebool addltloa. 11 Mltata

Scltpol

Co.tructioi. cf ala.. acliool faellUlat for faHbrook

Union School Dtttrlct

Con.tr.ictloo 1 naw two-itory cla.trooa bulldlag,

Oranga Coaat Cownunlty Col lata

Conatructlon -i a cantral library bulldt««

CotiatructLn. ..( a cwo-atory buildlo, ta aar»a a. a

c«au«tcy library

Trsnalar of 17.99 a<raa ol land to tha ralrftald -

Suliun Unlflad School Dlatrlct

Tranafar of 11. l* »"•• »"* laprowaaaata to t«w

Travla UalfUl School Dlatrlct

Traaafar .f 2.5 acraa of load aad 6 baltdla«a to

Torraaca Ualflad School Matrlct

CiHiatruct loo >'f afcbi.iaiary haalth cara faclltty

coaatnictlan of tbaacra arta building, CAlir. STATC

COLLUC, DOHIHCUIZ lOLU, CAUOH, CALirOUlU

aatlon and aayanaloa of Oatfat^aat cllala,

ilty Haapltal, San (Tbrlal, Ca.

Bala of

n/4/74

Ulatlnt caapua, (1 Miraia.

Maricopa County, Artiuna

taaa Paadlaton, San Dlagu

County, Callfornl*

blattns eaapua, Cost.i Haa«

,

Oranga County, Callfumla

Maryavllla, Vuba C.uoly, CA.

Falrftald. Solano County,

California

Fair f laid, Solano County,

Callfarala

Travla Air forca 8aaa, (olaao

County, California

Torraaca, Loa Angolaa Couaty,

Catltorala

Pacotaa, l«a Am»«u-i lutmiy

Callforala

aalatlac caapua In < araoa,

California (Loa Angalaa

Couaty)

itm Cabrlal. CAllfomla
(Laa Angalaa County)

11/8/74

1 1/*/ 74

11/8/74

U/19/7*

11/^0/74

ll/J2'74

ll/n/74

U/S/74

ll/8'74

12/2J/74

12/t«/74
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mUCIim. IMPACT STATEWaiTB IggUSD

MtAor.
Mo.

Fed. Xast.
Cat. No.

Pli 86-

\

121

PL 860 '.

121

PL 81-
164

PL 93-
120

13.229

13.229

13.229

13.240

13.228

Dcaeriptlon of
PropoBgd Action

Proposad Projaot for tha Conitructlon
of Individual Watar Supply and Naata
Olapoaal racllltlaa < 70 boaaa)

Propoaad projaot for tha Conatructlon of
Individual Hatar Supply and Maata Olapoaal
racllltlaa ( for 23 hoB«a on tha rkaarvati

Propoaad projaot for tha Con'atruotlon of
a Naw Matar Sourca, and tfntar Dlatribntlon
and Naata Collaetlon Pacllltlaa for tha
How Houala9 Sif (SO unit)

Proposed Construction of a Raplaoaaent
Mental Health Center

Replacement Conoaunlty Health Facility

Erivlronaent(a)
Affected (City t State)

Yakla^ Indian Maaarvatioh 9/74
Haattiagton

Nam Sprlnga Indian
Raaervatlon, Ocagon

Quiiauta Indian Raaarva-
tion, Clallaa County,
Nashlngton

Seattle, Maehlftgton

Bethel I Alaska

Date o>
Iceiianr

10/74

10/74

12/74

12/74
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DEPARTMEHT OF DEFEHSE, Arsy Corps

Contact: Mr. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DABN-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
0. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenoe, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 203ia
(202) 693-6861

Draft Date

Great LaJces-St. Lawrence Seaway, Navigation Season 04/25

The FY 1976 Navigation Season Extension Program is part of
an ongoing investigation to demonstrate the practicability
of certain enabling measures for extending the commercial
navigation season on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway
System. The activities proposed, including bubbler-flusher
systems, are expected to have minimal impact if any.
(Detroit District)
(BLR ORDER # 50617)

Fairfield Vicinity Streams, California 04/02

California
County: Solano
The project includes approximately 9.25 miles of channel
work on five streams: Ledgewood Creek, Pennsylvania Avenue
Creek, Onion Avenue Creek, Laurel Creek, and ScCoy Creek
for purposes of flood protection to 3,570 acres of urban
land and potentially urban land. There would be a loss of
some 3,300 feet of dense vegetation, 8,000 feet of less
valuable vegetation, and the displacement of some wildlife
species. The project will encourage urban development.
(Sacramento District)
(BLR ORDER # 50480)

Napa River Flood Control Project 04/16

California
County: Napa
The proposed flood control project entails channel widening
and realignment, dredging, riprap on portions of the river-
banks, and construction of concrete step-walls through the
central urban area of the city of Napa, California. Ac-
quisition of 577 acres of former tidelands will be used
to mitigate permanent loss of fish and wildlife due to de-
gradation, permanent removal of 10 buildings (3 residential
and 7 commercial) , temporary loss of foliage due to the re-
moval of plant materials, and temporary construction dis-
ruption (including noise, traffic congestion and loss of
recreational opportunity) . (San Francisco District)
(ELR ORDER # 50573)
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Draft Date

Bran ford Harbor naintenance Dredging OU/10

Connecticut
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of 2.3 miles of
channel in Branford Harbor. Half of the 90,000 cubic yards
dredged will be utilized to develop an experimental narsh
of eight acres adjoining an existing marsh. Hater tur-
bidity will increase and the dredging will disrupt the
benthic community. (Haltham District)
(ELR ORDER 50530)

Atlantic Coast Beach Erosion Control, (Supplement) 04/08

Delaware
The statement is a draft supplement to a final eis filed
with CEQ 1 June 1971. Proposed is the construction of a
bnllchead and done for the purpose of beach erosion control
and hurricane protection project for the Atlantic Coast
of Delaware. Adverse impacts include suspension of benthic
sediments, degraded water guality, and increased tourism
and resultant increased demand for city services.
(Philadelphia District)
(ELR ORDER # 50528)

Harco Island, Deltona Corp. Permit 04/28

Florida
County: Collier
The statement concerns the consideration of dredge and fill
permit applications by Deltona Corporation for the purpose
of developing a water recreation-oriented retirement and
second—home community and resort center. A total of 18.2
million cubic yards of material will be excavated and used
as fill material to create upland areas. The proposal would
result in the loss of about 2,200 acres of mangroves and the
destruction or disruption of the associated biota and a de-
cline in total natural productivity would not be reclaimed.
In addition, a total of 735 acres of bay bottom would be ex—
catated with destruction of the benthic communities inhabiting
the area.
(ELR ORDER » 50634)

Blue Waters Ditch Improvements, East St. Louis 04/07

Illinois
The proposed plan of improvement will provide the Blue
Maters area, a segment of the East St. Louis and Vicinity
interior flood control project, with protection against
interior flooding from a design storm of 100-year frequency.
Approximately 18 miles of new or enlarged ditches will be
constructed; two natural water detention areas totalling
about 1,000 acres will be designated, and a 2.600 c.f .s.
pumping station will be constructed. Adverse impacts in-
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clude noise and dust during the 3.5 year construction

period, the location of large ditches near residential

areas, development of the flood plain and restriction of

land use in natural detention areas.

(ELE OBDER # 50501)

Iowa Fiver Flood Protection Project, Harengo 04/28

Iowa
County: Iowa

. ^^ ^ - v* ^*
The proposed action consists of increasing the height of

20,030 feet of existing levee and construction '4,260 feet

of new levee on the east, north and west sides of Harengo,

Iowa. The project will also include improvements m the

interior drainage system, two sandbag closures and two

levee road ramps. Adverse impacts include slightly in-

creased Iowa River flood levels, short-term increases in

air and noise pollution, possible archeological site

disturbance, and imposition of some limits to developable

land. (Rock Island District)

(ELR OBDER # 5062U)

Teche-Vermilion Basins, Water Supply 01/24

Louisiana
County: several
The project consists of a plan to restore flows diverted

from the Teche-Vermilion basins by flood control projects

as well as to provide additional water to these basins.

There will be a change in use on 620 acres of land; 197

acres will become water bottoms and 423 acres will serve as

the base for levees or for deposit of dredged materxal.

The wildlife on these acres will be displaced or destroyed.

Additional industrial and municipal growth that might be

attracted by the project could have an adverse effect on

water quality. (New Orleans District)

(ELE ORDER « 50616)

Salem Harbor Electrical Generating Sta . , Onit 5 04/17

Bassachusetts . . ..

Proposed is the addition of an 850-megawatt generating unit

to the present capacity of 775 megawatts for the existxng

four units of the Salem Harbor Generating Station. For

cooling the oil-fired steam-electric plant, an additxonal

eeawater inta)te and an offshore discharge for the fifth

unit will be constructed. The temperature will Y^fe m
Salem Harbor and fish and planktonic organisms "ill d®

entraped in the intake mechanism. Other adverse effects

would be the increase in the number of tankers in Salem

Harbor and stack emissions from the oil-burning plant.

(Maltham District)
(ELR ORDER # 50586)
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Charlevoix Harbor Improvements 04/07

Michigan
This statement refers to proposed improvements in the
exxsting Federal navigation project at Charlevoix Harbor.
The improvements consist of deepening channels to achieve
a 23-foot project depth throughout and constructing bank
protection in the form of a steel piling wall. Dredged
materials, which the EPA has classified as unpolluted,
will be disposed of in Lake Michigan deep waters. Adverse
impacts include increased levels of suspended sediments andsilts m the harbor channel area, elimination of benthic
organisms in both the dredged area and the disposal area,and lowered aesthetics of the channel area during dredqina
operations, petroit District)
(ELR ORDER # 50513)

Ludington Harbor, Mitigation of Shore Damage 01/11

Michigan
County: Mason
The statement concerns the mitigation of shore erosion
caused m part by Federal navigation structures in
Ludington Harbor, Michigan. Two beach nourishment supplysites will be established and maintained from the unpol-
luted sediment near the mouth of the harbor. The dredging
and placement of dredged materials will disturb benthos inthe area and result in increased turbidity.
(ELR ORDER # 50540)

Grand Haven Harbor, shore Damage Mitigation 04/18

Michigan
County: Ottawa
Proposed is a project to mitigate shore erosion in the
vicinity of Grand Haven Harbor that is attributable to theFederal navigation structures at the harbor. Sediment
accumulation at the harbor mouth will serve as the un-
polluted source of material for seven beach nourishment
supply sites. The dredging will cause temporary benthic
damage, displacement of fish, night-time nuisance light,exhaust emissions discharge, inconvenience during opera-
tions, and associated detraction from the recreational andaesthetic gualities of the area. (Detroit District)
(ELR ORDER # 50590)

'

White Lake Harbor, Mitigation of Shore Damage 04/28

Michigan
County: Muskegon
Proposed is a project to mitigate shore damage that is
partly attributable to federal navigation structures atWhite Lake Harbor. The plan entails establishment of fivebeach nourishment supply sites. Sediment accumulations inthe mouth of the harbor will serve as the unpolluted source
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of material. The dredging and disposition of sand for the

project will cause local benthos damage, temporary increases

in noise, night time nuisance light, exhaust emissions dis-

charge, and associated detraction in the recreational and

aesthetic qualities of the area. (Detroit District)

(BLR ORDER # 50626)

Trimble Wildlife Area Replacement 04/TJ

Bissouri
County: Clinton Clay
This supplemental environmental statement refers to

authorization for acquisition of 2600 acres of land for

basic replacement of Trimble Wildlife Area and acquisition

of 1500 acres of land in lieu of development in Andrew and

Holt Counties, Bissouri. Adverse effects of the land

acquisition are relocation of 12 families, loss of a small

amount of agricultural production, possible increases in

crop depradations by wildlife, potential increase of xnsect

pest species and temporary noise and air pollution.

(Kansas City District)
(ELR ORDER # 50550)

Robinson's Branch of Rahway River (2) 01/03

Hew Jersey
County: Onion

^ ^ ^, ^
The statement, a revised draft, concerns a plan for flood

control on Robinson's Branch of the Rahway and Pumpkin

Patch Brook consisting of channel modifications, levees,

floodwalls, and flumes. Floodgates or stop-log structures

will be installed on two streets in Rahway, S.J. and two

bridges will be replaced. Removal of vegetation, some

loss of fish and wildlife habitat, changes in channel

alignment and the aesthetic effect of the modified appear-

ance of the streams will result from the project.

(Hew York District)
(ELR ORDER # 50491)

S.J. Coastal Inlets and Beaches, Bamegat to Longport 0t^/2H

New Jersey
County: Ocean
The statement, a revised draft, concerns the constrnctxon

of jetties, groins, bulkheads, beach berms, sand bypassing

and the placement of beachfill and dunefill for the purpose

of meeting beach erosion control, storm protection, and

navigation needs of the inlets and beaches between Great

Harbor Inlet and Barnegat Inlet. The project also includes

dredging the channel at Bernegat Inlet and Absecon Inlet.

Dredging at ocean borrow sites will cause turbidity and

benthic disruption. (Philadelphia District)

(ELR ORDER # 50615)
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Flood Control Project at Point Place, Toledo 04/07

Ohio
County: Lucas
The statement involves a local flood protection project forPoint Place, a subdivision of Toledo, Ohio. The project
consists of a system of levees and flood walls with
necessary interior drainage works to prevent inundation.
Protective structures along both Lake Brie and the Ottawa
Rxver will be built to an elevation which will protect the
area against a twenty-year flood. Construction will pro-
duce noise, dust, disruption of traffic and in-water tur-
bidity. Other adverse impacts are the taking of 9.6 acres
of land for the structure and the impaired aesthetic value
of nearby property.
(BLR ORDER # 50505)

Broken Bow Lake, Pine creek Lake, Hillwood Lake OU/n
Oklahoma Arkansas
The project entails the operation and maintenance of
Broken Bow and Pine Creek Lakes, Oklahoma, and Millwood
Lake. Arkansas. Hajor project activities include the
operation of reservoirs for flood control; municipal and
xndnstrial water supply; hydroelectric power generation;
management of land and water resources; and operation and
maintenance of project structures and facilities. Adverse
impacts are soil erosion (due to heavy recreational use,
traffic and wave action on the shoreline) ; damage or loss
of vegetation (due to pool fluctuation and construction
activity)

, and alterations of the natural environment
through recreational development. (Tulsa District)
(ELR ORDER # 50546)

Oregon Slough Dredging, N. Portland Harbor (2) OH/23

Oregon
Proposed is the construction of a navigation channel
extension 40 -feet-deep and 400-feet-wide from Columbia
River to Oregon Slough river mile 1.5, and maintenance
dredging of approximately 35 acres of river bottom annually.
The project will result in reduction in biological produc-
tivity of aquatic and upland environments disturbed by
dredging and by deposition of dredged materials, and
possible land use changes on disposal areas. (Portland
District)
(ELR ORDER # 50611)

Presque Island Penninsula Beach Erosion Project 04/03

Pennsylvania
County: Erie
The statement concerns the construction of three partial
breakwaters at strategic points along the north shore of
Presque Isle State Park to control beach erosion. Annual
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or semi-annual maintenance will consist of removing accumu-

lated sand from beaches behind the breakwaters and re-

distributing it along the beaches. There will be noise,

disruption and turbidity for two or three bathing seasons

during maintenance following construction. Some lake

bottom habitat will be destroyed by the presence of the

breakwaters, and the development of sandpits at Gull Point

may be affected by reduced quantities of drift. (Buffalo

District) (166 pages)
(ELR OBDER # 50U87)

Delaware River, adjacent Waterways, Baintenance OH/tti

Pennsylvania Delaware
This statement is a revision of a draft eis filed 31 Barch

1975. The proposed project is the construction of a 1300

foot diameter turning basin and the maintenance of a

maneuvering area adjacent to the navigation channel in the

vicinity of the Tioga Marine Terminal in Philadelphia.

Maintenance dredging operations will increase turbidity and

suspended sediment, thereby reducing the dissolved oxygen

content in the water and killing some fish and waterfowl.

Other adverse impacts are possible contamination of waters

near the disposal site and problems associated with

industrial growth. (Philadelphia District)

(ELR ORDER # 505U7)

Lock Haven Flood Protection Project OH/AH

Pennsylvania
County: Clinton
The statement is a revised draft of an eis filed 5 July

1974. The proposed flood protection project consists of

the construction of a wall and earth levee system along the

west branch of the Susquehanna River and Bald Eagle Creek

to protect the city of Lock Haven. Adverse environmental

impacts include loss of an unrestricted view of the river,

visual change to the setting of the historic Mater Street

District of Lock Haven, and loss of some trees.
(Baltimore District)
(ELR ORDER # 50549)

Charleston Harbor Deepening Project OU/07

South Carolina
The pnroose of this project is to provide safe navigation

for existing and prospective large vessel traffic in

Charleston Harbor by deepening existing channels, providing

new and enlarged turning basins, and providing minor

alignment changes and easing of bends. The principal ad-

verse effects relate to temporary changes in water guality

with harmful impacts on harbor and disposal area eco-

systems. Other adverse impacts include detraction from the

harbor's visual appearance, minor air discharges, noise

from equipment, and preemption of present uses of disposal
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areas. (Charleston District)
(ELR ORDER # 50507)

Virginia Beach Streams Canal #2 (2) 04/22

Virginia
The project consists of improvement of an existing canal
from London Bridge Creek south to the north crossing ofSouth Lynnhaven Road, a distance of 23 miles. From there,maintenance work woald be performed an additional 2 3miles. The dredged spoil will be deposited in a 25 'acrediked facility. The benthic community in the area will bedestroyed and construction disruption will result
{Norfolk District)
(ELB ORDER # 50606)

Oceana Local Flood Protection Project (2) OU/l^

West Virginia
County: Wyoming
The statement is a revision of a draft eis filed with CEQ
12 July 1973. Proposed is the widening of 25,000 feet ofchannel for the purpose of flood control at Oceana. Twosediment retention basins will also be built. The projectwill displace 13 homes and outbuildings and destroy some
vegetation and associated wildlife habitat. (Huntington
District) '

(ELR ORDER # 50545)

Green Bay Harbor, Haintenance Dredging 04/07

Wisconsin
County: several
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of the channel atGreen Bay Harbor, Lake nichigan, for the purpose of con-tinued navigation. Dredged material will be placed in acontained disposal site. The project will result inphysical alteration of the sediment-water interface in thechannel and adjacent areas, destruction or resuspension ofpolluted sediments, and conversion of a 30-acre wetland
into terrestrial environment, which would destroy or dis-place marshland wildlife species. (Chicago District)
(ELR ORDER # 50503)

Final
Date

Dierks Lake, Saline River, Arkansas 04/06

Arkansas
County: Sevier Howard
The statement refers to the completion of construction, theoperation, and the maintenance of the Dierks Lake Project,
a flood control, water supply, fish and wildlife, and re-creation project that is located at river mile 56.5 of the
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Saline Fiver. The project, which consists of a modified

rocfcfill embankment, an ancontrolled spillway, a rexnforced

concrete gate-tower and conduit, access roads, and buxldmgs

was over 80 percent complete as of June 30, 1973. The

conservation pool of the project will inundate 1,360 acres;

14 archeological sites have been affected by the project.

(Tulsa District)
COBBENTS HADE BY: DOI HEW DOT BOD USDA EPA

state and local agencies

(BLR ORDER # 50526)

Beaver Lake Project Operation, Arkansas 04/16

Arkansas , ^, ^- „ ,„;»
The statement evaluates the impacts of the operation and

maintenance of Beaver Lake, a hydroelectric power genera-

tion, flood control, water supply, and recreation project

near Rogers, Arkansas. Adverse impact includes that re-

sulting from lake fluctuation and from heavy recreational

use. {Little Rock District) (61 pages)

COHMENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOI EPA DOC
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50576)

Surfside-Sanset and Newport Beach 04/08

California
County: Orange
The statement refers to construction of beach erosion con-

trol in Orange County, including four rock groins and the

placement of beach fill on eroded areas and between the

groins. Construction of a breakwater, extension of the

ianta Ana River jetty, and further fills are also con-

templated. Adverse impacts include temporary turbidity

during construction, loss of beach slope biota in groin

areas, and distruction or displacement of beach biota over

thirty acres of borrow and fill area. (Los Angeles

COBMEHTS HADE BY: OSDA HOD DOT OSCG AEC EPA DOC

State and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50525)

Cucamonga Creek and Tributaries 04/15

California
County: San Bernardino Riverside

Proposed is a flood control project which will consist of

a debris basin and 15 miles of channel works. There

will be some loss of wildlife habitat due to development

accelerated by the flood protection; 193 acres will be

committed to the project. (Los Angeles District)

COHHENTS HADE BY: OSDA HEW HOD DOI DOT AHP EPA

state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50554)
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Las Tunas Beach Park., Erosion Project. 04/08

California
County Los Angeles

The stateaent. refers to a proposed beach erosion control
project. Project measures include the construction of two
rubbleaoand groins and the deposit, of 200,000 ca.yds. of
fill. There will be adverse iapact t.o aarine biota. (Los
Angeles District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP USDA HEW HUD DOI DOC
State and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 5052 7)

Chatfield Lake, Colorado Project. 04/03

Colorado
The statement refers to a dam and lake that are being
constructed just downstream from the confluence of the
South Platte River and Plum Creek. The dam is a rolled
earthfill structure, over 13,000 feet long. The lake will
have a permanent pool of 1,150 acres; a total of 6,919
acres will be committed to the project. Project purposes
are flood control and recreation. There will be some
loss of fish habitat, riparian vegetation, and hunting
opportunity. (Omaha District)
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA DOT DOI BOD EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50488)

Trinidad Lake Project, Purgatoire River 04/07

Colorado
The statement refers to the Trinidad Lake, which is under
construction on the Purgatoire River, 3 miles west of the
City of Trinidad. The project is intended to provide flood
control, irrigation storage, sediment retention, and fish
and wildlife habitat. Approximately 3,658 acres of land
have been acquired for project purposes; six small communi-
ties, with a combined population of 1500, have been dis-
placed. (Albuquerque District)
COnHBHTS HADE BY: OSDA DOT EPA DOI AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50514)

Haquoketa River, Kitty Creek, Flood Protection 04/25

Iowa
County: Jones
Proposed is the construction of 0.8 mile of earth levee,
3 feet high with a maximum height of 16 feet, whicA in-
cludes a section of precast I-wall along certain portions
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of the levee for protection of 30 acres from floods. Ad-

verse impacts include temporary loss of 10 acres of agri-

cultural land during borrow removal and permanent loss

of three acres of agricultural land. Eight acres will be

committed to structural features. (Rock. Island District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA AHP DOI HEW DOT USDA HOD

(ELR OBDER # 50622)

Lawrence Flood Protection Project 04/08

Kansas
County: Douglas Leavenworth

The statement refers to the construction

of two remaining units of a flood control project near the

City of Lawrence. Project measures include levees, channel

works, bridge replacements, road relocations, and interior

drainage structures. Approximately 220 acres (95 acres of

timber) and 4.7 miles of natural stream habitat would be

committed to the project. Depletion of the forest cover

would hinder bird migration patterns through the area. The

project may encourage development on flood plain lands.

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA OSDA DOT HEW DOI
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELB ORDER * 50522)

Perry Lake Operation and Baintenance 04/08

Kansas
County: Jefferson
The statement refers to the impact of continued operation

and maintenance of Perry Lake, a multi-purpose project on

the Delaware River. Impact results from heavy recreational

and from lake fluctuations due to water regulation.

(Kansas City District) .

COMMENTS MADE BY: HEW HOD DOT OSDA EPA AHP DOI DOC
state agencies

(BLR ORDER # 50524)

Bolles Harbor, Confined Disposal Facility 04/01

Michigan , a-
The project involves the construction of a confined dispo-

sal facility for polluted dredged materials from the La

Plaisance Creek navigation channel at Bolles Harbor. Adverse

impacts are the loss of 24.6 acres of La Plaisance bay

land and open water, and the creation of a possible habitat

for attached phytoplankton.
(Detroit District) „„^^ „„,
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA DOC HEW HOD DOI DOT OSCG EPA

state and local agencies

(ELR ORDEB 50474)
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Pinal Date

Plood Control, Saginaw and Flint Rivers 04/03

Bichigan
County: Genesee
Proposed is a flood control project for the Flint River.
Project measures include the realignaent and modification
of 11,000 feet of the Flint River, and 8,900 feet of
Swartz and Thread Creek., tributaries to the Flint. The
project is designed to provide protection against a once
in 67 year flood. Adverse impact will include construction
disruption, and increases in suspended sediment levels.
(Detroit District)
COHHENTS BADE Bl: DOI EPA DOC OSDA USCG HEH PPC

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50495)

Tawas Bay Harbor 04/04

Bichigan
County: Iosco
The statement refers to the establishment of harbor
facilities for small craft in Tawas Bay at the City
of East Tawas, Iosco County. The proposed development
would provide an anchorage area protected on 3 sides
by a breakwater system and connected to the open water
of Lake Huron by an approach channel. Adverse impacts
are damage to aquatic environment during construction,
and degradation of water quality due to increased boat
traffic. (Detroit District)
COnnBNTS HADE BY: OSDA EPA DOC DOT HOD DOI

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50496)

Clearwater Lake, Operation and flaintenance 04/t1

Hissouri
The project involves the operation and maintenance of Clear-water lake flood control project, 32 miles northwest ofPoplar Bluff on the Black River. Normal operation and main-
tenance consists of flood control, maintenance of parks andmanagement of land and water resources. Adverse impacts areflood control procedures, that result in lake fluctuations,
adversely affect shoreline vegetation and lake fish; agri-
cultural and grazing leases contribute to the euthrophica-
tion of the lake by the addition of agricultural wastes,
fertilizer, dnd insecticide contamination.
COMHENTS MADE BY: USDA DOI

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50538)
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Berry's Creek Embankment and Facilities, Permit 04/30

Hew Jersey
County Bergen

The statement concerns the issuance of a permit to the

Hew Jersey Sports and Exposition Complex to construct

an embankment and other facilities in the Hackensack

Headowlands, adjacent to Berry's Creek. Approximately 35

acres of mercury contaminated marsh will be permanently

lost due to activities within Berry's Creek Tidal Harsh.

Development of the sports complex will result in increased

economic development of the area along with increased noise

and air pollution from the traffic volume and parking

facility. The elimination of some marsh area would neces-

sitate a change in the habitat of native terrestrial wild-

life and birds. (Hew York District) (196 pages)

(ELR ORDER # 50650)

Girtys Run Flood Control 04/21

Pennsylvania
County: Allegheny
The statement refers to the proposed local protection

project consisting of lowering the existing channel of

Girtys Run an average of 4 feet within the Borough of

ailvale. Construction activity would result in temporary

increases in traffic, noise, dust, exhaust emissions,

erosion, stream turbidity and sedimentation, and temporary

removal of all stream life.
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA EPA DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50697)

San Juan Harbor, Maintenance Dredging 04/16

Puerto Rico
The project consists of maintaining the authorized depths

of San Juan Harbor navigation channels by the removal of

shoaled materials. Approximately 3,190,000 cu. yds. of mat-

erial will be removed and placed in upland and ocean dis-

posal areas in scheduled FY-TU and FY-75 maintenance. Ad-

verse impacts include the destruction of some benthic or-

ganisms, temporary turbidity and siltation caused by dredg-

ing, loss of vegetation in the upland disposal area, and

some organisms will be covered at the offshore disposal

site. (Jacksonville District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOC HOD DOT EPA FPC DOI

commonwealth agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50575)
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San Patricio defense Housing, San Juan 04/04

Puerto tico
Proposed is the conveyance to the Comai onwealth of Puerto Rico
ot the San Patricio Defense Honsino Area in San Juan. The
Commonwealth would erect 2,200 units of low and moderate in-
come housing on 51.81 acres of the site. There will be con-
struction disruption froio the action.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP HEW DOT EPA

local agencies and interested parties
(ELR ORDER # 50498)

Lewisville Lake OU/11

Texas
The statement refers to the Lewisville Lake Operation
and Haintenance proqram which includes flood control,
water conservation, operation and maintenance of project
structures and facilities as well as parks for recreational
use, and management of land and water resources. Adverse
impacts of the already existing dam project are: altered
natural cycle of flooding; eroded soil from lake shore;
possible destruction of vegetation through inundation;
sanitation problems; altered water quality and chemistry
by storage; and displaced wildlife and damaged habitat by
storing flood waters- (Ft. Worth District)
COMHENTS MADE BY: EPA OSDA DOC DOI

state agencies
(ELB ORDER « 60537)

Belton Lake 04/11

Texas
The statement refers to the operation and maintenance
of the lake, for flood control, water conservation,
recreational use, and management of land and water
resources. Operation of the lake alters the natural
cycle of flooding, and the amount and pattern of down-
stream sediment deposit. (Port worth District)

COHMENTS MADE BY: DSDA EPA HEW DOI HOD DOT
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50539)

Aberdeen Creek, Haintenance Dredging 04/01

Virginia
County: Gloucester
The project involves the maintenance dredging of Aberdeen
Creek Channel and turning basin to their authorized dimen-
sions. The action will require the removal of an estimated
65,000 cubic yards of materials which are to be placed in a
previously used diked disposal area. Adverse environmental
impacts include destruction or relocation of biota in the
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channel and at the disposal area, possible interference with

anadromous fish spawning activities, and elimination of a

portion of a marginal tidal wetland. (Norfolk District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOl DOC cies
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50U82)
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DEPARTHEBT OP COHMERCE

Contact: Dr. Sidney R. Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(202) 967-4335

Draft
Date

04/04
Old Woman Creek Estaariae Sanctoary

Ohio
Coun ty : Erie

^J^ov^^*^"^"*-
concerns a grant to be awarded to the Stateof Ohxo to acqnire, develop, and operate an estuarine sanc-tuary xn Erie County. About 980 acres of land and JJatSfnOld woman Creek and surrounding lands would be acguired andprotected. Land and water uses would be restricted andmineral exploitation prohibited within sanctuary

boundaries. Agriculture within the proposed sanctuary, ifallowed, would be limited in extent and strictly con-trolled. '

(ELR ORDER « 50500)
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DEPARTHEHT OF DEFENSE

Draft Date

Demilitarization of 834 Stockpile, Supplement B oa/21

Colorado
The statement concerns the destruction of bulk GB
nerve agent and GB munitions in ton containers located
at Rocky Mountain Arsenal. All ton container disposal
operations with one exception will take place within the
GB complex.
(ELR ORDER # 50601)

Final Date

Rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll, Harshall Islands 04/16

The statement, prepared by the Defense Muclear Agency with
the assistance of the Atomic Energy Conmision and the Depart-
ment of the Interior, refers to the proposed clean-up of the
island and the resettlement of the Enewetak people. The is-
land was used after World Har II as a proving ground for
modern weapons, including nuclear weapons, and clean-up
will include the removal and disposal of materials which
could pose radiation or other hazards. Among the adverse im-
pacts of the action are a projected population increase
which could result in overcrowding in future years; and ex-
pected fish kills from the blasting of ship channels in the
lagoon. (5 volumes)
COMHEHTS HADE BY: EPA HEW DSCG AEC DOD AHP
(ELR ORDER # 50580)
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DEPABTHEBT OF IMTERIOR

Contact: Hr. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
Room 7260
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 343-3891

Draft Date

Bakah Hational Pish Hatchery 04/07

County: Clallam
The statement concerns the proposed construction and
operation of a fish hatchery on the Sakah Indian Reser-
vation for the propagation of chinook, coho, and chum
salmon; and steelhead and rainbow trout. The project would
result in the loss of 37 acres of timber lands and wildlife
habitat. (9 5 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50504)

Tesogoe Indian Pueblo 04/18

Mew Hexico
County: Santa Fe
Proposed is the approval by the Secretary of the Interior
of a 99-year lease for 1,34 2 acres and an option to lease
an additional 4,100 acres between Sangre De Cristo Develop-
ment Co., Inc, and the Tesque Indian Pueblo. A residential
community will be developed for approximately 16,000
people. Impacts will consist of developing a population in
an area having none, increased use of water, emissions from
home heating systems, sewage discharges, and increased
traffic exhaust emissions.
(ELR ORDER » 50588)

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Draft Date

Proposed Rio Grande Wild and Scenic River 04/17

Texas
County: Brewster Terrell ?al Verde
The statement concerns legislative action to include a

191.2-mile segment of the Rio Grande and a ainimuB of 9600
acres of adjacent land in the Sational Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. If Hexico has no objection, nor conflicting
objectives for their side of the river, the plan will be
implemented and the lands retained in their present con-
dition. Commercial and residential use would be precluded
and mineral extraction controlled. (109 pages)
(BLR ORDER # 50584)
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Bonneville Power administration

Draft Date

BPA Participation in Regional Interutility Cooperation 04/03

Proposed is the continued participation by BPA in regional
program inter-utility cooperation, including performance of
of functions such as providing balk power transmission,
providing peaking resource from hydro, providing load
growth and forced outage reserves, coordinating power oper-
ations, and marketing power. The action would result in
fewer, more efficient powerplant and transmission facili-
ties, but would cause greater fluctuations in Columbia
River water levels downstream from existing dams, with re-
sultant increased impact on shorelines and aquatic re-
sour ces

.

(ELR ORDER # 50489)

Hangman Creek Area Service (Supplement BPA FY 76) 04/16

Washington
County: Spokane
The proposed project is the construction of a substation
near Bangman Creek, south of Spokane. Aproximately 3
acres of grass and shrubs would be removed. Adverse
effects of the project are siltation of the creek, some
erosion and sedimentation, temporary disturbance to wild-
life during construction, and decreased aesthetics due
to the presence of the substation in a primarily
recreational area.
(ELR ORDER # 50565)

Seattle Area Reinforcement (Supplement BPA FT 76) 04/16

Washington
County: King
Proposed is the construction of 230-kY terminals at
Covington and Maple Valley Substations and approximately
10 miles of double-<rircuit 230-kV line between Covington
and Haple Valley Substations over the existing right-of-
way. Adverse impacts include limitations on land use and
productivity near the facility, loss of soil by erosion,
some siltation in small streams, temporary noise, dust, and
other disturbances to residents and wildlife, and the visual
impact of a taller facility.
(ELR ORDER # 50566)

Cheney-Pour Lakes Area Svc. (Supplement BPA FT 76) 04/16

Washington
County: Lincoln Spokane
The statement refers to the proposed construction of
approximately 26 miles of 230—kV transmission line from the
Four Mounds Area west of Spokane to either Cheney or Pour
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Lakes Substation and the proposed constraction of a new
substation in the Four Bounds area. Adverse effects are
limitation on land use and procluctivity , including the
elimination o± timber growing and the restriction of con-
struction of buildings on the right-of-way; erosion and
siltation; removal of forest habitat and the resultant loss
of wildlife; visual impact of the structures; and temporary
construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50567)

Port Angeles Support (Supplement BPA FY 76) 04/16

Washington
County: Clallam Jefferson
The project proposes transformer additions to Port Angeles
Substation and replacement of approximately 27 miles of
115-kV line with new 230-k? line between Pairmount and Port
Angeles Substations. The project's adverse effects include
limitations on land use and productivity, erosion and
siltation, removal of forest habitat with some loss of
wildlife, visual impact of the structures, and temporary
construction disturbances to residents and wildlife.
(ELR ORDER # 50568)

Okanogan Area Svc. (Supplement BPA FY 76) 04/16

Washington
County: several
This project entails the construction of a substation west
of Okanogan, a 115-kV line between Okanogan and Tonasket
and 230-kV line between Bridgeport and Okanogan. Adverse
impacts are limitations on land use and productivity,
permanent elimination of 4 acres of rangeland, removal of
habitat for the required right-of-way with some loss of
wildlife, some erosion and sedimentation, visual impacts,
and temporary construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50569)
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Bureao of Reclamation

Draft Date

Anadromous Fish Passage, Savage Rapids Dam 04/15

Oregon
County: Jackson Josephine
Proposed is a Phase 1 plan to improve anadromous fish
passage problems at Savage Rapids Dam on the Rogue River
near Grants Pass, Oregon. The major improvement will be
construction of a new fishway on the north side of the
river. Construction disruption, lasting 20 months,
will result. Phase II plans will be discussed in a
separate eis

.

(ELR ORDER # 50564)

Central Utah Project, Jensen Unit Oft/IH

Otah
County: Ointah
The statement concerns the construction and operation of
the Jensen Unit to develop water to irrigate and to augment
existing municipal supplies. About 520 acres of land would
be inundated by Tyzack Reservoir. The major permanent im-
pact would be scars along the aqueduct alignment which
would resist restoration measures. Salinity of the lower
Colorado River is estimated to be increased 1.6Bg/l at
Imperial Dam as a result of the project.
(ELR ORDER # 50551)

Pinal Date

Pryingpan - Arkansas Project 04/16

Colorado
County: several
The statement refers to the Fryingpan-Arkansas Project, ma-
jor features of which include 6 dams and reservoirs, 18 di-
version structures, 10 tunnels, 2 canals, 2 powerplants,
52 miles of transmission line, and 2 municipal and indust-
rial water delivery conduits, with a total length of 266
miles. Purposes of the project include: the development of
the regional and national economy through irrigation; de-
velopment of hydroelectric power; water supply and quality
improvement; and development of recreation facilities. A to-
tal of 39,279 acres will be required to accommmodate all
project features. The project will deplete the Colorado
Basin of 70,000 acre-ft of water, thus increasing salinity.
COHHEBTS MADE BY: DOI AHP EPA BOD HEW OSDA DOT PPC

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50577)
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Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

Pinal Date

Rock River 04/15

Wisconsin
The statement considers the treatment of the waters of the
Rock River drainage above the Indianford Dan with rotenone
and antimycin, in order to remove carp and buffalo fish.
The River will then be restocked with sport fish. Ap-
proximately 2,802 miles of stream are affected, along with
100,400 acres of marsh. All non-target fish species and
and several species of clams will be lost throughout the
project area

.

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOI OSDA
University of Wisconsin

(ELR ORDER # 50559)

Geological Survey

Draft Date

OCS Exploration Regulations 04/16

The statement concerns proposed regulations prescribing
policies and procedures under which geological and geo-
physical explorations may be conducted in the Outer Con-
tinental Shelf. Permits would be required for any explora-
tions for OCS mineral resources and for scientific research
involving the use of solid or liquid explosives or the
total of 300 feet. Adverse impacts from exploration in-
clude destruction of marine life, air and water pollution,
and conflict with other uses of the OCS.
(ELR ORDER * 50578)

National Park Service

Draft Date

Greenhaven Underground Transmission Line Permit 04/T1

Arizona Otah
Proposed is the issuance of a permit to the Arizona Public
Service Company for authorized construction of a 1,341 foot
underground 12/21 KV power transmission line to service
144 acres of State of Arizona land leased to Greenhaven
Inc. , for residential and commercial development. The
transmission line was unlawfully constructed between
January 21 and February 6, 1974 in Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area.
(ELR ORDER # 50536)
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Fire Island national Seashore 04/03

New York
County: Suffolk.

The statement concerns a master plan for Fire Island

National Seashore to guide park development and manaqenent

for approximately 15 years as well as legislative actions

necessary to implement the master plan. The plan in-

cludes increased access to the island and decreased pol-

lution of estuaries. Increased urbanization of communities

on Fire Island, particularly west of Point O'Woods may

result. (2 volumes)
(ELR ORDER # 50486)

Final Date

Saquaro National Monument 04/15

Arizona
The statement refers to the proposed legislative desig-

nation of 42,000 acres within the Monument as wilderness,

and the designation of an additional 27,100 acres as

potential wilderness to be added by the Secretary of the

Interior at such time that the lands qualify. There may

be some restrictions placed upon visitor use of the area.

(161 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOC COB DOl DOT

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50558)

Big Cypress National Fresh Water Reserve 04/14

Florida
County: Collier Monroe Dade
Proposed is the legislative establishment of Big Cypress
Hational Fresh Water Reserve. The Federal Government will
acquire legal interest in 570,000 acres of critical lands
to protect the water quality, quantity, and flow regimen to
the northwest portion of Everglades National Park, and to
the estnarine regions in the Gulf of Mexico. The
acquisition in arrested development and a loss in tax
revenues

.

COaMESTS MADE BY: DOI DOC DOT COE OSDA EPA
one state agency

(ELB ORDER # 50548)

Lincoln Home National Historic Site 04/15

Illinois
The statement refers to a proposed master plan for the
Lincoln Home National Historic Site. The plan involves the
acquisition of 12.28 acres of land, restoration of the his-
toric scene, and development of a visitor use facility. The
land acquisitioq will include 36„improyed tracts, and will
result m the displacement of 148 people.

COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOI HUD EPA
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER #50557)
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Contact:

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Mr. Hartin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
UOO 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) U26-4357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

Harion Hunicipal Airport 04/28

Indiana
County: Grant
Proposed is a project for the 5-phase improvement of the
Harion Hanicipal Airport. Phase 1, to be completed by 1978,
includes plans to acquire 200 acres of land, construct a
taxiway, two hangers, a service drive and parking lot, peri-
meter fencing, a runway and lighting, and Phase 1 of the
terminal building. The land acquisition will displace 7
families. The project will also result in increased air and
noise pollution, relocation of Bell CreeJt, and the partial
clearing of approximately 4 acres.
(ELR ORDER « 50631)

Final Date

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport 0V21

Arizona
County: Baricopa
Proposed is a master plan for the airport, including the
extension and widening of runways; the redistribution of
air traffic; the facilitation of airport access; and the ex-
pansion of termainal facilities. Although the land has
already been acquired, federal reimbursement is necessary.
Noise pollution and construction disruption will result.

COHHENTS MADE BY: DOT EPA DOl HOD
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50592)

Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

OS 285, Tiny Town-Conifer 04/07

Colorado
County: Jefferson
The statement includes three alternatives for the design
and construction of the four-lane divided facility, OS 285,
through the Tiny Town-Conifer Junction corridor to provide
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safety and increased capacity. The main adverse iapacts
include residential and business relocation, increased
development pressures with consequent changes in land use
and the natural environment, excessive noise levels and
involvement with public parkland and historic sites.
(ELB ORDER # 50506)

Haleakala Highway (PAP Route 37) 04/28

Hawaii
County: Baoi
The proposed improvement of the Raleakala Highway extends
from the intersection of Haliimaile Road to the junction of
Highway FAS 377, a length of approximately 3 miles. The im-
provement of the present 2-lane road would require the clear
ing of approximately UO to 50 acres of land and would dis-
place as many as 7 families and 6 businesses. The project
would also encourage community growth.
(ELR ORDER # 50629)

SR 63r US 36 to US 136 04/21

Indiana
County: Vermillion Warren
The statement proposes the improvement of 20.2 miles of
Indiana SR 6 3 from OS 36 to OS 136, including the addition
of a median, 2 new lanes, required overpasses and inter-
changes, and access control. Adverse effects of the pro-
ject are the displacement of 51 people and 2 businesses-
increased noise, air, and water pollution; and the location
of three architecturally important homes and two
archeological sites within or near the right-of-way.
(ELR ORDER # 50595)

1-471, from 1-275 to Cincinnati 04/11

Kentucky
County: Campbell
Proposed is the construction of a 6-land segment of 1-471
from 1-275 to Cincinnati. The project will contribute
to noise and air pollution in the area. An unspecified
number of residents and twelve businesses have already
been relocated; 98. 5X of the right-of-way has been par-
chased.
(ELR ORDER » 50541)

City Boulevard from Eataw St. to Russell St. (Supplement) 04/02

Haryland
County: Baltimore
The statement is a 4 (f ) supplement to a draft filed with
CEQ 23 December 1974 concerning the 24 historic sites, 7
of which were not included in the draft eis, within the
corridor being considered for City Boulevard. \
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(BLE ORDER # 50U81)

D.S. 6 and O.S. 281 Improvements, Hastings OU/23

Nebraska
County: Adams
Proposed is a project for improvements of U.S. 6 and
O.S. 281 south of the City of Hastings, Nebraska, The
project would begin at Marion Road on O.S. 6 west of
Hastings, a distance of approximately U.5 miles. The
amoant of land needed for right-of-way depends upon which of
the ft alternatives is chosen.
(ELE ORDER # 50610)

1-85 from SR 2025 to Groometown Qt^/Ol

North Carolina
County: Davidson Guilford Randolph
This project located in Davidson, Guilford and Randolph
Counties, entails the construction of a 20-mxles segment of
1-85 from SR 2025 east of Holly Grove to Groometown. The
most significant adverse impact will be the relocation of
124 to lUI families, 10 businesses and a church. Other ad-
verse effects include the acquisition of woodland and farm-
land, an increase in noise levels along the project
corridor, possible economic losses by some businesses
located on US 29 - 70 (temporary 1-85) and temporary
construction disruption.
(BLR ORDER # 50517)

Appalachian Corridor D, Albany thru Athens 04/10

Ohio
Coun ty : Athen

s

Proposed is the construction of three segments of highways
within "Corridor D" of the Appalachian Development Highway
System. The work consists of constructing 5.9 miles of
4-lane, limited access OS 50, 2.1 miles of 4-lane freeway
OS 33, including 2 1/2 interchanges, and 0.55 miles of 4-
lane freeway SR 682. The improvements will result in
increased air pollution in several areas adjacent to the
roadways and the acquisition of 106 residential properties
and 14 businesses. A 4(f) statement is included in
relation to a Softball field and 7.6 acres of Bargaret
Creek Conservancy District.
(BLR ORDER # 50533)

L.R. 1015 and L.R. 69 Relocation 04/30

Pennsylvania
County: Westmoreland
The proposed North—South Expressway provides for the con-
struction of a multi-lane, limited access highway approxi-
mately 13 miles in length extending from the proposed
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interchange of existing D»S. Traffic Route 119 and re-
located Traffic Route 119 between Sew Stanton and Toungwood
to the existing interchange of Traffic Routes 22 and 66
near Delmont. The highway will displace an nnspecified
number of hones and businesses and will require farnt land
for the right-of-way. Construction distuption will result.
(88 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 506U7)

Beltway 8, fron SH 225 to I-U5 0«»/07

Texas
County : Harris
The statement concerns a 10 nile section of Beltway 8,
an 87.5 nile circuaferential route encircling Houston,
Texas. The segment runs from SH 225 to 1-45. Noise and air
pollution levels will increase and construction may
increase pollution in Arnand Bayou. (277 pages)
(ELR ORDER * 50509)

Loop 335 from 1-40 to OS 87 and OS 287, Potter Co. 04/07

Texas
County: Potter
The proposed project is the construction in Potter County
of that portion of Loop Highway 33S, a malti-lane road,
around fimarillo from 1-40 east of iaarillo, north and west
to OS 87 and 287. Adverse environmental impacts include
the utilization of land and natural and human resources to
to construct the roadway, the displacement of 6 businesses
and 40 families, and an increase in urbanization, noise and
air pollution levels along the route.
(ELR ORDER # 50520)

Highway Improvements, Charlotte Amalie 04/28

Virgin Islands
Proposed is the improvement of the highway from Veteran •s
Drive to Centerline Road at the top of Raphune Hill in
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas Island. The 4-lane, divided
highway will stretch approximately 2.5 to 3 miles in length
and will displace from 8 to 18 families and businesses, in-
cluding the O.S. Coast Guard Headquaters building and dock-
ing site. Hajor changes upon the rural landscape will cause
increased rates of storm runoff, greater potential for soil
erosion, loss of vegetative cover, and disruption of wild-
life activities. Filling of the harbor will mean an
irreversible commitment of harbor surface area.
(ELR ORDER # 50627)

SR 167, from SR 410 to SR 18, Washington 04/16

Washington
County: Pierce Ring
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The proposed improvement involves the completion of a 8.71-
nile section of SR 167, a fully-controlled access freeway
with foar lanes and fear interchanges in the project
area, from SR 410 to SR 18 in Washington state. The right-
of-way requires 416 acres of agricultural and residential
lands. Adverse impacts include the loss of these lands,
the displacement of 9 families, the relocation of 3
streams, noise pollution, and heightened industrial and
residential growth in the freeway area.
(FLR ORDER # 50571)

Regal Street, Palouse Hwy. to 29 Avenue, Spokane 04/16

Washington
County: Spokane
The proposed project is the constrnction of a 1-mile long,
4-lane arterial along Regal Street between the Palouse
Highway and 29th Avenue in Spokane, Washington. Alternates
1 and 2 involve construction on undeveloped land which
would result in a reduction of wildlife habitat; these
alternates also demand fill to a maximum depth of 12 feet
through a natural drainage area. Alternate 3 requires the
use of highly developed property. Other adverse impacts
include the relocation of as many as 5 families, 2
businesses, and 1 church and increased noise and air pol-
lution.
(ELR ORDER # 50572)

County Trunk Highway "Q" OU/16

Wisconsin
County: Kenosha
The statement concerns the construciton of a 2-lane, 1.9U
mile extension of C-T.H. "Q" from its present terminus at
C.T.H. "H" to I-9U. The project would require 54 acres of
floodplain, marsh, and agricultural land for right-of-way.
(122 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50579)
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Final l^^*®

Glenn Highway, Peters-Creek to Eklutna Flats 04/21

Alaska
The proposed project involves the relocation and/or recon-

struction of Glenn Highway, which includes one bridge and a

railroad crossing at grade. The facility is 8 miles in

length and will displace 7 families and 3 businesses. A

4 (f ) statement will be filed to obtain land for right-of-

way from Mirror Lake. Adverse impact stemming from the

project includes loss of wildlife habitat, and increased

noise, air and water pollution levels. (136 pages)

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOT DOI HOD
state and local agencies

{ELR OBDER # 50593)

1-5, Stockton to Sacramento 04/16

California
County: Sacramento
The project involves the construction of a 4.8 mile portion

of 1-5 between Stockton and Sacramento. The facility will

be an initial 4 lane freeway entirely on new alignment.

Adverse impacts consist of the loss of 228 acres of agri-

cultural land, and the removal of approximately 2,200,000

cu. yds. of material from a borrow site.

(70 pages)
COMMESTS MADE BY: DOI EPA DOT OSCG COE OSDA

State and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR ORDER # 50574)

60-Inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, 1-210 04/23

California
County: Los Angeles
Proposed is the construction of a 60 inch reinforced con-

crete pipe through Memorial Park in the City of Pasadena.

The drain would be part of the drainage system for 4.5 miles

of 1-210 now under construction. A 30» wide stretch (0.41

acre) of section 4(f) land from Hemorial Park will be dis-

turbed.
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI HUD HEW

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50609)
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Final Date

South Kipling St., Colorado 04/2U

Colorado
County: Jefferson
The proposed project is the design and construction of a
«.3 mile segment of South Kipling Street. Twenty-three
families and four businesses will be displaced by the
project. Increases in noise and air pollution will occur.
(399 pages)
COHMENTS MADE BY: DOI HUD COB DSDA

state and local agencies
(ELB OEDER # 50613)

Connecticut Route 9 01/07

Connecticut
County: Hartford Middlesex
The project involves the extension of Conn. Route 9 from
1-91 in Cromwell to Conn. 15 in Berlin, a distance of
approximately 2.2 miles. Fifteen acres of section 4(f)
land will be taken from Webster ParK. One or two busi-
nesses and between five and ten families will be displaced
by the action. (102 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA EPA HEW HOD DOI OEO AHP DOT

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 60510)

Port Beaver Road, Hawaii 04/25

Hawaii
County: Honolul
The statement refers t
Weaver Road from the i
and Kunia Road to the
Atmospheric Administra
Project length is 5.8
cultivated sugar cane
use. Adverse impacts
borne dust during cons

u
o the proposed improvement of Fort
ntersection of Interstate Route H-1
boundary of the National Oceanic and
tion Observatory at Ewa Beach,
miles. Seventy-seven acres of
land would be converted to highway
include displacement of people, air-
traction and possible soil erosion.

C01MEMTS MADE BY: USDA HUD EPA COE
State and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50623)
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OS 20-191 O**/"

Idaho
County: Hadison Fremont
The proposed project involves the construction of 21 miles

of four lane OS 20-191, beginning at Thornton and proceeding

northward to Twin Groves. This is the only access from the

west to Yellowstone National Park., and it carries a peak

tourist load during the summer months. The amount of land to

be used for right-of-nay and the nnmber of residences to be

displaced will depend upon which of several alternate routes

is chosen.
(202 pages)
COMHBNTS MADE BT: DOl EPfi OSDA

state and local agencies
(ELR OPDER # SO 583)

FA? Route 207, Edwardsville By -Pass 04/07

Illinois
County: Hadison
The statement refers to the proposed constructxon of a new

four lane highway facility beginning at Illinois Route 157

and continuing easterly and northeasterly to Illinois Route

143. Project length is approximately 5.9 miles. Eighteen

families and one business will be displaced; 160 acres will

be required for right-of-way. (1U0 pages)

COMMENTS BADE B5f: HOD DOI OSDA EPA HEW COE
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50511)

HcClogage Bridge, OS 24, 150 and Illinois 29 04/07

Illinois
County: Peoria Tazewell
The project consists of the construction of a two-lane

westbound bridge including approaches across the Illinois

River at Peoria. Realignment of the existing roadway and

construction of a new interchange are necessary. The pro-

ject will have the following adverse impacts: borrow ex-

cavation for the construction of approaches to the new

bridge, relocation of 16 families, 6 businesses and 1

private hall, acquisition of 0.7 acres of parkland and con-

struction of a pier for the new bridge.
COHHEFTS HADE BY: DOI 20SD 2 EPA USCG DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50516)
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OS 6, Davenport, Iowa Oft/30

Iowa
County: Scott
The proposed project involves the reconstruction of 1.9 miles
of OS 5 to a 4 lane divided highway. Adverse impacts are
the use of agricultural land for right -of-uay, the destruc-
tion of some wildlife habitat, increased noise levels, and
possible water pollution during construction.
(109 pages)
COMMENTS MADE Bl : HEW HOD USDA DOI EPA COE

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50648)

1-44, City of St. Louis 04/07

Missouri
County: St Louis
The project consists of the improvement of a 1.1 mile seg-
ment of 1-44 from 1-55 to OS 40 to 8 lanes. The project
will displace 20 families, 8 businesses and one elementary
school. Acquisition of the right of way will cost
$1,500,000 and relocation assistance cost is estimated at
$225,000.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI EPA HEW OEO OSDA

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50515)

State Route 800, Ohio 04/21

Ohio
County: Monroe Belmont
Proposed is the relocation and improvement of a portion of
State Route 800 between Barnesville and Woodsfield. The
project consists of a two-lane highway, approximately 16.5
miles in length. Adverse effects of the action are the
loss of farmland; loss of a small amount of woodland; and
the taking of 22 residences, 7 farm operations, and 1

business. Five acres of Section 4(f) land are required
from the Monroe Lake State Wildlife Area. (96 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOT DOI EPA BUD USDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50594)

Garden Valley Rd-Fairgrounds Interchange, 1-5 (S) 04/21

Oregon
County: Douglas
Proposed is the removal of 1,170,000 cabic yards of
material, after blasting, from the flank of Ht. Nebo in
order to accomodate a flattened carve on Interstate 5. To
date, 290,000 cubic yards have been placed in approved
locations at the Douglas County Fairgrounds, and an
additional 120,000 cubic yards have been approved for this
site. Construction disruption will result.
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COaflENTS MADE BY: DOI DOC OSCG
state and local agencies
private organizations and citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50596)

S. TigardI Interchange - I 5 04/21

Oregon
County: Clackamas
Proposed is the construction of a new Federal-Aid
Secondary Route (F.A.S. 943) to connect Interstate 5 with
Boones Ferry Road. Project length is 1.1 niles. Adverse
effects of the action include the loss of 23 acres of wild-
life habitat and increased siltation and turbidity.

COMHEMTS BADE BY: DOI EPA DSDA USCG
state agencies and citizen groups

(ELR ORDER # 50602)

Richland Avenue, Pennsylvania 04/17

Pennsylvania
County: York
The proposed project is the construction of 0.9 miles of
Richland Avenue in York. The project will displace one
family. A Section 4(f) review will be filed to obtain
0.54 acres from Odlon Park.
COflMBirTS MADE BY: OSDA DOC HEW HOD DOI DOT EPA OEO

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50582)

COE

SR 137, Kingsport 04/07

Tennessee
County:
The statemen
mile freeway
gap in Bays
Kingsport, T
businesses,
placed by th
COMBENTS HAD

(ELR ORDER #

Sullivan
t concerns the construction of a four-lane, 7
-type facility on a new location through the
Mountain and around the western portion of
ennessee. Approximately 158 families, 11

and 4 non-profit organizations will be dis—
e improvement. (130 pages)
E BY: DOI EPA HUD OSDA DOT TVA HEW

State and local agencies
50519)

Interstate 155 04/24

Tennessee
County: Dyer
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a 7.4
mile section of 1-155 which begins one mile east of Lenox
Boad and extends easterly to the interchange with proposed
realigned SR 3 north of Dyersburg. The project is the most
easterly portion of the spur off 1-55, which includes a
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bridge across the Hississippi River, adverse impacts include
the loss of 430 acres of natural and agricultural land,
displacement of H families, and increased levels of air and
noise pollution.
COHnESTS HADE BY: OSDA COE DOC EPA DOT TVA

state agencies
(BLR ORDER # 506 1U)

O.S.Coast Guard

^"^^^^ Date

Deepwater Port Regulations (2) OU/22

The statement concerns Federal Regulations governing
various aspects of the design, construction, and operation
of Deepwater Ports. The proposed regulations address:
ajor design and construction criteria; oil transfer
rules; navigation rules; personnel requirements; and,
equipment and procedures requirements. The action will
attempt to reduce traffic and potential accidents in deep-
water ports. (42 pages)
(BLR ORDER # 50607)

^i"^l Date

DeSoto Baterway and Horth Channel 04/10

Florida
County: Broward
The statement refers to the proposed approval of location
and plans for 2 fixed highway bridges over DeSoto Waterway
and North Channel. The bridges will furnish additional
access to 18,000-unit Three Islands real estate develop-
ment, now under construction.
COMHEHTS MADE BY: DOT EPA HDD DOI DOC HEW COE

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 50534)

Hew Orleans Vessel Traffic System 04/02

Louisiana
Proposed is the establishment of a Vessel Traffic System
which will cover the Mississippi River from Bile 243 AHP to
15 statute miles south of the entrance buoys to the South
and Southwest Passes, including the Hississippi River Gulf
Outlet. The system will consist of a combination of vessel
traffic levels which will include VRF-FM communications, ra-
dar surveillance, and a vessel movement reporting system,
in part or total. The project is intended to reduce the num-
ber of vessel accidents caused by collisions, rammings, and
groundings. There will be some adverse impact from construc-
tion of system elements.
(29 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOC COE DSDA DOT DOI EPA2 cies

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50483)
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ENVIROUaESTAL P80TECT10N AGENCY

Contact: Mr. Sheldon Beyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
Room 3630 Waterside Hall
Washinqton D.C. 20460
(202) 765-09a0

Draft Date

Horth Lake Tahoe-'Pruckee River Basin, Supplement OU/15

California
County: Nevada Placer El Dorado
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with
C&Q 30 September 1974 and discusses seven environmental
issues unresolved in the final statement. The review
period will be 30 days from 15 April 1975. (17 pages)
(ELR OKDEE « 50562)

Auburn Interceptor (Green River Sewerage Area) Oft/11

Hashington
County: King
The statement concerns the award of grant funds to the
Hunicipality of Hetropolitan Seattle to construct an inter-
ceptor sewer line to service the Green River Sewerage
Area. The project would result in the elimination of dis-
charge of inadequately treated wastewaters to the Green
River. The construction corridor passes through a per-
manent wetland thus necessitation summer construction. Ad-
verse impacts include possible degredation of water quality
in the Duwaroish estuary and secondary effects from
stimulated urban growth. (2 volumes)
(ELR ORDER # 50535)

Final Date

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment 0U/2U

California
The statement refers to the Sacramento Regional Wastewater
Banagement Program. The plan provide for a regionwide inter-
ceptor system to deliver raw wastes to a single advanced
treatment plant located south of the city at the site of
the existing plant. A disposal system would transport
treated effluent to the Sacramento River for discharge near
Freeport via a multipart diffuser system. There will be nor-
mal construction disruption from the project.
COBMENTS MADE BY: DOI COE DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50612)
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADHIHISTRATIOB

Contact: Br. Ernest A. Sligh
Director, Environmental Impact Division
Federal Energy Administration
New Post Office Building
12th and Pennsylvania Avenne, HW
Washington, D.C. 20U61
(202) 961-6214

Draft Date

Energy Independence Act of 197S, Related Tax Propo 04/01

The statement refers to the enactment of proposed legis-
lation that would reduce oil imports by 1 million barrels
per day by the end of 1977. Over the mid-term (1975-1985)
enactment of the legislation woald assure that domestic
supplies of energy are increased, the growth rate of demand
reduced, and protection from energy emergencies developed.
The program will result in further exploitation of domestic
resources, including coal, OCS oil and gas, and Alaskan
oil.
(ELR ORDER # 50477)

Final Date

Coal Conversion Program 04/15

The statement analyses FEA*s proposed strategy for the
implementation of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974. The eis presents the methodology
by which major fuel burning installations will be selected
to receive an order prohibiting them from burning natural
gas or petroleum products as their primary energy source.
The procedures which may be used to select candidates are
described, along with the impacts associated with differing
degrees of program implementation. Impacts of the proposal
include those generally associated with coal burning, and
vary in degree form site to site.
COHMBNTS HADE BY: EPA DOC DLAB TREA DSDA

state agencies
and private companies

(ELR ORDER # 50560)
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FEDERAL POWER COBBISSION

contact: Dr. Richard F. Hill
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality
uui G Street, a.w.
Washington, D.C. 20426
(202) 386-6084

DateDraft

Zachary - Ft. Landerdale Pipeline 04/2t

Louisiana Alabama Florida

The statement concerns an application by Florxda Gas

Transmission Company to construct and operate 51.2 "lies

of 26 and 30-inch pipeline loop at nine locations and 11.3

miles of 4-inch and 5.9 miles of 20-inch lateral pxpelme
at three locations, and to relocate three compressor

stations. Disruption along right-of-way would include the

removal of vegetation on approximately 1,100 acres.

(ELR ORDER # 50591)

Bath County Project, Virginia 04/03

Virginia
County: Bath
The statement concerns consideration of an application tor

a licence to construct and operate a pumped storage pro-

iect in Bath County, Virginia. Issuance of a licence would

provide for establishment of two reservoirs, inundating

about 950 acres, two transmission lines with a total

length of 85 to 89 miles, and a powerhouse reaching the

350,000 Kw rating for each of six units. The project would

eliminate 3.3 miles of a free-flowing section of Back Creek

and 1.5 miles of a free-flowing section of Little Back

Creek.
(ELB ORDER # 50492)
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GENER&L SBRVICBS ADRINlSTBiTION

Contact: Br- Andrew E. Kauders
Executive Director of Environmental Affairs
General Services Admiaistration
18th and F Streets, H.W.
Washington, D.C. 20405
(202) 343-4161

Final Date

Alabana Army Anmunition Plant Disposal 04/15

Alabama
County: Talladega
Proposed is the disposal of 1354 acres of land at the
Alabama Army Ammunition Plant, Childersburg, Alabama.
Disposal will be by negotiated sale to the Kimberly-Clark.
Company. The statement indicates that conveyance of the
property would result in significant lessening of the
impacts on the area with respect to air and water pol-
lution.
COMMENTS HADE BY: HEH EPA DOI
(ELR ORDER # 50553)

Federal Building and Parking Facility, Fairbanks 04/02

Alaska
The proposed action involves construction of a Federal
Building and parking facility and the continued use of the
existing Federal Building in Fairbanks, Alaska- The new
building will provide approximately 30,000 sg . ft. of
office space, together with service areas to house 200
employees. A total of 300 enclosed parking spaces will
be provided. Also included in the project is a GSA motor
pool repair space. There will be increased vehicular
emissions (1b7 pages)
COMME?»TS MADE BY: EPA DOC DOI HOD USDA AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50484)

Denver Federal Center, Lakewood 04/30

Colorado
County: Jefferson
The proposed project provides for major repairs and altera-
tions which will be undertaken at the Denver Federal
Center, Lakewood, Jefferson County, for its continued use
in providing adequate housing for Federal agencies. There
will be construction inconveniences. (25 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP NTHP DOC USDA COE HOD EPA DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50646)

Soviet Embassy Complex 04/28
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District of Co
Proposed is the construction of the five-building Soviet

EBibassy Complex on a 12.5-acre site in the Glover Park

Neighborhood of Horthwest Washington, D.C. The project

is part of a bilateral agreement between the O.S. and

O.S.S.R. providing for the reciprocal ejfchange of 85-year

leasehold interests for embassy sites in both Washington

and noscow. Construction and associated disruption are

exoected to occur continuously over a 32-month period.

COMMENTS BADE BY: BPi ROD GAO DOI COE OSDA
local agencies, organizations
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER » 60636)

Grosse lie South Channel Range Light Disposal 04/15

Michigan
County: Wayne
Proposed is the disposal by GSA of the 20.66 acre Grosse

lie South Channel Range Light property, through public

sale under sealed bid. Mo adverse environmental impact is

anticipated- (31 pages)
COMMENTS BADE BY: COE EPA DOI
(ELR ORDER # 50652)

Interagency 9otor Pool, Dallas 04/15

Texas
The proposed action consists of leasing space for the GSA

Interagency Rotor Pool which will most likely result in new

construction. The facility will consist of 3,500 sg . ft. of

net usable office and storage for 8 employees, and 166,000

sg. ft. of net usable parking area or 560 parking spaces.

The facility will provide a service area which will include

two 10,000 gallon underground gasoline tanks and an automatic

drive-through carwash. There will be short-term construction

inconveniences caused by the project.

COMMENTS BADE BY: AHP EPA DOT
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50663)
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DFPARTHBNT OF HUD

Contact: Mr. Richard H. Broon
Director, Office of Environmental

EooBi 7258
451 7th Street, s.W.
Washington, D.C. 204 10
(202) 755-6308

Draft
Date

Brisas de Loiza Development, Puerto Rico 04/70

lot.lllTr.lr^lTllT.lll lliri/l
'^'" development.

Proposed is the construction"? ?a8''d;:ilJna'ani?r?
''""'

moderate-inco«e families in a 13-acrr^ioJ^^° ^ ^""^

property inhabited by sguaJters wMoh t.t
^^^^*=e°^ ^o

flooded by the Grande de T^,-^f\"
^^^ repeatedly been

ruption Will resSJ!" (61 pages)
'"* Construction dis-

(ELR ORDER « 50531)
P^^es)

Final
Date

04/25
Niagra Falls Rainbow Center, Hew lork

New York
County: Niagara

?entrarB:;?LsTSii;?ict ofn" '"""''"' ^^^'^ ^^ ^^-
include demoUtion'orsoL^exiSCrbuild'in./'fK^'^'^ "^^
struction of the Internatinn^t J ^ buildings, the con-
construction of a maS^coJne^ino thfr"".^^'^'^^'''

^'^^ ^''^
Park at the brink of thf S^ff^ ^-.^^^ Center to Prospect

COMKENTS HADE BY: DOI DOC npu vn» »«,..
^OT s?ate'agencfes

^^' "'"* "'^* ^^ "^^^ ^"^
(ELR ORDER « 50620)

Section 104(h)

Draft
Date

San Hateo Community Development

California
County: san Hateo
The statement concerns expendure of *i 5 .in,-^„ -

munity development funds for San Hfteo'ciJi Sk
^° *"**""

project would provide for ). nnJ^, • ! f ^l' ^^® Proposed
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include continuation of human environment exposed to noise,
flood, and seismic hazards.
(ELR ORDER # 50532)

Court Street Widening Project, Reading 04/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
Proposed is the widening of a section of Court Street (be-
tween Thorn and North Streets) to complete the Service
System necessitated by the Downtown East Urban Renewal
Project and Penn Square. The project will require the
demolition of two buildings and the relocation of one family.
Construction disruption will result.
(ELR ORDER # 50637)

Northeast Industrial Area Development, Reading 04/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a 50 acre industrial renewal project
in the Northeast section of Reading. The City will acquire
land, install storm and sanitary sewers, water lines, improve
roads, and provide street lighting and trees. Private develop-
ment of the land would then be encouraged. The major adverse
effects are those associated with an increase in storm run-
off and the expected increase in vehicular traffic within
and adjacent to the project area.
(ELR ORDER # 50638)

Rousing Programs and Projects 01/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a housing rehabilitation program in-
tended to improve the City of Beading through enforcement of
existing codes and through the provision of about 200 new
rehabilitation loans with grants supplemented by public re-
habilitation. The project will require the rehabilitation
of 50 units and the demolition of 75 units. Adverse impacts
include the displacement of residents of the demolished home
temporary change in land use, and economic impact to
residents and landowners who will be required to comply with
existing codes.
(ELR ORDER # 50639)

11th and Penn Residential Development, Reading 04/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a proposal for the city of Heading to
purchase a one acre tract of land, located at 11th and Penn
Streets which is currently owned by the State of Pennsylvania.
Hhile the site is presently leased by the Reading Parking
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Authority for a parking lot, it would be sold to a privatedeveloper for a residential development project of approxi-mately 100 units.
(ELR ORDER # 50640)

Parks and Recxeation Project, Reading DU/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
Proposed is the upgrading of 22 existing parks and play-groands and the development of new parks in Beading in hopesof arresting the migration of residents to the suburbs. Theimprovements made to existing parks will result in increasedtraffic in the immediate areas of the parks and the disrup-tion of construction.
(ELR ORDER # 506U1)

Near Northwest Neighborhoood Improvement, Reading 04/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a program for improvement of NearNorthwest neighborhoood which includes the improvement ofexisting streets, the extension of storm sewers, theaddition and replacement of street lights, and the addition
°t,f*^^^^/^^s and green spaces. Construction disruptionMill result.
(ELR ORDER # 50642)

Physical Environment Projects, Reading 04/28

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a proposal for the enhancement ofthe physical environment of the City of Reading which in-cludes: the planting of street trees along 20 blocks; thelighting of about 60 blocks; the replacement, repair and up-grading of deteriorated sections of the City's storm sewerand water service system; and the rebuilding and repaving of
30 streets. The new facilities reguire long-term mainten-ance .

(ELR ORDER # 50643)

Final
Date

Santa Bonica Community Development 04/28

California
County: Los Angeles
The statement concerns a Community Development Block GrantProposal for Santa Monica, California to renovate the SantaMonica Pier, prepare a site for future senior citizenhousing, provide an elevator for City Hall and five publicrestrooms in the city's three parks and develop adminis-
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trativ«? and planning capacities for the city»s newly
created Housing Authority. adverse impacts include
dislocation of residents from the site of the planned

Senior Citizens* Center and construction disruption.

(ELR OBDER # 50633)
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INTERSTATE COHBERCB COHHISSION

Contact; Mr. Richard Chais
Supervisory Attorney Advisor for
the Environmental Staff
Room 2370
12th St. and Constitution Ave., NM
(202) 343-2086

Final Date

Commuter Train Fare Raise, Illinois Central Gulf RR 04/29

Illinois
The Illinois central Gulf B
its electric train commuter
rail passenger service betw
the terminal ot its lines a
and Rich ton Parli, as well a

stations. Approximately 11

diverted to alternate modes
traffic in the area by 2.3%
pollution will result. (90
COMBENTS MADE BY: EPA DOl

Illinois
(ELR ORDER » 50644)

ailroad proposes to increase
fares by an average of 29% for

een the City of Chicago and
t 91st Street, Blue Island, and
E between all intermediate
% of ICG ridership will be
of transportation increasing

Increased noise and air
pages)

Central Golf Railroad Co.
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NDCIE&R REGOLATORY COHBISSIOM

Contact: Br. A. Giambusso, Director of Division

of Reactor Licensing
P-722, HRC
Washington, D.C. 20555
(301) 492-7373

Date
Draft

Alan R. Barton Nuclear Plant, Onits 1-4 04/23

Alabama
County: Chilton Elmore

The proposed action is the issuance of construction permits

to the Alabama Power Company for the construction of the

Alan R. Barton Nuclear Plant Dnits 1, 2, 3, and ^- The

units will have a normal capacity of 3579 HWt and 1159HWe

?or each unit. A stretch power level of 3758 BWt (1209HWe)

is anticipated. The exhaust stem will be cooled in a

closed cycle mode by mechanical cooling towers with water

from the Coosa River. Construction of the plant and ad-

iacent facilities will disturb an area of 1025 acres of

crop and forest land, and right-of-way for transmission

lines will require 18,460 acres.

(ELR ORDER » 50608)

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Sta., Dnits 1-3 04/08

Arizona
County: Baricopa .^ *^ u^
Proposed is the issuance of construction permits to the

Arizona Public Service Corporation for the construction of

the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Onits 1, 2,

and 3. The Station will produce up to 3800 BWt and 1240

BWe (net) of electrical power capacity. The exhaust steam

will be cooled by mechanical-draft cooling towers with

makeup water obtained from piped sewage effluent from

Pheonix. The construction will require the clearing of up

to 2500 acres of land.
(ELR ORDER # 50523)

«- -1
Date

Final

Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Onits 1 and 2 04/21

Oregon
County: Gilliam -^ * ^.w^
Proposed is the granting of construction permits to the

Portland General Electric Co. for the 2 unit Pebble Springs

Plant. The plant will employ pressurized water reactors

to produce total outputs of 7520 BWt and 2622 BWe. Exhaust

will be cooled by a once-through flow of water from a 1900

acre man-made lalte (with makeup water drawn from the

Columbia River) . The total site includes 8400 acres, of

which 2045 acres will be removed from current use.
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COMMENTS BADR BY: AHP HUD USDA USCG DOC SPA DOT
State and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50599)

H.B. Robinson Unit 2 04/22

South Carolina
County: Darlington
The proposed action is the continuation of an operatinglicense, held by Carolina Power and Light Co. The unit
r^^^^A -

P'^^^ssurized water reactor to produce 2200 HWtand 700 MWe (net) ; future levels of 2300 HWt and 730 HHeare anticipated. Exhaust steam is cooled with waterobtained from Lake Robinson, which is heated 21 degrees Fabove ambient and discharged via a 4 mile canal tothe lake. The additional heat probably causes a small

bInthOE°°
""^ ^^^^ productivity of fish, plankton, and

COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA COE DOC HEW DOT EPA PPC
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 50604)
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STATE DEPAETHENT

Contact: Hr . Christian Herter, Jr.
Special Assistant to the Secretary
for Evironmental Affairs
Room 7819
Washington, D.C.
(202) 632-796U

Draft Date

Washington Technical Institute and International Center OU/OU

District of Co
The statement concerns the development of a permanent

campus for the Washington Technical Institute and the de-

velopment of an International Center on the former Bureau

of Standards site located at Connecticut Avenue and Van

Hess Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. Increased traffic, air

pollution, and storm water runoff, and construction dis-

ruption will result from the project.
(ELR ORDER « 50U99)
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DEPARTBEBT OF DEFENSE, Army

Contact:

Pinal

ar. George A. Conney , Jr.
Acting Chief, Environmental Office
Directorate of Installations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics
Washington, D.C. 20310
(202) OX 4-4269

Date

Aliananu Military Reservation, Family Hoasing Project 04/18

Hawaii
County: Oahu
The proposed action consists of constroction of 1,600
housing units for Army personnel and 1,000 units for
Navy personnel at Aliamanu Military Reservation under the
PT74 and PY75 Family Housing Programs. The total develop-
ment for housing of some 10,868 persons includes facilities
such as schools, parxs, a small grocery store, and a fire
station. Adverse effects include increased traffic con-
gestion on adjacent road systems, the cost to the public
for the construction of support facilities such as schools
and businq, and the loss of an area of open space.
COMMENTS BADE BY: DOT HEW EPA DOI tJSDA DSCG

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50587)
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DEPARTSENT OP AGRICDLTORB

Contact: David Ward
Acting Coordinator
Environmental Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
0. S. Department of Agriculture
Room 331-E, Administration Buildinq
Washington, D.C. 20250
(202) 447-3353

Draft Date

Herbicide Use, OzarK-St. Francis N.F. 04/21

Arkansas
County: several
The statement describes vegetation management and control
in the OzarJc-St Francis National Forests through the use of
herbicides 2,4-D, 2,3,5-T, silvex and picloram. Adverse
impacts include decreased aesthetic value due to loss of
some foliage and flowering species, noise and smell during
spraying, and temporary lowered air and water quality
during and after spraying.
(ELR ORDER # 50600)

Upper Sew River Watershed Project 04/07

South Carolina
County: Beaufort Jasper
This project for watershed protection, flood prevention and
drainage in the Upper New River Watershed, Beaufort and
Jasper Counties proposes land treatment measures (water
oanageraent and timber and wildlife habitat improvement)
and multiple-purpose flood prevention and drainage
channels. Adverse impacts include permanent clearing of
trees and shrubs from 150 acres, temporary clearing of 140
acres tor soil disposal and noise and dust pollution during
construction

.

(FLR ORDER # 50521)

Forest Service

Draft Date

Bask.et Bay #2 Timber Sale, Tonqass N.F. 04/03

Alaska
The statement deals with the proposal to salvage approxi-
mately 5.5 million board feet of blowdown timber from the
1968 Thanksgiving Day storm within the Kook Lake water-
shed on Chichagof Island. No roads would be constructed
or reconstructed and the timber would be clearcut utilizing
a helicopter yarding system. The project would remove 1b6
acres from an undeveloped category, and would result in
noise that could have an im;)act on recreation use of Kook
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Lake cabins.
(ELR ORDER # 50U9U)

Southern Chilkat Study Area, Tongass S.F. 04/30

Alaska
The proposed action involves, in part, the harvest of old
growth timber within portions of the southern Chilkat
Mountains of the Chatham Area, Tongass national Forest.
Such management activity will require the development of
both permanent and temporary roads, logging camps and log
transfer points in an area that is now essentially road-
less. The proposed action does not recommend the
establishment ot a wilderness study area. Timber harvest
activity may increase surface soil erosion and alter wild-
life habitat and migration patterns.
(ELR ORDER « 50649)

Moose Creek Basin, Salmon N.F. 04/25

Idaho
County: Lemhi
The statement concerns the land use plan for the
Hoose Creek Basin Planning Onit of Salmon National Forest.
The Unit contains 74,100 acres, of which 681 acres are
privately owned and, in addition, there are 123 acres of
unpatented mining claims where surface rights are not
held by the United States. The major environmental effects
will be due to timber harvests, access road construction,
and possible mining activities.
(ELR ORDER # 50619)

Herbicide Ose, Kt . Hood, Willamette, Rogue River H, F . 04/08

Oregon California
The statement is a supplement to an eis filed 24 June 1974
to update the Vegetation Management Program of FY 1974.
The program involves the use of herbicides 2,4,-D, 2,4-DP,
2,4,5-T, Silvex, Amtrole, Picloram, and Dicamba to reduce
the competition from native vegetation where it hampers
forest management activities in Ht. Hood, Rogue River, and
Willamette fJational Forests. Changes in wildlife popu-
lations will occur due to changes in habitat.
(ELR ORDER « 50529)

Herbicide Use, Collville, Okanogan, Menatchee N.F. 04/02

Washington
County: several
The addendum statement concerns vegetation management on
Colville, Okanogan, and Wenatchee National Forests from
July 1, 1975 through June 30, 1976. The plan involves
the use of herbicides 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, Dalapon, and Hono-
sodium acid methanearsenate to reduce the competion from
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native vegetation Mhere it hampers forest management
activities. Some non-target species may be affected.
(ELR ORDER # 50U79)

Herbicide Dse, Washington N.F.'s, Supplement 04/25

Washington
County: several
The supplement statement concerns the use of herbicides
2,U-D, 2,1,6-T, 2,4,5-TP, Amtrole-T, atrazine, picloram,
dicamba, and MSBR to reduce the competition from native and

introduced vegetation where it hampers forest management
activities in Olympic, Bt . Baker-Snogualmie, and Gifford
Pinchot National Forests. Aesthetic deterioration of

treated tracts may result.
(BLR ORDER t 50618)

Final Date

Latouche Island Timber Sale 04/28

Alaska
The statement concerns a timber sale in approximately
180 acres of the southeast side of Latouche Island, near

Cordova, Alaska. The harvest would span two years and

would consist of four clearcut units totaling approximately
90 acres. Total volume is expected to be 2,780 fJEF. The

sale will result in the construction of 2,240 feet of road.

(56 pages)
COMKENTS MADE BY: EPA HOD COB DOI

one private company and one citizen
(ELR ORDFR « 50630)

Portage-Twelve Mile Timber Sale, Tongass N.F. 04/28

Alaska
The statement concerns the proposed harvesting of approxi-
mately 80 million board feet of mature Sitka spruce, western

hemlock, and yellow cedar from approximately 2,600 acres in

the vicinity of Portage Bay. A permanent road system would

be built through the area. Timber would be harvested from

37 clearcut units over a seven year period, temporarily de-

degrading the aesthetic value.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP DOC HUD DOI DOT EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50635)

Cholla Project 04/16

Arizona
The statement refers to the proposed addition by the Arizona
Public Service Company of two 250 MW coal-fired generating
units to the existing 115 HW Cholla Plant near Joseph City,

Arizona. A 500 KV transmission line, approximately 211 miles
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long, from the Cholla Plant to the Saguaro Plant near Red
Rock is planned for construction- Adverse impacts include:
the emission of 51.3 tons of S02, and ua.8 tons of HOx, and
6.U tons of particulates per day; approximately 8,000 acres
wxll be distorbed at the HcKinley mine during the life of
the project; and, construction will result in disturbance
of soil, vegetation, and wildlife.
COMMENTS HADE BY: CEQ EPA DOl OSDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50570)

Porks Unit, Ouachita H .¥

.

OU/25

Arkansas
County: several
The proposed action is to manage, administer and utilize
the forest resources of the Forks Onit, Ouachita N.P. , from
July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1985. The 75,813 acres Porks Unit
is in Garland, Montgomery, Yell and Perry Counties. Bajor
actions are regenerating commercial timber stands on 6,900
acres, thinning timber on 13,700 acres, increasing wildlife
habitat, managing the range resource and constructing 75
miles of road by timber purchasers. The greatest impact
will be to temporary soil disturbance and water quality
from timber harvests, timber site preparation work and road
construction (124 pages)
COflMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOI USDA 2

State agencies, groups
and individuals

(ELR ORDER # 50621)

Timber Management Plan, Boutt H.F. 04/07

Colorado
Proposed is the revision of the 1961 Timber Plan for the
Routt National Forest. The revision would cover the years
1975-1984. Under the plan, 7,500 acres annually of the avail
able commercial forest land would receive various timber man-
agement activities. The expected annual yield is 72,000 Cnnits
including 33 million board feet of sawtimber. Timber harvest
and road construction will affect air and water quality,
visual resources, and wilderness values in areas not selected
as New Study areas.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA DOI

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50518)

Warren Planning Onit, Payette B.F. 04/17

Idaho
County: Idaho Valley
The statement refers to a proposed land use plan for the
352,000-acre Warren Planning Unit of the Payette National
Forest. The plan identifies similar units of land and
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allocates these units to differing intensities of manage-
ment. The land will be manaqeed for wilderness charac-
teristics, timber production, mineral exploration, domestic
livestock, grazing, and related objectives. Implementation
of the plan would result in the loss of the wilderness
option on 132,000 acres of potential wilderness area. The
plan retains 35,500 acres to be managed as wilderness; an
additional 126,00 acres would remain in primitive status.

COMMENTS HiDE BY: COE USDA EPA DOI DOC
state agencies, concerned citizens
and organizations and businesses

(ELR ORDER # 50 585)

Red Rock Peak Onit, Salmon H.F. 04/18

Idaho
County: Lemhi
The statement refers to a proposed land use plan for the
120,330 acre Redrock Unit of the Salmon National Forest. The
planning area was divided into four management areas which
will be managed for appropriate resource uses, protection
needs, and management needs. Hajor environmental impact will
be due to timber harvest, mining, and road construction.
Of the 87,070 acres of inventoried lands within the unit,
17,414 acres (20%) will remain unroaded.
COMMENTS HADE BY: HOD EPA DOI

state agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50589)

Spruce Budworm Suppression Addendum 04/15

Maine
County: several
The statement is an addendum to a final statement
submitted to CEQ April 10, 1974. Proposed is the aerial
spraying of a maximum of 3,500,000 acres of state and
private woodlands with mexicarbate, fenitrothion and
carbaryl to protect forests from damage by the spruce
budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana (Clem.). The spraying
ay also be toxic to many other non-target insects, but
effects are expected to be minimal.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI BEW SPA

state agencies
(ELB ORDER » 50561)

Eureka-Grave Creek Onit, Kootenai N.F. 01/0'»

Montana
Proposed is the implementation of a multiple
nse plan for the 93,585 acre Eureka-Grave Creek Planning
Onit of the Kootenai National Forest. Management
values will include wilderness; big game forage; grizzly
bear habitat; watershed protection; timber production;
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recreation; and visual resources. There will be adverse
impact from timber harvest and road construction.

COflMEHTS flADt BY: USDA EPA DOI
state and local agencies

(ItrLfi ORDER # 50497)

Sandid Mountains, Cibola N.F. 04/11

New Mexico
Hanagement direction is proposed which places emphasis on
protection of the soil and water resources, protection of
key wildlife and unique vegetation areas, and protection of
wilderness and scenic values. State Highway 536 will be
reconstructed from State Highway i»4 to the Crest Observa-
tion Platform, SR UU in Las Huertas Canyon will be paved to
a low-standard two-way road, and there will be no constrnc-
tion of new highways. Existing recreation sites in all
Management Units will be retained and improved, and con-
struction of new recreation sites will be limited to the
projected average use demands by the year 1990.
COMMENTS HADE BY: OSDA DOI EPA AHP DOT

state and local agencies
and other groups

(ELR OBDEB # 50542)

Boulder Mountain Onit, Dixie N.F. 04/14

Otah
County: Wayne Garfield
The statement refers to the land use plan for the 250,000
acre Boulder Mountain Planning Unit of the Dixie N.F. The
Onit will be managed for the protection of its watersheds,
for recreational uses, livestock grazing, timber prodoction,
wildlife resources, and related values. Of the nine inven-
toried roadless areas in the Onit, only one complete area
(the 48,000 acre Boulder Top area) and parts of two other
areas are recommended for special management.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI EPA OSDA HEM AHP

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50544)

Rural Electrification Administration

Draft Date

Marion Unit #4, Illinois 04/01

Illinois
County: Williamson
The action involves the request for guaranteed loan funds
by the Southern Illinois Power Co-op for construction of a
new 160,000 net killowatt generating anit at the Marion
Station located in Williamson County, Illinois. The
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proposed addition will bum a mixture of coal and "gob"
refuse. Some oxides of sulfur and nitrogen along with
particulate matter will be released into the atmosphere,
also, during the life of the plant there will be environ-
mental effects resulting from the mining of "gob" refuse
and coal.
(ELR OSDEB # 50476)

Reid Plant Addition 04/03

Kentucky
County: Hendeison Webster BcLean
The Big Rivers Electric Corporation intends to apply for
financial assistance from REA to provide for additional
coal -fired steam generating capacity at the existing Reid
generating station. In addition, the project will include
50 miles of 161 kv transmission line. Some oxides of
sulfur and nitrogen along with particulate matter will be
released to the atmosphere from the coal-burning plant, and
impact is expected on the Green River. The transmission
lines will result in some land use changes, visual impact,
and some minor erosion. (42 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50493)

Soil Conservation Service

Draft Date

South Fork Watershed Project 04/07

Arkansas
County: Montgomery
The South Fork Watershed Project will provide watershed
protection, prevention, and a dependable water supply for
the City of Hount Ida, Arkansas. The structures and
offsite borrow areas will reguire 52 acres of grassland
and 257 acres of woodland. About five miles of natural
streams will be converted to reservoir areas. (45 pages)
(ELR ORDER # 50 512)

Opper Bayou Hezpigue Watershed 04/14

Louisiana
County: Evangeline Allen
The project is for watershed protection, flood prevention,
drainage, irrigation and recreation in the 214,200-acre
Opper Bayou Hezpigue Watershed. The floodway, dikes, 8

reservoir embankments and spillways, irrigation pool,
sediment pools, borrow areas, and channel rights-of-way will
reguire the loss of 74 agricultural acres and 2182 forested
acres. One family of six persons will be displaced by con-
struction.
(ELR ORDER # 50543)
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Chippeewa and Long Prairie Headwaters Development OU/07

Minnesota
County: Several
The statement concerns a project for fish and wildlife
development in Douglas, Grant, Otter Tail, and Pope
Counties, Binnesota which would increase acreage of wild-
life land from 54,000 acres to 54,020 acres. The plan
includes installation of 89 permanent structures.
Construction disruption would result.
(BLR ORDER # 50608)

Knife Lake Improvement RC & D Heasure (Supplement) 04/21

Minnesota
County: Kanabec
(ELR ORDER # 50603)

HcNairy-Cypress Creek Watershed Project 04/30

Tennessee
County: ncBairy
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood control for the McNairy-Cypress Creek Watershed.
Included in the project are plans for 20 impounding struc-
tures, one of which will provide Selmer with industrial
water and recreational water. Adverse effects include:
the decrease of wildlife habitat resulting from land ose;
change of crop or idle land to pasture; loss of 2,265
acres of wildlife habitat; loss of one barn and the modifi-
cation or relocation of three bridges, 2,400 feet of paved
gravel road; and decreasing the guality of forest land and
fish habitat.
(ELB ORDER # 50645)

Sandy Creek Watershed 04/07

Texas
County: Jasper
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood control for 25,000 acres in Jasper County, Texas.
The plan includes construction of 2.9 miles of floodway and
6 floodwater retarding structures, which will result in
the clearing of 79 acres of wildlife habitat and 516 acres
of forest. Sixty-two acres of bottomland will be inundated
and the floodway will result in reduced wildlife on 108
acres.
(ELR ORDER # 50502)

Three-Bile and Sulfur Draw Watershed 04/22

Texas
County: Culberson Hudspeth
Proposed is a project tor flood prevention and watershed
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protection for the 149 square mile drainage area of the

Three-lile and Sulfur Draw watershed. Wildlife habitat

on 516 acres will be replaced with structures, sediment

pools and borrow pits, and construction disruption will

result.
(ELR ORDER # 50605)

„. , Date
Pinal

Flat Bock Creek, Arkansas OU/21

Arkansas
County: Crawford

.

Proposed is a watershed protection, flood prevention, and

recreation project on Flat Rock Creek Watershed. Project

measures will include land treatment, 4.2 miles of concrete

lined channel, and 3.2 miles of debris-cleared channel. A-

bout 1,030 acres of flood plain land will be protected. Agri-

cultural and forest productivity on 32 acres of grassland

and 19 acres of woodland will be committed to project mea-

sures; one dwelling and one farm operation will be relocated

(82 pages)
COHMESTS hade BY: COE hew DOI dot EPA AHP

(ELR ORDER # 50598)

Kahaluu Watershed Project, Honolulu 04/28

Hawaii
County: Honolulu
Proposed is a watershed protection, flood prevention, and

recreation project in Honolulu. Project measures will in-

clude land treatment, a debris basin, and a 28 acre multi-

purpose lagoon. In addition, the lower reaches of Waihee,

Kahaluu, and Ahuimanu Streams will be enlarged and lined

with concrete. The local governments will construct a rec-

reational park at the lagoon. Adverse impact will include

the loss of some aquatic habitat, and the displacement of

21 homes and 4 businesses.
(125 pages)
COMMEHTS MADE BY: USAF COE EPA DOC USCG HEW DOI

State and local agencies
and private organizations

(BLR ORDER # 50628)

Lye Creek Drain Watershed Project 04/15

Indiana
County: Hontgomery
Proposed is a watershed protection, flood prevention, and

drainage project on the Lye Creek Drain Watershed. Project

measures will include land treatment, and 11.3 miles of

channel work. Impact of the project will include the loss

of 154 acres of grassland, the changing of 137 acres of

wildlife habitat to cropland and forest, the commitment of

15 acres of woody habitat to channel work, and increased
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noise, air and water pollution during construction.
COHMBNTS MADE BY: DOD HEH DOI DOT EPA

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50556)

East Pork Pond River Watershed 04/15

Kentucky
County: Christian Buhlenburg Todd
The statement refers to the proposed East Pork Pond River
Watershed protection and flood prevention project in
Christian, Muhlenberg, and Todd Counties. Included in theproject are two floodwater retarding structures and 15.8
miles of channel work. Adverse impacts are alteration of
82 acres of wildlife habitat, and disruption of aquatic
and terrestrial ecological systems in the stream affected
by channel work.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE HEW DOI DOT AHP EPA

one state agency
(ELR ORDER # 50555)

Kinder Watershed Project, Louisiana 04/28

Louisiana
County: Allen Jefferson Davis
The statement refers to a proposed protection project for
32,900 acres of the Kindu Watershed. Project measures
wxll include land treatment, channel work, weirs, and
control structures. Adverse impact will include the
introduction of 1,310 tons of sediment to the Calcasieu
River during construction; the loss of timber on 237 acres;
the disturbance of 150 acres of cropland, 187 acres of
wooded channel banks, and 123 acres of forest land; and
the disturbances of sixty acres of wetland.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOI DOT EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50625)

Norman-Polk Watershed 04/t7

Minnesota
County: Norman Polk
The statement discusses a project for watershed protec-
tion, flood prevention, and drainage in Norman and Polk
Counties. The plan includes land treatment and structural
measures consisting of 28 miles of channel work and 6
grade stabilization structures. Adverse impacts are
temporarily reduced soil fertility, removal of 252 crop-
land farm production, increased sediment and peak dis-
charge into Red River.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE HEW DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50581)
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Brillion Watershed Project, Wisconsin OU/28

Wisconsin
County: Calumet
Proposed is a watershed protection and flood prevention
project on the 13,811 acre watershed. Project measures will
include land treatment, dams, and sediment pools. Approxi-
mately 90 acres of land will be committed to the project;
another 131 acres may be inundated during flooding.
COMMENTS HADE BY: COE HEW DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50632)
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DEPflRTBEHT OF DEFENSE, Navy

Contact: (Jr. Peter n. BcDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

Draft Date

Naval Personnel Administrative Complex, Belle Chas 04/01

Louisiana
County: Plaquemines
The project provides for the construction of a Naval
Personnel Complex to house the major fonctions of the
Bureau of Naval Personnel. The plan includes space for
2,050 civilian and military employees and 300 housing
units. Adverse impacts include increased demand on city
services such as schools and sewer systems, increased
traffic in the area, and construction disruption.
(2 volumes)
(ELR ORDER # 50U78)

Naval Oceanographic Center, Bay St. Louis 04/02

Bississippi
County: Hancock
The proposed action would establish a Naval Ocenaographic
Center at the Natinal Space Technology Laboratory, Bay
St. Louis, Mississippi. Existing administrative, lab-
oratory and automated data processing spaces will be ac-
quired from the National Atmospheric and Space Adminis-
tration to house the activities concerned. The action will
require the relocation of approximately 1300 employees and
their families.
(2 volumes)
(ELR ORDER # 50485)
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^^^°1'"^^

I^^ I UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
V, ^c/ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

AVAILABILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2) (C)

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and

section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and

commented in writing on Federal agency actions impacting

the environment contained in the following appendices

during the period of April 1, 1975 and April 30, 1975

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental

impact statements reviewed and commented upon in writing

during this review period. The list includes the Federal

agency responsible for the statement, the number and title

of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's

comments as defined in Appendix II, and the EPA source for

copies of the comments as set forth in Appendix VI.
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Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications

of EPA's comments on the draft environmental impact statements

as set forth in Appendix I.

Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental

impact statements reviewed and commented upon in writing during

this review period. The listing includes the Federal agency

responsible for the statement, the number and title of the

statement, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments, and

the EPA source for copies of the comments as set forth in

Appendix VI

.

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency

regulations, legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any

other proposed agencies reviewed and commented upon in writing

pursuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act, as amended,

during the referenced reviewing period. The listing includes

the Federal agency responsible for the proposed action, the

title of the action, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments,

and the source for copies of the comments as set forth in

Appendix VI

.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses

of the sources of EPA reviews and comments listed in Appendices

I, III, IV, and V.

-2-
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Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and

procedures for EPA's review of agency actions may be obtained

by writing the Public Inquiries Branch, Office of Public Affairs,

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460. Copies

of the draft and final environmental impact statements referenced

herein are available from the originating Federal department

or agency.

•/-^/^V/t
Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: | S IMft! 1375,

-3-
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA CCMMENTS

Err/IRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER—Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA "believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards ^ich might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment from hazards arising from this action. The Agency recanmends

that alternatives to the action he analyzed further (including the possibility of

no action at all).

ADFi^UACY OF THE PiPACT STATEtffilfT

Category 1—Adequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental lii5)act

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category 2— Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft Impact statement does not contain sufficient

information to assess fully the environmental Impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, fron the Infomatlon submitted, the Agency Is able to

make a preliminary detennination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that was not Included in

the draft statement.

Category 3--Inadeguate

EPA believes that the Iraft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental Impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the impact statement.
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APPIMDEC VI

SOURCE TCSR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. Wxectar, Office of Public Affairs

Environmental Protection Agency

l^Ol M Street, SW

Washington, D.C. 20U60

B. Director of Public Affairs, Region I

Environmental Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Enrlronnental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

New York, New York 1000?

G. Direc^eir of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlrotmental Protection Agency

1600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 75201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VII

Envlronnental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 6UIO8

I, Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Envlroimental Protection Agency

i860 Uncoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

Enviroonental Protection Agency Envlroimental Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Vtelnut Streets 100 California Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6 San Francisco, California 9^U1

Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Envlroimental Protection Agency

11*21 Peachtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Director of Public Affairs, Region V

Environwortal Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6o6ok

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Vteshlngton
-
98IOI
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Summary of 102 Statement's Filed with the CEQ Through

04/30/75 (By Agency)

Jjraft 102 "s for yotal actions on

Agency

Agriculture, Department of

Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of

Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Dalaware River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of

HUD, Department of

Interior, Department of

International Boundary and Water
Commission — U.S. and Mexico

Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of

Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.

National Capital Planning Comm.

National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Comm.

Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Comm.

State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of

Treasury, Department of

Upper Mississippi River Basin Comm.

U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

actions on which
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CEQ CONDUCTS NEPA REVIEW

As part of the third bi-annual review of Federal

agency implementation of NEPA, CEQ requested each

agency to respond to a questionaire . Quotations
from their responses as well as updated tables

and graphs showing estimated numbers of future
eis's begins on page 3.

STATE EIS REQUIREMENTS COMPILED

Since CEQ ' s compilation of state environmental
impact statement requirements a year ago, several
states have amended their environmental laws or

executive orders. They include California, Maryland,
Virginia, Hawaii, Michigan, and Texas. Many of the

changes have tended to increase the strength of the

environmental assessment requirements. In addition,

many states have revised their quidelines for the

operation of the impact statement process in order

to improve upon implementation. The updated
compiliation begins on page 15.

NEPA AMENDMENT AWAITS CONFERENCE

On April 21, 1975, the House of Representatives passed

two amendments to NEPA, H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787.

Since that date, the Senate passed amended versions of

the two bills so that they were identical. H.R. 3130

now awaits appointment of Senate conferees . A ^

discussion of status and a statement by Chairman
Peterson begin on page 24.
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CEQ REVIEW OF AGENCY IMPLEMENTATION OF NEPA

In 1971, and again in 1973—/, tr-.e CEQ conducted special

reviews of agency implementation of NEPA. The CEQ is now in

the course of its third bi-annual review of Federal agency

implementation of NEPA. This effort began in November 1974

when the CEQ developed and sent to all Federal agencies a

questionnaire focusing of five principal items: the use of

NEPA in the decisionmaking process; EIS content and quality;

the review and commenting process; and public participation

in the NEPA process. CEQ has received responses from almost

all agencies.

CEQ held follow-up staff level meetings with agencies

having major NEPA responsibilities throughout April and May

1975. These meetings concentrated on specific agency issues

or problems not covered or adequately discussed in agency

9 /responses to CEQ ' s questionnaire.—-'

The basic purpose of this bi-annual agency review is to

obtain facts from the agencies regarding problems with the

NEPA process. These facts may suggest the need for (a) agencies

1/ The 1973 NEPA review meetings led to promulgation of

CEQ's revised Guidelines on EIS preparation in August 1973.

I/ Because the Federal NEPA process affects government

agencies at all levels — particularly state agencies — CEQ

is anxious to obtain their views and criticisms of the process

and integrate them into its report. With the assistance of

the National Governors' Conference, CEQ will obtain repre-

sentative state views in the course of its NEPA review.
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themselves to improve the interaction of NEPA with their

decisionmaking processes and otherwise to improve NEPA

implementation within the scope of existing CEQ Guidelines;

(b) new CEQ guidance to all Federal agencies on the imple-

mentation of NEPA, wither by new CEQ advisory memoranda or

by revision of CEQ Guidelines; (c) changes in the Executive

Order 11514 charging CEQ with responsibility for the EIS

process. CEQ ' s report on the NEPA review is planned for

completion by summmer of 1975.

The questionnaire that CEQ sent to each agency included

a question regarding the effect of NEPA, and particularly

the effect of environmental impact statements (EIS), on the

agency's decisionmaking processes. The following quotations

come from statements made by seven of the eight agencies

which have filed over one hundred EIS's to date—/;

Department of Transportation (2897 EIS's
filed to date) - "The EIS procedure has had
a major influence on many decisions within
the Department. A number of proposed projects
have not been further developed because of
adverse environmental implications . Other
projects have been substantially modified to
meet environmental objectives."

Army Corps of Engineers (1326 EIS's filed to
date) - "From the early environmental assess-
ment stage of a pre-authorization study to the
evaluation of operational plans of a completed
project, the number of projects significantly

* The Federal Power Commission has not yet responded to CEQ '

s

questionnaire.
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modified, re-evaluated, delayed or stopped

provides an excellent opportunity to reflect

on how well the Corps is responding to the spirit

and intent of the Act . . .

In the case of Corps permit applications,

the EIS serves as a basic document for outlining

the environmental issues involved in the

undertaking. . . Through the EIS process,

mitigative measures are suggested and

evaluated and sometimes incorporated into

the conditions of the permit."

Department of Agriculture (701 EIS's .filed

to date) -

Forest Service: "The influence of EIS's

on our decisionmaking process has been signif-

icant, particularly in the analysis of alter-

natives and public and other agency involve-

ment. The NEPA process has stimulated more

interdisciplinary involvement and encouraged

others both inside and outside the Forest

Service to contribute, resulting in a more

studied analysis of the effects of actions and

actions needed to eliminate or lessen adverse

environmental effects. This has resulted in

better thought-out decisions. One big influ-

ence has been in NEPA shaping our decisionmaking

process at all levels and for a wide variety

of activities that fall outside the formal

EIS process in addition to those that require

EIS's."

Soil Conservation Service: "The use of the

EIS in the decisionmaking process has greatly

broadened the planning perspective by SCS . The

consideration of a wider variety and complexity

of alternatives has resulted which involve a

wider segment of society."

Department of Interior (453 EIS's filed to date)

"The EIS has a very definite influence upon

Interior's decision process and upon decisions.

First, it paces the process, causing intensifica-

tion of the planning and plan coordination

before an adequate statement can be prepared.

It also paces the formation of other related

documents such as an option document. It has

a very significant effect in surfacing the more

detailed, specific, and quantified information
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that a proper plan document requires, but
formerly seldom achieved in surfacing policy
and operational issues for decision. This latter
effect takes place both during and after prepar-
ation of the EIS itself."

Atomic Energy Commission (186 EIS's filed
to date) - "Program environmental statements
are used as the environmental input into the
decision-making process when they are avail-
able. A current. . , statement will provide
the input for major decisions affecting the
continuance of the [LMFBR] Program.

Two previous environmental statements in
the Radioactive Waste Management area influenced
decisions to redirect programs. Following
issuance of WASH-1503, "Radioactive Waste
Repository, Lyons, Kansas" in 1971 which iden-
tified serious safety questions, a decision was
made not to pursue the project to the point of
technical resolution and the site was abandoned
. , . Prior to issuance of the final statement
on the Bedrock Waste Storage Exploration (WASH-
1511) at the Savannah River Plant a decision was
made to abandon the exploratory project. The
decision was largely a result of opposition to
the project which was voiced following issuance
of the draft EIS .

"

Department of Housing and Urban Development
(12 9 EIS's filed to date) - ". . . regarding the
influence of the EIS on HUD ' s decision-making:
"25 Environmental Clearance Officers reported an
estimated total of 150 project modifications. . .

In general, the environmental impact assessment
procedures have led to the elimination of pro-
jects with adverse environmental impact prior to
formal processing. All regions report that
developers are much more aware of environmental
quality and that proposed sites are often environ-
mentally more sound."

General Services Administration (102 EIS's filed
to date) - "The EIS process has influenced the
agency decisionmaking process in several cases.
The most prominent case is the construction of
the John F. Kennedy Library. Community concern
during the early stages of preparing the EIS has
caused dramatic changes in the design. The size
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of the library was drastically reduced and the

facade was changed from glass to brick so that it

would blend with the Georgian architecture of the

Harvard Square area." [Subsequent to its response,

GSA decided not to locate the library in the Harvard
Square area.]
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The tables and graphs on the following pages contain

data on draft environmental impact statements filed through

December 31, 1974 and also contain estimates for 1975 and

1976. Each agency computed its own estimates.

Figures 1 and 2 show that the number of drafts EIS's

filed with CEQ since 1970 sharply increased in 1971, to a

total of 1949 primarily due to the increase in the number of

Department of Transportation's highway projects for which

EIS's were prepared. A large number of these EIS's involved

projects planned prior to passage of NEPA . The Corps of

Engineers also filed more statements in 1971, many for pro-

jects begun prior to the passage of NEPA.

Since 1971, the Department of Transportation has given

more careful planning to highway and airport project EIS's,

preparing fewer EIS's on the less consequential projects.

At the same time, the Department drastically reduced the

pre-NEPA backlog of projects requiring EIS's. As a result,

the total number of draft EIS's declined through 1974.

CEQ expects that the number of draft EIS's will increase

over the next two years. Several factors contribute to this

expectation

:

(1) The Corps of Engineers plans to write some 600
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draft EIS ' s on its operation and maintenance programs for

completed projects. (This number, however, is expected to

be nearly cut in half in FY 1977, partly because such pro-

grams are considered appropriate for consolidation into

Corps' program EIS ' s . See Table 4.)

(2) A number of relatively new agencies, such as

the Federal Energy Administration and the Occupational Health

and Safety Administration, have begun to implement NEPA.

(3) Older departments, such as the Department of

Interior and the Department of Agriculture, have begun to

issue ElS's for an increasing percentage of projects.
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STATE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REQUIREMENTS

April 15, 1975

STATES WITH COMPREHENSIVE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

CALIFORNIA

Source: California Environmental Quality Act of 1970,

Cal. Pub. Res. Code, Section 21000-21174 (Supp. 1972),

as amended by Ch. 56, Statutes of 1974, March 4, 1974,

as amended by Ch. 276, Statutes of 1974, Section 21100(c),
January 7, 1975.

Guidelines: 14 Cal. Admin. Code Ch. 3, Guidelines for
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act
of 1970 (Register 73, No. 50— 12— 15— 73), as amended by
order of the Secretary for Resources, March 21, 1974, as

amended January 7, 1975, as amended April 1975. Guidelines
are prepared by the Resources Agency of California.

State Contact: Norman E. Hill, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Resources, The Resources Agency, 1414 Ninth
Street, Sacramento, California 95815 (Phone: 916-445-9134).

CONNECTICUT

Source: Connecticut Environmental Policy Act of 1973, Pub.

Act 73-562 (approved June 22, 1973) . Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann.
Ch. 439, Section 22a-l, et seq . (Ciom. Supp. 1974-1975)
(effective February 1, 1975)

.

Guidelines: New guidelines are being prepared by the Department
of Environmental Protection. Currently in effect: "Draft
Guidelines for the Implementation of Executive Order No. 16,"

transmitted to the state agencies under Memorandiom from the
Governor, dated December 13, 1972.

State Contact: Mary Ann Massey, Assistant Director of
Planning and Research, Department of Environmental Protection.
State Office Building, Hartford, Connecticut 06115
(Phone: 203-566-4256) .
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HAWAII

Source: Act 245, Sess. Laws of Hawaii (approved June 4, 1974),
Hawaii Rev. Stat. Ch. 334 (1974) . This Act superseded the
previous Governor's Executive Order of August 23, 1971.

Guidelines: Guidelines are being prepared by the Hawaii
Environmental Quality Commission.

State Contact: Richard E. Marland, Director, Office of
Environmental Quality Control, Office of the Governor,
550 Halekauwila Street, Room 301, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
(Phone: 808-548-6915).

INDIANA

Source: IC 1971, 13-1-10, added by Pub. L. 98, 1972, Ind. Stat.
Ann. Section 35-5301, et seq . (Supp. 1971)

.

Guidelines: Guidelines are being prepared by the Environmental
Management Board and are scheduled to be completed by fall
1975.

State Contact: Ralph Pickard, Technical Secretary, Environ-
mental Management Board, 1300 W. Michigan Street, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46206 (Phone: 317-633-4420).

MARYLAND

Source: Maryland Environmental Policy Act of 1973, Ch.'702,
Md. Acts of 1973, 41 Ann. Code of Md., Section 447-451,
(Cvim. Supp. 1973), and Ch . 703, Md. Acts of 1973 Natural
Res. Art., Ann. Code of Md., Section 1-301 et seq . (1974
Voliome) as amended by Ch. 129 of the Md. Acts of 1975, Section
1-301 (c) (effective July 1, 1975).

Guidelines: "Revised Guidelines for Implementation of the
Maryland Environmental Policy Act" issued by the Secretary
of the Department of Natural Resources, June 15, 1974.

State Contact: Paul McKee, Assistant Secretary, Department
of Natural Resources, Tawes State Building, Annapolis, Maryland
21404 (Phone: 301-267-5548).
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MASSACHUSETTS

Source: Ch. 781, Acts of 1972, Ann. Laws Mass. Ch. 30,

Section 61-62. (C\iin. Supp. 1973), as amended by Ch. 257

of the Acts of 1974.

Guidelines: "Regulations to Create a Uniform System for
the Preparation of Environmental Impact Reports," dated
July 6, 1973, as amended October 15, 1973, as amended
January 8, 1975. Guidelines are prepared by the Executive
Office of Environmental Affairs.

State Contact: Matthew B. Connolly, Jr., Chief Planner,
Executive Office of Environm'^^tal Affairs, 18 Tremont Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 20488 u-'hone: 617-727-2808) .

MINNESOTA

Source: Minnesota Environmental Policy Act of 1973, Ch. 412,
Laws of 1973, Minn. Stat. Ann. Ch. 116D (Cimi. Supp. 1974).

Guidelines: "Rules and Regulations for Environmental Impact
Statements", issued by the Minnesota Environmental Quality
Council on April 4, 1974. These guidelines are presently
being revised with distribution scheduled for July 1975.

State Contact: Jock Robertson, Manager, Environmental Analysis
Program, Environmental Quality Co-uncil, Capital Square Building,
559 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 (Phone: 612-296-2757)

MONTANA

Source: Montana Environmental Policy Act of 1971, Ch. 238, L.

1971, Rev. Code Mont., Section 69-6501, et seq . (Cum. Supp. 1973).
Statute was amended in 1975 (Ch. 65, Section 69-6508 and Section
69-6509) , but as of April 15, 1975 had not been signed into law.

Guidelines: Montana Environmental Quality Council, "Revised
Guidelines for Environmental Impact Statements Required by the
Montana Environmental Policy Act of 1971, " issued September
19, 1973.

State Contact: Loren L. Bahls, PhD., Ecologist, Montana Environ-
mental Quality Council, Capitol Station, Helena, Montana 59601
(Phone: 406-449-3742)

.
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NORTH CAROLINA

Sources North Carolina Environmental Policy Act of 1971

<1971, c. 1203, s. 1), N.C. Gen. Stat. Ch. 113A (Cum. Supp. 1973).

Guidelines: North Carolina Department of Administration,
"Guidelines for the Implementation of the Environmental
Policy Act of 1971," issued February 18, 1972.

State Contact: D. Keith Whitenight, Environmental Planning
Coordinator, Department of Natural and Economic Resources,
P.O. Box 27687, Raleigh, North Carolina 27611 (Phone: 919-829-3838;

SOUTH DAKOTA

Source: South Dakota Environmental Policy Act, SL 1974,
Ch. 245 (approved March 2, 1974), S.D. Comp. Laws 1967
Ch. 11-lA (Supp. 1974)

.

Guidelines: Department of Environmental Protection, 1974
Informal Guidelines.

State Contact: ' Dr. Allyn 0. Lockner, South Dakota Department
of Environmental Protection, Office Building No. 2, Room 415,
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 (Phone: 605-224-3351).

VIRGINIA

Source: Virginia Environmental Policy Act of 1973, Ch. 384,
Laws of 1973 (approved March 15, 1973) and Ch. 774, Laws of
1972, Va. Code Ann. Sections 10-17.107 through 10-17.112, and
Sections 10-177 through 10-186 (Supp. 1973) , as amended by
Ch. 354, Laws of 1974 (approved April 4, 1974), Va. Code Ann.
Section 2.1-51.9, Section 10,181, Section 10.183, and Section
10.185.

Guidelines: Procedures Manual for Environmental Impact State-
ments in the Commonwealth of Virginia , issued by the Governor's
Council on the Environment (December 1973; revised January 1975).

State Contact: Susan T. Wilburn, Environmental Impact Statement
Coordinator, Governor's Office, Council on the Environment, Eighth
Street Office Building, Richmond, Virginia 23219
(Phone: 804-770-4500).
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WASHINGTON

Source: State Environmental Policy Act of 1971, Rev. Code
Wash. Ch. 43. 2C (Supp. 1973), as amended by Sub. Senate Bill
3277, Ch. 179, Laws of 1974 (May 5, 1974).
NOTE: For State Highway Project Environmental Impact Report
Requirements see Rev. Code Wash. Ch. 47.04 (Supp. 1973).

Guidelines: Guidelines currently in use are "Guidelines for
Implementation of the State Environmental Policy Act of 1971."
Current guides were prepared by the Department of Ecology.
Revised guides are presently being prepared.

State Contact: Peter R. Haskin, Environmental Review and
Evaluation, Office of Planning and Program Development, State
of Washington, Department of Ecology, Olympia, Washington 98504
(Phone: 206-753-6890).

WISCONSIN

Source: Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act of 1971, Ch. 274,
Laws of 1971, adding Wise. Stat. Ann. Ch. 1, Section 1.11, et seq .

(Cum. Supp. 1974-1975).

Guidelines: "Guidelines for the Implementation of the Wisconsin
Environmental Policy Act," issued by Governor's Executive Order
No. 69 (December 1973)

.

State Contact:
. Famum Alston, Office of the Governor, State

Capital, Madison, Wisconsin 53703 (Phone: 608-266-7829)

.

PUERTO RICO

Source: Puerto Rico Environmental Policy Act, 12 Laws P.R.
Ann. Section 1121, et seq . (1970)

.

Guidelines: "Guidelines for the Preparation, Evaluation,
and Use of Environmental Impact Statements", issued by the
Environmental Quality Board on December 19, 1972.

Puerto Rico Contact: Carlos K. Jimenez Barber, Executive Director,
Environmental Quality Board, 1550 Ponce de Leon Avenue, 4th Floor,
Santurce, Puerto Rico 09910 (Phone': 809-725-5140).
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STATES WITH COMPREHENSIVE EXECUTIVE OR ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS

MICHIGAN

Source: Michigan Executive Order 1971-10, as superceded by

Michigan Executive Order 1973-9, as superseded by Michigan

Executive Order 1974-4 (May 1974)

.

Guidelines: Interim Guidelines, prepared by the Environmental

Review Board and issued June 24, 1974. Revised guidelines
are presently in preparation.

State Contact: Terry L. Yonker, Executive Secretary, Environ-

mental Review Board, Department of Management- and Budget,

Lansing, Michigan 48913 (Phone: 517-373-0933).

NEW JERSEY

Source: New Jersey Executive Order No. 53 (October 15, 1973)

.

Guidelines: "Guidelines for the Preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement, " issued by the Office of the Commissioner,
Department of Environmental Protection in 1973 and updated in

February 1974.

State Contact: Alfred Guido, Special Assistant to the Commissioner.
Office of Environmental Review, Department of Environmental
Protection, P.O. Box 1390, Trenton, New Jersey 08625
(Phone: 609-292-2662).

TEXAS

Source: Policy for the Environment , adopted by the Interagency
Council on Natural Reso\irces and Environment on March 7, 1972,

and published in "Environment for Tomorrow: The Texas Response."

A proposed revision of the Policy was issued by the Council
on March 6, 1975.

Guidelines: Guidelines and procedures are contained in "Environ-
ment for Tomorrow : The Texas Responser " prepared by the Office

of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordination, January 1, 1973.

A proposed revision of the guidelines was issued by the Division
of Planning Coordination on March 6, 1975.
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State Contact: Leon Wilhite, Office of the Governor, Division
of Planning Coordination, Box 12428, Capital Station,
Austin, Texas 78711 (Phone: 512-475-6156)

.

STATES WITH SPECIAL OR LIMITED EIS REQUIREMENTS

ARIZONA

Source: Game and Fish Conunission Policy of July 2, 1971.

Guidelines: Memorandum by the Arizona Game and Fish Commission,
"Requirements for Environmental Impact Statements," issued
June 9, 1971.

State Contact: Robert D. Curtis, Chief, Wildlife Planning and
Development Division, Arizona Game and Fish Commission, 2222 W.

Greenway Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 85023 (Phone: 602-942-3000).

DELAWARE

Source: a) Delaware Coastal Zone Act, Ch. 175 , Vol. 58 Laws
of Del. (June 28, 1971), adding 7 Del. Code Ann. Section 7001
et seq . (Supp. 1973) and b) Delaware Wetlands Law of 1973, adding
7 Del. Code Ann. Ch. 66 (Supp. 1973).

Guidelines: a) 7 Del. Code Ann. Ch. 66, Section 6604 (Supp.

1973) , and "Permit Application Instructions and Forms and
Information Material on Required Procedures for the Coastal
Zone Act, " prepared and published by the Delaware State Planning
Office, and b) Guidelines for the Wetlands Act are being
prepared.

State Contacts: For the Coastal Zone Act — John Sherman,
Coastal Zone Adi.iinistrator, State of Delaware, Executive Depart-
ment Planning Office, Dover, Delaware 19901 (Phone: 302-678-4271).
For the Wetlands Act —_ F. Michael Parkowski, Deputy Attorney
General, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control,
Division of Environmental Control, Dover, Delaware 19901
(Phone: 302-678-4636).
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GEORGIA

Source: Ga. L. 1972-179 (March 10, 1972), Ga.- Code Ann. Ch.

95A-1, Section 241(e) (1) (1973).

Guidelines: Policy and Procedures Manual: State Tollway

Authority , prepared by Georgia's Tollway Administrator's

Office in May 1972 and revised in February 1973.

State Contact: Frank Harschler, Tollway Administrator,
Department of Transportation, 2 Capitol Square, Atlanta,

Georgia 30334 (Phone: 404-656-.3915) .

NEBRASKA

Source and Guidelines: Nebraska Department of Roads,

Department of Roads Action Plan (1973) . This is being
rewritten to meet new directives of the U.S. Department
of Transportation (FHPM 771 and 772)

.

State Contact: Robert 0. Kuzelka, Comprehensive Planning

Coordinator, Office of Planning and Programming, Box 94601,

State Capital, Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 (Phone: 402-471-2311)

.

NEVADA

Source: Ch. 311, Laws of 1971, 58 N.R.S. Ch. 704 (1971).

Guidelines: No guidelines have been issued.

State Contact: Roger S. Toundray, Director, Department of

H\aman Resources, 308 N. Curry Street, Carson City, Nevada 80701

(Phone: 702-885-4730).

NEW JERSEY

Source: a) Coastal Area Facility Review Act, P.L. 1973, Ch . 185

(approved June 20, 1973), N.J.S.A. 13:19-1 et seq . (Cum. Supp.

1974-1975), and b) the New Jersey Wetlands Act of 1970, ch . 272,

Laws of 1970, N.J.S.A. 13:9A-1 et seq . (Cum. Supp. 1974-1975).
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Guidelines: a) "Procedural Rules for the Administration of

the Coastal Area Facilities Review Act", Draft prepared by
the Department of Environmental Protection dated 1974, and
b) "New Jersey Wetlands Order: Basis and Background" issued
by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(April 1972). New guidelines for this Act are presently
in the late draft stage.

State Contact: Harold Barker, Chief, Bureau of Marine
Lands Management, Marine Services Division, Department
of Environmental Protection, P^O. Box 1889, Trenton,
New Jersey 08625 (Phone: 609-292-8262).

CITY NEPA'S

BOWIE. MARYLAND

Source and Guidelines: The Bowie, Maryland Environmental
Policy and Impact Statement Ordinance, passed by the City
Council of Bowie, Maryland on May 3, 1971, and Ordinance 0-2-73
of the City Council of Bowie, Maryland, Declaring an Environ-
mental Policy and Providing for Environmental Impact Statements,
passed July 16, 1973.

Contact: Judith Meany, Environmental Planner, City Hall,
Bowie, Maryland 20715 (Phone: 301-262-6200).

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

Source: Executive Order No. 87, October 18, 1973.

Guidelines: A "City Environmental Policy Executive Order
Environmental Information Form" is utilised for environmental
analysis. The Information Form was prepared by the City of
New York Environmental Protection Administration in 1973.
A revision to this is presently beinq prepared.

Contact: John Barovich, Office of Environmental Impact,
New York Environmental Protection Administration of the City
of New York, Room 2344, Municipal Building, New York, New York 10007
(Phone: 212-566-4107).
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Current Status of NEPA Amendments

In the April, 1975 102 Monitor (Volume 5, No. 3), CEQ

reported that the House of Representatives had passed two bills,

H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787. Both bills amend the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to clarify and modify NEPA

procedures with respect to the preparation of environmental

impact statements (EIS). The Senate subsequently passed an

amended version of H.R. 3130. The Senate amended H.R. 3787

such that it was identical to H.R. 3130; there was therefore

no reason to pass both bills. At the present time, the House

seeks a conference to determine whether H.R. 3130 as passed by

the House or the Senate's amended H.R. 3130 should be encated.

The House designed H.R. 3130 to clarify the application of

NEPA to certain projects, where the EIS was drafted, or there

was extensive participation in the draft, by the state agency

or official. H.R. 3787, narrower in scope, would amend the

Federal Aid Highway Act by prescribing what would be acceptable

compliance with NEPA with respect to the three states (New York,

Vermont, and Connecticut) involved, and would be limited to

highway projects.

After the House passed H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787, it referred

the bills to the Senate. The Senate Interior Committee held

hearings on both bills in early May, 1975. (On May 5, CEQ

Chairman Russel W. Peterson testified at the hearings; the
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text of his statement appears at page 29. On May 14, 1975, the

Coinmittee chose to report favorable on H.R. 3130 as amended.

The Senate determined that a legislative solution to the

problem of delegating the writing of EIS ' s to state agencies

and officials was appropriate because

1) current uncertainty has hindered highway construction

and perhaps eliminated employment opportunities

2) the situation has exposed NEPA to criticism which could

lead to erosion of the statute's strength.

The Senate preferred H.R. 3130 to H.R. 3787 because H.R. 3787

was restricted to three states, was restricted to highway projects,

constituted an indirect and collateral attack upon NEPA by amending

the Federal Aid Highway Act rather than NEPA itself, and was so

vague as to encourage further litigation on the implications of

its language. On the other hand, H.R. 3130, as amended by the

Senate, provides a single uniform set of procedures for the Federal

government and state governments in the preparation of EIS's

on certain Federal actions and sould resolve the differences in

procedures permitted by various Federal Circuit Courts. H.R. 3130

affects only agency actions which involve the granting of massive

Federal funding to a statewide agency, with a relatively minor

substantive Federal involvement. (Licensing agencies and other

regulatory agencies, as well as agencies lacking statewide

jurisdiction, are excluded from the scope of H.R. 3130.)

The Senate Interior Committee changed the language of H.R. 3130

as passed by the House by adding a provision which requires that

for "any statement on any such action prepared after June 1, 1975
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The Senate Interior Committee changed the language of H.R. 3130

as passed by the House by adding a provision which requires that

for "any statement on any such action prepared after June 1, 1975,

the responsible Federal official shall prepare independently

the analysis of any impacts of and alternatives to the action

which are of major interstate significance." (The Senate and

House versions of H.R. 3130 appear on page 2 7 ) The Committee

chose the language "impacts of and alternatives to the action

which are of major significance" to insure that the provision

would not be construed as requiring a 'second' EIS to be prepared

by the Federal official; the requirement for independendent

Federal preparation is limited to only those portions of the EIS

directly concerned with the impacts and alternatives of major

interstate significance affecting resources and areas under the

jurisdiction of other states or Federal government.

H.R. 3130, as passed by the Senate, includes the provision

added by the Interior Committee. The House has refused to approve

the amended bill without a House-Senate conference. The Senate

has already refused to do so. Action on H.R. 3130 has thus been

delayed, pending conference.
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H.R. 3130

The amendment is as follows:

Strike all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu

thereof the following:

That section 102 (2) (C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852) is amended by strik-

ing the semicolon at the end thereof and inserting a

period and the following new paragraph:

"Any detailed statement prepared after
January 1, 1970, on a major Federal action funded
under a program of grants to states shall not be
deemed to be legally insufficient solely by reason
of having been prepared by a state agency or
official which or who has statewide jurisdiction
and has the principal planning and decisionmaking
responsibility for such action if the responsible
Federal official furnishes guidance and participates
in such preparation and independently evaluates
such statement prior to its approval and adoption:
Provided . That, in any statement on any such action
prepared after June 1, 1975, the responsible Federal
official shall prepare independently the analysis
of any impacts of and alternatives in the action
which are of major interstate significance:
Provided further . That the procedures set forth
in this paragraph shall not relieve the Federal
official of his responsibilities for the scope,

objectivity, and content of the entire statement
or of any other responsibilities under this Act;".
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H.R. 3787

The amendment is as follows:

Strike line 9 on page 1 and all that follows and insert

the following:

(b) A statement prepared after January 1, 1970,

shall not be deemed to be legally insufficient solely
by reason of having been prepared by a state agency
or official if the responsible Federal official
furnishes guidance and participates in such pre-
paration and independently evaluates such statement
prior to its approval and adoption. This procedure
shall not relieve the Federal official of his re-
sponsibilities for the scope, objectivity, and content
of the statement, nor of any other reponsibilities
under this Act.
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STATEMENT BY RUSSELL W. PETERSON
CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BEFORE A JOINT MEETING OF THE SENATE INTERIOR
COMMITTEE AND THE TRANSPORTATION SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE

SENATE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE
May 5, 1975

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today

to discuss the provisions of H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787, both of

which are bills passed recently by the House of Representatives

to clarify the responsibilities of Federal and state officials

for the preparation of environmental impact statements on

major Federal actions under the National Environmental Policy

Act. At the outset, I x\70uld like to state that the Administration

is interested in maintaining the substantive integrity of the

environmental impact statement process, while assuring that

its administration by all agencies is efficient and trouble

free.

NEPA is five years old now, and by nearly all accounts,

its provisions for environmental impact statements have

become an accepted and increasingly integrated part of the

decisionmaking processes of Federal agencies. This is not

to say that problems do not occasionally arise. It is such

a problem of implementation of the Act that brings us here

today.
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As I am sure you are all aware, the background for both

bills before you starts with a December, 1974, decision by

the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in Conservation

Society of Southern Vermont v. Secretary of Transportation.

At issue in the case was, among other things, the degree of

Federal agency involvement in the preparation of an environ-

mental impact statement for a portion of the reconstruction

of Route 7. The Court held on this issue that genuine

Federal preparation was required by NEPA, and proceeded

to find that such a test had not been met by the Federal Highway

Administration, At the same time, the Court quoted with

approval long-standing provisions in the Guidelines of the

Council on Environmental Quality which permit the Federal

agency to rely on materials supplied by an applicant, but

submitted to an independent evaluation by the Federal agency.

In a note, the Court quotes the CEQ as saying that such

materials could be submitted by an applicant "in the form of

an EIS."
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The Conservation Society case will soon be before the

Supreme Court on a petition of certiorari by the Solicitor

General. Meanwhile, a debate has arisen over the impact of

the opinion. Some, including DOT, believe that the decision

disapproves existing guidelines and establishes for the three

states of the Second Circuit a new burden of Federal

responsibility. Others, including the Council, believe that

the decision upholds existing manageable guidelines and

procedures established by CEQ and FHWA and upheld in several

other circuits, but simply finds that they were not followed

in this case. In short, there is a debate over whether the

opinion changes the law for Federal actions in these three

states, or finds that the facts in this case do not support

the generally accepted legal requirements.

Be that as it may, the Regional Administrator of FHWA

called a halt to further processing of a significant number

of major highway projects in New York, Connecticut, and Vermont.

The impact of this action on those concerned about unemployment

problems in an already suffering construction industry in

the three states was immediate and understandably distressing.
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Soon thereafter a nxoitiber of Congressmen from affected

districts introduced legislation to clarify the law and over-

turn those portions of the Conservation Society case which

led to the order to stop processing highway projects. Those

bills served as a basis for the legislation before you today.

Soon after the problems resulting from the decision in

the Conservation Society case were brought to our attention,

we sought immediate remedies that could overcome the need

to halt projects that would otherwise meet all requirements

for funding by FHWA. In particular, we attempted to develop

workable administrative solutions by suggesting changes in DOT

and FHWA procedures which we believe would permit continued

processing of highway projects and compliance with the

court's opinion without requiring a significant increase

in FHWA manpower devoted to preparation of impact statements.

Directives were sent from FHWA's central office to the Regional

Administrator and the affected states, providing guidelines

under which the processing of some projects could continue.

When these bills were being debated in the House, it

should be pointed out, further efforts were made by the

appropriate committees to design an Administrative solution.
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The DOT position was that an administrative solution was

insufficient to overcome the requirements for "genuine

Federal preparation" called for in the opinion. As a

result of these efforts progress was made in the House on

two bills, H.R. 3787, a bill to amend the Highway Act

approved by the Pioblic Works Committee, and H.R. 3130, a

bill to amend NEPA approved by the Committee on Merchant

Marine and Fisheries. In the case of both bills, the effort

was to clarify the law and to assure that the longstanding

EIS practices developed by FHVJA and supported by CEQ Guide-

lines could be carried out in every state. Neither bill

would lessen the role of the Federal agency to assure the

adequacy or accuracy of the statement in terms of scope,

objectivity and content.

Both the bills have now been passed by the House and

are before you for consideration. I would like to summarize

for you this morning a number of points concerning them.

First, it is the position of the Administration that

H.R. 3130 should be enacted as the only acceptable resolution

of this general problem. This position is based on a number

of reasons:
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H.R. 3130 provides better assurance of an

undiminished standard of Federal responsibility

in the EIS process. It specifically calls for the

Federal official to guide and participate in the

preparation of the EIS. CEQ notes that H.R. 3787

calls for "analysis and evaluation", but does not

specifically call for guidance and participation.

These new criteria in H.R. 3787 for defining the

Federal officials 's NEPA responsibility would

probably invite additional litigation.

H.R. 3130 applies to all states and establishes a

uniform statement of Congressional intent. H.R.

3787 applies to only three states and does nothing

to prevent future inconsistent adjudication in

other circuits. The establishment of a special rule

for one circuit also establishes the presumption that

the law in other circuits is different, thus

exacerbating any confusion among the circuits.
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3. H.R. 3130 applies to all Federal grants- to state

agencies, whereas H.R. 3787 is limited to application

to FHWA projects. As Congress moves to clarify the

law with respect to Federal and state responsibilities

for the preparation of impact statements, it should do

so with respect to all grants to state agencies.

Second, I should point out that both the House .:ommittee

Report and CEQ agree that H.R. 3130 should be limited to grant

recipients which are state government agencies operating

throughout the state . To quote from the House Committee

Report, "The language, 'state agencies and officials' refers

to those officials to whom the task of preparing statements has

been appropriately designated at the present time. In no case

would H.R. 3130 permit delegation to any state agency lacking

sufficient resources, personnel, and interdisciplinary

expertise to prepare an EIS that meets the requirements of

NEPA. The bill is not intended to address practices of

Federal agencies which involve any public or private entities

other than statewide agencies." While such entities can also do
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much of the work of bringing together materials for impact

statements, we should be particularly careful when preparation

responsibilities are assigned to water districts, sewer

authorities, airport authorities, public utilities, and other

similar entities when they are special purpose limited juris-

diction entities without statewide duties and responsibilities,

We believe we should follow closely the language of the House

Committee Report, and we concur in it from a policy standpoint.

Third , I wish to reiterate that neither H.R. 3130 nor

H.R. 3787, if they were enacted, would in the opinion of the

Council on Environmental
.
Quality reduce the responsibility

for completeness, objectivity, and accuracy of environmental

impact statements placed by NEP^ on the appropriate Federal

official . Nor would it in any way reduce his responsibility

to modify, relocate, or reject any project in response co the

analysis provided in the impact statement or the comments

received on it. We believe this legislation will restate

what we have all along believed and expressed in our guide-

lines and procedures were the duties of NEPA on all of us to

improve Federal decisionmaking.
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DEPRRTWENT OF RGRICDLTURE

Contact: David Ward
Acting Coordinator
Environmental Quality Activities
Otlice ol the Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Room 331-E, Administration Building
Washington, D.C. 20250
(202) 447-3853

Draft Date

black Pine Planning Onit , Sawtooth N.F. 05/21

Idaho
County: Cassia
The proposed land use plan for the Black Pine Planning
Unit, Sawtooth National Forest, closely parallels present
ma/iagemfcn,t with these major changes: harvesting of six
fflilliori board feet of sawtimber, partial development of
the 51,566-acre roadless area, prescribed burning on
7,000-10,000 acres to thin juniper trees and increase
livestock forage, and provide for an increase in winter
foraqo for deer. Unavoidable adverse effects include
reduction of both juniper- and sagebrush-dependent species
and increased harvesting of deer during hunting season
(due to iaproved access)

.

(EiLK OKOER * 50735)

Big Piney Land Use Plan, Bridger-Teton N.P. 05/26

Wyoming
County: Sublette Lincoln
The proposed plan for Big Piney Planning Unit, Bridger-
reton National Forest provides for the allocation of lands
for various resource uses and activities and emphasizes in-
tensified timber and livestock forage production and reten-
tion of a 72,000 acre wilderness study area. Adverse im-
pacts include degradation ot air quality (due to wood smoke
and dust from wildfires and prescribed burning) , inter-
mittent loud noise during transport of timber, and
temporary aesthetic impact during road development.
(ELR ORDER # 50749)

Forest Service

Draft Date

San Juan U.P. Timber Plan Revision 05/30

Colorado
The proposed project entails the implementation of a re-
vised timber management plan for the San Juan Sational
Forest, inclading silvicultural treatment of 102,000 to
273,000 acres of forested land and construction of 280 to
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1,8dC miles of new roads. Adverse effects include the
decrease of livestock; forage and problems in livestock dis-
tribution due to accumulation of silvicultoral waste
material; stress on wildlife due to increased human
activities; increased soil erosion where road construction
takes place; temporarily increased fire hazard during
logging; and degradation of esthetics in the forest.
(ELR ORDER # 50783)

Garden Valley Planning Unit, Boise N.F. 05/09

Idaho
County: Valley Boise
The statement refers to a land use plan for the 241,600
acre Garden Valley Planning Unit of Boise National Forest.
The plan attempts to determine the desired balance of
development and protection for each management unit. The
most significant adverse impact is on fish and wildlife.
Livestock use in and around stream channels will remove
needed streambank cover, cause streambanks to cave in,
and increase sedimentation. Road construction, timber
harvest, grazing, and campground development will have an
adverse effect on aesthetics.
(ELR ORDER # 50692)

Stillman Point Onit, Hezperce H.F- 05/15

Idaho
County: Idaho
The statement concerns a land ose plan for the Stillman
Point Planning Unit of Nezperce National Forest. The
plan provides for timber management, recreation, watershed
protection, and roadless areas. Principle adverse effects
are those associated with timber harvest and culture,
treatment of big game winter ranges, and recreation
developments and use. (288 pages)
(ELR ORSER # 50715)

Ueyerhaeuser Co.-Gifford Pinchot N.F. (Supplement) 05/22

Hasbington
County: several
Proposed is the exchange of 16,155 acres of National Forest
lands for 13,673.61 acres of land owned by the ffeyerhaeuser
Company. The plan would consolidate public and private
lands, thus increasing the number of land management alter-
natives, reduce management costs, and provide the op-
portunity for several thousand acres to be studied as
wilderness, scenic, or roadless areas. Adverse impacts of
the action include net loss of harvestable timber that may
be as high as 5.3 million board feet and forfeiture of
Forest Service identity along two miles of South Coldwater
Creek, 2.5 miles of Coldwater Creek, and 1.1 miles of the
Green River within the National Forest boundary.
(ELH ORDER # 5074U)
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Final Date

Timber Hanagement , White Bountain N.F. 05/12

The statement refers to the proposed Timber Hanagement Plan
which will cover the White Hoantain national Forest trom
July 1, 1974 throngh June 30, 1982. The plan inclndes a po-
tential yield of 19,210,000 of sawlogs and 68,900 cords of
products annually. There will be impacts to aesthetics, air,
water and soil qualities, and fish and wildlife.
COBMI.NTS aaDE BY: EPA USDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 60701)

Herbicide Use on National Forests of Alaska 05/21

Alaska
The action proposed involves vegetation management with
the use of herbicides around forest airfields and on road,
railroad, and powerline rights-of—way in Tongass and
Chugach National Forests, Alaska. The herbicides pro-
posed for use include 2,U-D, picloram, amitrole, sodium
metaborate, sodium chlorate, and bromacil. The program
may adversely affect non-target species.
COanENTS HADE BY: DOC EPA DOI AHP

state agencies and concerned citizens
(ELR ORDER # 5073H)

Aquatic Weed Control, Apache H.F. 05/05

Arizona New Mexico
Proposed is an aquatic weed control program for five lakes
on the Apache National Forest. Bechanical and chemical
(Diquat) methods, individually and in combination, would be
used. The overabundant aquatic vegetation is considered es-
thetically unpleasinq, and interferes with the effective
and proper harvest of fishery resources. The statement in-
dicates that there will be no significant impact to the
physical or biological environment.
(52 pages)
COHMENTS MADE BY: DOI DSDA EPA

state and local agencies
private citizens and groups

(ELR ORDER # 50674)

Aspen-Horsethief Timber Sales, Sierra N.F. 05/19

California
County: Fresno
The Etateaent refers to the Aspen -florsethief Timber Sales
proposed within the Kaiser Roadless Area. The proposal is
continue preparation of the timber to be advertised and
awarded to the highest bidder. The Aspen-Horsethief Study
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Area would be removed from roadless status and placer! under
long-term aultiple use management which included production
of timber resources. Adverse impacts include: possible loss
ot wilderness classif ication j negative on-site aesthetic
impacts; short-term noise increase, and temporary soil
erosion and water sedimentation.
COSMENTS BADS BY: USDA FPC DOT COB EPA DOI AHP

state agencies and concerned citizens
{EL8 OhDER # 50725)

Eightmile-Blue Creek Units, Six Kivers H.P. 05/22

California
Connty: Humboldt Del Norte
The statement refers to the proposed land use management
plans for the Eightmile and Blue Creek Units 6f the Six
Rivers National Forest in Bel Norte and Humboldt Counties.
The land use plans apply to 91,000 acres of N.P. lands, of
which 59,800 acres have been inventoried as roadless.
Kanagement would include timber harvesting on 33,600 acres.
Oft -road vehicle closures are proposed in 7, BOO acres.
Adverse impacts include: loss of wilderness valTies; change
in overall visual quality, temporary degradation of water
quality and air quality; increased noise; and slight reduc-
tion in stream habitats,.
COWSENTS SADB BY: COE FPC HEW AHP USDS

State and local agencies
(ELR ORBER # 5074 3)

Sawtooth Hational Recreation Area, Idaho C5/30

Idaho
County: several
I'he statement refers to the proposed management plan for the
Sawtooth Rational Recreation Area, which contains 754,000
acres of land. The plan proposes: the addition of as many
as 877 new camping and picnicking areas; the designation of
250,000 acres as wilderness study areas; the harvesting of
900,000 board feet of timber and timber products; the phas-
ing out of grazing in key wildlife habitat areas; and the
construction of new roads and -trails. The ma-jor environmen-
tal impacts will be on vegetation and soils,
(two volunes)
COHnE»rS MADE BY: EPA DOI COE IX)C HUD DOT HEW

state and local agencies
concerned groups and individuals

(ELR ORDER # 50774)

Sandia Peak Tram Co. Land Exchange, Cibola, Carson 05/28

New Bexico
The statement refers to a proposal by the Sandia Peak
Tram Company to exchange land with the Cibola and Carson
Hational Forests. The Tram Company has offered land in
Embudo Canyon in the Saudia Hountains, Cibola N.F., and
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land on the Hio Antonio Creek, northwest of Tres Piedras,
Carson S.f. The tract in the Saudia Mountains is about
5 miles northwest of ftlbuquerque and borders on three other
tracts which the company is presently developing. There
are 159.39 acres in the tract of National Forest land.
Adverse impacts arB elimination of recreational activities
on land given up, and economic gains from summer homes
developirent that would be lost.
COMMENTS JiADiJ BY: COH DOT »01 EPA
(ELS 0KD2R K 50771)

Siaslaw, Siskiyou, Oapgua M.F.'s, Supplement 05/14

Oregon California
The statement supplements a final eis which was filed with
CEO OR February 25, 1974, and refers to the use of herbi-
cides on the three forests in forest management activities.
The chemical agents to be used include 2,4-0, 2,4,5-T,
2,4,5-TP, Affiitrole-T, atrazine, picloram, and dicamba. There
will be iapacts to non-target species and to wildlife.
COHMENTS BADE BY: DSDA COE HUD DOI DOT

state and local agencies
groups, businesses, and individuals

(ELK OKOER « 50709)

Alpine Lakes, Snoqualmie and Menatchee N.F.»s 05/21

Washinq ton
County: several
The ftatemeiit refers to a proposed land use management
plan for portions of the two Ptorests, including the
Alpine Lakes Area Wilderness, in Chelan, King, Kittitas,
and Snohomish Counties. laplementation of the plan will
result in reductions in the immediate availability of some
resource commodities and increased restrictions upon the
recreating public.
CORBENIS HADE EY: OSDA COE DOC EPA FPC HEW HUD DOI DOT
ABP state and local agencies
(ELE ORLEB # 50739)

Bural Electrification Administration

I/raft Date

115 kV Transmission Line, Teton to Jackson 05/14

Wyoming
County: Teton
The stateaent concerns a loan application from Lower Valley
Power and Light, Inc., to finance approximately 11 miles
of 115 kV transmission line from Teton to Jackson, Wyoming.
The proposed project will cross Grand Teton National Park
and the National Elk Refuge. It will also cross the Snake
River in an area that has been designated under Section
5(a) for potential addition to the National Wild and Scenic
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Rivers System and Gros Ventre River which is being con-
sidered for study. Adverse impacts include introducing
negative visual impacts into scenic areas, the removal of a
small nuaber of trees, and soae soil erosion which may
affect nearby waterways. (23 pages)
(ELB ORDER # 50713)

Final Date

Winger/Grass Lake Power, Binnesota 05/08

Minnesota
County: Polk Clearwater Beltrami
Proposed is the granting of a loan to the Binnkota Power
Coop, in order to finance 36 miles of 230k? power line from
Winger, Sinn, to the Grass Lake Station southeast of Hilton,
Minn- Included is an additional 18 mile section to be con-
structed and owned by the Otter Tail Power Co. Adverse im-
pacts will include the cutting of timber, soil erosion, aes-
thetic effects, and temporary construction disruption.
(two volumes)
COMMENTS BADE BY: DOI USDA EPA DOT FPC

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50688)

Alma Onit 6 and Tansmission Lines (2) 05/28

Wisconsin
County: several
The statement, a revised draft, refers to Dairyland Power
Cooperative's request for $121,591,000 in loan funds for the
construction of Alma Generating Unit No. 6 and 79 miles of
161 kV transmission lines. The addition of the unit will
require the acquisition of 105 acres of land. Adverse
impacts include emissions from the coal burning unit and
visual intrusion upon the landscape.
COMMENTS BADE BY: USDA DOI DOT EPA COE

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50773)

Soil Conservation Service

Draft Date

Newman Watershed Project 05/28

California

.

County: Stanislaus
The project entails the application of corrective treatment
and structnreal measures to solve the high groundwater
problem. Adverse environmental effects are the contri-
bution of about 8,000 tons of dissolved salts per year to
the San Joaguin River; increased traffic, waste products,
and demands on energy reserves due to more intensive
agriculture; decreased quality of wildlife habitat;
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temporary rfemoval of 127 acres from production, and
temporary construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER « 50770)

Diamond Brook Watershed Project 05/22

Sassachasetts
County: Norfolk
Proposed is a project for watershed protection, flood
prevention, and improvement of fish and wildlife habitat
consiFting of conservation land treatment, a multiple-
purpose reservoir structure, and about 1,180 feet of
channel work on a perennially flowing and previously modifie
stream . About 58 acres of land will be required to
install the dam and channel work. The project will result
in decreased wildlife habitat and increased structural
measures.
(SLR ORDER # 50711)

East Upper Maple River Watershed 05/26

Michigan
County: Schiawassee Clinton Gratiot
The revised draft eis for the East Opper flaple River Water-
shed project proposes conservation land treatment on 31,865
acres, 43.9 miles of channel improvement, 2.0 ailes of
dredging, 1.1 mile of floodway, 11.7 miles of levee, 10.6
miier of collection channels, 2 pumping stations, one dam,
recreational development, and fish and wildlife develop-
ment. Adverse effects include: loss of 1,320 acres of
forest land; reduced wildlife habitat value of 2,375 acres;
reduced fish cover and river bottom plants and inverte-
brates for several years; increased noise, air, visual, and
solid waste pollution due to additional recreational
visits;' and increased flooding in one area.
CELR ORDER # 50750)

Anasco Eiver Watershed, Puerto Rico 05/28

Puerto Eico
This project entails the construction of flood detention
and sediment control structures and 18.84 miles of channel
works in the Anasco River Watershed, Puerto Rico. Impacts
include the conversion of 22 acres of crop and pasture land
into channels, the conversion of 123 acres of crop and
pasture land into maintenance berms and spoil areas,
relocation of 25 families and 2 farms, loss of agricul-
tural and wildlife use on 88 acres, inundation of 4,720
feet of perennial streams, and increased turbidity in

project channels during construction.
(ELR ORDER # 50769)
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Findl Date
Pierce Creek No. 2 Watershed 05/27

Iowa
Cocnty: Page Bontgomery
The statement refers to the construction of the Pierce
Creek No. 2 Watershed Project in Page and Montgomery Coun-
ties, Iowa. Eleven acres of cropland, 32 acres of pasture
and 6 acres of forest land will be permanently inundated by
the project. In addition, four miles of ephemeral stream
channel i*ill be inundated by the project.
(30 pages)
C08MENTS SADE BY: AHP COE HEW DOT DOT EPA

state agencies
(ELR OKI»ER # 50756)

West Perk of Bayou Lacassine Watershed 05/12

f-ouisiana
County: Jefferson Davis Calcasieu
The statement refers to a watershed protection, flood pre-
vention, and agricultural water management project- Project
measures include 83 miles of channel works, land treatment
measures, weirs, and pipe drops. There will be adverse im-
pact to air and water quality, and to mature hardwood stands
COflMiNTS BADE BY: COS HEW DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR OfiDfiR # 50697)

West Upper Maple River Watershed, Michigan 05/19

Michigan
County: Clinton Gratiot
Proposed is a watershed protection and flood prevention
project for 4,300 acres of the West Upper Baple River
Watershed. Project measures include: 9.5 miles of levee;
9.2 miles of collection channels and 2 pumps; 1.8 miles of
channel work; land treatment measures; and recreational
facilities. Fourteen acres of land will be inundated;
310 acres of wildlife habitat will be converted to crop
production. There will be adverse impacts from
recreational uses.
COHMEMTS BADE BY: COE HEW DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50723)

Stoney Creek Watershed 05/21

Horth Carolina
County: Wayne
Proposed is a project lor watershed protection and flood
prevention. The project proposes conservation
land treatment over the watershed, supplemented by three
dams with multiple-purpose storage (flood prevention -
recreation) and 10,840 ft. of channel clearing and debris
removal . Adverse impacts are temporarily increased
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sedimentation during construction, and limitation on the
use of 319 acres in the detention pools of the 3 structures.

COMMESrS .IfiDE BY: HE« DOT BPA AHP
state agencies

(ELR ORT>EK # 50740)

Bryant Swamp Watershed 05/27

Morth Carolina
County: Bladen
The proposed project measures include land treatment, 22.9
miles of stream channel modification, and six grade -control
structures. Purposes of the project are to provide flood
preveutioii and drainage to 4,090 acres of crop and pasture
land and reduce erosion. Adverse impacts stemming from
the project are reduction of wildlife wetland habitat by
52 acres, damage to one mile of fishing stream, and loss of
or damage to 185 acres of woodland.
COMMENTS «ADE BY: COE EPA DOI DOT

state agencies and groups
(ELR ORDER # 50761)
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DEPARTMENT OP DEFENSE, Air Force

Contact; Dr. Billy Welch
Room 4D 873, The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330
(202) OX 7 - 9297

Draft Date

Lincoln Experimental Statellites 8 and 9 Program 05/26

Florida
The proposed action is the lannch of the Lincoln Experi-
mental Satellites b and 9 and solrad satellites 11A and
11P as a single payload by a Titan III-C from Launch Com-
plex 40 at Cape Canaveral A.ir Force Station, Florida. The
only adverse effects are a very small probability of small
aaounts of plutonium or beryllium being released and a very
small probability of human fatality or injury from physical
impact of accidently reentering payload hardware. Either
of these effects could only result from a malfunction of
the launch vehicle.
(ELR ORDER # 50748)
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DEPARTMEWT OF DEFEHSE , Army Corps

Contact: Br. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEK-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
B. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W

.

Washington, D. C. 20314
(202) 693-6861

Draft Date

Harbors and Rivers in the Territory of Guam 05/19

The proposed improvement is a combination of levee and
channel improvements with pumping facilities for localized
drainage near the Saylor Street-Agana River crossing in
Guam. Replacement of the existing river bed by a lined
channel would adversely affect the estnarine habitat near
the mouth; the loss of 12.5 acres of unique and scarce
wetland habitat is another adverse impact of the project.
Temporary construction disruption will also occur.
(ELH ORDER # 50728)

West Contra Coast Sanitary Landfill Project 05/19

California
County: Contra Costa
This statement involves a regulatory permit application for
confirmation and approval of all existing dikes and embank-
meiitf at the West Contra Costa Sanitary Landfill Project,
including rehabilitation, completion and permanent main-
tenance of these structures and validation of the placeirent
of all existing fill and material behind the structures.
Permission to continue sanitary landfill operations is also
sought. The adverse impacts of the fill croject include
loss of a waterfowl resting area and some modified marsh
habitat, decreased aesthetics, noise and air pollution due
to truck traffic, and restricted use of the landfill area.
(San Francisco District)
(ELR ORDER # 5 0729)

West Coast Inland Waterway Maintenance Dredging 05/30

Florida
The proposed project provides for maintenance dredging of
the 15C mile length of rhe Florida West Coast Inland Water-
way between the Caloosahatchee and Anclote Rivers. The
prin>ary adverse effects include the loss of the benthic
communities in the shoal material, increased turbidity
and lower water quality in the vicinity of the cntterhead,
and displeasing appearance of the spoil area. All of these
effects are foreseen as short-term. (Jacksonville
District)
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(ELR OlDEP « 50780)

Permit Actions in Hawaii Kai Barina 05/12

Ha*faii
Thf? statement concerns the issuance of dredging permits to
Kaiser -Aetna to perform maintenance dredging in Hawaii
Kai Marina over a 10-year period and to individual marina
residents to construct private boat docks in the marina.
The dredged spoil will be allowed to dry in ponds, and
later used as embankment material. The action will result
in increased turbidity, loss ot some marine life and
nursery areas, redaction of vegetation cover on un-
developed urban land, and continued reduction in bird
habitat, and could influence water quality. (Honolulu
District)
(ELK ORLEP # 50704)

Geneseo Local Flood Protection 05/02

Illinois
Countyt Henry
The recommended plan consists of constructing shore lengths
of levee, channel realignment, ponding areas, a new highway
bridge, raising of an existing roadway, and filling a por-
tion of the abandoned creek channel to protect property
along Geneseo Creek from 100-year floods. Construction of
these mfcasures will be detrimental to biological species
in the area. (Pock Island District)
(ELR OisDSfe « 5066U)

Coral ville Dam and Lake, Operation 05/05

Iowa
Connty: Johnson Iowa Linn
The statement refers to the operation of the Coralville
Dam and Lake placed in operation in 1958. No new construc-
tion or alterations are planned. Present adverse effects
include: increases in the water table both above and below
the lake; probable increases of undesirable algae blooms;
disruption of travel on some secondary roads during flood
stages; continued existance of a barren area between con-
servation and flood pool levels which is aesthetically un-
pleasing; and a probable increase in the frequency at which
upstream easement lands are inundated. (Rock Island
District)
(ELR ORfl£h # 50675)

Red Rock Dam and Lake, Maintenance 05/08

Iowa
County: several
Proposed is the operation and maintenance of Red Rock Dam
and Lake Ked Rock which provides flood protection and low-
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flow augmeritation downstream. Adverse impacts include
periodic inundation of terrestrial habitat between 725 msl
and 780 msl, an estimated 4,400 acre-feet of sediment de-
posited ia the upper reaches of the lake, seasonal fluctua-
tions in Lake levels resulting ia an unstable environment
for aquatic life, and period inundation of historical and
archaelogical sites. (Rock Island District)
(ELB ORDER # 50689)

Redmond Dam S Reservoir, Harion and Council Grove 05/02

Kansas
County: Lyon Coffey
The statement concerns a project for operation and main-
tenance of John Redmond Dam and Reservoir, Barion and
Council Grove Lakes, Kansas, The activities would consist
of reservoir regulation, flood control, management of land
resources and facilities, management of leases ^ easements
and other outgrants, and project management and maintenance
activities. Adverse impacts include soil erosion and/or
compaction due to heavy recreational use, traffic in un-
authorized areas, and alterations of the natural environ-
ment through recreational development and other minor con-
struction activities. (Tulsa District)
(ELK OBDEH # 50663)

Lake Ponchartrain Tributaries, S H 05/05

Louisiana
The navigation project provides for maintaining channels of
specified dimensions in the imite River; Bayou Banchac;
Tickfaw, Satalbany, Ponchatoula, Blood Rivers; Tangipahoa
River; Chefuncte and Bougue Falia; Bayou Lacombe; Bayou
Bonfouca; and Pass Hanchac in the Lake Pontchartrain Basin,
Louisiana. The action consists principally of maintenance
dredging, clearing and snagging operations of the afore-
mentioned streams. Benthic comaunities in the channel
bottom will be disrupted and destroyed by dredging, and the
terrestrial habitat will be destroyed in the diked land
disposal sites. (Hew Orleans District)
(ELR ORDER # 50677J

Gulf Intracoastal Waterway Projects, Louisiana 05/05

Louisiana
County: Terrebonne
The statement concerns four navigation projects for main-
tenance dredging of channels of specified dimensions in the
Houma Navigation Canal, Little Caillou Bayou, Bayous Grand
Caillou and Le Carpe (waterway from the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway to Bayou Dulac) , and Bayou Terrebonne. The pri-
mary impact of the proposed operation and maintenance
dredging would be the continuing use of approxinately
7,930 acres lor disposal of dredged material-
(lew Orleans District)
(BLR OBDEH # 50678)
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Lake Borgne Vicinity Navigation Projects 05/05

Louisiana
Proposed are navigation projects for operation and mainte-
nance of the Hississippi Biver - Gulf Oatlet, and Bayou
Dupre, La Loutre, St. Nalo, and Yscloskey, all in the
vicinity of Lake Borgne, Louisiana. Total project length
is 111.3 miles. Dredge material will be deposited in both
contained, diked disposal areas, and in open water in Breton
Sound. Benthic habitats will be disrupted, and effects of
resolubilization of pollutants when dredged material is
resuspended is yet to be determined. (New Orleans District)
(ELK ORDER # 506 85)

Replacement of Vermilion Lock, GIWH 05/05

Louisiana
County: Vermilion
The project provides for construction of an earth-chambered
sector -tjated replacement lock to operate in consonance with
other features to assure efficient function of the overall
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway system and to provide control of
marsh salinities and conservation of freshwater supplies
in the project area. The primary adverse impact is the
displacement of 332 acres of marshland with dredged
maxerial, and the conversion of 13 acres of marshland to
channel bottom. (New Orleans District)
(ELR OB»ER # 50586)

Mitigation of Shore Damage at Port Sanilac Harbor 05/27

Michigan
County: Sanilac
This project entails the mitigation of shore erosion in the
vicinity of Port Sanilac Harbor by creation of an initial
protective beach and a subseguent feeder beach. The dis-
position of sand for the project will cause a temporary in-
crease ia water turbidity at the operational sites and will
affect the lew bottom-dwelling organisms in the wave-washed ,

shore area. The only other adverse effect will be
temporary construction disruption.
(ELR OltDKE # 50759)

Winona Flood Control and Waterfront Development 05/05

Minnesota
County: Winona
The statement refers to a project for flood control and
waterfront development along the Mississippi River at
Winona, Construction of a flood barrier along the river-
front and downstream portion of Winona would continue as
would lloodplain regulations. The environment of the area
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would be adversely affected from construction and increased
activity. (St. Paul District)
(ELK ORDER # 50671)

Pomme de Terre Lake 05/05

Missouri
County: Hickory Polk
The statement concerns the continued operation and main-
tenance of Pomme de Terre Lake consisting of water control
operations, operation and maintenance of recreation areas,
and management of proiect land and water resources. An
adverse effect associated with the project is the overuse
of project facilities and lands that has caused environ-
mental damage. Other problems associated with fluctuating
lake levels include disruption of recreation use, erosion
of the lake shore and disruption of the fish and wildlife
use of project lands and waters.
(ELR OliDER # 50668)

Springfi<?ld Flood Control Project (2) 05/21

Hew Jersey
County: Onion
The statement is a revised draft of an eis filed on
9September 1974. The project consists of the construction
of a flood control project in Springfield, New Jersey
consisting of channel modification, levees, and ponding
areas along Van Winkles Brook and the Rahway River. Long
term adverse impacts include dislocation of wildlife and
aquatic life, decreased aesthetics, loss of commercial and
recreational land, relocation of a home, loss of vege-
tation, an increased flood potential south of project area,
and temporary construction disruption.
(Sew York District)
(ELR ORDER # 50737)

Parker Lake, Huddy Boggy Creek, Oklahoma 05/01

Oklahoma
County t Coal
Proposed is a proiect for flood control, recreation, and
water supply consisting of a rolled earthfill embankment,
a grated conduit, a limited service spillway, access roads,
and project buildings. The lake conservation pool will
cover 6,110 acres of land, and an additional 3,510 acres
will be subject to periodic inundation. Creation of the
lake will eliminate the stream-oriented recreation in the
project area. The absence of flooding the flood plain
will also encourage changes in land uses and disrupt
natural biotic communities. Three of the 2H archeological
sites located in the project area will be permanently in-
undated. The project will displace 7 families.
(ELF ORDER # 50657)
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Draft Date

Bivergate-North Portland Flood Control 05/05

Oregon
County: Hultnomah
Proposed is the construction of a levee system around the
perimeter of the western end of the north Portland
peninsula including earthen dikes, a flood wall section,
and a closure embankment in Colombia Slough. One con-
trolled ootlet channel would be constructed to regulate
water levels in Smith and By bee Lakes. Recreation develop-
ment is also included in the plan. Adverse economic
opportunity impacts may be felt by the Colombia Boulevard
Industries, and temporary construction disruption will
result. (Portland District)
(ELB OBDEfi # 50669)

Yaquina Bay and River, Channels and Breakwaters 05/05

Oregon
County: Lincoln
The statement concerns a project for operation and mainte-
nance of the channels and breakwaters in Yaquina Bay and
River. Included in the/ plan is jetty maintenance, channel
construction and maint:enance, and turning basin mainte-
nance. The action will alter ocean bottom, estuary bottom,
some wetlands, and some terrestrial areas by disposal of
dredged materials and will resuspend toxic substances.
Benthic organisms on U75 acres of channel bottom will be
destroyed. (Portland District)
(ELR ORDER # 506 70)

Wando and Cooper Rivers Barine Terminal 05/27

South Carolina
County: Charleston
The propoi:;ed project entails constrnction on the Wando and
Cooper Rivers of a wharf, two barge slip, and four docks;
dredging a channel and turning basin; and disposal of
dredged material in the Horris Island and Daniel Island
disposal areas. Adverse environmental impacts are conver-
sion of 210 acres of forest, 30 acres of marsh, open field,
and Wando River bottom to an industrialized area and 87
acres to road right-of-way; preemption of disposal areas;
increased air and noise pollution; disruption of benthos in
dredged areas; increased ship traffic and congestion on the
Cooper Eiver bridges; and temporary construction impacts.
(Charleston District)
(ELR ORDER # 50757)

Haifttenance Dredging of Georgetown Harbor 05/27

South Carolina
County: Georgetown
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This proj£<:t entails naintenance dredging of channels in
Georgetown Harbor. Adverse impacts include destruction of
some benthic organisms by the cutterhead, alteration of
existing vegetation in disposal areas, increase in the
local mosquito population, temporary increase in turbidity
and siltation in dredge and disposal areas, and possible
reduction in dissolved oxygen levels as a result of the
dredge disurbing organic materials undergoing anaerobic
decomposition. (Charleston District)
(ELR ORDEfi « 50760)

Brazos River Basin Natural Salt Pollution Control 05/26

Texas
This project entails the construction of three total
impoundment dams and interconnecting pipelines to control
maior sources of salt pollution of the Brazos River and its
tributaries. Adverse impacts include the permanent inunda-
tion of iK>00 acres of wildlife habitat, brine level fluc-
tuations and wind-driven salt effects on 9H00 additional
acres, relocation and loss of established ranch and farm
units, and periodic inundation of UT miles of tributary
Etrearobeds.
(ELR OPCER # 50751)

Water Filtration Plant Flood Protection (2) 05/06

Virginia
The action is flood protection of the city of Richmond,
Virginia's municipal water filtration plant, located west
of EichDond on the James River. The protection consists of
modifications and additions to approximately 2,100 feet of
existing wails around three sides of the water filtration
plant proper. One vehicular and two railroad closures are
required in the protective wall. Construction disruption
will result. (Norfolk District)
(KLR 0RI>5R « 50681)

Blair and Sitcum Waterways, Tacoma Harbor 05/27

Washington
The proiect would provide for the deepening of Blair Water-
way and replacement of the East 11th Street Bridge over
Blair Waterway- The adverse impacts of this project would
be loss of marine biota and wildlife inhabiting dredge and
fill sites, displacement of occupants of two commercial
buildings and three residences, changed appearance of dis-
posal sites, temporary noise, air and water pollution
during cx>nst ruction , and increased overland transportation
costs during bridge construction.
(EIR OEDEis # 50758)
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Pinal Date
ToBbigbee River and Tributaries, Ala. and Biss. 05/22

Alabama Mississippi
The stateaent refers to the proposed flood control project
on Lcxapalia Creek. Involved in the project is channel ex-
cavation and the clearing of the banks along a total of 19.9
miles of the creek beginning at the nouth. Adverse impacts
include the loss of 1,258 acres of stream bank habitat for
wildlife, loss of 19.9 miles of natural aquatic habitat,
loss of recreational resource, probable loss of walleye pop-
ulation in Luxapalia Creek, and a slight reduction in water
quality .

(Hobile District)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DO! RUB DOT USDA EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 507m)

Sacramento River, Bank Protection Project 05/06

California
County : Butte Glenn Tehama
The stateaent refers to the proposed installation of bank
protection at intermittent sites along the Sacramento River
from Chico Lauding to Red Bluff. Adverse impacts include
loss of aesthetics, wildlife, and other natural riparian
values of the river. {Sacramento District)

COHMENTS MADE BY; EPA DOI DOC DOT USDA
state and local agencies
private citizens and groups

(ELR ORi*ER # 50679)

Kings River Channel laprovement Project 05/16

California
County

:

Kings Presno
The statement refers to the Kings River Channel Improvement
Project, Cole Slough -Laton Area, California. About 1U,G00
linear feet of new levee and patrol road will be construct-
ed in the vicinity of Laton, 5,000 lineal feet of bank pro-
tection work will be placed at 16 different sites. Levee
construction and bank protection work may cause limited
short-term turbidity. Also 5 acres of riparian habitat will
be cleared. (Sacramento District)
(28 pages)
COftamiS HADE BT: EPA DOI DSDA FEW DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50718)

San Diego Harbor 05/16

California
County: San Dieqo
The project involves deepening and widening of navigation
channels and turning basins in San Diego Harbor. Dredged
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materidls will be used to create new land in San Diego Bay
and placed on the ocean beach at the city of Imperial Beach
and opposite the O.S. Naval Amphibious Base. Adverse effects
consist of the destruction of organisms and alteration of
habitats in dredged areas, destruction of f>5 acres of in-
tertidal and shallow subsital habitats ot high ecological
value, and turbidity in nearshore ocean waters while spoil
is discharged on the ocean beach. (Los Angeles District)
COMMENTS HADE EY: ARP EPA ffSDA DOC HEW DOl DOT OSCG

State and local agencies
(EL» ORDER # 50719)

Gypsun: Snail Flood Protection 05/05

Kansas
iroposed is the construction of a small flood protection
project consisting of a highflow diversion channel and a

levee around Gypsum, Kansas. Adverse imapcts include:
tfcfflporary loss of vegetative cover at the proposed borrow
area and diversion channel; reduction of wildlife habitat;
temporary adverse effects due to construction activities;
relocation of one family ; minor inundation of areas outside
ot the levee; and loss of approximately 50 acres of agri-
cultural land. (Kansas City District)
COemFNTS HADE BY: OSDA HEW HOD DOI DOT EPA

state and local agencies
(BLP. ORDER # 50666)

Yazoo Headwater Project 05/?9

aississippi
The statement refers to a proposed flood control project
for AscaliBore Creek and Tippo Bayou. Project measures
will include levee improvement; channel work on 17 miles
of channel; and the construction of water control struc-
tures and a stoplog weir. Woodland, wetland, and stream
habitat totalling 6,J00 acres would be committed to the
project, with a reduction in extent and goality of fish
and wildlife habitat, timber resources, and aesthetic
amenities. (Vicksburg District)
C0?1MENTS MADE BY: EPA OSDA DOI HEW HOD

State of ?fississippi
(ELR ORDER t 50775)

Los Esteros Dam and Lake Project 05/06

New Mexico
County: DeBaca Guadalupe
Proposed is the construction and operation of the Los
fisteros Dam Project for purposes of flood control, sediment
retention, and irrigation water storage for 100 years.
Los EsteroE Lake will be operated in conjunction with
Summer Lake for optimum flood protection. The project
will inundate from 6,550 acres to 10,000 acres due to
periodic flooding and will convert 1U miles of free-flowing
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streain to slack water. (Albuquerque District)
COBMENIS HADt; BY: DOl USDA DOT HEW EPA

state aqencies
(Elh OhDEh # 50680)

Channel fiehabilitation Project, Coal River Basin 05/21

West Virginia
Ihe statement refers to the channel shaping and restoration
and/or cebris removal and selective bank clearing in four
areas in the Coal River Basin: Sjlvester-Whitesville area,
Danvillfe-fladison area, Van-Clinton area, and the Greenview-
Sharples arta. Adverse impacts are the loss of some veg-
etation and wildlife habitat, temporarily increased air and
noise pollution, and stream turbidity . (Huntington District)
COaMENTS MALE BY: EPA DOT OSDA AHP

State agencies and individuals
(ELE OwbfiK # 50736)
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!>EfARTMEKT OF DEFENSE, 8avy

Contact: Rr. Peter n. McDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

Final Date

Naval Oceanoqraphic Center, Bay St. Loois 05/30

flissisfippi
County: Hancock
The proposed action would establish a Naval Ocenaographic
Center at the Natinal Space Technology Laboratory, Say
St. Louis, Mississippi. fixistina administrative, lab-
oratory and automated data processing spaces will be ac-
quired from the National Atmospheric and Space Adminis-
tration to house the activities concerned. The action will
reauire ttie relocation of approximately 1300 employees and
their lamilies.
(three-volumes)
CO!11ENTS )»ADE EY: HEW DOl NASA NCPC EPA

local agencies
(ELE ORDEh « 50779)
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DEPARTHENT OF COBMERCE

Contact: hr . Sidney R. Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
finvironmental Affairs
Department of Coinmerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(2C2) 967-4335

Maritime Administration

I>rait Date

Vessels for Offshore Oil and Gas Drilling 05/02

The stateitent concerns a proposal to guarantee the obli-
gations {notes, bonds, etc.) including interest, that are
obtained in the private market by US citizens ior the con-
struction in United States shipyards of offshore oil and
gas drilling vessels under Title XI PrograB. The program
is intended to encourage new construction or modernization
of American irerchant vessels. The environmental inipacts
will be these associated with offshore oil and gas pro-
duction; ristt of accidental or chronic oil spillage and the
release of oily waste water resulting from operational pro-
cedures .

(ELR OFDBH # 50661)

Nat'l Oceanic and atmospheric Admin.

Dr a ± t Da te

South slough Estuarine Sanctuary, Coos Bay (S) G5/3C

Oregon
County: Coos
The statefient is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CEO 21 June 1974. Proposed is an amendment to the grant
awarded to the State of Oregon. The amendment would allow
restricted timber harvest in certain areas within the
satctnary, increase the budget, and alter the method of
releasing funds. The manatrement policies would remove some
of the fringe lands from the sanctuary boundaries and add
soEe land to the sanctuary on the upstream portions of the
Slough; this results in a net gain of 130 acres to be
acquired for the sanctuary.
(ELK 0SDE5? f 50785)
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t.NVIRONBETiiTAL PEOTECTIOli AGENCY

contact: Rr. Sheiaon Heyers
director. Office of Fec?eral Activities
Hoom 36 30 Waterside Ball
Washington D.C. 20*60
(?C2) 755-0940

Final Date

O'faie Wartewater Conveyance System 05/23

Illinois
CoKLty: CooX
The Ftaxt::ient concerns a system of conveyance tcnnels and
drop thatts to intercept and convey wastewater from a 65.2
sgiare rrile service area in the Northwest reoion of the
Metropolitan Sanitary district of Greater Chicago to the
prcpcsed O'Kare Hater Reclamation Plant. Occasional
exfiltration into groundwater aquifers might occur,
ano a groundwater well monitoring program is planned to
discover any problems which may develop.
COSMINIS HADL EY : DSDA HDD COE ABP

state and local agencies
public groups and citize^ns

(ILR OhLEK * 50745)

O'Paie Mater Reclamation Plant 05/23

Illinois
Coonty: Cook
Proposed is the construction of the O'Hare Water Reclama-
tion Plant for the 0«Hare Service Area. The plant will
treat sewage in a two stage process, discharging effluent
into Kiggins Creek. Process solids remaining would be
transport&d via a pipeline to the BSPGC Salt Creek Water
Reclamation Plant for further treatment. Occasional odors
anc: teiT.porary construction disruption will result.
COPMFNTS RADE BY: APP COE OSDA HUD

state and local agencies
(FLR ORDER # 5C747)

Las Vegas Wash/Bay Drainage, Sev. 05/30

Nevada
The statement refers to a project which is entended to
eliminate existing secondary discharges from municipal
sources in the Las ?egas Wash/Bay drainage area. The pro-
posal includes a yO mgd advanced waste treatment plant, a

pilot desalinization and pilot ground water discharge pro-
gram of 1.0 mgd, and discharge to the Wash through a

sii.gle outfall. There will be construction disruption due
to the proposal, and secondary impacts in the form of
increased population growth and urbanization.
C0P!1\NTS BADE BY: FPC DSDA BEW COE

state and local agencies
(FLR OfOER $ 5 078U)
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FEDERAL POWER COWMISSIOH

Contact: Dr. Richard F. Rill
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality
aai G street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20U26
(202) 386-6084

Final Date

aystic Lake Project No. 2301 05/19

Montana
County: Stillwater Carbon
rhe statement refers to the proposed relicensing of Montana
Power Company's Hystic Lake Project No. 2301. The existing
facilities of the project would be altered by the construc-
tion of a reregulating dam, which will allow year round
operation and an increase in plant capacity from 5,000 kw
to 11,500 kw.
coaNEsrs »ade ey: coe doi dsda hew epa ahp

state agencies and the applicant
(ELR OaUER # 50724)

Crawford Storage Field, Ohio 05/12

Ohio
County: Fairfield Hocking
Proposed is the granting of a certificate of public conven-
ience and necessity to Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. for
the construction and operation of an underground natural gas
storage field. Included would be: 230 injection/withdrawal
wells; 137 miles of 4 to 30 inch well and field pipelines;
and miscellaneous facilities at the Crawford Compressor
Station. The field would cover an area of 36,800 acres.
Environfftental impact would occur with respect to effects on
"man, soil, vegetation, wildlife, water quality, air quality
and noite levels."
COEMiJJTS SAD2 BY: £PA DSDA DOI OSCG HEW COfi AHP
(ELR ORDES « 50699)

Refugio-Wdha Project, Docket CP73-260 05/02

Tex a s

County: several
Proposed is the issuance of a certificate to the El Paso
Natural Gas Company for the construction and operation of
certain facilities necessary for the transportation of

new natural gas supplies from a Transco pipeline in

Refugio County to El Paso's main system near Coyanosa.
Project measures will include 118.5 miles of 2^ inch pipe-
line, 5 compressor stations, and appurtenant facilities.
Theie would be impact on "roan, wildlife, vegetation, soil,
water and air ouality, and noise levels." (161 pages)
COSMISTS MADE bY : HEW USDA COB OSCG AEC DOC DOI ROD EPA
(ELR ORDER # 50559)
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GESBEAL SFRyiCES A1VBINISTR ATION

Contact: Br. Andrew E. Kanders
Executive Director of Environmental Affairs
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, N.M.
Washington, D.C. 20405
(202) 343-H161

Draft Date

Disposal of Portion, Camp Elliott, San Diego 05/27

California
County : San Diego
The proposed disposal action consists ot the pablic sale of
approximately 280 acres comprising a portion of the former
O.S. Naval Retraining Command, Camp Elliott. The statement
asEumes the land will be developed primarily for residen-
tial purposes. Some adverse effects would result from
noise, emission pollutants due to increased traffic,
increase in sewage, utilities, solid waste, and a change
in the ecological balance involving development of a

setti-arid bare land environment.
(ELB ORDEK # 50765)

Federal Office Building, Carbondale, Illinois 05/27

Illinois
Countjr Jackson
The proposed action is the construction of a Federal Office
Building containing approximately 20,000 square feet of
office space for 108 employees- The adverse impacts
include the possibility of a small, temporary overload on
sewage facilities if the city's sewage system improvements
are not completed as scheduled, and temporary construction
disraption and inconvenience.
(EI.R ORDER # 50755)

Final Date

Federal Office Building, Anchorage 05/30

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a Fed-
eral Office Building, Courthouse, and Parking Facility Com-
plex ia Anchorage. The facility would consolidate ?3 federal
agencies which are presently hous<?d throughout the Greater
A,nchorage area. The complex will contain £»62.000 sq. ft. of
net useable space, and parking space for 725 vehicles. Ad-
verse impact includes the displacement of individuals and
businesses, and construction disruption.
(343 pages)
COBMENTS HADE BY: AHP EPA HOD SDA2

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50772)
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DEPARTMENT Of HUD

Contact: Hr. Richard V, Broun
Director, Office of Environmental
Ouality
Room 7258
U51 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20«H0
(202) 765-6308

Draft Date

Los Anqeles Dam and Resevoir Project 05/27

California
County: Los Angeles
The project consists of the constrnction of a dam and
reservoir to restore the pre-earthguake dam capacity, in-
cluding flood protection, of the Van Sorraan daas and
reservoirs. Adverse effects include: vegetation removal,
dust blanketing of vegetation, general disturbance and some
destruction of wildlife, disturbance of "man-made" fresh-
water marsh, influx oi; noxious rodents, rodent migration
into residential neighborhoods, and the possibility of

fire-
(ELR OHDER # 50752)

Pinal Date

Potter Urban Renewal Project 05/19

New Jersey
County: Hiddlesex
The Township of Edison Housing Authority proposes to erect
866 units of low and moderate income housing on a 177 acre
vacant, wooded site in North Edison, adjacent to an
existing 90 unit Public Housing Project. The project
would result in removal of vegetation and reduction of air
and water guality.
C0RKEN7S BADE BY: USDA COB DOC ERDfi EPA DOI DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 50722)

Church-Kusser Urban Renewal Program 05/23

Pennsylvania
County: Lancaster
The Etattiaent concerns the redevelopment of 120.2 acres of
land containing 1,261 structures (1,132 residential) and
l,£jC2 dwelling units. Of these, clearance is planned for
«IU3 structures, and rehabilitation for 92 % of the remaining
818. Adverse impacts include the temporary or permanent re-
location of families and businesses and possible damage
thorough demolition to adjacent properties.
COBMENrS HIDE BY: EPA DOT DOI

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 507U6)
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Section 104 (h)

Draft Date

Drainaqe ilay Cleaning, Carbondale, Illinois Cb/tS

Illinois
County: JacJtson
The City of Carbondale has proposed the cleanina of brush,
stones, debris, and siltation from segments of Piles Fork
anc Little Crab Orchard Creeks and tributary ditches in the
northeast and western areas of the City to provide iiroroved
surface drainage. Project activity will include some hank-
shaping along limited segments of the creeks and ditches.
Adverse impacts include greater flows of water downstream,
increased flow landings on downstream bottlenecks, and con-
struction disruption.
(KIR OR^jES # 5 0727)

Vegas Heights Community Development, Las Vegas C5/09

Nevada
The project is to provide urbanization improvements,
i.e., streets, curbs, gutters, parking lanes, sidewalKS,
driveways, and street lighting to the Vegas Heights area
of the City of Las Vegas, Nevada. The proposed project
area is contained in the neighboring residential area
bounded by Highland Avenue on the west, Carey Avenue on the
north, "H" Street on the east, and lake Head Boulevard on
the south. Construction disruption will result.
(ELK OiiDgft « 5 0694)

aautaushaun Brook Improvement Project 05/12

fJew york
County: Kockland
The statement describes a proposed flood alleviation
project including channelization of portions of the brook,
replacement of structures incapable of withstanding a 100-
year retention period flood, the acguisiticn of land for
flood-water retention and right-ot-way and easements for
purposes of construction. Land use management alternatives
are discusses in contrast to encjineerina solutions. De-
foligijg of the area and construction disruption will
result.
(ELR 0RD2T! # 50706)

Pascdck Brook Improvement Project 05/12

Mew York
County: Rockland
Proposed is a project for flood alleviation including
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channelization of portions of the Brook, replacement of
structures incapable of withstanding a 100-year return
period llood, and the acanisition ot ilood easements along
sparsely settled reaches of the Brook. Adverse impacts
include the alteration and containment of the natural
meandering of a stream and general construction disruption.
(BLR ORSES # 50707)

Washington Square West Urban Renewal, Philadelphia 05/12

Pennsylvania
County: Philadelphia
The statement concerns an nrban renewal project for a 107-
acre area in southeast Philadelphia. The ma-jor adverse
environmental effects are those associated with the dis-
ruption of an existing area/community by project activities
and businesses. Parking problems and noise and air pol-
lution are also discerned.
(ELR Ohl'^TR # 50696)

Grays Fercy Urban Renewal, Philadelphia 05/12

Pennsylvania
County: Philadelphia
The statement concerns a 160.9-acre urban renewal project
in southwest Philadelphia. The plan includes residential,
coiiimercial , and semi-public rehabilitation, active and
pafsive recreation facilities, and street improvements.
The project has displaced 272 families, 95 individuals, and
U3 businesses. Construction disruption will result.
(43 p a q es

)

{ELK OPDEF, I 5 0705)
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DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

Contact: Hr. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
Room 7260
Department of the Interior
Washinaton, D.C. 202U0
(202) 343-3«91

Bureau of Reclairation

Draft Date

Tehana -Colusa Canal (Supplement) 05/20

California
Coenty: several
The :?tateiiient is a supplement to a final eis filed with
CFO 14 June 1972. Proposed is the construction of Funks
Da.Ti and Keservoir, a dual-purpose wasteway between the
Tehama—Colusa Canal and the Glenn-Colusa Canal, and 13
water distribution systems and/or water service contracts.
Seven hundred fifteen acres, including 684 acres for Funks
Reservoir and 31 acres for the dual-purpose wasteway,
would be committed to the project and two archeological
sites would be inundated.
(ELS OHDFR « 50731)

Completion of Lyman Project, Wyoming 05/28

Wycainq
Ihe proposed action is the construction of an earthfill dam
on Smiths Fork to complete southwestern Wyoming's Lyman
Froject. The adverse effects of tnis project would include
the direct loss of 300 acres of diverse wildlife habitat
tor numerous species, the inundation of about 172 acres of
timber, the elimination of 1.8 miles of fishery habitat,
an increase in evaporation loss of 25 acre—feet annually,
short-ters increases in sedimentation, esthetic degradation
in the area, and possible minor earth slipouts in the dam
embankment.
(ELR on>BR # 5 0767)

Final Date

Central Valley Project Water Use 05/12

California
County: several
The proposed action is a water service contract which will
involve the delivery of about 126,000 acre—feet of water to
ten water user organizations in Kings, Kern,
Tulare, and Fresno Counties. Three thousand acre-feet of
the water will be used for municipal supply; the remainder
will be used for supplemental irrigation. Existing
Cal" lornia Water Project and Central Valley Project fa-
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cilities will be used for delivery. The principal impact
of the action will be the continued use of lands for ag-
riculture.
COMMENTS RADE BY: DOl OSD» DOC EPA AHP COE
(ELR ORDER « 50700)

Klamath Straights Drain C5/27

Orecton California
The statement refers to the proposed enlargement of the 10

mile long Klamath Straights Drain from 300 c.f.s. to a

maximum 600 c.f.s. Two new pumping plants will be con-
structed, each of 300 c.f.s. capacity. The eclargement is
intended to improve the overall operation of the Lower
Klamath national Wildlife Refuge, and also to benefil local
irrigation projects. (107 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI COE HEH USDA AHP EPS

state and local agencies
(ELE ORDER # S07b3)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Draft Date

MattaiRuskeet Wildlife Enhancement Project C5/15

North Carolina
County: Hyde
The proposal recoirimends construction of eight low-dike
marsh impoundments totaling 2,420 acres within the
Mattamuskeet ?Jational Wildlife Eefuoe and renovation of

12 miles of existing canals originating within the refuge
and extending to Pamlico Sound in order to enhance wild-
life management capabilities of the refuge. Dike and
borrow ditches will replace 162 acres of natural marsh

-

Canal renovation wxll result in 519,000 cubic yards cf
spoil which will be deposited on existing spoil areas.
Vegetation on existing spoil deposit areas will be des-
troyed and wildlife temporarily displaced. Eevegetaticn
will occur in a tew years.
(ELh ORDiJL # 50717)

Final Date

Proposed Tamarac Wilderness Area 05/01

Minnesota
County: Becker
The proposal recommends 2,065 acres of the Taniarac

National Wildlife Refuge be designated as wilderness with-
in the National Wilderness Preservation System. Wilder-
ness designation would commit the area to the forces of
nature and remove some future management options.
(44 pages)
COUKFNIS ftADE BY: DOT DOI
(ELF, OiDEK « 50654)
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Proposed Rice Lake Wilderness Area 05/29

."Minnesota
County: Aitkin Bille Lacs
Iht fctateDient refers to the proposed legislative desig-
nation of 1,406 acres of the Rice Lake National Wildlife
Refuge and 0.6 acre (two saall islands) of the Rille Lacs
Rational Wildlife Befuge as wilderness within the National
Wilderness Preservation Systea. Some future management
options will be removed . (65 pages)
COntlENTS BADE BY: DSOA DOT DOl EPA
(ELB OEDfR # 50776)

Toinball National Wildlife Befoge 05/02

Wasnington
Coanty: Spokane
Proposed is the continued operation, maintenance and
development of the Tarnbull National Wildlife hefuge,
including the acquisition of 2,795.5 acres of additional
lands. The action would result in continued protection
of a relatively undisturbed section of natural environ-
me:it . (66 pages)
COBMEMS '!ADE BY: DSDA EPA DOT

Washinaton State Clearinghouse
(ELR OR!>ER # 50665)

National Park Service

Oraft Date

Rehabilitation of the National Ball- 05/15

District of Co
The proposed rehabilitation program for the National Hall
in Washington, D.C. would include replacement of streets
for automobiles with pedestrian walks, replacement of park
furniture, and construction of various other pedestrian-
centered facilities. Fringe parking and shuttle busses
would be provided at RFK Stadium. The project would result
in fewer facilities for automobiles on the Ball and
temporary construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50716)

Final Date

West Beach Onit, Indiana Dunes N.L. 05/27

Indiana
County: Porter
Proposed is an integrated program of developaent, management
and preservation for the West Beach Onit of the Indiana Dune
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National Lakeshore at the southern tip of Lake Bichigan. The

action wonld result in increased recreational options for

residents of the Calumet Region, and increased economic via-

bility. Some wildlife habitation may be partially discour-
aged .

COBMEN'iS aADE BY: AHP DSDA DOC DOI DOT EPfi GSA
state agencies

(ELB ORDEH * 507b4)
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BEW ENGLANT5 RIVEH BASINS COHMISSION

Draft Date

i>.E. New mgland Water and Land Resources 05/05

Bassachcsetts Rhode Island Connecticut
The Sew England River Basin Commission proposes
to transmit a report recommending policies and actions for
balanced conservation, manageaent, and development of the
water and related land resoorces of Southeast New England.
The report contains a series of 130 policies and structural
and non-structural solutions in the following areas: water
supply, water quality, land use, outdoor recreation, sport
fishing, port development, urban waterfront use, sand and
gravrl ex traction, flooding and erosion, electrical power,
petroleum facilities, and solid waste manaaGaent. Actions
are directed to all levels ot government and private
interests.
(ELft ORDER # 50676)
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HOCLEAR REGOLATORY COHHISSION

Contact: Pr. A. Giambusso, Director of Division
ot Reactor Licensing
P-722, NRC
Washington, D.C. 20655
(301) 492-7373

Draft Date

Perkins Buclear Station, Units 1-3, Construction 05/07

North Carolina
County: Davie
Proposed is the issuance of a construction permit to the
Duke Power Company for the construction of the Perkins
nuclear Station Onits 1,2, and 3. The units will produce
3817 MWt and 1280 aWe each. Hake-up water for cooling will
be drawn from and discharged to the Yadkin River. A total
of 2U02 acres will be used for the PHS site, displacing 26
families from the site proper and another 16 families from
the Carter Creek area. Aquatic organisms entrained in the
service water system will be killed due to thermal and me-
canicdl shock, and there is potential for impingement of
aguatic organisms at the intake structure as proposed.
(ELR ORDER # 5C633)

Davis-besse Nuclear Power Station, Dnit 1 Operation 05/01

Ohio
County: Ottawa
The proposed action is the issuance of an operating license
to the Toledo Edison Company and the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company for the startup and operation of the
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Dnit 1. The station will
have a capacity to produce 2772 HWt and 906 MWe. The
cooling tower blowdown and service water which the station
discharges to Lake Erie, via a submerged jet, will be
heated as much as 20 degrees above ambiant. Approximately
3345 curies per year of gaseous radioactive wastes may be
discharged into the atmosphere.
(ELR ORDER # 50658)

Barnwell Fuel Receiving and Storage Sation 05/27

South Carolina
County: Barnwell
The proposed action is to issue a materials license
authorizing Allied-General Nuclear Services to receive and
handle fuel casks containing spent reactor fuel elements
and to store spent reactor fuel at the Barnwell Buclear
Fuel Plant in the Barnwell Fuel Receiving an4 Storage
Station. Construction of the facility will disturb about
15 acres of the 1700 acres of fallow-field vegetation and
timberland.
(ELR OBDER # 50762)
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rinal Bate

Falton Generating Station 05/08

Pennsylvania
County: Lancaster
Proposed is the issuance of construction per-mits to the
Philadelphia Electric Company for the Station. Two iden-
tical high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR's) will be
employed to produce 3000 HWt each. A stean turbine genera-
tor will convert this heat to 1,120 BWe (net) for each unit.
A closed-cycle, natural draft cooling tower system will be
utilized, with water drawn from Conowingo Pond at a maximum
rate of U3,000. The station will occupy a 360 acre site.
COIHENTS HADK BY: AHP DSDA DOI HEH DOC FPC EPA HtTD OSCG
COB

state agencies
(ELR OR»ER # 50687)
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Dr . Peter Krekel
Director of Environmental Planning
72 Edney Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Final Date:
Hartsville Nculear Plants 05/2 7

Tennessee
County: Smith Truesdale
The statement refers to the proposed construction and
operation of a 4-unit nuclear plant in Smith and Truesdale
Counties, Tennessee. Adverse impacts include a slight
increase in the temperature of water returned to the
Cumberland River, destruction of fish larvae and plankton
drawn into the closed cooling system, temporary turbidity,
and loss of some agricultural land.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP FPC EPA USDA DOI COE HUD

DOC USCG
(ELR ORDER # 50764)
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DEPBFTHENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact: Hr. Bartin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
400 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) £»26-«l357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

BiEnark aunicipal Airport 05/12

North Dakota
Cocnty: Burleigh
The statement concerns the Haster Plan for the Bisaark
Sncicipdl Airport. The Plan provides for acauisition of

an additional 700 acres of land, extension of existing run-
ways, and construction of a noise-abatement runway. The
project will displace approximately 58 persons.
(ILL OhDER » 50702)

linal Date

San Jose Municipal Airport Land Acquisition 05/19

California
County: Santa Clara
The- statement concerns the acquisition of 117 acres con-
taining 454 single family residences, 1U1 duplexes, and
15 KUlti-unit apartment houses to clear the approach area
south of the San Jose Municipal Airport. The buildings
will be dcmclished. Adverse impacts include displacement
of families and businesses and inflation of the present
housina market as a result of relocation.
COSKtsis BADE BY: DOT EPA DOI DOC
(ELE ORDER * 50720)

The Syracuse Hancock International Airport 05/19

New Jfork

The proietrt involves the extension of a runway 1,020
feet to the southeast. The extension will be 150 feet
wide and will include the widening of 600 feet of existing
taxiway and the construction of a parallel taxiway 75 feet
widfe and 2,200 feet long. Also included is the instal-
lation of related runway and taxiway lights. Adverse
impacts include the rise in noise pollution in some areas,
and an expected increase in air pollution with additional
air traffic in the future.
(30 pages)
COaMENIS SALE BY: COS DSDA FPC DOT HEW
(KLR ORDKH * 50721)
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Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

Williams Interstate Freeway, 1-40 05/09

Arizona
County: Coconino
The statement concerns a 5-M mile section of 1-40
approximately .5 mile north of the City of Williams,
Arizona. The project provides for the construction of two
divided 3£-foot roadways with an interchange in West
Williams at Second Street and three railroad overpasses.
The facility will require right-of-way on largely
unimproved land.
(ELP ORDER « 50691)

S.F. 842. (Broward Blvd.), Ft. Lauderdale 05/12

Florida
County : Broward
The proposed pioject will widen a 1.6 mile section of
S.R. 642 (Broward Blvd.) from S.R. 9 (1-95) to H.E. 3rd
Avenue in Ft. Lauderdale. The present undivided, 4-lane
arterial will be upgraded to 6 lanes with a median. The
project will displace 8 families, 39 businesses, and 1

non-profit organization. Noise levels will exceed FHWA
Interim Noise Standards for the improved roadway but will
be less than those resulting if the facility is not im-
proved. A 4(f) statement is included concerning Stranahan
Park.
(ELR ORI>ER # 50708)

State Road 5 Bridge Replacements 05/27

Florida
County : Honroe
This project involves the replacement of 37 deteriorating
bridges, totalling approximately 17 miles in length, and
construction of bridge approaches on SR 5 (OS 1) in the
Florida Keys between Key West and Tavernier (a distance of
87 miles) . Adverse impacts include displacement of one re-
sidence and two businesses, ainor disruption to marine
habitat areas and temporary construction disruption. (175 pages)
(ELE ORDER # 50753)

Widening of DeRenne Avenue, Savannah, Georgia 05/19

Georgia
County: Chatham
This project consists of widening from two to four or
five lanes of approximately two miles of DeRenne
Avenue between Abercorn Street and SJtidaway Road in
Savannah. Adverse impacts include increased noise
levels, increased carbon monoxide levels, loss of
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trees, ruaoff of pollutants into the Vernon Biver
marsh which will affect marine organisms, and erosion
and siltation during construction.
(Elf. UKlhR « 50695)

I-38G, Cedar Rapids 05/21

Iowa
The proposed project involves the construction of a U to 8

lane, divided-highway seqirient of 1-380, beginning at 1-80
and ending at Freeway Route 518. The total project length
is 2.5 mil'es . Hajor adverse impacts would be the dis-
pldCfintiit of 37 homes and 110 people, increased noise and
air pollution, and a temporary increase in sediment load
in BcCloud Run due to erosion during construction.
{bH pages)
(ELR ORLEh # 50736)

O.r. 7P, DeSoto, Marshall, Benton, and Dnion Co. 05/19

aississippi
County: several
The proposed project entails the construction of a foar-
lant, divided, con trolled -access highway to replace
approximately 46 miles of existing OS 78 in DeSoto,
Harshall, Lenton, and Onion Counties. The project will
result in the acguisition of 1670 acres of land, 100 of
which belong to the DeSoto Rational Forest. Acguisition of
the lorest lend wxll result in the loss of potential
timber land and game habitat. Other adverse effects include
long-teriB noise impact of three residences and temporary
construction noise and disruption.
(ELE OKBER » 50726)

F.A.S. Route 28 05/15

Nebraska
County: Scottsbluit
The proposed improvement consists of a 2.6 mile segment of
two projects. The first is the reconstruction of 0.3 mile
of presently graveled roadway which will be upgraded to
conlorm to current design standards and resurfaced with
high type surfacing. The second project consists of 1.1
Diiie of reconstruction of presently graveled roadway which
will be upgraded to conform to current design standards
and 1.2 miles of new construction. The project will reguire
an additional 12 acres for right-of-way.
(ELR ORI>ER * 507 1U)

»C 16, From Charlotte to HC 73 05/30

Worth Carolina
County: Hecklenburg Gaston Lincoln
The proposed action is an improvement in the HC 16 corridor
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consisting of a 4-lane road from Charlotte to NC 73, a

distance ol approximately 13.5 miles. Adverse environ-
mental effects include the relocation of 9 to 20 families
and 1 to 6 businesses; increased noise and air pollution
daring and after construction; minor siltation of Mountain
Island LaKe and Long Creek dnring construction; and loss ot
vegetation and yard space along the right-of-way.
(ELR ORDER « 50781)

Skipanon bridge, S.P. 105, Warrenton 05/01

Oregon
County : Clatsop
The proposed project will remodel or replace the Skipanan
River Bridge at Warrenton. The existing bridge, containing
a floatont span, has been found to be in violation of the
original 1916 Federal permit which reguired fast-opening
bascule bridge, opening on demand. Three alternatives and
a no action alternative are proposed. Construction would
involve repeated disturbance to the river streambed during
construction. Long term alteration of upstream river use
patterns, with potential for increased water pollution from
boating and development activities may occur. (85 pages)
(ELS OBDSR # 50656)

1-70, Sevier Valley Q5/1U

Utah
County: Sevier
Proposed is the construction of 32 miles of ^l-lane, divided
1-70 between Clear Creek Canyon and Salina Canyon, Utah.
Principal environmental impacts would be in the spheres of
agriculture, wildlife, economic stimulation, and land use
changes. (231 paaes)
(ELR ORDER # 50710)

1-215 Southeast Belt Route, Salt Lake City 05/20

Utah
County: Salt Lake
The stateaent proposes the construction of 6.5 miles of
controlled access, six-lane freeway to complete 1-215, the
beltway around Salt Lake City. Adverse impacts would be
the displacement of 12 to 35 residences and to 20
businesses, substantial noise impact to some adjacent
locations, long-term visual impact, removal of existing
vegetation within the project corridor and resulting de-
creased water guality due to added roadway runoff, and
temporary construction disruption.
(ELR ObDER # 50732)

1-62, Onion Gap to Prosser, Prosser Vicinity, (S) 05/05

Washington
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County: Yakima Benton
Part One of the statement serves as a supplement to a final

eis concerning the section of 1-82 from Union Gap to
Prosser and Part Two serves as a final to a draft eis con-

cerning 1-82 in the Prosser Vicinity. The entire segment

will run approximately 47 miles and will displace families

and businesses.
(BLR OBDSR # 50667)

S.T.H. 32, Sheridan Road 05/02

Wisconsin
County: Kenosha
Proposed is the improvement of a one-mile segment of
Sheridan Road (S.T.H. 32) in the City of Kenosha from 91st

Street to a point a few hundred feet south of 83rd Street.

The project will entail removing a two-lane 30 foot pave-

ment and constructing a pair of UO-foot pavements separated

by a 30-foot median and a curb and gutter system. The pro-

ject, will displace two businesses and six fasilies.
(ELR OSDER # 50662)

Final Date

SR 20 05/01

California
County: Nevada
The proposal involves the construction of a new freeway

facility 5.8 miles long between Penn Valley and Grass
Valley. Initially 2 lanes will be built for «.6 miles,

and a lanes for 1.2 miles. Several interchanges will be

constructed. There will be some adverse impact on the

plant. and animal lite in this region caused by the
increased accessibility provided by the project. (103

pages)
COHMENTS SADE BY: EPR DOT DOT COE HOD DSDR HEM DSAF

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50653)

SS 38, Forest Highway 68 05/05

California.
County: San Bernardino
The project involves the upgrading of Forest Highway 68,

State Route 38 in the San Bernardino Rational Forest, San

BernardxDo County- The project extends from the Forest Boun-

dary 5.3 miles east to Forest Home Boulevard. The plan includes
grading, paving and structures necessary to provide a two-

iane, 45 m.p.h. design speed facility. Adverse impacts in-

clude normal construction distruptions,and slight increases

in noise levels at certain areas. (57 pages)
C0HME8TS ^M)E BY: DOT EPA COE OSDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORBER # 50672)
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Califorhia Route 84 05/19

Calilci i;ia

County: Contra Costa Sacramento
The project involves construction of a 3-6 mile long,
four-lane access controlled highway in Contra-Costa and
Sacramento Counties. The principal feature of the project
will be a 9,100 ft., four-lane bridge over the San Joaguin
River. Adverse impacts are that 1U acres currently used
tor agricTjlture and wildlife habitat will be converted to
to highway use. The river bottom will be disturbed during
construction of the bridge.
COBMENTS MADE BY: DOI USDA OSCG EPA
(ELR OBMR # 50730)

1-5, Black Blvd. to Slate Creek 05/30

California
County: Shasta
The project consists of reconstructing a U-lane expressway
with U-feet median to a 65 HPH U-lane expressway with 60-
loot median from north of Black Boulevard to north of Slate
Creek. Total length of the project is 5.7 miles. Approxi-
mately 200 acres of trees, brush and grass will be cleared
Four teailies and one business will be displaced.
COflMLHl-S aAOE BY: DOI COE DSDA EPA HOD

State agencies and concerned citizens
{ELk OKLfiS # 50782)

Colorado Forest Highway Rte. 15 05/08

Colorado
County: Gunnison
The proposed project will provide the improvement of 6.7
miles of substandard section from the west foot or bottom
of flcClure Pass southerly to connect to the roadway along
the Paonia Reservoir completed by the Bureau of Reclamation
in 19o3. The facility will provide an all-weather 2-lane
access road to the North Fork Valley. The project will re-
quire natural resources such as grazing lands and wildlife
haoitat for right-of-way, and will result in disruption of
aesthetics, vegetation, fishery, aiid water quality during
construction. (233 pages)
COSMENIS iaADE BY: FPC HTO COE DOI EPA

state agencies
(BLH ORDES # 50690)

S.R. 234, Georgia 05/02

Georgia
County: Dougherty
The project consists of widening a four mile section of
S.R. 234 from two to four lanes. The project will extend
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from a.S. 19 west to Beattie Road. Four businesses may be

displaced and an unspecified amount of land acqaired for

right of way. Section 4 (f ) land from Baldwin Park will be

acquired. (123 pages)
COnnENTS KiDE BY: HUD DOI DSDA DOC EPA

state agencies
(ELB OKDER # 50660)

FAP Route 22 (Illinois Route 21), Hilwaukee Ave. 05/01

Illinois
County: Cook
Proposed is the improvement of a 1.36 mile section of

PAP 22 (Illinois Route 22) Hilwaukee Avenue from Sanders

Koad to Grave Avenue from a 2-lane facility to a 4-lane
facility with a 16 foot median. Also included is a

separate storm sewer system for draining the highway right-
of-way dnd the channelization of ma;7or intersections. The
statement includes a 4 (f ) determination concerning 0.084

acres oi the Cook County Forest Preserve District.

(3 volumes)
COMHKNTS HADE BY: EPA USDA DOI GEO HEW

state aaencies
(ELR ORDER # 50652)

S.K. 912, Lake Co., Indiana 05/22

Indiana
County: Lake
Proposed is the construction of 5.5 miles of six-lane
S.R. 912 from 1-60-94 to U.S. 12. The proposed improvement
would carry the route on a relocated freeway facility
northwesterly from Columbus Drive and extend westerly
through Hammond to the Indiana Toll Boad (1-90) . The
road will be 70% elevated and will include five inter-
changes. An unspecified number of families and businesses
will be displaced.
COaWENTS 3ADS BY: DOI OSDA EPA HEW DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDBE « 50742)

Guthrie Avenue (US 29) , Iowa 05/01

Iowa
County: Polk
The proposed project is the construction of 3,010 feet of

a four-lane viaduct and approaches on Guthrie Avenue,
Des Monies. The proiect will displace 6 families and 1

business. Increases in noise and air pollution levels
will occur-
COKMENTfS ilADE BY: HOD DSDA DOI COE USCG

state and local agencies
(ELR OSDER * 50651)
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1-95, Russell Street to Hanover Street (Supplement) 05/06

Maryland
County: Baltimore
The stdtenent is a supplement to a final environmental
impact statement tiled with CEO 17 April 197*, and is in
anticipation of the design and construction of a one-mile
segment of an 8-lane controlled access expressway crossing
over aiddle Branch of the Patapsco River of the Baltimore
Harbor. Dredging and spoil disposal will be necessary, and
an unspecified number of families and businesses will be
dis placed

.

C0HM2NTS MADE BY: EPA DOT DOI
state and local agencies

(ELB ORDER * 50682)
,

U.S. 15, Columbus to Shannon 05/05

Mississippi
The proposed project consists of relocatina O.S. 45 from
U.S. 82 west of Columbus to U.S. 45 at Shannon, a distance
ot approximately US miles. Seven alternative relocation
alxgnments are discussed in the statement. There will be
displacements of families and businesses no aatter what
alternative is chosen.
COBMENTS MADE BY: COE OSDA EPA

state and local agencies
(BLR OSDER # 50673)

HebrasJca Highway 11 05/28

Nebraska
County: Greeley Howard
The proposed improvement involves the reconstruction of a
6.6 mile segment of Nebraska Highway 11 beginning approxi-
mately two miles north of the Village of Cotesfield, ex-
tending northwesterly to just south of the intersection of
Nebraska Highways 11 and 22 approximately one mile west of
of the Village of Scotia. The improvement consists of some
reconstruction and some resurfacing, curve modifications,
drainage structures, a channel change, safety features and
a new bridge over Davis Creek. The project will commit U1
acres of land to right-of-way.
COHHENTS BADE BY: EPA COE DOI

state agencies
(ELR OSDER # 50766)

PR-23, F.D. Roosevelt Avenue 05/14

Puerto Rico
Proposed is the improvement of a 1.02 mile segment of
PR-23, F.D. Roosevelt Avenue from Fernando I Street to
Barbosa Avenue in San Juan. The project will displace 21
families and 2 businesses and will reguire a strip of
Gandara Park. (183 pages)
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COfllBM-S 3AD5 BY: USD A EPA DOI
State agencies

(ELK ORD£A # 50712)

Northeast Freeway and North-South Freeway 05/01

South Carolina
Coonty : Richland
The prolect proposes the construction of a portion of the
North-South ?reeway and a portion of the Northeast Free-
way, rotai length or the project is 1 mile. The North-
South seameat will displace 35 houses, 15 businesses, and
30 apartaent units, while, the northeast portion of the
project will displace 1 business, and 15 apartment units.
Noise and air pollution levels will increase.
COr.HENTS 1ADE bY : COS DOI BPA

state agencies
(ELP ORDER # 50655)

F.R- 1765, Galveston County 05/12

Tex a E

County: Galveston
Iht ftateaient refers to the construction of 2.19 miles of
F.?1. 1765 from 1-45 east to SR-3 adjacent to and
representing the common city limits of Texas City and
La Marque. The facility will provide a 6-lane roadway
with curbs and gutters and a 1ft ft. flush median for
continuous left-turn lanes. There will be construction
inconveniences caused by the project.
C0»MEN1S RRDE BY: HF5J DOT COE USDA HDD EPA DOI
(ELR Of-DER « 5069b)

OS 54, El Paso County, Texas 05/12

Texas
County: El Paso
Proposed is the construction of 10.32 miles of US 54 be-
tween Loop 375 and the Texas-New Hexico State line at
Newman. The statement indicates no significant impacts.
COHHENTS RADE BY: COE aSDA HEW DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 50703)

O.S. 5D and WVA 20, Clarksburg 05/21

West Virginia
County: Harrison
The stateaent refers to the construction ol U.S. 50,
which is a part of Corridor "D" of the Appalachian
Development Highway system. Included in the study is
connector route. Alternate W Ta 20. Relocated O.S. 50

is to be a 4-lane, divided highway beginning in Clarksburg
and running 2.31 miles terminating at the western ramps
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of the 1-79-0-5. 50 interchange. Alternate W Va 20 will
be designed as a two lane highway except through the
interchange area, where a left-tarn lane will be provided.
The total length of Alternate W Va 20 will be 0.22 miles.
Adverse impacts are acguisitions of land, and an unspecified
number if displaced families and businesses.
COftHENTS BALE BY: DOT FPC COB BPA DOC USDA BEM
(ELR ORDER * 50733)

Drban Bass Transportation Administration

Final Date

Railroad Connection, Philadelphia 05/30

Pennsylvania
Proposed is the granting of federal capital grant assis-
tance to the City of Philadelphia, for the construction of
1.7 niiies of ccnibined tunnel and viaduct rail connection
between the Reading and Penn Central comiriuter rail systems.
Impact will include land acquisition, demolition of
builcings, business and employee displacement, and con-
struction disruption. Forty-one businesses will be dis-
placed .

C08MENTS BADE BY: RPA ROD DOl USDA
state and local aqencies

(ELR ORDER * 50778)

D.S. Coast Guard

Final Date

Destin Station, Santa Rosa Island 05/28

Florida
County: Okaloosa
The Etateuient refers to the proposed construction of a
new 2b-mafl U.S. Coast Guard Search and Rescue Station on
the east end of Santa Rosa Island. The pro-ject will
include a two story building, waterfront facilities, site
work, and a dredged boat basin and channel. Adverse
impact will result from construction activity, and will
inclcde some effects upon marine biota.
COHHENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI

state agencies
(ELB ORDER # 50768)
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U. S. Postal Service

Contact; Emerson Smith, Director
Office of Buildings Analysis
and Design
Heal Estate and Buildings Department
D.S. Postal Service
Washington, D.C. 20260
(202) 245-«l242

Draft Date

Kennedy Airport Air-nail Facility 05/09

New York
County: Queens
Proposed is the construction of a 650,000 square foot
building at the Kennedy International Airport to transfer,
process, and distribute air nail. The facility, which will
allow for the consolidation at one site the functions
currently conducted at three dispersed sites, would be
constructed on a 20-acre site near the north boundary of
ot the airport. (71 pages)
(ELE OKbfifi « 50693)
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AVAILABILITY OF ENX^IRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2) (C)

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and

section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and

commented in writing on Federal agency actions impacting

the environment contained in the followina appendices

during the period of May 1, 1975 to May 31, 1975.

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental

impact statements reviewed and commented upon in writing

during this review period. The list includes the Federal

agency responsible for the statement, the number and title

of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's

comments as defined in Appendix II , and the EPA source for

copies of the comments as set forth in Appendix VI

.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications

of EPA's comments on the draft environmental impact statements

as set forth in Appendix I.

Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental

impact statements reviewed and commented upon in writing during

this review period. The listing includes the Federal agency

responsible for the statement, the number and title of the

statement, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments, and

the EPA source for copies of the comments as set forth in

Appendix VI

.
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Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency

regulations, legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any

other proposed agencies reviewed and commented upon in writing

pursuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act, as amended,

during the referenced reviewing period. The listing includes

the Federal agency responsible for the proposed action, the

title of the action, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments,

and the source for copies of the comments as set forth in

Appendix VI

.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses

of the sources of EPA reviews and comments listed in Appendices

I, III, IV, and V.

Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and

procedures for EPA's review of agency actions mav be obtained

by writing the Public Inquiries Branch, Office of Public Affairs,

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460.

Copies of the draft and final environmental impact statements

referenced herein are available from the originating Federal

department or agency.

Dated:
June 11, 1975

Sheldon Meyers ^
Director
Office of Federal Activities
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA COMMENTS

Kr"/IROrJ>?ENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Iftck of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed acticm.

ER--Environmental Resei'vations

EP/' has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications Is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially hairmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment from hazards arising frcm this action. The Agency reccrmends

that alternatives to the action be analyzed fiurther (including the possibility of

no action at all).

ADEQUACY OF THE P'.PACT STATEIffiOT

Category 1—Adequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Categorj' 2— Insufficient Information

EPft believes that the draft impact statement does not contain sufficient

information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, fran the Information submitted, the Agency Is able to

maike a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that was not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3— Inadequate

EPA believes that the iraft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the Impact statement.
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APPENDIX Vr

SOURCE FOR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

ft. Director, Office of Public Affairs

Environmental Protection Agency

1»01 M Street, SW

Waehlngton, D.C. 20U6o

B. Director of Public Affairs, Region I

Environmental Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Environmental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

New York, New York IOOO7

G. Director of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlronaental Protection Agency

1600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 75201

H, Director of Public Affairs, Region VII

Environmental Protection Agencj-^

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 6U108

I, Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Envlroiinental Protecticai Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Walnut Streets 100 California Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6 San Francisco, California 9^111

E. Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Envlronmented. Protection Agency

lUai Peachtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

Envlronaental Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6060I+

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Washington 98IOI
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FEDERAL TASK FORCE REPORTS OZONE DAMAGE

The Federal Interagency Task Force on In-
advertent Modification of the Stratosphere
(IMOS) reported in June, 1975, that the release
of fluorocarbons into the atmosphere is a
"legitimate cause for concern," Fluorocarbons
-11 and -12 are used as the propellant gas in
50 percent of the aerosal products sold, and
are also the principal gas in 28 percent of
refrigeration and air conditioning equipment.
The gas is not decomposed as it is released until
it reaches the stratosphere, where one atom of
chlorine may destroy thousands of ozone molecules,
The ozone layer of the stratosphere, now reduced
1 to 2 percent of its 1970 concentration, serves
to screen ultraviolet radiation that can cause
increased skin cancer in humans and adverse
biological and agricultural effects. (Page 3)

CEQ TO HOLD HEARINGS ON ENERGY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

ERDA's first comprehensive plan for non-nuclear
energy and programs. Creating Energy Choices for
the Future, will be the focus for three hearings
to be held by the Council in September, CEQ will
publish the results of the hearings for use by
Congress, the Executive Branch, and the public in
assessing the environmental and energy conservatipn
aspects of Federal non-nuclear energy R&D ^tP /programs. (Page 37) Of /^.^^0/{>/jf*S^%Ayd

/o ^
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The first scientific report expressing concern over possible significant

reductions in stratospheric ozone from fluorocarbon releases to the environ-

ment was published in June 1974, just 1 year ago. Since that time various

scientific, legislative, and other private and public bodies have expressed

similar concern.

In January 1975 the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the

Federal Council for Science and Technology (FCST) jointly created the

Federal Interagency Task Force on Inadvertent Modification of the

Stratosphere (IMOS). This ad hoc group includes the major Federal bodies

with relevant research or regulatory responsibilities: the Departments of

Agriculture; Commerce; Defense; Health, Education, and Welfare; Justice;

State; Transportation; and the Consumer Product Safety Commission; Energy
Research and Development Administration; Environmental Protection Agen-
cy; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Science Foun-

dation; and Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences (ICAS).

The area of study for the group, as reflected in its title, is all potential

sources of stratospheric modifications from human activities. Its initial

charge, however, was to conduct an intensive study of the fluorocarbon-ozone

question within several months, culminating in this report.

The task force has concluded that fluorocarbons released to the environ-

ment are a legitimate cause for concern. It also has concluded that unless new
scientific evidence is found to remove the cause for concern, it would seem
necessary to restrict uses of fluorocarbons-11 and -12 to replacement of fluids

in existing refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment and to closed

recycled systems or other uses not involving release to the atmosphere.

The National Academy of Sciences is currently conducting an in-depth

scientific study of man-made impacts on the stratosphere and will report in

less than a year. If the National Academy of Sciences confirms the current

task force assessment, the task force recommends that the Federal regulatory

agencies initiate rulemaking procedures for implementing regulations to

restrict fluorocarbon uses. Such restrictions could reasonably be effective by
January 1978—a date that, given the concern expressed now, should allow

time for consideration of further research results and for the affected in-

dustries and consumers to initiate adjustments.

Other conclusions and recommendations of the task force relate to the ex-

pected effects of any reduction in the average ozone concentration in the

stratosphere; the need for labeling of aerosol products containing fluorocar-

bons; the present Federal authorities under which various regulatory actions

could be initiated; the need for toxic substances control legislation; the need

for international cooperation; and the Federal research program for ad-

dressing the scientific and socio-economic issues.

We believe that the report represents a balanced, objective view of

current understanding of the problem, and we heartily endorse the con-

clusions reached by the task force.
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This report resulted from many contributions from individual task force

members, but represents the collective assessment and recommendations of

the group as a whole and has the full knowledge and concurrence of the agen-

cies and groups they represent. It is anticipated that the research and policy

actions recommended in this report will be pursued by these agencies.

The report is not intended to provide the final answers on this subject.

New scientific findings and economic analyses are appearing every day.' The

information given here is believed current as of May 15, 1975. The program of

future intensive study by the Federal agencies, industry, the National

Academy of Sciences, and other groups will serve to update understanding of

the stratosphere, of effects of stratospheric change, and of economic and

social issues. These findings will be crucial in determining the precise course

of action to be followed in regard to fluorocarbon production and use.

This analysis of the relationship of fluorocarbons to stratospheric ozone

reduction is presented in the general context of other possible chemicals that

could behave similarly. Although fluorocarbons by comparison seem to

warrant the concern expressed in this report, the IMOS task force has not

attempted to reach any conclusions at this time about any other possible man-

made sources of stratospheric change. These other possible sources will be

subjects for further studies by the task force upon the completion of this

report.

Other related matters that are not being addressed by this task force in-

clude alleged disadvantages of fluorocarbons or fluorocarbon products that

do not pertain to the stratosphere— e.g., any direct health or safety hazards to

the individual user of aerosol products, cost considerations, or disposal

problems.

The report consists of an executive summary, which is an abstract of the

whole report; a conclusions and Federal actions section addressing the

magnitude and nature of the potential problem and the proposed Federal

program of action; and more detailed sections treating the scientific findings

concerning the stratospheric, agricultural and biological effects of ozone

reduction, human health effects, and industrial and economic considerations.

The stratospheric effects section (III) is based on a more detailed report by the

Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences (The Possible Impact

of Fluorocarbons and Halocarbons on Ozone, Report No. 18a), which is

available through the Executive Secretary of ICAS, Room 312, National

Science Foundation, 1800 G Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20550.

We hope this report will be widely read not only by the scientific com-

munity, but also by the general public.

fjCcyt^^^X^'^-^ /V' U ,^yZZ<<^^<r> '

H. Gu/ofd Stever Russell W. Peterson

Chaimian, Federal Council for Chairman, Council on

Science and Technology Environmental Quality

' For example, preliminary results of studies by the Department of Commerce were received

too late for analysis by the task force or for incorporation into this report. Additional data are also

expected to be received from Arthur D. Little, Inc., for the Environmental Protection Agency.
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I.

Executive Summary

One year ago the first scientific paper was
published that postulated serious damage to
the earth's ozone shield in the stratosphere as a
result of the use on earth, and release to the at-
mosphere, of certain man-made fluorocarbon
compounds,! used widely as refrigerants, as
propellants for aerosol products, and for other
uses. Calculations reported in that paper led
the authors to believe that fluorocarbons-11
and -12 (F-11 and F-12), developed and valued
largely because of their useful chemical
properties, apparently are not destroyed in
chemical reactions in the lower atmosphere
but slowly diffuse upward into the upper at-
mosphere. Upon reaching the stratosphere,^
they are decomposed by ultraviolet (UV)
radiation from the sun, with the resulting
release of free chlorine atoms. The free
chlorine atoms then act to decrease gradually
the average concentration of ozone by means
of catalytic chain reactions. These chlorine
chain reactions are postulated to be three
times more effective in reducing ozone than the
similar processes of ozone destruction by
nitrogen oxides (on a molecule for molecule
basis), which have been of recent concern in
conjunction with the effects of emissions from
aircraft operating in or near the stratosphere.
Ozone is a form of oxygen that exists in

minor quantities in the atmosphere; it is con-
centrated primarily in the stratosphere, where

The term fluorocarbons, more specifically,
chlorofluorocarbons. or "Freons " (one of their trade
names) refers to chiorofluoromethanes (CF^Cly^H/) and
other chlorofluoroalkanes. In this report, the terms
"fluorocarbon-ll and fluorocarbon-12" refer to CFCl.
and CFjClj, respectively, produced by any of the various
manufacturers.

' The stratosphere starts between 8 km (26,000 ft] and
16 km (52,000 ft) above sea level, depending upon latitude,
and continues up to approximately 50 km (160,000 ft).

it is maintained in a dynamic equilibrium by
natural processes through which it is con-
tinually being formed and destroyed. The prin-
cipal reason why fluorocarbon releases to the
atmosphere are considered to be of such poten-
tial importance is that a reduction in the
average long-term concentration of ozone
would result in an increase in the amount of
harmful UV radiation reaching the earth's sur-
face. In addition to postulated human health
effects (such as increased incidence of skin
cancer), it is feared that the growth and
development of certain plant and animal
species might be altered and that the balance
of delicate ecosystems might be disturbed.
Concern has also been expressed that signifi-
cant changes in the stratosphere could affect
the earth's climate.

The Interagency Task Force on Inadvertent
Modification of the Stratosphere has con-
ducted a 5-month intensive study of these
matters. The general conclusions of the report
are highlighted below; the conclusions and
Federal actions are presented in more detail in
Section II of the report and are drawn from the
information presented in Sections III through
VII.

STRATOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Although the theory of possible ozone reduc-
tion by F-11 and F-12 cannot presently be sup-
ported by direct atmospheric measurements,
the matter has been carefully studied in-

dependently by many scientists. Thus far, the
validity of the theory and the predicted
amounts of ozone reduction have not been
seriously challenged. More research is re-
quired and will be undertaken, but there seems
to be legitimate cause for serious concern.
Fluorocarbons are produced in large quan-

tities. World production of F-11 and F-12 (ex-
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cluding the U.S.S.R. and Eastern European

countries) was 1.7 billion pounds in 1973,

which represented an 11% growth over the

1972 production. Approximately 50% of that

world production and use occurs in the U.S.

Almost all are ultimately released to the

atmosphere---sooner in the case of aerosols

than in the case of refrigerants, which are

released principally through leakage and at

the time of recharging or eventual disposal of

refrigeration and air-conditioning systems.

These fluorocarbons are found in the at-

mosphere in concentrations that seem consis-

tent with the total world release to date. It is

expected that a significant fraction of the total

fluorocarbon release eventually reaches the

stratosphere through atmospheric circulation

and upward diffusion, and recent measure-

ments have detected the presence of F-11 in the

stratosphere. There are no known significant

natural "sinks" (mechanisms for removal) for

their destruction other than stratospheric

processes.

Several scientists have independently

calculated possible reductions in ozone con-

centration to date and expectations of future

reductions based on alternate patterns of

future release to the atmosphere. Despite vary-

ing assumptions, the findings of these scien-

tists agree within about a factor of two. The
best estimates are that past fluorocarbon

releases to the atmosphere may have resulted

in a reduction to date of between about 0.5 and

1% and possibly as large as 2% in the natural

equilibrium ozone level. It is believed that

even if no more F-11 or F-12 were released, the

average ozone concentration in the

stratosphere would continue to decrease and
eventually undergo as much as a 1.3% to 3%

reduction because of the delayed effects of

past releases of fluorocarbons. An important

aspect of the theoretical reduction of ozone by

fluorocarbons is its projected decrease for

about a decade after cessation of releases to

the atmosphere, with very slow subsequent

recovery to normal values taking place over as

much as a century or more.

Other current calculations predict an even-

tual reduction of about 77o in the equilibrium

ozone concentration, presuming a continua-

tion ol fluorocarbon release at the 1972 rate.

The validity of these calculations could be

questioned if: (1) major unexpected natural

sinks for chlorine atoms were discovered, or

(2) large amounts of chlorine from natural

sources were measured in the stratosphere, of

such magnitude that would overwhelm the

amounts attributed to man-made compounds
and that were outside the range of present un-

derstanding of the dynamics of the

stratosphere.

There are uncertainties in predicted values

of reduction in ozone levels because of the un-

certainties in estimated rates of mixing and
transport in the stratosphere and in estimates

of the chemical reaction rates for several reac-

tions. The degree of uncertainty introduced

from these estimates, however, does not seem
to be sufficient, even under the best of cir-

cumstances, to eliminate the concern about

past and future releases of fluorocarbons.

Ideally, the proof or rejection of the model
calculations could be found in measurements
of the change in the equilibrium ozone concen-

tration in the stratosphere over time.

However, there are natural variations in ozone

concentration from day to day, between
seasons, from year to year, and at different

latitudes that are larger than those that could

be attributed to fluorocarbon releases to date.

A 5 to 10% average decrease, persisting and
measured for several years, would be required

before a change could be attributed to human
activity with any reasonable statistical

reliability. Ozone levels in the northern

hemisphere seem to have increased by about 5

to 10% during the period 1955-1970. The ozone

concentration, however, has been on the

decline since 1970 (approximately 1 to 2%).

These fluctuations probably represent

primarily natural variations, possibly related

to solar activity.

Although human-induced reductions in

stratospheric ozone levels may be quite small

when compared to natural fluctuations, these

reductions may be of considerable significance

because the average ozone concentration is

affected: therefore, the cumulative exposure to

UV-B radiation^ over time would be increased.

Carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) also has been

measured in the troposphere in significant

quantities and is a potential source of tree

UV-B radiation is UV radiation at wavelengths from

280 to 320 nm |nm = nanometer = 10'° meters).
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chlorine in the stratosphere. It is suspected to

have caused a 0.5 to 2% decrease to date in the
equilibrium level of ozone. The extent to which
its presence has arisen from natural or man-
made sources (or both) has yet to be deter-
mined, however, and restrictions upon its use
are believed to have resulted in recent sub-
stantial decreases in the amounts released to
the atmosphere. Nonetheless, it may be of
stratospheric concern, and will require ad-
ditional study. Other man-made chemicals
may be of concern with respect to possible
reduction of stratospheric ozone. However,
most appear at this time not to be as important,
either because they are expected to be removed
more rapidly in the lower atmosphere or
because they are produced and released in sub-
stantially lesser amounts. These chemicals
will be the subjects of further study.

CLIMATIC EFFECTS OF
OZONE REDUCTION

Some scientists postulate that changes in

stratospheric ozone levels would cause
changes in temperature, wind patterns,
precipitation, and other weather elements. The
nature and extent of these changes and their
effects on the earth's climate, however, cannot
be predicted on the basis of present
knowledge.

BIOLOGICAL AND
HEALTH EFFECTS

OF OZONE REDUCTION

There is persuasive, although not absolutely
conclusive, clinical and epidemiological
evidence of a direct link between solar radia-
tion and the historically observed incidence of
several generally non-fatal (non-melanoma)
types of skin cancer in humans, as described in
more detail in Section V. (The death rate in the
U.S. from these types of cancer is estimated to
be about 1% of the non-melanoma cases.) There
is, for example, an observed doubling of non-
melanoma skin cancers with each 8° to 11°
decrease in latitude, which is presumed to
relate to the correlated increase in UV radia-
tion reaching the earth with decrease in
latitude. Estimates based upon observed

changes in incidence of skin cancer with
variations in latitude for each percent reduc-
tion in average ozone concentration range from
2,100 to 15,000 (6,000 median) new cases of
non-melanoma skin cancer per year among
light-skinned individuals in the U.S. at steady
state. (The National Cancer Institute es-
timates the current incidence of non-
melanoma skin cancers in the U.S. to be about
300,000 cases per year.)

This clinical and epidemiological evidence is

strongly supported by the unequivocal induc-
tion of skin cancers in animals exposed to in-
creased UV radiation.

There is some evidence, although much less
conclusive, to support a correlation between
UV-B radiation and melanoma, a considerably
more frequently fatal form of skin cancer (me-
dian survival time of 7 years). Other expected
health effects include greater incidence of sun-
burning in populations at risk and earlier
onset of skin aging. Additional possible effects
that have been less studied are eye damage and
excessive synthesis of vitamin D in the skin.
Because of the sensitivity of other living

organisms to UV-B radiation, any increase in
the cumulative dosage of this radiation might
be of considerable biological and agricultural
significance.

Possible biological and agricultural effects,
for which more investigation is required
before any definite conclusions can be made,
include changes in physiological, biochemical,
anatomical, and growth characteristics of cer-
tain plant and animal species; health effects on
livestock; disturbances in the balance of
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems; and
changes in the stability and effectiveness of
agricultural chemicals. Any significant
climatic changes resulting from reduction in
stratospheric ozone levels might be expected
to have some agricultural effects, such as
reduction of the yield of some crops, especially
in areas where production of a crop is

marginal.

THE FLUOROCARBON INDUSTRY

Fluorocarbons are produced by six com-
panies in the U.S. and by at least 48 companies
in more than 23 other nations. U.S. production
has been doubling about every 6 years, with an
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annual increase of between 10 and 20%.

However, there are indications that the rapid

growth may be slowing in the U.S. There are

no known plans for new construction to ex-

pand production in the next 3 years. In 1974

total aerosol sales (not restricted to those us-

ing fluorocarbon propellants) were reported

by industry to have decreased about 5 to 10%

from 1973 sales of 3 billion units, compared

with a growth rate of 10.5% in 1972. It is ex-

pected that future expansion of fluorocarbon

production to meet market demands would be

greater in other parts of the world than in the

U.S. (again, presuming the absence of any

regulation) because other countries are farther

from market saturation.

Approximately one-half of U.S. fluorocar-

bon production is used in aerosol propellants.

Fluorocarbons constitute the propellant in 50

to 60% of the aerosol units sold. By far the

largest amounts of fluorocarbons used in

aerosols (more than 90%) are for personal

products, especially hair care products,

deodorants, and antiperspirants, as opposed

to household products, most of which contain

propellants other than fluorocarbons.

About 28% of U.S. fluorocarbon production

is used as refrigerants in residential and com-

mercial air conditioning and refrigeration,

food storage and display, and automobile air

conditioning. Estimates are that F-11, F-12,

and F-22 (CHCIF^) constitute about 92% of

U.S. refrigerants.

Fluorocarbons are also used as agents in the

production of foams, and as solvents and fire

extinguishers.

The problem of finding adequate substitutes

for fluorocarbons is easier in the case of

propellants than refrigerants. Acceptable

alternate propellants are available for many

aerosol applications; for others, no alternate

propellants are known to be suitable, especial-

ly in personal products where a fine, well con-

trolled spray is desirable. Non-propellant

packaging can be used for many products now

utilizing the aerosol, however, and may be less

expensive for the consumer. Numerous

deodorants and antiperspirants in non-aerosol

packaging have been marketed successfully

for many years; hair care products are also

available with manual atomizers. Im-

provements in mechanical pumping devices,

currently believed to be under investigation by

industry, could make such products more

widely accepted.

It has been reported by industry represen-

tatives that no suitable alternatives are

presently known for the majority of refrigera-

tion uses employing F-11 and F-12. It has been

suggested that F-22 and other fluorocarbons

that might not pose as significant

a stratospheric hazard as F-11 and F-12

(because of their anticipated greater chemical

reactivity in the lower atmosphere) could be

used as alternative refrigerants. Although F-

22 does not have properties that would allow it

to be used as a propellant in aerosol products,

it now constitutes about 30% of the refrigera-

tion market. F-22 probably cannot be sub-

stituted in new equipment presently designed

for use of F-11 and F-12 without substantial

and costly design changes. This possibility

should be further investigated, however. It is

expected that greater problems would be en-

countered in switching to presently known

non-fluorocarbon refrigerants (e.g., ammonia)

because of toxic and other hazardous proper-

ties. Substitution of other refrigerants forF-11

and F-12 could not generally be made in ex-

isting equipment because the equipment is

designed and constructed for the properties of

specific compounds.

Development of chemical substitutes for

each fluorocarbon use would in nearly all

cases be a long and costly process. It is hoped,

however, that this will not be necessary— that

if restrictions on fluorocarbons are required,

substitute delivery systems could be used for

most aerosol products presently using

fluorocarbon propellants, and that the

refrigeration problem might be partially

solved through reduction of leakage and

recovery of the fluorocarbons for recycling at

the time of eventual disposal. Some

preliminary study indicates that there may be

a potential for controlling a significant portion

of the emissions from refrigeration systems

during their operation with only relatively

minor modifications of existing technology.

These matters demand intensive additional

study as to technological possibilities and

economic feasibility.

Present data do not permit precise judgment

on the number of workers and dollar value of

business that might be affected by restrictions

on fluorocarbon production or use, especially
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because any future development of alter-
natives cannot be predicted. Any restrictions
would result in some adverse impacts, which
would vary in severity for different oc-
cupations and different companies. Industry
estimates that more than 1 million jobs may be
associated with the use of fluorocarbons (of
which 4,000 are associated with fluorocarbon
production). The fraction of these 1 million
workers who would be affected by restrictions
upon fluorocarbon uses would depend upon
the nature of the restrictions. It is not prob-
able, for example, that persons associated
with refrigeration and air-conditioning sales
would be significantly affected by any restric-
tions likely to be considered. Industry
representatives also estimate that the
refrigeration and air-conditioning industry as
a whole accounts for about $5.5 billion of the
gross national product and that aerosol
products containing fluorocarbon propellants
account for about an additional $2 billion.

Detailed studies of substitution possibilities
and of various socio-economic impacts of
regulation are currently underway and are ex-
pected to be taken into account by the
regulatory agencies in determining the exact
nature of any regulations and timetables that
might be considered.

FEDERAL AUTHORITIES AND
RECOMMENDED FEDERAL

ACTIONS

Products that release fluorocarbons ul-
timately reaching the stratosphere can be
divided into four categories according to how
they may be regulated.

Fluorocarbons that are used as propellants
in foods, drugs, and cosmetic products can be
regulated by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion. These same compounds used to propel
pesticide products can be regulated by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency. Any other
product (except automobiles) produced for
distribution to, or use by, consumers can be
regulated by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
There is, however, no Federal authority

governing any of the other fluorocarbon uses
such as automobile air conditioning, industrial

and commercial applications for air con-
ditioning and refrigeration, and uses as a
foaming agent or fire retardant. The proposed
Toxic Substances Control Act now pending
before Congress would provide for effective
control of all uses of fluorocarbons if required
and, in addition, would provide a regulatory
baseforcontrolof a wide variety of potentially
harmful substances with broad environmental
consequences. This is the preferred approach
in lieu of narrower specific legislation for
fluorocarbons. The task force urges rapid
passage of this legislation to fill these impor-
tant gaps in the applicable Federal
Authorities.

The task force has concluded that fluorocar-
bon releases to the environment are a
legitimate cause for concern. Moreover, unless
new scientific evidence is found to remove the
cause for concern, it would seem necessary to
restrict uses of fluorocarbons-11 and -12 to
replacement of fluids in existing refrigeration
and air-conditioning equipment and to closed
recycled systems or other uses not involving
release to the atmosphere.
The National Academy of Sciences is

currently conducting an in-depth scientific
study of man-made impacts on the
stratosphere and will report in less than a
year. If the National Academy of Sciences con-
firms the current task force assessment, it is

recommended that the Federal regulatory
agencies initiate rulemaking procedures for
implementing regulations to restrict
fluorocarbon uses. Such restrictions could
reasonably be effective by January 1978—3
date that, given the concern expressed now,
should allow time for consideration of further
research results and for the affected industries
and consumers to initiate adjustments.

In order to reduce the chance of unduly
penalizing producers and marketers of aerosol
products that do not use F-11 and F-12, the
task force recommends that the regulatory
agencies proceed immediately with considera-
tion of a requirement that all aerosol products
using fluorocarbons be labeled to indicate
their fluorocarbon content.

International cooperation is strongly urged,
inasmuch as the U.S. produces and uses only
about one-half of the world-wide fluorocar-
bons, and effects on stratospheric ozone from
ground release transcend national boundaries.
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The State Department will initiate and coor-

dinate a program of international exchange of

information, cooperative research, and

proposals for international action to help im-

plement uniform policy actions on a world-

wide basis. U.S. concern will be expressed and

coordination will be initiated in the Organiza-

tion for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment (OECD), other international

organizations, and through bilateral channels.

RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Much relevant research on the fluorocarbon

question has already been conducted or is

currently in progress through basic research

programs in the atmospheric sciences and

through applied research such as the recent

Climatic Impact Assessment Program.

In addition to Federally sponsored research,

the chemical industries affected are also con-

ducting research programs. The research sup-

ported by 19 fluorocarbon producers around

the world will amount to about a $3.75 to $5

million program over 3 years, which might be

increased upon consideration of further

research proposals. The program will

emphasize measuring and monitoring chlorine

levels in the stratosphere, modeling at-

mospheric dynamics, and determining critical

rates of reaction. It will also include other

studies relevant to determining the validity

of the theories of ozone reduction. The

program is coordinated through a Fluorocar-

bons Technical Panel under the auspices of the

Manufacturing Chemists Association.

The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration (NASA) has accepted lead agen-

cy responsibility for the development and

testing of instruments and measuring systems

for the sampling of trace atmospheric con-

stituents and is chairing an interagency sub-

committee of the Interdepartmental Com-

mittee for Atmospheric Sciences (ICAS) to

develop an expanded program in these areas.

Ozone monitoring is conducted by the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA) and NASA. Other at-

mospheric research will be conducted by

NOAA; NASA; the Departments of Defense

and Transportation; Energy Research and

Development Administration; Environmental

Protection Agency; and the National Science

Foundation and will be coordinated through

ICAS. This research includes refining critical

rates of reaction, searching for additional

sinks for chlorine, studying the total

chlorine burden of the stratosphere and its

sources, monitoring fluorocarbons and other

trace gases in the troposphere and

stratosphere, and modeling the atmosphere.

The entire program amounts to about $14

million in FY 1975, and funds are being sought

to continue and expand this effort in future

years.

Research on the agricultural, biological, and

human health effects of ozone reduction will

be conducted by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, the National Institute of En-

vironmental Health Sciences, and the National

Cancer Institute. This includes research on

effects of increased UV radiation on

agricultural crops, timber, natural vegetation,

livestock, insects, and aquatic and terrestrial

ecosystems; studies of biological mechanisms

for resisting UV radiation and alleviating

stress; models of effects of potential climatic

changes; development of instrumentation for

simulating natural UV-B radiation; analyses

of the causes and incidence of skin cancer; and

toxicological studies of the relationship

between UV radiation and various types of

skin cancer.

The regulatory agencies will conduct further

studies of the socio-economic impacts of any

restrictions on fluorocarbons. Sections II and

VI indicate the nature of such studies.
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COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

Announces
1975 Public Hearings on the

Environmental and Energy Conservation Aspects
of

Federal Energy Research and Develojanent
and Emerging Energy Technologies

To be held under the Non-Nuclear Energy Research
and Development Act of 1974, P.L. 93-577

National Hearings ;

Sept. 3-4 Washington, D.C,

Regional Hearings :

Sept. 8-9
Sept. 11-12

Los Angeles, Calif,
Detroit, Mich.
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BACKGROUND

Of paramount importance to the energy policy of the

United States is a balanced energy research and development

program v/hich gives adequate attention to protection of the

environment and conservation of energy. The Congress

recognized these values in the Non-Nuclear Energy Research

and Development Act of 1974, directing the Council on

Environmental Quality to study the environmental and

energy conservation aspects of Federal non-nuclear energy

R&D programs

.

The Act also directs the Adminis trator of the Energy

Research and Development Administration to develop and

maintain a comprehensive plan for the Federal Government's

energy R&D effort. ERDA presented its first report on the

plan. Creating Energy Choices for the Future , to the President

and the Congress in June. This report, along with other

environmental and energy conservation R&D issues, will be

the principal focus of public hearings to be held by the

Council under direction of the Act.
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THE HEARINGS

Because the Federal Energy R&D Program will be a major

factor in determining the Nation's energy future, the views

of the public are important in establishing goals and

priorities of the Program. To elicit these views, the Council

plans to hold three public hearings on environmental and

energy conservation R&D issues during 1975.

National hearings will be held in Washington, D.C.,

and regional hearings will be held in Los Angeles and

Detroit. The Council plans to hold hearings in other

regions of the country during 1976.

At all hearings, a panel of distinguished persons will

hear the testimony of interested individuals and groups

from universities, industry, labor, government, and the

public at large. The panels will be headed by Dr.

Russell W. Peterson, Chairman of the Council on Environmental

Quality, and will include educators, scientists, government

officials, and other individuals experienced in the fields

of energy and the environment.

The Council will publish the results of the hearing

for the use of the Congress, the Executive Branch, and the

public.

Additional information on specific locations, times,

and panelists will be available in the near future.
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HEARING PROCEDURES

At the national hearings in Washington, D.C., organizations

with a national focus will be given an opportunity to express

their views on energy research and development. The regional

hearings in Los Angeles and Detroit will be reserved mainly

for the testimony of groups and individuals in those regions,

including nearby states.

Two days of testimony are scheduled for each hearing

in order to allow maximum participation of the public:

public officials; representatives of recognized state,

regional, and local groups; industry and industrial groups;

individual citizens; community action groups; public

interest groups, etc.

Persons or groups interested in testifying should notify

the Council in writing at the earliest possible date

(a blank is provided on the back of this brochure for your

convenience). Written intent should be mailed to: Public

Hearings, Council on Environmental Quality, 722 Jackson Pfece, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20006.
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Statements of intent should be received within three

weeks of the hearing date. Further information will be

made available to persons interested in testifying.

Because of the number of witnesses expected, individuals

may be asked to limit the length of their remarks, although

more detailed statements may be submitted for the record. it is

suggested that one representative be designated to express

an organization's views because the Council wants to hear

as many different views as possible.

Individuals and groups who cannot attend the hearings

may submit proxy testimony in writing. it will be presented

to the hearing panel in some form by Council staff. m all

cases, five copies of the testimony are reguested ten days

before the hearing date.

All hearings will be open to the public and press,

and all proceedings will be recorded and the transcripts

made available to the public.

SOME OF THE ISSUES

The R&D and Demonstration Plan

The report on the ERDA plan. Creating choices for the

Future, is printed in two volumes. Volume 1, the plan itself,

is now available, and those who plan to testify may

request a copy from the Council. Volume 2, Program
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Implementation , provides more detail and is expected before the

hearings. A limited niimber of copies will be available on request.

The plan generally establishes national energy technology

goals, and, by use of five scenarios of future energy demands,

establishes priorities for new energy technologies.

ERDA has specified priorities for the near term (now

to 1985), the mid-term (1985-2000) and the long term (beyond

2000). The hearings will consider views on these priorities,

with particular emphasis on factors used in setting the

priorities, consideration of environmental and health

effects, attention to energy conservation, development of

technology to safeguard the environment, and adequacy of

the ERDA budget in terms of priorities.

Environmental Impacts

New energy technologies, such as coal gasification

and liquefaction, geothermal energy, and solar energy,

must be assessed for their possible environmental, social,

and economic effects. Persons testifying may address possible

effects of new and emerging technologies in relation to

the priorities that have been established: the levels

of acceptable risk and environmental degradation, adequacy

of basic environmental research on poorly understood areas,

ways of measuring environmental degradation and risks to

society, and ways to integrate environmental considerations

into the early stages of R&D decisionmaking.
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Conservation of Energy

The hearings will pay particular attention to priorities
in energy conservation, a relatively nev. area of research

and development.

For the purposes of these hearings, energy conservation
means research and development into .etter and more efficient ways of
producing and using energy. The hearings will be concerned with
new and innovative technologies to save energy, for example,

improved transportation systems and buildings materials,

rather than with use of less energy by changing people's

habits or by using "off the shelf technologies.

Regional, State and r.ocal Impacts

State and local governments and regional groups reflect
local and regional perspectives on the energy situation.

Energy shortages may be more acute in some regions than
in others. Some technologies may produce benefits in only
particular areas, e.g., solar and geothermal energy. The
direct environmental consequences of others are limited,

in their geographic impacts, e.g., fining coal and oil

shale. state and local government units are involved in such
R^-related questions as environmental control, plant siting,
resource extraction, and conservation. Problem areas between
federal R^ and other government units will be considered with
an eye to their satisfactory resolution early in a technology's
development.
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Prjvate-Federal Government Relationship

The Federal Government will provide overall leadership

in energy technology development, but industry must take much

of the initiative and assume ultimate responsibility. The hearings

will provide an opportunity for all sectors of industry to

articulate their views. The hearings will focus on industry

participation in planning, developing, and demonstrating

energy technologies and in taking environmental and

conservation considerations into account. They will

consider the Federal role vis-4-vis the private sector.

The adequacy of private capital markets will also be

considered.
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DEPS^'^MEFT C^ AG^TCULTUFE

Contact: Dr, ^owden 3. i^axwc^ll

Coordinator of Environmental
Quality Activities;
Office of 'he Secretary
II. S, Department of iqriculture
^oom. 35 9- J

,

Washinqtnn, D.C. 20250
(202) 4U7-39e5

Anim.al and Plant Health Tnspec. Service

Draft Da*-e

'^'lemina Key Animal Import Center 06/16

Florida
("ounty: "lonro^
Proposed is the construction of an Animal Impor^ C^nt^r on
approximately 1*^ acres of Mavy property on the 'I'sland of
Fleming Key at Key West, Elorila. Adverse inipacts include
the formation of chloramines in was-^e streams, roxaphene
discharge (Chlorine gas), the possibility of accidental
spillages of toxic chemicals, routine wastewater effluent
discharges, and minimal objectionable ordors.
(EIP CDS? <t 50868)

^orest Service

Draft Date

Ert^f--hwa t»^r i-ny rin>btr Sale OS '3:

The stdt«^mf-nt deals with the proposal to salvaae approxi-
mately 25 million boarci feet of blowdown tiniber fron. the
I'-^'^i 1 irinkFqivino Way rtorm within the Freshwater Day Rrea
on Chicauo Irlanri, Tonaas.s National Forest. Aoorox imately
7y7 acres oi biow(iown and some stanninq timber would be
clearcut in ."'L units, utilizing a helicooter yarding
systoti. ^io roads wouli" he constructed. Duitpina, storina,
and transDortino loq^ by salt water wouli"! result in impacts
on benthic iiarine lire and habitat in depths greater than
SO feet, anu teaiporaiy adverse effects from helicopter
OTx?rations will result. Ihe initiation of timber manage-
ment would reirove 797 acres from an undeveloped category.

vELR ORDER # 5082 3)

Honker Divide Land Vse Flan, Tongass N,F. 06/0^

Alaska
"he statem^n^ concerns the land use plan for the Honker
Divide i^anagem^^n^- Unit, Prince of Kales Island, on •^hc

""onqass National Fores-t-. The plan proposes manaoirg the
Snakey Lakes and Thorne F iver- Ha tchery Cre^k water travel
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rou*-e in a natural appearing environment. The remainder of
unit would be managed to optimize the fish, wildlife,
timber water and recreation resources. Adverse impacts
will r<='sult from timber harvest: requisite road construc-
tion, increased sediments to streams, and change of wild-
life habitat. (101 pages)
(FI^ O^DEP # S03U6)

Cascade Planning Unit, Poise V .T

.

06/02

Idaho
County: Valley
•^he statement concerns the land use plan for the 136, U^6-
acre Cascade Planning Unit of the Poise National Forest,
"^he plan sets forth the allocation of land to various
resource uses and activities, establishes objectives, docu-
ments management- direction, decisions, and necessary
coordina*: ion between resource uses. Impacts relative to
all possible uses or non-use within the unit include
effects on vegetation soils, esthetic values, wildlife,
water, and recreational values.
(EIF OPDEP # =^0806)

Pioneer Moun-t-ains Hnit , rhallis and Sawtooth N.F. 06/0'^

Idaho
County: Custer Blaine Butte
•^he s-*-atement concerns a land use plan for the 695,96U-acre
Pioneer l^ountain Planning Uni*- of Sawtooth and Challis
National Forest. ""wo percent of the land is owned by the
State of Idaho or private interests. "^he new plan differs
from the existing one in that it provides for the construc-
tion of 16 miles of public access road into Meridian Creek
and East Pass Creek, the increase of study areas from
8"',626 acres to 108,200 acres, the availability of 3U6,fOO
of the existing 5U3,000 acres of roadless area for timber
harvests, the intense management of livestock allotments,
the increase of the capacity for recreation sites, and the
artificial rehabilitation of 1300 acres.
(EIP ORDEP » 50839)

Payette National Forest Timber flanagement Plan 06/16

Idaho
County: several
The proposed timber management plan for Payette National
Forest, Idaho, provides the timber harvest levels from land
allocated by Ranger District Multiple Use Plans. Adverse
impacts include short-term effects on air guality from pre-
scribed burning, sedimentation from road construction
peaks, loss or impairment of wilderness values, and
temporary disturbance on some wildlife species. (27 pages)
(EIP CPDEi= # 50B''0)
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Sanaw Creek Planninq Unit, Boise N.F. Of/T

Idaho
This land use nlan for the Sauaw Creek Planning Unit, Boise
National Forest, sets forth the allocation of specific land
areas to a variety of resources uses and activitios.
Adversp impacts are alt-^ratiop of exis^-ing vegetation,
numerous soil disturbing activities and some nega*-ive
effects on wildlife.
(FIF r^'DE^ # 50380)

lakeview Unit, Land Use Plan, Kaniksu N.F. Of/23

Idaho
County: Bonner
^he proposal is to implement a land use plan for the lake-
view Plannina rini^, Kaniksu National Forest. Ppproximately
63,060 acres are included in the planning unit, of which
5'',120 acres ar^^ Na+ional Forest lands. "^his plan
allocated resources and specifies land use prescriptions
including manaq'^ment of high scenic quality, fisheries
habitat recreation and wildlife habitat uses while provid-
ing timber, folaqe and water uses. Unfavorable impacts in-
clude a reduced timber growth potential, alteration of the
na^-ural landscape in some areas, and reduced opportunities
for solitude. Even with the proposed plan prescriptions
there will bo short--^erm reductions of guality.
(ELF OPDEF « 50902)

Salmon Fiver Wild 5 Scenic Fivers Proposal 06/214

Idaho
County: several
Proposed is th'^' inclusion of 237 miles of the Salmon Fiver
in the National Wild and Fcenic Rivers System. The segment
under consideration runs from North Fork, Idaho, to its
confluence with the Snake River through Nezperce, Lewis,
Idaho, and Lemhi Counties, Idaho. "^he purpose of the
action is to control <-he impacts of development and in-
creased recreation use within the river corridor. There
are approximately "^,691 acres of private lands involving
1*^0 owners within the proposed boundaries.
(FLF OPDEF * 50907)

Middle T-ork Boise "iver Unit, Boise N.F. Of/21

Idaho
County: Elmore Boise
The statement- concerns the land use plan for the 329,100
acre ^'iddle Fork Boise ^iver Planning Unit of Poise
National Forest. Fesource uses and activities provided for
in the plan will have short and long term effects on vege-
tation in the unit. Poad, trail, and recreation and ad-
ministrative facility development will remove some area from
vegetative produc*- ion. Grazing, timber harvest, road
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construction and dispersed recreation activities will also
result in short term higher rates of erosion. Most wild-
life species will be affected.
(ELP OFDEP » 50Q22)

Biq Mt. Ski Pesort Master Plan, Flathead N.F. 06/02

Montana
County: Flathead
The statement concerns a Master Plan for a two-phase, ten
to fifteen year development program for the Big Mountain
Ski Pesort that will include expansion of ski lift and
related facilities on private land ad-jacent to national
forest land. The resort consists of 1,160 acres within the
Flathead National Forest and approximately UUO acres of
private land including the base area and lower ski slopes.
The clearing of ski runs, buildina of ski lifts, and con-
struction of roads and buildings would affect the natural-
ness of the area. (37 pages)
(ELF OFDEP # 50786)

North End Planning Onit, Deerlodge N.F. 06/19

Montana
County: Granite Powell
The proposed action is the implementation of a revised
Multiple Use Plan for the North End Planning Unit of
Deerlodge National Forest to provide the Dis^ric*- Fanger
with management guidance for various resource potentials.
The main environm.ental impact is the extension of the
present transportation system. Adverse effects include
the alteration of some of the remaining natural area
and disturbance of soil, vegetation, wa^er, and wildlife.
(ELP ORDER # 50385)

Oil and Gas Lease Applications, Flathead N.F. 06/23

Montana
County: Flathead
The statement concerns oil and gas lease applications on
236,000 acres of National Forest lands in Flathead County,
Montana. Recommended are the denial of leases on 53,323
acres, the granting of leases with surface occupancy on
11,95U acres, the granting of leases without surface
occupancy on 53,727 acres, and the holding of leases in
suspense on 16,996 acres. Disturbance to soil, water and
vegetation will occur as well as social and economic
impacts.
(ELP ORDER # 50903)
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Pitterroot South Unit Land Use Plan, Bitterroot N.f. 06/30

Montana
County: ^avalle
The statement concerns the implementation of a revised land
use plan for the 71,830 acre Bitterroot South Planning Unit,
Bitterroot Na^-ional Forest. Also included in the unit
are 700 acres of Mez Perce National Fores-t-. The plan pro-
vides for the removal of 2,UP0 acres of currently roadless
area to be m.anaged under various intensities of roadinq.
Timber harvests will continue at the present rate, 19,000
acres will be established as the Lost Horse ScenicArea, and
',790 acres in the North Fork of Lost Horse and Ten »1ile

drainages are proposed as a "New Study Area" to determine
its suitability for wilderness.
(ELF OPDEP # 50936)

Hallowa Valley Unit Resource Allocation 06/0'i

Oregon
County: Wallowa Baker Union
The proposed resource allocation ditters from present
management of the Wallowa Valley Planning Unit, Wallowa-
Whitman National Forest in that while maintaining commodity
levels, certain areas are designated for special non-game
wildlife needs and recreation value are given special
emphasis. Adverse effects include the loss of 21%
of timber production and grazing potential, contamination
of streams and lakes by cattle and elk, soil disturbance
and changes in vegetation due to timber harvesting, and
possible adverse impacts on numerous wildlife species.
(EL'' OPDEP # 50816)

Skagit, Amendment of Wild and Scenic Pivers Act 06/1'

Washington
County: Skagit Snohomish
The proposed action is to amend the Wild and Scenic Pivers
Act to include segments of the Skagit, Cascade, Sauk, and
Suiattle Pivers of Skagit and Snohomish County, Washington,
in the National Wild and Scenic Pivers system. A total
of 1^7.5 miles of rivers and 1,728 acres of property will
be added to the system.
(ELE OPDEP # "^^OBBe)
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^inal Da^-e

Petit Jean nnit Plan, Ouachita ^^.F. 06/09

Arkansas
County: Logan Scott Yell
The statement concerns the management, administration, and
utilization of the forest resources of the 1U0,817 acre
Petit Jean Unit, Ouachita National Forest, from July 1,

1975 to June 30, 1°R5. Major actions are regenerating
commercial timber stands on approximately 16,200 acres,
thinning timber on approximately 39,6U0 acres, increasing
wildlife habitat, providing minimum demand for expected re-
creation users, managing the range resource, and construct-
ing 102 miles of road by timber purchasers. Impacts re-
sulting from the action will be temporary soil disturbance
and water quality from timber harvest, timber site pre-
paration work, and road construction. (162 pages)
COMMEM"^?? KADE BY: FPA DOT COS IJSDR

(ELF CFDEF # 508U7)

^riangle Pange Wetlands Exhange, Modoc N.F. 06/2?

California
County: Modoc
The statement concerns a proposed land exchange on the
Modoc National Forest, California- Approximately 17,800
acres of privately owned land have been offered to the U.S
in exchange for an eaual value or less of National
Forest land, primarily timberland in the same forest and
county. :^t is estimated that the National Forest land may
comprise 1,800 acres. Adverse impacts are the loss of
revenue to Modoc County, and short-term soil erosion and
water sedimentation will occur.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI AHP UFDA EPA

state and local agencies
organizations, groups, and individuals

(FLF O^DER # 50912)

Timber Management, Modoc N.F. 0^^/26

California
County: Modoc Siskiyou Lasseu
The statement refers to the ten year (19'75-198U) timber
management plan for the Modoc National Forest. The plan
proposes a total Potential Yield of 756. U million board
feet and an annual harvest of 62.6 m.mbf. THe plan also
includes construction and reconstruction of roads for
timber sales and general public use. Adverse impact
includes slight degradation of air and water guality, and
temporary aesthetic loss (123 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA EPA COE

state and local agencies
organizations and individuals

(ELF OPDEP # 5091^;)
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Timber Management Plan, Lassen N.F. 06/30

California
The statement refers to the proposed ten year timber
plan for the Lassen National Forest. There will be
impac't-s to soils, nearby wilderness areas, aesthetics,
and water quality.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA HEW DOT COE tlRDA DOC DOT
(ELR CEDEP # 50935)

Timber Management, Pio Grande N.F. 06/OU

Colorado
The statement refers to -'-he proposed revision of the 1962
Timber Management Plan for the "io Grande National Forest.
Revision isfor the ten years of 1975-1984. Annually, 9,500
acres, or 1 . 1

'i^ of the available commercial forest land will
receive various timber management activities. Adverse impact
are degradation of air quality, temporary increases in soil
movement and stream sedimentation, and erosion of wilderness
values on inventoried roadless areas not selected as new
study areas.
COMMENT? MADE BY: EPA DOI

state and local agencies
(El» OPDEP # 5081"')

Grand Mesa - Uncompahgre Timber Management Plan 06/23

Colorado
The statement ref'^rs to the revision of the 1961 Timber
Management Plan for the Grand Mesa-Uncompahgre N.F. in west
central Colorado. The proposed application of sil vicultural
management on U5,000 acres of forest land will result in the
harvest of 311,000 Cunits of wood, including 152 million
board feet of sawtimber. Adverse impacts reduction of wilder-
ness character on inventoried roadless areas, and changes in
the way the landscape looXs.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA OSDA

state agencies and individuals
(ELF OPDEP # 5089a)

Bighorn Winter Sports Site, Caribou N.F. 06/11

Idaho
The statement refers to the proposed development of the
Bighorn Winter Sports Site, in the Caribou National Forest,
Idaho. It is proposed that 600 acres be developed to
provide skiing capacity for approximately 3,000 skiers per
day. The development includes 7 ski lifts with associated
ski runs, lodge, parking for 1,000 cars, spring develop-
ment, water line, sewer line and drainage field, buried
power lines and access roads. Adverse impacts are land-
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scape alteration, surface erosion, loss of timber producing
area, and loss of cattle grazing area. (168 pages)
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA DOT DOI AHP USDA

state, regional, and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELF OPDER # 5085?)

South Fork Payette Fiver Planning Unit, Boise N.F. 06/20

Idaho
County: Boise
The statement concerns the land use plan for the 232, 5U1
acre South Fork Payette River Planning Unit in Boise
National Forest. The unit is divided into four management
areas and will be developed according to one of three
alternatives. Adverse effects on vegetation soil, scenic,
wildlife and watershed values are expected.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOI HUD AHP COE

state agencies, organizations
and individuals

(ELF OPDEF # 50890)

Tchoutacabouff a Unit, DeSoto N.'^'. 06/30

Mississippi
County: Harrison Stone
The statement concerns the management plan for
Tchou-t-acabouf f a Unit, DeSoto National Forest. Environ-
mental impacts will result from timber harvesting and other
timber management activities, road reconstruction, grazing,
off-road vehicle use, prescribed burning, and use of pesti-
cides on the UO, 163-acre unit. (159 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: HUD COE DOT DOI EPA

state agencies groups
and individuals

(EIF OPDEP # 509U7)

Malheur, Umatilla, and Wallow-Whitman N.F.'s Herbicide 06/20

Oregon Washington
The statement concerns the use of the herbicides 2,U-D,
2,'i,5-T, Dicamba, and Picloram on the three National
Forests located in Northeast Oregon and Southeast
Washington. Adverse impacts include harmful effects on
non-target species and the alteration of wildlife habitat.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA

state agencies
(ELP OPDEP # 50891)

Hiwassee Unit, Cherokee National Forest 06/25

Tennessee
County: McMinn Polk Monroe
The statement considers a 10 year management plan for the
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.1^,023 acre unit. The plan involves recreational use of
the forest, planning for fish and wildlife enhancenent,
and -t-he harvesting of tirnber. "oad construction in the
unit will becoi^,=? r;ecessary
(-QMyrrMTc: t-'ADF PY: DOT EPA T'V?,

sta^e agencies
{El? CPDE"^ * '"'OQII)

'^urai Flc-ctrif icat ion Administration

D r a f ^

Warsl'^-y Projec"^. , Atlanta

Date

06/16

"porgia
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3 acres of idle land; temporary loss of 6 acres of forest
land habitat and 2 acres of idle land; disturbance of 5.3
miles of stream fishery; disturbance of wildlife during
periodic maintenance work; and temporary noise and air
pollution during construction.
(EIP OEDER # 50B73)

Sedwick-Sand Draws Watershed Project 06/26

Nebraska Colorado
The objective of the project is to reduce floodwater,
erosion, and sediment damages to agricultural lands, crops,
irrigation systems, wildlife habitat, roads, railroad, and
farmsteads in .Sedgwick County, Colorado and Cheyenne and
Deuel Counties, Nebraska. Adverse impacts include the loss
of 3f 1 acres to structural measures, the subjection of 272
acres behind the structures to sedimentation, and con-
struction disruption.
(ELF OPDE? # 50917)

Southwest laterals Watershed 06/09

"^exas
County: Concho McCulloch
Proposed is a project for watershed protection and flood
prevention for ^^2,750 acres in Concho and McCullock
Counties, Texas. 5^even floodwater structures will be in-
stalled during a ?-year period, requiring the permanent
destruction of 178 acres of vegetation, and result in a
minor reduction of runoff at the liddle Colorado liver.
(£16 pages)
(ELR bPDEF # 508a2)

Fed Deer Creek Watershed Project 06/26

Texas
County: Gray Roberts Hemphill
Proposed is a watershed project that includes land treat-
ment measures on about 39,010 acres of grassland and crop-
land and the installation of 20 floodwater retarding
structures to be constructed during a 10-year period. The
project will require changed land use on U66 acres of land,
will occasionally interrupt use on 2,079 acres of land, and
will destroy 1*7 archeological sites and require precaution-
ary action to prevent destruction of 8 additional archeo-
logical sites.
(EIP OFDEF » 50919)
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Final Date

Dper Creek Watershed, Iowa 06/09

Iowa
County: Worth
Proposed is a project for watershed protection, flood pre-
vention, and drainage in Worth County, Iowa. The project
will provide drainage outlets to 27,300 acres for a minimum
of 50 years. The aquatic habitat will be lost in 10."' miles
and reestablished in a modified form. Crop production will
be lost on 51 acres and forest production on 26 acres.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELP O'^DEP # "^08115)

Sand Creek Watershed 06/09

Kansas
County: Harvey Marion
The statement refers to a project for watershed protection,
flood prevention, and recreation in Harvey and Marion
Counties. Floodwater and sedimentation damages will be
reduced on u,619 acres of flood plain land. There will
be 1,19^ acres for recreation and wildlife management
area, including a 195-acre reservoir for water-based
recreation and warm-water fishing. Adverse impacts
include the use of land for project purposes, displacement
of people, and traffic, litter, and noise will increase
around the recreation area of the mulitple-purpose
reservoir. (191 pages)
COMME^ITS MADE BY: EPA DOI USA HEW DO"'

sta^e agencies
(ELP OFDEP # 508UU)

Bayou Plaquemine Brule Watershed, louisiana 06/02

Louisiana
County: Acadia St. Landry
The proposed project is intended to provide flood pro-
tection for the town of Church Point and watershed pro-
^-ection, flood prevention, and drainage for Acadia and
St. Landry Parishes. Project measures will include 229
miles of channel work and seven water control structures.
As a result of project construction, 13,000 tons of sedi-
ment would be delivered to Bayou des Cannes; 65U acres of
open land, 96 acres of wooded channel bank, and 90 acres
of forest would be "disturbed" during construction. Some
wildlife habitat, including habitat suitable for the
alligator, will be lost.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOC HEW DOT EPA AHP DSCG DOI COE

state agencies
(ELP OPDE^ # 50799)
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Kickapoo Creek Watershed 06/02

Texas
County: several
The statement refers to a proposed watershed protection and
flood prevention project for the 52,160 acre drainage area
of the Kickapoo Creek Watershed. Project measures would in-
clude land treatment on 12,260 acres, and the construction
of six floodwater retarding structures. Adverse impact will
include the inundation of 1U8 acres, the clearing of 770
acres, and the commitment of an additional 125 acres to
structure sites. Habitat will be lost for quail, dove,
song birds, sguirrel, deer, and fur-bearing animals.

COMMEVT55 KADE BY: COE DOI HEW DOT EPA AHP
state agencies

(ELE OFDEP # 5079-7)
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DEPAHTMENT CF CCHMEPCE

Contact: Dr. Sidney R. Gailer
Depu+y Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(202) 967-4335

Final Date

Atlantic Bluefin Tuna as Threatened Species 06/11

The statement concerns the proposal to list the Atlantic
bluefin tuna, Thunnus ^hynnus thynnus, as a threatened
species under the authority of the Endangered Species Act
of 1973. The observed decrease in the catch of the tuna
by fishermen indicates severe declines in the population
of mid- and large-size fish. Listing the tuna as a

threatened species would provide management capabilities,
COMMENTS r^ADE BY:

state and local agencies and groups
(ELF OFDEP # 50856)

Duplin River Estuarine Sanctuary 06/13

Georgia
County: Mcintosh
The statement concerns a grant to be awarded to the State
of Georgia to acquire, develop, and operate an estuarine
sanctuary in Mcintosh County. About 6150 acres of land and
water in the Duplin River and Sapelo Island would be ac-
quired and protected. The acquisition and operation of the
estuarine sanctuary may restrict land and water used and
prohibit exploitation within the sanctuary boundaries.
Timber harvests, controlled burning, and predator control
activities within the proposed sanctuary would also be
prohibited. Removal of the property from private owner-
ship may reduce the tax-generated revenues by about 1.5%.
COMMENT? MADE BY: USDA HUD DOI EPA

state and local agencies
and environmental groups

(ELP ORDER # 50364)
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Army Corps

Contact: P^r. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEN-FAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
[J. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W.
Washing^-on, D. C. 2031U
(202) 693-68fi1

Draft Date

Elk Creek lake, Pogue Fiver Basin, Oregon (Supplement) 06/20

Proposed is the construction and operation of Elk Creek
Lake, a component of the Pogue Fiver Basin project. Adverse
environmental effects include impoundment of Elk Creek,
inundation of 1290 acres of land at full pool, destruction
and displacement of vegetation and wildlife at the
reservoir site, impacts on the aesthetics of the area, and
temporary construction disruption. (Portland District)
(ELF OFDEF # 5088B)

Palo Alto Pefuse Disposal 06/02

California
County: Santa Clara
Proposed is the approval of a permit application by the
City of Palo Alto, California for an existing fill of
approximately 800,000 cubic yards of refuse over an area of
approximately 25 acres and a proposed fill of approximately
1,^00,000 cubic yards of refuse over an area of approxi-
mately HO acres at the Palo Alto Municipal Dump. The pro-
ject would result in the loss of 40 acres of wildlife
habitat and associated vegetation, traffic congestion
during the operation, and degraded air and groundwater
quality. (San Francisco District)
(ELF OFDEF t 50801)

Hawaii {Maintenance Dredging Activities 06/30

Hawaii
This project entails Federal Harbor maintenance dredging
in the State of Hawaii, including the disposal of dredge
spoil at ocean dumping sites located 3 to 5 miles offshore
from the harbor entrances. Adverse impacts will be the
destruction of some benthic organisms by excavation and
burial, environmental stress due to silting, the assimila-
tion of pollutants by marine organisms, and the pollution
of the benthic environment. (Honolulu
District)
(ELF OFDEF t 509^8)
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Mississippi '^iver PPtween i^hio and Missouri Fivprs 0*^/02

Illinois Missouri
'T'he project consis'rs of the continuing attainme^n^ and oper-
ation and maintenance of a 9-foot deep by 300-f oot-wide
navigation channel con*-raction dikes, protective banklire
revetments, and any n'=c='ssary dredging. Adverse impacts
include: eventual loss of side channels as fish and wild-
life habitat; narrowim of the river channel and its
further corresDond ing loss in aquatic habita*-; disruption
of benthic communities by the placement of dredged material
alona main channel border areas; and increased flood s^-ages
due to the combined effects of channel stabilza^ion works,
levees, and utilization of the flood plain by m.an.

(5"t. Louis District)
(EIF '"'^DFF » SO'Q'i)

Pools 2U, 25, B 2^, Mississippi ? Illinois Fivers 06/30

Illinois Missouri
The statement concerns the operation and maintenance of
the 9-foot naviqation channel of the Mississippi and
Illinois -iver from the routh of +he Missouri Fiver up-
stream to Minneapolis. Dredgina and placem.ent of dredge
will cause •-.he resuspersion of con't-aminant s that may be
contained in the sed im.ent and destruction of benthic or-
ganisms, "^he dikes and revetments affect the qeomorp ho logy
of the river and prevent natural changes from occurring.
{Yl^ ODDpr I '^0930)

Bia Walnut lake, whi^e -iver Basin 0*^/30

India na
County: Pu-^nam.

The statement concerns the construction of a lake
development project for the purposes of flood control,
water supply, and recreation. "^h*^ dam and lake will control
210 sanare miles of drainage area. Two and one guar^-er
miles of stream would be periodically inundated during
flood storage and about 10.2^^ miles of stream would be
converged to a perm.anent slackwa^er lake. Most flood plain
forest, with important wildlife habitats, will b° lost.
Rpproxim.a^e ly 1'47 families will be affected -t-hrouqh
acquisition of the project lands. (Louisville District)
(EL^ OPDEP # ''•0a3^)

Green Bay levee F- Crainaoe District 2, Iowa 06/30

Iowa
County: Lee
The recommended plan consists of raising 19."' milf^s of
oxis-i-ing levee to protect Ireen Pay Levee and Drainage ^'o. 2

aaainst 200-v=ar frequency floods in Lost Creek, the Skunk
Fiver, and th= Mississippi Fiver. Included in the plan are
t-he elevation of other facilities and relocation of utilitv
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lines. The project will result in the loss of 55 acres of
crop field and the disruption of life forms on 112 acres to
be used as borrow sites. Increased protection against
flooding could also be a stimulus for land-use changes
within the district. Cock Island District)
(ELP OBDEP « 50<^33)

Wolf Creek Dam, Lake Cumberland 06/18

Kentucky
The sta-trement proposes the continued operation,
maintenance, and management of Wolf Creek Dam and lake
Cumberland and provides for expansion of recreation activi-
ties near the dam site. Adverse effects of the project in-
clude the removal of land from agricultural use, the loss
of wildlife habitat, increased area traffic, and temporary
construction disruption and impacts,
(ELF OPDEF # 50382)

Beargrass Creek Basin 06/23

Kentucky
County: Jefferson
The statement concerns a plan for flood control in the area
of Louisville, Kentucky- The plan provides for a 55 acre
dry-bed reservoir located at mile 13.2 on South Fork of
Beargrass Creek. The reservoir would have a flood control
storage capaci+-y of ''35 acre-feet at spillway elevation
5'7U feet msl. Some 10 acres required for construction of
15 acres would be left in their existing condition. Maximum
retention time which can be tolerated by the trees in the
dry-bed reservoir is estimated at 2 to 3 days. (Louisville
District)
(ELR OPDEB # 50897)

Gre<=n and Barren Rivers, 6 K 06/30

Kentucky
Proposed is the continued operation and maintenance of the
existing Green and Barren Fivers naviga*:ion project,
including the operation and maintenance of three locks and
dams on the Green Fiver, the occasional removal of ob-
structions from the present navigation channel, periodic
small scale dredging at dam site, and stream mouths, and
the deoosit of dredge spoil. Adverse impacts are high tur-
bidity levels due to heavy barge traffic; reduced water
quality for public water supply, recreation, aesthetics and
aquatic life; and a secondary effect - encouragement of
strip mining activity which destroys much wildlife habitat.
(Louisville District)
(ELP O'DEF # 509U1)
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Ken^ucKv Fiver ^:aviga+ior: Proiect, ? M 0<^/3C

Kentucky
The proposed continued operation and maintenance of the

exiptina Kentuclcy Piver Tavigation Project (which contains
1U locks and dams) includes the removal of barriers to

navigation, periodic dredging, and dredge disposal. Ad-

verse impacts are increased turbidity, disturbance of fish,

displacement- and destruction of benthic plant's and animals,

temporary disrup-t-ion of t ran sporat ion during operations,

and other effects if commerical traffic on the river in-

creases sianif ican+ly. (Louisville District)

(ELF 0^D1=:F # 509^1)

Steuart Investment Co. Permit, Pier Addition Of/12

Maryland
County: St. "Gary's

Proposed is the construction of a 9''U-foot pier addition

and installation of five dolphins in the Potomac Fiver at

Piney Point, Maryland. "^he purpose of the project is to

provide simultaneous berthing of two oil transport vessels.

T'he pier structure and accompanying vessels will have a

negative aesthetic impact on the area, and should a

major oil spill occur, significant adverse impacts will

affect water quality, fish and wildlife, ecoloqy,

economics, and the needs and welfare of the people.

(Baltimore District)
(EI? CPDtP # 50861)

Wicomico Fiver (East) CS^• Dredging 06/23

Maryland
County: Wicomico
The project provides for maintenance of a channel 1 ^^ feet

deep and I'^O feet deep from Chesapeake Pay to Salisbury,

Maryland, includina a channel with a turning basin in the

north prong and a fO-foot wide channel 6 feet deeo from

deep water in the river to Webster Cove with a T-shaped

basin in the cove. Dredged material, with some exceptions,

will be placed in upland diked disposal areas. Project

dredging will remove or destroy benthic organisms such as

oysters and clams and will temporarily increase turbidity,

sediment load, and biochemical oxyaen demand while de-

creasing available dissolved oxygen. (Baltimore District)

(ELF CPDER # 50895)

Locks and Dam No. 26 (Peplacement) Miss. F. 06/11

Missouri Illinois
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with CEQ

20 June ^9~'i^. The action consists of building a replace-

ment Locks and Dam No. 26 approximately 2 miles downstream

of the existing structure at Alton, Illinois. Adverse im-

pacts would include further inundation of commercial de-

posits of sand and gravel, the alteration of surface

drainage pattern, and the possible creation of isolated
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marshy areas and decreased crop yields. Six hundred acre?
of terrestrial bottomland habitat will be inundated, and a
private recrea^-ion development of Ellis Island par+ially
inundated. The project will encourage industrial growth
along the river bank. (?»-. Louis Distric-*-) (U volumes)
(ELF r^DE? # 5095R)

S^rat'^' Branch Flood Protection Project 06/30

Missouri
County: Marion
Proposed is the construction of 1.5 miles of channel with
an average depth of 6 feet and a flanking levee with an
average height of 10 feet to provide flood protection
against the 100-year freguency flood for approximately 2,^00
acres of cropland. Approximately one acre of scattered
trees and shrubs would be permanently lost due to project
construc^-ion and subseguent maintenance. (Pock Island
District)
(ELF OPDEP # 5093U)

Flathead Flood Control, Kalispcll 0^/02

lontana
County: Flathead
Proposed is a project for flood control for the Flathead
Fiver near Kalispell that includes construction of a set-
back levee 6.25 miles long and appurtenant structures on
the bank of Flathead Fiver, addition of flap gates to two
existing culberts, and local flood plain zoning. Adverse
impacts include the possible lowering of water guality,
loss of agricultural po-^ential, loss of wildlife habita*-,
increased potential damages to communities should an ex-
tremely great flood occur, and possible loss of archeo-
logical information. (Seattle District)
(ELF OPDE'^ # 50798)

GA-^X Corp. Terminal Facility, Delaware Fiver 06/23

New Jersey
County: Gloucester
The General American Transportation Corporation (G'^AX) has
proposed to construct a terminal for the storage and
transfer for the storage and transfer of bulk petroleum
products on a aoo+ acre tract in West Deptford, New Jersey.
Plans include construction of a tanker and barge docking
facility, a tank farm site, a maintenance building, and an
office. The initial utilization of tank storage will be
for #2 fuel oil, naphtha, and methanol. Dredging will
result in a temporary increase in turbidity, evaporation
losses of product will add to air pollution, and there will
be some increase in the chance of a chemical or oil spill
into the Delaware. (Philadelphia District)
(ELF OFDEP. » 50901)
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Draft Datp

Albany Lake, Island Bayou 06/23

Oklahoma
County: Bryan
Proposed is th^ construction and operation of Albany Lakp
project at river mile f.? on Island Bayou for purposes of
flood control, water supply, and recreation. The project
consists of an earthfill embankment, outlet works, uncon-
trolled spillway, access roads, and project buildings. The
lake will permanently inundate U,960 acres while a periodic
inundation of 1,B50 additional acres is possible during
flooding. Arc heological sites in the lake area will be
adversely affected. (Tulsa District)
(ELP CDFF # 50896)

Lukfata lake. Glover Creek, Oklahoma 06/26

Oklahoma
County: flcf'urtain
Proposed is the construction, operation, and maintenance of
the Lukfata Lake project for water supply, flood control,
and recreation. The project will be formed by construction
of a rockfill dam, and outlet works consisting of a con-
trolled intake gate tower structure, an ungated spillway,
selective clearing in the lake area, and construction of
project buildings, access roads, and two primitive public
use areas. The conservation pool will inundate 8.2 miles
of the mainstem of Glover Creek and 1,680 acres of land.
An additional U,U20 acres will be subject to flooding
during flood control operations.
(ELB OFDE^: » 50^18)

Allegheny Fiver, riile to Wile 72.0 06/30

Pennsylvania
County: several
The statement concerns continued operation and maintenance
of the Allegheny River for nagivation purposes. Maintenance
dredging operations will result in increased turbidity and
the resuspension of sediments. Dredge spoil disposal will
involve destruction of existing vegetative and wildlife
habitats on and around new and old spoil disposal areas.
(Pittsburgh District)
(ELP OPDER # 50927)

Monongahela Fiver Navigation System, 5?" 06/30

Pennsylvania West Virginia
The proposed project is the continued operation and main-
tenance of the lonongahela Fiver navigation project. Ad-
verse environmental impacts include increased turbidity and
the resuspension of sediments (due to dredging) ; the elimi-
nation of immobile benthic organisms and rooted aquatic
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macrophytes; the relocation of fish; and the destruction
of existing vegetative and wildlife habitats on about '^

acres of land (due to spoil disposal). (Pittsburah
(District)
(ELF OPDEE # S09U2)

Aquatic Plant Control Program, S.C. Of/23

South Carolina
The statemeni- concerns the control of alligatorweed in
public waters of Sou^h Carolina, excluding the San*-ee-
Cooper Lakes, through the application of 2,U-D herbicide and
the introduction of exotic insects. Infested areas are
sprayed during the summer months as ne<=>ded to control weed
growth. The herbicide program may damage non-target plants
and contribute to + he degradation of water quality.
(Charleston District)
(ELF ORDEF # S0f»9B)

Corpus Christi Ship Channel, r^aintenance Dredging 06/09

Texas
County: Nueces
The proposed action is continued periodic maintenance
dredging of the Corpus Christi Ship Channel and its
branch channel to La Quinta to authorized project depths
for purposes of navigation. The operations will be
accomplished by contract hydraulic pipeline and government
hopper dredges. Adverse impacts include contamination of
land and open water disposal sites and increased turbidity.
(Galveston District)
(ELP OPDEP # 50937)

Canyon Lake Operations and Maintenance 06/12

Texas
County: Comal
The Canyon Lake operation and maintenance program includes
flood control, water conservation, operation and main-
tenance of project structur'=s, and recreational facilities,
and management of land and water areas for fishing,
hunting, camping, oicnicing, boating, swimming and other
forms of outdoor recreation. Impoundment of floodwater
area, especially since the fertilization value of flood-
water sediments has been reduced and the pattern of depo-
sition restricted to the river channel. Pecreation also
places presure upon project lands by increasing sanitation
problems. (Ft. Worth District) (UO oages)
(ELP npDEP # 50860)

Anahuac Channel f. channel to Liberty, Dredging 06/25

"^exas
County: Chambers Liberty
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'^he p^ratement concerns the maintenance dredging of Anahuac
Channel and the Channel to Liberty on the ~ '

''

-)

(ELP npDEE # S0913)

Craney Island Disposal Area (2) 06/20

Virainia
The statement is a revised draft concerning recommendations
to increase ^he elevation and capacity of the pxisting
disposal area by gradually raising its levees from 17 to 29
feet m.s.l. An additional recommendation will be that
furth<=^r studies bo accomplished daring preconstruction
planning on four alternatives. Continued operation of this
facility would have an aesthetic impact insofar as odor,
sight, and noise are concerned, and also would have an
adverse impact on the economy of the City of Portsmouth.
(ELF ORDEB » "^O^Bg)

Kanawha Fiv^r Naviaation System 06/30

Wost Virginia
County: several
The proposed action is continuation of operation and
maintenance of the naviga't-ion channel of the Kanawha Fiver
navigation system in Fayette, Kanawha, Putnam, and Mason
Counties. "lajor adverse effects include sedimentation in
the channel and deteriorated water guality. (Huntington
District)
(ELP O^DET^ # SC^RO)

Fefined Products 'terminal, Lakehead Pipe Line Co. 06/Oti

Wisconsin
County: Doualas
The proposed project consists of the construction of a tank
farm and pumping facilities, the renovation of an existing
loading dock and tanker berth, and the construction of
pip<='lines between the tank farm and loading dock. Adverse
impacts includ*^ the loss of 70 acres of woodland and fields
which currently serves as wildlife habitat, the loss of
benthic organisms in the dredged area, an increase in tur-
bidity and particulate organic matter in the water, hydro-
carbon vapor "^missions, treated ballast water discharge,
potential oil spills, and temporary construction disrup-
tion. (St. Paul District)
(EIF C^DEP # '=;0«1<')
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Final Date

Saginaw Bay Confined Disposal Facility 06/Oti

Michigan
County: Bay
Proposed is the construction of a contained disposal
facility for polluted dredge materials from Saginaw Bay
navigation channel. The project will create 285 acres of
upland in the bay, replacing two small islands created by
former dredging. An irretreivable loss of approximately
200 acres of Saginaw Bay bottomland and open water, with
associated aguatic communities, will occur. Also, a stone
facing of the dike provides a stable substrate for nuisance
growths. (Detroit District) (105 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: FPC DOT USCG HEW DOI EPA

state and local agencies
(ELF OPDEP # 50812)

Columbia and Lower Willamette Fivers 06/23

Oregon
The project involves the dredging of a HO foot deep turning
basin at Astoria, Oregon, which would be guadrilaterial in
shape, U,200 feet long on the side adjacent to the existing
10 foot navigation channel. Adverse impacts include tempor-
ary turbidity and loss of some benthic organisms.
(Portland District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOC DOI HHD DSC3 FPC

state agencies and citizen groups
(ELF ORDEF # 50399)

Diked Disposal Area, Site No. 2, Erie Harbor 06/OU

Pennsylvania
The statement discusses the construction and operation of a

101 acre diked disposal facility to receive polluted sed-
iments dredged from Erie Harbor, Pa. The diked area will pro-
vide for the deposition of 2,050,000 cu,yds. of dredged
spoil during a 10 year period. Adverse impacts are the eli-
mination of 10 1 acres of Lake Erie and its associated biota;
elimination of some shoreline vegetation; some construction-
related effects including turbidity; and resuspension of bottom
sediments.
(Buffalo District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOC HEW DOI EPA

state and local agencies
(ELP ORDEP # 50815)
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DEPAPTMENT OF DEFENSE, Navy

Contact: Mr. Peter M. McDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

Draft Date

Sanguine System, R ^- D (Supplement) 06/23

The statement is a supplement to a final eis concerning the
Design Validation Phase of the Sanguine System. The state-
ment includes experimental data on the effects of low-
frequency, nonoinizing signals used for communication with
nuclear submarines.
(ELF CPDEP # 5090a)
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ENEPGY RESOUPCES DEVELOPMENT ADMIN.

Contact: Mr. W. Herbert Pennington
Office of Assistant Administrator
E-201, EPDA
Washington, D.C. 205U5
(301) 973-4241

Draft Date

Expansion of U.S. Uranium Enrichment Capacity 06/30

The statement concerns a program to provide facilities for
"enriching" uranium to fuel nuclear reactors. Adverse
impacts include commitment of land for onsite development
and transmission lines; low level environmental releases of
radiation; consumption of at least 570 billion gallons of
water from the present until the year 2000; and damage to
biota, vegetation, and air quality.
(ELE ORDER # 50925)

Underground Nuclear Testing Program (Supplement) 06/27

Nevada
The statement is a supplement to a final eis prepared to
evaluate the underground nuclear test program for tests and
preparations for tests of one megaton or less at the Nevada
Test Site during Fiscal Year 1976. Impacts of the tests
include subsidence craters and underground pockets of in-
tense radioactivity onsite and the initiation of ground
motion that may be felt offsite. There also remains the
risk of substantial offsite release.
(ELF ORDER # 50920)
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ENVIPON'IEH'^AL PFOTECTTON AGENCY

Contact: Mr. Sheldon Heyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
Poom 3630 Waterside Mall
Washington D.C. 20UfO
(202) l''5-09ii0

Draft Date

Radiation Protection Peguirements , Hranium Fuel Cycle 06/OE^

The statem^n^ concerns proposed standards to limit radia-
tion doses to the general public and quantities of long-
lived radioactivity in the general environment a+tributable
to planned releases from the uranium fuel cycle in opera-
tions to generate electricity. Specifically limited would
be releases of radioactive k:rypton-85, iodine-129, and
alpha-emitting transuranics. Maximum annual radiation
doses to individual members of thf» public resulting from
fuel cyclp operations would b<= limi'-ed to 25 m.illirems to
the whole body and all other organs except thyroid,
which would be limited to 75 irillirems. (1U3 pages)
(ELF OPDEP # 50^22)

Pedwood Service District 06/01^

County; Josephine
T'he project as originally proposed by the Pedwood Sanitary
Sewer Service District would involve construction of a

sewerage system to initially serve the eastern half of the
service district which has been declared an emergency

. health hazard area by the Josephine County Health Depart-
ment- An interceptor would be constructed westerly along
the Eogue "iv^r to a secondary treatment plant at the west
end of the Service District. Effluent would be discharged
to the Pogue Piver. A "no action" alternative and an
alternative wi-^h a different plant location are included.
(EIP CPDSR #50821)

thp Oaks Kast^'water Treatment Facilities Expansion Of^/2^

Pennsylvania
Countv: Montgomery
The proposed action involves Federal financial assistance
for the expansion of a 2 million gallon per day (mgd)
wastewat<=r treatmen''- facility *-o a capactiy of 10 mgd. '^he

action also includes the expansion of the associated sewage
collection sys-t:emi. Efforts of EPA Region III to mitiga-t-e
long-term secondary adverse impacts on land use, socio-
econom.ic paramenters, and air and water quality are
included in the s-^-atement.
(FT'^ O^DE'^ # "^ogo^f)
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Final Date

Auburn Interceptor (Green River Sewerage Area) 06/25

Washington
County: King
The statement concerns the award of grant funds to the
Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle to construct an inter-
ceptor sewer line to service the Sreen Piver Sewerage
Area. The project would result in the elimination of dis-
charge of inadequately treated wastewaters to the Green
River. The construction corridor passes through a per-
manent wetland thus neceasitation summer construction. Ad-

verse impacts include possible degredation of water quality
in the Duwamish estuary and secondary effects from
stimulated urban growth.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOT' AHP USDA COE
(ELR CRDEP » 50909)
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PEDEFAL ENEPGY ADMINISTFATION

Contact: Mr. Ernest A. Sligh
Director, Environmental Impact Division
Federal Energy Administration
New Post Office Building
12th and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20ti61

(202) 961-62m

Draft Date

Mandatory Oil Import Program 06/16

The proposed action is the adminstration of the Mandatory
Oil Import Program as modified by several Presidential
Proclamations and amendments to 10CFR, Parts 206 and 211-
213. Adverse impacts include increased air pollution, in-
creased water pollutants, and increased solid wastes from
the u-»-ility and industrial sectors caused by the conversion
to coal use. The adverse impacts due to changed patterns
in production and processing of domestic energy supplies
(increased coal mining, and oil and gas exploration) will
include increases in air and water pollutants and solid
wastes, land alteration, loss of wildlife habitat, and
vegetation damage.
(EIH OPDEP # 50872)
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FEDET5AI. POWEP COMMISSION

Contact: Dr. Pichard F. Hill
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality
4U1 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20U26
(202) 386-608U

Draft ^ate

Helms Project, California 06/19

California
T'his action entails consideration of an application for

license and amendment of license by Pacific Gas and

Electric Company to construct a pumped storage project to

be located in California. Adverse impacts of the project
would include removal of 300 acres of Sierra N.F. from
commercial timber production, loss of aquatic habitat and

biota, increased public use of certain areas, aesthetic
impacts on this rather pristine area, and disturbance of

wildlife during construction.
(ELP ORDER # 5088tJ)

Final ^^^-^

St. Clair River Interconnection, Michigan 06/02

Michigan
Proposed is the construction of an overhead 3U5 kV transmis-

sion line by the Detroit Edison Co. from its St. Clair-Jewel
line to the international border on the St. Clair River.

Ontario Hydro would construct a similar line from its Lamb-

ton Station to the border connection. The Edison line would

be 2.0 miles in length; the Ontario line would be 0-8 mile.

Impact will include the restriction of land use on 2U.8 acres

of right-of-way, and possible disruption of shipping traffic

on the St. Clair during construction and maintenance opera-

tions, (two volumes)
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA CO E DOT STAT HEW EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR OPDEP # 50795)
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GENEPAI SERVICES ADMINIS'^RATION

Contact: Mr. Andrew E. Kauders
Executive Director of Environmental Affairs
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20U05
(202) 3a3-4161

Final Date

New Construction-Lease Consolidation, Temple 06/02

Texas
County: Bell
The proposed action consists of the leasing of a new office
to consolidate Federal activities in Temple, Texas, requir-
ing general office space. The proposed facility will result
in new construction consisting of 6^,000 square feet of net
usable office space. Construction disruption will result.
(9'' pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA HUD RHP DOI USDA COE HEW

state and local agencies
(ELP nPDEP # 50^13)
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DEPAP7KENT CF HEW

Contact Mr. Charles Cus^-ard
Acting Dirpctor, Office of Environme;ntal Affairs
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Admin istrat

i

and Management
Poom 37 18 HEK-North
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202) 963-tiU56

Draft
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U.S. Navy Aqueduct, Florida Keys (2) 06/27
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t- is a revised draft of a draft eis that was
CEQ 9 June 1975. Proposed is the change in
d operational responsibility of the facilities
most of the fresh water to the Florida Keys
. Navy to the Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority.
ble water supply is a limi<-ing fac^-or on
rowth in the Keys, ^he expansion of the
ill tend to increase the population and
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=^0^23)

^OOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Draft Date

Plastic Bottles for Carbonated Beverages and Peer 06/OU

This statement covers the proposed use of plastic bottles
for carbonated beverages and beer. "^he adverse impacts re-

sulting from the introduction of plastic bottles into the
market are increased littering, a hastened trend toward
throwaway containers with consequent depletion of
irreplaceable resources (notably fossil fuels) , and a

further burden on solid waste disposal. (86 pages)
(EIP CPDEP # '^0'^20)
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DEPAPTMENT OF HDD

Contact: Mr. Pichard H. Broun
Director, Office of Environmental
Quality
Room "7 25 8

a51 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20"10
(202) -755-6308

Draft
Date

Proposed Lead Based Paint Regulations 06/13

The proposed regulations require the inspection for and
elimination of immediate lead based paint hazards in all
residential structures which are HUD-owned or financially
assisted when such structures are being constructed, sold,
purchased, leased, rehabilitated (including routine main-
tenance)

, modernized or improved. The regulations also
require that purchasers and tenants of all such housing
constructed prior to 1950 receive notification that such
housing may contain lead based paint as well as information
regarding its potential hazard, systoms of lead poisoning
and precautions to be taken.
(EIP OPDEP # 50R62)

Federal Mobile Home Construction 5 Safety Standard 06/13

Proposed is the establishment of Federal standards for the
construction and safety of mobile homes. The goal of the
regulation is to reduce the number of injuries and deaths
and insurance costs resulting from mobile home accidents
and to improve the quality and durability of mobile homes
in response to P. L. Q3-383.
(ELP OPDEP # 50863)

Wilton Development New Castle County 06/09

Delaware
County: New Castle
Wilton involves the residential development of a 3"'0 acre
tract of land over an approximately ten year period.
Development will include construction of 3,000 dwelling
units and community centers. Land is being reserved for
develooment of public open space and school areas. Plans
also call for development of a commercial area fronting on
Foute UO. Adverse impacts of the plan include: conversion
of agricultural land to urban use, some increase in air
pollu+ion and community noise levels, and some traffic
congestion.
(ELP OPDEF # 50835)
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vildwoo'i Addition Mortgage Insurance, Decatur 06/02

Illinois
County: lacon
The s+atement concerns an application for mortgage in-
surance OP 1U1.S acres of agricultural land in the South
Shore^s area of Decatur to be developed into 5^6 single-
family homesit<=s. Thf> $60,000 houses will serve as
security for th= mortgages. The statement indicates no
serious adverse environmental effects.

Up*ron Urban fenewal, Pal-'-imore 06/09

Maryland
Th'^ s*3tem'=nt concerns an urban renewal project for Upton,
a 1P3 acre area of Baltimore's black community. '^he

project's goal to improve housing will be realized pri-
marily 1-hrough rehabilitation of existina buildings,
although 1,000 n-^w housina units will be constructed. "'h<^

project will displace families and businesses.
(ETC o^DE? i "^0^3 =

)

Cromwell ^oad Low-Pent Housing, Chattanooga 06/09
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ion Contract (ACC) for 200 units of low-rent
using to meet the need for replacemen-^ housing as
of displacement by an Urban Fenewal Project. The
to be buil- on a 90 acre Tact on Cromwell Foad

nooqa, Tennessee. fdvf^rse impacts include those
d with the n'^arby airport and railroad, the
f wa-^er and sewer facilities, lack, of adequate re-

faciliti<='S in the immediate area, and the lack of
anspor*-at i on •^o serve the project.
o jj sot^UO)

""ho Woods" Subdivision, Dallas Co. 06/06

Texas
Count
Th'= s

const
"The
h o u s i

of aq
comiHU
will
(FT "

y: Dalla.^
fakement conrorns H'^D administrative approval of the
ruction of a predom.inantly residential subdivision,
Woods" by 'ox and Jacobs, Inc. as an "FHA" processed
no development. "he project will convf^rt 1,800 acres
ricultural land in Southwest Dallas County to a

ritv containing !^ ,U00 dwelling units. The developm.ent
spur suburban growth.
^FDE^: # 50B2-.)
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Final Caf^

"^ampa Neighborhood Devplopmpnt , Areas 1 f- 2 06/09

Florida
County: Hillsborough
"^he si-atement refers *- o an urban renewal project for l,??"^
gross acres of r'^s ident ia 1 land in "^ampa. Th<= proiect will
displace an unspecified numter of families and businesses
and demolish an unspecified number of houses; "33 resi-
dential structures will be rehabilitated.
COrr'EK'^S fADF, 3Y: G^?. USDA D^- EFDA HEW AHT

sta'i-p ani local anencies
and businesses

(FIT r-^TlEF # "^OSB-^^)

Urban ^^enewal, Newhurvnort, 'fass.

Massachusetts 06/06

ProDosf d is an urban renewal proiect for 22 acres of down-
town historic and commercial area and the adioinina
Berriinack Fiver waterfront of Newburyoort, Massachusetts.
The study area comnrises Parcels 2, 22, 3, ^a , "^ , 6, and 8.
While no development DroDosals are specified in th^ nlan,
the eis rtrcords the efforts made to niitiaate the effect
of new construction through desiqn review. The developirient
of Parcel k, scheduled for new construction, is under
controversy

.

COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI EPA DOT GSA HEW DOC
state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 50826)

^<=ritag'^ Plaza East, !^alern, Mass. 06/11

Massachusetts
Proposed is an urban renewal area for a forty-acr^^^ area ot

the'ci-t-y of Salem. Project measures include the replacement
or rehabilitation of a number of commercial and residential
structures, including some of historical significance.
COMMEN'T''^ "^ADE BY: CO E EOC HEW EFA

state, regional, and local agencies
(EL? orDFP # '^03'^'!)

Downtown Fast 'Irban Fenewal, Feading 0'=/0°

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
"he statement concerns ar urban renewal proiect in UU.53

acres of + he central business district of heading, Pennsyl-
vania. The project includes destruc-^ion of 2°2 structures
and cons-^ruct- ion of new residential and commercial
buildinas. A 2-s^ory shopoing mall and narking s-^ructur^s

are planned. '^ev°r ^- y-nine families and 132 businessf^s
will be displaced.
COM>'Er'"^ "ADt FY: DO^ FFA D^^T

state and local agencies
(EI ? r?DEP « FO-32^)
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The following are Community Development Block Grant statements
prepared and circulated directly be applicants pursuant to section
104(h) of the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act. Copies
may be obtained from the office of the appropriate local chief
executive. (Copies are not available from HUD.)

Section 10ti({')

Draft Date

Los Anqeles Harbor Industrial Center redevelopment 06/30

California
County: Los Angeles
'I'he sta+^ement concerns a redevelopment project for the
232 acre Los Rngeles Harbor Industrial Center. ""he plan
includes property acquisition, relocation assistance,
demolition of buildinas, modification of oil field opera*:ion
facilities, and improvement of the streets network. Re-
location and construction disruption will result.
C^-LF OPDEF # 5093")

Final Date

San Jose Community Development 06/09

California
Coun'^y: "^anta Clara
'T'he statement concerns th^ Housing and Community Develop-
ment plan for the City of San Jose- Half of the
$19,5''7,000 block qrant will be spent to continue urban
renewal projects alr<^ady underway. '^he remainder will
be spent on r=> habil i+:at ion of older neighborhoods,
facilities for child care and the handicapped, and low-
income housing scattered throughout the city. Demolition
of some existing structures and displacement of families
will result. (26U pages)
C0M>1EMTS rADE BY: EP^

state and local agencies
(ELF OPDEF # ^^0932)

San lateo Community Development 06/16

California
County: San Mateo
The statement concerns expendure of Sl."^ million in com-
munity development funds for ^an Mateo City. The propos^'d
pro-ject would provide for approximately 375 rehabilitations
and several public facilities improvements. At least 20
Federally assisted senior citizen housing units will be
provided am.ong the first year activities. Adverse impacts
include continuation of human environment exposed to noise,
flood, and seismic hazards.
COMfFN'^S ^^ADE FY:

state and local agencies
(ELF C^DSF # ^no.-7U)
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DEPAPTMEH'" OF TNTEPIOR

Contact: Mr. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
"oom ^2^0
Department of •'he Interior
Washington, D.C. 202ii0

(202) 3ti3-lR91

^inal Date

Disposal of Coal !^ine Was-^es 06/18

The statement refers to the proposed revision of 30 C?F,
Part 1"'

, Sections 77,215 and 77.216, in order to provide
additional requir'='ments for the construction and maintenance
of new and existing coal waste deposits and water and/or
silt impounding structures. The purpose of the revision is
to insure that such deposits or structures are stable and
the possibility of failure minimal.

COMMENTS M.RDE BY: rJSDA DOC COF HEW DOT EPA "'VA

stat*^ clearinghouses
(ELR OFDEF # 508B3)

Bureau of Land Management

Draft Date

Northern Gulf of Alaska Oil and Gas leasing 06/2'^

Alabama
•^he statement concerns a proposed oil and gas lease sale of
1.8 million acres of CCS lands located in the northern Gulf
of Alaska. Adverse environmental impacts include
accidental and/or chronic oil spills, pipeline and onshore
facility construction, offshore terminal/platform construc-
tion and the dumping of drill cuttings-
(EIP OPDEF # 5092a)

Bureau of Reclamation

Draft Date

Mountain Park Project, (Supplement) 06/16

Oklahoma
County: Kiowa Tillman
"^he statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with CEQ
27 March 1972- The amendment to the original plan includes
the Frederick aqueduct system which will extend 13 miles
beyond the end of the Snyder aqueduct. The system will
deliver 3.5 million gallons per day. Temporary disturbance
of wildlife habitat and cropland will result from con-
struction activities.
(ELF OPDEP. t 50871)
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Final Date

Colorado Fiver Salinity Control (2) 06/19

Arizona
The statement discusses t he construction of a proposed
protective and regulatory groundwater pumping project.
The project, located in the extreme southwest corner of
Yuma County, includes acquisition of 23,500 acres of land
on Yuma Mesa and the construction, operation, and
maintenance of two well fields. The purpose of the project

DOI AHP USDA COE EPA
COMfEN'^S t'ADE BY: state and local agencies
(FLP C?DEP » "^0887)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Final Date

Sport Hunting of Migratory Birds, Pegulations 06/10

The statement concerns a proposal recommending that annual
regulations continue to be issued permitting and regulating
the sport hunting of m.igratory birds throughout the United
States. The proposal protects the birds from indiscrimi-
nate hunting. Adverse impacts include annual reductions
in populations, occasional killing of endangered and other
non-target species, littering, and some destruction of
vegetation.
COKWEN'^S MADE BY: USDA DOI EPA

state agencies and environmental groups
(El" ORDER # 50851)

Proposed Imperial National Wildlife Refuge 06/30

Arizona California
The proposal recommends that approximately 1U,ti70 acres of
of the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge in Yuma County,
Arizona, and Imperial County, California, be designated as
wilderness within the National Wilderness Preservation
System. ""he proposed action would prohibit all development
and vehicular use on the proposal area and in all
probability, would increase primitive recreational uses of
of the proposal area.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA EPA DOI COE

state agencies
(ELP ORDER # 50931)
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Proposed White River National Fish Hatchery 06/09

Vermont
County: Windsor
Proposed is the construction of a fish hatchery near PethGl.
The hatchery will provide for the propagation of Atlantic
Salinon, in order to help restore the species to the Conn-
ecticut Piver Watershed. Construction activity may tempor-
arily increase the silt load on White Piver; hatchery eff-
luent may cause odors in the immediate vicinity of the eff-
luent treatment plant. (99 pages)
COMMEWTS MSDE BY: FPC EPA USDA COE DOT DOC

state agencies
(ELP CDEP # 508U1)

Fish Hatchery, Quinault Indian Peservation 06/02

Washington
County: Grays Harbor
Proposed is the completion of a new fish hatchery on
Quinault Indian Reservation. The hatchery will be managed
for the propagation of chinook, coho, and chum salmon, and
steelhead trout. Hatchery effluent is expected to cause
organic enrichmf?nt of Cook Creek. (63 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: CCE DOC DOT EPA

state agencies
(ELF opDEP # 50803)

Geological Purvey

Draft Date

Oil and Gas Development, Santa Barbara Channel OCS 06/10

California
The statement concerns the proposed development of oil and
gas reserves in the Santa Barbara Channel Outer Continental
Shelf. The reserves could be developed by additional
facilities and associated activities to be on the order of
magnitude of 1 to 2 billion barrels of oil. The operation
would pose a degree of pollution risk to the marine en-
vironment, adjacent shorelines, and sites of onshore treat-
ing and processing facilities. (3 volumes)
(ELF OFDEF # 503^0)

National Park Service

Final Date

Proposed Wilderness, Hawaii Volcanoes N.P. 06/17

Hawaii
The statement refers to the proposed legislative desig-
nation of 123,100 acres of the Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park as wilderness. (Another 7,850 acres are proposed as
potential wilderness additions when it is determined that
they qualify.) Adverse effects of the action will include
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the restriction of research projects, and the eventual
need for the rationing of recreation use.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP USDA COE DOI DOT EPA

state agencies and environmental groups
(ELB OFDEP # 50878)

Development Plans, Cowpens National Battlefield 06/02

South Carolina
County: Cherokee
Proposed is a development concept plan for the Cowpens Na-
tional Battlefield. The battlefield would be restored; vis-
itor facilities would be increased; a road system, parking
areas, a picnic area, foot trails, a visitor center, and
related facilities would be constructed. Adverse impact
will result from increased visitation.
(75 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP EPA USDA COE DOI DOT

State Historic Perservation Officer
(ELP ORDEP # 50302)
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOP

Draft Date

Proposed Regulation of Noise 06/10

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration of the
Department of Labor proposes to regulate general industry
by requiring that employees be protected from the harmful
effects of occupational noise exposure above specified
levels and duration. The regulation will require sub-
stantial increases in capital costs and operating expenses
increases.
(EIP ORDER # 508a9)
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FODNDATTON

Contact: Dr. Thomas 0. Jones
Deputy Assistant to the Director
National and International Programs
Room 703
Washington, D C. 20550
(202) 632-ai80

Draft Date

International Phase of Ocean Drilling 06/02

Proposed is the support of the International Phase of Ocean
Drilling of the Deep Sea Drilling Project, scheduled to be-
gin late fall of 1975 as part of the National Science
Foundation's Ocean Sediment Coring Program. The ex-
ploratory drilling would be performed in relatively few
sites but to substantially greater depths than before.
Areas with known reservoirs of hydrocarbons will be
avoided. The possible release of major fluxes of natural
fluids is the only event which could have a profound nega-
tive environmental impact.
(ELF OPDER # 50793)
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NDCLEAP ^EGUIATOPY COMMTFSION

Contact

:

P^r. A. Giambusso, Director of Division
of Feactor licensinq
P-''22, NPr
Washington, D.C. 20555
(301) U92-73''3

Final
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to the Washington Public Power Supply System for the
construction of Washington Nuclear Projects 3 and 5. The
station will employ a pressurized water reactor to pro-
duce up to 3800 megawatts thermal (MWt) and a steam
turbine generator will use this heat to provide 2480 HWe
(net) of electrical power capacity. Water for cooling will
be obtained from and discharged to the Chehalis Fiver.
Twelve thousand feet of transmission line will also be
constructed. The project will require the disturbance of
about 300 acres of the 2170-acre forested site.
COMMENTS MADE BY: AHP USDA FPC HOD COE DOI EPA HEW DOC
FEA
(ELP ORDER # 50824)
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STATE DEPARTMENT

Contact: Mr. Christian Herter, Jr.
Special Assistant to the Secretary
for Evironmental Affairs
Poom 781Q
Washington, D.C.
(202) 632-796U

Final Date

Convention For the Conservation of Antarctic Seals 06/20

At an inter-governmental conference convened in London,
3-11 February 19*72, the "Convention for the Conservation
of Antarctic Seals" was drafted for signature by the rep-
resentatives of 12 nations. The general outline of this
Convention provides: that the seas south of 60 degrees so.
latitude comprise the Convention area; and, an annex spec-
ifying regulatory measures such as (1) permissable catch,
(2) protected and unprotected species, (3) open and closed
seasons as well as open and closed areas, (U) limits re-
lating to sex, size or age, (5) types and specifications
of gear to be used, (6) the collection of statistics and
biological records.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOC EPA NSF

conservation groups
(ELP OFDEP. # 50893)
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DEPAPTM^NT OF TFAMSPORTATTON

Contact: Hr- ?1artin Convisser, Director
(Office of Environmental Affairs
"00 7th StrPF^-, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) "2^-^357

Draft Date

IIS 27, Lansing to Ithica, Michigan 06/02

Michigan
County: '"linton Gratiot
Proposed is the construction of a four-lane freeway from
1-69 north of Tansing to iJS 29 south of Ithica, a distance
of 31 miles. The project will reguire -t- he conversion of
several hundred acres of prime agricultural land to road
use and the disruption of several residential and commer-
cial properties. "^he drainage sys'-em and water quality in
the area will also be adversely affected.
(ELP 0»DEP » 50B00)

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

LeMars Municipal \irport 0f'/17

^owa
County: Plymouth
""he statement concerns +-he selection of a site (approxi-
mately 30'' acres of land) for construction of a new re-
placement airport to serve the Lefars, Iowa area. Adverse
impac-t-s of the airport construction include the loss of
agricultural use of farm land, reduced farming operation of
at least five farms, aiid sor'=' increase in noise and air
pollution.
(EI'^ CDE" « S0877)

Summers County Airport, West Virginia 06/30

Wes* Virginia
County: "ummers
'''his new general aviation airport project entails acquisi-
tion of 120 acres of land; construction of paved runway,
paved aircraft parking apron, taxiway, and paved access
road; and relocation of 0.? nile of state road. Adverse
effects include slight air pollution increase; introduction
of noise from aircraf ^

; relocation of one residence; clear-
ina of "'O acres of woodland, resulting in loss or modifi-
cation of wildlif'=^ habitat; relocation of tiVOO f<^et of
F.F. 16/1; and oossible introduction of deicing chemicals
and pptroleum wastes into the drainage runoff.
(EI"^ CFDE- # =09U')
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Federai Highway Administration

Draft Date

March Lane Expressway, El Dorado St. to West La. 06/03

California
County: San Joaquin
This project proposes the ultimate construction of a

full four-lane divided expressway which will be an integral
part of a tie between T-5 and State Highway 99, with
initial construction limited to a 0.9-mile segment between
El Dorado Street and West Lane in Stockton. Adverse
effects will be an increase in sound levels and an injec-
tion of additional air pollutants into the area adjacent
to the roadway. (P2 pages)
(ELF OPDER # 50809)

California «9, Alpine Co. 06/23

California
County: Alpine
The statement concerns the construction of a 5.9 mile
segment of a two-lane expressway between Karkleeville and
Woodfor(is, California. One hundred and sixty acres of land
have been purchased and one business and two families
displaced. The project will necessitate a 500-foot channel
change along Millberry Creek that will temporarily disrupt
fish habitat-.
(ELP ORDEF # 50900)

as "78, Appalachee Fiver to rJS 29 06/30

Georgia
County: Oconee Clarke
The proposed project consists of the upgrading of US 78
to a four-lane facility between the cities of Atlanta and
Athens, Georgia, a dis^'-ance of about 7.5 miles. Adverse
imnac<-s include an increase in traffic-generated noise and
air pollution adjacent ot the highway; the displacement of
6^ individuals; and the construction of a bridge over
Barber Creek, necessitating erosion control measures.
(83 pages)
(ELF CFDEF # 509mi)

SP 53, Pom.e to Calhoun 06/30

Georgia
County: Floyd Gordon
Proposed is the upgrading and new construction of 20 miles
of SF "^3, from the intersection of Anderson and North Broad
streets in ''ome to the southwest city limits of Calhoun at
the i^othkalooga Creek Bridge, to a four-lane roadway.
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Adverse effects are ii spl acumen i- of sixty-six individuals;
incrPasGd -^raf tic-qene rat ed noise and air pollution near
the highway; los? of an unspeacified number of acres of
agricultural land; possible increases in siltation and
erosion; and encroachment on^-o flood plains with displace-
ment of soFe lame habitat.
(FLF O^DE^ # 509t><^)

Towa 2-Bedford Bypass 0*^/2'

Tnwa
Cour'^y: "avlor
Proposed is the construction of a bypass of the ci^-y of
Bedford presently served by Iowa 2 which passes ^hrough the
city. The project begins just west of the intersection of
Pollock Boulevard and Kadison Street in Bedford and extends
easterly and southeasterly to existing Iowa 2, a length of
approximately 1.° miles. "^he project will displace one
family and' will divert approximately 31 acres from agri-
culture use •o highway use.
(EI'^ 0°DEP # "=0921)

Ky ii61, Pulaski and Rockcastle Counties 06/09

Kentucky
County: ^ulaski Pockcastle
"^he statement concerns a proposed highway im.provement pro-
ject for KY U'^l beginning a+- the end of the KY Ufl con-
nector under cons^-ruc-t- ion in Pulaski County and ending at
^he junction with ns 25 near the Penfro Valley l-'^5 inter-
change, a distance of 3.9 miles. Displacements of
btisinesses, homes, and farm buildings vary with alter-
na^-ive .

(EIF nPDER # 50328)

US 119, Pikeville-Williamson Bead 06/16

Kentucky
County: Pike
The proposed highway project consists of improvement of
16.55 miles of 7S 119 in Pike County to a U-lane highway.
!\dvers6 impacts include displacement of 310 families and
1'' businesses; air, noise and water quality degradation;
erosion and sedimentation; land conversions; stream
changes; and effects upon wildlife systems. (103 pages)
(ELP'-'^FDEP # 50875)

Md. Ptes. 2 f. a, Fte. 26^ to New Patuxent P. Bridge 06/12

Maryland
County: Calvert
The proposed action involves the improvement to U lanes of
an approximately 15 mile long segment of Maryland Poutes
2 and u from Poute 26U south to the approaches of the new
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Patuxer.+; Pivf^r Rridge. Noise levpls will rise, and the
number of people affected will depend upon the alignment
selected. As many as 74 families and 15 businesses will be
displaced, and productive farmland will be removed from
cultivation for right-of-way.
(EIR CPDEF # 50859)

US 169 from Princeton to Onamia, Minnesota 06/16

t'innepota
County: lille Lacs Sherburne
"^he proposed improvement involves the upgrading to freeway
standards (ti lane, divided roadway) approximately 35 miles
of OS 169 from Princeton to Onamia and the relocation of
^.H. 95 for two miles at Princeton. Adverse environmental
effects include the taking of 1245 acres, including some
wildlife and waterfowl habitat; the displacement of 28
residences and 6 businesses; increased noise levels at
several residential land use areas; and property severance
and circuit-out travel due to controlled access.
(95 pages)
(EI.F OFDEF # 5087*^)

U.S. U5, Tupelo to Corinth 06/30

Kississippi
County: Lee Prentiss Alcorn
Proposed is the construction of a U5-mile section of U.S.
45 from "^upelo to Corinth, Mississippi. The 4-lane
facility requiring 1530 acres of right-of-way, will meet
Interstate Standards. Of this acreage required, about 550
acres can be classified as "prime" farmland. Approximately
11 families will require relocation and 67 residences are
projected to receive a possible noise impact. A 4(f)
statement is included concerning approximately 3 acres of
right-of-way from the Natchez Trace Parkway.
(ELP ORDEP # 50932)

U.S. ^3, Poison to Kalispell, Montana 06/25

Montana
County: Lake
The projects covered by this eis will involve the re-
construction of approximately 13.0 miles of U.S. 93 on the
west side of Flathead Lake between Poison and Kalispell.
Further subdivision in the project area may occur as a
result of the improved access. Also, the land that has
already been subdivided may become more appealing to the
public and easier to sell. The project will displace
families and businesses. (160 pages)
(FLP OPDEP # 50910)
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'^th F^r^ct, Southwest, :3r«=at '^'alls (2) 0^^/30

fon^-ana
Th<= statement concern? a 0.U1 irile segment of fth Street
Fou*-hwest from 10th Avenue South *-o Central Avenue West
in Great falls. "^he roadway will be a f^-lane, two way
roadway with two parking lanes and a 16 foot median and
will include bridges over the Sun Fiver on 6th Street
Southwest and luth S-^ree*- Southwest. '^he number of dis-
placed families and businesses depends upon the alternative
chosen, and right-of-way reguired will range from 1.0 to
U."? acres.
(ELF rPDEF « 509U0)

T-OO, Pershing County 06/2U

Nevada
,

County: Pershing
The proposed action is the design and construction of a

1 ti . 8 mile section of Interstate ?oute ^0 which lies between
a point ^.f^ mil^s southwest of Tovelock to a point P miles
northeast of Lovelock. This section removes thru-traffic
from existing U.S. t^O and the downtown Lovelock area. The
roadway will require f-'^R acres of orivately held land for
right-of-way and will displace on^ business and from 60 to
"^0 people. (177 pages)
(ELF CDEi^ * =.0^0^

T-^"*?, South of P'oroan Blvd. to Atlantic Ave. 0^/02

^'ew Jersey
County: Camden
Proposed is the construction of a 1.6 mile, 6-lane segment
of r-P76 from just south of Morgan Boulevard north to
Atlantic Avenue in Camden City- Displacements of families
and businesses and increased noise levels will result.
(EI? OPDEF « =^080^)

Foute 1^9, from Foute "^ to NY State Line 0'=:/09

Wew York
County: Herkimer
The project proposes to construct a two-lane arterial
highway, on new location, to replace a section of Foute 189
in Herkimer County, between the Ci*-y of Little Falls
East-West Arterial (^oute 5), and the New York State
Thruway Interchange, 29A. The length of the project,
number of disolacement s, and environmental consequences
vary with alt'^rnati ve.
(EIF '^PDEP # 50B31)

I-eP. Pinghamton to the Capital District 06/23

New York
County: several
The eis considers two actions: th-^ construction of 1-88,
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Susquehanna Expressway between Sanataria Springs, Broome
County, to the Broome County/Chenango County line east of
Harpursville, and 1-88, the Oneonta Bypass; and the compre-
hensive plan for construction of 1-88 between the
Binghamton Metropolitan area and the Capital District,
Albany. land acquisition and family and business displace-
m«=nts have already been accomplished, and three 1(f)
statements are included in the eis.
(ELP ORDER # 50905)

Oklahoma City West Bypass, SH 74 06/30

Ok lahoma
County: Oklahoma
The proposed project is the construction of a 10-mile
segment of six-lane divided highway (SH 7U) with full access
control from the I-2U0 - Northwest 39th Street Expressway
Interchange north to Northwest 178 Street in tklahoma City.
Also included in this proposal is the upgrading of a 1.2
mile segment of the Northwest Highway (SH 3) from a four-
lane divided arterial highway -t-o a six-land divided limited
access facility. If Alternative III is chosen, the project
will displace 85 families, 9 businesses, and 3 non-profit
organizations. A U (f ) statement is included regarding the
Lake Hefner reservation.
(ELP ORDER # 50928)

Route 15 and ^oute 6 Relocations, Mansfield 06/03

Pennsylvania
County: Tioga
The proposed highway improvements are intended to provide
U-lane limited access relocations of the portion of Traffic
Route 15 from Sebring to Mansfield and Traffic Route 6 from
east of Mansfield to west of Mansfield. The project will
displace an unspecified number of families and businesses
and will contribute to development along the route.
(ELP ORDER # 50R10)

Mapleton Center Street, Otah 06/02

Otah
County: Otah
Proposed is the improvement and extension of Mapleton
Center Street from Maple Street to Hobble Creek Canyon
Road, a distance of 1.5 miles. Bituminous surface will be
two 12-foot lanes and two 8-foot shoulders, for a total
width of tl0 feet. Adverse impacts include the relocation
of 3 families and construction disruption resulting es-
pecially from a cut and fill section and structure for
Hobbel Creek.
(96 pages)
(ELP ORDER » 50792)
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S^ "^00, 1-5 to =;f 305, Vancouver 0^^/09

Washinqton
County: Clark
Proposed is thf^ construction of a 5.Q mile segment of State
Poute ^00 from -^h^^ 3'5th Street interchange on Interstate "

in Vancouver to a junction with '^"-SOS immediately east of
th":^ conimunity of Orchards. One mile of the U-lan^, limited
access hiqhway is already under construc-t-ion , "he project
will displac=^ 120 families, 5 businesses, 1 church, and
1 non-profit organization. Since the proposed location
falls within a residen-^ial area never before used for a

hiahway with heavy traffic, the clearing of wooded land,
noise, and air pollution will result.
(ELF O^DEP * S0=i3t:)

U.S. 18"' (Elk '^tree^) , pock Springs O'^/O'i

Wyomim
Coun*-y: Sweetwater
Proposed is the improvement of a I.UP-mil'^ segment of Elk
Street (U.S. IR'7) from a two-lane to a four-lane facility.
It begins at the intersection of Flk Stree-*- and Bridger
Avenue (U.S. ?0) and extends northerly to th^ interchange
with I-PO. "ajor impacts center around the acquisition ot
additional right-of-way to contain the improvement in the
southern half of the project. The project will displace
1 Ibusinesses. (75 pages)
(EIF OFDEF # 5030"')

I- IPO, Cheyenne 06/0';

Wyomira
County: Laramie
Proposed is the construction of a 1.1 mile segment of I-1«0
from Central a.venue Interchanqe on Interstate Highway QO
south of Cheyenne to the intersection with l^th Street
which is Interstate Business Loop 80. "his project will
construct an expressway and new viaducts. the property
acquisition will require the disloca-*- ion of 3*^ residences,
23 businesses, 2 apartments, 3 combined businesses and
residences, and 2 non-profit organizations. A small nart
of a creek will bp relocated, and an inadequate structure
will be replaced.
(ELF OPDE'= # 50330)

Final Date

Atlantic Boulevard Extension, SP PIU C^/ll

Florida
County: Broward
•"he proposed project is •he construction of S'^ °^u
Atlantic Boulevard Ex't-ension) for 3 miles. Six acres of
land will be acquired for right of way. Adverse impacts
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are loss of agricultural and timber land, and increased
noise, air and water pollution.
CCMMEf;TS r'RDE BY: EPA " DCI USDA HEW HUD

sta+e and local agencies
(EL^ OPDE? » 50857)

SF 121, Gainesville 06/17

Florida
County: Alachua
The project consists of upgrading SW-NW 3ith Street (State
Poad 121) in .lainsville, from an existing two-lane facility
to a modern multi-lane urban facility. '^he approximate length
of the corridor is 8.01^ miles. There are four alternates
being studied to see which best serves the needs of the city.
The adverse impacts generated by the improvements are the
taking of additional right-of-way and impacts on residential
areas. There will be a displacement of to 19 families de-
pending on the alternate chosen. A '^ {-) determination will
be reguired because of impact to the University Golf Course
and Westside Park. (95 pages)
CCM^'FN"S MADE BY: DOI HEW EPA USDA DOT

state agencies
(ELF OPDEP # 503"'9)

U.S. 30, Meridian 06/09

Idaho
County: Ada
The proposed action would consist of two separate projects
located in the city of Meridian. The action involves the
upgrading of an existing 2 lane facility incorporating curb
and gutters, combination sidewalk-bikelane , and painted
medians. Adverse impacts are displacement of some wildlife
and impacts normally associated with construction.

(60 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA HUD EPA DOI

state and local agencies
(FLE OPDEP # '^OBUB)

Overland Poad, Boise 06/18

Idaho
County: Ada
The project involves the improvement of Overland Road on
existing location in Boise, Ada County. It is to consist of
street widening and resurfacing over a distance of ^.li2

miles between the Cole Road-Overland Poad-Interstate BON
intersection and Orchard St. Adverse impacts are increased
noise levels, acquisition of 2.6 acres of land, and nega-
tive impacts normally associated with construction.

COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA HUD EPA DOI
state and local agencies

(ELP npDER # 50881)
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O.S. 63 06/09

Iowa
County: Wapello
The proposed project involves the construction of two addi-
tional lanes to U.S. 63 just north of Ottumwa in Wapello
County. The 1.69 miles project will require the acquisition
of approximately 26 acres of additional right-of-way. Ad-
verse impacts are the displacement of 3 homes and 1 apart-
ment building, and increased noise levels. (55 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: HEW HUD OSDA DOI EPA

state agencies
(ELP ORDEP t 50833)

1-380, Cedar Rapids to Waterloo, Iowa 06/20

Iowa
County: several
Proposed is the construction of a section of Interstate 380
from Blair's Ferry Road near the north corporate limits in
Cedar Rapids to a juntion with D.S. 218 in Waterloo. The
primary negative impacts of the selected alternate will be
the removal of 1700 acres of agricultural land from pro-
ductivity, the removal of 55 acres of timberland, and the
dislocation of 123 dwellings, approximately U60 individuals
and six businesses. Air and noise pollution will increase
in the area.
COMMEN'^S MADE BY: EPA HUD USDA DOI
(ELR ORDER # 50892)

Gage Boulevard, Topeka, Kansas 06/02

Kansas
County: Shawnee
Proposed is the reconstruction of U,700 feet of Gage
Boulevard, from Drury Lane to Tenth Avenue in Topeka.
Additional land will be acquired for right-of-way; some
shade trees will be taken; the alternative chosen elimi-
nates the need for the u (f ) statement included in the draft.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA COE EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER t 50805)

1-35 and 1-435 Interchange, Kansas City (Supplement) 06/10

Kansas
County: Johnson
The proposed project involves an improved interchange at
1-35 and I-U35 and the modification of I-U35 from four to
six lanes between 1-35 and Metcalf Avenue. The supplement
reports on an air quality analysis involving eleven
representative sites near the proposed improvement.
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COMWEN'^S MP.DE BY: poa

one state agencv
(EL^ CPDE^ # 50Q52)

Z-'^'^ 06/30

Louisiana
County: '^angipahoa St John Baptist
The proposed action involves ••he cons'ruct ion of a 10 mile
segment of Tnters*-ate 5*^ from the U.S. '?^, T-'^S interchange
to one mile south of Pass Manchac in St. John the Baptist
Parish. Some additional right-of-way will be reauired for
the project. "em.porary air and noise pollution and con-
struction disruDtion will result. (two volum.es)
COMMENTS MADE BY: FPC GSA USCG EPA AHF NCPC CEC USDA KEW
DOI
(ET.P f^FDEF # 50929)

US 7P, Beldon, Miss, to Alabama State Line Of/02
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Poute CC, Ozark, "Missouri 06/02

N!issouri
County: Ozark
The action proposes the construction of a 3. 1 mile segment
of 2-land Poute CC from 1,9 miles east of Poute 191 to
Hammond Camp. ""he project will require the conversion of
2^ acres of forest land to roadway use, thus eliminating
som<=' wildlife habitat. A bridge will be construc*:ed over
North Fork white ^iver.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI USDA EPA HEW

state and regional agencies
(ELP OFDEP # '^0''89)

Missouri River Bridge 06/1f

Nebraska Towa
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a

modern highway bridge over the Missouri River between
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Sioux City, Nebraska, and Sioux City, Iowa. The npw
location will require completely revised approaches to
both ends of the bridge. Adverse impacts include: acquisi-
tion of right-of-way; water pollution during construction;
increased air and noise pollu^-ion; adjustments of public
utilities; and displacement of families and businesses.
COriMENTS MADE BY: DOT COE USDA HUD DOI EPA

sta-'-<=' and local agencies
(EL^ OPDEP # 508'=<5)

I-UO and U.S. 66, Sallup and McKinley Counties 06/1f

New Mexico
County: Gallup McKinley
The s+-atement reff^rs to three highway construction projects
in Gallup and McKinley Counties. Two of the projects con-
cern themselves with approximately 5.3 miles of I-'40 con-
struction, "^he other project deals with lighting installa-
tion on ns 66. There will be increases in the levels of
air and noise pollutions.
COMMENTS MADE 3Y: DOT HUD COE FPA USDA

state and local agencies
(EL? OFDEP # 50863)

U.S. -30, Stark County 06/02

Ohio
Coun*-y: Stark
The project involves construction of a new highway on new
right-of-way nine miles in length, known as relocated U.S.
30 in the south'=>rn portion of Canton and central Stark
County. '^he project consists of a four, six and eigh*- lane
divided highway with elevated and depressed grade sections
to connect with a completed section. Adverse impacts are
increased noise levels and the displacement of 270 families,
8^ individuals, US businesses, and 4 churches, (183 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI EPA HUD HEW USDA

state agencies
(ELP OFDEP # =;07R-:)

State '^oute HO 06/09

South Dakota
County: Pennington
The statement, considers the proposed grading and surfacing
of a 30-mile length of S.P.UO, beginning from 1 mile east
of Scenic, S.D., and continuing to the Pennington County
line. The road, presently gravelled, will be paved. Be-
sides flattening curves and extending sight distances, the
proposed reconstruction will follow the existing road align-
ment, crossing grasslands administered by the U.S. Forest
Service and transversing approximately 2 miles of the Bad-
lands National Monument. A U (f ) statement is included,
'''he statement discusses adverse impacts of a temporary
nature, citing noise and air pollution due to construction.
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(U6 pages)
COMMENT'S ?1ADE BY: U?DA DOC EPA HEW DOT

sta^-p and local agencies
(ELP ORDER # 50BU1)

S^ 95, Blount and loudon Counties 06/25

Tennessee
County: Blount Loudon
The proposed action is the construction of approximately 8

miles of SP 95 in Blount and Loudon Counties, Tennessee.
The highway will be a four-lane facility on new location.
Adverse impacts are the use of 250 acres for right-of-way,
displacement of 1 family, increased noise and dust during
construction, and possible attraction of unsightly strip
development. (123 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: HUD DCI USDA DOT TVA HEW EPA AHP

state agencies and private organizations
(ELF CPDEP # 509111)

SP 1 Bypass, Madison Co., Tenn. 06/25

Tennessee
County: Madison
Proposed is the construction of State Route 1 from the
Jackson Bypass to State Route 1 (O.S. 70) east of Jackson.
The project length is 3.2 1 miles. The primary adverse im-
pact is the displacem*=nt of businesses and families. The
project will also cause the loss of natural resources as a

result of increased land demands for highway right-of-way
and the introduction of noise and air pollution into an
area relatively free from the pollutants.
COMMENTS MADE BY: HUD DOT DOT TVA COE HEW EPA

state and local agencies
(EIH ORDER # 50915)

U.S. 59 06/30

Texas
County: Fort Bend
The proposed project consists of reconstructing a segment
of U.S. 59 as a controlled-access facility along a route
adjacent to and including the existing right-of-way.
Thetotal project length is 11.7 miles of which ap-
proximately U.9 miles are on entirely new location. There
will be the normal construciton disruptions caused by the
project. (136 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA HEW DOI USDA COE

state and local agencies
(ELF rPDEF * 50O26)
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Tlrban Mass Transportation Administration

Draft Date

^th and ^th ?.venu9s Transit Mall, Portland 06/03

Oregon
This project entails the construction of a transit mall on
Fif't-h and sixth Avenues from burnsidc; street to wadison
Street in downtown Portland to provide for predoninantly
exclusive use of the streets by Tri-fet buses. P'^rmanent
adverse impacts include increased nitrogen oxide and noise
levels on '"ifth and Sixth Avenues, increased auto traffic
on streets parallel to the mall, and modified access to
many properties. Temporary construction disruption will
also occur.
(RL? CPDEF # 50808)

fT.?. roast ^uard

Draft Da+e

Coast Guard Station, Provincetown, Mass. 06/11

Massachusetts
The proposed action provides for construction of i new
Coast nuard Station in Provincetown, Massachusetts to meet
search and rescue and other operational commitments in the
Outer Cape Cod area. Construction disruption will result.
(EL" OFDEH # 508^a)

1-95 vTames '^'iver Bridge Permit, Pichmond 06/16

Virginia
The propos'^d federal action is th° amendment of the exist-
ing Pichmond-Petersburg Turnpike James river bridge permit
seeking to modify the bridge and add four ramps. Adverse
impacts will include the alteration of the aesthetic en-
vironment, the clearance of a small amount of marginal
vegetation, effects on two historical properties, increased
noise, and temporary construction disruption.
(ELP OPDEP » 50967)

Highway Bridge Across Wolf "iver, Fremont 06/Oti

Wisconsin
County: Waupaca
The project entails construction of a four-Ian^ highway
bridge to cross the Wolf Piver as part of the proposed
realignment of ns 10 through Fremont, Wisconsin. Adverse
impacts include acquisition of 0.7 acre of village parlc

land, relocation of U families, relocation of a historical
marker, slight noise impact upon +he northern tip of the
park, and short-term siltation and water pollution.
(ELP CRDEP # =^0919)
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AVAILABILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY Ca«MENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2){C) of the National

Environmental Policy Act of I969, and section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as

amended, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and ccmmented

in writing on Federal agency actions impacting the environment contained in

the following appendices during the period of June \ 1975 to June 30, 1975-

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental impact statements

reviewed and canmented upon in writing during this review period. The list

includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number and title

of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA' s comments as defined

in Appendix II, and the EPA source for copies of the caranents as set forth

in Appendix VI.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications of EPA's

comments on the draft environmert al impact statements as set forth in Appendix I.

Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental impact statements

reviewed ani commented upon in writing during this review period. The

listing includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number

and title of the statement, a summary of the natiire of EPA's comments, and

the EPA source for copies of the ccanments as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency regulations,

legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any other prcjposed actions
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reviewed and ccsnmented upon in writing pursuant to section 309(a) of the

Clean Air Act, as amended, during the referenced reviewing period. The

listing includes the F deral agency responsible for the proposed action, the

title of the action, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments and the source

for copies of the caranents as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses of the sources

of EPA reviews and ccanments listed in Appendices I, III, IV, and V.

Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and procedures for EPA's

review of agency actions may be obtained by writing the Public Inquiries

Branch, Office of Public Affairs, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington

D.C. 20h60. Copies of the draft and final environmental impact statements

referenced herein are a,vailable frcm the originating Federal (department or

agency.

^^A^^y^^^^^<L^

Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: JUL 17 1975
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA CCMMENTS

E'r/IROI'MENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Lock of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as deecribed in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER—Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially haurmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment fron hazards arising from this action. The Agency recommends

that alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including the possibility of

no action at all).

ADEQUACY OF THE BiPACT STATEI-El'Tr

Category 1—Adequate

The draft Impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Categorj' 2—Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft Impact statement does not contain svtfficient

Information to assess fully the environmental Impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, fran the Information submitted, the Agency is ahle to

make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment, EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that was not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3--Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the impact statement.
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APPBMDIX VI

SOURCE PCR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. mrectop. Office of Public Affairs

EnYlronmental Protection Agency

1*01 M Street, SV

Washington, D.C. 20460

B. Director of Public Affairs, Region I

Environmental Protectl(»i Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Enrlroaaental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

Me¥ York, New York 1000?

G. Director of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlroimental Protection Agency

l600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 75201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VTI

Environmental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri S^i-lOS

I. Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Environmental Protection Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

Envlroomental ProtecticD Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Vialnut Streets

Fblladelphla, Pennsylvania I9IO6

E. Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Enviracmental Protection Agency

11*21 Peachtree Street, HE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

Environsental Protection Agency

230 South Dearbccm Street

Chicago, Illinois 6060I*

Envirotmental Protection Agency

100 California Street

San Francisco, California gUlU

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Washington 98IOI
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Summary of 102 Statements Filed with the CEQ Through

05/31/75 (By Agency)

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Array

Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Dala^\rare River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of
HUD, Department of
Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

Commission — U.S. and Mexico
Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of
Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
National Capital Planning Coram.

National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Coram.

Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Coram.

State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of
Treasury, Department of
Upper Mississippi River Basin Coram.

U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

tiraft 102 's for
actions on which
no final 102 's have
yet been received

206
1

1

42

17
8

11

632
16

2

3

20
2

2

83
22

5

46

180

2

8
2

3

9

5
2

2

3

1

3

6

975
4

1

3

6

3

final 102 's on
legislation and
actions

517

144
1

1

39
7

17
20

722

28
8
1

63
1

34

80
13

91
2 76

7

5

3

2

22

8
5

10
1

1

O
5

24
1951

7

9

6

yotal actions on
which draft or
final statements
have been received

723
1

1

186
1

1

56
15
28
20

1354
44
10

1
3

83

3

2

117
102
18

137
456

9

12

5

5

31

13

7

2

10
1

3

1

1

8

30
2926

11
1

3

15

9

TOTALS 2337 4129 6465

«U^. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:1975 211-480/1 1-3
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CEQ ANNOUNCES TWO ENERGY STUDIES

Two analytical tools, both of which will improve
energy-related environmental impact statements have
been released by CEQ. The first, MERES and the
Analysis of Energy Alternatives (Matrix of Environ-
mental Residuals for Energy Systems) is a data bank
consisting of air and water emissions, solid wastes,
land use, and occupational health effects of present
and future energy systems . Energy Alternatives;
A Comparative Analysis , a reference document based
largely upon data available from MERES, describes
energy alternatives that the US might develop over
the next 2 5 years and includes their environmental
impacts, their efficiencies, and their costs.

APPALACHIAN COAL WILL HELP ECONOMY

The growth of the Appalachian energy industry, and
especially the predicted 50% minimum growth in coal
mining, will improve the region's depressed economy,
according to an energy development study commissioned
by the Council on Environmental Quality, the Appala-
chian Regional Commision, and the National Science
Foundation. The study. Energy Supply/Demand Alter-
natives for the Appalachian Region , cautioned,
however, that a number of factors ( see page 18)

could adversely affect Appalachia's ability to meet
the projected coal production demand. The ensure
the achievement of regional benefits, the ARC and
the states must influence the form of projected
energy growth.
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All energy systems have impacts on the environment.

Understanding these impacts is essential for analysis and

planning. This brochure describes two new tools useful

to individuals in government, industry, or education

interested in the formulation or evaluation of environ-

mental and energy policies and programs.

The first is MERES (/Matrix of Environmental ffesiduals

for Energy Systems), a computerized data base specify-

ing the water pollution, air pollution, solid waste, land

use, and occupational health effects of present and

future energy systems. Data on energy efficiencies and

costs are also included.

The second is Energy Alternatives: A Comparative

Analysis, a reference document based in part on MERES
data, which provides the necessary information for

comparing alternative energy systems and presents a

methodology for making comparisons.

MERES is organized to provide information for many

types of analyses carried on at different levels of

aggregation or disaggregation. At one extreme, MERES
may be used to examine and compare the impacts of

entire energy systems, such as the full range of activities

associated with the generation of electricity from coal —

from mining the coal through to consumption of electric

power. Alternately, MERES may be used to help

identify the environmental impacts of a particular

energy facility, such as a coal mine or a powerplant, or

to compare specific processes, such as the Lurgi versus

the Synthane technology for coal gasification.

MERES contains data on pollutants and energy efficien-

cies for each stage of energy supply to end use systems.

Energy sources presently covered include those derived

from coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear fission, as well as

such emerging energy technologies as coal gasification

and liquefaction, oil shale, solvent refined coal, and

fluidized bed boiler combustion of coal. Regional

differences are identified for several important processes.

Information on geothermal and solar energy systems is

being added.

An important feature of MERES is the inclusion of data

on fuel requirements and pollutants emitted in specific

end uses in the residential, commercial, industrial, and

transportation sectors. This provides the capability of

evaluating the total environmental impact of fuels

consumed in individual end uses as well as of supplying a

given amount of fuel.

A major reason for developing MERES and preparing

Energy Alternatives is to simplify the preparation and

review of environmental impact statements for energy-

related projects. These tools provide a readily available

and uniform frame of reference to which agencies can

refer for both the technology descriptions and environ-

mental assessment of alternative energy sources or

systems. Using these tools will allow agencies to shorten

and improve environmental impact statements and to

concentrate on the effects of specific projects or

programs and their reasonable alternatives.

The MERES data are stored in a computer at the

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island. The data,

with programs for performing computations, are avail-

able for use either on the Brookhaven computer, via a

remote terminal, or on a user's own computer system.

The complete Brookhaven system incorporating

MERES, computer software, and computational models

is called the Energy Model Data Base (EMDB).

The. system has been designed for use by persons not

well versed in computer programming; even individuals

with little computer experience can use MERES. Brook-

haven is developing an interactive computer program for

use with remote typewriter terminals whereby the

computer prompts the user by asking simple questions.

Printed copies of the data are also available. Information

on how to obtain MERES is found on page 15.

This brochure is intended to provide an introduction to

MERES and Energy Alternatives. It describes the data

included in MERES, the nomenclature, and the data

format in detail. It presents a sample analysis from the

Energy Alternatives study in order to demonstrate use of

the MERES data. It concludes with a description of

present plans to keep MERES up-to-date.
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l^CC'OI^tl In the Nation's effort to reduce dependence on foreign

energy supplies, many choices are open to us. Reducing

demand and increasing domestic supplies may be ac-

complished in a variety of ways, each with different

environmental and efficiency implications. Recognizing

the substantial problems involved in making compre-

hensive, systematic, and rapid evaluation of these alter-

natives, the Council on Environmental Quality, in

association with the Environmental Protection Agency,

the National Science Foundation, the Energy Research

and Development Admmistration, and the Brookhaven

National Laboratory, sponsored creation of a data base

called MERES: Matrix of Environmental Residuals for

Energy Systems. This data base contains environmental,

efficiency, and cost parameters for energy supplies and

end uses. Most of the original data contained in MERES
come from Environmental Impacts, Efficiency, and Cost

of Energy Supply and End Use, prepared by Hittman

Associates, Inc., for these federal agencies. (See page 15

for information on availability.) The Brookhaven data

reflect additions, corrections, and other refinements of

the Hittman data. It is planned that updating will be a

continuing activity.

STRUCTURE OF MERES
Central to the evaluation of energy alternatives is their

consideration as complete energy systems. Energy sys-

tems, in turn, are composed of a series of processes. The

MERES data base contains data for each process of an

energy system, from extraction to end use. The key

terms are process, activity, trajectory, and system.

A process is the smallest technological operation for

which data are included in MERES. Examples of a

process are oil transportation by pipeline, electric power

generation by light-water reactor, and steel production

in an electric arc furnace.

An activity is the next level of aggregation. An activity is

one or more processes that meet the same objective.

Coal transportation is an activity, for it can be accom-

plished by several different processes: unit and mixed

train transportation, barge, truck, or conveyor belt.

A trajectory is a linked series of processes from

extraction to a specific end use. An example is extrac-

tion (production) of offshore oil, transportation to the

shore, refining, transportation to a retail gas station, and

consumption in an automobile.

A system is a set of related trajectories. It may involve

all uses of a particular resource, such as all coal

trajectories from extraction to end use, or it may

encompass the full national energy system, including all

resources and all end uses of energy.
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Figure 1

Energy Supply Systems
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Source. Admpt*d from Bfookheven Ntlional Laboratory. £/tergy/£rjvironmentel

D*» Group. 1974. "Trig Rofarenco Enargy System and Auociatad Data Base
"

These concepts are illustrated in Figure 1, which shows

the coal, oil, and natural gas systems as contained in

MERES. Activities are identified across the top of the

figure. Processes are indicated by the labeled horizontal

lines. A trajectory involves one process from each,

activity, moving from left to right across the diagram.

For example, room and pillar mining, conveyor belt

transportation in the mine, breaking and sizing, unit

train distribution, above-ground storage, electric genera-

tion, and transmission to a specific electrical end use

define one complete trajectory. Sometimes an energy

system is also referred to as a subsystem because it is a

piece (or "sub-system") of a larger energy supply

system. For example, the national energy system is

shown in simplified form in Figure 2 using only
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Figure 2

National Energy System

RESOURCE
EXTRACTION
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Source: Brookhaven National Laboratory, EnergY/Envirortmental Data Group, 1974,
"The Reference Energy Systerr} and Associated Data Base.
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PROCESS HEAT
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AUTOMOBILE

BUS, TRUCK, RAIL & SHIP

AIRCRAFT

technologies and trajectories that are operational now.
All types of energy resources, extraction processes,

refining, conversion, transportation, and end uses are

included. The horizontal line beginning with the word
"coal" represents the entire coal supply system shown in

Figure 1.

For each process included in the system, MERES
contains coefficients which estimate its environmental

Impacts, its efficiency, and its investment and operating

costs. In a sense, the environmental impacts, given in

terms of water pollutants, air pollutants, solid waste, and
land use requirements, are all residuals - that is, all are

unwanted byproducts of energy processes. Although the

Council recognizes that residuals are not a measure of
the effects of pollutants, residuals may be used as

indicators of these effects. Estimates are also presented
for occupational health and the potential for large-scale

disaster at the process level.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
The residuals specified in IVIERES include particulates,

gases, and solid and liquid wastes. The air pollutants

included are nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, hydrocar-

bons, carbon monoxide, and aldehydes. Included in

water pollution measurements are acids, bases, dissolved

solids, organics, biological oxygen demand, chemical

oxygen demand, and heat. Solid wastes are any residuals

that do not enter the air or water. The data for water

and air pollutants and for solid wastes are expressed in

tons per trillion (10*^) Btu input to the process.

Land impacts include the areas required for facilities

(structures, roads, ports, pipelines), for processes (ex-

traction, conversion, storage, disposal), and for buffer

zones. Both fixed and incremental land effects are

considered. Fixed land effects are those associated with

facilities which are relatively permanent — for example,

the land occupied by processing plants, pipelines, and

storage tanks. Incremental land effects are those not

associated with the same land area year after year. For

example, in strip mining, coal is extracted from one area

and then another. Land impacts are measured in acres

per trillion Btu input to the process.

Occupational health is measured in terms of deaths,

injuries, and man-days lost due to injuries. The potential

for large-scale disaster is generally discussed qualita-

tively.

Data in MERES were developed for two cases of

environmental control — a "low abatement" (called

"uncontrolled") case and a "high abatement" case. The

low abatement case assumes that residuals, land require-

ments, efficiencies, and costs are similar to those with

1972-73 environmental control practices. The high

abatement case assumes use of control technology

presently mandated or likely to be required in the next 5

to 1 years.

DATA FORMAT
The MERES data are available on magnetic tape and in

the two printed volumes. Environmental Impacts, Effi-

ciency, and Cost of Energy Supply and End Use. Both

the tape and the printed data are footnoted and

referenced to define underlying assumptions. The differ-

ence, of course, is that the tape can be revised easily to

incorporate changes. Volume I of the printed version

describes existing technologies for coal, oil, natural gas,

electric power generation from fossil fuels, and end uses

of energy. Volume II describes six emerging technolo-

gies: low Btu coal gasification, high Btu coal gasification,

oil shale, fluidized bed boiler combustion of coal,

solvent refined coal, and coal liquefaction.

Information is presented in a matrix format. The

columns are environmental residuals (water pollutants,

air pollutants, soild wastes), land requirements, occupa-

tional health, energy requirements, and capital and

operating costs; the rows are the activities and processes

needed to supply a particular energy resource. Data in

the supply tables, whether expressed in tons of pollu-

tant, Btu's, or dollars, are normalized for that amount of

fuel which has a heating value equivalent to 10'^ Btu's

per year. Quantification of environmental impacts,

energy requirements, and costs is uniformly based on

10'^ Btu's.
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Table 1

Residuals, Efficiencies, and Cost for Uncontrolled National Average Coal Supply
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End Use Data

Residuals included in MERES are given for fuel con-

sumed in the residential, commercial, industrial, and

transportation ' sectors. For transportation they are

shown in Table 3. They include both user and use. It

should be noted that for the industrial sectors the

pollutants estimated are those arising from burning fuel

and do not include those arising from the industrial

processes themselves.

The format for the end use tables is similar to that for

the supply tables. However, in order to relate residuals

to the appropriate end use measure, end use impact is

stated in tons of pollutant per ton steel produced or tons

of pollutant p)er automobile passenger mile traveled.

Column 27 specifies the units. End use information is

provided in terms of both unit energy consumption for

each end use (column 28) and total annual energy

consumption for the end use (column 29).

The unit of end use measure for intercity automobile

travel is passenger mile (see column 27, row 11). The

unit of energy consumption for each passenger mile

traveled is estimated at 3,250 Btu's (column 28, row

11). The estimated number of passenger miles traveled

for 1970 (column 30, row 11) is 8.95 x 10" (column

29, row 11). For 1970, therefore, the total energy used

for intercity automobile travel is

Table 3

Environmental Impact of Energy Used in the Transportation Sector
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National Totals

The MERES data are also valuable in analyzing the

national energy picture, as Figure 3 illustrates. For the

bar chart at the far left, the entire bar, 100 percent,

represents the U.S. energy system (excluding nuclear

energy and hydroelectric energy.) Only 69 percent of

the total system energy input, the amount below the

horizontal line, is directly available to the end use

consumer. The other 31 percent is lost extracting,

processing, transporting, and converting to electricity

raw coal, oil, and natural gas. To the right of the

national total are the natural gas, coal, and oil supply

systems. Similar information is given in Figure 4 for

particulate emissions and in Figure 5 for sulfur oxide

emissions. Each air and water pollutant contained in the

MERES data base could be examined in the same way.

Compiling this information for a base year facilitates

evaluation of all the compxanents of a proposed national

energy program. Regional comparisons are also possible

once regional energy extraction and end use data are

assembled.

Figure 3

U.S. Energy Consumption, 1971*

Figure 4

Particulate Emissions from U.S. Energy Systems, 1971*

TOTAL NATURAL COAL OIL
GAS

'Total net US. energy consumption for tS^t t'ncluding electricity derived from nuclear energy

end hydroelectric generation, not shown in this figure) was 57 1 quadrillion (tO* ^ I Btu's.

BKlraction •

Iransportalio

processing -

conversion

imerclat

fe',Klenttal

transportation

end use

particulate emissions

TOTAL

'Estimated total particulate emissions for 197 J. based on fUERESdata. were 120 million (lO^j tons.
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Figure 5

Sulfur Dioxide Emitsions from U.S. Energy Systefra, 1971*

end use SO-i emissions

TOTAL

'Estimated total S02SfT}issions tor 1971, based on MBfiESdata, were 47 million (10*' i tons.

energyalternatives;

a eomparatKe anal^^ls

Prior to MERES, most analyses of the residuals of

energy systems were incomplete, considering only indi-

vidual components of an energy system rather than the

entire system. For example, the construction of a coal

gasification plant creates air, water, solid waste, and land

impacts at the immediate site of the plant. Related

environmental impacts, however, occur where the coal is

mined, washed, processed, or prepared and along the

route that the coal is transported to the gasification

plant. Additional impacts will occur if pipelines are laid

for transporting the gas from the gasification plant to

where it is used.

In order to demonstrate and facilitate use of the systems

approach to environmental analysis of energy activities,

MERES was a major component of a companion study.

Energy Alternatives: A Comparative Analysis. Sponsored

by the Council on Environmental Quality, the Energy

Research and Development Administration, the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, the Federal Energy Adminis-

tration, the Federal Power Commission, the Department

of the Interior, and the National Science Foundation,

Energy Alternatives was prepared by The Science and

Public Policy Program of the University of Oklahoma.

The first part of the study contains in-depth descriptions

of the technology, environmental impacts, and eco-

nomics of 11 resource systems • coal, oil shale, oil,

natural gas, tar sands, nuclear fission, nuclear fusion,

geothermal, hydroelectric, organic waste, and solar. It

also describes electric power generation and energy end

use consumption.

Tbe second part illustrates how MERES data can be used

to compare specified energy alternatives. It quantifies

the residuals, efficiencies, and costs of a Synthane high

Btu coal gasification project and of several technological,

locational, and fuel source alternatives. The hypothetical

plant is adjacent to a coal mine in Montana and the

synthetic natural gas transported to Seattle by pipeline.

The energy alternatives evaluated were;

• a technological alternative - using a Lurgi gasifier

• a locational alternative - locating the plant in the

Seattle metropolitan area and transporting the coal

to it by unit train

• several fuel source and transportation alternatives

• Alaskan natural gas transported by pipeline

from the North Slope to Valdez and by LNG
tanker from Valdez to Seattle

• Alaskan natural gas delivered to the upper

Midwest by pipeline through Canada (it is

assumed that this alternative would displace

pipeline quality gas from other sources cur-

rently serving the upper Midwest and that

equipment volumes could be supplied to the

Seattle area from one of these sources)

• increased domestic natural gas production from

the California outer continental shelf delivered

to Seattle by pipeline

• imported foreign liquefied natural gas.
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Table 4
Residuals of a Synthane High-Btu Gasification Plant

(2.62 X 10" Btu/day output)

Actrvitv/Proem
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Figure 6
Nitrous Oxides by Trajectory

tons/day

150
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keeping\IERES eurrent

The Brookhaven National Laboratory, with support

from CEQ, ERDA, and NSF, is responsible for updating

the MERES data as necessary. Some developments in

control technology, emerging energy technologies, and

energy supply since 1972, not now reflected in the data

base, will be incorporated this year. In the coming year,

Brookhaven will add several new technologies, including

geothermal energy, solar energy conversion, advanced

nuclear fission, the nuclear fuel cycle, methanol produc-

tion, and combustion of solid wastes. Users will be

advised of changes and additions by newsletter.

Because it is sometimes important to reproduce calcula-

tions, Brookhaven's Energy Model Data Base (EMDB)

contains notations regarding changes in the system and

when they were made. These notations will permit the

user to reconstruct the data base for any given time.

availabilit>'

Printed copies of the original MERES data, contained in

Environmental Impacts, Efficiencies, and Cost of Energy

Supply and End Use, may be purchased from the

National Technical Information Service, U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, Springfield, Va. 221 51

:

Volume I (current technologies) PB-238 784, $10.25

(microfiche, $2.25)

Volume II (emerging technologies) PB-239 159, $8.50

(microfiche, $2.25)

Energy Alternatives: A Comparative Analysis will be

available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Brookhaven has prepared Energy Model Data Base, User

Manual for anyone contemplating use of the system.

Brookhaven will also provide copies of the programs and

data. Upon receipt of a computer tape from a potential

user, Brookhaven will copy MERES data and associated

programs. For other than Control Data Corporation

(CDC) computers, slight modification of the FORTRAN
computer programs may be necessary, but the data

should require no modification. Printouts of the data

base are also available from Brookhaven.

Additional information concerning MERES and the

EMDB may be obtained from the Energy /Environmental

Data Group, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,

N.Y. 11973. The Energy Programs staff of the Council

on Environmental Quality will be pleased to provide

additional information concerning this promising new

analytical tool.

«r U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE • 1975 O - 573-529
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY • 722 JACKSON PLACE NW • WASHINGTON DC 20006

FOR RELEASE: Sunday AM ' s , August 10, 1975

Contact: John R. Fogarty 382-1235

U.S. ENERGY NEEDS TO PROVIDE ECONOMIC BOOM TO APPALACHIA

Coal-rich Appalachia will become increasingly important as a
supplier of the Nation's energy needs during the last quarter of the
20th century and, consequently, the region's depressed economy is
expected to improve according to an energy development study com-
missioned by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) , the
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) , and the National Science
Foundation (NSF)

.

The study. Energy Supply/Demand Alternatives for the Appalachian
Region, concluded that Appalachian coal production couia double within
the next decade, increasing from almost 400 million tons currently to
at least 600 million tons - and possibly 950 million tons - annually
by 1985. Two-thirds of this production would be consumed by electric
utilities in and out of the region.

By the year 2000, according to the study, this range could be
850-1,350 million tons. It noted that the 1985 projection is
substantially higher than the 400-million ton projection that appeared
in the Federal Energy Administration's Project Independence Report
because of the more detailed - and presumably more accurate - geographic
treatment of coal sources and markets.

The growth of the Appalachian energy industry - especially the
expected growth in coal mining - will create, the report predicted,
between 70,000 and 140,000 new jobs within the 13-state area that
reaches from the southern part of the State of New York to central
Alabama and northeast Mississippi. This figure represents an incre-
mental employment increase of 1-2 percent of total projected regional
employment.

Growth in the energy industry up to 1985 will also require more
than $3 billion for new community development and urban expansion,
and new land use requirements of 500,000 to 1.3 million acres, the
study pointed out. Emissions of all pollutants, except nitrogen
oxides and thermal discharges, will increase only slightly or perhaps
even decrease for the region as a whole, according to the report which
was prepared by Resource Planning Associates, Inc., (RPA) , an energy
and environmental policy consulting firm based in Cambridge, Mass.

The report cautioned, however, that the region's ability to
meet the projected coal production demand and reap the associated
economic benefits over the next decade could be affected adversely
by insufficient railroad coal-carrying capacity, equipment and
materials shortages, delays in the construction of needed energy
facilities, restricted development of coal gasification, and the
absence of effective regional and state energy conservation plans.

It also cautioned that to ensure the achievement of regional
benefits - employment for current residents, higher per capita income,
sufficient community and regional services, and adequate land
reclamation and pollution controls - the ARC and the states would
have to influence the form of projected energy growth.
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Three projected developments ^according to the study, account
for Appalachia's strengthened energy position.

First, industrial, commercial, and residential energy users
will shift from natural gas to coal and electricity.

Second, from a demand standpoint, a substantial number of
energy conversion facilities will be needed by the mid-1980 's to
convert coal and crude oil into the electricity, gas, and refined
products required by the increased future end-use fuel demand,
although physical development and regulatory constraints could limit
this growth.

Third, the external and internal demand for Appalachian coal
will, at a minimum, almost double in 10 years, with the most significant
increases occurring in central Appalachia, which by 1985, could
experience a demand up to 3 times its current 180 million-ton-oer-vear
production level. Higher levels of overall demand will depend on
the delivered costs of Appalachian coal relative to other competing
fuels (i.e., residual fuel oil and gas), to the delivered cost of
competing coal (e.g., from the Midwest or the West) and the
stringency of sulfur oxide air emission standards.

The economic benefits of increased coal demand and the related
production growth will accrue primarily to central Appalachia and
parts of northern Appalachia, the areas of greatest projected growth,
the report stated. However, these areas will also bear a substantial
share of the financial and land use burdens. The report pointed out
that by 19 85, as much as $2 billion and 1 million acres would be
required for schools, public facilities, transportation, and residential
structures

.

Higher-density areas, especially parts of northern Appalachia,
may also experience some increase in the level of air, water, and
solid waste pollutants, the report stated. Sources of this pollution
will include fossil-fueled electric plants (particulates, nitrogen
oxides, sulfur oxides, suspended solids, dissolved solids, biochemical
oxygen demand, and thermal discharges into the water), refineries
(hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide), nuclear-powered electric plants
(thermal discharges) , and coal mining (dissolved solids and solid
waste) .

The study used a general analytic methodology that can be applied
by the CEQ and the NSF in carrying out similar work for other regions
of the nation, and by the ARC and Appalachian states for additional
studies of their own region or states.

The conditions under which the energy consumption and production
findings, the socio-economic and environmental impacts, and the energy
policy implications were determined, ranged from circumstances in which
domestic energy supplies would be developed as rapidly as possible —
to a situation which assumes no new gas supplies, no fuel switching
from coal to other fuels, and relatively high oil prices.

The executive summary for the study is available from the National
Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield,
Virginia 22151:

Energy Supply/Demand Alternatives for the Appalachian Region
PB 242 944. $4,75 (microfiche, $2.25)

# # #
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DEPARTHENT OP LEPEWSE, Army Corps

Contact: Mr. Francis x. Kelly
Director, office of Public fiffairs
Attn: DAEN-PAP
Office of the chief of Engineers
0. S. Army Corps of Fngineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. w.
Washington, D. C. 20311
(202) 693-6861

Draft
Date

Tennessee River and Tributaries, Raintenance 07/29

Proposed is the continued dredging of maintenance dredge
sites , the disposal of approximately 53,000 cubic yards
of dredged materials, and the continued main-stem navi-gation channel and navigable tributaries of the Tennessee
fiiver and tributaries. Dredge materials will be disposedof at sites on islands, on nearby shoreline areas, and inwaters near the navigation channel. Adverse impacts in-clude the removal of portions of the river substrate, thedestruction of the biota at dredqed materials disposalsites. (Nashville District)
(ELR ORDER # 51121)

Pago Pago Harbor, Tutuila Island, Permit 07/22

American Samoa
The statement concerns permit applications for expansion,modification, and improvement of existing marine-orientedfacilities in the navigable waters of Pago Pago Harbor.The action should encouraoe planned development in theharbor region. (Honolulu District)
(ELR ORDER # 51060)

Bobil Pay Exploratory Oil Well Permit 07/17

Alabama
The proposed action is the issuance of a section 10 Permittor the drilling of an exploratory oil well in "lobile Bayas requested by Mobile Oil Corporation. Adverse impactsinclude increased noise levels in the Dauphin Islandvicinity, degradation of the aesthetic Quality of thearea, and the possibility of oil spills which would affect

(Et?0R0Er"?iC29r' ''' ""' -osystem. (Mobile District,

Lake Seminole and Jim Woodtutf Lock and Dam 07/23

Alabama Florida Georgia
The statement concerns the operation and maintenance ofthe powerhouse, lock, dam, and reservoir, including
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associated bnildinqs, water quality monitors, access roads,

public use areas, and boat channels. The constmctaon of

ne« recreational areas is also covered. The reservoir pro-

vides ideal habitat for the continued growth of aquatic

plants and ir.osquitoes. Other adverse impacts include the

loss of fish food organisms due to fluctuatinq pool levels,

aggrivated pollution due to increased navigation, and

dredging disruption. (Mobile District)

(ELF OhDER « 51063)

San Francisco Bay Area Baintenance Dredging 07/31

California . =, j -

The comDosite statement concerns the maintenance dredging

to authorized depths of 20 projects in the San Francisco

Bay Area. Dredged material fro» at least 15 projects are

disposed of at five designated aouatic sites. For the

other five projects land disposal is contemplated. Adverse

effects will reuslt from benthic disruption of dredging and

dredge disposal.
(ELH ORDEh # 51127)

Brunswick Harbor Improvement "'/

Georgia
County: Glynn
The proiect provides for improvements to BronswicK

Harbor, Georgia including deepening Bast River and

associated entrance channels, enlarging the existing turn-

ing basin and maneuver area, and constructing two channels

and a turning basin. Adverse impacts associated with this

proiect are loss of plankton and benthic organisms during

dredqing and temporary increases in turbidity and suspend-

ed solids- (Savannah District)

(RLR ORDER « 50973)

Altasaha, Oconee and Ocmulgee Rivers, Snaqging 07/11

Georqia
County: several
The proposed action is the maintenance of the channels in

the Altamaha, Ocomee, and Ocumulqee Rivers. The project

will consist of selective clearinq and snaqqmq by snaqqmg

vessels within the 60 to 100 foot wide channel along a

total stream length of 474 miles for purposes of continued

recreation and navigation. Adverse impacts include the

reduction in potential fish habitat and encouragement

of continued use by power boats. (Savannah District)

(ELR ORDER # 51002)

Kings Bay military ocean Terminal, Permit 07/11

Georgia
County: Camden
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Proposed is the granting of a per.it for »aintenance dredg-ang of the turning t«sin and entrance channel serving Kinq«.

for JJe^nn^o'''^^; l^^^.":^-^
" ^^^^^ Bay, Cu.berland^oJXfor the purpose of facilitating safe access to regolar

^!tC r>'"'"r^^' thereby sustaining the standby mobili-zation status of the ocean terainal. Dredging will causean increase xn suspended solids and turbidity. Disposaloperations will alter present habitats existing on dJIposalsites, cause so.e displacement of animal and Mrd specie!utilizing disposal sites, and produce adverse i«pacruJon
JsLnr';j\^*'^^?^c^^^ ^"''/''^ ^^"^^ '^1°« °f Cumberland

'EiroHliErniooar'"'
resignation). (Savannah District,

Kaneohe-Kailua Area Flood Control 07/23

Hawaii
County: Oahu
The project consists of a .detention da. and reservoir inthe headwaters of Kaneohe Stream and about 1,27a feet of

l^i''jjT-''JK°°®^
improvements at the stream outlet to Kaneohe

coL^^^i^ rfr^! °^ *^°°^ control for the urban area,
f^!? I r °*,*-'^®.^«» an*' reservoir will inundate 3,500feet of free-flowing streams and will result in some in-strusion on the residential area downstream due toincreased recreational use. The net loss of about 10 acres
h!nJr^-^f

*"^^ adversely affect the already decliningbanana industry. (Honolulu District)
(ELR 0RDE8 # 51071)

Ala Hoana Park Drainage Canal Improvements 07/25
Hawaii
County: Honolulu
The statement concerns the issuance of a permit to the Citvand county of Honolulu, Department of Public Works, to il-^

Vecl%iTl Hif ^J'^
*'- ;°^°' ^""^^ Drainage Canal. The pro-ject will fill the existing canal, excavate U2,000 cubicyards of material for a double-celled box drain, which will

l^d^rJdn
^''^^""«°'' "-^^ lagoons, construct a neJ parkroad bridge and new outlet into the Ala Wai Yacht Harbor

Basir'J^o^'^ %K^°" drainage pipe system into the KewaioBasin lagoon. The project will reduce the recreationaldiversity of the park by eliminating 28,500 sou^re ?eet ofestuarine habitat and its associated biolooical resource?

T.roir.ll l]llr''^
""^^^"^ inconveniences.

°"^^^^-

Tuttle Creek Lake Operation and Maintenance 07/14
Kansas
County: Riiey Pottawatomie flarshallThe proposed project is the continued operation andmaintenance of Tuttle Creek Lake, consistino of watercontrol operations, operation and maintenance of recreation
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areas, and Banaqenent ot project land and water resources.

Adverse inpacts include shoreline erosion, disruption of

recreation use, and danage to project roads and recreation

areas (all due to flood control operations); and dis-

turbance ot benthic life, fish populations, and use of the

lake (all due to sedimentation) .

(ELR ORDER # 51019)

Kentucky R. Basin Small Flood Control Project 07/14

Kentucky
county: Jessaeine
The proposed project consists of snagging and clearing

0.5 mile and removing sediment and debris from a channel of

Town Fork in Nicholasville, Kentucky. Construction of a

trash collector and bypass is also part of the proposal.

Adverse impacts include the alteration of aquatic habitat;

limited stream siltation; and temporary air and noise

pollution during construction.
(ELR ORDER # S1016)

Gordons Creek Flood Control 07/21

Mississippi
County: Forrest ,

The proposed flood control project for Gordons Creek in-

volves channel enlargement, clearing and snagging along

2.3S miles of the Creek. Adverse impacts include temporary

adverse effect to water quality and construction-related

noise and disruption. (Mobile District)

(ELR OHDEH i 51056)

latan Steam -Electric Generating Facility 07/03

flissouri
County: Platte
Kansas City Power and Light Company and St. Joseph Light

and Power Company have applied for a permit for proposed

construction of a 630 Hegawatt coal-fired steam-electric

generating facility and appurtenant structures on and m
the Rissouri River near the town of latan, Bissouri

.

The project will require the displacement of 2 families.

The use" of a once-through cooling system would adversely

affect plankton, fish, fish eggs, and larvae carried

through the system. Some fish would be lost from impinge-

ment on the intake screens. Construction disruption

would result. (Kansas City District)

(ELR ORDER « 50963)

Stocco Homes, Inc. Lagoon Development 07/23

J<ew Jersey
County: Cape Bay ,. ^. * *v
Proposed is the approval of a permit application for the
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construction of a waterfront residential development at
Ocean City, New Jersey. The construction inclades the
dredging of two additional lateral lagoons in an existing
lagoon systen, the bulKheading of these new lagoons and
all previously dredged lagoons, disposal of dredge spoil
Material behind inclosed sod banks on the site, and the
building of roadways, houses and dock facilities.
Construction would result in 113 new single faaily dwell-
ings, with docking facilities. (Philadelphia District)
(ELF ORDER # 51061)

Jeaez Canyon Dam, Pio Grande 07/01

New Hexico
The statement concerns the operation and maintenance of
Jemez Canyon Dam for flood damage redaction and sediment
retention. Storage of a 36,110 acre-foot recreation pool
at elevation 5,297 and development of recreation facilities
and zoning of project lands along the north shore and along
the upstream portion of the reservoir are also included,
idverse impacts include the loss of cottonwood, salt cedar,
and grass vegetation within the area of the proposed
recreation pool, some increased evaporation water losses,
and possible inundation of archeological sites.
(Albuguergue District)
(ELK ORDER # 50951)

Dunkirk Harbor Navigation Improvements 07/03

New York
County: Chantaogua
The proposed project for small-boat harbor improvements
at Dunkirk Harbor includes the construction of two rubble-
mound breakwaters and a footbridge, the dredging of four
channels and one mooring basin, and the removal of 83,000
cubic yards of bottom sediments. Adverse impacts will be
the elimination of 14.7 acres of bottom habitat; the dis-
turbance of 12.6 acres of benthic habitat; the disruption
of recreational activities during dredging; and increased
noise, dost, odors, turbidity, and traffic during con-
construction. (Buffalo District)
(ELh ORDER « 50968)

Kairport small Boat Harbor (2) 07/03

Ohio
County: Lake
The statement concerns the establishment of harbor
facilities for small craft on southern Lake Erie at the
Village of Fairport Harbor. The proposed development
would consist of dredging an approach channel, an L-shaped
dock channel, and construction of three stone breakwaters
and a stone revetment. In addition, local interests pro-
pose the construction of a marina. Adverse impacts include
the increased vehicular traffic in the area, and the alter-
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ation of bottom habitat by dredging and placement of

dredge. (Buffalo District)
(BLR ORDER » 50960)

Denison Dam, Lake Texoma , Red River O S n 07/21

Oklahoma Texas
The project entails the operation and maintenance of

Denison Dam, Lake Texoma, consisting of reservoir
regulation; flood control; management of land resources and

facilities; and management of leases, easements and other

outqrants. Adverse impacts include soil erosion and/or

compaction (due to recreational use, traffic, and wave

action and pool fluctuation) ; damage to and loss of vege-

tation (due to pool fluctuation and construction); and

alterations of the natural environment through recreational

development and constructxon.
(ELR ORDER # SlOSt*)

Cumberland River 5 B 07/28

Tennessee Kentucky
Proposed is the continued dredging of 16 maintenance
dredge sites, the disposalof approximately 60,000 cubic

yards of dredged materials, and the continued snag removal

and disposal within 381.0 miles of the authorized main-

stem navigation channel and navigable tributaries. Hydro-

power, recreation, dam and spillway, locks, navigation

aids, and flow regulation are included in the operations

and maintenance considerations. Dredging and dredge dis-

posal will disrupt the natural habitat of the river.

(ELR ORDER # 51108)

Aguilla Lake, Aquilla Creek (Supplement) 07/ia

Texas
County: Hill
The statement is a supplement of an eis filed with CEQ

27narch 197«». Proposed is a plan to increase the volume of

water storage for municipal and industrial use by U .7

million gallons per day. The conservation pool will per-

manently inundate about 1,992 additional acres of land

(a 61 percent increase) and the new flood control pool will

occasionally inundate an additional 635 acres. About 9

additional miles of stream will be lost due to inundation.

(Fort Worth District)
(ELR ORDER « 51020)

Sabine-Neches Waterway, Maintenance Dredging 07/21

Texas
County: Jefferson Orange
The proposed action is the maintenance dredging of the

Sabine-Meches Waterway for purposes of navigation. Removal
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of approxiaately aOO acres of tidal marsh will result froB
levee constrnction , and dredqinq operations will destroy
benthic organisns. (Galveston District)
(ELR ORDER « SIOUl)

Galveston Harbor and Channel Maintenance Dredging 07/21

Texas
County: Galveston
This stateaent concerns the maintenance dredging of
Galveston Channel, including deepening, dredging 4 million
cubic yards of sediment every 2 years, and placing dredged
materials in leveed land disposal areas. Adverse effects
will be: the covering of low quality vegetation in dis-
posal areas, the return of some pollutants to Galveston
Bay via the controlled spillways, the removal of bottom
dwelling organisms, and minor turbidity and resuspensioa
near the dredge. (Galveston District)
(ELR OhDER i 51091)

Oil Refinery and Marine Platform, St. Croix 07/15

Virgin Islands
The statement concerns consideration of a permit applica-
tion to construct and operate an oil refinery, submarine
pipeline, and marine terminal on the south coast of St.
Croix. Approximately 700 acres of scrap woodland will be
cleared in an existing industrial zone for the refinery, a
fixed platform will be constructed 1.05 miles offshore, a
submerged pipeline trench will be dredged to connect the
refinery and terminal, the exisitng shoreline will be
modified below mean high water, and a marine intake and
diffusing outfall will be constructed. Any ma^or oil spill
will have an adverse impact on the marine and intertidal
environments. (Jacksonville District)
(ELR ORDER # 51023)

Richmond Flood Protection aeasures (2) 07/22

Virginia
The statement is a revision of a draft eis filed with CEO
7 October 1974. The recommended pro^ject for flood pro-
tection for the area includes the construction of two
floodwalls to protect the Shockoe Creek area and a separate
f loodprooting project for the sewage treatment plant. A

portion of the old Libby Prison site would be permanently
covered by the wall on the north side, and a concrete
gravity wall will cover an area of river bottom
900* X 50 ». (Horfolk District)
(BLR ORDER # 51057)

Swinonish Channel Maintenance Dredging 07/03

Washington
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County: Skagit
The proposed project is the continued maintenance dredging
of the Squnomish Channel, a protected passage, for purposes
of commercial navigation. Dredging will cause the des-
truction of the benthic habitat, and will increase tur-
bidity of the water in the vicinity. In the long-term,
possibly significant amounts of agricultural land along the
upland shore and nudflat habitat in the intertidal areas
would be lost. Land-ase development made possible or
erosion by dredged material filling could result in ad-
verse secondary effects. (Seattle District)
(ELB ORDER # 50966)

Pinal Date

Willers Perry Lock and Dam, filabama 07/23

Alabama
County: Wilcox Dallas
Proposed is the comple .ion of construction of the aillers
Perry Project; the concrete gravity-type dam, powerhouse,
navigation lock, and reservoir have already been completed.
The projfect will result in the conversion of 1,689 acres
of agricultural and forest lands to public use areas, the
inundation of 17,200 acres of land, the loss of stream
fishery and mussel fishery, elimination of the mollusk,
"yuadrula stapes,* temporary increases in turbidity, and
loss of 9,300 acres of agricultural and forest land.
(Hobile District)
COMBENTS JIADE BY: DOI DOC HOD DOT EPA USD*

Alabama Office of State Planning
{ELB ORDER # 51077)

Bayou La Batre, naintenance Dredging 07/23

Alabama
The project involves maintaining existing channel dimensions
in the Bayou La Batre. The channel has an overall length of
approximately 33,500 ft. The project also includes main-
tenance dredging of a turning basi . Spoil from the inland
portion of the project, and that ai.ea extending about 2,000
to 3,000 ft. from shore, is pumped to diked land disposal
sites. Spoil from the remainder of the project is disposed
of in open-water sites adjacent to the channel. The dredging
will result in some disruption and destruction of benthic or
ganismr and terrestrial habitat. Dredging will also cause
temporary water turbidity. (Mobile District) (31 pages)
CO»ME!»TS MADE BY: EPA DOI DOC HDD DOT OSCG OSDA

S+- -te agencies
(ELR OKDER i 51080)

Tampa and Hillsborough Bays 07/01

Florida
The statement refers to the granting of a dredge permit to
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Benton and Company, Inc., and Bay-Con Industries, Inc.,
pursaant to Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899
for the purpose of dredging oyster shell from an area of
62 sg . niles, or U0,000 acres of Tampa and Hillsborough
Bays. Approximately 900,000 cubic yards of oyster shell
will be removed annually by those companies and used for
commercial purposes. Adverse impacts are the loss of
benthos in dredged areas and increased turbidity and sedimen-
tation during the dredging process. (Jacksonville District}
(161 pages)
COMMENTS nftDE BY: DOC OSCG KPA DOl

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDER « 50952)

St. Joseph's Bay 07/23

Florida
The statement refers to the maintenance dredging of the
entrance channel and inner harbor channels in St. Joseph
Bay. Spoil will be placed in diked areas on land. Adverse
impact will be to marine biota.
COHBENTS HADE BY: HDD DOT OSDA EPA DOl

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51073)

Canaveral Harbor, Maintenance Dredging 07/23

Florida
County: Brevard
The project involves the maintenance of required depths of
the navigation channel at Canaveral Harbor by removing
shoaled materials from the channel. Approximately 600,000
cubic yards of material is scheduled to be removed in 197U.
Adverse impacts of the project are the loss of some benthic
organisms, and temporary turbidity and siltation caused by
dredging. (Jacksonville District)
COnMENTS BADE BY: EPA OSDA DOl DOT

State agencies
(BLR ORDER # 51076)

Jacksonville Harbor (flaintenance Dredging) 07/23

Florida
The statement refers to the maintenance dredging of the
navigation channel at Jacksonville Harbor by removing
shoaled material from the channel. Approximately 1,000,000
cubic yards are scheduled for removal in FY-75 and Fy-76
with placement on the proposed Qaarantine Island site.
Adverse impacts are the destruction of some benthic organ-
isms, temporary turbidity, loss of some existing
terrestrial oroanisms and vegetation, and the loss of about
50 acres of marsh and about 675 acres of open water over a
20-year period. (Jacksonville District)
COBBERTS BADE BY: OSDA DOC DOl OSCG EPA
(ELR ORDER # 51079)
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Tatapa Harbor Pro3ec± (2) 07/28

Florida
The stateaent concerns the blasting anci dredqing of 7,000
acres in the Tanpa bay area. The proposed disposal plan
would place all naterial from both constroction and
naintenance in open water in areas of Tanpa Bay and the
Gulf of Bexico and on a beach area on nullet Key. Blasting
of several Billion cubic yards of hard rocK in various
sections of the ship channel will kill fish and living
organisms in the iianediate vicinity, and subseguent dredg-
ing will disturb the benthic habitat.
(Jacksonville District)
COBRENTS n*DE BY: OSD» DOC OSCG KPA DOI

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR OKDER # 51101)

Buford Dam and Lake Sidney Lanier 07/23

Georgia
County: several
The project involves the operation and naintenance of an
existing Bultipurpose dam and reservoir located on the
Chattanoochee &iver in Gwinett and Forsyth Counties. The
project provides flood control, navigation, hydro-
electrical power and recreational opportunities. Adverse
environmental effects include flooding of tributary months
downstream because of releases in peak power generation,
and discharges fron the project in late summer containing
low dissolved oxygen levels. (Bobile District)
COMHENTS BADE BY: DOT HOD DOI EPA DSDA DOC OSCG

State agencies
(ELh OBDER # 51072)

Beach Erosion, So. Boulevard, Fvanston 07/21

Illinois
Proposed is the construction of a 600 foot groin into Lake
Michigan at South Boulevard Beach in Evanston, and beach
nourishihent with 30,000 cu. yds. of sand. Adverse impacts
include: probable development of a scour hole directly down-
drift from the groin; creation of a possible safety hazard;
and disturbance to both human and aquatic populations during
construction activities. (Chicago District)
COBKEUXS BADE BY: EPA USDA DOC DOI DOT TOD

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51019)

Kent Creek Local Protection Project, Illinois 07/21

Illinois
County: Winnebago
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Proposed is a revised general desiqn for the local flood
control project at Kent Creek, Rock ford, Illinois. Project
Bieasores would include a dan and dry reservoir, as well as
channel work, on the Wotth Branch, and channel diversion and
the raising of the level of the existina da» on the South
Branch. Approxiaately 857 acres will be acquired for pro-
ject development; 22«i acres of vegetation and four niles
of stream will be lost. (Hock Island District)
CO?inK!ITS HADE BT:
(ELR OfiDER « 51050)

Laurel River Lake 07/28

Kentucky
The stateiient refers to the proposed construction of a dan
which will for» Laurel River Lake. Also included in the
project are a spillway, powerhouse, and development of out-
door recreational facilities. Prinary project purposes are
recreation and production of hydroelectric power. Adverse
iapacts are the inundation of 6.060 acres of land, reduction
of wildlife habitat and timber production and relocation
of 13 faaily units, and temporary negative effects on air
and water quality.
COaHKNTS BADE BY: OSDA DOI PPC TVA EPA HEW GEO OSCG DOT
(ELR ORDER # 51111)

Keneenaw Haiterway, Houghton County 07/10

nichiqan
County: Houghton
The proposed action is the continued operation and nain-
tenance of the Kenvtenaw Waterway. This activity includes
breakwater and revetaent repair, dredging, and dredge
material disposal. Adverse impacts include increased
turbidity, disruptions and covering of benthic dwelling
organisms during dredging operation, and the effects of
open-lake disposal into Lake Superior. (St. Paul District)
includes breakwater and revetment repair, dredging and
COHMENTS HADE BT: EPA OSDA COE HEW DOI OSCG
(ELR ORDER # 50990)

South Haven Harbor, aitigation of Shore Damage 07/21

nichigan
County: Van Buren
The statement refers to the mitigation of shore
erosion in the vicinity of South Haven Harbor.
The plan considered most practical is the creation
of "feeder beaches"to nourish the areas suffering
shore damage with littoral materials supplied in
part from the unpolluted dredging obtained during
harbor maintenance operations. Adverse impacts are
temporary turbidity of water at the operational sites,
and temporary increases in noise and inconvenience caused
by the construction and transportation operations associ-
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ated with the feeder beach formation. (Detroit District)
(45 pages)
COHHENTS BIDE BI : AHP OSDl DOC DOI BP»

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51051)

St. Joseph Harbor, Shore Daoage 07/23

nichigan
County: Berrien
The statement refers to the attempt to mitigate shore ero-
sion in the vicinity of St. Joseph Harbor. The plan con-
sidered most practical for this purpose entails the crea-
tion of "feeder beaches" to nourish the areas suffering
shore damage with littoral materials supplied in part from
the unpolluted dredgings obtained during harbor mainten-
ance operations. Adverse impacts include temporary turbid-
ity due to dredging, and temporary increases in noise dur-
ing construction.
(Detroit District)
COBHEHTS SADE BY: OSDA OSCG DOT BEW FPC HOD DOC EPA AHP
DOI
(ELR ORDER « 51078)

Clarence Cannon Dam and Reservoir, Salt River 07/30

flissouri
County: several
The project concerns the completion of the Clarence
Cannon Dam and reservoir on the Salt River to provide flood
control, hydroelectric power, watersupply, fish and wild-
life conservation, recreation and incidental navigation.
As of July 1, 1974, the construction was 28% completed.
Adverse effects include: the inundation of 18,600 acres
of wildlife habitat and 73 to 101 archeoloqical sites;
destruction of an historical site; and displacement of 74
families. (St. Louis District)
COanENTS HADE BY: EPA DOI OSDA DOT OSCG HEW FPC AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51125)

Hud Creek Local Protection Project 07/30

Oklahoma
The statement refers to the construction of the Hud Creek
Local Protection Project, Idabel, Oklahoma. The project
involves the widening and straiahtening of 8,950 ft. of
channel, removal of 10 bridges, and replacement of modi-
fication of 6 additional bridges. Adverse impacts include
the acgnisition of 16.4 acres of land, displacement of
14 houses, disturbance to flora and fauna, and increased
dust and noise pollution due to construction.
(Tulsa District)
COMMENTS BADE BY: DOI EPA DSDA DOT HOD AHP and
(ELF ORDER 51126)
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willamette River Basin, Riverbanks and Channels 0^/^^^

Oregon
The stateinent discusses a two-part plan dealing with actions
affecting riverbanks and channels in the Willamette River
Basin. The first part deals with bank protection along Will-
amette River and the lower reaches of its najor tributaries.
The second part of the pro-JGCt involves the continued oper-
ation and naintenance of Willianette Palls Locks without aa-
jor authorized isprovenents. The project will cause the des-
truction of sone fish and wildlife habitat along riverbanks.
(Portland District)
COHilES IS BADE BY: BPA DOC DOI nSDA FPC

state agencies and other organizations
(ELR ORDER # 51013)

ColUBbia River, Usatilla to the Dalles 07/29

Oregon Washington
Proposed is the manaqeDent of facilities, properties, and
authorities along Columbia River from Dmatilla, Oregon,
to The Dalles multiple-purpose projects. Included are reservation
land development, and processing of real estate entitlements
and Uepartment of the Army permits. Adverse impacts in-
clude fish losses due to delayed migration, passage through
turbines and spillways, aas supersaturation , stranding, re-
sidualisffi and other factors, air and water pollution from
alluminun production, and uolice and solid waste problems
associated with recreation sites. (Portland District)
COM.IENTS BADE BY: EPA USDA DOI HUD DOT FPC

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51122)

Chartiers Creek Local Flood Protection Project 07/09

Pennsylvania
County: Washington Allegheny
The statement refers to the continuation and completion of
a f looa protection project consisting of two independent
projects involving the widening, deepening, and realignment
of Chartiers Creek through 4.8 miles in the Canonsburg-
Houston area of Washington County and 11.2 miles in the
Carnegie-Bridgeville area of Allegheny County. Adverse im-
pacts are long-term loss of wildlife habitat, and increased
noise, air, and water pollution. (Pittsburgh District)

C0»5MENTS MADE BY: DOC USDA FPA DOI
State and local agencies

(ELP ORDER t 50986)

Ponce Harbor naintenance Dredging, Puerto Rico 07/23

Puerto Rico
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The project involves the maintenance of navigation channels
dt authorized depths by the removal of shoaled materials. Ap-
proximately 300,000 CM. yds. of material will be removed and
placed in an offshore disposal area. Adverse impact will in-
clude temporary siltation and destruction of some marine
biota. (Jacksonville District)
C0I5WBNTS PADS BY: USDA DOC DOT EPA OSCG
(ELK ORDER * 51074)

flarris Fork Creek, ohion and Forked Deer Rivers 07/23

Tennessee Kentucky
The project consists of a fenced, vertical-walled,
sculptured concrete-lined channel on Harris Fork Creek and
on South Fulton Branch in the urban areas and about 10
miles of channel enlargement on the stream from South Fulton
to the jonction with North Fork, Obion River. A small
amount of timberland and snail game habitat will be re-
duced. Sediment loads will increase during construction
and affect water quality. Th aesthetic appeal of the
stream bank in the rural areas will be lessened

-

(Memphis District)
COMMENTS aAD£ BY: DOI HUD TV A USDA EPA HEW DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51069)

Mest Tennessee Tributaries Project 07/25

Tennessee
The project involves channel work on 225 miles of the Obion
and Forked Deer River tributaries, in order to reduce the
frequency, depth, and duration of flooding. Additionally,
approximately 32,000 acres of woodlands will be acouired for
wildlife manafement, recreational, and environmental pur-
poses. Adverse impact will include erosion, water quality
degrodation , and loss of some wetlands. (Memphis District)
(5 volumes)
COMMENTS BADE BY: DOI OSDA EPA HEW DOT HDD

state agencies
(ELK ORDER « 51097)

Little Dell Lake Project 07/28

Utah
The statement refers to the proposed Little Dell Lake Pro-
ject, which will be a 275 foot high dam across Dell Creek.
The dam will impound 30,000 acre-feet of watei . The pro-
ject will include diversion structures, and will necessitate
the relocation of Highway 65. Project purposes include
flood control, municipal and industrial water supply, re-
creation, and fish and wildlife measures. The project will
inundate 3U0 acres of land and will require an additional
SH9 acres (in fee or easement) for project measures; much
of this land is wildlife habitat. A 1.5 mile section of the
the Bormon and Pony Express Trail, and the site of the
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Little Dell Pony Express Station will be inundated,
CONHENTS nAUE BT: EPi DOI USDi HUD

state agencies
(ELR OftDEH # 51113)

North Springfield Lake Operation 07/23

Vernont
The statenent refers to the annual operation and nain—
tenance of the North Springfield LaKe flood control
project, with its permanent 100 acre pool and pernanent
65 acre sabimpoandment r both of which provide opportnnities
for recreation activities. Flooding at certain times
could have serious effects on the reproduction of sone
fish and wildlife species. (Walthan District)
COHMENTS BADE BY: DOI HOD HEW EPA
(ELft OKDER # 51075)

Virginia Beach Erosion Control 07/21

Virginia
The statement refers to the continued nourishment of 3.3
miles of Virginia Beach shoreline hj truck haul of sand
from a designated stockpile site. Adverse impacts include
turbidity increases during dredging, loss of terrestrial
habitat, loss of sandy beach habitat, noise, and loss of
benthic and suspended life in dredged areas. (Norfolk
District)
COMMENTS BADE BY: EPA DOC DOI AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER t 51092)

Lower Granite Project, Snake River (3) 07/23

Washington Idaho
Proposed is the completion of a dam, generators, and navi-
gation lock at river mile 107.5 on the Snake River, and
operation of the Lower Granite project. The dam will have
a power capacity of 810,000 kilowatts when all six
generators are operational. The project also includes com-
pletion of highway, railroad, and utility relocations,
beautitication of the levees, and implementation of fish
and wildlife compensation measures. (Walla Walla District)
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI USCG DOC EPA FPC OSDA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51068)

Chief Joseph Dan, Columbia River 07/23

Washington
County: Douglas Okanogan
The statement refers to the Chief Joseph Dam and its reser-
voir, Rufns Woods Lake, located on the Columbia River. In-
volved is the continued operation and maintenance of the
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existing da«, powerhouse, reservoir, and associated lands,icludmg the granting of specified types of pemits- theaddition of 11 generating units to the powerhouse; and theraising of the normal full pool of the reservoir 10 feetwith associated aodifica tions to the dam. Adverse iapactsare alterations of Columbia River flow characteristics, thelowering of terrestrial and aquatic biological productivity,and the displacement of H5 persons. (Seattle District)
COMMENTS BADE BY: AHP DOC BOD DOI DOT EPA PPC

State and local agencies
(BLR OHDER # 51070)
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DEPABTHKNT OF C0«MT=:RCE

Contact: Dr. Sidney R. Caller
Deputy assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Coamerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(202) 967-1335

Mat'l Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin.

Draft Date

Importation of S. African Sealskins, Moratorium Waiver 07/18

The statement discusses the implications of granting or
denying a waiver to allow importation of raw sealskins from
the 1975 South African harvest for processing and sale in
the United States. The applicant, Pouke Co., is proposing
that skins taken after August 1 will meet U.S. reguire-
raents. Ho adverse ecological effects are anticipated, pro-
vided the fiepublic of South Africa continues its current
management policies-
(ELR OHDEK # 51035)
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DEPAKTHENT OF INTERIOR

Contact: Mr. Brace Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
KfK)in 7?o0
Department of the Interior
Wdshin^on, D.C. 20240
(202) 3a3-J891

Bureau of Land Hanaqement

^raft Date

Kaiparowits Power Project 07/28
Utah
Three participating companies propose to construct and
operate a 3,000 BH, coal -fired, electricity generating
station and related facilities on Kaiparowits Plateau in
southt^rn Utah. Twelve million tons of raw coal would be
taken annually fron four underground mines. A 500 kv
transmission system and supporting communication system
would span almost 1,460 miles in four states. The generat-
ing plant, mine, and all support facilities (including new
town, new highway, limestone quarry, and access roads)
would occupy 6,040 acres. The plant would omit 3U tons of
sulfur dioxide, 12 tons of particulates, and 250 tons of
nitrogen oxide per day.
(ELR ORDER # 51099)

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System 07/28

The statement concerns the granting of riaht-of-way permit
for an underground natural gas pipeline throuah Federal
lands. The b,280-fliile pipeline will cross all or portions
of Alaska; Yukon Territory, Northwest Territories, British
Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan (Canada); and 15 states
in the lower U.S. Impacts are assessed on each area
individually. The statement contains seven parts and
seventeen volumes.
(ELR OhDER « 51106)

Final Date

Sigurd to Cedar City Power Transmission Line 07/31

Otah
County: several
Proposed is the construction of a 230 KV transmission
line from Utah Power and Light Company's Sigurd substation
to Cedar City, Utah. Four alternative corridors, each over
100 miles long, are considered. Adverse impacts include
electronic interference, right-of-way clearing, wildlife
disturbance, weed infestations, and increased fire hazards.
(161 pages)
C03MKKTS MADE BY: DOI

Otah State Clearinahouse
(ELR OMDKF « 5112«)
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Increased Leasing, 10 f5illion Acres, OCS 07/11

Proposed is the acceleration of Outer Continental Shelf oil
and qas leasing in the years 1975 through 1978 by conduct-
ing six lease sales each year, including lease sales in
some or all frontier areas by 1978. Many of these areas
have little or no history of OCS oil and gas development.
The possible environmental impacts of such an increase are
examined and several scenarios are presented by which this
proposal could be affected. (3 volumes)
(FLh ORDER « 5100U)

Bureau of Sines

Draft D^^«

Surface subsidence Control in Mining Hegions 07/17

The project entails the control of surface subsidence due

to collapsing mine voids by hydraulically flushing solids

into the mine voids under endangered areas. The temporary

adverse effects of this operation include noise, dust,

water spills, partial blocKinq of streets, and some safety

hazards.
(BLR 0RDF:K « b1031)

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Draft ^3te

"ixssouri Kiver, Nat'l Wild and Scenic Rivers System 07/31

Montana
Propostd is the inclusion of a 128-iiiile segment of the

Missouri River and 147,600 acres of adjacent land in the

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The segment would

be classified as follows; "72 miles wild, 39 miles scenic,

cjnd 17 miles recreational under the administration of the

Butedu ot Land Manaqement and Fish and Wildlife Service,

commtrrcial and residential development would be prohibited.

{ELh ORDER t 5113U)

Bonneville Power Administration

Draft oate

BPA - FY 1977 Proposed Program 07/17

Proposed is the construction of the following fiscal year

1977 new facility additions and modifications to BPA's

electric transmission system: B8 miles of new transmission
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lines, six new substations, nidintenance of 12,600 miles of
existing lines and relaterl structures, and vegetation
control on 18,000 acres of transmission line riqhts-of-way
and 860 acres of substation land. Adverse effects will be:
conversion of 300 acres of forestland for transmission line
rights-of-way; permanent removal of 7S acres of vegetative
cover; visual impacts to 3 waterways and 3 roadways; in-
creased turbidity and siltation in waterways and several
streams; air pollution during slash burnina.
(ELB ORDER # 51033)

bureau of Reclamation

»"ft Date

Sugar Pine Dam, Reservoir and Conduit 07/21

California
County: Placer
Proposed is the construction of Sugar Pine Dam reservoir,
and conduit for the purpose of providing a water supply to
the area served by the Foresthill Public Utility District.
Water will be conveyed by an 8-mile pipeline from the 160-
acre lake to a UO-acre-foot regulating reservoir. Con-
struction of the 173-foot dam will convert 2 miles of trout
stream to a 7,000 acre-foot lake. The reservoir will flood
the wildlife habitat of 24 resident deer and numbers of
smaller animals.
(ELh OhbUh # 51052)

Pour Corners Powerplant and Navajo Kine, Modification 07/21

New Mexico
County: San Juan
The Four Corners Powerplant proposes to modify the air
pollution equipment on all units: in order to bring the
plant into compliance with exisitng state and federal
standards. A 200-acre limestone guarry and kiln would
i>e opened 130 miles northwest of the plant. Utah Inter-
national Inc. (Kavajo Mine) is requesting an additional
dm«>ndffient to their present lease. Amendment Poor to the
Navajo nine would disturb approximately 3,000 acres of land
over its 30 -year life. If mine reclamation is not success-
tul, this could be a permanent displacement.
(ELK ORDER # 51053)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Draft Date

(iat»l Fish and Wildlife Health Research Lab 07/28

West Virginia
County: Jefferson
Proposed is the construction and operation of a National
Pish and Mildlife Health Research Laboratory at Leetown,
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Hest Virginia, to develop nethods ot identification and
control of fish and wildlife diseases. Adverse effects
include alteration of the site, loss of open space, and the
possibility of the escape of non-native fishes or disease
oryanisms into local waters.
(ELB OhDER « b1112)

Final Date

Proposed Havasu Wilderness, California 07/02

California
County: San Bernardino
Proposed is the det.ignation of 2,510 acres of the H^,li9S

acre Havasu National Wildlife Refuge as part of the natural
wilderness Preservation System. The action would afford
addeii lecrislative protection to these lane's; some future
managenient options would be precluded.
COnWENTS HADE BY: DSDA DOl

state agencies
(ELh OKDEB # 50956)

?1issisguoi Wilderness Area 07/21

Vermont
County: Franklin
The proposal recommends that 620 acres including
Shad Island xn aissisquoi National Wildlife Refuge, be
designated as wilderness within the National Wilderness
Preservation System. wilderness designation would pre-
clude the option to develop and intensively manage for
maximum wildlife production. ClU pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: IISDA DOC DOI
(ELK OKDF.H # 51015)

National Parle Service

Draft Date

Knife Hiver Indian Villages Nat*l Historic Site 07/21

North DaKuta
County: Kercer
The National Park Service proposes the establishment of
Knife I<iver Indian Villages National Historic Site in
Nortii Dakota, to protect and interpret a cluster of four
Indian village sites on (29.56 acres of land near the con-
fluence of the Knife and (Missouri Rivers north of Stanton,
vorth Dakota. The project will result in social impact
IroB. acouisition of properties and ecological impact
through increased visitor use.
(ELh OhDFR » SIOUU)
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Final Date

Proposed Dinosaar National "lonunient Wilderness 07/28

Colorado Utah
Proposed is the legislative designation of 45,100 acres
of the Dinosaur National Monunent as wilderness. An addi-
tional 130,300 acres would be designated as "Potential
Wilderness Addition." The action would result in the
restriction of motorized river runs, and of backcountry
visitor use; the preclusion of motor vehicle access; and
the restriction of certain types of research projects.

COHHENTS HADE BI : USDA COE DOC DOl DOT FPA FPC
State agencies

(ELR ORDEft « 51115)
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DEPARTBENT OP TRflNSPOKTATIOH

Contact: Br. Martin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
400 7th Street, 5.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) t»26-'»357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

Noxse hedaction Requirements, Sabsonic Transport 07/1U

The proposed action is an aiiiendment of the Federal Aviation
Regulations, Part 36 to provide for three stages of noise
reduction, to require new applications for type certifi-
cates to comply with noise limits more restrictive
than those in current Appendia C, and to increase the
severity of the acoustical change requirements for air-
planes that comply with current Appendix C. These pro-
posals would apply to transport category large airplanes
and to turbojet powered airplanes. Hinor increases in fuel
consumption would result.
(ELR OKDER # 51005)

Elba Municipal Airport 07/02

Alabama
County: Coffee
The proposed project entails the acquisition of 39.7 acres
of land in fee simple and 22.3 acres as easement for the
construction of a runway, aircraft parking apron, taxiway,
lighting, automobile parking lot, fencing and other
navigational aids and the relocation of 5600 feet of
county road . Adverse effects include increased noise
level, slightly increased air pollution, the clearing of
acres of trees and short-term construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 50956)

Detroit-Wayne Co. Airport, Runway (Supplement) 07/09

Michigan
County: Wayne
The statement is to supplement an eis filed with CEQ
10 April 197H. The specific issues addressed consist of
those in the opinion of the OS District Court, Eastern
District of Bicbigan, Southern Division. Data is included
to rectify the distortion or omission of information in
the statement which the court found misleading.
(BLR OKDER i 50987)

Final Date

Southern Idaho Regional Airport, Jerome County 07/03
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Idaho
County: Jerome
The statement refers to the Southern Idaho Reqional Airport
Authority proposal tor a new reqional airport in southern
Jerome County. The airport would consist of a main runway,
parallel taxiway, terminal building, aprons, lighting,
fencing and parking facility. Adverse impact of the pro-
ject will be the increase in the levels of air and noise
pollution. (36 pages)

COBMENTS MADe BT : DOT EPA DOT HDD COF DOC
State agencies

(ELF ORDER « S0967)

Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

Hest Lee St., 1-65 Interchange, Chickasaw 07/17

Alabama
County: !!obile
The proposed action is the construction of an interchange
for Interstate b5 with West Lee Street in the City of
Chickasaw, Alabama. The total distance covered by the
project is 0.7 mile. The project is located in a

primarily residential area and pressures for commercial
development are expected. A number of businesses and
families will be displaced.
(ELR OFDEK # 5103U)

Arizona Forest Highway 12, Young to SR 260 07/23

Arizona
County: Coconinio Oila
The proposed action involves the imDrovement of Forest
Highway 12, located in Tonto and Sitgreaves National
Forests, from a dirt road to an all-weather highway by
grading, paving, and construction of proper drainage
structures. The project will cause inconvenience and dis-
ruption of traffic, require the use of grazing and timber
land, cause the removal of vegetation with the subsequent
threat of erosion, and directly change the wildlife habitat
in the area . The road will also lead to increased
recreational and developmental pressures.
(ELR ORDER # 51064)

Bobby Jones Expressway, OS 1 to Savannah R. 07/03

Georoia
County: Richmond
The statement concerns the construction of a lO.U-mile
segment of the Bobby Jones Expressway from D.S. 1 to a
crossing of the Savannah River. The expressway will pro-
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vide a U-lane divided circumferential route around the
city of Augusta. Adverse impacts include increased traffic
noise in the area, water quality impacts in terms of slight
changes in Savannah Hiver flood velocities fron bridging,
and air quality iepacts.
(ELR OEftEh # 50962)

US S6, Kauai Belt Road, Hanalei to Kalihiwai 07/08

Hawaii
County: Rauai
The proiect entails the realignment and widening to 2 lanes
of a j.5 »ile segment of Kuhio Highway (I'AP 56) located in
the Hanalei District, Island of Kauai. Adverse environ-
mental impacts include the displacement of to 1 homes,
increased noise along tne route, increased nitrogen oxide
emissions, the removal of as many as 6 large trees and
several smaller trees, and temporary construction dis-
ruption. (106 pages)
(ELR Of<DER # 5>0979)

McLean Boulevard, Wichita 07/2B

Kansas
County: Sedgwick
Proposed is the construction of an extension of McLean
boulevard from BacArthur Road to 29th Street in Wichita

«

Kansas. The facility will be four lanes with signals,
channelization, and auxiliary lanes where required. One
residence would be displaced in the land acquisition for
right-of-way

.

(PLR ORDEk # 51107)

1-670, Kansas City (Supolement) 07/28

Kansas
County: Wyandotte
The proposed project includes a new multilane highway ex-
tending from 1-70 to the flissouri-Kansas State line. The
supplement contains an air Quality analysis for the
project.
(ELR ORDER « 51109)

US 27, FlatrocK to Greenwood 07/03

Kentucky
County: McCreary
The project consists of the improvement of US 27 from
Flat Rock to Greenwood, 6 miles in length, to a 2-lane
facility with stabilized shoulders the truck passing lanes.
Adverse impacts include the displacement of 10 families and
one business, a serious threat of excessive erosion and
sedimentation, undesirable aesthetic effects, minimal in-
creases in noise and air pollutants.
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(KLR ORDER # 5096U)

KY 80 (Somerset-London Road) , Pulaski & London Co. 07/07

Kentucky
County: Pulaski Laurel
The proposed construction of KY 80, 1 i|-lane highway,
begins near Rockcastle hiver (Pulaski County) and termi-
nates 4.3 miles eastward near existina KY 80 and Bernstadt
(Laurel County) . Adverse effects include increased noise
levels along the new route, loss of 140 acres of wildlife
habitat and sone vegetation, displacement of 1 to U hones,
lifflited erosion and sedimentation during construction, and
temporary construction disruption.
(ELH ORDER # 5097S)

US 31-F, Allen Co., Kentucky 07/08

Kentucky
County: Allen
Proposed is the relocation of a portion of OS 31-E from 2.2
miles North of the Tennessee State Line to the point of
intersection with OS 231 near the West City Limits of
Scottsville. Negative impacts of the reconstruction of the
6.42 mile segment include the disruption and relocation of
homes and businesses, grave relocations, hampered traffic
moveaents during construction, and disruntion of sanitary
facilities. The project may also cause an increase in air
and noise pollution

-

(ELF ORDtfi # 50982)

Salem-Peabody Connector Road and Bridge 07/10

fiassachusetts
County: Essex
Proposed is the construction of a new arterial roadway
through Peabody and Salem paralleling Lowell, Main,
Boston, and Bridge Streets and directly linking the
Northshore communities in the area with Route 128. Two
alternatives are considered. The project will displace
5 to 8 houses and 19 to 21 businesses. Construction dis-
ruption and noise and air pollution will result.
(ELR ORbBR i 50993)

Street and Track Improvements in Rastonia 07/02

north Carolina
County: Gaston
The project proposes to eliminate certain street-railway
grade crossings and to make major street improvements
within the central business area of Gastonia. Adverse
effects include the displacement of 75 families and in-
dividuals and 37 businesses and industries and minor
erosion and siltation due to construction.
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(FLF ORDER # b095H)

US 62 ana SH 82 07/29

Oklahoma
County: Cherokee
Proposed is the improvesient of OS 6 2 and SR 82 from their
junction south of Tshlequah, Oklahona, north to approxi-
mately 0.*» miles north of Allen Road, a distance of
6.1 niles. Tte anoant of land needed for riqht-of-way and
the number of residential displacements depends upon the
alternative chosen.
(ISLR ORDKR i 51119)

Connector Highway, US 276 to US 76, S.C. 07/23

South Carolina
County: Laurens Greenville Anderson
Proposed is a 30-Bile, 4-lane, divided connector route from
U.S. 276 in Laurens County to U.S. 76 southeast of Ander-
son, South Carolina. The project would result in improved
access to Anderson industrial area from central South
Carolina and economic development and growth throughout the
the corridor. Twelve residences and possibly one business
would be displaced and some disruption to wildlife and
temporary effects to streams by bridging construction would
result.
(ELh OKDKR # 5106S)

SR 6 7, Johnson city to Eliza bet ht on 07/22

Tennessee
County: Slizabethton Washington Carter
Proposed is the construction of a 6.5 mile segment of
State Route 67 between SR 9 1 in Elizabethton and
Appalachian Corridor "B" in Johnson City. The project will
displace 11 businesses and 76 families and will introduce
air and noise pollution into the area.
(BLR OhDKfi # 51059)

Beltway 8, I.H. 10 to I.H. 45 07/2«»

Texas
County: Harris
The proposed project is the construction of a 17.4 mile
seament of Beltway 8 encircling Houston. This controlled-
access road will have 8 lanes, interchanges at major
thoroughfares, and rights-of-way from 420 to 530 feet wide.
Adverse impacts include the loss of an unspecified amount
of wildlife habitat, with particular danger to the en-
dangered Houston toad; increased vehicle emissions to
adjacent properties; noise levels exceeding EPA design
noise levels; and temporary construction disruption.
(ELK ORDER « 51088)
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Beltway 8, froia O.S. 59 to l.H. 10 07/24

Texas
County: Harris
This project entails the construction of 10.1 miles of
Beltway 8 (encircling Houston), from D.S. 59 to l.H. 10.
The Beltway is an 8-lane, control led -access highway with
120- to 530-foot wide rights-of-way, and interchanges at
aajjor thoroughfares. Adverse impacts include the
acquisition of land for rights-of-way, the removal of 150
pine trees, increased noise exceeding EPA design levels,
and increased vehicle emissions to adjacent properties.
(ELR ORDER # 51089)

Appalachian Corridor "K", Lorent2 to ElKins 07/09

West Virginia
County: Opshur Barhoor Randolph
The stateoent concerns three consecutive west to east seg-
ments of Corridor •*»* of the Appalachian Development
Highway System. The entire project will run for 25.4 miles
and will be divided with two lanes in each direction. The
project will displace 19 businesses and 48 families and
will require several stream relocations and adjustments.
The improvement in accessibility to this area which the
proposed projects will provide should attract new industry
to the area and stimulate the growth of existing industries
and businesses

.

(ELR ORDER # 50983)

Final Date

S.H. 160-550, LaPlata County 07/21

Colorado
County: La Plata
The project involves the construction of approximately 4.6
miles of four-lane highway on S.H. 160-550 beginning at
their north intersection in Uuranqo and extending to their
south intersection 3.8 miles south of Durango. Adverse
impacts are loss of veaetation, disturbance to the Ammas
River due to bridge crossing and/or channel changes and
the displacement of 13 families and 5 businesses.
(242 pages)
COfiMENTS BADE BY: COE DOC USD A HOD DO I FPA

State aoencies
(ELR ORDER # 51046)

O.S. 23, Letcher County 07/14

Kentucky
County: Letcher
The statement refers to the proposed construction of O.S.
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23 beginning at the Kentuclcy-Virginia state line and exten-
ding 2.5 ailes in a northerly direction to a junction with
U.S. 119 northwest of Jenkins. There will be increased
noise levels and a degradation of water quality in Elkhorn
Lake.
COMMENTS MADE BY: HEW HDD EPH DOl USDA

state agencies
(ELR OhDER # 51008)

Russell Road, fiichigan 07/14

Richigan
County: Lenanee
The proposed project is the construction/reconstruction of
Russell Boad from f1-52 east of Rogers Highway, for a distance
of 4.0 Biles. The facility will require 4.5 acres tor
right-of —way . Loss of wildlife habitat will occur. Ground
water levels/flows say be be disrupted. Increased levels
of litter, noise, air, and water pollution will be imposed
on lands adjacent to the highway. (45 pages)
COMrtENTS BADE BY: COE OSCG EPA OSDA DOI DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51007)

1-15, ftontana 07/16

Bon tana
The three projects enconpassed in this report, Armstead
North and South, Pipe Organ North and South and Pipe Organ
hforth, involve the addition of a pair of southbound lanes
parallel to the existing two-lane interstate highway.
Length of the projcnrt is 19.9 miles. Some new right of
way will be required for the projects. The Pipe Organ
Landslide area will be altered by excavation.
COMMENTS BADE BY: DSCG EPA

state and local agencies
(ELP ORDER f 51024)

O.S. 30, Columbus, Nebraska 07/31

Nebraska
County: Platte
The proposed project is the improvements of US 30 for 0.9
mile. The improvement includes widenina the existing via-
duct over the Union Pacific Railroad tracks. Two service
stations and 3 houses will be displaced. An increase in
noise levels will occur.
COriMENTS BADE BY: DOT COE EPA OSDA DOl

state aaencies
(ELR ORDER « 51130)

O.S. 6, Kly, Nevada 07/21

Nevada
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County: White Pine
Proposed is the relocation and constraction of a 2 Hiile
segment O.S. 6 from one mile south of the intersection with
O.S. SO (flultman Street) to an intersection with Payette
Avenae. The project will require the conversion of 36.6
acres of land from private and municipal use to highway
use- Construction disruption will result. (79 pages)
COBttENTS HADE BY:
(ELR ORDFP I SlOaO)

State Road 283, Hew Hexico 07/31

New Bexico
County: San fSiguel
Proposed is a project for iaprovement of two-lane SR 283
from 1.1 ailes west of 1-025 to Mineral Hill, a distance of
approximately 11 miles. It will probably entice more
visitors to the area, therby producing problems of litter
control, some degradation of natural vegetation and re-
duction in wild life population.
COMHtNTS BADE BY: EPA DSDA

state agencies
(ULR ORDER « 51131)

Poughkeepsie East-West Arterial and SH 519 07/07

New York
County: Dutchess
The proposed project is the construction of the
Poughkeepsie East-West Arterial and Poughkeepsie-Pleasant
Valley, S.H. 649 to complete the arterial. Arterial length
is 5.75 miles. The project will displace J8 businesses
and 271 families. A 1(1) review has been filed to obtain
land from five public/private owned park/recreation areas.
An increase in air, noise and water pollution will occur.
(101 pages)
COMKRNTS HADE DY : USDA DOC HEW PPC EPA COE DOT DOI

State, county, regional,
and local agencies

(ELR ORDEH » 50972)

Oregon State Highway 42, Coos bay-Roseburg 07/14

Oregon
County: Douglas
Proposed is the reconstruction of 5.0 miles of Oregon State
Highway 42 between Slater Creek and Hystic Creek. Recon-
struction will provide two 12* travel lanes and 8* shoulders
There will be bridge construction for river crossings; exis-
ting river alignments will be partially modified. Some wild-
life habitat and recreation land will be committed to right-
of-way .

COMMENTS HADE BY: DOI USDA COfc DOC EPA
state and local agencies

(ELS ORDER i 51015)
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Lower Columbia River Highway (tr.S. 30) 07/18

Oregon
County: Colusibia
The proposed action would modernize a 5.1 mile section of
U.S. 30 by widening the exisiting roadway from two to four
lanes, modifying grades and curvatures, and increasing the
width ot turn radii of intersecting county roads. The pro-
ject would displace 14 operating businesses and 17
families, and would reguire ttie acguisition of approximate-
ly 31 acres for highway right-of-way. Other adverse im-
pacts include the removal of aouatic habitat associated
with the proposed rechannelization of a 250-foot meander of
the South Fork of Scappoose C'ree^, and the removal of vege-
tation.
COIMENTS MADE BT: COE DOI EPA, State agencies
(ELB OhDER # 51038)

West Portland Park and Ride 07/18

Oregon
County: Multnomah
The statement refers to the proposed West Portland Park and
Ride project for the city of Portland. The purpose of the
proposal is to select a terminal site and route for an ex-
pr*>ss bus system operating between West Portland and the
Portland central business district. Adverse impacts are the
displacement ot families and businesses, possible increased
noise in building near the selected site, and construction
disruptions

.

COMMENTS n&h£ BY: DOT EPA HOD DOI USDA
(ELR ORDER # 51039)

U.S. 80, Arlington, Texas 07/01

Texas
County: Tarrant
The proposed highway improvements will comprise a trumpet-
type interchange with the ability to interchange traffic
from Abram Street to Fielder Hoad and from Division Street
(U.S. Highway 80) to Fielder Road, and at the same time
completely eliminate the extremely confusing and dangerous
at grade railroad crossing that presently runs through the
middle of these heavily travelled intersections. The
negative environmental effects will be the displacement of
one family, along with the usual pollution aspects of in-
creased nighway traffic.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOT HEW HUD KPA COE USDA DOI
(ELR ORDER # 50953)

SH b bypass. Falls Co., Texas 07/02

Texas
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CoDnty: Falls
Proposed is the construction of the SH 6 bypass, from
3.0 miles south of Barlin to 2.0 miles north of the city.
Total leaqth of the four-lane facility will be approxi-
mately five miles. Construction of the project will result
in the talcing of riyht-of-way and the displacement of
twelve -residences and businesses.
(72 paqes)
CXJMMENTS rtADB BY: HEW EPA

Heart of Texas Council of Governments

.

(ELR OHDEH # 50955)

O.S. Coast Guard

Final Date

Gulf LORAN-C Project 07/15

The statement concerns the expansion of the LOftlM-C
(Long Ran>_je Aid to Navigation) coverage to include the
harbors, esturaries, and the Coastal Confluence Zone of
the Gulf of nexico. This expansion of coverage will re-
guire the construction and operation of three transmitting
stations at Halone, Florida, Grangeville, Louisiana, and
Raymondville, Texas. Adverse impacts include the con-
version of forest to pastureland at the Grangeville site
and construction disruption,
COBWENTS MADE BX : EPA DOC DOD DOI

state and local agencies
(SLK ORDER # 51022)
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BMVIMONHENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Contact: nr. Sheldon fleyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
RooB 3630 Waterside Mall
Washington D-C. 20«»60

(202) 755-09UO

Pinal Date

Houston Wastewater Facilities 07/03

Texas
Proposed is the granting of Federal funds to the City of Houston for
expansion of wastewater collection and related facilities
for the District 47 Regional Sewaqe Treatment Plant- The
proposed facilities have been designed to carry wastewater
currently treated by 2 small treatment Plants and will be
the 199U estimated population of 42,400 persons. Sludge wil
Adverse impacts are increased noise levels, occasional
odors, and normal construction disruptions.
COnnBNTS n&DE BY: DOT COE HOD OSDA

State agencies
(ELR OfvDEK f 5096 1)

Easthaven Wastewater Facility, Houston 07/15

Texas
County: Harris
Proposed is the addition of 1.5 mgd of capacity to the O.S
Higd Easthaven treatment facility. The enlarged olant would
provide secondary biological treatment process. Adverse im-
pacts will be those of construction disruption, and opera-
tional noises and odors.
COnr.tNTS nAUE BY: DOT HEW OSDA COF HDD DOI

state and local agencies
(ELK ORDER # 510 21)
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ENERGY RESEARCH DKVKLOPI v.NT ADMINISTRATION

Contdct: rtr. w. Herbert Penninqton
Office of Assistant Administrator
E-201, KRDA
Washington, D.C. 205U5
(301) 973-«l2ai

Pinal Date

TaKonaK. Fusion Test Reactor Facilities 07/30

«ew Jersey
County: niddlesex
The statement concerns the design and construction of the
TakoBiak Fusion Test Reactor (T?TR) fusion device, the TFTS
Fxperimenta 1 Facility which houses this new Tokamak system
and the support facilities required to imperoent the TFTR
experiment program. The proposed location is on the
Forrestal Compus of Princeton University where similar
controlled numclear fusion studies are beinq performed.
Adverse xmpacts include release of trace quanitities of
of radioactivity, limited icina or fogging from cooling
towers and construction disruption.
COMMENTS flADK Bf: FPC OSDA 3PA NRC NSP DOI

State agencies and individuals
(ELR ORDER # 51124)
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FEDKR&L POWEF CORKISSION

Contact: Dr. Richard P. Hill
Acting Advisor on Rnvironnental Quality
4ai G street, N.».
Washington, D.C. 20426
(202) 386-60&U

Draft Date

Calcasieu LUG Project 07/31

Louisiana
County: Calcasieu
The statement concerns an application from Trunkline LNG
Company seeking authorization to import liguifiec! natural
gas fro» Algeria to a terminal to be constructed about
12 miles southwest of Lake Charles in Calcasieu Parish,
Louisiana. Trunkline Gas Company has also filed a

certificate application to construct and operate approxi-
mately 45. b miles of 30-inch diameter pipeline and a
metering station. The project »*onld require the clearing
of approxiBidtely 475 acres of land and the alteration of
some of the physiographic features of the existing
environment

.

(ELP OhDiSh # 61132)

Kascogas, Distrigas, LNG Permit (Supplement) 07/16

New York
The statement is a supplement to a final eis file with CBQ
3 July 1974. It consists of an addition of data analyzing
the vapor dispersion from a nassive instantaneous spill of
LNG on water.
(ELK OhDBK i 51028)

Kascogas, Algonquin Gas, LNG Permits (Supplement) 07/16

Khode Island
The statement is a supplement to a final eis filed with CEO
8 August 1974 and contains new data on vapor cloud travel
in the event of a large LMG spill on water.
(ELH OhDEF # 51027)

Final Date

Kxxon Pipeline, Docket CF74-35, California 07/28

California
Proposed is the granting of a certificate of public con-
venience and necessity for the construction of a pipeline,
onshore gas treatment facilities, and related facilities
for tht» transportation of natural aas from Fxxon*s pro-
duction platform in the Santa Ynez Unit, Santa Barbara
Channel Area to proposed treatment facilities in Las
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Flores Canyon. According to the statement, environmental
inpact would occnr with respect to "effects on man,
wildlife, vegetation, beach areas, soil, water quality,
air quality, and noise levels."
COnMENTS n&DE BY: KRDA COE OSCG DOI BEW OSDA DOC AHP EPA
(ELK OHDER « 51102)
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GENKRAL SERVICES ADfilNISTftATION

Contact: Mr. Andrew E. Kauders
Executive Director of FnvironiBental Affairs
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, M.w.
Washington, D.C. 20U05
(202) 3U3-41b1

Draft Date

Pederal Youth Center 07/2'»

California
County: Ventura
The proposed action is the construction and operation
of a 195,000-square foot correctional facility, the Federal
Youth Center, on a 31S-acre site near Camarillo. Adverse
impacts include the permanent removal of 85 acres of arable
land from agricultural use, an insignificant increase in
air pollution, and temporary construction disruotion.
(ELK ORDFR « 51090)

Port Holabird Disposal, Baltimore 07/10

Maryland
County: Baltimore
The action consists of the disposal of 226. B5 acres of Fort
Holabird, Baltimore City as follows: approximately 179.20
acres through negotiated sale *ith the City of Baltimore,
approximately 37 acres by assiqnroent to the Bureau of Out-
door recreation for conveyance to the City of Baltimore for
park and recreation purposes, approximately U acres by
assignment to BOR for conveyance to Baltimore County, and
approximately t>.66 acres through Sealed Bid Sale. Adverse
effects to the environment would result from increase in
noise, emission pollutants due to increased traffic, in-
crease in sewage, water, and other utilities including
solid waste disposal.
(ELR GRDEIc # 50958)

Santa Fe Leased Parking Facility 07/28

New Sexico
County: Santa Fe
The prooosed action consists of leasing space in Santa Fe,
New nexico, to provide parking for 'ederal, visitor, and
employee-owned vehicles. The lease, which will most likely
result in new construction, will consist of 200 square
feet of parking area for 250 vehicles. Construction dis-
ruption will result.
(T?LIt OHDKF # 51101)

Federal Youth Center, Bastrop, Texas 07/07
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Texas
County : Bastrop
The project consists of construction of 1US,000 square feet
of space for a Federal Uouth Center to be operated by the
Bureau of Prisons near the city of Bastrop, Texas. Adverse
impacts include minor increases in traffic volume and
noise at the site, slight deqraddtion of air Quality due to
the increased traffic, and temporary construction disrup-
tion. (167 pages)
(ELR OKDfiR « 50977)

Federal Building and Parking Facility, Norfolk 07/18

Virginia
The proposed action consists of the construction of a
Federal Building and parking facility for the consolidation
of Federal agencies in Norfolk, Virginia. The cost of the
project, including site acguisition , relocation, design,
construction and inspection will be about 11.5 million.
Long-ter« environmental impacts are primarily those related
to the use of limited resources and City services necessary
for the operation of the facility.
(JiLR ORDKR « 5103«)

Final Date

Federal office Building, New tfaven 07/25

Connecticut
Proposed is the construction of a Post Office-Federal Buil-
ding in New Haven, and the retention and renovation of the
existing U.S. Post Office and Courthouse. The two oroiects
will be part of a Governrnt-nt center complex being planned
by the City of New Haven. There will be adverse impact from
construction disruption.

connsNTS n*DE bi: ahp doi osda dlab hfh hud dot fpa
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDFH # 51096)

Border Patrol Sector Headquarters, siarfa, Texas 07/07

Texas
County: Presido
Proposed is the construction of a 4-building, 29,000 square
foot complex to house the operation of the Porder "atrol,
a branch of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The complex will include facilities for vehicle repair and
storage and a parking lot for 35 vehicles. The existing
buildings on the 8.2-acre site will be used until com-
pletion of the new facility, and them removed. Con-
struction distruption will result.
COflHENTS flADB PT: DOT AHP COF HEW EPA DOI USD A

(ELK ObDEFl # 50974)
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DEPABTBENT OP HUD

Contact: Hr. Bichard tl. Broun
Director, Office ot Environmental
Quality
Room 7258
fl51 7th Street, S.W.
washinqton, D.C. 20410
(202) 755-6308

Draft Date

Westbury Subdivision, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 07/29

Illinois
County: Cooli
The statement concerns FKA ?flortqage Insurance for 306
single family units. The project is the first stage of a
development that is planned for «472 units on 496.9 acres.
The pro:ject is in the northern limits of Hoffman Estates.
Adverse impacts include increased traffic in the area and
depletion of ground water resources.
(ELK OhDKR # 5»1120)

Kagle Valley Farms, nortgaqe Insurance 07/28

Indiana
County: Marion
The statement concerns the application for Mortgage
Insurance for a sinqle family subdivision on 470 acres of
land in Indianapolis, Illinois. The proposed development
is adjacent to Interstate 1-74 and 1465 and U.S. 136. The
project will result in a slight decline in farmland.
(KLh ORDSR # 51110)

Inner harbor West Drban Renewal, Baltimore 07/25

naryland
County: Baltimore
Proposed is a project for urban renewal encompassing
68 acres ot land bordering on the southern end of the
Central Business District ot Baltimore. Rouahly 1,300
housing units are planned of which approximately 80 to 100
units are slated for rehabilitation under the City's home-
Eteoding project. There are potential noise problems
associated With automobile and truck traffic should 1-395
be constructed. There will also be a potential negative
impact on the housing market.
(BLR OhbPH « 51095)

New Elmira Urban Renewal Project 07/18

New York
County: Chemung
The New Elm ire Project is a major recovery and redevelop-
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ment effort resulting from the Horricane Agnes Flood
Disaster of June 1972. Project proposals call for the
acguisition and demolition structures and the relocation of
families, individuals, and businesses within a 1100 acre
area. Some structures only slightly damaged will be re-
habilitated. Im proven en ts to danaqed streets, sewer
and water lines, and other utilities along with develop-
ment of new housing, commercial and recreational facilities
will be included.
(ELR OhDER # 51037)

Eastwicfc Orban Renewal, Philadelphia 07/31

Pennsylvania
County: Philadelphia
The statement concerns a project for urban renewal of 2,506
acres in Southwest Philadelphia. Principle impacts on the
environment have been the elimination of the marshy, low
lying area; adverse impacts have already occurred on Darby
Creek and the Tinicoa narsh. The area will be susceptible
to flooding and to noise and air pollution from various
transportation nodes.
(ELF ORDFR # 51129)

Park Forest North, Piano, Texas 07/28

Texas
County: Collin
The proposal concerns an application by Fox & Jacobs, Inc.
for Federal mortgage insurance on a predominantly residen-
tial development of 106U homes with acreage allocated for
apartments, small commercial enterprises, parks, schools,
and office buildings. when completed, it would comprise
the northern extension of an existing subdivision making a
total contiguous development by this builder of approxi-
mately 1500 acres. The eis covers only the final section
of 450 acres. The proposed development would create
greater demand for fossilfuels through heavy dependence on
the automobile for transportation tf jobs and take good
agricultural land out of production
(ELR ORDEft # 51117)

Final Date

Osceola Water Treatment Plant Improvements 07/07

Arkansas
County: flissif :?ippi
The proposed project is the renovation of existing
facilities to double the capacity of the present 1.5 BGD
Osceola water treatment plant. Project construction will
cause temporary community disruption. Operation of the
plant will result in the possibility of surface water
guality degradation from sewage sludge lagoon overflow and
of ground water guality degradation from sewage sludge
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lagoon seepage.
COflMBNTS aADfi BY:
(ELR OKDKR t 50976)

Santd Rosa Orban Renewal
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Seminola NOP Area (#1) 07/10

Florida
County: Dade
The statement is the first of eight statements con-
cerning the Dade County Neighborhood Development Program
The progran is currently in its filth year of execution
proposing urban renewal in eight areas. Relocation of
families and individuals is largely accomplished.
There will be construction disruption.

COHMFNTS HADE BY:
(ELR ORDER # 5099«»)

Edison Park NDP Area (#2)

Florida
County: Dade
COMMENTS 3ADE BY:
(ELR ORDER I 50995)

07/10

Central NDP Area (t3)

Florida
County: Dade
COHnFNTS AkhE BY:
(ELR OhbER « 50996)

07/10

Coconut Grove NDP Area (#«*)

Florida

07/10
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County: Dade
COflMENTS Fl&DE BY:
(ELF ORDKK # 50997)

Sooth Biami NDP Area (#6) 07/10

Florida
County: Dade
COMHKNTS naDE BY:
(KLfi ORDER « 50998)

Perrine NDP Area (#7) 07/10

Florida
County: Dade
COHMENTS HADE BY:
(ELR ORDER « 50999)

Goulds NDP Area (#8) 07/10

Florida
County: Dade
COHMENTS !^ADE BY:
(ELR ORDER « 51000)

The Bodel City Area (Area #9) 07/10

Florida
County : Dade
COnHENTS BADE BY:
(ELH ORDER # 51001)

Sterling Park, Florida 07/22

Florida
County: Seminole
The statement refers to the development of Sterling Park,
a 9t»8-acre tract of land in Seminole County, 9 miles
northeast of Orlando, Florida . The plan includes a land
use proposal for construction of single family dwellings,
townhouses, condominiums, patio homes, cominon areas, green
belts, recreation areas, commercial areas, schools, and
parks. Traffic congestion and excess demand on facilities
will result.
COaffENTS HADE BY: AHP DOT DSD)* BRDA DOT DOC HDD FEA EPA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER 51058)

Section loU (h)

Draft Date
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Prunswick Co. Water System 07/21

North Carolina
County: Brunswick
The statement concerns a CoHiBiunity Development project for
the Bronswick County water system. Phase II that will
include a well water supply, water treatment facilities,
high service water mains, and elevated water storage. The
statement indicates no significant adverse environmental
effect

.

(BLR ORDBW « 51055)

Williamson Creek Sewer Line 07/08

Texas
Proposed is the installation of a sewer trunk line to serve
northeastern Temple, including a presently undeveloped area
proposed for residential development. The projject will en-
courage development in northeast Temple. Construction dis-
ruption will result.
(ELR OKDEtt # 50981)

Burke-Gilman Trail, Seattle 07/28

Washington
County: King
The statement concerns the development of a 7.2 mile
segment of the former Burlington-Northern right-of-way into
a hike and bike trail. Phase 1 of the construction will be
from N.P. 47th Street to about U.K. 65th Street. Phase II
will complete development to the City Limits. Adverse im-
pacts include temporary increases in peak-noise frequencies
and congestion of city streets from trail users arriving by
car. Litter in the area will increase.
(KLR OHDBF » 51103)

Final Date

Vegas Heiqhts Community Development, Las Vegas 07/23

Nevada
The project is to provide urbanization improvements,
i.e., streets, curbs, gutters, parking lanes, sidewalks,
driveways, and street lighting to the Vegas Heights area
of the City of Las Vegas, Nevada. The proposed project
area is contained in the neighboring residential area
bounded by Highland Avenue on the west, Carey Avenue on the
north, "R" Street on the east, and Lake Mead Boulevard on
the south. Construction disruption will result.
COMMENTS MADE BY: BPA

State and reqional agencies
(ELR ORDER i 51066)

Physical Environment Projects, Reading 07/23
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Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statenent concerns a proposal for the enhancement of
the physical environment of the City of Reading which in-
cludes: the planting of street trees along 20 blocks; the
lighting of about 60 blocks; the replacement, repair and up-
grading of deteriorated sections of the City*s storm sewer
and water service system; and the rebuilding and repaving of
30 streets. The new facilities reguire long-term mainten-
ance.
COnMENTS »ADE BY: EPft

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51081)

Near Northwest Heighborhoood Improvement, Reading 07/23

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a progrram for improvement of Near
Northwest neighborhoood which includes the improvement of
existing streets, the extension of storm sewers, the
addition and replacement of street lights, and the addition
of street trees and green spaces. Construction disruption
will result.
CO?!MENTS ikDE BY: EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51082)

Court Street Widening Project, Reading 07/23

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
Proposed is the widening of a section of Court Street (be-
tween Thorn and North Streets) to complete the Service
System necessitated by the Downtown East Orban Renewal
ProTject and Penn Sguare. The pro;ject will reguire the
demolition of two buildings and the relocation of one family
Construction disruption will result.
COnWENTS BIDE BY: EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51083)

Housing Programs and Projects 07/23

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a housing rehabilitation program in-
tended to improve the City of heading through enforcement of
existing codes and through the provision of about 200 new
rehabilitation loans with qrants supplemented by public re-
habilitation. The project will reguire the reaabilitation
of 50 units and the demolition of 75 units. Adverse impacts
include the displacement of residents of the demolished hoBe
temporary change in land use, and economic impact to
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residents and landowners who will be required to comply with
existing codes.
C0J1P1ENTS SADE BY: EPft

State and local agencies
(ELR OkDER # 51084)

11th and Penn Residential DeveloDuent , Reading 07/23

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
The statement concerns a proposal for the city of Readinq to
purchase a one acre tract of land, located at 11th and Penn
Streets which is currently owned by the State of Penna

.

while the site is presently leased by the Reading Parking
Authority for a parking lot, it would be sold to a private
developer for a residential development project of approxi-
mately 100 units. The units would house mid to upper inco»e families
COMKENTS flADE B5f : EPA

State and local aqencies
(ELR ORDER # 51085)

Northeast Industrial Area Develop»ent, Reading 07/23

Pennsylvania
County : Berks
The statement concerns a 50 acre industrial renewal project
in the Northeast section of Reading. The City will acquire
land, install storm and sanitary sewers, water lines, improve
roads, and provide street liqhtinq and trees. Private develop-
ment of the land would then be encouraged. The major adverse
effects are those associated with an increase in storm run-
off and the expected increase in vehicular traffic within
and adjacent to the project area

.

COMMENTS BADE BY: EPA
state and local agencies

(ELR DPDEH I 51086)

i-arks and Recreation Project, Reading 07/23

Pennsylvania
County: Berks
Proposed is the upgrading of 22 existing parks and play-
grounds and the development of new parks in Readinq in hopes
of arresting the migration of residents to the suburbs. The
improvements made to existing parks will result in increased
traffic in the immediate areas of the parks and the disrup-
tion of construction.
COMMENTS HADE BY: EPA

State and local agencies
(ELh ORDER # 51087)
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NDCLE&R RBGOLATORT C0?1«1SS10N

Contact: f!r. A. Gianbusso, Director of Division
ot Reactor Licensing
P-722, NRC
Hashington, D.C. 20555
(301) 492-7373

Draft Date

Wolf Creek Generatinq Station, Kansas City 07/03

Kansas
County: Coffey
Proposed is the issuance of a construction permit to
Kansas Gas and Electric Co. and Kansas City Power and Light
Co. for the construction of the Wolf Creek Generatinq
Station. The station will produce ud to approxiaateiy
3425 nwt and 1150 ftWe, and a design power level of 3579 nwt
is anticipated and included in the statement. Water for
cooling will be taken from John Redmond Reservoir and
discharged into Wolf Creek. Construction will disturb
about 200 of the total 10,500 acre site, and will disturb
approximately 50 households, of which 25 would be dis-
placed. Approxinately IbO miles of transmission lines will
be constructed

.

(ELP OHDEfi # 50959)
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DEPARTBEBT OF DEFENSE, Air Force

Contact: Dr. Billy Belch
HooB UD 873, The Pentaqon
Washington, D.C. 20330
(202) OX 7 - 9297

Final Oa*e

F-1S Beddown, Langley AFP 07/03

Virginia
Proposed is the beddown of an ¥-^b Tactical Fighter Wing at

Lanqley AFB followina the phase-oat of 47 C-130 transport

aircraft now at the base. There will be some alteration

of existing facilities, as well as some new construction at

the base. Principal impacts of the action relate to

changes in the noise and air pollutants associated with the

aircraft.
COHMENTS BADE BT: EPA HUD NASA DOI DOT OSDA

local agencies
(FLR ORDES i 50969)
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DEPIRTHEST OP ftGHlCULTURE

Contact: Dr. Powden G. Maxwell
Coordinator of Environm*^ntal
Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
.S. Department of Agricultore

Room 359-A,
Washington, D.C. 20250
(202) 447-3S65

Animal and Plant Health Inspec. Service

Draft Date

Trial Boll Weevil Eradication Program 07/29

Virginia North Carolina Sooth Carolina
The proposed action is to conduct a 3-year trial-boll
weevil eradication program on approximately 500,000 acres
of cotton in Virginia, Rorth Carolina, and South Carolina
to detemiiie if the technical and operational requirements
for eradicsaition can be executed successfully in a large
scale operational program. The population suppression
technology that will be utilized in the trial program
involves the integration of chemical, biological, and
cultural control measures in a precisely timed program.
The statement indicated no excessive or irreversible impact
on the environment.
(ELH ORDER # 51118)

Forest Service

Draft Date

Timber Kanagement Plan, Talladega H.P. 07/m

Alabama
County: several
The Talladega National Forest Timber Wanagement Plan pro-
poses even-aged forest management for the part of the
forest which is suitable for sustained yield timber pro-
duction (annual average cut area of 11,879 acres). Adverse
impacts include some soil compaction and dislocation,
temporary shifts in wildlife populations, temporary in-
creases in turbidity and stream runoff, and temporary
degradation of air guality.
(ELR ORDER # 51012)

West Chicagof - YaKobi Island Land Use Plan 07/1i»

Alabama
The statement proposed five alternative plans for the man-
agement of Tongass national Forest land in the West
Chicagof - Takobi area: Wilderness Candidate Study Area, A;
Partial Wilderness Candidate Study Area, B; Recreation Ose
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gnphasizef}, C; Resource Dse of f^oderate Intensity, D; and
Intensive Use of Besoarces, E. Adverse impacts include
loss of commodity uses, primarily of timber, with all
alternatives; loss of wilderness qualities with all but
alternative A; and loss of scenic quality in areas of

development, particuarly wita alternatives D and E.

(109 paqei>)

(fiLF ORDEh # S1017)

ozone Unit PLan, ozarK-St. Francis N.F. 07/23

ftrKansas
County: Johnson
The proposed action is to manaqe the 66, Ml? acre Ozone Unit
of the OZi^rk-St. Francis National Forest. The lO-^ear plan
includes regenerating 5560 acres, thinnina and releasing
9600 acres, increasina the diversity of wildlife habitat
conditions, maintenance and improvement of existing
developed recreation sites, administration of on-qoing gas
and oil leasing activities, manaqing the ranae resource and
the construction or reconstiuction by timber purchasers,
contractors, permittees or leasees of 67 miles of single
lane, gravel roads. The planned activities may maKe
portions of the unit less suitable for wilderness or other
natural area designation.
(ELh ORDER » S1067)

Land Use Plan, Kmerald CreeX Unit, St, Joe M.F. 07/02

Idaho
County: Benewah Latah Shoshone
The project concerns the implementation of a land use plan
for the Emerald Creeli Planning Unit, which consists of
17,800 acres in the St. Joe !?ational Forest. Adverse
impacts of the land use plan are as follows: soil dis-
turbance and increased stream turbidity (associated with
road construction, timber harvest, and garnet digging),
degradation of air quality (due to periodic burning of
loggmti debris) . (79 pages)
(ELh- ORDER # 50957)

Smith Creek Planning Unit, Kaniltsu N.F. 07/21

Idaho
County: Boundary
The proposed project is the implementation of a land use
plan for the 92,130-acre Smith Creek Planninq Unit, Kaniksu
N.F. in the state of Idaho. The plan emphasizes management
of timber sates, roadless area recreation, and mountain
caribou, qrizzly bear and fishery habitat. Adverse impacts
include alteration of roadless areas; reduced opportunities
for solitude; reduction of air quality due to logginq,
burninq of debris, and traffic; increased sedimentation;
reduced quality of grizzly bear and fish spawning habitats;
disruption of unique plant habitats; increased noise; pos-
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Fible (listurbance of historicdl and archaeoloqical sites;
increased tire hazard; and increased chance of insects.
(ELF OhDSh « 51048)

basin Planninq Dnxt, Deerlodqe N.F. 07/ia

Montana
County: Jefferson
Ihe multiple-use plan for the "17,100 acre Basin Planning
Onit provides for 2200 acres of inventoried roadless area,
U800 acres in big yaae summer range, S500 acres managed to
maintain or improve watershed values, '500 acres managed to
prevent exposure of soil, and U0,700 acres managed in
various combinations for timber, recreation, livestock,
wildlife, mineral, and aesthetics. Unfavorable impacts in-
clude alteration of the landscape and disturbance of soil,
water, and wildlife values.
(ELR OfiDEf* # 51006)

Petty i*t. Onit, Lolo N.F. 07/28

fontana
County; Missoula
The proposed action is the implementation of a revised
nultiple Use Plan for the 73,248 acre Petty ?!ountain
Planning Unit of Lolo National Forest. The primary envi-
ronmental effects involve the modification of natural con-
ditions on 20,581 acres that are presently roadless or
essentially roadless.
(ELF OKDER # 51114)

Willamette N.F., Land Use and Timber Management 07/10

Oreaon Washington
The statement considers five alternatives for the land use
and timber management plans for the 1,700,000 acre
Willamette National Forest. Each of the plans emphasizes
development of one or more aspects of the land. Adverse
impdcts depend entirely uDon the alternative (s) chosen.
(ELK OHL»KR t 50992)

Shoshone v.F. Timber flanagement Plan 07/10

Wyoming
County: several
The statement concerns the revision of the 1963 Tiniber
Plan for the Shoshone National Forest. It recommends
forest management of 2,160 acres; of land annually. Less
than one percent, of the Forest will be treated in the
ten years. Timber management will change the appearance
of the landscaoe, and road construction would result.
(LLP OKDER # 50991)
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Pinal Date

Timber Plan, Arapaho N.F. 07/03

Colorado
The st«iteiBent refers to a proposed revised timber plan
for the Arapaho National Forest. Under the plan, timber
managenent activities would be applied on from 6, HOD to
13,000 acres annually. There will be impact to air, water,
soil, and visual qualities from timber harvest and road
construction.
(ELR OKDEH # 50965)

Osceola N.F. Timber Plan 07/m

Florida
County: Baker Columbia
The proposed action is the implementation of the revised
10-year Timber Hanagement Plan for Osceola National Forest.
Estimated annual yield from approximately 1,800 acres of
regeneration cuts and 3,300 acres of intermediate cuts will
be fa. 3 million board feet and 36 tht)usand cords of small
roundwood. Adverse impacts include degradation of forest
scenery and road construction.
COHMFNTS nADE BY: DOI ?'PA OSDA HEW

state agencies and individuals
(ELFt OPDBK # 51010)

Apalarbicola N.F. Timber Plan 07/14

Florida
County: several
Proposed is the implementation of a revised 10-year Timber
Management Plan for Apalachicola National Forest,
f-stimated annual yield from approximately UjSOO acres of
regeneration cuts will be 11.1 million board feet of saw-
timber and U5 thousand cords of small roundwood. Adverse
effects include temporary loss of pleasing forest scenery
from timber cutting, other silvicultoral treatments, and
road construction.
COMBENTS NADE BT : DOI EPA HEW

State aqencies and individuals
(ELR OhOEH # 51011)

Kelly-Bullion Unit, Nezperce N.F. 07/10

Idaho
County: Idaho
Proposed is the implementation of manaaement guidance for
the 3<i,100 acre Kelly-bullion Planning Unit of the Nezperce
National Forest, flanagement on the various management units
will be directed towards wildlife, backcounty, recreational,
mining, timber or forage values; 20,057 acres will be placed
under intensive timber management. The roadless and scenic
qualities of the Salmon hiver breaks and the wind River Area
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will bfc protected under the plan. There will be adverse im-

pact to soil and wildlife habitat.

COMMENTS 35ADE BI : EH DOI
(ELR ORDER # 50909)

Landieark Planning Unit, Boise I».E. 07/28

Idaho
County: Valley
The statement concerns thti land use olan for Landmark
Planning Onit, Boise National Forest. The unit's 155,830
acres will be divided into manaqeBent areas for protection
use, and development. Recreation opportunities will re-
ceive Biinor Bodif ication, with dispersed opportunities
restricted somewhat and opportunities at developed sites
enhanced

.

COflflENTS HADE BY: DOC DOI EPA HUD SHP
State and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR OfiDER # 51100)

Beaver CreeK Unit, Daniel Boone N.P. 07/28

Kentucky
County: NcCreary Pulaski
Proposed is a 10 year management plan for the 16,'»7'» acre
Beaver Creek Unit of the Daniel Boone National Forest. The
Unit would be managed for water, wildlife, recreation, and
timber resources; 500 acres would be desionated as wilder-
ness. Timber management will result in disturbance to soil,
water, and vegetative cover.
COKfiENTS 3ADE BY: TVA USD* DOI EPA

state and local aqencies
and individuals

(ELK OI(DEK » 51116)

huby nountains, Humboldt N.F. 07/21

Nevada
County: Elko white Pine
The statement refers to a proposed land use plan for the
361,098 acre Ruby flonntains-Kast Humboldt Planning Unit of
the Humboldt National Forest. Land use obiectives include
wattrshed protection; maintenance of wildlife habitat;
maintenance of livestock araziug; development of winter
sports facilities; construction of access roads for mineral
development; and related objectives. There will be adverse
impact to air, water, and naturcil landscape gualities. The
adverse impacts will result in the loss of wilderness
charactf ri5;ticE on 3,603 acres to be committed to the
winter sports development.
COMMENTS -ADE BY: DOC DOI OSDA EPA HEW

state aacncies and individuals
(ELR ORDER « 510«3)
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Desohutes, Prenont, Ochoco, i*ineina N.P.'s, flerbicide 07/08

Oi;<»Qon

Cocnty: several
The statement concerns the use of amitrole, atrazine,
dalapon, dicamba, 2,U,5-T, 2,U-D, silvex, and piclora» on
the following National Forests: Deschutes, Fremont, Ochoco,
and Wiuesa. The use of these chemicals will put herbicide
residues into the environment in varying amounts, depending
upoji the chemical used. The killing of some non-target
species and the hazard of an altered habitat to wildlife
are among the adverse impacts of vegetation management

.

COHMT^NTS MADE BY: HE« DOI
State agencies

(ELR ORDER # S0984)

Huckleberry Planning Unit, nt . Hood N.p. 07/08

Oreaon
County: Clackamas
The statement analyzes a proposed land use management plan
tor the 30,000 acre Huckleberry Planning Unit, Zigzag Ranger
District, at. Hood National Forest. The unit contains 20,800
acres o± roadless areas. The unit would be divided into 4

management areas for such uses as timber and water produc-
tion, recreation, grazing, and wildlife habitat; Dnit D
would b«' managed for backcountry and roadless recreation,
and would remain in an essentially unchanged natural condi-
tion. There will be adverse impact to air, water, and soil
qualities from timber harvest and road construction, and in-
creased recreational use.
(91 pages)
COflMKNTS BADE Fill AHP OSDA COF HDD DOI FPC BPA OSCG

state agencies, other organizations
and individuals

(ELK ORDER # 50985)

Herbicide Dse, Ht- Hood, Willamette, Rogue River N.r. 07/21

Oregon California
The statement is a supplement to an eis filed 2t June 197*4

to upaate the Vegetation Management Program of FY 197U.
The program involves the use of herbicides 2,U,-D, 2,'*-DP,
2,'4,5-T, Silvex, Amtrole, Picloram, and Dicamba to reduce
the competition from native vegetation where it nampers
forest aanagement activities in ^t. Hood, Rogue River, and
Willamette National Forests. Changes in wildlife popu-
lations will occur due to changes in habitat.
COBMENTS BADF BY: DOI USDA DOC FPA

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDiiR « 51012)

Opper Hiwassee Unit, Cherokee N.F. 07/14
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Tennessee
County: Polk Bonroe
The statement refers to a proposf»d ten year plan for the
47,710 acre Dpper Hxwasse Dnit of the Cherokee National
Forest. The oianagemeat will be aimed towards timber harvest,
wildlife habitat improvement, watershed restoration projects
control of ORV»s, and concentrated recreational use along
the Hiwassee Kiver. There will be some road construction.
There will be adverse impact to soil and aesthetic quality.
COnWENTS »ADE BY: OSDA HOD FPA TVA DOI

state and local agencies
and individuals

(ELft ORDER « 51009)

Piney Kiver Dnit, G. Washington S.F. 07/17

Virginia
County: Nelson Amherst
The statement concerns the proposed 10-year plan for the
Piney River Unit, George Washington National Forest. The
nnit contains 27,U5b acres of National Forest and 47,632
acres ot private lauds. Proposed management direction
emphasizes dispersed recreation, protection of the
Appalachian National Scenic Trail, Crabtree Falls environ-
ment, and soil and water values. The major developments
proposed at Crabtree Falls are dispersed timber cuts, and
roads.
cohhents hade by: doi dot epa osda

state and local agencies
organizations and individuals

(ELR OhDKK I 5.1032)

Herbxcide Use, Collville, Okanogan, Wenatchee N.F. 07/18

Washington
County: several
The addendum statement concerns vegetation management on
Colville, Okanogan, and Wenatchee National Forests from
July 1, 1976 through June 30, 1976. The plan involves
the use of herbicides 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, Dalapon, and Plono-
sodium acid methanearseuate to reduce the competion from
native vegetation where it hampers forest management
activities. Some noo-target snecies may be affected.
COMMENTS HADE BY: USDA DOI

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51036)

Timber Plan, Bighorn National Forest 07/30

Wyoming
County: several
The stapenent refers to a proposed timber plan for the
Bighorn National Forest, over the next ten year period,
68,300 acres (28 percent of the suitable and available
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forest land) will be subject to various timber management
activities. The expected annual yield is 54.2 cunits, in-
cluding 21.9 nillion board feet of saw timber. There will
be impacts to soil, air, water, and visual qualities from
timber cutting and the requisite road construction.
COflMBNTS MADE BI: EPA DOl

state agencies and individuals
(ELF ORDER « 51123)

Rural Electrification Administration

uraft Date

Big Cajun No. 2 Power Station 07/07

Louisiana
County: Pointe Coupee
This project involves the construction of a new lOflO
megawatt coal-fired generating station on the Mississippi
River near New Itoads, Louisiana. The station will consist
two 540 megawatt steam generating units and switching yards
tor related transmission. Adverse impacts include the re-
lease of some sulfur and nitrogen oxides and particulate
matter into the atmosphere, removal of 1,714 acres of
pasture land from agricultural productivity, increased
noise levels, slightly increased incidence of foaging, in-
creased large traffic on the river, the discharge of
liquid wastes into the river, increased coal mining, and
temporary construction disruption. (43 pages)
(KLH ORDER # 50978)

Final Date

230 Transmission Line, Colorado and Wyoming 07/16

Colorado Wyoming
The statement refers to the proposed granting of REA in-
sured or guaranteed funds to the Tri-State Generation and
Transmission Association for the construction of 272 miles
of 230 kV transmission line and substations. Counties affec-
ted are Grand, Lincoln, Kit Carson, Weld, Morgan, and Lari-
mer in Colorado, and Albany and Laramie in Wyoming. The
lines will be a visual intrusion upon the landscape.

COKHENTS BADE BY: DOl USDA KPA DOT
state agencies

(ELR OHDBR # 51026)

Soil Conservation Service

Draft Date

hear Swamp Watershed 07/14

Morth Carolina
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County: Chowman Perquinans
The project for Bear Swainp Watershed entails conservation
land treatment supplemented by 17.3 miles of strean channel
work and one qrade control structure. Adverse impacts of
the project will be disruption of soKe wildlife habitat;
loss of 6 2 acres of forestland to be used for spoil place-
ment and increased channel widths; temporary clearance of
31 acres for debris disposal; and temporary damage to fish—
inq resources during construction. (31 pages)
(ELR OKDEF # 51018)

Cedar Run Watershed 07/14

Virginia
Cou nty : Fa uquier
The Cedar Run Watershed Project entails watershed pro-
tection, flood prevention, and municipal and industrial waste
storage in Fauquier County, Virainia. Adverse effects will
be the loss of *»8b acres of terrestrial wildlife habitat;
thfc inundation of 7.7 miles of perennial stream; the inun-
dation or restriction of 1U21 acres presently in cropland,
pasturelaad, and forest uses (672 of these acres will be
flooded only occasionally); the disruption of wildlife
habitat patterns during floodino, the relocation of one
tairily; the exposure of up to 93 acres of mudflats during
severe droughts; increased traffic, noise, fire hazard, and
litter; and temporary construction disruption.
(KLP, OhDER # 510 1U)

Pinal Date

Upper Brushy Creek: Watershed 07/21

Alabama
County: Escambia
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
flood prevention, and drainage in Kscambia County, Alabama.
The plan oroposes that over a uferiod of five years, con-
servation land treatment methods be applied on 5600 acres
of cropland, HBO acres of oastureland and 3055 acres of
forest land; and 7.2 miles of channel work. Adverse
imoacts include direct loss of 75 acres of bottom land
forest, increas^r^d depth of flooding below the channel work,
and increased turbidity during construction.
COaMFNTS aADE By : COE HEW HOD DOl DOT >??» AHP

State aaencies
(ELK ORDER « 510'»7)

yast Franklin Watershed 07/07

Louii^iana
County: Franklin Catahoula Richland
The statement refers to the construction of the Fast

Franklin watershed Project. The project is for watershed
protection, flood prevention, and drainage in Franklin,
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Catahoula, and Hichland Parishes, Louisiana. Approximately
186 miles ot channel work with appurtenant measures, con-
struction of 28 structures for water control, and measures
to (niniBize adverse effects to fish and wildlife will
be installed. Adverse impacts are loss of wildlife
habitat, sedimentation and turbidity during construction,
and increased temperatures in ponded areas.
COMMENTS riADK BY: DOT FPfi AKP HEW DOI USCG COB
(BLP OPDER # 50971)

Little Luck^iamute River Watershed, Ore. 07/16

Ore qon
County: Polk
Proposed is the land treatment, flood prevention, irrigation
recreation, fishery, and water supply proiect on the Little
LucKiamute River Watershed. Project measures will include
land treatment on 51,770 acres, and the construction of Teal
Creek Dam. The dam will block passage of anadroaous fish and
will inundate 2 miles of spawning area. Seven hundred acres
of land will be disturbed, of which S'tO acres will be per-
manently inundated. Land acguisitxon will displace T* fam-
ilies. The pro-ject will stimulate development in the area,
and will alter wildlife habitat.
COMMENTS 1ADE BY: COE

state agencies, organi7ationE
and individuals

(F:LK OfDER I 51025)

Kabon Creek Watershed, S. Carolina 07/23

South Carolina
County: Laurens Rreenville
Proposed is a project for watershed protection, flood pre-
vention and recreation on the h5,500 acre Rabon Creek
Watershed. Project measures will include two tloodwater
retarding structures, one multiple purpose structure, a

recreation development, and land treatment measures. Ad-
verse impacts will include the commitment of 714 acres of
land to project structures; the temporary inundation of 811
acres; and the permanent inundation of 10 miles of stream.

COMMENTS MADE BY: COE HEW DOI DOT EPA AK?
state and regional agencies

(FLR OHLFR « 51062)

Boqota Watershed, Dyer and Obion Counties 07/2U

Tennessee
County: Dyer Obion
Ihe project involves watershed protection and flood pre-
vention in the Bogota Watershed which encompasses the
drainage area of Daugherty Creek. Action called for includes
conservation measures on 5,910 acres of land, and about
29.2 miles of stream channel work with appurtenant measures
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DEPARTflFST OF DEFFNSF, Navy

Contact: Br. Peter H. ncDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 203b0
(202) 692-3227

Pinal Date

Anifflunition Facility Naval Air Station, M. Island 07/28

California
The Etateaent refers to the establishment of new ordnance
storage, and handling facilities at North Island, San Diego
Naval Station. Construction includes a berthing tee shaped
pier. The facility will also include earth-covered ord-
nance storage magazines, utilities, roads, parking and
security fencing. There will be adverse impact to marine
and bottom life caused by dredging.
COaWKNTS HADE BY: ARP USCG DOC DOl FPA

state agencies
(ELP OHDER # 51105)
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construction of one grade stabilization structure, and ait-
igdting measures. Adverse iapacts include the loss of 61
acres of shrubs and trees, loss of 220 acres of cropland
and 10 acres of pastnre, and minor increases in sediment
load during construction.

COBMENTS BADE BY: COE HEB DOI DOT EPA
State agencies

(FLP ORDER # 51093)
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2221 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
%p^jj,fcC>'° WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

AVAILABILITY OF ENVIROMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY CQI^IMENTS OK ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1^G^, and section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as

amended, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and ccjumented

in writing on Federal agency actions impacting the environment contained in the

follo\/ing appendicies during the period of Jiily 1, 1975 to July 31, 1975 •

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental isspact statements reviewed

gmd conmented upon in writing diiring this review period. The list incliidss the

Federal agency responsible for the statement, the ntanber and title of the

statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's camnents as defined in

Appendix II, and the EPA source for copies of the canments as set forth in Appendix

VI.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications of EPA's comments

on the draft environmental impact statements as set forth in Appendix I.

Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental impact statements

reviewed and camnented upon in writing dxiring this review period. The listing

includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, a summary of the natiire

of EPA's canments, the number and title of the statement, and the EPA source for

copies of the coamients as set forth in Appendix VI,
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Appendix IV contains a listing of final errvironmental impact statements

reviewed "but not commented upon by EPA during this review period. The listing

includes the J'ederal agency responsible for the statement, the n\mber ani title ofl

the statement, and the source of the SPA review as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency regulations,

legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any other proposed actions reviewed

and conmented upon in writing p\arsuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act, as

amended, during the referenced reviewing period. The listijig includes the Federal

agency responsible for the proposed action, the title of the action, a summary of

the nature of HIPA's cccmients, and the source for copies of the canments as set

forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix VI contains a listing of Hb names and addresses of the sources of

EPA reviews ajnd camnents listed in Appendices I, III, IV, and V.

Copies of the EPA Man\ial setting forth the policies and procedures for EPA's

review of agency actions may be obtained by writing the Public Inquiries Branch,

Office of Public Affairs, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC 20^0.

Copies of the draft axid final environmental impact statements referenced herein

are available frat tlie originating Federal department or agency.

Sheldon Meyers '

Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: AUG 1 9 ^975
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA COMMENTS

EN'/IROI^MENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER~Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action, EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is iinsatisfactory because of its

potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards \rtiich mi^t be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment from hazards arising from this action. The Agency recccmiends

that alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including the possibility of

no action at all)

.

ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACT STATEI^lfT

Category 1—Adequate

The draft Impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category' 2— Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain svifficient

Information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, fran the Information submitted, the Agency is able to

make a preliminary detennlnation of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the infonnatlon that was not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3-- Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft Impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental Impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the impact statement.
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APPBNDIX V/

SOURCE FOR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. ntrectcp, Office of Public Affairs

Boyiroamental ProtectioD Agency

UOl M Street, SW

Washington, D.C. 20U60

B. Director of Public Affairs, Region I

Envirooaental Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Enriromental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

N0¥ York, Itew York 1000?

G. Director of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlronnental Protection Agency

1600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 75201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VTI

Envlromental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 61«-108

I, Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Envlronnental Protection Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

Enrironnental Protection Agency Envlromental Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Walnut Streets 100 California Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6 San Francisco, California 9^111

E. Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Envlronnental Protection Agency

ll421 Peachtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

Envlrozawntal Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6060U

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environnental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Washington 98IOI
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Sumnary of 102 Stattcmpnii: Filed with the CEQ Through

7/31/75 (By Agency)

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Dalaware River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of
HUD, Department of
Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

Commission -- U.S. and Mexico
Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of
Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
National Capital Planning Comm.
National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Comm.
Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Comm.
State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of
Treasury, Department of
Upper Mississippi River Basin Comm.
U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

jDraft 102 's for
actions on whith
no final 102 's have
yet been received

Final 102 's on
legislation and
actions

Jotal actions rp
which draft or
final statements
have been received

199
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIU ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

722 JACKSON PLACE. N. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2 0006

102 Monitor

The 102 Monitor is the monthly publication of the Council

on Environmental Quality. In addition to its listing of

environmental impact statements which have been filed with

the Council under the provisions of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act (NEPA), the Monitor contains a list of

EPA's comments, filed under the provisions of section 309

of the Clean Air Act, as amended; items of current concern

in NEPA case law; and information on the environmental

studies of the Council.

The 102 Monitor is printed and distributed by the Govern-

ment Printing Office. The subscription rate for the Monitor

is $21.50 annually, with an additional $5.40 charge 'Or

foreign mailing; individual copies of the Monitor are

$1 .80 from GPO

-

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

(Difficulties in obtaining copies of the 102 Monitor should

be referred to GPO ' s Service Section, P.O. Box 1533,

Washington, D.C. 2 0013)

•U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:! 975 211-480/2 1-3
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Volume 5, No. 8

September, 1975

NEW DATA SUPPORT IMPS STUDY

Results of research conducted since the publication
of Fluorocarbons and the Environment in June have
reinforced rather than diminished the "legitimate
cause for concern" stated in that study, said
Dr. Warren Muir, CEQ Senior Staff Member for
Environmental Health, before the Senate Subcomittee
on the Upper Atmosphere. Dr. Muir, as Co-Chairman
of the Interagency Task Force on the Inadvertent
Modification of the Stratosphere (IMOS), also
said that although the reduction of oxone caused
by fluorocarbon release was small when compared to
natural fluctuations, the average ozone con-
centration was affected and therefore "exposure
to harmful solar radiation over time would be
increased." (page 3) rr^r- - .
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STATEMENT OF DR. WARREN R. MUIR
CO-CHAIRMAN OF INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE

ON THE INADVERTENT MODIFICATION OF THE STRATOSPHERE (IMOS)

BEFORE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

September 8, 1975

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, it gives

me great pleasure to appear before you today. I am

Warren Muir, the Senior Staff Member for Environmental

Health with the Council on Environmental Quality, and

with Carroll Pegler am Co-Chairman of IMOS.

You have just heard Carroll's testimony concerning

IMOS and its ongoing activities. I would like in my

testimony to discuss briefly with you a number of the

scientific aspects concerning 'the possible environmental

effects of fluorocarbons

.

It has been nearly 3 months since the Federal Interagency

Task Force on the Inadvertent Modification of the Stratosphere

issued its report, Fluorocarbons and the Environment . This

report contained our preliminary assessment that fluorocarbon

releases to the environment represent "a legitimate cause

for concern." Recent research results reported since the

issuance of our report, unfortunately, reinforce rather

than diminish this concern.
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For example, the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) have conducted high altitude balloon

and rocket measurements of Fluorocarbons-11 and -12

(F-11 and F-12). These two compounds, which are used

principally as aerosol propellants and refrigerants, are

those currently of greatest concern. Both NCAR and NOAA

confirm the presence of these f luorocarbons in the

stratosphere predicted concentrations. Measurements

were conducted up to 35 km which is near the top of the

stratosphere. Moreover, it was observed that F-11

concentrations declined more r.apidly with altitude than

those of F-12 — an observation which is strongly suggestive

of the predicted stratospheric destruction of these compounds

by ultraviolet solar radiation.

In addition, scientists from the National Bureau of

Standards have recently reported that both F-11 and F-12

are destroyed by ultraviolet light, releasing chlorine

atoms — another observation which supports the theory of

ozone destruction by fluorocarbons

.
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The IMOS report is undergoing careful scrutiny by

scientists, governmental policymakers, industry groups,

and the public. Nothing has occurred which would change

our assessment or recommendations as reported. There

have been, however, some misinterpretations

and several misrepresentations about the theory and our

report which I would like to address briefly.

First, it is often pointed out that the predictions

of the amount of ozone reduction expected from fluorocarbons

currently are lower than those predicted in the first

publication on the subject last sximmer. It is often

implied that the IMOS report does not recognize this

supposed lessening of the problem. I would like to

emphasize that all of the latest available calculations

were used as the basis for our analyses. The report does

not depend on the data of June 1974; it depends on current

understanding supported by much research, measurements

and calculations that have occurred since then. The report

explicitly points out the refinements in calculations that

have occurred since 1974. It is of interest to note that

all refinements that have been made over the last year
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have been within the original range of uncertainty

predicted in the first publications of the theory.

We expect that further refinements in the calculations

may revise the estimates upward again, or back and forth

several times before the models are perfected. However,

unless the predictions change substantially, there is

reason to believe that the amount of eventual reduction

in average ozone concentration resulting from fluorocarbons

may be unacceptable

.

Second, various people have cited the theories of

one scientist or another, concerning possible sinks which

would consume fluorocarbons be-fore they reach the stratosphere

or other agents which might overwhelm the effects of

fluorocarbons upon stratospheric ozone levels. Some have

charged that these theories were not reflected in the IMOS

report

.

It is true that we did not present every theory and

then explain why we did not consider them to be valid.

Our purpose, however, was to assess and report what was

deemed to be the best available knowledge of atmospheric

processes bearing on the fluorocarbon-ozone issue. The

task force was aware of all of the theories that have
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been mentioned to date as not having been considered. In

our view none of them appear likely to contradict any of

our conclusions. It should be pointed out that unless

natural sources of ozone destruction are found which

would shake our understanding of the stratosphere,

the effects of any other man-made agent

upon ozone in the stratosphere would be in addition

to those predicted for fluorocarbons . Thus, the existence of

such other possible modifiers might increase rather than

reduce our concern

.

Third, many people do not understand why we should

be concerned about stratospheric ozone reductions when

current ozone measurements show large daily and seasonal

variations and even an overall increase over the past two

decades

.

If the theory is correct, once released to the

atmosphere, the effects of fluorocarbons will occur

many decades in the future . Fluorocarbons have been

produced in large quantities only for a couple of

decades and most of the environmental releases have

occurred within the past decade. Thus, most of the predicted
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effect would not be evident for many years, but would

inevitably occur as fluorocarbons are slowly circulated

upward to react in the stratosphere.

Because of the large natural variations in ozone, a

5 to 10% decrease, persisting and measured for several

years would be needed before a change could be attributed

to man's activities with any statistical reliability.

Thus, if reductions in the average ozone level have

occurred they are not and will not be directly measure-

able until the effects are very large. If effects have

occurred the rise in ozone since 1955 would have been

greater than observed and the decline in ozone of 1 to 2%

since 1970 «vould '---ve been smaller.

Although human-induced reduction! in stratospheric

ozone levels may be quite small when compared to natural

fluctuations, these reductions may be of considerable

significance because the average ozone concentration is

affected; therefore, the cumulative exposure to harmful solar

radiation overtime would be increased.

Lastly, some discount the impact that increased

UV radiation might have on the Earth. IMOS investigated

many possible effects, some of which are iriportant . The

most publicized and best understood effects .relate
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to a possible increased incidence of skin cancers.

Other potentially much more serious yet less well

understood ecological and agricultural effects, however,

are possible.

To compare the effects to those of moving south

a few hundred miles ,as some have, is to obfuscate the situation.

Skin cancer incidence is observed to be considerably

higher in the south than the north. This observation is the origin

of the estimate contained in our report that each percent

ozone reduction could result in from 2,100 to 15,000

additional cases of non-melanoma skin cancer. In addition,

it is very clear that the agricijlture and the ecology is

very different in Washington than it is, for example, in

Florida

.

In summary, IMOS was created to assess the ^^ossibl'^

effects of rr^an upon the stratosphere and to develop an

appropriate Federal response. In issuing our expression

of concern about fluorocarbons,we did not prejudge fluorocarbons

.

Rather it was the result of an intensive evaluation and/

given the nature of our assessment, a conviction that

producers, users, and the worldwide public should be alerted

at the earliest possible time.
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In light of all the evidence available to us and the

most recent scientific findings, we are reinforced

in our preliminary assessment and continue to firmly

support the conclusions and recommendations of the IMOS

report

.
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DEPARTHENT OF AGKICULTORE

Contact: Dr. Fowden G. Maxwell
Coordinator of Environmental
Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Room 359-A,
Washington, D.C. 20250
(2U2) U47-3965

Forest Service

Draft Date

Renewable Resource Program, 1977 to 2020 08/15

The statement contains eight alternatives for a long-range
Renewable Resource tiogram that have been developed,
described, and evaluated. Each program provides for the
protection, managesent, and development of the Narional
Forest System, including forest development roads and
trails, for cooperative Forest Service programs, and for
research. A discussion of environmental impact and adverse
environmental effects is included for each alternative.
(ELS ORDER « 5121b)

Clarkdale-WiiliaiBS Highway 08/18

Arizona
The statement is a supplement to a draft statement con-
cerning the Clark.dale- Williams Highway. At the time the
draft was circulated there was little information available
to describe what the socio-economic needs of the public
were; the "no highway" alternative was selected. The
supplement xntroducen new data on the project and proposes
that a reduced design standard be implemented.
(ELR ORDKR # 51239)

WhisXeytown-i>hastd—Trinity Nat'l Recreation Area 08/12

California
County; Shasta Trinity
The statement concerns a proposed land use olan for the
two units of the whisKeytown-Shasta-Trinity Hational
Recreation Area of Shasta-Trinity National Forest. The
plan emphasizes recreation values, as mandated by the
legislation which established the National Recreation
area. Timber harvesting may be conducted only if it does
not impair scenic values of the N.R.A., and the small
amount of the forage resource will be reserved for
recreation and wildlife use. The plan will require devel-
opment of facilities such as campgrounds, trailer courts,
marinas, cabins, resorts, and commercial facilities, and
visiter use will add to water, air and soil pollution.
(ELR ORDER # 51201)
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St. Joe fliver. Wild and Scenic Rivers 08/22

Idaho
County: Shoshone Benewah Kootenai
The statement concerns the legislative inclusion of 72.8
miles of the St. Joe Hiver in the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. 0± tiie 72.8 miles, the uppermost 26.6 niles
would be classified, designated, and adainistered as a
Wild River Area and the lower 46.2 niles would be
classified, designated, and administered as a Recreational
River Area. The impacts of developaent and increased
recreation use will be controlled on the basis of the
capability of the river and its environment to support
these OSes and activxties rather than on projected trends
and demands.
(ELR ORDER # 51265)

Horse Creek. Adainistrative-Eesearch , Hezperce N.F. 08/25

Idaho
County: Idaho
The proposed Horse Creek. Administrative Research Project,
Nezperce National Forest will attempt to assess the impact
of land management activities on the soil and water re-
sources in the Western Rocky Noantaln physiographic pro-
vince. Procedures involve utilization of an instrument,
network to monitor hydrometeorological parameters before,
during, and after a controlled sequence of timber harvest
and road construction activities. Adverse impacts include
the disturbance of the roadless portions of the Headow
Creek drainage, the effects of the yearly installation and
removal of sediment, catch basins, and 2 timber sales.
(ELR ORDER » 51286)

Delta Onit Plan, Delta N.F. 08/18

Bississippi
County: Sharkey Issaquena Warren
The proposed action is the implementation of a management
plan for the Delta National Forest. The management
direction emphasized wildlife management and timber
production. Adverse impacts include compaction, rutting
soil movement; reduction of terrestrial wildlife habitat
caused by greentree reservoirs and structured sloughs;
loss of land for timber production; and visual changes from
timber harvesting and construction activities.
(ELR ORDER # 51222)

Dickey-Sunday Planning Dnit, Kootenai H.F. 08/19

Montana
County: Lincoln Flathead
The action involves implementation of a revised multiple
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use plan for the 67,029 acres Dickey-Sonday Planning Unit,
Kootenai National Forest. Portions of the unit will be
intensively managed for coaimodit.y production and yield
increase. Development activity will result in continued
soil and vegetative disturbance which may cause temporary
acceleration of soil erosion and sediment levels, as
well as visual disturoance. Areas which are currently
nnroaded wxll be developed and the natural conditions of
the Forest will be affected.
(ELR ORDER « 512m)

Nantahala Unit «22, Nantahala M.F. 08/21

North Carolina
County: several
The statement concerns the proposed 10-year management of
the 71,164 acre Nantahala Dnit located in aacon. Clay,
Swain, and Graham Counties. Management decisions will
affect major forest, resources: wildlife, water quality,
soils, vegetative cover, aesthetics, roads, trails, and
recreation. Adverse environmental impacts can result from
movement of soil into streams from logging operations,
construction and reconstruction of roads, trails, and rec-
reaction areas, and operation of motor vehicles. Scenic
values may be adversely affected by construction ac-
tivities, timber harvesting, and littering.
(ELE ORDEB 51260)

Conroe Unit, Sam Houston N.P. 08/25

Texas
County: Montgomery Ma liter

The statement concerns the proposed 10-year management
plan for the Conroe Unit fo the Sam Houston National
Forest. Hanagement goals for the 75,57U-acre unit will
be directed toward meeting the local and regional needs of
the public while respecting the production and carrying
capacities of the forest resources. Environmental impacts
will be on water quality, soils, vegetation, wildlife
and forest aesthetics due to timber harvesting, road and
trail construction, and developed recreation facilities.
Air quality will be affected by burning of forest floor
fuels.
(ELR ORDER # 51274)

Lone Peak Wilderness Study, Ointa, Hasatch ».F. 08/01

Utah
County: Salt Lake Otah
The statement concerns the proposed wilderness classi-
fication of the Lone Peak Wilderness Study Area. Three
alternatives, each with different social and economic im-
pacts, are presented.
(ELR ORDER # 51155)
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D"ft Date

Monticello Land Use Plan, Manti-LaSal M.P. 08/26

Utah
County: san Juan
The statement concserns a land use plan for the 368,000
acre Monticello Unit ot Manti-LaSal National Forest. The
plan allocates sections of the unit to activities such as
timber harvest, revegetation treatments, mining, road con-
struction, livestocit grazing and recreation use. The
plan also provides for the protection and preservation of
natural, scenic, archeologic, and wildlife values within
the planning unit.
(ELR ORDER « 5126 b)

Dixie ».F. Timber Management Plan 08/25

Utah
County: several
The statement concerns a timber management plan for the
609.657 acres of productive forest land in Dixie National
Forest. The management direction provides for a pro-
grammed harvest of 19.4 million board feet of sawtiaber
per year. Temporary adverse effects will be on air,
natural beauty, outdoor recreation, range wildlife, fire
control, insect and disease control, and soil and water
conditions because of the dust and noise from harvesting
operations, slash created by harvesting, and increased
activity m the forest.
(ELR ORDER « 51282)

^io^l Date

Vegetation Control, Arizona and New Bexico 08/18

Arizona New Bexico
Proposed is the use of fire, chemical, and mechinical treat-
ment for the control of invading plants on National Forest
lands in Arizona and New Bexico. The action is intended to
improve water guality and wildlife habitat, increase forage
production, soil productivity, and recreational activities,
and decrease soil erosion. There will be temporary adverse
impact on soil, water, and air guality.

COBHENTS BADE BY: USDA DOI EPA
state agencies and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER 51238)

Timber Banagement, Gonnison N.F. 08/25

Colorado
The statement refers to the 10 year (1975-1984) timber
Banagement plan for the Gunnison National Forest. Under
the plan, 5,820 acres would be subject to silvicultural
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management that would result in the harvest of 52.3
cunits of wood products, including 18.1 million board feet
of sawtiaber. Also mcloded is the cx>nstruction of 209
miles of roads and the reforestation of 4,000 acres of
"understocKed" forest lands. The Gunnison N.P. contains
128, U65 acres of unloaded land which will undergo road
construction and timber harvest.
COBMEMTS HADE BY: DOl USDA EPA

State and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # bl27b)

bear Valley Plannxng Dnit Land Ose Plan 06/18

Idaho
The statement discusses the Bear Valley Planning Dnit Land
Use Plan. The Bear Valley Planning tJnit contains a gross
area of 192, S65 acres, with 149,311 acres within the Boise
National Forest and 41,304 acres within the Challis National
Forest. In developinq the plan, 'the planning unit was div-
ided into six aanagenent areas. Of the inventoried roadless
and undeveloped areas, 46,730 acres will remain roadless,
with the remaining b4,041 acres t>eing developed as the need
arises. There will be temporary sedimentation and short
periods of aix pollution.
COMMENTS flADE BI : AHP HEW EPA DOI

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51221)

Idaho City Dnit, Boise N.F. 08/21

Idaho
County: Boise Elmore
The statement refers to the land use plan for the 366,190-
acre Idaho City Planning Unit of Boise National Forest.
The Unit is divided into five management areas and further
into management units tor protection, development, and use.
Minor adverst^ effects from some development activities will
be temporary stream sedxmentation and air pollution.
COMMENTS BADE BX: DOI EPA DOC HEW DOT HOD AHP

State and local agenices
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 51254)

Shafer Butte Planning Unit, Boise N.F. 08/27

Idaho
County: Ada Boise
The statement refers to the land use plan for the 98,500-
acre Shafer butte Planning Unit of Boise National Forest.
Balanced resource use is given emphasis in the plan. Hater-
shed, visual quality, and recreation as noncommodity items
or nonconsumptive resource activities are complemented.
Wildlife habitat improvement or maintenance is stressed-
Consumptxve demands are mixed to the extent the land base
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can meet and Enpport.
COMHBMTS BADE BY: DOI EPA DOC HEW AHP USDA FEA COB

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 51296)

South ForK SalBon Siver Planning Unit, Boise, Payette 08/28

Idaho
County: ?alley
The statement concerns a planning unit containing 348,328
acres, approxiaately 246,000 of which are within Payette
National Forest, 102,328 of which are within Boise National
Forest, and 8S5 acres are in private ownership. The plan
sets forth tne allocation of lands to resource uses and
activities. Ainor adverse effects such as temporary air
pollution due to burning of residual material after
timber harvests are expected.
COnMEMTii BADk BY: EPA DOI DOC COE AHP OSDA DOT FEA HEM
HUD State and local agencies

and concerned citizens
(ELR ORDER # 51303)

North Evangeline Unit, Kisatchie N .F. 08/25

Louisiana
County: Rapides
Ihe statement concerns the 10-year management plan for the
34,837-acre Evangeline Unit, Kisatchie National Forest.
The plan includes wildlife improvements, concentration of
recreation is t£ aroond Valentine and Kincaid Lakes, inten-
sive range management and timber management:. Timber
harvests will result in degradation of scenery and road
constrnction

.

COrtMESTS flADE BY: USDA DOD DOI EPA
state and local agencies

(ELK ORDER « 51288)

Multiple Use, Camp-lolan Onit, Bitterroot N.F. 08/25

Montana
County: Ravalli
Proposed is the implementation of a revised multiple use
plan for the Camp-Tolan Planning Unit, Sula Ranger District,
Bitterroot National Forest. The 39,848 acre unit has been
divided into seven management units, for such values as
big game winter range, timber production, recreation and
scenic values, and wildlife cover. There are 13,100 acres
of inventoried roadless area lying within the planning
unit, of which 8,428 will remain roadless under the plan.
(110 pages)
COMHENTS MADi; BY: EPA DOI USDA

State and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER « 51284)
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Eolling Prarie Planning Unit, Custer N.P. 08/18

North Dakota
County: several
The action is the inplenentation of a Multiple Use Plan for
for the Rolling Ptarie Planning Unit, Little Bissouri River
National Grasslands, Coster National Forest. The Planning
Onit is located in HcKenzie, Golden Valley, Billings, and
Slope Counties and contains 882,680 acres of land. The
plan provides for oil and gas extraction, beef production,
and the protection of historical, archeoloqical, and
paleontological sates. Adverse impacts range fron low to
oderate for most of the la activities considered.
COHMENTS BADK BY: EPA DOI COE DOT

State agencies and organizations
(ELR ORDER # 51223)

Herbicide Ose, Washington N.F.'s, Supplement 08/04

Washington
County: several
The supplement statement concerns the use of herbicides
2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, 2,«I,S-TP, Amtrole-T, atrazine, picloram,
dicamba, and HSBA to reduce the competition from native and
introduced vegetation where it haapers forest aauageaent
activities in Olympic, Ht. BaKer, Snoqoalmie, and Gifford
Pinchot National Forests. Aesthetic deterioration of
treated tracts may result.
COHHENTS MADE BY: USDA DOC COE HEW DOI DOT EPA
(ELR ORDER « 51142)

Rural Electrification Administration

Final Date

230 kV Transmission Lines, Boone to Lamar 08/04

Colorado
County: several
The statement concerns the loan application by Colorado-
Ote Electric Association, Inc., for construction of
approximately 98 miles of 230 kV transmission line between
Boone and Lamar, Colorado. The project also includes a 2.5
section of 115 kV tie lines between the Boone Substation
and the existing aidway-LaJunta 115k¥ line, and a 13 mile
115 kV tie line between the proposed Lamar Substation and
the existing South Lamar Substation. The major adverse
impact will be the intrusion of the transmission facilities
upon the landscape.
COHHENTS HADE BY: DOT DOI USDA COE EPA PPC

state and regional agencies
(ELR ORDER 51148)
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Soil Conservation Service

Draft Date

Farm BtooK. Watershed 08/18

Connecticut
County: New Haven
The purpose of the project is to provide flood daaage
reduction and recreation opportunities. The project con-
sists of conservatxon land treatment, one floodwater re-
tarding structure, recreational facilities and about 5,000
feet of stream channel worJc. Adverse impacts include the
displacement of 50 people, three farms and one business,
the inundation of 82 acres of land, and the disturbance of
4.6 acres by channel worK.
(ELR ORDER # 5122b)

Big Buddy CreeK Watershed 08/04

Kentucky
County

:

Proposed is
Watershed pr
of a floodwa
miles of str
current land
include the
within the a
and oldtield
carrying cap
pressures in
diversion

.

(ELR ORDER *

Butler Loga
a project for the 65,1
eject. Included m th
ter retarding structnr
earn channel, ajid conti
treatment. Adverse i
elimination of most, of
rea inundated, loss of
to increased cultivat
acity tor wildlife, an
the watershed from la

UO acre Big Buddy Creek
e plan is the construction
e, alteration of 17.5
nued application of the
mpacts of the project
streamside vegetation
2,408 acres of pasture

ion, permanent loss of
d increased competition
nd elimination and/or

51159)

Pinal Date

Chippeewa and Long Prairie Headwaters Development 08/18

Minnesota
County: several
The statement concerns a project for fish and wildlife
development in Douglas, Grant, Otter Tail, and Pope
Counties, Rinaesota which would increase acreage of wild-
life land from 54,000 acres to 54,020 acres. The plan
includes installation of 89 permanent structures.
Construction disruption would result.
COMMEHTS MADE BY : OSDA COE DOl DOT OSCG EPA

State agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51236)

Browning Watershed Project

Hontana
Coun ty : Glacier

08/25
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The statement reters to the city of Browning's watershed
prote<:tion and flood prevention in Glacier County,
Montana. Adverse inpacts induce the loss of agricultural
production on 20 acres of land, prevention of interchange
of fish populations along upper Willow CreeK, temporary
inundation of land, and increased air and water pollution
during construction.
COMMEMTS MADK BY: COE HEW DOI DOT EPA AHP

State agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER » 51281)

Mission Hill Watershed, YanKton County 08/27

South Dakota
County: Yanttton
The statement reters to the proposed construction of the
Mission Hill Watershed in Yanxton County. The project is
for watershed protection and flood prevention in agricul-
tural lands and to aomes in the town of Mission Hill. The
planned project measures to be installed include conserva-
tion land treatment, one floodwater retarding structure,
one grade stabilization structure, and 3.8 miles of channel
work:. There will be a periodic inundation by floodwater of
up to 31 acres of cropland and 69 acres of pasture. There
will also be a temporary loss of 121 acres of pasture, crop-
land, Jierbaceons habitat, and woody habitat during construc-
tion, and increased levels of noise and dust.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE HEW DOI EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER t 6129 7)

Nibbs Creei. watershed 08/25

Virginia
County: Amelia
The statement refers to the proposed Nibbs Creek Water-
shed protection, flood prevention, and municipal and
industrial water storage project in Amelia County,
Virginia. Adverse impacts are the inundation of land, and
increased turbidity during construction.
COMMEBTS MADE BY: COE DOI DOT EPA AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51285)
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DSPAftTMEMT OP COBMERCE

Contact: Dr. Sxdney R. Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(20Z) 967-4335

Draft Date

Key Largo Coral Reef Marine Sanctuary 08/14

Florida
Proposed is the establishment of a recreational and
esthetic area encompassing corals and associated flora and
fauna ondei Title ill of the rtarine Protection, Research
and Sanctuaries Act of 1972. The area will be managed to
protect and conserve the coral and coral reer ecosystems,
to regulate the uses of the sanctuary, and to provide
opportunity ior recreation. Useis of the area will be
subject to regulation and some activity, soch as spear
fishing and souvenir collecting, will be precluded.
(ELR ORDER # 51215)
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DEPARTBENT OF DEFENSE, Aray

Contact: Br. George A. Cunney, Jr.
Acting Chief , Environaental Office
Directorate of Installations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics
Washington, D.C. 20310
(202) OX 4-4269

Draft Date

White Sands Bissxle Range 08/14

Hew Mexico
The statement concerns the renewal of a Special-Ose Permit
to allow the White Sands aissile Range test and recovery
operations to continue on 74,849 acres of the White Sands
Sational Monument. The use of the western half of the
NonuBient for missile impacts and the utilization of air
space above the Honument sometimes necessitates evacuation
during scheduled mission, and although recovery efforts
are made, the operations result in some adverse impacts.
(ELF ORDER i 51212)
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DEPAKTHENT OF DEFENSE, Army Corps

Contact: ar. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEN-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
U. S. Amy Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenne, S. M

.

Washington, D. C. 20314
(202) 693-6861

Draft Date

Chevron Oil Co., Dredging Permit 08/06

Alabama
County: Baldwin
Proposed is the issuance of a permit to Chevron Oil Company
for the dredging of a slip in the Mobile River Delta to
accomodate an inland drilling operation. Adverse impacts
include the destruction of about 2.1 acres of swamp,
increased noise levels in the vicinity, degradation of the
aesthetic quaiity of the area, and the potential effects
of accidental oil spills and blowouts on Hobile Delta and
surrounding areas. (Mobile District)
(ELB ORDEB « 51175)

Offshore Oil & Gas development, AlasJtan Arctic Coast 08/04

Alaska
The statement concerns the issuance of permits for
structures in navigable waters off the Alaskan Arctic Coast
associated with exploration and development of oil and gas
resources. Adverse impacts associated with such development
are: water pollution with resulting losses in marine
terrestrial plants and animals, loss of aesthetics, de-
crease of a nonrenewable resource, possible loss or
degradation of historic and archeological sites, and
possible adverse climatic alteration. (Anchorage District)
(ELB OSDER « 51146)

Wrangell Small Boat Harbor #2 08/18

Alaska
The proposed project is the constructdon of a small boat
harbor in the northern p>ortion of Shoemaker Bay near
Wrangell, Alaska. Project features include constructing
a breakwater when and if required. The local sponsor will
dredge the mooring basin and furnish the floating break-
water. Adverse xmpacts include the alteration of between
19 and 31 acres of marine habitat, and long term decrease
in water quality from chronic pollution due to harbor
operations. (Anchorage District)
(ELK OBDER # 51227)
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Draft D^te

Port of Redwood City Levee Project 0»/11

California
County: San Sateo
Proposed is the construction of a protective levee on land
owned by t&e Port of Redwood City. The purpose of the
levee is to protect Port land from periodic tidal flooding
and to contain maxntenance dredying spoils from Redwood
CreeX. Approximately 32,000 cobxc yards of borrow material
will lae used in levee construction. Adverse impacts
include those resulting from the permanent change of bio-
logical conditions and land use change in the area.
(San Francisco District)
(ELR OKDjiR « 512U0)

Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco Harbor 08/25

California
County: San Francisco
Proposed is the construction of a 7G0-foot concrete pile
baffle breaK water extending troa the solid portion of the
Hyde Street i^er, a 1,200 foot concrete sheet pile breaK-
water extending from the baffled brealtwater, with a 10-
foot wide concrete walKway and a 370-foot concrete pile and
baffle breakwater extending along the bayward end of
Pier 45. Adverse impacts include the commitment of 5400
square feet of natural benthos, relocation of two vessels
in State Historic naritime Park during construction, and
displacement of fishing vessels from other nearby harbors.
(San Francisco District)
(ELR ORDER # 51280)

Hew London Hurricane Protection (Supplement) 08/04

Connecticut
The proposed action is to construct an earth berm and
flood wall to provide hurricane protection to approximately
35acres in the downtown area of Mew London behind Shaw Cove.
Approximately 3,400 feet of berm will be constructed pri-
marily along the shoreline. The elevation of the Derm
varies from 12.0 feet of 14.5 feet above mean sea level.
The project will result in increases in levels of noise,
turbidity and traffic congestion and a decrease in air
quality during construction. Approximately 2,600 feet of
shoreline will be committed to the project.
(ELR ORDER t 51147)

Logjam Study, Habash River 08/11

Indiana
County: Adams
The project includes work to remove approximately 20 logjams
of various sizes on an eight mile reach of the Mabash River
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in Adams County, Indiana. Also, a channel enlargement
about 300 leet long to remove small trees and sediment is
included. Disposal of debris Mill be accomplished by dis-
posina o± the material outside the lOJ-year flood plain.
Reducing flooding above Geneva will cause more water to
reach downstream areas and could contrabute to flooding m
those areas. Construction disruption will result.
(Louisville Dsitrict)
(BLR OHDtE « 51189)

Little Calumet hiver Basin (2) 08/25

Indiana
The recommended plan will provide protection froB flooding
along the Lxttle Calumet hiver, Indiana and provide
recreation for the area. The flood protection will be
provided through main stem channel alterations (widening
and deepening) and levees. Limited destruction of wetlands
will occur xn the path of tae widened river and corridor.
(ELR ORDKR # 51275)

Northfxeld at. and Millers R. Diversion (2) 08/05

Massachusetts
The statement involves solutions for meeting future
water supply requirements tor Eastern Kassachusetts
and explores various alternative ways to meet the
projected needs for this region. Proposals include
diversion during high flow periods from the Connecticut
River via trie Northfield aountain pumped storage facility
directly to yuabbin Reservoir and by three other alter-
native methods to utilize and transport water from the
Millets River basxn to the Quabbin Reservoir. The pro-
ject may result in a temperature rise below the diversion
point of the Hillers River as well as a probable lessening
or the sediment load

.

(ELR ORDER # 51151)

LaKe St. Clair, Channel Dredging 08/01

Michigan
The proposed project is the maintenance dredging of the
Lane bt. Claxr Federal Navigation Channels and the con-
struction of diKed disposal areas for polluted dredged
materials. Adverse impacts will include decreased local
water yuality m the dredging area and increased
turbidity, which will discourage fish from frequenting
the area. (Detroit District)
(ELR ORDBR # 51141)

St. Clair liiver. Maintenance Dredging 08/25

Michigan
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of the Federal
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Navigation channels in the St. Clair Kiver to remove
130,000 cubic yards annually consisting primarily of sand
and silt. The Dtaterial removed will oe disponed ot in
deep water or placed ashore on upland sites. The action
will temporarily adversely atfect water quality and disrupt
benthxc habitat and lish populations.
(KLii OKDER « 51270)

Grand Haven Harbor, Grand River Dredging Ob/25

Michigan
County: Ottawa
Proposed is the periodic maintenance dredging of the
navigation channels m Grand haven HarDor and the Grand
River, Michigan. Unpolluted materials removed from the
14.5 mile long upstream channel will be placed primarily
on shoreline reaches, particularly those that have been
subject to erosion. Polluted naterials dredged fro» the
harbor proper will t>e contained in a confined disposal
site. Disruption of benthic habitat will occur due to
construction. (Detroit District)
(ELR ORDER « 51271)

Saginaw River and Saginaw bay, Michigan OB/25

aichigan
The proposed project is to perform maintenance dredging of
the Saginaw River and Saginaw Bay Federal Navigation
channels. Approximately 140,000 cubic yards of polluted
material dredged trom the river is placed on the confined
disposal area on aiddle Ground Island. The polluted
channel section trom the D&H h.H. bridge to the river
mouth and the section throughout the inner bay will not
t)e dredged until a confined disposal site is constructed
to contain tne material. Adverse environmental impacts
will result from the resut:pension of polluted sudiments.
(Detroit District)
(tLR ORDER « 51263)

St. rtary's Kiver and Straits of .lackinac 08/27

Michigan
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of those portions ot
the St. Gary's River and the Straits of «acK.inac which
require the removal of shoals and obstructions. Some
materials dtedaed by detricJcboat will be disposed of on
land in designated disposal areas. All other dredgmgs
will be deposited in deep water outpide and adjacent to
the channels from which it was removed, or in other desig-
nated open water disposal areas. Construction aisruption
will result. (Detroit District)
(£LR ORDSR « 51294)
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Pembilier LaKe and Dam, Pembina Piver Basin 08/04

North Dakota
County: Cavalier Pembina
The project would include a rolled earth type dam across
the Pembina hiver abont 2 miles southwest of Valhalla,
North Dakota on or near the Cavalier-Pembina County Line.
The project would result in the pernanent innundation of
about 800 acres ot the valley, including 365 acres of wood-
lands, 355 acres of agricultural lands, and 9.5 miles of
free flowing river. At design flood-pool, an additional
2,400 acres of the valley and 12 Miles of river would be
inundated tor varying durations. The project would affect
wildlife in the area and would require the relocation of
persons from about 9 farmsteads and residences.
(St. Paul District)
(ELR ORDER # 51143)

Diiied Disposal Site #14, Cleveland Harbor 08/04

Ohio
Proposed is the construction and operation of a SB-acre
dix.ed facility to receive polluted sediments to be dredged
from Cleveland Harbor. The site will provide a 10-year
capacity for containing sediments. Approximately 80 acres
of LaK.e Erie's water/bottom surface will be permanently re-
moved from the inventory of agnatic habitat. Temporary
adverse impacts upon aquatic life, water quality,
aesthetics, and boat traffic are expected during con-
struction of tie facility. (Cleveland District)
(ELR ORDER » 51158)

Colleton R., Dredging S Pier Construction (Supplement) 08/25

South Carolina
County: Beaufort
The purpose of the supplement is to document the environ-
mental impacts of two changes in plans of Chicago Bridge
and Iron Company for proposed use ot land at Victoria
Blutf. The changes are a less restrictive definition of
the products to be manufactured so as to include manu-
facture of LNG containers, and a deletion of 308 acres
from the buffer area indicated in the original permit
application. (Charleston District)
(ELR ORDER # 51267)

Cordell Bull Dam and Reservoir, Disposal 08/11

Tennessee
County : JacK.son
The acrtion would Involve selling abont 65 acres of
Federally-owned land to the Gainesboro Port Authority, a

legally constituted entity of the State of Tennessee, for
the purposes of developing a public port and industrial
facilities. Adverse effects upon air and water quality
will depend upon types of effluents discharged through
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the sewage t-reatment plant and contained in strom water
runolt. Construction disruption will resait.
(Nashville District)
(ELR ORDER # 5119tt)

Willapa River and Harbor Navigation Project (2) 08/04

Washington
County: Paciric
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of the navigation
channels rn Willapa Kiver and Harbor through 1977. This
includes the outer bar channel, inner bay channel and
Willapa Kiver channel. Dredge material will be deposited
in two deepwater areas within Willapa Bay. Doe to tne low
cost benefit ratio, the project will be dredged to minimun
depths during the interia period and terminated after 1977.
Dredging will result in reduced water quality and
destractxon of benthic habitat, and termination of thts

project will result in the loss of jobs.
(Seattle District)
(ELR ORDER # 51160)

Final Date

Long LaJte Area, Helena, Arkansas 08/16

Arkansas
Count.y: Phillips
The plan proposed consists o£ enlargement and cleanout of
5.6 miles of Long Lake Bayou to provide flood protection
and increased land available for crop prodnction. Clean-
out and enlargement of part of the bayou will result in
the loss of the existing aquatic biota, including any
associated commercial and sport fishing values. Conversion
of about 220 acres of woodlands to croplands and clearing
of the required 211 acres of right-of-way will result in
losses in small game and degrading of aesthetic values.
(Memphis District)
COPinENl'S aADii BI:
(ELR ORDER » 51229)

Lake Chicot Flood Control 08/18

Arkansas Louisiana
Proposed is a flood control project which will include a
6,500 cfs pumping plant and floodgate in the Mississippi
River levee and Lake Chicot, dams in Connerly and Ditch
Bayous, channel cleanouts into and from Lake Chicot, a
diversion channel from Bacon Lake, and Public access and
use facilities on Lake Chicot. In addition to impact from
construction possibl<e secondary impacts would include in-
creasesd real estate developpaent around Lake Chicot, with
increased urban runoff and sewage into the Lake. (?icks-
burg District)
COBMEBTS BADE BT: EPA DOI USDA HEW DOC
(ELR ORDER # 51230)
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Mission Bay Harbor 08/05

California
County: San Diego
Proposed i£ the perxodic maintenance dredging of Mission
Bay entrance ciiannel, iian Dxego County, California.
Dredging spoils will De used to nourish adjacent beaches-
Adverst; impacts xnclode the destruction of bottom dwelling
organiEBS in the project areas and increased turbidity.
(Los Angeles District)
COKHENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOC HOD DOl DOT EPA A EC

State and local agencies
(ELR OBDEP # 51166)

Morro Bay harbor. Operation and Maintenance Ob/05

California
County: Saa Luis Obisp
The project involves the performance of maintenance dredging
within Aorro Bay Harbor to maintain Federal channels at pre-
sently authorized oepths. Spoils will be deposited in the
Pacific ocean about ^,500 ft. seaward of the entrance to
Morro Bay. Adverse effects include: short-term loss of ben-
thic organisms on the channel floor and at the offshore dis-
posal site; temporary increase of turbidity; and possible
temporary inconvenience to harbor traffic.
(Los Angeles District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: JSDA DOC DOl EPA

state and local agencies
(ELB ORDER « 51169)

Sacramento hiver. Major and Minor Tributaries 08/Ob

California
County: several
The project involves the protection of extensive areas in
the Sacramento River Basin flood plains from widespread
damages and loss of life due to flooding. Loss of wildlife
and associated natural riparian values along the streams
cannot be avoided at some sites. (Sacramento River)
COMMENIS MADE BY: EPA DOl HEM OSDA DOT

state and local agencies
(ELK ORDER « 511«0)

So. Dade Conveyance Canals, East Coast Backpumping 08/27

Florida
The proposals consist of deepening, modifying, and realign-
ing existing canal stretches, construction of new canals,
and provisions of new inlet and water control structures
and pumping stations in the Best palm Beach and South Dade
County areas. The construction and modifications will pro-
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vide flood control in the backponped areas and will provide
water for secsondary water supply, salinity intrusions con-
trol, and £verglades N.P. Adverse iapacts include: tempor-
arily increased torbidity ; possible displacement of people
and businesses; possible disruption of archaeological sites;
loss of wildlife habitat; and increased noise and dust dur-
ing construction. (Jacksonville District)
COMBENTS HADE bY : OSDA DOC EPA DOl

State agencies
(ELK OiiDER # 51292)

Fulton Local Flood Protection Project 08/05

Illinois
county: Whiteside
The project, consists of constructing 10 miles of levee de-
signed to protect 9,000+ acres within the project area
against a rtississippi River Design flood. Additional struc-
tures would oontist of 3 new railroad bridges, 1 new high-
way bridge, sand bag closures, outlet structures and 3
pumpingstatioQs. Three ponding areas planned involve approx-
imately 2400 acres. Adverse impacts are loss of 27 acres of
bottomland woods, lots and disruption of the benthic comm-
unity, siltation in the ponding areas, and the draining of
current wetland habitat for agriculture.
(Rock. Island District)
COMMENTS MADji BY: EPA DOI USDA DOT DOC HUD AHP

state agencies
(ELR ORDER * 51162)

Cave Run Lake, Licking Rivet Basin Oa/OU

Kentucky
County: several
The statement refers to the proposed construction of the
Cave Bun Dam and related project works on the Licking
River, for purposes of flood control, general recreation,
water quality, and fisb and wildlife recreation. Thirty-
one thousand acres, 14,870 of which will be inundated, will
be converted to public ownership as a result of tne pro-
ject. Fifty ailes of free flowing stream with 21 miles
of tributaries will be converted to slacK water impound-
ment. An influx of visitors will affect the tranquility
which presently prevails. (Louisville District)

(33 pages)
COMMBSTS MADE BY: DOI EPA OSDA DOC DOT HEW

State and local agencies
and citizen groups

(ELR ORDER 51144)

Onion Lake, Eourbeuse River, Missouri 08/01

Missouri
County: Pranklin
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Proposed is the construction of a dam on the Boarbeuse River
at river mile 32.5. The purposes of the project are recrea-
tion, flood control, water quality, water supply, fish and
wildlife, navigation, and area development. The lafce will
have a normal pool of 6,600 acres, and a naximua flood con-
trol pool of 12,90vy acres. Adverse impact will include the
loss of terrestrial wildlife habitat and the relocation of
100 faailies. (St. Louis District)
COflHENTS BADE BY: USDA EPA FPC HUD DOI AHP DOC

state and local agencies
and individuals

(tLS ORDER # 51137)

Stocliton LaJtf, Sac River 08/07

Missouri
The statement refers to the continued operation and main-
tenance of StocX.ton Laite and its project lands. The LaKe
is operated for hydroelectric power generation, flood con-
trol, public recreation, and fish and wildlife habitat
maintenance. Lake fluctuation during hydroelectric power
production has xmpact upon fish spawning habitat and shore-
line vegetation. (Kansas City District)
COaaEMTS BADii BY: USDA HUD DOI OSCG EPA FPC AHP

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 5118 2)

Lost and Little Lost Creeks Flood Protection 08/18

Missouri
County: Newton
The statement refers to a proposed flood control project
which will consist of the channelization of Lost and
Little Creeps, and the snagging of a channel and selective
clearing of a floodway below the Town of Seneca. Impact
of the project will include that of changed land use on 17
acres of land. (Tulsa District)
COaaENTS aADK BY: EPA HUD DOI DOT USDA AHP DOC

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51225)

Scajaqaada CreeX. and Tributaries, Flood Control 08/06

New York
The statement refers to the flood control project for Sca-
jaquada Creek and Tributaries. The plan involves 9,100 Ft.
of channel improvement, a total of about 16,800 ft. of chann-
elization on tributaries, two sections of levee, removal,
replacement or enlargement of obstructive bridges, culverts
and conduits, and the sealing of sanitary sewer manholes
subject to submergence. Adverse impacts are increased tur-
bidity, loss of land and vegetation, and construction dis-
turbance. (Buffalo District)
COMMENTS HADE BY: OSDA EPA DOI DOC DOT

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER » 51178)
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Neuse Eiver 08/28

North Carolina
County: Craven
The statement considers the dredging of a commercial navi-
gation channel 12* deep and 120» wide for 9 Biles on the
Neuse River. Aquatic life will be disturbed by dredging
and S** acres of wildlife habitat will be lost to spoil
deposit. (19 pages)
COMMENTS MADE bY : AEC DOC EPA OEO DOI

state agencies
(ELR ORDER » S1305)

Beach Erosion Control, Lak.eview Park 08/01

Ohio
The statement discusses the construction of an offshore
breakwater system, initial sand placement, and periodic
sand nourishment to aaintain a beach at LaJteview Park,
Lorain, Ohio. Periodic sand nourishment is expected to
be required every 2 years. Adverse impacts are increased
noise and air pollution during construction, temporary
turbidity, and loss of some aquatic life,
(buffalo District)
COMMENTS MADii BY: USC DOC HOD HEW DOI EPA

one state agency
(ELK ORDER « 51153)

Huron Harbor navigation Project 08/06

Ohio
County: Erie
The project involves navigation improvements to Huron
Harbor. The proposed plan entails the deepening and lake-
ward extension of the lake approach channel deepening the
rivet channel,and enlarging and deepening the turning basin.
Project construction activities will have temporary adverse
aesthetic value, boat traffic, and noise levels.
(Buffalo District)
COMMESTS MADE BY: HOD USCG USD* HEW EPA DOI DOC
(BLR ORDEB « 51179)

Diked Disposal Site Bo. 7, Lorain Harbor 08/07

Ohio
County: Lorain
The statement refers to the proposed Diked Disposal Site
Ho. 7, Lorain Harbor, Lorain Harbor, Ohio. The project
involves construction and operation of a 58-acre rubble-
mound diked disposal facility to receive polluted
sediments. Adverse impacts are temporary turbidity, des-
truction of some bottom organisms, and odor during spoil
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discharge operations. (Buffalo District) (107 pages)
COMHENTS flADt BY: DOl DOC EPA HE»

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51183)

WauriKa LaKe Beaver Creek 08/01

Oklahoma
County: Jefferson Stephens Cotton
The statenent refers to the proposed Waurika Lake which
will extend into Stephens and Cotton counties. Project
purposes are flood control, water supply, water quality,
water control, irrigation, recreation, and fish and wild-
life. The project consists of an earthfill eabanknent, a
reinforced concrete gate tower and conduit, an uncontrolled
spillway, access roads, project buildings and water conve-
yance facilites. Adverse impacts are the inundation of
10,100 acres of land, relocation of 35 faailies, and the
damage done tx> 7 archeological sites. (Tulsa District)

COMHENTS MADE BI : EPA HOD DOI USDA AHP HEH
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 51135)

HcClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Systen 08/05

Oklahoaa
The statement refers to operation and naintenance activities
associated with the BcClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Savigation
System. Included are the operation of locks; maintenance of
project structures; hydroelectric power generation; and con-
trol of erosion. Adverse impacts include those associated
with dredging; and the disturbance of waterfowl. (Tulsa
District)
CONNENTS HADE BT: EPA HOD DOI DOT PPC USDA AHP DOC HEi
(ELR ORDER # 51170)

Port Gibson and Tenkiller Ferry Lakes 08/05

Oklahoma
The statement refers to operation and maintenance activities
at Fort Gibson Lake on the Grand (Neosho) River and at
Tenkiller Ferry Lake on the Illinois River. The lakes are
operated for reservoir regulation, flood control, the gen-
eration of hydroelectric power, and the management of land
resources. Adverse impact includes that resulting from
lake fluctuations and from heavy recreational use. (Tulsa
District) (117 pages)
COHMEITS HADE BT: EPA HDD DOI OSDA AHP DOC HEM FPC 2
(ELR ORDER # 51173)

Eufaula Lake, Canadian River, Oklahoma 08/05

Oklahoma
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The statement evaluates operation and naintenance activities
at Eufala LaKe, a Bulti-purpose project on the Canadian
River. The najor impacts of project operation are those
which result from heavy recreational use and from laKe
fluctuations. (Tulsa District) (84 pages)
COnnEHTS HADi BY: EPA FPC HUD DOI DOT OSDA AHP REM
(ELR OBDBR # 51174)

Tamagua Local Protection Project 08/08

Pennsylvania
County: SchuylJcill
Proposed is the construction of a concrete-lined tunnel
2,930 feet long and 10 feet in diaaeter with appropriate
entrance and exit appurtenances, to divert a major portion
of Wabash Creek flows from the western edge of the Borough
to the Little Schuylkill River near the southern edge of
the Borough at about the same point where the streams now
converge. The project will provide a 100-year degree of
flood protection and contribute to economic development.
The statement indicates no adverse effects. (Philadelphia
District)
COMBESTS HADE BY: DOI USDA HEW PPC EPA USCG DOC

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 511b5)

Scotts Creek, North Pork Scotts Creek 08/21

South Carolina
County: Mewberry
The proposed project consists of clearing and snagging
in Scotts Creek and its tributary North Fork Scotts Creek
for a total of 2.42 miles. Two bridges will be replaced.
Increases in water turbidity and sedimentation will occur,
(42 pages)
COMMEHTS MADE BY: USDA EPA HEW DOI AHP DOT

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 51262)

Channel to Port Bolivar, Maintenance Dredging 08/05

Texas
County: Galveston
The statement refers to the
eral navigat.ion project in
moval of shoaled materials,
by hydraulic pipeline dredg
be disposed of in an open w

verse impacts include the 1
increased turbidity during
(Galveston District)
COMMENTS flADJE BY: BEW DOC

state and
(ELR ORDER # 51166)

maintenance of the existing Fed-
Galveston County by periodic re-
Baintenance will be accomplished

es, and dredged materials will
ater area near the project. Ad-
oss of some marine habitat, and
dredging.

DOI DOT DSCG AHP
local agencies
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Matagorda Ship Channel 08/05

Texas
County: Matagorda Calhoun
The statement refers to the maintenance of the existing nav-
igation project in Calhoun and Matagorda Counties. The auth-
orized project includes a J. 2 aile long entrance channel,
a 22 fflile long channel through Satagorda and Lavaca Bays,
a turning basin at Point Comfort, two shallow-draft branch
channels, and a 20.2 mile long shallow-draft channel. Ad-
verse impacts are the loss of vegetat-ion, destruction of
benthic organisms ana oysters, temporary turbidity, and
objectionable odors «ay result from deposition of dredged
materials on land areas.
{Galveston District)
COMBEKTS BADE aY z KEW EPA UOC DOI USCG USDA AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 5116 7)

Brazos Island Harbor, Maintenance 08/05

Texas
County: Cameron
The statement refers to the proposed continued maintenance
of Brazos Island Harbor, Cameron County, Texas. Dredged ma-
terials will be disposed of in leveed land areas in the
Golf of Sexioo. Adverse impacts are retarded benthic pro-
ductivity, and loss of some wildlife habitat.
(Galveston District)
COMMENTS BADK BY: EPA DOC DOI AHP DOT USDA HEW HUD

state agencies
(ELR ORDER t 51171)

Texas City Channel, ftaintenance Dredging 08/05

Texas
The statement rerers to the proposed maintenance dredging
of the Texas City Channel, an existing Federal navigation
project in Galveston County- The authorized project in-
cludes a 6.7 mile long channel, 10 ft. deep and 400 ft.
wide, from Galveston Harbor Channel to a turning basin,
UO ft. deep, 1,000 ft. wide, and 4,253 ft. long at Texas
City. Dredging will oe performed by hydraulic pipeline
dredge with material being disposed of in open water and
land disposal areas. Adverse impacts involve the loss of
motile and benthic organisms, cover marsh and land vege-
tation, and increased turDidity. (Galveston District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: HEW EPA DOC DOI AHP
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER » 51172)
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Tayiors bayou, Texas 08/20

Texas
County: Jefterson
The proposed project will provide flood control and
major drainage in the Taylors Bayou Watershed. Fea-
tures include enlarging 1.8 miles of the Gulf Intra-
coastal Waterway, an outfall canal from Taylors Bayou
to the GIWH. Included is a diversion channel froB the
lower channel to GIMU, and a gated structure in the diver-
sion channel. Spoil will affect 2,913 acres of land in-
cluding 625 acres of coastal wetlands. An additional
1,610 acres of land will be converted from land to water
use. Dredging will increase turbidity. A substantial loss
of fish and wildlife habitat will occur. (94 pages)
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA COE DOI EPA DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER » 61246)

Seattle Harbor Navigation Project 08/05

Washington
County: King
The statement refers to the proposed maintenance dredging
of 150,000 cu.yds. of material annually from the Duwamish
River, Seattle Harbor. Adverse impact; of the project will
be to water gaaiity. (Seattle District)
COfiHENTS HADE BY: EPA DOC HUD DOI DOT OED

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER 5116 5)

flanitowac and Two Rivers Harbors, Wisconsin 08/06

Wisconsin
Proposed is the perxodic maintenance dredging of the Hani-
towac and Two Rivers Harbors. A diked spoil containment
structure with an incorporated effluent filter would be
constructed adjacent to the existing breakwater at Mani-
towac. There would be adverse impact to local benthic or-
ganisms. Twenty—four acres of land would be formed at the
disposal site; this land would be suitable for community
development. (Chicago District)

COMMEKTS HADit BY: USDA DOC HOD DOI OSCG EPA
state and local agencies

(ELR ORDER « 51177)

Hilwauk.ee Harbor, Wisconsin 08/18

Wisconsin
County: Hilwaukee
The proposed project is the maintenance dredging of the
Hilwaukee Harbor. Disposal of spoils from the naviga-
tion project will take place within the dike containment
structure located xn the south outer harbor. Adverse
impacts stemming from the project are disruption and
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destruction of betiinic organisas, incxeased turbidity, and
redistriburion of toxic and nutritive substances

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOl DOC HUD OSCG 2
State and local agencies

(ELB ORDER # 51237)
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DEPARTMEHT OF DEFENSE, Navy

Contact: Br. Peter «. BcDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secxetary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

DEPARTflENT OP DEFENSE, Navy

Pinal Date

military Housing, Pt. Story, Virginia Beach 08/22

Virginia
Proposed is the construction of 600 units of nilitary
housing by the United States Navy- These 576-four bed-
room and 2H five-bedroom units will be located in the City
of Virginia Beach, Virginia. Construction will result in
the removal of existing vegetation and relocation of
wildlife.
COHHENTS BADE BY: DSDA DOI RES EPA

State and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 51266)
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ENEHGY RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPBBHT ADHIH.

Contact: Mr . W . Herbert Pennington
Office of Assistant Administrator
E-201, EKDA
Washington, D.C. 20515
(301) 973-42U1

Draft Date

OS Nuclear Power Export Activities 08/01

The statement concerns OS activities related to the export
of commercial nuclear steam supply systems and nuclear fuel
for commercial use in foreign power reactors. The state-
ment addresses the environmental, social, technological,
economic, national iiecurity and foreign policy benefits and
costs of OS nuclear power export activities. Impacts are
assessed through the year 2000 and include those of mining
and plant operations. (Two volumes)
(ELR OfiDER # 51138)

Light Mater Breeder Reactor 08/08

The statement concerns the continued development of Light
Water Breeder Reactor technology, which has been underway
since 1965. An essential part of this development is the
operation of the LWBR Core in the Shippingport Atomic Power
Station in Beaver County, Pennsylvania to develop and test
the technical feasibility of a breeder reactor concept and
confirm the workability of its individual systems and com-
ponents as part ot the overall reactor system. Although the
plant is designed to contain the release of fission pro-
ducts, the potential for accidental exposure still exists.
(4 volumes)
(ELR ORDER » 511B«)
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ENVIBOUHESTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Contact: Hr . Sheldon Beyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
Roooi 36 30 Waterside Hall
Hashingt-on D.C. 20460
(202) 755-0940

Draft Date

Central Kitsap Co. Wastewater Facilities 08/25

Washington
County: Kitsap
The statement concerns the awarding of grant funds to
Kitsap County for the construction of interceptor sewer
lines, wastewater treatment facility, and wastewater dis-
posal facility to service drainage sob-basin 9 and 10 and
the Trident support Site. Construction of a wastewater
treatment facility would have significant adverse aesthetic
impacts for half of the alternatives, due to high
visibility on a desirable shoreline or the residential
character of the neighborhood. Significant increases in
property taxes will result from the construction and
operation of the system.
(BLR ORDER # 51291)
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FEDEBAL EMERGY IDHINISTRATIOK

Contact: Hr. Ernest A. Sligh
Director, Environmental Impact Division
Federal Energy Administration
Mew Post Office Building
12t.h and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20461
(202) 961-6214

Draft

Electric Power Facility Construction Incentives Act

Date

08/15

The statemenr concerns enactment of The Electric Power
Facility Construction Incentive Act of 1975 to provide
for the expansion of electric power facilities other than
petroleum and natural gas fueled generating facilities.
The act would reduce the costs of construction for electric
utility property through changes in the investment credit
and the allowance for amortization and depreciation and by
encouraging investment in electric utilities. There will
be long-term increase in electrical consumption and coal
usages as a result of the legislation, and the adverse
effects associated with burning coal.
(ELR ORDER # 51219)
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PEDERAL POWER COMHISSIOM

Contact: Dr. Richard F. Hill
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality
441 G Street, N.H.
Hashinyton, D.C. 20426
(202) 386-6084

Draft Date

aississippi River Transmission Corporation 08/01

The statement describes the projected curtailment of
natural gas supply for the Mississippi River Transmission
Corporation. Adverse effects include decreased air
quality due to increased use of other fossil fuels and
economic consequences of the deficiency of natural gas.
(ELR ORDER 61139)

Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company 08/01

The statement analyzes three permanent natural gas
curtailment plans for the Panhandle Eastern Pipeline
System. Adverse effects include those occurring from
increased use of coal and fuel oil and increased pollution
in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
(ELR ORDER # 51140)

Cities Service Pipeline System Curtailment 08/13

The statement consists of PPC*s analysis of one permanent
curtailment plan for the Cities Service Pipeline System.
Environmental impacts lesolting from curtailment are:
the increased use of coal and oil to replace the curtailed
gas, the associated cost increases, and increased
pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
The statement also includes two alternatives: nnregalated
curtailment and new sources of gas supplies. Reference
is made to the fact that the rate structure and deregula-
tion are not included as alternatives for curtailment.
(ELR ORDER # 51203)

Southern Natural Pipeline System Curtailment 08/13

The action consists of FPC»s analysis of two permanent
curtailment plans for the Southern natural Pipeline
System. The plan will result in increased use of coal
and oil to replace the curtailed natural gas and the
associated cost increases, and increased pollution in
the form of snlfnr dioxide and particnlates . Alternatives
considered in the statement are unregulated curtailment
new sources of gas supplies. Reference is made to the
fact that rate structure and deregulation are not included
as alternatives to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER * 51205)
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El Paso Natural Gas Co., Cartail»ent 08/18

Tbe action consists of FPC»s analysis of one permanent
curtailaent plan for the El Paso Natural Gas Pipeline
system. EnvironBenial impacts resulting from curtailment
are the increased use of oil to replace the curtailed
natural gas and the associated cost increases and the in-
creased pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and par-
ticulates. Alternatives considered in the statement are
unregulated curtailment and new sources of gas supplies.
Rate structure and deregulation are not included as alter-
natives to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER # 51228)

Consolidated Gas Co., Curtailment 08/22

The action consists of FPC»s analysis of two permenant
curtailment plans for the Consolidated Gas Company systems.
Environmental impacts resulting from curtailment are the
increar-ed use of coal and oil to replace the curtailed
natural gas and the associated cost increases and increased
pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
Alternatives include unregulated curtailment and new
sources of gas supply. Rate structure and deregulation
ate not included as alternatives to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER # 51^64)

Bl Paso, Transco LHG Terminal, (Supplement) 08/04

New Jersey
,

County: Gloucester
The statement is a supplement to a draft eis filed with
CEQ 17 July 1974 and includes new data on vapor cloud
travel which could result from a massive spill of LNG
on water.
(ELR ORDER # 51152)

Final Date

Bscondido Project, No. 176, California 08/20

California
The action consists of three proposals for the operation
ot a water diversion project: (1) an application for a new
license by the present licensee, (2) an application for
a non-power license by five Bands of Hission Indians, and
(3) a proposal by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for Federal
takeover of all or some of the project facilities. The
action also consists of an investigation of the ?ista
Irrigation District to determine if Vista is involved in
the operation of P-176 and the occupancy of Indian or
U.S. Government lands.
COBBENTS BADE BY: AHP DOl DOT HEM EPA OSDA COE

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51248)
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GEMEBAL SE8VICES ADHINISTRATION

Contact: Mr. Andre* E. Kaaders
Executive Director of Bnvironfflental Affairs
General Services Administration
18th and F Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20405
(202) 343-4161

Pinal Date

US Courthonse and Federal Building 08/14

Florida
County: Broward
Proposed is the construction of a Federal Builidng and
Courthouse with parking facility in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. The cost of the project, including site ac-
quisition, design, construction, and inspection will be
about $19.1 million. The site has not yet been selected.
The project will provide a total area of 218,295 square
feet. Construction disruption will result.
COaHBNTS aADE BT: EPA DOC HEW DSDA DOl

state and local agencies
(ELR OBDER # 51213)

Federal Building, JacKson, Bississippi 08/22

Mississippi
County: Rinds
Proposed is the construction of a new Federal Building in

JacKson, Mississippi. The building would house all Federal
agencies which are now located in general purpose leased
space. The building would provide 277,250 occupiable sq. ft
for 4b Federal agencies and parking for 40 governnent
vehicles. There will be soae construction disruption.
Depending upon the site selected, residents may be displaced
COMMENTS MADE BI : BUD OEO DOT USDA HEW EPA ASP

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 5126 3)

Federal Office Building, Huron, S.D. 08/11

South Dakota
County: Beadle
Proposed is the construction of a 5-story Federal Office
Building containing 72,000 occupiable square feet of space
The total project will cost $6,819,000. Construction dis-
ruption will result.
COMMBSTS HADE Bl : CEQ ABP COB HUD EPA USDA DOC DOI
(BLR ORDER i 5119 6)
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DEPARTMENT OF HUD

Contact: Br. fiichard H. Broun
Director, Office of Environmental
Quality
EooB 7258
^b^\ 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20U10
(202) 7 55-6308

Draft Date

Hutchinson^s Green Bt. Village Development 08/13

Colorado
County: Jefferson
The statement concerns approval of FHA mortgage insurance
for Hutchinson's Green Bountain Village-A Planned Develop-
ment. The 1006-acre, 5096-unit development will provide
housing for mxddle-income families. Adverse impacts
include: the alteration of existing plant and animal
communities; the increased load on the Lakewood and Denver
metropolitan region infrastructure, particularly the solid
waste disposal and transportation components; and
increased automobile generated pollutants.
(ELB ORDER # 51207)

Sunblest Subdivision, Fishers, Indiana 08/21

Indiana
County: Hamilton
The project involves an application for mortgage insarance
under Section 203b of the national Rousing Act for the
planned unit development of 1268 acres in Fishers, Indiana.
The major adverse environmental impact is the loss of over
1000 acres of farmland.
(ELR ORDER « 51253)

Second Baterlxont Urban Renewal, Gloucester 08/28

Massachusetts
The statement concerns an urban renewal project for 43
acres of land located at the head of the North Channel of
the City of Gloucester, Massachusetts. The project in-
cludes demolition of some existing structures and the con-
struction of new wharves and piers, commercial buildings,
a fish processing plant, a cold storage area, retail
stores, and some office space. The program will also
result in the filling in the area at the terminus of
Inner Harbor at tue North Channel, the disposal of dredge,
relocation and disruption of businesses, and the demolition
of existing buildings.
(ELB ORDER « 51304)
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Oniversity City MDP, Areas 3, U, and 5 08/18

Pennsylvania
The staiement concerns acquisition, demolition, rehabili-
tation, relocation, and site improvement of University City
NDP areas 3, 4, and 5 in Philadelphia. Adverse impacts
of the action include clearance of some structures which
appear to be feasible for rehabilitation, generation of
more vehicular traffic into the area which will aggravate
an already serious air pollution problem, removal of
residential onits from the housing market, and the
potential overtaxing of existing resources such as electric
energy, water, and sewer facilities.
(ELR ORDER # 51240)

University Center Urban Renewal Area Ob/20

Tennessee
County: Davidson
The statement concerns an urban renewal project for 317.2
acres of southwest Nashville to provide for the expansion
of Vanderbilt University. The total project proposed to
clear 680 buildings and rehabilitate 372 structures.
Approximately 1100 families and 800 individuals were
affected by the project. Air quality will decrease due
to vehicular emissions from the concentration of par3ting
garages xn the area.
(ELR ORDER « 51247)

Parle Central Development, Port Arthur 08/04

Texas
County : Jefferson
Proposed is the transformation of 701 acres of coastal
prarie land into a planned urban development. The tract,
formerly undevelopable because of tue threat of hurri-
canes, is now considered for development since the
construction of the Port Arthur hurricane levee system.
The statement indicates no significant adverse effects.
(ELE ORDER 51151)

Final Date

Federal Mobile Home Construction S Safety Standard 08/18

Proposed is the establishment of Federal standards for the
construction and safety of mobile homes. The goal of the
regulation is to reduce the number of injuries and deaths
and insurance costs resulting from mobile home accidents
and to improve the quality and durability of mobile homes
in response to P.L. 93-383.
COHHENTS SADE BY: HEW VA USDA
(ELR ORDER # 51233)
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Section 104(h)

The following are Community Development Block Grant
statements prepared and circulated directly by applicants
pursuant to section 104(h) of the 1974 Housing and Community
Development Act. Copies may be obtained from the office
of the appropriate local chief executive. (Copies are not
available from HUD)

.

Draft Date

Sanitary Sewer Trunk Line, Douglas, Georgia 08/21

Georgia
County: Coffee
The proposed 104(h) project is a sanitary sewer trunk line
in Donglas, Georgia. The najor environsental inpact will
be temporary construction disruption.
(ELR ORDER « 51251)

Dangerous Baildings and Denolitxon Prograa, Kansas 08/13

nissouri
The statement concerns a program to deaolish dangerous
buildings in Kansas City. Adverse impacts include:
traffic congestion, increase in ambient noise level,
increase in soot generation, loss of cover vegetation,
erosion, sedimentation and siltation, and compaction
and settling.
(ELR ORDER # 51210)

Arcadia Industrial Park, Newark NY 08/28

New Xork
County: Wayne
The statement concerns the allocation of Community Develop-
ment Block Gmat faads for the construction of a road
access and sewer and water lines up to the property line
of the proposed Arcadia Industrial Park. The park is
located north of the Brage Canal in the western sector of
the Village of Newark. Construction of Bdgett Street will
require the placement of fill nort:h of the Brage Canal.
Increased noise levels, truck traffic, and commuter
traffic will be inevitable.
(ELR ORDER # S1307)

NW Texarkana Sewer Bains 08/21

Texas
The project se«:ks to provide sewer utilities to the
residents in the area nortJi of 1-30, east of Summerhill
Boad, and west of Richmond Boad excluding the Bichmond
Pines subdivision. The sewer mains will collect into one
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main running roughly north-soute parallel to Cowhorn Creek
ending at 1-30 until coapletion of the Cowhorn CreeK
Oatfall. Adverse impacts of the project incinde the dis-
turbance of area ecology, the silting in Cowhorn Creek,
site scarring, traffic disruption, construction noise, and
air quality degradation, all of which are expected to be
temporary

.

(ELR ORDER # 51255)

Final Date

Grays Perry Urban Renewal, Philadelphia 08/06

Pennsylvania
County: Philadelphia
The statenent concerns a 160.9-acre urban renewal project
in southwest Philadelphia. The plan includes residential,
coiamercial, and semi-public rehabilitation, active and
passive recreation facilities, and street inproveaents.
The project, has displaced 272 families, 95 individuals, and
43 businesses. Construction disruption will result.

COMHENTS HADE BY: EPA HEW DOT
State and local agencies

(ELR ORDER # 51176)
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DEPARTHEHT OF INTERIOR

Contact: ar. Bruoe Blanchard
Director, Enviroii«ental Project Review
Rood 7260
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20210
(202) 343-3891

Bureau of Land Banageaent

Draft Date

OCS Lease Sale, Gulf of Mexico 08/20

The statement concerns the lease sale of 135 tracts off-
shore Texas, Louisiana, Bississippi, Alabama, and Florida
which would add 698,077 acres under federal lease in the
Gulf. Development of the tracts would require an estimated
150 to UOO wells from 20 to 50 platforms and require 50 to
100 miles of pipeline. The possibility of an oil spill
will be increased.
(ELR ORDER # 51242)

Final Date

OCS Leasing, Offshore Southern California 08/15

California
The statement concerns the proposed leasing of 297 tracts
(1,554,815 acres) of Outer Continental Shelf lands in five
general areas offshore Southern California. The sale,
scheduled tentatively for the summer of 1975, would lease
tracts from 5 meters to 750 meters in depth. All tracts
offered pose pollution risk to the environment through
accidental and chronic oil spillage. Also, platform
development, if permitted, will cause degradation of the
visual environment. (5 volumes)
COMHEiTS BADE BY: EPA DOC DOD OSCG FEA ERDA DOI

state agencies
(BLR ORDER « 51220)

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Draft Date

Proposed Oregon National Historic Trail 08/11

The statement concerns Federal legislation that would desig-
nate the historic route of the Oregon Trail from Indepen-
dence, flissouri to Oregon City, Oregon as a component of
the Rational Trails System, within the new category of
National Historic Trails and Travelways, and establish trail
segments and a travelway for public use. Increased public
use would result in increased damage to soils, vegetation,
historic remnants, and artifacts. Acquisition along high-
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potential route segaents will ultinately total approrinateiy
3,700 acres.
(KLB ORDER # 51188)

Bureaa of Keclanation

Draft Date

Rio Grande-?alarde to Caballo Daa 08/27

New Hexico
Cou nty : several
The statement concerns a program for operations and main-
tenance ot a 300 BJLle stretch of the Bio Grande from
Velarde, New Bexico to Caballo Dan. The project includes
continuation of 06a activities, which the statement
indicates will have little or no environmental effect, and
the construction ot new facilities which will result in a
decrease in wetland habitat, an annual conservation of
6,600 acre-feet of water, a replacement of 125 acres of
vegetation by new facilities, and an increase of bOO to
1,000 acres of desirable woody vegetation.
(ELR ORDER # 51302)

Final Date

Granite Reef Aqueduct Transmission System 08/01

Arizona New Hexico
The statement describes the impact associated with con-
structing an electric power transmission system to supply
power to pumping plants and check structures along the
Granite Reef Aqueduct Transmission System, Central Arizona
Project. Approximately 275 miles of backbone 230-k?
transmission line, at 230-k:V and lIS-kY will be constructed.
Also, 77 miles of radial transmission line, at 230-k;? and
115-kT will be constructed. Adverse impacts are negative
effects on aesthetic values, acquisition of 4,200 acres
for right-of-way, and temporary disturbance to biota.
COaaENTS HADE BY: DOl AHP BOD EPA PPC COE

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51150)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Pinal Date

Proposed Semidi Hilderness Area 08/21

Alaska
The statement refers to the proposed legislative designation
of 256,422 acres of the Semidi National Wildlife Refuge as
wilderness witJhin the National Wilderness Preservation Sys-
tem. The action would result in the protection of the in-
sular ecosystem in Its natural state.
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COHHEHTS aADE BY: USDA COE EPA DOl
AlasKd Clearing Hoase

(ELR ORDER « 51257)

White River National Wildlife Refuge 08/11

Arkansas
County: Desha
The stateaent refers to the proposed legislative desig-
nation of 1000 acres of the Refuge as wilderness within the
National Wilderness Preservation Systen. The refuge pro-
vides habitat for Canada Geese and other migratory water-
fowl. Hanagement optxons would be precluded by the action.

COHBENTS HADE BY: OSDA DOl
Arkansas State Clearinghouse

(ELR ORDER # 5119 2)

Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge 08/21

Delaware
County: Kent
Proposed is the legislative designation of two islands,
totalling 2000 acres, of the Bombay Hook National Wildlife
Refuge as wilderness within the National Wilderness
Preservation System. The option to intensively aanage
for maximum wildlife production would be foregone by the
action.
COnnENTS HADE BY: OSDA DOl
(ELR ORDER * 51256)

J. B. "Ding" Darling National Wildlife Befnge 08/05

Florida
County: Lee
The statement refers to the proposed legislative designation
of 2,735 acres of the J.N. "Ding" Darling National Wildlife
Refuge as wilderness within the National Wilderness Preser-
vation System.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA DOl

Florida Clearinghouse
(ELR ORDER # 51163)

National Park Service

Draft Date

Zion Master Plan, Zion N. P. 08/13

Dtah
County: Washington Iron Kane
Proposed is a master plan for the management and ase of
Zion National Park which provides for increased pablic
enjoyment of park experiences, with reduced impact on park
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resources. The plan would shift overnight lodging out of
the park and provide for a study for public transportation
in Zion Canyon Corridor. The paric boundary would be
modified to add 2.39 acres in one place and delete 8.13
acres in another place, and 3658 acres of private
inholdings will be acquired. lapleaentation of the plan
will result in reduced visitor options, tax losses to the
governBent, and socio-economic effects on towns adjacent
to the parJc.
{ELR ORDFB # 51206)

Final Date

Wilderness Proposal, organ Pipe Cactus M.B. 08/21

Arizona
The proposal recoaBends that 299,600 acres of land within
the Organ Pipe Cactus National Honunent be designated as
wilderness and 10,100 acres of state lands be designated as
potential wilderness. Wilderness designation will pre-
clude consumption of resources, to the detriment of some
intersets.
COMMENTS BADE BY: AHP USDA COE DOC HOD DOl

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # blzSS)

Proposed Buffalo National River isaster Plan 08/25

Arxansas
County: several
The statement refers to the proposed master plan for the
Buffalo National River. The plan includes the acquisition
of 95,730 acres of land. The action will result in increas-
ed visitation to the river; approximately 350 area
residents will be displaced due to the acquisition.
COMMENTS HADE BY: DOl DSDA COE HUD FPC AHP EPA

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 61279)

Proposed Master Plan, Rocky Mountain National Park 08/25

Colorado
The statement refers to a proposed master plan for the man-
agement and use of the Rocky Mountain National Park. The
plan is intended to increase public enjoyment of park ex-
periences with reduced impact on park resources. Large sec-
tions of the park are proposed for wilderness. Effects of
the plan will include the reduction or elimination of con-
cession operations; high cost pollution abatement; and res-
triction of visitor use.
(110 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: BSDA DOl DOC EPA DOT FPC AHP

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 5127b)
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Lower St. Croix River National Scenic Hiverway 08/20

Hinnesota Wisconsin
Proposed is the implementation of a master plan for the ac-
quisition, preservation, and use of the Lower St. Croix Na-
tional Scenic Riverway. The plan aims at the preservation
of 13,600 acres of the St. Croix Valley between Taylors
Falls, flinnesota, and Prescott , Wisconsin. Property
assessed at a valae of $270,443 would be removed fioa the
local tax rolls, (two volumes)
COMMENTS HADE 3Y : COB DOl EPA USCG DOT AHP

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDicR # 51244)

Pecos National Honument, Proposed Master Plan 06/25

New Mexico
County: San Hxguel
The statement concerns the proposed master plan and
development concept plan for Pecos National Monament.
The plan includes introduction of a major visitor
facility structure, employee housing, archeological
workshop housing, materials and equipment yard, water
and sewerage systems and attendant roads and parking.
Legislation is proposed to authorize addition of two
adjoining parcels of land to be donated, totaling 23.5
acres and to increase the ceiling of development.
(94 pages)
COMMENTS BADE BY: AHP DOI USDA EPA

stdte and regional agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51269)
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INTERSATIONAL BOONDARY AMD WATER COHH

.

Contact: Mr. T.H. Martin
ARA/Mex.
State Department
Room 3906 A
Washington, D.C. 20520
(202) 632-1317

Final D^t^e

Rio Grande Canal Project ImproveBents 08/27

Texas New Bexico
Proposed Phase I iaprovefflents will provide flood protection
to developed portions of Canatillo, Texas and inapra. New
Hexico, to 13,200 acres of farms and to transpon:at:ion and
irrigation facilities. Phase II entails the completion of
SCS dams to provide protection for 135,000 acres of urban
and highly developed agricultural lands against the highest
possible flood. Adverse impacts include the modification
of 2U acres of grassland (which will change the habitat
of small wildlife with negligible effect and temporary
construction noise and interference with transportation at
three crossings.
COMMENTS BADE BY: OSDA COE EPA DOI AHP

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51293)
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DEPARTBEMT OF LABOR

Draft Date

Standards Completion Project 08/20

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration pro-
poses to regulate employee exposure to nearly 400 toxic
substances currently found in Table 2-1, Z-2, and Z-3 of
29 CFR 1910. 1000. The purpose of these regulations is
to reduce the ris» of work-related injuries and illnesses
due to exposure to toxic substances. The statement
indicates no major significant impact is expected on the
environment external to the workplace as a result of the
promulqat-ion of standards.
(ELR ORDER # 5124 3)
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TiSHllESSBE ?ALLKY AOTHORITY

Contact: Dr. Petei Krenkel
Director of Environmental Planning
720 Edney Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37101
(615) 755-2002

Draft Date

Policies Relating to Electric Power Rates 08/11

This statenent discusses TVa»s policies relating to the
oaxing of electric power rates in effect throughout the
Tennessee valley region and parts of Alabaaa, Georgia,
Kentucky, aississippi, Sorth Carolina, and Virginia.
TVA proposes to continue to follow its basic long-run
policies of providing an aaple supply of electric power at
rates which reflect as nearly as practicable the price of
providing power to each class of consuaers. The state-
ment indicates no adverse environmental effects.
(ELR ORDER « 51199)
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DEPARTHBNT OP TRANSPORTATION

Contact: Mr. Martin Convisser, Director
Office or EnvironBental Affairs
aOO 7th street, S.B.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-4357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

Air Roate Surveillance Radar, Eugene 08/25

Oregon
County: Lane
The project consists of the construction of an Air Route
Surveillance Radar Facility as part of a 21-facility
systea that would control flight traffic between airport
terminals. The proposed site is one acre of land on
Table Top aountain, located in the southwest portion of
the Willamette Valley, 17 miles northwest of Eugene,
Oregon. There will be possible minor adverse environmental
effects with respect to surface and subsurface waters,
ecology, fossil fuel emissions, and electromagnetic
radiation.
(ELR ORDER t 51272)

Final Date

Sequoyah Park Airport 08/20

Oklahoma
The proposed project is the upgrading of the present
Basic Utility I airport to a General Utility airport
initially, and to a Basic Transport airport ultimately.
The action consists of extending and widening the existing
runway; widening the taxiway; enlarging the parking apron;
installing MIRL and VASI-2; constructing a fence around
the airport; obstruction removal; construction of an access
road; and future construction of a comfort station. The
purpose of the project is to increase the air access to
the Sequoyah State Park Recreational Area. Moderate
increases in air and noise pollution will occur.

COMBENTS HADE BY: DOI EPA DOT COE OSDA HEW
state agencies

(ELR ORDER « 5124 9)

Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1975 08/11

The recommended Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1975 proposes
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continuation of the current program with changes in the
funding of highway construction. It gives enphasis to the
early completion of the Interstate Highway System, and
recognizes the primary State and local interest in other
highway systems. Adverse impacts include residence and
business displacements, increased air pollution from auto-
mobile emissions, and undesirable social effects from
economic growth.
(ELR OEDER # 51194)

State Routes 41 and 180, Presno, California 08/11

California
County: Fresno
The project consists of construction of a freeway-expressway
system, within the urban area of Fresno, California, to
replace existing State Routes 180 and 41. The new routes
will be on entirely new alignments, forming a circulation
triangle around the Central Business District with distri-
bution linJcs reaching into the northern and eastern
sections of the city. The project will require the re-
location of businesses and families and the disruption of
neighborhood stability.
(ELR ORDER # 51187)

Harbor Blvd., Oxnard 08/14

California
County: Ventura
The project consists of the widening of Harbor Boulevard
between Mest Fifth Street and Cahnnel Islands Boulevard, a

distance of 1.65 miles, from the existing two-lane to a

four-lane controlled limited roadway, within the limits
of the City of Oxnard, California. Adverse impacts of the
project include: the encroachment into remnant sand dunes,
increased air pollution daring construction, increased
demand on Water District, and noise impacts on existing
residences.
(ELR ORDER » 51217)

Florence Avenue, Bioomfield Ave. to Telegraph Rd. 08/25

California
County: Los Angeles
Proposed is the construction of a 1.30 mile segment of
Florence Avenue from Bioomfield Avenue to Telegraph Road
on new alignment. The project will include full width
construction to major highway standards including a raised
median with turning lanes, sidewalks, and drainage
facilities. Approximately 8.7 acres will be acquired for
the project displacing eight residential structures and
five residential garages. Thirty-five trees will be re-
moved and th^re will be an increase in vehicular noise
experienced by occupants nearby.
(BLR ORDER « 51289)
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SR A-1-A Dania to Ft. Lauderdale 08/20

Florida
County: Broward
Proposed is the construction of 3.4 miles of State Road
A-1-A, a north-soute, six—lane arterial route, on new
location from Dania Beach Boulevard in Dania, to S.E. 17th
Street in Fort Lauderdale. Also included are three east-
west roads which are necessary to connect S.R. A-1-A to
U.S. 1. The project will displace families and businesses,
and will contribute to commercial developaent along the
route.
(ELR ORDKR « 51260)

US Highway 12, Lewiston 08/13

Idaho
County: lezPerce
The proposed project involved the improvement to 6 lanes
of 1.5 miles of OS Fiqhway 12 through the City of
Lewiston, Idaho, from the Snalce River to the Clearwater
River- Adverse impacts include the acquisition of right-
of-way, the displacement of up to 16 homes and 36
businesses, temporary constroction disruption, and
increased noose levels adjacent to the project.
(ELK ORDER 51209)

Louisa-Fort Gay Bridge 08/11

Kentucky West Virginia
Proposed is the replacement of the existing Louisa-Fort
Bay bridge and its approaches. The bridge will span the
Lebisa and Tug Forks of the Big Sandy River between Louisa,
Kentucky and Fort Gay, iest Virginia. The project may
displace as many as 2 businesses and 29 families. A
section 4 (f ) statement is included concerning a National
Register site.
(ELR ORDER # 51191)

Poplar Level Road (Ky 864) , Louisville 08/29

Kentucky
County: Jefferson
The statement concerns a 0.5 mile segment of the Poplar
Level Road project beginning at Batterson Expressway
(1-264) and ending 1275' east of the Southern Railway.
An at-grade crossing of Poplar Level Road by the Southern
Railway will be eliminated by bridging. The project will
require the acquisition of approximately 5.10 acres of land
and displacement of 2 residents and 13 businesses for
right-of—way . Fifteen businesses would lose direcrt
access to Poplar Level Road due to the construction of the
grade separation structure.
(ELR ORDER # 51306)
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SH 641, OS 61 to 1-10, St. James Parish 08/25

Louisiana
County: St. James
The proposed action involves the construction of a 3.06
mile extension of State Highway 641 from OS 6 1 (Airline
Highway) approximately one mile east of the town of
Gramercy, northward on new location to 1-10. The action
includes the construction of a diamond interchange with
1-10 with access only to the south- The project will
irreversibly replace 95 acres of cypress-tupelo swamp, and
temporarily change 130 acres of swamp to drier forest.
There will be some temporary increases in air, water, and
noise pollution.
(ELR ORDER # 51277)

Salem-beverly Bridge, Bridge St. By-pass 08/11

Hdssachusetts
County: Essex
The statement concerns the construction of a new Beverly-
Salem Bridge and tne Bridge Street By-pass of the Salem
Pea body Connector Route. The number ot residence and
business displacements varies with alternative, k 4(f)
statement is included concerning Curtis Park.
(ELR ORDER » 51190)

US 6 and 34, and Junction with Nebraska 23 08/01

Nebraska
County: Phelps
The proposed roadway improvement consists of the upgrading
and reconstruction of a 2.4 mile segment of Highway US 6

and 34 and the revision of the junction of this highway and
Nebraska Highway 11-23. The project includes pavement re-
moval, grading, construction of shoulders, constructing
drainage structures, surfacing, and construction of curbs,
medians, sidewalks, driveways, a storm sewer, and lighting
systems. Adverse impacts include the acquisition of
approximately 8 acnres of land, the relocation of four
businesses, increased noise and air pollution, and con-
struction disruption.
(ELR ORDER # 51136)

OS 81 and OS 30, Columbus, Nebraska 08/07

Nebraska
County: Polk Butler Platte
The project consists of the improvement of two separate
roadways, OS 81 and OS 30 south of Columbus, and L-71-D,
US 81 to OS 30 connection, in the city of Columbus. The
improvement includes the construction of new bridges over
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Platte and Loup Rivers as well as over various creeks and
drainageways . The project will require the acquisition of
50 acres of land for r ght-of-waj and the displacenent of
families and businesses. A 4<f) statement concerning
Pawnee Park, is included.
(ELR ORDER » 51181)

».H. Route 101, Hilford 08/11

New Hampshire
County: Hillsborough
Proposed is the construction of a two-lane roadway to forn
the final section of the Amherst-Bilford by-pass from
N.H. Route 13 to existing N.H. 101 in the vicinity of Jones
Crossing, a length of 3.8 miles. The project will require
the acquisition of approximately 140 acres of land and the
relocation of one business. Other adverse impacts include
the increased noise levels adjacent to the proposed route
and the intrusion upon conservation areas, wetland zones,
and wildlife habitat.
(ELR ORDER « 51193)

US 321, Blowxng Rock to Boone, N. C. 08/12

North Carolina
County: Watauga
Proposed is tne improvement of a 5.3-mile segment of
US 321 to four lanes. If the alternative to widen the
existing roadway is selected, 4 homes and 3 businesses
will be displaced. If the alternative to construct
the section on an entirely new location is selected,
15 homes will be displaced. & 4(f) statement is included
concerning the Moses H. Cone Memorial Park.
(ELR ORDER 51202)

Detroit-Rocky River Bridge 08/20

Ohio
County: Cuyahoga
The purpose of the project is to replace the 708 foot long
Detroit-Rocky River Bridge spanning the Rocky River between
the cities of Lakewood and Rocky River. The statement
includes alternatives of replacing the bridge on its
present site or relocating it on one of three new align-
ments, and the involvement of Cleveland Metropolitan Park
District's Rock River Reservation which borders on the
right-of-way. The present bridge is listed as a "National
Registered Historic Place" in the National Reigster of
the Department of the Interior.
(ELR ORDER » 5124 5)

L.R. 1071, Sec. 5, 1-70 Replacement 08/04

Pennsylvania
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County: Washington Fayette Westnoreland
Proposed is the replacement of a six-mile link of 1-70
connecting Washington and Westmoreland Counties with
legislative Route 1071, Section 50. The road runs from a
proposed interchange with the Monongahela Valley Expressway
to its existing Arnold City Interchange. Detrimental
impacts include the relocation of an unspecified number of
families and businesses; the possible abuse of rural land
by developers; the acquisition of farm land; and air, noise
and water pollution during construction.
(ELR OKDEfi # 51145)

LR 10b 1, Blair Co. Pennsylvania 08/27

Pennsylvania
County: Blair
The proposed highway iaprovenent consists of a 14.5 mile
portion of L.R. 1060 (T.R. 220) , located in Logan and
Antis Townships, Pennsylvania as part of the Appalachian
Development Highway System. The project will displace
a number of people and will result in increased noise and
erosion. A 1(f) statement is included concerning a
public park..
(ELR ORDER « 51295)

US 17 and US 21 Improvements, Beaufort Co. 08/21

South Carolina
County: Beaufort
The proposed improvement would begin at the Town of Lobeco
and continue north to OS Route 17/21 near the Town of
Pocotaligo, a distance ot approximately 10 miles. The
existing roadway would be widened to four lanes. The
improvement involves the acquisition of approximately 50
to 100 feet of additional right-of-way which may require
removal or relocation of about 10 residences, a church and
one business . Approximately 4 .6 acres of marshland would
be filled.
(ELR ORDER # 51252)

Beltway 8, 1-45 Sooth to D.S. 59 South 08/04

Texas
County: Harris
Proposed is the construction of a 21.4 miles increment of
overall 87.5 mile Beltway 8 facility to encircle Houston
approximately 12 miles from the downtown area. Four main
lanes and three-lane continuous frontage roads in each
direction are included in the project. Noise generated from
the predicted traffic on the proposed project will exceed
the design noise levels set by EPA, and the project
will displace an unspecified number of businesses and
residences. Loss of wildlife acreage will occur.
(ELR ORDER # 51156)
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Draft Date

I -6 4, Bragg to Sam Black Church 08/18

West firginia
County: Raleigh Samners Greenbrier
Proposed is the construction of a 21.76 aile segaent of
I-Si* from Bragg m Raleigh County to near Saa Black Church
in Greenbrier County, West Virginia. The right-of-way
acquisition will require the relocation of a varying namber
of families depending upon the alternate chosen. Con-
struction disruption will result.
(ELR ORDER # 51235)

Oneida St. bridge and Approaches, Appleton 08/25

Wisconsin
County: Outgamie
The proposed project involves the construction of a new
bridge across the Fox Biver and a Government Lock Canal
and its approaches xa the City of Appleton. The bridge,
located 600* west of the present Oneida Street crossing,
would be four lanes wide and .67 mile long. The con-
struction of the north approach roadways will require
the acquisition of a portion of Jones Park (a '^ (f ) state-
ment is included) and the south approach will sever the
practice area of Riverview Country Club's golf course.
Five to eight residences will have to be relocated and one
business will have to be acquired.
(ELK ORDER # 5129 0)

OS 14, Evans ville to Madison, Wisconsin 08/27

Wisconsin
County: Dane
The proposed project consists of reconstructing Highway 14,
from Highway 92 near the south Dane County line, northerly
to the intersection with County Highway "HH" located 0.64
aile north of the village of Oregon. The recommended pro-
ject provides for an ultimate expressway facility south of
Oregon and a freeway facility bypassing the village to con-
nect with the freeway section of relocated Highway 14
between Oregon and Hadison. The project will require
280 acres of land currently used for agricultural purposes
and 46 acres of untiULable wxldlife habitat. Two faailies
were affected by the project; acquisition of the land has
already been partially accoaplished

.

(ELR ORDER i 51301)

Final Date

Route 99, Sacraaento and Sutter Counties 08/18

California
County: Sacraaento Sutter
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This statement refers to the const rnct ion of approxiaately
13 miles of H lane freeway in Sacramento and Sutter Coun-
ties fioB the janction of Rte. 99 with 1-6 to the junction
of Bte. 99 with Rte. 70- The proposed Rte. 99 would
utilize the exxsting 2 lane facility. Adverse impacts in-
clude the loss of 370 acres of agricultural land, increased
urbanized growth and the displacement of 3 famili.es.
COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA COE OSDA HEH

one regional agency and individuals
(ELR OBDER # 51232)

US 40, Steamboat Springs 08/14

Colorado
County: RoHtt
The proposed project is the re-construction of a 10-mile
segment of U.S. 40. The project will require an unspeci-
fied amount of land and will displace 2 or 3 families. A
section 4(f) review will be filed to obtain one acre of
land from Soda Spring. The facility will traverse a

river causing an increase in siltation, and erosion. In-
creases in air poUotion will occor.
COHMEBTS HADE Bl : OSDA EPA COE

State and local agencies
{ELR ORDER # 61214)

State Road 6 0, Vero Beach, Florida 08/04

Florida
County: Indian River
The project involves the construction of 1.8 miles of
multi lane highway between H.H. 20th Avenue and Indian
River Boulevard on State Road 60 in Indian River Road.
Adverse impacts are increased air pollution, degradation
of water quality, and displacement of 1 residence and 2
businesses.
COHWEHTS MADE BY: EPA HEW DOT

state and regional agencies
(ELR ORDER 51149)

Overpass of 1-95, Blythe Island 08/04

Georgia
County: Glynn
The proposed project is located on Blythe Island , Glynn
County, Georgia, and affects an area located between the
Turtle River on the northeast to approximately 6,000 feet
to the southwest along 1-95. The overpass will be a grade
separation structure with or without an interchange and
access roads. The project may encourage future Blythe
Island Development.
COMMENTS BADE BY: HOD DOI EPA HEM
(ELR ORDER # 51157)
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Harian Road ImproveBent 08/13

Georgia
County: Fulton DeKalb
Proposed is the improTement of a l-aile segment of Harian
Road from Piedaont Road in Falton County on the west to
Buford Highway in DeKalb County on the east inclnding
a bridge over the Morth Fork of Peachtree Creek.. The
project will displace 35 persons and two businesses.
Constrnction disruption will result.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA HOD

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51211)

Route 412, Eockford to Rochelle 08/21

Illinois
County: Lee Ogle Winnebago
The statement concerns the constrnction of PA Route 412,
a four-lane freeway in LaSalle, Lee, Ogle, and Winnebago
Counties. FA Route 412 begins at existing Interstate
Route 80 near LaSalle and traverses in a northerly
direction for approximately 61 Biles antil project ter-
mination with the existing D.S. Route 20 Bypass near
Rockford. The project will result in the conversion of
3,550 acres of land to highway use. Right of way dis-
placements on the recommended alignment consist of
25 families and 3 businesses.
COMMENTS HADE BY: USDA DOC COB BBW EPA DOI DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51261)

OS 69, Bourbon County 08/13

Kansas
County: Bourbon Linn
The project extends from the intersection of US-54 and OS-69
at the north edge of Fort Scott in Bourbon County, north
approximately 15 miles to just north of Prescott.
in Linn County. The proposed improvement would include
a four-lane divided freeway facility with full controlled
access. Adverse impacts include the loss of 120 acres
of land and the displacement of an unspecified number
of people.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA COE HER EPA DOI OEO DOC
(ELR ORDER « 51204)

57th St. Improvement, Kansas City * 08/21

Kansas
County: Wyandotte
The proposed project reguires the construction of 1.8 miles
of 4 lane minor arterial roadway (57th Street) from Raw
Drive to Parallel Parkway, all within Kansas City, Kansas.
Adverse impacts are the acquisition of right-of-way, dis-
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placenenl of 2 families and 1 church, and increased air and
noise pollat.ion.
COMMKHTS HADE BY: OSDA COB HEW EPA HUD DOI

regional and state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51259)

US-5U, Pratt and Kingman Cos. 08/27

Kansas
County: Pratt Kingman
The project involves the improvement of 18 miles of OS 54
from Cullison in Pratt County to a point northeast of King-
man in Kingman County. The project includes grading, sur-
facing, bridge construction, and right-of-way acgaisition.
Adverse impacts are loss of some cropland, severance of some
properties, and increased air, noise, and surface water po-
llution due to construction. A 4(f) determination may be
necessary on the Kingman County Game Reserve depending on
what alternative is selected.
COHHENTS HADE BY: USDA HEW EPA HOD DOI COE

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER » 51299)

I 24, Marshall to Trigg County, Kentuclcy 08/18

Kentucky
County : several
The project involves the construction of I 24 in Harshall,
Livingston, Lyon, Caldwell, and Trigg Counties. The four
lane facility will total 33.66 miles. Adverse impacts are
the loss of land, displacement of homes, and increased air,
noise and < water pollution during construction.
COMnEMTS HADE BY: COE DOI OSDA EPA DOC TTA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER * 51224)

Rogue River, Rocleford 08/27

Michigan
County: Kent
The project involves the construction or reconstruction of
a bridge and approaches spanning the Rogue River in the
city of Bocfcford, Kent County. The facility will have four
twelve foot lanes. Adverse impacts include, increased air,
noise, and dust pollution during construction, possible
erosion, sedimentation and pollotion in and near the Rf>gue
River, displacement of wildlife, and the displacement of
families and businesses.
(100 pages)
COMMEHTS MADE BY: DOT HOD DOI COE OSDA EPA

state, regional, and local agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51298)

Espanola Bridge, Espanola 08/04
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New Hexico
County: Rio Arriba
The project involves the construction of the Espanola bridge
over the Rio Grande River in the city of Espanola . The pro-
posed construction will consist of a 4-lane road and bridge
to relieve the deaand on the present crossing, adverse im-
pacts are the loss of sone far* land, soae siltation, in-
creased noise levels, and the displacenent of 2 residences
and 1 business.

COHMESTS MADE BI : EPA HEW COE DOI
State agencies, roups

(ELR ORDER « 51154)

County Road froa SH 30 08/11

North Dakota
County: Logan
Proposed is the construction of a project froa State
Highway 30 8 miles north of Lehr easterly 4.8 miles. The
construction will improve the existing roadway section pro-
file and alignment. The project involves the acgaisition
of l.b2 acres of right-of-way consisting of a 42* strip
along the border of a fee tract of the Fish and Mildlife
Service. A suppleaent is also included concerning grading
and aggregate surfacing on the road.
COHHBSTS MADE BY: EPA DOI USDA COE
(ELR ORDER # 51195)

State Highway 37, Garrison 08/27

North Dakota
County: BcLean
Proposed is the iaproveaent of State Highway 37 froa
Garrison to OS 83, a distance of 6 ailes. The project
consists of acquiring additional agricultural land for
right of way and constructing a two lane hard surfaced
roadway along the alignment of existing State Highway 37.
One business and one residence will be displaced.

COMHEHTS HADE BY: DOI HOD EPA DOT OSDA
state and local agencies

(ELB ORDER « 51300)

1-275, Hamilton County 08/25

Ohio
County: Hamilton
The project involves the improvement of 1-275 in Hamilton
County, Ohio. Improvement will consist of constructing
1-55 miles of a sir-lane facility. Included in the project
will be 3 bridge structures, a full interchange with Kellog
Avenue, landscaping and installation of fencing in the vi-
cinity of the California Golf Course and improvement of the
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drainage system. Adverse impacts are loss of open space
and wooded areas, soae localized increase in water, air,
and noise pollution, soae erosion and sedi»entation daring
construction, and demolition of 63 dwellings and 3 busi-
nesses. A ** (f ) determination is necessary concerning the
California Golf Course.
COMHEMTS HADE BY: DOI EPA HOD OSDA COB

State agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51273)

S.R. Ub, Cascade LaXes Highway 08/13

Oregon
County: Deschutes
The proposed project involves the improvement and widening
a 10.9 mile segment of the 2-lane Oregon Forest Highway
Route 46, Cascade LaKes Highway, from Bachelor Butte to
EUc Lake. Adverse impacts include the permanent loss of
40 acres of land for flora and fauna habitat and temporary
effects normally associated with construction.

COMBEBTS MADE BT : USDA COE DOI EPA
state and local agencies
and organizations

(ELR OBDER « 51206)

SB 32, Appalachian Corridor "S" 08/11

Tennessee
County: Grainger
Proposed is the construction of a 8.09 mile segment of
State Highway 32 as the continuation of the Appalachian
Corridor "S". The project begins on the western side of
Indian Creek and continues across Clinch Mountain to
Briar Fork Creek. The project will rsult in the dis-
placements of 16 residences and 1 business, loss of natural
resources (forest land) due to increased land demands for
highway right-of-way, and some increases in noise and air
pollution in future years as a result of increased traffic
volumes.
COMHEHTS HADE BT: HUD DOI EPA USDA DOT COE, state agencies
(ELB OBDEB « 51197)

S.H. 44, Mueoes County 08/05

Texas
County: Nueces
The statement concerns improvement of S.H. 44 from a 4—lane
divided highway with at-grade crossings and crossovers over
a narrow median to a full control access freeway with inter-
changes and grade separations over major intersecting roads
from S.H. 358 in corpus Christi to O.S. 77 in Bobstown all
in Mueces County. The total length is 11.5 miles. Adverse
impacts are the use of 387.59 acres of land, the displace-
ment of a few families, and air and noise lerels.
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COHHBNTS MADJS BY: HEH COE DOI USDA EPA
State and local agencies

(ELR OHDEB « 51164)

Urban Bass Transportation Administration

Final Date

Washington UETRO System 08/18

District of Co Virginia Maryland
County: several
The st.atement, prepared by the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority (WBATA) in cooperation with DOT, refers
to the development, financing, and operation of a 98 mile
rapid rail transit system which will serve the District of
Columbia, Prince George's and Hontgomery Counties in Hary-
land, and Arlington and Fairfax Counties and the Cities of
Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax in Virginia. The sys-
tem will include U9 miles of subway, 12 miles of surface
rail, and 8 miles of raised structure. Adverse effects will
result from construction disruption. Hetro is expected to
stimulate development along its routes, and facilitate sub-
urbanization and decentralization of employment.
COtJBEHTS BADE BY: NCPC AHP OSDA DOT DOI EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER 51231)

U.S.Coast Guard

Draft Date

LORAB-C Station, Mew York 08/14

New York
County: Seneca
Proposed is a project to expand LORA§-C (Long Range Aid to
Navigation) coverage to include the northeast Coastal Con-
fluence Zone and the Great Lakes. Two sites are being con-
sidered: Seneca Army Depot in Romulus Township, and a
privately owned site in Varick Township. Construction of
a LORAB-C station at either site would disrupt existing
general aviation operations, and intrude upon the visual
aesthetics of the area. The antenae may cause electro-
magnetic interference with AB radios.
(ELR ORDER # 51216)

Final Date

Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 08/08

Proposed is the addition of interim regulations to imple-
ment the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, dealing
with construction standards for O.S. tank vessels engaged
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in the coastal trade. The proposed regulations are based on
standards adopted by the International Conference for Pre-
vention of Pollution froB Ships, 1973. The discharge cri-
teria and associated equipnent and practices are expected
to result in a substantial reduction of oil influx to the
sea from U.S. tanK vessels. Construction standards are ex-
pected to improve daaage resistance and limit oil outflow
resulting from a casualty.
COMMENTS BADE BY: EPA COE DOC DOT

conservation interests
(ELB ORDEB « 51186)
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Summary of 102 Statements Filed with the CEQ Through

8 /31/75 (By Agency)

Jjraft 102 's for yotal actions on

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Commission
Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Dalav;are River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of
HUD, Department of
Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

Commission — U.S, and Mexico
Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of

Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm.
National Capital Planning Comm.
National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Comm.
Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Comm.
State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of
Treasury, Department of
Upper Mississippi River Basin Comm.
U.S. Postal Service
U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

actions on which
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O"

^AlZZ ^ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
r^^^T^

^•V,. ,r<^^
''"tPflO^t^ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

AVAILABILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND OTHER

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Pursuant to the requirements of section 102(2) (C) of the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and section 309

of the Clean Air Act, as amended, the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) has reviewed and commented in writing on Federal

agency actions impacting the environment contained in the

following appendicies during the period of August 1, 1975 to

August 31, 1975.

Appendix I contains a listing of draft environmental impact

statements reviewed and commented upon in writing during this

review period. The list includes the Federal agency responsible

for the statement, the number and title of the statement, the

classification of the nature of EPA's comments as defined in

Appendix II, and the EPA source for copies of the comments as

set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications

of EPA's comments on the draft environmental impact statements as

set forth in Appendix I.
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Appendix III contains a listing of final environmental impact

statements reviewed and commented upon in writing during this

review period. The listing includes the Federal agency responsible

for the statement, a summary of the nature of EPA's comments, the

number and title of the statement, and the EPA source for copies

of the comments as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix IV contains a listing of final environmental statements

reviewed but not commented upon by EPA during this review period.

The listing includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement,

the number and title of the statement, and the source of the EPA

review as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency

regulations, legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any other

proposed actions reviewed and commented upon in writing pursuant to

section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act, as amended, during the referenced

reviewing period. The listing includes the Federal agency responsible

for the proposed action, the title of the action, a summary of the

nature of EPA's comments, and the source for copies of the comments

as set forth in Appendix VI.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses of

the sources of EPA reviews and comments listed in Appendices I,

III, IV, and V.
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Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and

procedures for EPA's review of agency actions may be obtained by

writing the Public Inquiries Branch, Office of Public Affairs,

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, B.C. 20460. Copies of

the draft and final environmental impact statements referenced

herein are available from the originating Federal department or

agency.

Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: 1 9 SEP 1975
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA COMMENTS

Err/IROrg^NTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER—Environmental Reservations

EP/i has reservations concerning the environmental effects of cejrtain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA believes that fiirther study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these Impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards vrtiich might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment from hazards arising from this action. The Agency reccmmends

that alternatives to the action be euialyzed further (including the possibility c£

no action at all).

ADEQUACY OF THE IMPACT STATHffiirT

Category 1—Adequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

CategorT,-^ 2— Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain sufficient

information to assess fully the environmental Impact of the proposed project or
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action. However, fron the Information submitted, the Agency is able to

make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that was not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3-- Inadequate

EPA believes that the iraft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the Impact statement.
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APPIMDIX Vi

SOURCE FOR COPIES OF EPA COMMENTS

A. Director, Office of Public Affftlrs

EDvlroDmeD'tel Protection Agency

UOl M Street, SW

Washington, D.C. 20U6o

B. Director of Public Affftlre, Region I

Enriroamental Protection Agency

John F. Itennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Enrlroxnental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plaza

Nev York, New York 1000?

G. Direc^er of Public Affairs, Region VI

Envlrotmental Protection Agency

1600 Patters00 Street

Dallas, Texas 73201

H. Director of Public Affairs, Region VII

Emrlronnental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 6UIO8

I, Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Environnental I>rotection Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

D. Director of Public Affairs, Regicm III J. Director of Public Affairs, Region EC

Enrironmantal Protection Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Walnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6

E. nireetor of Public Affairs, Region IV

EnvirooMntal Protection Agency

l421 Peachtree Street, NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

BnviroasentSLL Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6060U

Environnental Protection Agency

100 California Street

San Francisco, California 9l|-lll

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Vfeshlngton 98IOI
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PETERSON SPEAKS ON COST/BENEFIT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

"For the ten years between 1973 and 1982, CEQ

estimates that pollution control expenditures...

will total $195 billion," said CEQ Chairman

Russell Peterson before the Financial Analysts

Federation Conference on "Limits to Growth -

Myth or Reality." According to Dr. Peterson,

however, money invested in environmental clean-

up has far-reaching and oftentimes money-saving

effects. Industrial wastes and by-products

once dumped into rivers are now being converted

into salable products . In the area of public

health, billions of dollars as well as human

lives could be saved by identifying carcinogens

before they pollute the environment. (page 3)
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REMARKS BY RUSSELL W. PETERSON
CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BEFORE THE
FINANCIAL ANALYSTS FEDERATION

CONFERENCE ON "LIMITS TO GROWTH-MYTH OR REALITY"
ATLANTA, GA.

OCTOBER 6, 1975

Any discussion of "Limits to Growth - Myth or Reality"

calls for a thorough understanding of the impacts of growth on

environmental quality. There is much reality to such impacts just

as there are many myths about them. To separate the real from

the mythical, it is necessary to have an understanding of

environmental economics. Accordingly, I have chosen today to

review some of the economic factors involved in protesting the

environment.

Perhaps the easiest way to summarize your concerns and mine on

this subject is in the form of a single question: Do the benefits

of cleaning up and protecting the environment justify the costs?

I intend to examine this question with all the objectivity, fairness,

and lack of bias at my command and then, as you might expect, I will

answer this question with an objective, fair, unbiased "yes." If the

day ever comes when a chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality

answers "no" to such a question, that will be the day when Ralph Nader

is elected Chairman of General Motors.
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As a matter of fact, my answer is neither that easy nor

unqualified. In our efforts to repair past environmental damage

and prevent it from recurring, governmental officials have run

into some surprising dilemmas: regulations intended to reduce

one kind of pollution have sometimes increased another. Conversely,

some businessmen, in their efforts to comply with environmental

regulations, have discovered some surprising dividends. I want

to talk about both sides of the regulatory coin today — the costs

to business and society, as well as the benefits — and then to

offer my appraisal of the bottom line.

First, how much is it costing us to clean up the environment?

For the ten years between 1973 and 1982, CEQ estimates that

pollution control expenditures required by federal regulations will

total $195 billion. Individuals will pay about $65 billion of this

directly, in the form of devices to control auto pollution and the

extra gasoline that these devices consume. Government at all levels

will spend $32.5 billion, principally to build and operate municipal

sewage treatment plants. Electrical utilities will spend $32.5

billion, and other industry the remaining $65 billion. No matter

which way you slice it, of course, all these charges will ultimately

be paid by individuals, in the form of higher costs and taxes.
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Even in this era of mega- spending, when a balanced Federal

budget seems as elusive as the Holy Grail, and the term "billion"

no longer boggles our minds, $195 billion is a lot of money. Over

the next ten years, thj-s sum will represent between one and two

percent of our gross national product. With unemployment exceeding

eight percent; inflation ebbing, but always threatening to break

back toward two digits; and high energy costs promising to take

a sizeable bite out of industrial and consumer income for decades

to come, it's imperative that we determine whether such a massive

investment is justified. So let's take a look at the impact of

environmental spending on four critical aspects of our economy:

employment, economic growth, inflation, and on specific industries.

Employment: Environmental programs are frequently accused

of being a major cause of unemployment. As far as we can determine,

however, environmental regulations have so far been a factor in

closing down 75 plants employing 13,900 people — fifteen-thousandths

of one percent of the labor force. In most of these plant closings,

moreover, environmental regulations were only one consideration in

closing down marginally productive, older plants that were on the

brink of being phased out anyhow.
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On the other hand, a single environmental protection agency

grant program — for construction of waste water treatment

facilities — has created about 125,000 jobs. On-site and off-site

employment on such projects will grow to about 200,000 by mid-1977.

And, of course, these primary jobs create secondary jobs in the

community. These job figures, I want to emphasize, relate to only

one sector of environmental clean-up and protection. It is estimated

that well over a million jobs have resulted from programs to clean

up our environment.

In sum, the best information we can find indicates that

environmental programs have increased employment, not decreased it.

Economic Growth : Another concern about environmental programs

is that investments in pollution control may displace investments

needed to expand or modernize production capacity. Such dis-

placements would affect the rate of growth in productivity in the

specific plant or industry involved but on the other hand would
1

stimulate productivity in those plants producing the pollution

control equipment. There is no question that investment

in pollution control equipment will increase the competition for

capital and thus contribute to high interest rates.

In terms of the economy as a whole, however, expenditures

for pollution control will — as I will point out later — actually

stimulate growth. According to our projections, investment by U.S.

industry for environmental purposes will not exceed six percent of

total plant and equipment spending in any one year. The Brookings

I
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Institution concluded in a recent study that "with normal growth

and without unusual sacrifices, the economy will be able to meet

the capital demands that can reasonably be projected for the

remainder of the decade."

Inflation ; Next to unemployment, inflation remains our

biggest economic worry in 1975. On the basis of three independent

studies, we estimate that pollution control expenditures will add

no more than an average of five-tenths of one percent to inflation

over the decade. Viewed another way, the average cost of pollution

abatement per person in the United States in 1973 was between $34

and $40. This will increase to approximately $80 — about two

percent of median family income in 1976 — and then fall off.

Specific Industries : Let's talk about some specific industries

because specific industries are hit a lot harder than the general

economy. The studies I have cited indicate that environmental

programs are not likely to have a substantial impact on the economy

as a whole. However, during 1973 and 1974, four industries —
non-ferrous metals; paper; stone, clay and glass; and iron and

steel — invested more than ten percent of their total plant and

equipment expenditures in pollution control.

This figure compares with an average of 7.8 percent for all

manufacturing and 4.8 percent for all business. The petroleum,

chemicals, and electric utility sectors also face relatively

heavy pollution control expenditures. These seven industrial

groups accounted for 75 percent of all private pollution control

investments in 1973 and 1974, and are all expected to continue
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heavy pollution control expenditures for the next decade.

These industries share some important characteristics. All

are basic industries; their price and supply problems affect the

whole economy. Some are capital intensive, and therefore affected

by the tight capital markets projected for the coming decade.

They are generally energy-intensive, accounting for three-quarters

of all energy consumed by American manufacturing, and nearly one-fifth

of total U.S. energy consumption.

In short, these industries may be facing several problems
1

simultaneously. Because of their fundamental importance to our

overall economic health, the problems these industries encounter

in their efforts to comply with federal regulations deserve close

analysis and continuous monitoring. CEQ, EPA, and the National

Commission on Water Quality are now completing studies of these

specific industries.

What I have said so far amounts to an argument that

industry's costs for pollution control are well within the

capacity of our economy to sustain, even in a sluggish period.

This is, of course, an entirely negative perspective, and completely

neglects the positive benefits of pollution control to society in

terms of improved health, safety, and general quality of life.

Some of the benefits of environmental clean-up can be quantified

in dollar terms, others cannot. Our accounting of environmental

costs and benefits is still too primitive to give us solid figures
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on the economic savings that anti-pollution investments will

give us for generations to come.

f

§\ What are some of the hard-to-quantify benefits of environmental

clean-up?

I
The savings in long-term health effects is one. The medical

profession is pretty well agreed now that a high percentage of

cancer is caused by environmental factors — as much as 70 to

80 percent. We know that many chemicals cause cancer in test

animals, and that some cause it in human beings. We also know

that we have been adding new chemicals to our environment at a

rapid pace. Thousands are discovered by the U.S. chemical industry

each year, and hundreds are introduced commercially — usually

before we have any solid knowledge about their long-term health

effects. Finally, by charting cancer incidence county-by-county,

instead of by state, we have identified correlations between

frequency of the disease and areas of heavy industrial activity

-- such as the Mississippi Delta area.

Because cancer has such a long latency period — on the order

of 15 to 40 years — we do not know how T.-^ny people have already

contracted the disease, but have yet to manifest the symptoHiS

.

This and other factors complicates the business of estimating health

effects in economic terms. About $1.8 billion is expended solely

for hospital care of cancer patients each year. Additional costs

for doctor bills, out-patient therapy, and other treatment-related
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fees raise the total expenditure well above ten billion dollars.

The possible depletion of the ozone layer, which protects

us from excessive solar radiation, is another pollution-related

matter that could pose a long term threat to agriculture and human

health. Smog in our cities is a hard-to-quantify cost of pollution.

How much is it worth to be able to see the beauty of your environ-

ment? Recently, I returned from two days of hearings in Los Angeles

Repeatedly, people commented on what a beautiful place the Los

Angeles area used to be; today, they complained, much of the time

they can's even see the beautiful hills along that much-travelled

valley. While in Tokyo last year, I was told that Mount Fujiama

is visible 80 fewer days per year than it was just 20 years ago.

Most visitors are anxious to see Mt. Fujiama when they come to

Tokyo, and the 11 million citizens consider it not only a great

tourist asset, but a pleasure for themselves. It is impossible

to quantify the loss of such a pleasure in economic terms —
but unquestionably the sight of Mt. Fujiama is worth considerable.

Another economic factor that is not well understood, but

which is of particular concern to environmentalists, is the need

to decrease the production of waste. Put in a positive way,

this is the need to increase the productivity of materials and

energy.

Some industries have already discovered that compliance with

the pollution regulations can produce measurable financial benefit.

A prime example is the paper industry. Roughly 60 percent of a tree

is worthless for paper, and in the past, pciper companies have
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dumped their mill wastes or sold them very cheaply. But with

the rise in chemical prices over the last several years, the

increasing cost of pollution control measures, and a desire to

squeeze as much profit as possible from existing facilities, paper

companies have begun taking a harder look at their industrial

garbage — and they ' ve found some money in there

.

According to the Wall Street Journa l of February 7,

Union Camp used to sell its mill wastes for eight cents a pound:

now it turns them into flavors and fragrances worth more than $1

a pound, and has boosted its chemical sales to $100 million a year.

As a by-product of processing at its Bellingham, Washington plant,

Georgia Pacific is producing 190-proof alcohol — so "pure and

potent" that the Treasury Department has stationed men in the plant

full time to make sure none of it is converted to drinking liquor

before sale to industrial users. Westvaco has found the conversion

of mill wastes into other products so profitable that it has created

a chemical subsidiary with four processing plants and a research

center staffed by 80 scientists; in the last five years, Westvaco 's

chemical sales have doubled, to $45 million — all from materials

that the company used to dump. Weyerhaueser claims that two-thirds

of the energy needed for its manufacturing operations are now

provided by mill wastes; the company has plans to develop steam

boilers fueled by bark and to produce methane from forest waste.

investment in equipment to recover chlorine and hydrogen previously

il
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lost to the atmosphere in making silicon reduced operating costs

by $900,000 a year — a 33 percent annual return on investment..

Hercules Powder spent $750,000 to reduce solids discharged into

the Mississippi — and is now saving $250,000 a year in material

and water costs. Processing improvements in a Goldkist poultry

plant have cut water use by 32 percent, reduced wastes by

66 percent, and produced a net annual saving of $2.33 for

every dollar expended. Philip Hanes, Chairman of Hanes Dye

and Finishing, has testified that "cleaning up our stacks and

neutralizing our liquids was expensive, but in the balance we

have actually made money on our pollution control efforts.

EPA has helped our bottom line."

The market has weaknesses but — as Walter Heller has

written '— a superbly adaptive super-computer that continuously

monitors consumer tastes. "The private market makes trillions

of decisions without any central regulation. It is a fantastic

cybernetic device that processes huge amounts of information in

the form" of the consumer voting with his dollars, the retailer

telegraphing back to the wholesaler, the wholesaler to the producer."

ButI think you will agree that the market does not weigh

all the factors. As we often learn to our dismay, the market

does a poor job of forecasting the longer term. And as we have

learned in modern times, economic decision-making has overlooked

the impacts of man's activities on the earth. Our ecosystem,

we have found out, has its own decision-making process. Time and

time again, man's activities have drawn an unexpected, harmful

response from nature.
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Clear-cutting is an economic way of harvesting tiimber,

from the lumberman's point of view. But it can lead to soil

erosion, the destruction of land fertility, and the silting up

of rivers and streams — all losses which can be measured in

economic terms. Phosphate detergents produced whiter washes,

and gave some soap companies a marketing edge. They also produced

non-biodegradable islands of bubbles which our sewage systems

could not digest — and hence a pollution problem that had to be

cured with public money. Auto emissions rising into the air and

carried by wind currents have produced acid rains in forests far

from any urban center. This, too, is a problem that may have

economically quantifiable effects on soil productivity as well

as human health.

For decades, economists have been assuring us that "there

is no free lunch". More recently, ecology has started telling us,

"There is no free pollution, either." Two hundred years ago,

the Founding Father of Economics, Adam Smith, gave us the concept

of the invisible hand. Freed from Governmental regulation, Smith

told us, the forces of free enterprise — even though motivated

by the prospect of private gain would produce public benefit.

The invisible hand has been a productive concept, unleashing

the power of private initiative — and it will continue to do so.

But ecology adds a postscript to this concept from economics.

The basic principle of ecology is that "Everything affects

everything else." Remember, this principle tells us, that the

invisible hand is connected to an invisible foot — and that
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while the hand precedes us, beckoning us on to new heights of

economic gain, the foot may be following us, winding up for a

kick that will propel us to new depths of ecological disaster.

Finally, any economic reckoning of the costs and benefits

of pollution control should include the formation of a new

environmental industry. National concern over environmental

degradation, together with industry's need for help in cleaning

up its operations, has triggered the creation of research and

development organizations, consulting groups, and manufacturing

firms to supply a new market. Manufacturers of air pollution

equipment have become a' sufficiently substantial group to form

their own association. In 1966, members of this association sold

$78 million worth of equipmerc,; by 1973, theif sales were running

at an annual rate well over $300 million. The new environmental

industry's contribuf-ion to growth will, I am convinced, be more

visible in the future, as this still-young, still-small industry

matures and expands. CEQ hopes to find out more about this new

industry's structure; markets, and problems this December, when

we sponsor a meeting in Washington. Perhaps one dimension of this

industry's potential importance is that our invitation list includes

the chief . executives of 500 firms.

It is an understandable human reaction to resent new

constraints on the conduct of one's business, particularly

when those constraints come from Washington. Yet those con-

straints would not have become law unless a majority of the

American people supported them. And despite our current economic
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difficulties, the American people apparently want to pay the price

for environmental protection. In its August 1975 Public Opinion

Index, the Opinion Research Corporation reports: "Given a choice,

most people indicate that they believe it is more important to

pay the costs involved in protecting the environment than to keep

prices and taxes down, and rvin the risk of more pollution."

The major conclusion the editors draw from their survey is this:

"In sum, business seems to have little recourse but to learn to

cope with and even capitalize on ... the transformation of

environmental protection into a popular, institutionalized movement

which shows little sign of abating, even during a period of

economic stress." All of the inputs we get from many directions

support this.

I would emphasize that notion of attempting to "capitalize

on environmental protection." Companies that regard pollution

control regulations as nothing more than a nuisance will undoubtedly

find them just that — and an expensive nuisance to boot.

But as Herbert Doan, former President of Dow Chemical,

put the matter in a speech on pollution control, "The fact that

we don't have all the technology needed simply means that there

are new opportunities for invention. The profit-minded company

will stop hand-wringing, and start thinking."

The basic economic truth about environmental regulations is

that they inject a new demand-factor into the market that did not
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exist ten years ago. Environmental quality, which we all once

took for granted, has become a marketable item. Companies that

thrive on competition, companies equal to the challenges that new

social forces have constantly imposed on business, will find that

the public interest in a clean environment can prove to be a

golden nuisance.
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DEPARTMENT OP AGBICULTORE

Contact: Dr. Fowden G. Raxwell
Coordinator of Environmental
Quality Activities
Office of the Secretary
O.S. Department of Agriculture
FooB 359-A,
Hashinqton, D.C. 20250
(202) 4U7-3965

Forest Service

Draft Date

Forest Highway 31 09/29

Arizona
County: Graham
The proposal is to complete construction of the Swift
Trail, located in the Pimaleno Hountians of Coronado
National Forest. Pour alternatives were considered,
ranging from reconstruction of a new road on different
alignment to retention of the old road. All four alter-
natives are capable of putting more people on the mountain
than the mountain's resources can accommodate; therefore,
controls will have to be instituted to avoid overusing
them. All alternatives will also affect wildlife because
of increased human use.
(KLR ORDKR # 61i»57)

West Slope of the Tetons, Targhee N.F. 09/16

Idaho Wyoming
The statement concerns the land use plan for the 297,000
acre West Slope of the Tetons Planning Onit of the Targhee
National Forest in Teton and Fremont Counties, Idaho, and
Teton County, Wyoming. The maior adverse environmental
impacts will be those on soil, water, vegetation, wildlife,
and esthetics caused by road building, timber harvests,
livestock grazing, recreation use and mineral activity.
Approximately 167,000 acres of the unit were selected as
a wilderness study area.
(FLR ORDER # 51388)

West Kootenai Plannina Onat 09/18

Kontrfna
County: Lincoln
The action involves the implementation of a revised
multiple use plan tor the 58,996 acre Wast Kootenai
Planning Unit, Kootenai National Forest. The plan
emphasizes recreation, production of forest products, and
an increased transportation system. Implementation of the
proqram will result in development of natural areas,
temporary acceleration of soil and vegetation disturbance.
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and noise and air pollution,
(ELR ORDER # 5m02)

Herbicide Use, Pacific NW Region 09/22

Oreqon Washington California
The action covered by the statement involves the use of thefollowmq herbicide^:: 2,U-D, 2,U,5-T, silvex, atrazine,
dicamba, ddlaoon, amitrole, picloram, monosodiura methane-
arsenate, and cacodylic acid on National Forest lands of
Oregon, Washington, and California. The herbicide pro-
qrai. will result in the death or subordinate position of
target species so that more desirable species can in-
crease, herbicides will be used to maintain rights-of-way
for power transmission lines, railroads and highways, and
to control poisonous plants.
(ELR ORDKR # Siai6)

09/22
Fast beer Creek Dnit, Colville N.F.

Washington
County: Ferry
The proposed action consists of a more intensive land use
plan tor management of a heavily timbered 12,410 acre
planning unit that supplies domestic water for the town ofOrient. The natural condition of the 7200 acre roadless
area and the opportunity for solitude in the Onit will"
oecrease sianif icantly at the proposed road network and
timber manaqement program is implemented. Water quality
will be maintained in lower Past Deer Creek at the present
condition, but additional environmental constraints, more
costly, sophisticate.' yarding methods and reduced road
access will increase the cost of timber manaqement and willreduce the annual harvest for the short term.
(ELE ORDFP « 51U21)

Pinal
Date

Rainy Day Plannino Unit, Nezuerce N. f. 09/22

Idaho
County: Idaho
ThH statement concerns a inultiple use olan for the
U'S,300-acre Pdiny Day Planninu I'nit of Nezperce National
Forest. The most likely alternative includes plan*^ for
nrotection of the Pen-:^ile Watershed, limited mining,
and timber harvestin<j.
COMMENTS nAUi' HY : DUi jpA

stcite aqencies and concerned citizens
(VLR ORfiKR ,1 5ia(j7)



Kilkenny Unit Plan, white Mt . N.P. 09/30

New PaBiy)£.hire

County: Coos
The oroi.ored land use olan for the Kilkenny Unit of the
White Mountain National Forest inclurtes strategic water
quality nionitorinq, maior deer yard manaqement, re-
strictions on use, mortified transportation systeui for foot
travel an(i motorized use, road closure?, minimal exoansion
ot develoned recreation facilities, timber sales orodocinq
over u trillion board fet:?t per year, acquisition priorities
on malcr iaholdinqs, us<^ of fire management for wildlife
habitat in provemc^nt, and no wilderness designation for this
planninq period. Iniplementation of the plan will result in
decreased tax revenuej-:, and increased waste problems due to
dispersed off-road recreation.
(ELR OKDFF * 5 lUbS)

Lyndon B. Johnson Nat»l Grasslands, Unit Plan 09/25

Texai-
County: wire Montague
Tbe statement concerns the proposed 10-year manaaement for

the Lyndon fc. Johnson Unit (the name change from Cross
Timbers to LFJ effective June 1, 1975) . Ihe unit contains

20,332 acres of federally-owned lands. Adverse effects
from the nlan will bo from road, trail, and recreation
area conrt ruction , brush control, gully and steambank
stabilization work, and litterina and soil compaction from

increased recreation use.
CORWESTS ^iAD!;: RY : USDA EPA COF.

state and local aqencies
(FLR ORDF'R # 514 39)

Caddo National Grasiilands Dnit Plan 09/25

Texas
County: Fannin
The statement concerns the proposed 10-year managewent for

the Cdduo Unit of the Caddo-Lyndon B. Johnson National
Grasslands, now called Caddo National Grasslands. The
unit contains 17,729 acres of federally-owned lands. The

maior environmental impacts will be on water auality,
ranae, wildlife, and soils due to recreation use at

developed sites and the areas of concentrated public use.

Adverse virual effects will also occur from fence con-
struction and qully and stream stabilization work.
ciiMMiiMTS nAb& by : epa nsoA DOi

state and local aaencies
(PLR OHD.KH *) 5 1440)

Medicine bow N.F., Timber Management Plan 09/12

Wyoming
County: several
The statement refers to the revision of the 1961 Timber
^anaaenient Plan for the Medicine Bow National Forest. The

plan applies to 350,000 acres and recommends harvesting
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timber troin 66,000 to 39,000 acres during the ten-year
period from 1975-193'-.. The annual yield from this harvest
will be apr.roximately 97,000 to 120,000 cunits of wood
oroducts including 44 to 54 million board feet of saw-
tisiber. About 2,840 acres annually will be harvested by theclearcut silvicultural method, 2,B70 by the shelterwood
silvicultural method, and 1,520 acres will be treated by
intermediate thininas. The maior ipacts will be those re-
sulting .from road construction.
COflMEMTS MADE BY: liSDA DOI

State aoencies and concerned citizens
(ELP ORDRfi # 51379)

Soil Conservation Service

Draft ^ ^Date

Buckhorn-.Mesa Watershed 09/10

Arizona
County: Karicooa Pinal
The watershed protection and flood prevention project con-
sists of the construction of five floodwater retarding dan*?
for the Rurpose of flood control and increased efficiency
of irrigation water use. Construction activity will resultm loss of 164 acres of desert riparian and 799 acres of
desert upland vegetation. Installation of the structures
will reouirc the relocation of four families.
(RLR OROSK « 5 1357)

Lost River Watershed (2) 09/23

Indiana
County: several
ProDosed is a nroiect for watershed protection, flood pre-
vention, municipal and industrial water supply, and rec-
reation in Dubois, Lawrence, Hartin, Oranoe, and
Washington Counites. The proiect will eliminate agricul-
tural use of 9Q7 acres in dams, spillways, permanent
pools, and recreation facilities, hut will allow 384
acres of pasture and 175 acres of woodland to be converted
to cropland, through reduction of flood damages. Approxi-
mately 18.5 miles of perennial and intermittent feeder
streams will be inundated.
(ELR ORDL'P # 5 14 32)

Deer Creek Watershed 09/12

Kissisripni
County: Bolivar Washington
The proiect consists of 50.1 miles of channel work to
reduce nroblems of erosion, sedimentation, flooding,
arainaae, and low income in Bolivar and Washington
Counties, fississippi. Forest land wildlife habitat will
be lost on 34 1 acres and approximately 89 acres of wetlands
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will be KUtiect to tirainage as a result of the structural
iiieaKures. During construction there will be reduced

air and water nualitv.
(hLR ORUFR # S13H0)

Flint CreeK Watershed 09/29

New York
County: Ontario Steuben Yates
Proposed is a tiroiert for watershed protection and flood
prevention for the flint Creek Watershed. The proiect
will consist of conservation land treatment measures on

1fi,630 acrt'S ana a!»out 18.7 miles of channel work.
Installation of flcodwater retarding structures will
require the coirmitinent of 23 acres of cropland and 13 acres

of forest land and will cause construction inconveniences,
fhort term increase in sediment and turbidity.
(FL.R ORDKR * 514^1)

South Tyqer River Watershed 09/15

f^outh Carolina
County: Greenville
The stateir:ent concerns a revised project for watershed
protection, flood prevention, municipal and industrial
water storaae and recreation in Greenville County, South
Carolina. Cons*.rvation land treatment systems will be

installed on 1,200 acres of cropland to reduce sediment
runoff. The two structural measures remaininq to be in-
stalled will inundate 8b3 acres, temporarily flood 1,030
acres, and utilize a total area of 1,936 acres requiring
7iy acres to be cleared of trees. The ambient air ouality
and water ouality will be degraded for a short period
duiina construction.
(£LR O'^DliK # 51386)

Final Date

Ouralde-des Cannes Watershed 09/08

Louisiana
County: Acadia Rvangeline
The statement concerns a project for watershed protection
and flood ureventicn on 36,a'^0 acres of cropland and

t-astureland in Acadia and Rvanaeline Parishes, Louisiana.
An estimated 209 miles of channel work and installation of

five structures for water control are included. The five

weirs will periranently inundate 21 acres of land. Approxi-
mately 327 additional acres of land will be committed to

new channels, berms, and spoil.
COM-IKNTii MADE BY: LPA AHP PFM COE DOT DOI DSCG

?J)? and state agencies
(FLE ORDER # SI 341)
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S. ForK ot Blackwater H. Watershed 09/16

MiEsouri
County: Johnson
The recommended plan of iniprovements consists of land
treatment modsures, teven floodwater retardinq struc-
tures, one multiple-purpose structure for flood preven-
tion, municipal and industrial water supply, and
recreational development, and one qrade stabilization
structure. Phe pro-ject will reduce flood damaae on
12,311 acres. Installation of the pro:iect will change
the lan.i use ot areat- needed for structural measures.
Prolect inrtallation will cause relocation of six
fdrniina operations.
COhl'HNTS MADE BY: CO? FKW

State aqencies
(ELF OPDKH * 5139B)

Pott-Sem-Torkey Watershed 09/19

Oklahoma
County: Seminole Pottawatomie
The statement refers to the Pott-Scm-Turkey Watershed pro-tection and flood urevention oroiect in Pottawatomie and
and Seminole Counties, Oklahoma. Proiect measures include
accelftrdted application of land measures for 22,2'»7 acres
of aqricultural land and installation of 11 floodwater
retardina structures for the reduction of floodwater
sediment, and erosion damaqes on 2,S6ii acres of flood plain
land. iidverse impacts include the use of 110 acres of
farmland for dams and spillways, the permanent inundation
of 297 acres, the intermittent inundation of 833 acres,
the disturbance or destruction of 18 archeoloqical sites,
and temporary construction disturbances.
COMMtNTS KADF BY: COP .OOI |?PA

State and regional aqencies
National Audubon Society

(FLR OEDKR t 'iiaOS)

Rock Creek Watershed 09/02

Oreqon
County: Gilliam Borrow
The statement refers to the Rock Creek watershed pro-
tection, land treatment, flood prevention, and irrigation
water storaae and distribution in Gilliam and Morrow
Counties. Adverse impacts are increased turbidity,
increased dust and noise pollution, removal of 290 acres of
rangeland veqetation, and construction disruptions.
COMMENTS KADK BY: AFP DOC COE DOT DOT BPA

state and local agencies
(BLR ORDEB # 51319)
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i'iiitf Run wat^^rr>!iVn Troject 09/2S

Pennrylvan ia
Coi:n ty : "on toomery
Thf^ Fta ten; tilt r^ ferf to a prelect for watPirrhed protection
an'' tloo'l nrevention in yion tciomery County, Pennsylvania.
The daiiij-, tpiilway.K, anci perrncinent poolr wil] cojtimit 35
acre.s of larn"! and afU'roxiroately five acre? of woodlands
nn<i nine acros of ot>en land will he disturbed by borrow
}•>! ts

.

co^jfENTS ?*adf; vy: coi^ tiOI dot epa
state and local aqencies

^'o^th and Tenth flill CT^^e\ Subwaters^-hed 09/17

ttcsit Virainia
County: Grant Pendleton Fardy
Proposed is the coasrrnction of S sinqle-niiroose floodwater
rttardinq dams and one n ul ti-purpose floodwater retardino
and recreation dam tor uurposes of flood control and
recreation. The proiect will inundate 10? acres of farm
land an*"; 1.'-< miles of streaiB.
co?i.*iENTS frdf; hY: cor doi doi i:pa a^tp

state aqencies
(PLR OKDPR » S1i<0 1)
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ARCHITFCT OP TFE CAPITOL

Contact: Mr. George «. White
Architect of the Capitol
United States Capitol
Room SB 15
washinqton, D.C. 20515
(202) 225-1200

Final Da^e

Caoitol Power Plant 09/19

District of Co
The statem«ent refers to the proposed construction of a
ref riaeration plant building which is to be the first
module of a lonq ranqe expansion program for the Capitol
Power Plant. The Plant presently produces stean» for
heating and chilled water for air conditioning for the
Canitol, the two Senate Office Buildings, the three
House Office Buildinqs, the Supreme Court Building, and the
two Library of Congress Buildings; and steam heat alone for
several other buildinas. No siqnificant adverse inpact is
exoected from the action.
COMMENTS HADF BY:
(ELR OKDEF # 51406)
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Contact:

DEPARTHEHT OP COMMERCE

Dr. Sidney R. Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs
Department of Coanerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
(202) 967-4 335

Nat»l Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin

Draft Date

Commercial Pishing, Marine Mammals 09/09

The stateitient concerns the promulgation of rules and pro-
posed issuance of permits to commercial fishermen allowing
the taking of marine mammals in the course of normal
commercial fishing operations. The statement indicates
that the current, fishery-induced mortality should not
result in any rapid, long-term reduction in the affected
porpoise stocks.
(ELR ORDER # 51355)

I
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> DFRARTMEMT OP DEFENSE, Army

Contact: ?^r. Gworq*^ A. Cunney, Jr.
Acting Chief, Environmental Office
Directorate of Installations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for LoairticE
Washington, D.C. 20310
(202) OX 4-U2by

Draft Date

Blackbird Control, Army Installations (Supplement) 09/10

Kentucky Tennessee
The Etateitent supplements the final BIS filed with CBQ
27 January l^lb am^i concerns the proposed method for
controlling larqe roosts of blackbirds over -wintering at
Ft. Camubell, Kentucky, and Milan Army Ammunition Plant
(AAP) . Included is an alternative to the P&-1U method
which was suqgested by an environmental oroup and a summary
and tabulation of oublic reaction to the use of PA-14.
(PLR OFDf;K # 51359)

Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant 09/16

Mississippi
County: Hancock
Proposed is the construction of a modern integrated
ammunition plant to manufacture an improved type of
155 mm artillery ammunition. The site selected is an un-
developed section of the NASA National Space and Technoloay
Laboratory. The proiect will result in a projected popu-
lation increase of 1700 perscms (U5G of these shool-age
children) . Lono term environmental impacts include
addition of sanitary landfill operation and discharge of
treated wastes into Pearl River with the possibility of
usina some natural stream assimilative capacity.
(ELR ORDIR # 51389)

Rocket Disposal, Duqway Proving Ground 09/29

Dtah
The statement concerns the disposal of approximately
569 «55 rockets containinq the lethal chemical agent
GB, and some burster explosive. The proposed operation
consists of neutralizinq the GB by placinq those
residue items containinq the aqent in tanks of
caustic solution which will dissolve the aluminom war-
head and then react with and neutralize the GB. The
statement indicates no adverse environmental impact or
controversy concerning the project.
(KLR ORDFR # 514U9)
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Pt. Belvoir Housing Project 09/22

Virqinia
County: Fairfax
The action considered is the change of use of approximately
800 acres of land of Fort Eelvoir from troop support and
training to military family housing. The project would
provide 2,300 additional housing units. The action will
result in the partial or complete destruction of
42b acres of land used as wildlife habitat and the conse-
quent reduction of fauna in the area. The roadway net-
works, both on and off the post will become more congested.
(KLR ORDKR 51429)
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DLPSRTMENT OP DEFENSE, Army Corps

Contact: Mr. Francis X. Kelly
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Attn: DAEN-PAP
Office of the Chief of Engineers
0. S. Army Corps of Engineers
1000 Independence Avenue, S. w.
Washinaton, D. C. 20314
(202) 693-6b61

Draft Date

Theodore Ship Channel, Wobile Bay 09/25

Alabama
Proposed is the construction of 7.1 miles of channel from
Wobile Bay to the Theodore Industrial Park. Dredged
material would be deposited to form an island in the bay
located north of the proposed diagonal channel. The malor
adverse environmental effects would include loss of bottom-
dwelling organisms, temporarily increased turbidity,
salinity intrusion, loss of physical habitat and aquatic
vegetation adjacent to the inland channel, minor and
localized modification of circulation patterns in the bay,
degradation of the local esthetics, and displacement
of people. (Mobile District)
(ELR OBBf.B # S1438)

Upper Susitna R., Hydroelectric Development 09/23

Alaska
The recommended plan is to construct dams on the upper
Susitna River at Watana and Devil Canyon, powerplants,
electric transmission facilities to the Railbelt load
centers, access roads, and permanent operating and rec-
reational facilities. The two-dam system would inundate
some 50,500 acres extending 81 miles upstream from Devil
Canyon Dam forcing foreclosure of future mineral extraction
from inundated land, and inundation of one historical site.
Woose habitat will be disturbed and there will be social
impacts resulting from the seasonal nature of the con-
struction work and demands made upon small community
services. (Anchorage District)
(ELR ORDER # 51430)

New River and Phoenix City Streams 09/02

Rri2ona
County: Maricopa
The project is the second phase of a 5-phaEe plan designed
to serve as a framework for flood control in the Phoenix
area. Three flood control dams, to be located on Cave
Creek, Skunk Creek, and New River, will be constructed.
A 17 mile long diversion channel, containing both earth and
concrete sections will be constructed immediately north of
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and parallel to the Arizona Channel. Adverse impacts in-
clude the loss or alteration of 410 acres of riparian
habitat, the alteration or destruction of 3 archeological
sites, the urbanization of 310 acres of open space, and
the relocation of 237 hones and 25 businesses. (Los

Angeles District)
(ELR ORDER » 51314)

Salnut Creek Project 09/09

California
County: Contra Costa
The Walnut Creek project, now 43% complete, consists of
construction of rectangular concrete-lined channels and
flood control structures in Walnut Creek and the lower
reaches of its principal tributaries. Completed portions
of the project have resulted in the elimination of most
of the riparian vegetation on the surrounding flood plain
and the intensive urbanization in the form of towns,
housing developments, shopping centers, roads, and
utilities. (Sacramento District)
(BLR ORDER # 51352)

San Leandro Marina 09/16

California
County: Alameda
ProDosed is the construction of a riprap protective break-
water near the entrance to San Leandro Marina. The purpose
of the breakwater is to provide safe navigation and to
protect existing and planned marina development from
damage due to storm winds and waves entering the marina
from the south. Temporary construction disruption will
result. (San Francisco)
(ELR ORDER # 51392)

Santa Ana R. Main Stem & Santiago Creek 09/22

California
County: Orange Riverside San Bernardino
The project includesthe construction of a new reservoir
upstream of Prado Dam; modification and expansion of the
existing Prado Reservoir; improvement of the existing
Santa Ana River channel; improvement of the lower Santiago
Creek Channel; development of water conservation, recrea-
tional and wildlife enhancement facilities in and along the
above; acquisition and protection of natural amenities
in Santa Ana Canyon; and acquisition and preservation of
a 92 acre salt marsh area. The project will displace at
least lUtj homes and a significant portion of the dairy
industry in the Prado Reservoir area. The Santa Ana River
wash and 8 acres of salt marsh will be lost. (Los Angeles)
(FLR ORDER # 51427)
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Little River Development Plan, Clark Hill Lake 09/02

Georqia South Carolina
The Little River Development plan proposes the lease of
1,700 acres of the Clark Hill Project (public) lan^s from
the Corps of Engineers for the development of a private
home site and recreation complex. This complex would con-
sist of nature trails, tent and trailer camping areas,
rental cabins, a beach area, commercial stores, a marina
and a motel, an 18-hole golf course, and second home
development. Adverse impacts include severly reduced or
eliminated wild turkey population used by the State of
South Carolina wildlife department to restock other game
lands, loss of forest resources, increase in human en-
croachment, and conversion of public lands to private homes.
(ELR ORDER « 51326)

Pomona Lake, Kansas, OEH 09/03

Kansas
County: Osaae
The statement concerns the continued operation and main-
tenance of Pamona Lake, consisting of water control
operation and maintenance of recreation areas, and manage-
ment of nro^iect lanu and water resources. The major
adverse effect associated with the operation of the project
is related to flood control operations. Shoreline erosion,
loss of vegetation, disruption of recreation use, and
damage to project roads and recreation areas result from
these fluctuations. Sedimentation affects benthic life,
fish t/opulations, and recreational use of the lake.
(LLR OR'JKR « 51328)

Great Bend Local Protection Project 09/08

Kansas
County: Barton
The Great bend, Kansas local protection project consists of
thft construction of 14.6 miles of leveed channel and will
recTuire the acouirition of 1,250 acres of riqht-of-way for
levees and channels, 35 acres for pondina areas and 80
acres for flowaae easements by the local sponsor, the City
of Great I'pnd, Kansas. Three highway bridoes and two rail-
road bricioes will be constructed across Walnut Creek
Diversion Channel and one new bridqe will be required. The
nro-)ect will result in temporary construction disruption
and may a»'versfely airtect several archeoloaical sites.
(Albuauercue District)
(KLT( ORDf-H « 51340)
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BayoQ Des Paailles Corp. Flood Protection 09/09

Louisiana
Coanty: Jefferson
The project will provide for the completion of dredging
operations that will result in the construction of a flood
protection levee in the south central portion of Jefferson
Parish approximately 5 miles northwest of Crown Point.
Construction of this levee will result in a permanent
alteration of landform, temporary increases in turbidity,
decreases in dissolved oxygen and a decrease in primary
productivity. Terrestrial habitat will be destroyed within
the construction limits of the levee section, restilting in
the displacement and loss of wildlife. (New Orleans
District)
(RLR ORDFR « 51353)

Mississippi R., Baton Rouge to Gulf of Mexico (S) 09/25

Louisiana
The statement supplements the final BIS filed with CEO
SJuly 1974. The statement includes omissions from the
final BIS and unanticipated changes in dredging regulations
that have occurred since the final was filed. The pro-
longed and recurrent high flows of the Mississippi have
also reguired reconsideration of maintenance needs in
certain areas. (Mobile District)
(ELR ORDER # 51433)

Duluth Stormwater Flood Control 09/OU

Michiaan
The propottd plan for stormwater flood protection includes
both structural and nonstructural measures. The plan con-
sists of structural measures to accomodate the 100-year
flood on 1U of the 42 study area streams. Flood plain
regulation and flood insurance will be used exclusively on
the remaining 28 study area streams. Two of the three
proposed ir'poundments are designed to hold water for only
a few davi., and the animal populations upstream would
suffer periodic losses especially when hiah water levels
occur during or soon after breeding season. Some adverse
iirnacts associated with floodplain reaulation and flood
insurance, tuch as land sale, would be unavoidable.
(KLR ORDF'.K # 5 1334)

Roseau River Floori Control 09/02

''inuesotd
County: Roseau Kittson
The pro-ject would include modification of the existing
Roseau Riv^r channel, construction of channel cutoffs, and
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installdtion of related works along the river between the
city of 1-ioseau and the Canadian border in northwestern
Minnesota. The project wonld result in a decrease in bank
ftability which could rosult in some localized ploughing or
erorion ot the channel slope. Habitat alterations will
cause a decrease in wildlife. (St. Paul District)
(KLR ORDKR # S1316)

barsett. Creek Watershed 09/15'

'•innei.ota
County: Kennenin
The proposed action for the Bassett Creek Watershed in-
cludes structural measures inv^olving a 1.S mile underqround
conduit and deep tunnel, temporary storage areas, one
nermanent iirpoundin<^nt , channel modifications, emhankraents

,

tloodwalls, and culverts and weirs. Non-structural
measures are floodplain evacuation, flood proofing and
continuation of tho existing floodplain regulation and
flood insarance proqrans. The channel modifications,
einbanlcments and the oeruianent irapoondinent would result in
adverse inpacts on existina veaetation and aquatic eco-
syrtent . (St. Paul District)
(KLR ORDlh « 5 13B7)

Kocky River »^arbor, OKK 09/12

Ohio
County: Cuyahoga
Proposed is the dredaina of approxircately 30,000 cubic
yards of sediment from the authorized naviaation channels
at Hocky River Harbor once every three years, and main-
tenance of the existing east pier. Dredged materials nn-
suitdblfe tor open-lake disposal will be placed in diked
disposal facilities. Adverse impacts of the project
include disturbance of benthic communities within the
open-lake disposal areas, resusoension of potentially
harmful substances, and increased turbidity levels during
maintenance procedures. (Buffalo District)
(FLP ORDRR # S1377)

Vermilion Harbor, O&M 09/15

Ohio
County: Frie
The stdteffient concerns the dredainq of about 2U,000 cubic
yards of sediment from the Vermilion Harbor area approx-
imately once every three years and maintenance of existing
harbor structures. Harbor dredqings suitable for open-
lake disposal will be deoosited in a designated open-lake
site in Lake Erie. Oredgings not suitable for open-lake
disposal will be transported approximately 10 miles to
to Huron Harbor and deposited in a diked disposal area.
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fhe proToct will rerult in the disturbance of henthic
ccmmunitieF, dir and water pollution, and increased
turbidity. (Tuffalo District)
(I:LK uKu^'r. fi f. 123 5)

rc^ary ^t-'cond PowpThonco (2) 09/10

Dreuon wafhinqtfm
The statement if-' tht:- revit.ion of a draft FTS filed with
etc 17 Oftober 75. The proposed action it- the construction
of a spccmd ooworhouse at the existina KCary Lock and Dam
proiect on the Coluirbia River. The oroposal calls for the
new powerhoupe to hold ten additional generator units,
AdvGL.se enviionni'^ntol effects include increatref: in water
I'-luctua tic n , hindrance to navigation in the downstream
approach channel, increased fish mortality, and con-
iLtructicn nirruption. (Walla Walla District)
[^'U< ORDVP « "113^3)

Charleston Farhor, Ashley 5v . , Cooper R. Dredging 09/16

South Card ma
Ccunty: Charleston Berkeley
VToposod is tht main ten=ince dredoino of channels and
tvirniaq t.arins in the Charleston Harbor, Shipyard Piver,
Ashley "^iver, ^avy Channel, and Navy piers and slips.
Adverse in'tacts include the possible loss of orcanisips
throu'jh leaching o* toxic substances from upland disposal
areas, the possible reduction in dissolved oxygen levels
as a result of the credoe disturbing oraanic materials
nricerooi'in anaerobic deccmposition , possible dis-placement
of wildiiftr species, alteration of existina veqetation
in disncsal areas, and an increase in the local mosgoito
t opulation . (Charlf.ston District)
(KLR ORDKK » "M.^SO)

Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, S.C. 09/22

South Carolina
Proposed is the maintenance of a channel 12 feet deep and
not less than 90 feet wide in the Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway frrm Little Eiver to and including Port Royal
Sound, a total distance of 210 miles. The proiect will
rerult in the increase in turbidity and siltation in the
vicinity ot the dredce, disturbance of disposal areas, the
distructicn of some benthic organisms by the cutterhead,
and an increase in the local mosauito population.
(Charleston District)
(FLH OROIR » SmiB)

^^ed Siver Chloride Control 09/17

lexas Oitlahoma
Proposed is the construction of four low-flow dams, three
brine dams, six subsurface cut-off walls, six shallow well
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collection systeirs, and installation of associated pumps
anc pipelines fcr ocllectmg, trarisportina and storino
brine-la'inn wattrH. Thtirc will be a total of about 8,000
actr^r; of land eventually inundated with brine. The brine
will cause a oronrt-ss.ivf aearadation of the soil and
veqetaticn, caujiinq ilir nlacomen t of land animals. The
aesthetic conditxons surroundina the brine pools may be
regarded as an encroachment upon a wild landscape by iran-
iiiade features. (Tulsa District)
(:;Lfi oRi'LT^' * S1U00)

):vi>nneville Lock and Dam, 2nd Powerhouse (S) 09/29

Washington Oreuon
The (iToposed action is the relocation of the town of North
bonneville to a new site on the Washington shore about 2

nsiles west of the existing town to allow the comoletion of
constructien of the secctnd powerhouse project at Bonneville
Ijam . Social irripacts of relocation would be severed at
J east teiTiDor arily , and residents would incur increased
in.'ebtGdnoss in relocating to new facilities. The crime
rate would increase due to the nuniber of vacant homes, and
recreation activities in the vicinity of the new town site
woula be restricted for a period of 6 to 10 years.
(ELF OPDtf f SlU.'ifi)

Final Date

Great Lak^c-St. Lawrence Seaway, Navigation Season 09/15

The FY l*n(> Mavigation Season Extension Program is part of
an onooiiio investiaation to demonstrate the practicability
of certain enablmn measures, for extending the commercial
navigation season on the Great Lak.es-St. Lawrence Seaway
•System. The activities pronosed, including bubbler-f lusher
syst ms, are expected to have minimal impact if any.
(Detroit ristrict)
COKMt'rJTS ".Afv hiY : DOl FPA DOC AF.C USDA FPC OBO NOAA

state and local agencies
and private craanizations

(PLH ORDKR *= 51.'^h4)

Santa Cru? Parbor 'maintenance Dredoinq 09/02

California
County: Santa Cruz
Proposed is the maintenance dredging of the entrance channel
to Santa Cruz Harbor, with the disposal of dredge spoil on
the beach east of tne jetty. There will be increased tur-
bidity and disruption of biota as a result of the actions.
(San Francisco District)
COMMENTS flAj;*; BY: HSDA DOT EPA HEW DOI

state and local agencies
and one individual

(FLB ORDER « 51312)
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Hoss Lanr^ing Parbor, California 09/03

Cdlifornia
Proposed ir; the maintenance rtredaina of the entrance channel
cind harbor channel at Mots Landing. Dredqed spoil will be
deposited at the head of the Konterey Canyon at the 60 foot
irobath at the end of Sandholdt Pier. Adverse impact will
accrue to marine biota. (San Francisco District)

C0!1MKNT5 KADS BY: HSDA L)OC DOI HEW EPA
State aqencies

(I'LR ORDKP #51327)

Peach Krosion Project, Duval County, Florida 09/11

Florida
County: Duval
Ihe proiect consists of placing 3.3 million cubic yards of
sand along 10 miles of Atlantic Ocean shoreline in Duval
County. Periodic nourishment will be required to compensate
for erosion losses durina the fifty year life of the pro-
lect . Dredqmq will ten'poiarily degrade water quality, close
the beach, and destroy most benthic organisms in the borrow
and nourishment areas. (Jacksonville District)

COMMENTS I1ADE BY: USDA OOi EPA DOC
one state agency

(FLP. OKDKP « 51373)

Brunswick Harbor Maintenance Dredging 09/16

Georuia
The statement concerns the maintenance of Brunswick
Parbor navigation channels and the entrance and turn-
ing ba£;in of the Fast River Channel by dredgina shoaled
sediments. Adverse impacts include the destruction of
benthic habitats by covering with dredge, and tem-
i>orary increase in suspended solids and turbidity.
(Savannah District)
COi'^^SENTS riADF BY:
(FLR OHDPR # "11394)

Agana Small Boat Harbor (Supplement) 09/10

Guam
Proposed is the construction of a small boat harbor in
Agana Bay to meet both recreational and subsistence-type
fishing needs for the Agana tributary area. The proiect
will consist of a revetted mole, two breakwaters, a wave
absorber, four circulation channels, and navigation
channels. Adverse impacts include the loss of about 37
acres of flat reef habitat to harbor use, the overall
increase in vehicular traffic within the area, and a

possible conflict of use among boaters, surfers, and
fishermen. (Honolulu District)
(ELR ORDER # 51360)
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lao Stream, Plood Control 09/08

Hdwaii
County: .»laui

The sta teffiont refer£7 to the lao Stream Flood Control
project in "ani. The plan combines about 4,400 ?t . of
concrete channelx-^ation between the debris basin and near
the mouth at the stream, with about 7,300 ft. of stream
left in itt oxittina condition, but with a syptem of
levees ,\rn.] floodwalls to orotect adjacent lands. Adverse
inpacts are soil erosion and degradation of visual
oudiity. (Ponolulu District)
C0!^.1LnTS !^A1>F BY: APP OOC DOT EPA DOT USDA

state aqencies and individuals
(PLR ORDKK # S134?)

Lake Shelbyville, Operation and Maintenance 09/10

Illinois
County: Shelby Koultrie
The statement discur,ses the continued operation and main-
tenance ot Lake Shelbyville in Shelby and Koultrie Counties.
Pro-iect purposes include f loodrontrol , water supply, nav-
ioation, recreation, and fish and wildlife conservation.
Adverse impacts include the loss of some aquatic and terres-
trial communities ciue to water level fluctuations, small
floods caused by discharaes, and the dawaqe of some natural
areas by recreational development.
(St. Louis District) (2 volumes)
COMMENTS MAIiE BY: DOi HSDA USCG EPA ARP

state and local aaencies
and citizen groups

(} LR ORDEE « "^1372)

Kiast Koline, Flood Protection Systeff. 09/16

Illinois
The statement refers to the oroposed East .loline, Illinois,
Flood Protection System. The recomirended plan consists of
constructing two levees, with a total length of 27,500
ft. riesiant^d to protect 3,000 acres within the pro-ject
study area against Mississippi and Pock Eiver Design floods
(200-year frequency) . Additional structures, ramps,
closures, pondinq areas, and pumping areas will be pro-
vided. Adverse impacts are use of 20 acres for levees,
local air, water and noise pollution durinq construction,
and the secondary effects of replacement of aqricultural
land with urban lano use as urbanization takes place.
(Rock Island District)
CONGESTS MADE BY: EPA KUD DOI DOC DOT USDA AHP

state agencies
(ELR OaOFS # S1391)

Blue River Basin Fro-jects, Kansas and Missouri 09/08

Kansas Missouri
The statement refers to the construction, operation, and
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maintenance of four authorized lakes; Wolf-Coffee, Indian,
Tomahawk, anr! Mill, and the authorizerl channel modification
in the Plue River basin. Adverse iinpacts consist of inunda-
tion of wildlife and stream fish habitat, loss of existing
and potential residential lands, temporary noise, air, and
water pollution, and the displacement of jieople from private
lands. (Kansas City District)
COwnENTS HADR bYr'uSDA HKW HITD DOI DOT KPA AHP

State and local aoencies
and environmental groups

(F.LB ORDER # 513U2)

Lake bar/cely Disposal 09/0 8

Kentucky
County: Lyon
The Droposed action is the sale of 12U acres of Federally
owned land to the Lyon County Port Authority, for use in
developing a public port and industrial facilities. The
sale would result in restricted land use and the possibi -

ity of industrial waste pollution of the Lake. (10 pages)
CC^WEVTS MADF BY: EPA IVA DOC PE» DOI DOT USCG

one state agency
and National Audubon Society

(FLR ORLTH * 51349)

Folland Harbor, Disposal Facilities 09/10

Michigan
The statement refers to the proposed construction of two
diked disposal facilities at Holland Harbor, Michigan. The
facilities will be used for containment of polluted dredge
niaterialr from maintenance of the shippino channel within
Lake flacatawa . Adverse impacts are possible odors associated
with dredae materials, and disturbances normally associated
with construction-oceration

.

(Detroit District)
COMffENTS ^ADF 3Y : DSDA DOI EPA DOC HEW

state agencies
(KLT< ORDEK t 51361)

Two Harbors Harbor, Operation and Haintenance 09/10

Minnesota
County: Lake
The statement refers to operation and maintenance activities
within Two Harbors Parbor at Lake Superior. Proposed plans
call for reiiiovdl of approximately 6,000 cubic yards of flreding

material to complete the project authorized in I960. Drilling
blasting, and removal of broken rock is anticipated to com-
plete the dredaino. Maintenance of the breakwater to replace
rock torn avav by Lake Superior storms is also expected. Ad-

verse environmental impacts include: minor congestion ; air
water contandnation; noise; increased turbidity; and, ben-
thic damage.
(ST. PADl" DISTRICT)
COniENTS rtADB BY: ^PA DOC HEW PUD DOI USCG AHP

ONE STATE AGENCY AND OS STEEL CORP.
(FLR ORDER # 51361)
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Sed Lake and Clearwater BiTers Project 09/10

Minnesota
County: several
The statement refers to the proposed continued operation
and maintenance of the Red Lake and Clearwater Rivers.
Project activities are designed to assure the effective nse
of the flood control and low-flow augnentation systea by
iaplementation of the Red Lake Daa and the Red Lakes
reservoirs, and the modified channels along the Red Lake
and Clearwater Rivers. Indian life in the area will be
adversely affected by the loss of supplemental income due
to the loss of trapping and guiding as income sources as
well as the loss of food and hunting activity.
(St. Paul District)
COMMBNTS MADR BY: EPA USDA HEW ROD DOI DOT

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 61367)

Okatibbee Dam and Lake, Operation and Maintenance 09/08

Mississippi
County: Lauderdale
The statement refers to the continuation of operation and
maintenance of an existing multipurpose daa and reservoir
located on Okatibbee Creek in Lauderdale County. The pro-
ject provides flood control, water gnality control, water
supply, and recreation. The major adverse impact is that
operation of the project creates an oxygen sag in Okatibbee
Creek downstream from the dam. (Mobile District)

COmBBNTS MADK BY: KPA DOI DOC OSDA HOD DOT
(KLR ORDFR # 513U6)

Mew Jersey Intracoastal Raterway 09/Oft

New Jersey
The project involves the maintenance of the Mauasgnan, Bamr-
qat, Absecon, and Cold Spring inlets, and the New Jersey
Intracoastal Waterway. Periodic dredging is necessary for
waterways to be used by pleasure craft, commercial, and
sport fishinq vessels. Adverse impacts of the action will in-
clude the disruption of marine biota. (Philadelphia District)

COMMENTS HADE BY: USDA DOC EPA PUD DOI AWP
State agencies

(ELR ORDPR # 51338)

Maintenance of Browns Creek, Long Island 09/04

New York
The statement concerns future maintenance dredging of the
existing Federal navigation project in Browns Creek,
Lena Island, N.Y., to its authorized project dimensions.
The work would be performed when necessary by contract
dredge with spoiling on existing disposal areas. Adverse
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effects include: removal of benthic orqanisns; increased
turbidity; and depending opon the aethod used, either
suspended and dissolved materials reintroduced into the
waterway, disturbed shellfish beds, or turbidity in the
surf zone. (Mew York. District)
COMMBNTS RADE BT: AHP KPA DOl HEM DSDA DOC USCG

one state agency. Blue Point Oyster Co,
(ELR ORDER # 51333)

Black Rock Channel and Tonawanda Harbor 09/10

New York
County: Erie Niagara
The statement concerns the annual dredging of about 100,000
cubic yards of sediments, the operation and maintenance of
Black Rock Ship Lock, and the maintenance of Rock Channel
and walls. Adverse impacts from the pro^iect include
temporary turbidity at the dredge site, temporary change
in water color, disturbance of bottom habitat, some
siltation in peripheral areas, and noise pollution daring
construction. (Buffalo District)
COHMFVTS lADR BY: DOI DSCG DOT PPA
(FLR ORDER « 51363)

Sandusky Harbor Maintenance 09/10

Ohio
County: Erie
Proposed is the dredaing of about 500,000 cubic yards of
sediment annually which will be deposited in a desiqnated
area of Lake Brie, and the maintenance of existing break-
waters. Adverse impacts include resuspension of toxic
chemical constituents during dredaing and open lake
disposal, the siltation of aquatic habitat, the disturbance
of existino fish population, turbidity and change in water
color, and generation of noise and dust during repair of
the structures. (Buffalo District)
COMSKNTS KAD£ BY: 001 EPA aSCG

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDEK # 5136S)

Pairport Parbor Maintenance 09/10

Ohio
County: Lake
The statement concerns the dredging of about 360,000 cubic
yards of sedxment annually and duinpina the material in
Lake Erie, and the maintenance of breakwaters anc! piers.
The tlredqing will result in increased turbidity, disruption
of aquatic habitat, ooen lake dumping, reriuction of
water quality, and hazard to aater craft due to oresence
of dredge craft in tne harbor. (Buffalo District)
COSMPNTS HADK BY: SPA nSDA DOC DOI

State and regional agencies
(SLR ORDEP # 5136B)
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Conneaot Harbor OGH 09/10

Ohio
Coanty: Ashtabula
The statement concerns the dredging of approximately
100,000 cubic yards of sediment annually, which will be de-
posited in a designated area of Lake Erie. Polluted
dredged material removed during the routine maintenance of
Conneaut Harbor will be deposited in the authorized open-
lake dump zone until the proposed diked disposal facility
at Ashtabula is operational. The dredging will resuspend
toxic materials and disturb fish populations. (Buffalo
District)
COMMENTS ilADE BY: DOC BPA DOI HBM DOT EPA

State agencies
(ELE ORDER « 51369)

Lorain Harbor, Maintenance 09/10

Ohio
County: Lorain
The project includes the dredging of about 172,000 cubic
yards of sediment annually to be deposited in designated
areas of Lake Eire, and the maintenance of existing break-
waters. The resuspension of toxic chemical constituents
during dredging and open lake disposal, siltation of
aquatic habitat, disturbance of existing fish population,
turbidity and chanae in water color, and the aeneration
of noise and silt during repair of the structures will
result from the project. (Buffalo District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA DOC DOI USCG EPA

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # S1370)

Big Creek and Metro Zoo Flood Protection 09/26

Ohio
County: Cuyahoga
The statement refers to the construction of channel works
on U,600' of the Creek, as well as 800* of levee. The
purpose of the action is the reduction of flood potential
at the Cleveland Zoological Park. The constructed works
will produce an aesthetically unpleasant channel.
(Buffalo District)
COMMENTS fRDB EY : HSDA PEW DOI DOT BPA

State and local agencies
(ELP ORDER # 5 1446)

Cuyahoga River Sediment Removal 09/26

Ohio
County: Cuyahoga
The project involves the construction of two canoe
launching ramps and docking facilities at two park sites
on the river, and the opening of a five mile canoe trail.

I
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Increarecl conqestion and an increase in litter are

expected as results of the action. Approximately 1.4

acres of terrestrial habitat will be utilized for the

construction of a sooil disposal site. (Buffalo District)

COriMENTG MADE DY :

(RLK ORDFH « 5m'47)

Clarence J. Brown Dam and Reservoir 09/29

Ohio
County: Clark
Proposed is the completion of the remainmo two percent of

construction, operation, and maintenance activities at the

dam, which is located on Buck Creek and the mamstera of the

Mad River, in the Miami River Basin. The project will result

in the creation of a 2,1?0 acre seasonal lake, for the pur-

poses of floodcontrol, water quality, recreation, and fish

and wildlife activities. Pive miles of free flowing stream,

SO acres of flood olain forest, 2,000 acres of aqricultural

land, and the 340 acre Reid Memorial Park have been

inundatec^

.

COMMENTS t*ADR BY: 1)01 IISDA DOT PPC EPA HUD AHO

state and local agencies

(ELK ORDER f SIUS'^)

Columbia and Lower Willamette River, Maintenance 09/2S

Oregon Washington
The stateiT'ent refers to the maintenance dredging to

HO ft. deep of the Columbia River navioation channel from

2 miles seaward of its mouth to Columbia River mile

106. S and Willamette River from mouth to Broadway Bridge

to provide the depth required for deep-draft vessels. In-

cluded is Baintenance of designated side channel proiects,

pile dikes and trainina dikes and initial rock removal

proiects. Adverse impacts include: disruption and removal

of river bottom habitat and organisms; resuspension of

bottom materials; temporary increases in turbidity;

smotherina of aquatic and terrestrial habitat and organisms

durina disposal. (Portland District)

COMMENTS MADE ftY : EPA DOl DOC HOD OSDAFPC MSCG AHP

state and regional agencies

(ELR ORDER # 514U1)

Erie Harbor, Pennsylvania, STaintenance 09/10

Pennsylvania

Thrstltement concerns the dredging of about 205,000 cubic

yards of sediment annually and dumping the material m
Lake Erie, and the maintenance of piers at the harbor

entrance. Ooen-lake disposal will release chemical and

bioloaical constituents into the waters of the dredge and

disposal sites causing a significantly adverse i»pact on

water quality. The project will disrupt about 450 acres
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of harbor Nenthic coieb unities. (Boffalo District)
COIMKfJTS I^ADE "Y: IISCR DOC DOI DOT EPA

one .^tate aaency
(hLR ORDi^R « 51311)

Trexler La^ce, Suprleicent 09/12

Pennsylvjinia
County: Lfhiah
The docniiient siTnplooients a final statement on the
proposed Tr<=:Xler L^kg ?rciect. The proiect involves the
ro-nrtr«cticn of an earth and rockfill enibanlunent 130 feet
hiah, with a crest lennth of 820 feet, on Jordan Creek.
Ihf; lake, which is intended provides water supply, flood
control, anc* recreational uses, would have a surface area
of 1,22r. acres, ano would extend B.6 miles uostream when
filled to the top of the conservation pool. Fifty percent
of Lowhill Township will he acquired for the project.
("hiladelDhid District)
COir-F.NTS !M^b?. FY: "Ub EPA DOI MSDfl

local oraanizations
(I'.I.R OKi>KR * 5 13a1)

Iiouble rayon, Maintenance Dredging 09/04

Texas
County: Chasrbers
The statement refers to the maintenance dredgina of Double
Bayou in Chambers County, Texas. .Maintenance will be
accomplished by hydraulic pioeline dredoe with dredged
materials .^snosed of in open water and on land disposal
areas. Adverse imuacts include disturbance to swianning
and bottom dwellina oraanisms, destruction of vegetation
at c'lspotal sites, degradation of water Quality, and ob-
iectiona.Me odors caused by proposed land disposal
oDerations. (Galveston District)
COK-ENTS >«ADE bY : KFW KFA HUD DOC DOI DOT AHP

state and local aaencies
(ELR OREKn ^ 51335)

'-ia Pine Lake, Red Hiver Co. 09/22

Texas
County: F«d niver
he- statt-n<-nt refers to the initial construction of BigT^ne Lake on Rio Pine Creek. The oroiect is located 1 mile
southeast of "Canawha. Action consists of construction of alake Droiect which consists of access roads, proiect build-
inus, earthen dam, gated concrete outlet works, uncontrolled
roiiiway, downstreair. channel improvement, and public use
facilities. Adverse impacts include the permanent inunda-
tion of 4,69Q acres of land, minor losses of stream fisherym the reservoir area, and the losses of deer and uoland
oanie habitat. (Tulsa District)
C0:'?}5t,NTS KAD** FY: RPA DOI DOT USDA PPC HEH

state agencies, one environmental group
(ELB ORDER » 51421) '
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Lake Brownwood Hodification 09/22

Texas
The staterient refers to the construction ot a new embank-

mPDt for Lake Prownwood and stablization of the existino

ppillway to oreserve present values of the lake for flood

control, waU>r supply, recreation, and other related pur-

poses. Adverse impacts include the elimination of 1,000

feet of stream and natural cover, loss of 83 acres of land,

and approximately 1 mile of county road and 3,500 feet of

power and telephone lines will be required to replace the

2,000 feet of existing lines. (Port Worth District)

COMMENTS MADE BY: EPA HSDA COE FEW HOD DOI DOT AHP FPC

State and regional agencies

(ELR ORDER # 51425)

Clear Creek and Clear Lake 09/25

Texas
County: Chambers Galveston Hams
The statement refers to the maintenance dredging of Clear

Creek and Clear Lake, Texas. Maintenance dredging will

be performed by hydraulic pipeline dredge with dredged

materials disposed of in open water disposal areas.

Adverse impacts are increased turbidity, loss of marine

life habitat, and obiectionable odors dae to the deposition

of dredged materials. (Galveston District)

COMMENTS MADK BY: KPA DOI DOC AHP HUD REW DOT

State and local agencies
(BLR ORDER # 51U3U)

Aubrey Lake, Supplement 09/25

Texas
County: Cooke
The statement is a final supplement to a final BIS filed

with CEO March 4, 1974. The proposed action is the con-
struction of Aubrey Lake for water supply, recreation, fish

and wildlife. The prolect will require acquisition of
approximately 42,000 acres and will inundate 90 miles of

stream. Historical sites and archeological sites will be

adversely affected, and families will be displaced.
(Port Worth District)
COMMENTS MADE BY: OSDA COB DOI EPA AHP

State aaencies and private groups
(ELR ORDER # 51442)

Everett Harbor and Snohomish River Navigation 09/25

Washington
County: Snohomish
The statement refers to the maintenance of a 15 foot deep
navigation channel from Puget Sound one mile up the
Snohomich River and an upper channel 8 feet deep and 1 1/2

miles long, two settling basins, and a deep draft harbor.
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Proiect maintenance over the next 25 to 30 year period will
cause conversion of UOO acres of lowlands, tidelands, and
deltas to upland by filling with dredqed spoil. Waterfowl
habitat will be reduced. (Walla Walla District)

COHKENTS MADT-; BY: PPA HUD DOC DOI
state and local aaencies

(ELR ORDFT; « .Sm37)

Port Washington Naviaation Proiect 09/10

Wisconsin
ProDOsed is the dredqinq of 10,000 cu.yds. annually from
the Port Washington Harbor over the next ten years. Dis-
posal of spoil will be in a diked area in the south
outer section of Milwaukee Harbor. There will be adverse
impact to aquatic biota ; polluted sediments will be
resuspended; toxic and nutritive substances will be
reintroduced into the lake system. (Chicago District)
•

COMMENTS M&DB BY: EPA DOI DOC ROD USCG
State and regional agencies
and private intersets

(ELR ORDER # 51362)

Kewaunee Parbor Maintenance, Wisconsin 09/10

Wisconsin
Proposed is the periodic maintenance dredging of the
Kewaunee Harbor, and disposal of the spoil in a diked area.
The disposal area, located adjacent to the lakeshore,
would contain 500,000 cubic yards of sediment which will
accrue over the 10-year project life. The project will
adversely affect air and water quality, and the aquatic
environment of the disposal area.
COMMENTS KADE BY: RPA DOC USDA DOI OSCG

State and local agencies
(FLR ORDER # 51366)
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DBPflRTKENT OF DEFENSE, Navy

Contact: Mr. Peter M. McDavitt
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installations
and Logistics)
Washington D.C. 20350
(202) 692-3227

Draft Date

NAS Miramar, Restrictive Use Easements 09/19

California
The proposed program involves acquisition of restrictive
use easements on 66 vacant parcels covering 1,660 acres
as part of the (Aicnz) program at Naval Air Station
Miramar, San Diego, California. Easements will prevent
develoDioent of noise sensitive uses and impose occupancy
density limitations on the properties. Land use in the
area will be changed from residential and commercial uses
to low density industrial uses. The growth rate of the
proiect area will be slowed, some parcels remaining in
open space uses over a considerable length of time due to
lack of demand for property with restrictions imposed by
easements

.

(FLR ORDKR # 51404)

Final Date

Naval Personnel Admin. Complex, Belle Chasse 09/23

Louisiana
County: Plaquemines
The project provides for the construction of a Naval
Personnel Complex to house the major functions of the
Buerau of Naval Personnel. The plan includes space for
2,U50 civilian and military employees and 300 housinq
units. A(? verse impacts include increased demand on city
services such as schools and sewer systems, increased
traffic in the area, and construction disruption.
(2 volumes)
C0?1«ENTS I'5ADE BY: HFW USDA DOT FPA DOT

State and local agencies
(BLR ORDER « 51431)
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BNERGY FBSOITRCES DEVELOPMENT ADMIN.

Contact: fr. W. Herbf^rt Penninaton
Office of AKsiftant Administrator
E-201, EFiDA

Washinuton, D.C. 2054S
(301) 973-42ai

^i"^l Date

flDciGrground Nuclear Tertinq Proaram (Supplement) 09/12

Nevada
The Etateinent is a rnppleroent to a final eis prepared to
evaluate the underuround nuclear test Droqrani for tests and
preparaticnr. for tet-ts of one meqaton or less at the Nevada
Tett Site durinq Fiscal Year 1976. Impacts of the tests
include subsidence craters and underqround pockets of in-
tense radioactivity onsite and the initiation of qround
motion that may be felt off site. There also remains the
risk of substantial offsite release.
COilMKNTS I^ADK bY : KPA USDA DOI STAT DOT

states of Nevada and Oreaon
(ELR ORDF.T? # 51374)
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ESVIROMMRJJTAL PEOTFCTION AGENCY

Contact: «r. Sheldon Meyers
Director, Office of Federal Activities
Room 3630 Waterside Mall
WashiiKjton D.C. 20«60
(202) 755-0940

Draft Date

N. Fremont Co. Wastewater Facilities 09/08

Idaho
County: Fremont
Proposed is the awarding of grant funds to Fremont County,
xdaho, for the design and construction of sewerage
facilities serving the Island Park area. Provision of
collection, interceptor, and treatment facilities would
have the effect of accelerating recreational demand, with
associated secondary effects such as increased noise,
traffic, and recreational pressure.
(ELR ORDER # 51351)

Falling Creek Wastewater Treatment 09/08

Virginia
County: Chesterfield
Proposed is the exoansion of the 6 million gallon per day
Falling Creek Wastewater Treatment facility to 12 MGD and
upgrading to provide advanced wastewater treatment. The
system is designed to gradually eliminate existing septic
tanks. Potential long term adverse impacts of the action
affecting surface water and groundwater guality, sensitive
areas (wetlands, f loodplains and aguifer recharge areas) ,

agricultural lands, air guality, biology, and the com-
munity's social and economic environment are discussed.
Short term construction disruption will result.
(ELF ORDER # 51339)

Chambers Creek Sewerage Systen 09/25

Washington
County: Pierce
The action considered is the awarding of grant funds to
Pierce County for the construction of a sanitary sewer
system to service the Clover Creek Basin Sewerage General
Plan. Stage II will include additional communities.
The construction of the main interseptor line down the
Chambers Creek Canyon could constitute a major and
potentially detrimental impact on the stability of that
watercourse. There is also a potential for lowering the
groundwater table due to the elimination of septic tank
effluent as a source of recharge.
(BLR ORDER » 51444)
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Finai Date

Aliso Writer Management Aaency Proiect 09/03

California
County: Orance
Proposer) is the iir.r.lementation of a local or regional
wastewater treatment and aisnosal system to eliinintae
various systems anri orevent futnre oroblenis. The applicant
isr consicerinu two alternatives: a regional system with
central treatment and ocean disnosal of most wastes and a
reiional disoosal system with local treatment. Construction
difruption and occasional obiectionable odors will result
COiMMRSTS ?1AI>K BY: DOT FKA GSA

state and local aaencies
private interest arouDs and individuals

(iiLK ORDFR * 51329)
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PEDEPAL POWER COMMISSIOS

Contact: Dr. Richard F. Hill
ftctinq Advisor on Knvironmental Duality
Oi»1 G street, N.W.
washinqton, D.C. 2012b
(202) SBb-eoay

nraft I>a^e

Columbia Gas rransmis.'^ion Corp., Curtailment 09/02

The action consists of FPC's analysis of two permanent
curtailment plans for the Columbia Gas Transmission
Corporation. Tinvironmental impacts resulting from the

action are the increased use of coal and oil to replace the

curtailed eras, the associated cost increases, and increased
pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
Alternative;-, include unregulated curtailment and new

sources of qas supplies. Reference is made to the fact

that decontrol and rate structure are not included as

alternatives to curtailment.
(FLR ORDKR ff 5 1308)

Texas Gas Transmission Corp., Curtailment 09/22

The action consists of FPC»s analysis of two permanent
curtailment plans for the Texas Gas Transmisssion
Corporation. Environmental impacts resulting from cur-
tailment are the increased use of coal and oil to re-

place the curtailed natural qas and the associated cost

Increases, and increased pollution in the form of sulfur
dioxide and narticulates . Rate structure and deregulation
are not included as alternatives to curtailment.
(KLR ORDKR <t 51408)

Texas Eastern Transmisson Corp., Curtailment 09/22

The action consists of FPC's analysis of two permanent
curtailment plans for the Texas Eastern Transmission
Corooration. Fnvironmental imoacts resulting from curtail-
ment are the increased use of coal and oil to replace the

curtailed natural aas and the associated cost increases
and increased pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and

oarticulates. Rate structure and derequlation are not
included as alternatives to rnrtailment.
(ELH ORPIR # ^TJIO)

Trunkline Gas Co. Curtailment 09/22

The action consists of FPC»s analysis of three permanent
curtailment plans tor the Trunkline Gas Company. Environ-
mentdl impacts resulting from curtailment are the increased

use of coal and oil to replace the curtailed natural gas

and the associated cost increases, and increased pollution
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in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates. Rate
structure and deregulation are not included as alternatives
to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER # 51411)

Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co., Curtailnent 09/22

The action consists of PPC's analysis of one permanent
curtailment plan for the Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company.
Environmental impacts resulting from curtailment are the
increased use of coal and oil to replace the curtailed
gas and the associated cost increases, and increased
pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
Rate structure and deregulation are not included as alter-
natives to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER « 51412)

United Gas Pipeline Co., Curtailment 09/22

The action consists of FPC*s analysis of two permanent
curtailment plans for the United Gas Pipeline system.
Environmental impacts resulting from curtailment are the
increased use of coal and oil to replace the curtailed
natural gas and the associated cost increases, and increased
pollution in the form of sulfur dioxide and particulates.
Rate structure and deregulation are not included as alter-
natives to curtailment.
(ELR ORDER # 51413)

Holt, Bankhead, and Lewis Smith Projects, Alabama 09/02

AlabaBia
The action involved is the PPC»s consideration of Alabama
Power Comnany's contention that the turbine aerator devices
installed in the draft tubes of Bankhead Proiect No. 2165
and Holt Proiect No. 2203 satisfies its obligation under
Article 43 of the Holt license and aids in the improvement
of the water guality of the Black Warrior River at
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The proposed action would increase the
dissolved oxygen released in the waters discharged through
the Bankhead powerhouse to the Rolt reservoir and the waters
discharged through the Holt powerhouse into the Oliver oool,
thus providing enough dissolved oxygen for industrial
development and which would result in associated pollution.
(FLR ORDKR # 51325)

Rocky nt. Proiect, Georgia 09/12

Georgia
County: Floyd
Proposed is the issuance of a license to the Georgia
Power Company for construction and operation of the pro-
posed "Rocky Mountain Pumped Storage Project No. 27 25, to
be located on Heath Creek. The project would consist of
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two reservoirs, two auxiliary pools, a tunnel and under-
ground penstocks, a semi-outdoor powerhouse which would
also contain 3 reversible 225-HW pump turbine generating
units, and 3 miles of 230 kV transmission line. Adverse
impacts resulting from the project would be loss of
existing recreational and scenic values, stream habitat,
agricultural and timber producing lands, and the dis-
placement of H6 people.
(ELB ORDER # 51383)

Pinal Date

American Fork Creek Project No. 696 09/22

Utah
Proposed is the relicensing of Utah Power and Light Co.*s
American Creek Project, No. 696. The project includes a con-
crete overflow type diversion dam with flash boards, one 950
kw generating station, transmission lines, and related works.
The project has a visual impact upon the Timpanogos Cave Na-
tional Monument.
COBMFNTS MADB BY: AHP COK USDA HEW DOI DOT

State agencies and the applicant
(ELR ORDER # 51114)

Bath County Project, Virginia 09/22

Virginia
County: Bath
The Statement concerns consideration of an application for
a licence to construct and operate a pumped storage oro-
ject in Bath County, Virginia. Issuance of a licence would
provide for establishment of two reservoirs, inundating
about 950 acres, two transmission lines with a total
length of 85 to 89 miles, and a powerhouse reaching the
350,000 kw rating for each of six units. The project would
eliminate 3.3 miles of a free-flowing section of Back Creek
and 1.5 miles of a free-flowing section of Little Back
Creek .

COKMBNTS HADK BY: DOI COK HEW EPA DOT DSDA
state and local agencies
and individuals

(ELP ORDER « 51415)
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DEPflRTHENT OF HUD

Contact: Wr. Bichard H. Broun
Director, Office of Environmental
Ouality
Room 7258
U51 7th Street, S.W.
Washinqton, D.C. 20410
(202) 755-6308

Draft Date
09/29

Bathtub, Shower Fire Safety Beqairenents

The sta lenient concerns the establishment of flame spread
and smoke liffiitations for fiberglass reinforced plastic
bathtub and shower units, as recommended by a HOD-
convened committee ol fire and plastics experts. The
purpose ol the regulations is to protect against per-
sonal injury and property loss by fire. The statement
indicates no adverse impact on the environment.
(ELR ORDER # 51448)

Final Date

wilfiwooci ?rtdition Wortqage Insurance, Decatur 09/08

Illinois
County: Macon
The statetpent concerns an application for mortgaqe in —
rurance on 143.5 acres ot agricultural land in the South
Chores area of Decatur to be developed into 556 single-
rainily hon.esites. The i60,0C0 houses will serve as
Sfc-curity tor the mortqaaes. The statement indicates no
serious adverse environmental effects.
COn.rENTS MADK BY: KPA AhP HSDA HEW DOT DOT

state and local agencies
(ELR ORDi-.K # 5 134 5)

Government Saaare, Triangle Urban Renewal Proiects 09/02

iiett Virginia
County: Kanawha
The 113-acre pro-ject, located in downtown Charleston, con-
sists of construction ot 400 new housing units, a 20-acre
enclosed rnwinercial complex, new government buildings, and
preservation/rehabilitation of single-family housing units
and existing qovernment buildings. A number of families
anu biisiriesses will be displaced.
CO:ir.F?«TS :*,h<JE BY: EP^ dot nSCG DOI DOC

state and local aaencies
(HLR OR JFK f 5 132 1)
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The following are Community Development Block Grant
statements prepared and circulated directly by applicants
pursuant to section 104(h) of the 1974 Housing and Community
Development Act. Copies may be obtained from the office
of the appropriate local chief executive. (Copies are not
available from HUD)

.

Section 10U (h)

bratt Date

Valleio Watt^rfront rit^oeveloposent 09/22

California
County: Solano
The Ktatenent concerns a plan to acauire, redone, and
develoc two vacant parcels of land located adiacent to
.ind north of ffaro Itland Shipyard. The 8 3 acre site will
he used lor a light industrial park of aeneral land use
Fpeciticity. Aithoutih no specific uses for the park are
currently forniulated, the proj<»ct is expected to generate
trattic and related i:.ollution in the area.

Clevelam^'r .lemolition Program 09/03

Ohio
The statoaent concerns an application for a Community
w/eveloDHient block Grant by tne City of Cleveland for
oeniolition of condemned structures. Because these
Etructurv^s are vacant, there will he no displacements
of faciilie:-. N'ois'; pollution and construction disruption
will result.
(LLR ORi)Fn « S1332)

Ftodeo Lake Surface Draiaaoe, Othello 09/02

Washinaton
County: Adair'S

Jhe proposed action is the drainage of a seepaqe lake
(Kodeo Lake) for the ouruose of eliminating flooding of
seotic tanks and surface water conditions on residential
suburban area adiacent to Othello City. The project will
result in loss of the seepage lake, loss of fish population
and reduction of wildlife population.
(i-.LTi ORt;I:»< * 51313)

Sand roint Tark, Seattle 09/29

i*arhinijton
Coun ty

:

Kino
The statement concerns the acquisition, development, and
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ose of Navy excessefi i>roperty at Sand Point as a reoional
park, A network of vehicular and pedestrian roadr, on-
site patKinq and improved utilities are also included in
the propoFod action. Adverse impacts include increased
air pollution from automobiles and construction disruption.
(FLR ORDr;R # S1461)

Final Date

PaEcark Brook Irrprovenient Project 09/08

New York
County: RockJand
Propose.] ir- a project for flood alleviation including
channelization of portions of the Brook, replacement of
structnrts incapable of withstandina a 100-year return
period flood, and rhe acouisition of flood easements along
iparsely settled reaches of the Brook. Adverse impacts
include the alteration and containment of the natural
ireanderinn of a stream und <ieneral construction disruption.
COMMENTS r,Ar>E BY: EPA

one state and one local aqency
(p'LR ORT>KR # 51348)
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DEPARTKFNT OF INTERIOR

Contact: Mr. Bruce Blanchard
Director, Environmental Project Review
Room 726
Deodrtment of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 3U3-3891

bureau of Land Management

Draft Date

Coal ninina RequlationF 09/16

Proposed are new BLU coal leasing, permitting and licensing
requlationr and revised GS coal exploration, mining operat-
ing, and reclaination regulations as they apply to all
aspects of coal operations on public and acouired lands.
RegulationF and revision are included to: exoand Federal
scope of authority to private surface over federally owned
minerals; reouire submission of detailed exploration and/or
irininq plans orior to operations; and require reclamation
as an intearal part of mining operations. The more
stringent environmental standards may result in slightly
increased expenses to operators and consumers and the
closing of some small mines.
(ELR ORDER » S1399)

Final Date

Proposed Coal Leasing Program 09/19

The statement refers to a program resuming nationwide coal
leasing by the Bureau of Land Management, utilizing the En-
ergy Mineral Allocation Recommendation System. The program
primarily involves 85 million acres of identified coal re-
serves in the Northern Rreat Plains, and northward along
the continental divide from New Mexico and Arizona through
Montana. Extraction of the coal would create a wide range
of social, economic, and environmental impacts.

COMMENTS MADF BY: USDA ftEC EPA CEQ DOI TVA
State agencies

(ELR ORDER # 51403)

bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Draft Date

Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail 09/02

The statement concerns the legislative inclusion of the
Lewis and Clark National Ristoric Trail in the National
Trails System. The proposed action on the 3,700 mile
route would require easement on 172 acres, resulting in
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restricted timber harvestinq practices, and the development
of recreation facilities along 21 components to accomodate
increased use.
(ELR ORDER # 51309)

Bruneau Wild and Scenic Rier 09/16

Idaho
"^he statement concerns a study recommending the inclusion
ji' 121 miles of the Bruneau and its Sheep Creek and
Jarbidge tributaries in the National Wild and Scenic
River System. Boundaries would extend from canyon rim to
canyon rim along legal subdivisions and encompass approx-
imately 57,000 acres. Kxisting uses of the area, chiefly
livestock, grazing, would continue. Commercial and
residential uses that might otherwise occur would be
curtailed

.

(RLR ORDER # 51395)

New Biver Gorge, Nat»l wild and Scenic Rivers 09/29

West Virginia
County: Fayette Summers Raleigh
Proposed is the leqislative designation of the New
River Gorge in West Virginia as part of the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers System under overall manage-
ment of the National Park Service. Inclusion in the
System will provide protection of existing scenic,
recreational, historic, fish and wildlife, and water
quality values of the river. No significant adverse
effects are anticipated on ecological systems.
(KLR ORDER # 51450)

Bonneville Power Administration

Draft Date

Hot Springs-Bell 500-kV line 09/16

Washington Idaho Montana
Proposed is the construction of between I'JB and 165 miles
of 500-kV transmission line between Hot Springs, Rontana,
and Bell Substation, immediately north of Spokane,
Washington. Right-of-way for the line and 15 to 70 miles
of new access road would be reguired. The project would
also require the clearing of 2,153 to 2,503 acres of land
and the removal of 3 to U acres of farm land. Wildlife
habitat would be disturbed.
(BLR ORDER « 51396)

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife

Pinal Date
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Desert wilflerness Area 09/04

Nevada
County: Clark Lincoln
The statement proposes that approximately 1,322,900 acres
of the Desert National Wildlife Range be designated
wilderness within the National Wilderness Preservation
System. It is also recommended that 76,000 acres of
adjoining public domain lands be designated as wilderness
when they become a part of the Desert National Wldlife
Range. Designation of wilderness will limit visitor
and resource and commercial growth.
COMMENTS MftDS BY: DOC DOD AEC DOI

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51336)

National Park Service

Pinal Date

Rehabilitation of the National Mall 09/10

District of Co
The proposed rehabilitation program for the National Mall
in Washington, D.C. would include replacement of streets
for automobiles with pedestrian walks, replacement of park
furniture, and construction of various other pedestrian-
centered facilities. Fringe parking and shuttle busses
would be provided at RFK Stadium. The project would result
in fewer facilities for automobiles on the Mall and
temporary construction disruption.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA COE DOI NCPC 2

State and metropolitan agencies
D.C. agencies and elected officials

(KLR ORDER # 513S6)

Proposed Master Plan, Hawaii Volcanoes N.P. 09/04

Hawaii
The statement refers to the proposed master plan for the
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. The plan is intended to
conserve and protect the unigue resources of the Park for
expanded public use and continued volcanic research by the
ti.S. Geological Survey. Direct impact of the plan will
result primarily from the construction of new roads and
campgrounds. (180 pages)
COMMENTS MADE BY: ARP USDA COE DOI DOT EPA

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51337)

City of Refuge National Historical Park 09/29

Hawaii
The master plan for City of Refuge National Historical
Park, Hawaii, outlines a program that will preserve and
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interDret the remains of the Hawaii puuhonua (T>lace of
refuge) and its associated historic and natural values
as an important center of ancient Hawaiian culture. The
pro^iect will reauire extension of existing boundaries to
include about 204 acres of land and 112 acres of water,
which will result in the displacenient of 8 families.
COMMeNTS KADe; BY: li'^DA DOI

State agencies
(ELR GRDFR » 51'»f>2)

Grand T«ton National Park, Master Plan
wyofflinq

The proposed master plan for the Grand Teton National
Park will attempt to increase public enioyment of park
experiences with reduced impact on park resources.
Sone adverse effects are the reduction in the inmediate
local econoiTiy» high costs for pollution abatement
and facility obliteration, and shifting of recrea-
tional uses to areas outside the park.
COMMENTS ?1ADE EY : USDA 2I>0I 2EPA 2

state aaencies
(ELR ORDER # 5 14 35)
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Contact: Mr. Richard Chais
Suoervisory Attorney Advisor for
the Environmental Staff
Room 2370
Washington, D.C. 20423
(202) 343-2086

Draft Date

CENW Transportation Co., Docket ABI (Sub. -Wo, 9) 09/30

Iowa South Dakota
the Chicago and North Western Transportation Company
proposes to abandon and completely dismantle its branch
line extending 155.7 miles between Wren, Iowa and Iroauois,
South DaKota. The diversion of traffic from rail to motor
carrier although low, would result in an increased burden
on the environment with respect to energy consumption and
emittants. Noise and safety hazards associated with motor
carrier movement would be intensified.
(ELR OSDEK » 51462)
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NHCLEAP KFCMLflTOPY COflMISSION

Contact: IT. A. Giambus^sn, Dirf»ctor of Division
of Reactor Licenr.ina
P-722, NRC
KaEhinaton, O.C. 2055S
(301) 492-7373

l*inal Date

Pale Verde Nuclear Generatinq Sta., OnitF 1-3 09/29

Arizona
County: Maricooa
Proposed iy the iEtmance of construrtion permits to the
Arizona Public Service Corporation for the construction of
the Palo Vercfe Nnclear Ceneratina Station, Units 1,2,
and 3. The station will produce up to 3B17 MHt and 1270
*"iWe (net) of electi'ical power capacity. The exhaust steam
will be cooled by mechanical-draft coolinq towers with
[RaKeup Welter obtained from Dined sewaae effluent from
Pheonix. Ihe construction will require the clearing of up
to 2500 acres of land.
COKrtfeNTS MADK BY: Af'P ISDA DOC PPA HKW DOT COT? FPC DOI

State and local agencies
(PLK ORt>r»< #514 54)
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DEPAHTMB»^T OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact: Mr. Martin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
UOO 7th Street, S.W.
Washinqton, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-4357

Federal Aviation Administration

Draft Date

New Rent Co. Airport, Quinton, Virginia 09/22

Virainia
County: New Kent
The statement concerns the acquisition of the existing
126.7 acre privately-owned New Kent Airport and an
additional 18.4 acres fee simple and 10 acres in aviation
easement. The project also includes relocation of State
Routes 612 and 676, and removal of existing tee hangars,
liqhtinq and marking, runway and taxiway, and installation
of VASl II and REILS. Adverse inpacts of the project in-
clude an increase in noise levels, the clearing of 20 acres
of woods, an increase in pollution levels, and a
lengthening of Route 612.
(ELR ORDER # 51U26)

Final Date

New Orleans Lakefront Airport 09/02

Louisiana
Proposed is the development of a Master Plan for the
existing New Orleans Lakefront Airport. The Master Plan
will determine the extent, type and nature of needed
development based on forecast short, intermediate, and long
range aeronautical needs. Installation of approach lights
and an ILS Glide Slope Indicator for the present north-
south runway is planned prior to implementation of Phase 1

of the Master Plan.
COMMENTS MADE BY: COE DOC DOI EPA DOT

state agencies
(BLR ORDER « 51311)

Detroit-Wayne Co. Airport, Runway (Supplement) 09/22

Michigan
County: Wayne
Tha statement is to supplement an eis filed with CEQ
10 April 1974. The specific issues addressed consist of
those in the opinion of the OS District Court, Eastern
District of Michigan, Southern Division. Data is included
to rectify the distortion or oaission of information in
the statement which the court found misleading.
COMMENTS MADE BX : HDD OSDA COE DOI DOT EPA
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state agencies
(ELE ORDER # 51U09)

Federal Highway Administration

Draft Date

Florida Street Extension, Mobile 09/02

Alabama
County: Mobile
Proposed is the construction of an extension of Florida
Street from Government Boulevard to Springhill Avenue in
Mobile, Alabama. The project length ranges from 2.2 to
2. 4 miles, depending upon the alternative selected. The
most significant negative impact of the project is the
potential dislocation of approximately 19 families, 13
businesses, and 2 non-profit organizations. Temporary
construction disruption would result.
(ELR ORDER # 51320)

SR 21, (Dlanding Blvd.), Clay Co. 09/02

Florida
County: Clay
The statement concerns the upgrading of Blanding Boulevard
(State Road 21) to a divided, four-lane facility from the
Intersection with SR 215 to Robin Road. The improvement
will provide for increased traffic generated by numerous
residential communities now planned from '•Jacksonville
South" to Orange Park. Adverse impacts include the dis-
placement of families and businesses emd noise level
impacts on Hiddleburg Elementary School.
(ELR ORDER # 51322)

John C. Calhoun Expressway Extension 09/02

Georqia
County: Richmond
The proposed highway extension begins at the present
terminus of the John C. Calhoun Expressway at 15th Street
and extends to either Greene or Telfair Streets, a distance
of approximately 0.8 mile. Between 25 and 50 persons and
11 and 16 businesses will be displaced. There will be
a loss of hardwoods in the corridor, and commercialization
will increase.
(ELR ORDER # 51310)

US 301, Screven Co. 09/08

Georgia
County: Screven
Proposed is the upgrading to four lanes of the existing
14.3 mile two-lane section of OS Fighway 301 (Ga 73)
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from the northern terainns of the Sylvania Bypass north-
iward to the existing four-lane section of OS 301 just
south of the Savannah River. The construction of the
facility will result in noise and air pollution and will
have an adverse effect upon forest land nearby. Dae to
the present non-availability of replacenent housing in
Screven County, the relocation of individuals associated
with three alternate routes will be a aiajor problea.
(ELR ORDER # 51343)

Hilo Bayfront Highway, FAP 19 09/16

Hawaii
The statement concerns the construction of a 1.3 nile
segment of the a-lane, divided Hilo Bayfront Highway
(PAP 19) from west of the Hailoa River to the junction of
Kalanianaole Avenue and Silva Street. One family and an
unspecified number of businesses will be displaced. A

4(f) statement is included concerning Hoolulu ParKr
Banyon Drive Golf Course, and the Hilo Bay Open Area.
(ELR ORDER # 51397)

St. Joe River Road (Forest Route 50) 09/22

Idaho
County: Benewah Shoshone
The proposed improvement entails the reconstruction, on
essentially the existing alignment, of Idaho Forest
Highway Route 50 between Calder and Avery, Idaho, a dis-
tance of approximately 23 miles. Approximately UOO acres
of land will be reguired for riaht-of-way , and of this
acreage, 70 acres will be permanently committed to be used
for highway pavement.
(ELR ORDER # 51419)

1-15« Raft River-Rockland Jet. 09/29

Idaho
County: Cassia Power
The proposed project is the upgrading to 4 lanes of
I-15W from the Raft River Interchange in Cassia County to
the Rockland Junction about 2 miles southwest of American
Falls in Power County. Total length of the project is
21 miles. Construction would reguire the displacement of
two residences and two utility pipelines. Encroachment
into the backwaters of Lake Walcott is possible at two
locations along the existing route, and large concrete
walls, which would have adverse aesthetic effects, could
be constructed . A great amount of cut and fill would be
reguired .

(ELR ORDER # 51459)

1-255, St. Louis 09/22
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Illinols
Coonty: Monroe St. Clair Madison
Proposed is the constroction on new alignment of Interstate
255 froB an interchange with PAP Route 410 north of
Columbia to an interchange with Route 55 west of Collins-
ville, a distance of approximately 18 miles. The statement
also covers the relocation of the weigh station on 1-55.
Approximately 800 persons will be relocated and 22
businesses displaced. In addition, farms will be severed
and approxiTBately 800 acres of agricultural land will be
acquired . Other adverse effects expected include increased
highway generated noise levels in several locations. A
U(f) statement is included concerning Prank Holten State
Park.
(BLR ORDER # 51422)

State Primary Route 146 09/29

Massachusetts
County: Worcester
The proposed action is the dualization of State Primary
Route 146 from Hartford Turnpike in the Town of Sutton to
Will Street in the Town Of Oxbridge and the relocation
of Route 146 from Mill Street to the Rhode Island State
Line. The improvement is about 13.5 miles in length and
will consist of four lanes divided by a median. The pro-
ject will result in the displacement of 13 families and
2 businesses.
(ELR ORDER # 51456)

Route 36, St. Joseph and Missouri River 09/22

Missouri Kansas
The action proposes the acquisition of limited access
right-of-way from the Missouri River to 17th Street in
St. Joseph, grading, multi-lane paving, interchanges, and
a six lane bridge over the Missouri River from a point
in Buchannan County, Kansas to 17th Street in St. Joseph.
Total project length is 1.5 miles. Adverse impacts include
the relocation of 264 people and 22 businesses, and the
reassignment of approximately 30 acres of industrial,
commercial and residential land to a transportation
corridor

.

(ELR ORDER # 51417)

Nebraska Hwy 133 (90th St.), Omaha 09/03

Nebraska
County: Douglas
The project consists of the improvement of Nabraska
Highway 133 (90th Street) from Burt Street to Maple, a
distance of 3.2 miles, and a second segment from Maple
to the junction of N-133 and N-38, a distance of 1,9
miles. The project will displace three residences, and
will require the acquisition of 6 acres of land.
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(ELR ORDER # 51331)

Onaha North Freeway 09/30

Nebraska
County: Douglas
The statement concerns the coapletion of the North Freeway
in Onaha from Lake Street to Interstate 680 and an Airport
Connector to serve Bppley Airport. The road would be
lighted and would be six lanes and four lanes in sections.
Length of the freeway project would be approximately five
miles and the Airport Connector could vary between approxi-
mately one to two and a half miles. Adverse impacts of the
project include a large number of displacements of families
and businesses and possible use of city park land in the
179 to 217 acres needed for the right-of-way.
(ELP ORDER # 51464)

OS 95 West Leg, Las Vegas 09/02

Nevada
County: Clark
The statement concerns the construction of the west leg of
05 95 expressway from Rancho Drive West to Rainbow
Boulevard and North to the Tonopah Highway in the City of
Las Vegas and unincorporated areas of Clark County. Total
length of the project is 9.55 miles. It will initially
be constructed as a 4-lane expressway with provision for
6 lanes. Approximately 25 families will be displaced.
The project may also encourage urban growth in areas
lacking suitable infrastructure.
(ELR ORDER # 51318)

OS 1133 (University Avenue) , Las Cruces 09/12

New Mexico
County: Dona Ana
The proposed action is the widening to 6 lanes of a section
of Federal Aid Secondary Route 1133 (NB 101) on Oniversity
Avenue between 1-10 and 1-25 in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
The length of the project is approximately 1.5 miles. The
project will result in increased noise impact, an unspeci-
fied number of relocations, loss of trees, and air
pollution during construction.
(BLR ORDER # 51376)

Seventeenth St. Extension, Altoona 09/12

Pennsylvania
County: Blair
The statement concerns the relocation of Seventeenth Street
to provide a U-lane free access facility approximately one
mile in length to serve as an artery into the downtown
area from existing OS Route 220. The project will displace
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between ^7 and 100 fdmilies, depending upon the alternate
selected, and will subject another 13 to 33 residences
to interior noise levels.
(ELR ORDER » 51378)

LR 1071, Spur P, Section AOO 09/25

Pennsylvania
County: Allegheny
Proposed is the construction of a two Bile segment of
Legislative Route 107U, Spur F, Section AOO from the
Rankin Bridge to a connection with the new Braddock Avenue
Viaduct. Access to the four-lane expressway will be pro-
vided at selected, at-grade signalized intersections.
Alternative A would reguire the relocation of 50 families
and 11 businesses. ITaftic on the roadway would cause
significant noise pollution.
(ELR ORDER « 51443)

Beltway 8, US 59 North to I.E. 10 East 09/12

Texas
County: Harris
The statement concerns the development of a 17.8 mile
increment into a fully controlled access facility as
part of Beltway 3, ^ circumferential route encircling
Houston. Included ^n the statement is a 2 mile segment of
I.H. 10 wh^ch crosses this portion of Beltway 8. The
project will permit- the continuance of existing trends in
urban develoDic nt. There will be an increase in noise and
air polli) ion levels, and the roadway will displace the
Fait'.i Tabernacle United Pentacostal Church.
(BLR ORDFR # 51375)

Loop 151, Texarkana 09/29

Texas
County: Bowie
The oroposed action is the construction on new location of
a four-lane divided facility with depressed median and one-
way continuous frontage roads over approximately 3.6 miles,
from US 82 in Texarkana south to OS 59 in Bowie County,
Texas. Adverse effects include the displacement of
families and businesses, already partially completed, and
the commitment of some natural resources.
(ELR ORDER # 51453)

Pinal Date

Alabama Route 59, Baldwin County 09/16

Alabama
County: Baldwin
The statement refers to the construction of Alabama
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Route 59 for approximately 21 miles from sooth of Foley
to 1-10 north of Loxley. The acquisition of farmland
for highway right-of-way and economic effects to bnsinesses
and trade in the 4 towns that will be bypassed by the
proposal are adverse effects of the project.

COMMENTS ."ADR BY: DSDA KPW
state agencies

(ELP ORDER * 5139 3)

Lake Otis Parkway, Anchorage 09/22

Alaska
Proposed is the improvement of a one-mile segment of the
Lake Otis Parkway from the intersection with Tudor Road to
the intersection with Northern Liahts Boulevard. The
project will provide a fonr-lane urban roadway with a
median turn lane, drainage, pedestrian overpass and side-
walks; modified for bicycle use. Adverse impacts of the
proiect include an overall increase in noise levels, air
pollution, commercial activity and traffic in the area, and
disruption of vegetation.
C0M.1ENTS MADE BY: state and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 514 23) and concerned citizens

East Belt Freeway, Little Rock 09/02

Arkansas
County: Pulaski
The statem*?nt concerns the construction of a multi-lane,
interstate-tyoe facility connecting 1-40 and 1-30, a dis-
tance of 10 miles, through eastern Little Rock and eastern
North Little Rock. An undetermined number of businesses
and families will be displaced and the project will also
alter 600 to 800 acres of wetlands, residential, agri-
cultural, commerical and industrial lands to highway use.
COMMENTS l"ADE BY: AW? OSCG COB DOT HEM OSDA DOT

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51315)

Rte 87, Guadalupe Parkway, San Jose 09/02

California
County: Santa Clara
The proposed project is the improvement of a U-lane freeway
on Route 87 for a distance of 1.5 miles in the city of
San Jose. The facility will reguire 59.3 acres and displace
237 people and 30 businesses. A crossing over the Guadalupe
River will increase erosion and siltation. Loss of wildlife
and substantial increases in air and noise pollution levels
will occur.
CO?!MENTS MADE BY: EPA DOT DOI COE

state and local agencies
and concerned citizens

(ELR ORDER # 51324)
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1-70, DeBeque-Grand Valley 09/29

Colorado
County: Mesa Garfield
The pro-ject involves the construction of a 37 mile segment
of 1-70 located in both Garfield and Mesa Counties in west
central Colorado. Adverse impacts include acquisition of
820 acres of land for right-of-way, temporary degradation
of water quality, increased dust, noise and congestion dur-
ing construction, and the displacement of eighteen families
and nine businesses.
•

COMMRNTS KP.DB BY: EPA DSDA HEW DOI DOT
state agencies and individuals

(ELR ORDER # 51460)

Georgia S.R. 365 09/08

Georgia
County: Rail Harbersham
The statement refers to the proposed extension of S.R. 365
from the present terminus at Gainesville to a point west and
north of Cornelia. The 22-mile extension will be on new
location. Erosion and siltation may cause damage to fish
spawning waters in the Chattahoochee River and Lake Sidney
Lanier. Eighteen families and one business will be dis-
placed. An unspecified amount of land will be acquired to
provide a 300 foot right-of-way.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA DOT HfTD DOI EPA
(ELR ORDER # 513aU)

US-31, Michigan 09/12

Michigan
County: Mason
Proposed is the construction of DS-31 from the Oceana-
Mason County line north to US-31/DS-10, Summit, Pere
Marquette and Auber Townships. Total project length is
approximately 11 miles. Adverse impacts stemming from the
project are loss of wildlife habitat and woodland; dis-
placement of families, residential dwellings and other
structures; loss of agricultural land; increased noise and
water pollution levels; and erosion and sedimentation.

COMMENTS MADE BY: DOT DOI COE OSDA EPA OSCG
state agencies

(ELR ORDER # 51382)

Route 55 Freeway 09/08

New Jersey
County: Gloucester
The statement refers to the proposed construction of a U

I
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lane, limited access freeway. There are 5 alternate actions
beinq considered, one of which (Line R2) would traverse
the Glassboro Fish and Wildlife Management Area. Two other
routes would affect farm land. Traffic would be diverted
from established businesses and communities along Route
47.
COMMENTS «AI)E BY: DOT DOT BPA USDA
(FLR ORDfR # 51354)

1-84, Hudson River Crossing 09/02

New York
County: Grange Dutchess
The project involves the expansion of an existing crossing
of the Hudson River in Orange and Dutchess Counties. The
total length of the project is 2.0 ailes. Adverse impacts
are increased air and noise pollution,, loss of some river
bottom, displacement of 1 family, and short-termed degrad-
dation of water quality.
COMMENTS MADE BY: USDA HEW DOl OSCG DOT DOC FPC EPA AHP
(ELR ORDER # 51323)

Interstate 5, Divide-Anlauf Section 09/02

Oregon
County: Douglas Lane
The project is to upgrade a 7 mile section of Interstate 5;

the interchanges at Anlaug and Divide will be reconstructed,
and a new system of frontage roads will be constructed. Ad-
verse impact will include the loss of some wildlife habitat
as right-of-way, and the displacement of a number of fami-
lies.
COMMENTS MADE BY: nSCG DOl EPA DSDA

state agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51317)

U.S. 101, Elk River - Port Orford Section 09/22

Oregon
County: Curry
The statement refers to the proposed construction
of the Elk River - Port Orford Section of O.S. 101 in
Curry County, Oregon. The proposed project consists of a
two-mile segment of highway on new location. Adverse
impacts will result principally from construction activity
and will particularly concern aquatic resources.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DSDA COE DOC DOl DSCG EPA

State and local agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51426)

I 664 - Hampton Roads 09/03

Virginia
County: several
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The statement considers alternate corridors for the con-
struction of proposed I 66 5, a bridge tunnel water crossing
of Hampton Roads. The project is proposed to connect the
cities of Hampton and Newport News on the north of Hampton
Roads Harbor with the Cities of Portsnouth, Norfolk and
Nansemond on the southern side of Hampton Roads. The pro-
ject, a limited access divided highway, will be 13.9 miles
long, 6 lanes wide north and south of Hampton Roads, and 4

lanes wide across Hampton Roads. Encroachment upon t* (f ) land
displacement of families and businesses, and increased air,
noise, and water pollution are adverse effects of the
action.
COMflENTS MADE BY: DOC EPA USDA OSCG HOD HEW

state agencies
(ELR ORDER « 51330)

Route 58 09/26

Virginia
County: Mecklenburg
The proposed project is the construction of a four-lane
divided facility along the existing highway corridor of
Route 58. Project length is 19.4 miles. Acguisition of
right-of-way will result in the displacement of 35 families,
13businesses and U non-profit organizations. Section U (f

)

reviews for the loss of 24 acres of land from the Occoneeche
State Park and 8.73 acres from Rudels Creek Public Ose Area
are included.
COMMENTS MADE BY: DOI HOD COE OSCG

State agencies
(ELR ORDER # 51445)

D.S. Coast Guard

Draft Date

LORAN-C, Gulf of Alaska 09/08

The proposed action provides for the establishment of a

new LORAN-C radio-navigation chain along the OS West Coast
and in the Gulf of Alaska. Stations will be located in
Nevada, California, Washington, Alaska, and Southwestern
Canada. There will be minimal adverse impact on local
water supplies, sanitation system r and electric utilities.
There will be some visual impact at all stations due to
the height of the towers.
(ELR ORDER # 51350)



Suimnary of 102 StatfimentS-Filecl with the CEQ Through

9/30/75 (By Agency)

JJraft 102 's for
actions on which
no final 102 's have

Agency

Agriculture, Department of
Appalachian Regional Conunission

Architect of the Capitol
Atomic Energy Commission
Canal Zone Government
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commerce, Department of
Defense, Department of

Air Force
Army
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy

Delaware River Basin Commission
Energy Policy Office
Energy Resources Development Adm.
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Maritime Commission
Federal Power Commission
General Services Administration
HEW, Department of
HUD, Department of
Interior, Department of
International Boundary and Water C

Commission — U.S. and Mexico
Interstate Commerce Commission
Justice, Department of

Labor, Department of
National Aeronautics and Space Adm'.

National Capital Planning Comm.
National Science Foundation
New England River Basins Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Science and Technology
Pacific Northwest River Basins Conan.

Pennsylvania Ave. Devel. Corp.
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basins Comm.
State Department
Tennessee Valley Authority
Transportation, Department of

Treasury, Department of

Upper Mississippi River Basin Comm.

U.S. Postal Service '

U.S. Water Resources Council
Veterans Administration

final 102 's on
legislation and
actions

7otal actions on
which draft or
final statements
have been received

197
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^5J5j22J UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
VpBO't'^ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

AVAIIABILiry OF ENVIRONMENrAL PROTECTION

AGENCY COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMEOTS AND OTHffi

ACTIONS IMPACTING THE KNVIROHMENT

Purstiant to the requirements of section 102(2^(C) of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969^ and section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed and cooDanted In vrltlng cd

FedereJ. agency actions impacting the envlroonent ccortalned In the following

appendldes during th« period of September 1, 1975 and September 30, I975.

Appendix I contains a listing of draft envlrocment&l Impact statements

reviewed and camnented upon In writing during this review period, nie list

Includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the nimiber and title

of the statement, the classification of the nature of EPA's caonents as defined In

Appendix II, and the EPA source for copies of the conments as set forth In

Appendix VI.

Appendix II contains the definitions of the classifications of EPA's camnents

on the draft environmental Impact statements as set forth in Appendix !•

Appendix m contains a listing of final envlroomental impact statements

reviewed and commented upon In writing during this review period. Ibe listing

includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number and title of

the statement, a sunmary of the nature of EPA*s comments, and the EPA source for

copies of the comments as set forth in Appendix VI.
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Appendix IV contains a listing of final enviroonental Impact statements

reviewed but not conanented vjpon \jy EPA during this review period. The listing

Includes the Federal agency responsible for the statement, the number and title

of the statement, and the source of the EPA review as set forth in Appendix VI*

Appendix V contains a listing of proposed Federal agency regulatt ons,

legislation proposed by Federal agencies, and any other proposed actions reviewed

and commented upon In writing pursuant to section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act,

as amended, during the referenced reviewing period. Ibe llstlngJLndudes the

Federal agency responsible for the proposed action, the title of the action,

a 8\8omary of the nature of EPA's comments, and the source for copies of the

comments as set forth In Appendix VI.

Appendix VI contains a listing of the names and addresses of the sources of

EPA reviews and comments listed In Appendices I, III, IV and V.

Copies of the EPA Manual setting forth the policies and procedures for EPA's

review of agency actions may be obtained by writing the Public Information

Reference Uhlt, Environmental Protection Agency, Room 2922, Waterside Mall SW,

Washington, DC 20460, telephone AC 202/755-2808. Copies of the draft and final

environmental JLo^nct statements referenced herein are available from the

originating Federal department or agency.

Sheldon Meyers
Director
Office of Federal Activities

Dated: October 22, I975
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CODES FOR THE GENERAL NATURE
OF EPA CCMMENTS

Err/IROKMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION

LO— Lack of Objection

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft

impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER--Environmental Reservations

E,?A has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects

of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives

or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to

reassess these impacts.

EU-Environraentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its

potentially hairmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes

that the potential safeguards >Aiich might be utilized may not adequately protect

the environment from hazards arising fron this action. The Agency recomnends

that alternatives to the action be analyzed fvirther (including the possibility of

no action at all),

ADEQUACY OF THE P1PACT STATET^l^

Category 1—Adequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental impact

of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category' 2— Ins^afflcient Information

EPA believes that the draft Impact statement does not contain sufficient

Information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project or
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action. Hovrever, frcm the Information submitted, the Agency is able to

make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the information that was not included in

the draft statement.

Category 3"Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmenteil impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately aneJ.yzes reasonable available alternatives. The Agency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential, environmental

hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the impact statement.
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E, Director of Public Affairs, Region IV

Emrirocmental Protection Agency

lk21 Peachtree Street, HE

Atlanta, Georgia 303O9

F. Director of Public Affairs, Region V

EnvironmenteJ. Protection Agency

230 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 6o60k
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APPEMDIX

SOURCE FOR COPIES OF

A. Public Information Reference Unit G.

Environmental Protection Agency

Roan 2922, Waterside Mall, SW

Washington, D.C. 20460

B. Director of Public Affairs, Region I

EnvironmentaJ. Protection Agency

John F. Kennedy Federal Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02203

C. Director of Public Affairs, Region II

Environmental Protection Agency

26 Federal Plassa

New York, New York 1000?

D. Director of Public Affairs, Region III

Environmental Protecticjn Agency

Curtis Building, 6th and Vfcilnut Streets

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I9IO6

VI

EPA C(M4ENTS

Directtr of Public Affairs, Region VI

Enviromental Protection Agency

1600 Patterson Street

Dallas, Texas 73201

Director of Public Affairs, Region VII

Environmental Protection Agency

1735 Baltimore Street

Kansas City, Missouri 61(^108

I. Director of Public Affairs, Region vni

Envirocnental Protectim Agency

i860 Lincoln Street

Denver, Colorado 80203

J. Director of Public Affairs, Region DC

Environmental Protection Agency

100 California Street

San Francisco, California SkUl

K. Director of Public Affairs, Region X

Environmental Protection Agency

1200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, Washington .98101
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

722 JACKSON PLACE. N. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20006

102 Monitor

The 102 Monitor is the monthly publication of the Council
on Environmental Quality. In addition to its listing of

environmental impact statements which have been filed with
the Council under the provisions of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA) , the Monitor contains a list of

EPA's comments, filed under the provisions of section 309
of the Clean Air Act, as amended; items of current concern
in NEPA case law; and information on the environmental
studies of the Council.

The 102 Monitor is printed and distributed by the Govern-
ment Printing Office. The subscription rate for the Monitor
is $21.50 annually, with an additional $5.40 charge .'.or

foreign mailing; individual copies of the Monitor are

$1 .80 from GPO

.

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 2 0402

(Difficulties in obtaining copies of the 102 Monitor should
be referred to GPO's Service Section, P.O. Box 1533,
Washington, D.C. 20013)

OU.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE;197S 211-W0/4 1-3
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